The House met at 10 a.m. and was called to order by the Speaker pro tempore [Mrs. WALDHOLTZ].

DESIGNATION OF SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE

The SPEAKER pro tempore laid before the House the following communication from the Speaker:

WASHINGTON, DC, August 3, 1995.

I hereby designate the Honorable ENID G. WALDHOLTZ to act as Speaker pro tempore on this day.

NEWT GINGRICH, Speaker of the House of Representatives.

PRAYER

The Reverend Dr. Ronald Christian, Office of the Bishop, Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, Washington, DC, offered the following prayer:

Almighty God, in this moment of quiet, as the work of the day begins, we first acknowledge our dependency upon Your grace and Your care.

We seek guidance when we could so easily be led off the course of justice for all, we ask for wisdom when our decisions could so quickly be driven by selfish desires, we plead for mercy when our petty jealousies have caused a wedge to be driven between ourselves and others, and we pray for courage when, with feeble heart, we might easily give in to goals that are less than the best for others.

Oh God, in these moments and with these words, let us all be reminded again of Your presence with us and our responsibility to You, and may our actions this day serve more Your majestic will and purpose than our fleeting wants and wishes. Amen.

THE JOURNAL

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair has examined the Journal of the last day’s proceedings and announces to the House her approval thereof.

Pursuant to clause 1, rule I, the Journal stands approved.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Will the gentleman from Georgia [Mr. NORWOOD] come forward and lead the House in the Pledge of Allegiance.

Mr. NORWOOD led the Pledge of Allegiance as follows:

I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America, and to the Republic for which it stands, one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE

A message from the Senate by Mr. Lundregan, one of its clerks, announced that the Senate had passed with amendments, in which the concurrence of the House is requested, a bill of the following title:

H.R. 1905. An act making appropriations for energy and water development for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1996, and for other purposes.

The message also announced that the Senate insists upon its amendments to the bill (H.R. 1905). “An Act making appropriations for energy and water development for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1996, and for other purposes,” requests a conference with the House on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses thereon, and appoints Mr. DOMENICI, Mr. HATFIELD, Mr. COCHRAN, Mr. GORTON, Mr. MCCONNELL, Mr. BENNETT, Mr. BURNS, Mr. JOHNSTON, Mr. BYRD, Mr. HOLLINGS, Mr. REID, Mr. KERREY, and Mrs. MURRAY, to be the conference on the part of the Senate.

The House asked for a recess to consider the Senate message, which was taken up and agreed to.

TIME TO END WELFARE FOR LOBBYISTS

(Mr. TIAHRT asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. TIAHRT. Madam Speaker, I stand in support of the Istock-McIntosh-Ehrlich grant reform amendment. This amendment in the Labor-HHS-Education appropriations bill would put a stop to the Federal Government subsidizing political advocacy groups.

We want to stop the welfare for lobbyists. These are the groups that feed at the Government trough, complaining that if we take away their funds, we take away their first amendment rights. They call this the “nonprofit gag order.” They say, “Without our advocacy voice, nonprofits will no longer be able to share their insights with policymakers.”

I tell my colleagues, there are plenty of advocacy groups and nonprofit educational research institutes who share insights without using taxpayers’ dollars and without using your money. Besides that, constituents are free to visit or can come and call on me, or any of my fellow Congressmen, and share their thoughts; they just cannot send the phone bill or the airline bill to us and our neighbors.

Madam Speaker, that is exactly what happens when we have welfare for lobbyists. I encourage my colleagues to pass the Istock-McIntosh-Ehrlich Federal grant reform amendment. It is the right thing to do.

KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE ARE DUE AN APOLOGY

(Mr. BAESLER of Kentucky asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. BAESLER. Madam Speaker, the Kentucky and Tennessee delegations have always worked in a bipartisan and collegial spirit.

The Chair now recognizes the gentleman from Kentucky and Tennessee [Mr. BAESLER] for 1 minute.
Mr. BAESLER. Madam Speaker, recently, on Wednesday, July 19, a freshman Republican Member of Congress made the following quote in an interview with a column and the Washington Post: "The only law they clearly established," talking about Koresh, "broke that I can see, so far, is he had sex with consenting minors." He said, "Do you send tanks and Government troops into large sections of Kentucky and Tennessee and other places where such things occur?"

This statement shows, I think, the extent to which some members of the majority party will go in order to justify the narrow world view about David Koresh. Instead of condemning him for what he was, this Member attacked the good people of Kentucky and Tennessee.

Something is clearly wrong with this picture, and this Member, as others, just does not get it. Defending religious freedom is not the same as defending religious fanaticism. Somebody ought to tell him the difference.

Mr. BAESLER. Madam Speaker, I think this Member owes us an apology.

ABC GOT IT WRONG ON REPETITIVE MOTION STATISTICS

(Mr. NORWOOD asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. NORWOOD. Madam Speaker, I have come to the floor to correct a few things ABC's report on ergonomics last night would have led the American people to believe.

Madam Speaker, ABC says that 60 percent of workplace illnesses occur from repetitive motion. Why would they give out that number? Why would they say that? The Bureau of Labor Statistics says that only 7 percent of the workplace illnesses occur because of repetitive strain?

Why would ABC not have said, The National Safety Council does not agree with either one? They say that only 4 percent of the workplace illnesses come from repetitive strain. It is a perfect example of what is wrong in this town.

Where did ABC get 60 percent? They got it from Joe Dear. Why did Joe Dear say 60 percent? So he could do what they have been doing for 40 years: Run the workplace illnesses.

Madam Speaker, $270 billion in cuts in Medicare to pay for tax breaks for the rich is equally wrong to force America's elderly into managed care and take away their choice of physician.

Mr. WATTS of Oklahoma asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.

Mr. WATTS of Oklahoma. Madam Speaker, hold the line. Competition just does not ring true.

Madam Speaker, does competition mean a monolithic, one-sided monopoly? The manager's amendment to H.R. 1555, the Communications Act of 1995, will do just that. The bill that came out of committee passed with bipartisan support and had some level of approval from all industry representatives. What happened?

The provisions in the manager's amendment are so vague, it will be difficult for State regulators, and everyone will have to determine what constitutes competition. As the U.S. Congress deregulates telecommunications, we must assure that some fair standard exists for gauging competition and create a blueprint for the future of a competitive communications industry.

As a former state utility commissioner, I have seen firsthand how true competition can benefit the consumer. This is why I have some reservations about the manager's amendment.

Mr. BAESLER. Madam Speaker, I urge a "no" vote on the manager's amendment. Let us go back to the original bill that the committee passed. I wrote it to our constituents, the customers for all of these services, to make sure that rates are fair and wide open to competition.

Mr. BROWN of Ohio asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Madam Speaker, the Congress is about to embark on major changes in Medicare. These reforms will be considering will offer patients less choice, not more, unless we take action to ensure that their choices are protected.

Many of the so-called reform plans include efforts to increase the use of managed care for Medicare patients. A study released last week found that three-fourths of Americans age 50 and over said they would not join a Medicare managed care plan without the freedom to choose their doctor; 82 percent believe that the freedom to choose out-of-network physicians or specialists would be "very important" or "critically important" to their decisions about whether to join a Medicare managed care plan.

The message is simple. Choice is essential to older Americans. A point-of-service option provides true choice by allowing Medicare patients to go outside of a network when they need services. This option should be built into every health plan involving Medicare patients.

Madam Speaker, the American people want a balanced budget, they want to eliminate duplicative and wasteful programs, and they want, in short, to transform government to be effective and provide the needs that the American people demand.

Madam Speaker, we are going to keep our promise on this side of the aisle to reduce the size and cost of government and to create effective programs that work.

Mr. SANFORD asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.

Mr. SANFORD. Madam Speaker, the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight held a field hearing in early July in Cleveland. Amongst those who gave testimony were the mayor of Philadelphia, Edward Rendell.

Oversight held a field hearing in early July in Cleveland. Amongst those who gave testimony were the mayor of Philadelphia, Edward Rendell.

Philadelphia stood at the brink of financial disaster. They were a quarter of a billion dollars in debt. Their bonds had
been rated junk. Vendors as lowly as toilet paper suppliers said, "No more. We are not dealing with Philadelphia."

They had lost 30 percent of their tax base. Taxes had gone up 19 times over the last 11 years. Yet today, Madam Speaker, they enjoy a $29 million surplus. They have investment-grade bonds. For the first time since World War II, they have had a tax cut.

How did they do it? One, they created an entrepreneurial environment where in-government was to see customers as king, and in this case, the taxpayer was to be king. Two, they were to spend government dollars as if they were their own.

Madam Speaker, if Philadelphia can do that, I think America and the Federal Government can do that.

MEDICARE: NO COMMON SENSE IN CONGRESS

(Mr. GENE GREEN of Texas asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. GENE GREEN of Texas. Madam Speaker, the American people are gradually learning the truth about the Republican Medicare program. As the Wall Street Journal reported 3 days ago, raising Medicare premiums and copayments on seniors is becoming a likely possibility.

Republicans are finding that forcing seniors into HMO's may not provide the short-term cost savings they were hoping for, but the Democrats knew all along that the health care reform and Medicare reform should not be treated as a short-term budget exercise.

As you will recall, Madam Speaker, the Republicans only started talking about Medicare after their Contract With America rhetoric forced them to, by accident. Then they discovered the impending crisis in medical care, which President Clinton talked about all last year.

Madam Speaker, cutting $270 billion is not the way to save Medicare. It is becoming obvious to seniors that including $270 billion in tax cuts in the same budget bill is poor public policy and really a raw deal. This Republican majority Congress wants to balance the budget on the backs of seniors, and today they are cutting programs for our youth.

This Congress wants to cut our oldest and youngest, forsake our elders and cut our future. To paraphrase my friend from Ohio, "Beam me up." There is no common sense here in Congress.

REPUBLICANS ARE SAVING MEDICARE

(Mr. TORKILDSEN asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. TORKILDSEN. Madam Speaker, it is unanimous. The President and his trustees agree, and both parties in both Houses agree: Medicare is going broke. If the Congress chooses to do nothing, the status quo will destroy the Medicare system. But we can fight to improve the system, Madam Speaker, so that current and future generations will have access to health care.

This past week, I visited several senior centers in my district. The Americans I spoke with understood that change in the current system is necessary. Our seniors are trapped in a system designed for the 1960's, not the 1990's and beyond.

Madam Speaker, the facts are straightforward. Under the House-passed budget, spending on Medicare will increase from $4,800 per recipient to over $6,700 per recipient over the next 7 years. Doing nothing means Congress is abdicating its responsibility.

Medicare, every person and every idea is needed to resolve the Medicare crisis. I urge my colleagues on both sides of the aisle to join together. If Medicare goes broke in 2002, it is going to affect all of us, regardless of party affiliation or age. Let us work, preserve and protect Medicare.

APOLGY DUE THE PEOPLE OF KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE

(Mr. TANNER asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. TANNER. Madam Speaker, a while ago one of the Members who spoke here used the term "extremist, mean-spirited, and shameful." Let me tell my friends that one of the most extremist, mean-spirited, and shameful remarks occurred in an interview by a Member of this body the other day in the Journal Gazette when he said, "The only law they clearly established was Koresh broke that I can see that he had sex with a consenting minor," a little girl 10-year-old. "Do you send tanks and government troops into large sections of Kentucky and Tennessee, and other places where such things occur? Since he viewed he was married, which then comes to the polygamy question, in other words, we are sending tanks in to enforce polygamy laws.

By way of a strained explanation, he said, "I implied something I don't believe. It was a little girl 10-year-old." May I say to the Speaker of this House, the people of Kentucky and Tennessee deserve an apology from someone who speaks for this body.

STAMP OUT THE REPUBLICAN WAR ON WOMEN

(Mrs. SCHRÖDER asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend her remarks.)

Mrs. SCHRÖDER. Madam Speaker, this August 26, we have this wonderful stamp coming out, celebrating women having had the right to vote for 75 years. In November 1996, you are going to watch women use that vote. They are also going to be using this stamp, I think, to try and stamp out the Republican war on women.

I think women are not only angry about the actions against them in this Congress, they are angry about the attitudes that the Republicans have had against them in this Congress as seen by the vote yesterday in the other body.

That is all very, very sad, and it is very difficult today to celebrate the only victory, the only victory women have had this entire time, and that was saving a 25-year-old program started by Richard Nixon and George Bush that last time got two-thirds of this body and this time barely snuck through. That is outrageous. Our foremothers would want us to fight back, and we will.

SUPPORT THE LABOR-HHS-EDUCATION BILL

(Mr. HOKE asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. HOKE. Madam Speaker, let us be clear about one thing. If you want to hurt your children, if you want to hurt your grandchildren, if you want to punish the future generations that have
not been born yet for this Nation, the best thing that you can do today is you can vote against the Labor-HHS appropriations bill.

Let me ask a simple question: Which is worse, eliminating some ineffective program that we still fund, hindering important initiatives, or leaving our children a legacy in which the only thing the Government can afford to do is pay for entitlements and interest on the debt, if that?

This is a good bill. It deserves our support. It increases funding in important areas, like the National Institutes of Health. It eliminates funding in areas where it does not deserve to be funded. It consolidates a great deal of funding.

Please, support it.

SALUTE TO THE NATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION AND PRESIDENT-ELECT LAWRENCE BOZE OF THE NBA

(Ms. JACKSON-LEE asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend her remarks.)

Ms. JACKSON-LEE. Madam Speaker, I rise this morning to salute Lawrence Boze, newly elected president-elect of the National Bar Association, now holding its 75th year meeting in Baltimore, MD.

The National Bar Association, organized in 1920, is now celebrating its 75th year of service. It is an organization of lawyers serving African-Americans throughout this Nation. Mr. Boze, a native Houstonian, has been a long-time activist in the Houston Lawyers' Association, the NBA, and the Houston community. He has used his legal training to enhance the lives of those least able to access our American system of justice. He has fought the legal fight against eliminating the 18th Congressional District.

As head of an organization, the NBA, that has led the effort to maintain equality, civil rights, and opportunity, I know that Mr. Boze's administration will continue that service in an excellent manner.

It is my pleasure to salute the National Bar Association in its 75th year of service and Mr. Lawrence Boze, the newly elected president-elect of the NBA.

WE MUST PRESERVE MEDICARE

(Mr. MILLER of Florida asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. MILLER of Florida. Madam Speaker, the Medicare program is a very, very essential program we need to save in this country. It is very important in my congressional district in Florida, where we have more senior citizens than in any other congressional district in the country. It is also important not only for the seniors but for the jobs in my area, the hospitals, the nursing homes, the home health agencies. So it is very essential we preserve this very essential program, and it has to be a bipartisan effort.

The President speaks normally in a bipartisan fashion on Medicare, which is how we should treat that. It is only when he gets into the partisan campaign reelection that he gets carried away on Medicare. But we start off with a bipartisan agreement that it is going broke. The President's own trustees, Secretary of Labor, the Secretary of the Treasury, they all said in their report on April 30 of this year, it is going broke in 7 years, and it starts running out of money next year.

Last night in the news the President is saying, according to headline news stories, that we need to look at the private sector. Great. We need to look at the private sector because the private sector health care costs also are not growing nearly as much as is happening in Medicare.

We must preserve Medicare.

THE CONTRACT WITH AMERICA'S SENIORS

(Mr. PALLONE asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. PALLONE. Madam Speaker, as many know, the Republicans seek to cut $270 billion from the Medicare program, and the Republicans claim that these cuts will not hurt senior citizens.

But if health care costs continue to rise faster than the money budgeted for Medicare, then seniors will either get less services or pay more money. It is that simple.

One plan that the Republicans are considering is a voucher plan which would force senior citizens to purchase their own health insurance. While Republicans claim this is giving seniors more choice, many forget the reason Medicare was enacted was because health insurance was so expensive. Prior to Medicare, most seniors did not have any medical insurance.

What the Republicans are in effect saying is, "Seniors, here is a small amount of money. Go out and buy health insurance that you will not be able to afford."

Now that Republicans are in power, they want to destruct the largest cuts in Medicare history. The Republicans talk about reform, but they start with the cuts first. This is backwards, and it is also wrong.

Republicans have forgotten the truly important contract, the contract with America's seniors.

WE NEED TO SAVE MEDICARE

(Mr. DICKEY asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. DICKEY. Madam Speaker, I think I am going to introduce a new word to this thing, counter-consultants' advice.

What we have here is we have consultants who are trying to take the Medicare issue and make it an issue of political proportions. Then the counter consultants come back and say, "No, we can't do this. We have got to respond to this politically."

We just have a contrast here with the previous speaker and myself. I think we all have something in common. I think we all agree, we all agree we must save Medicare. We all agree that if we continue like we are doing, with the overutilization and the rising costs, that Medicare is going to go broke.

So what we need to do in this particular discussion is keep the consultants and the counter-consultants out of it.

Look at the facts. In 2002, Medicare will go bankrupt, and $1 billion in Medicare part A will be spent over, above, what we have to spend.

We need to save Medicare, and we all agree on that.

DRAMATIC CUTS IN EDUCATION

(Mr. BECERRA asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. BECERRA. Madam Speaker, here in today's newspaper, USA Today, "National average in school reform", "Only 'average'. And yet today we will debate a bill that cuts education dramatically. It cuts the money that we provide schools to help kids who need help, doing math and reading, because they are behind.

We are eliminating a program that actually helps us get schools reformed, eliminating the program that helps 44 million students. We are eliminating 27 percent of funding for vocational education. We are eliminating $137 million for Head Start Programs for our kids. We are cutting in half Healthy Start Programs for our kids. We are eliminating $286 million for safe and drug-free schools, to make sure our kids have a safe environment to go to.

At the same time we are doing this—the Gingrich Republicans are axing education funding, not only are they doing that, but they are adamant about giving corporations and the wealthiest of Americans $20,000 in tax cuts and at the same time they are adding $8 billion to the defense budget, which the Department of Defense did not even request.

Wrong-headed is the word.

REMOVAL OF NAME OF MEMBER AS COSPONSOR OF H.R. 789

(Mr. LEWIS of Georgia asked unanimous consent that the name of Mr. Waldholtz be removed as a cosponsor of H.R. 789.)

THE SPEAKER pro tempore. (Mrs. WALDHOLTZ). Is there objection to the
Pursuant to the rule, the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER] will be recognized for 45 minutes, and the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. Obey] will be recognized for 45 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER]. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

(Mr. PORTER asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, the total discretionary funding for the Departments of Health and Human Services declines by $1 billion from $23.2 billion to $22.2 billion, or 3.5 percent. Mandatory spending, on the other hand, increases from $132 billion to $170 billion.

One of the committee's top priorities is funding for biomedical research. The bill provides $11.9 billion for the National Institutes of Health, which is an increase of $1.2 billion, or 5.7 percent.

The committee believes strongly we should permit scientists to determine the funding priorities at NIH rather than Members of Congress. As a result, the committee has not earmarked funds for specific diseases or directed NIH to fund particular research mechanisms. These decisions should be, and are under the bill, left to scientists.

Another high priority in the health and human services section of the bill is support of preventive health programs. Funding is maintained for the Centers for Disease Control and prevention programs supporting increases for a broad range of prevention programs and funding many others at last year's levels. Increases are provided for childhood immunization, breast and cervical cancer screening, sexually transmitted diseases, chronic and environmental disease, and infectious disease.

The committee has also adopted a strategy of preserving funding for the large block grants which permit States flexibility to provide a broad range of services or to reduce or eliminate funding for the smaller categorical programs which must be used for very specific purposes and constituencies.

For example, the bill preserves funding at the 1995 levels for the substance abuse and mental health services block grants, the preventive health services block grant, the community services block grant, and the child care and development block grant. The bill levels funding for the title X family planning program at $193 million. Ryan White AIDS treatment programs are level funded, with the exception of title I assistance to cities, which is increased by $23 million in recognition of the new cities coming on board in 1995.

Funding for health professions training is maintained at the 1995 funding level and is provided in one consolidated line item, pending reauthorization of various training programs.

The core programs addressing rural health care needs are protected. The National Health Service Corps is level funded at $193 million. Ryan White AIDS treatment programs are level funded, with the exception of title I assistance to cities, which is increased by $23 million in recognition of the new cities coming on board in 1995.

Funding for health professions training is maintained at the 1995 funding level and is provided in one consolidated line item, pending reauthorization of various training programs.

The core programs addressing rural health care needs are protected. The National Health Service Corps is level funded at $193 million. Ryan White AIDS treatment programs are level funded, with the exception of title I assistance to cities, which is increased by $23 million in recognition of the new cities coming on board in 1995.

Funding for health professions training is maintained at the 1995 funding level and is provided in one consolidated line item, pending reauthorization of various training programs.

The core programs addressing rural health care needs are protected. The National Health Service Corps is level funded at $193 million. Ryan White AIDS treatment programs are level funded, with the exception of title I assistance to cities, which is increased by $23 million in recognition of the new cities coming on board in 1995.

Funding for health professions training is maintained at the 1995 funding level and is provided in one consolidated line item, pending reauthorization of various training programs.
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conditioning costs when the alternative is that their heat and electricity will be cut off, 6 million American families, 80 percent of whom make less than $10,000 a year, are going to kill that program.

The bill will dramatically cut back opportunities for part-time community service work for programs like Green Thumb. We are cutting Federal support for senior center activities, RSVP programs, senior aides, foster grandparents. We are even cutting elderly nutrition programs and so we are in the midst of a process that hits the same group of people, older Americans living on $8,000 to $10,000 a year or less, and we are hitting them over and over and over again.

The problem is that right now people are living on the edge. They cannot take one hit much less three, and so I think you have a right to ask who is going to pick up the slack.

In some cases, no question, maybe their kids may be able to step in. In those cases, we will be shifting the burden of work to working Americans. In other cases, there may be some local help. But given the cuts that we are already making in aid to schools and other areas, that is not very likely. So, in many cases, we are simply looking at the prospect of many of these people falling through the cracks or being tossed out the window, and if you think it is hyperbole, listen to what the Wall Street Journal reported last November when it said, “More than two decades after the creation of a Federal law aimed at providing free meals to anyone over 60, several million older Americans are going hungry and their numbers are growing steadily. The Federal food programs cannot keep up with the Nation’s rapidly graying population. For the first time, we have growing waiting lists,” it quotes a Federal official as saying. “The level of malnutrition is only increasing.” This was not in a left-wing newspaper. This was in the Wall Street Journal.

Or take a look at this New York Times headline and the story. The story read, “A gray-haired man in a blue Yankee cap lifts the lid off of a garbage bin next to a supermarket. Peering inside, he pulls out a tray of mushy apples still wrapped in plastic, slips it surreptitiously into a small gym bag, as shoppers stroll in front of the supermarket. Elderly people go almost unnoticed as they scavenge for food in garbage bins just around the corner. They are not homeless people. They are not entirely destitute. But they are driven to the unappealing and even humiliating task of foraging through trash by a disturbing combination of immediate financial need and more general fear of the future. This picture may well show only what does not show up very well, shows older Americans searching for food outside of a supermarket in a dumpster—in a dumpster. We have come to this.

We are going to be providing a big capital gains tax cut. We are going to be eliminating the minimum corporate tax that the high-flying, truly needy corporations of this country now pay but will not be paying under the new tax bill. So that again you have a laundromat of people reaping big gains from AT&T down through you name it, who will wind up not paying taxes, again, just like they did not pay taxes between 1982 and 1995 even though they made $60 billion in profits.

We are going to be doing all of that and paying for it by taking jobs away from our seniors and by taking literally out of the mouths of not just kids, but out of our low-income elderly.

Mr. Chairman, it is really hard to put this bill in context because there is really no precedent for what is being done. We are attempting to implement policies that are radically out of the mainstream.

Take, for instance, the foster grandparents program. It is hard to find anybody who is familiar with that program who does not think it is one of the best things that has ever happened to this country.

It takes low-income elderly, gives them a minimum wage for providing care and companionship to young kids 20 hours a week. They work in foster care or State institutions. Some are very severely retarded, they are autistic; they are kids who would not receive love or attention from any other source.

Some people thought the Reagan administration was pretty hard-hearted, particularly when it came to the disadvantaged and to programs to help them, but I would like to read something. Mr. Chairman, let me read this quote: “It is really hard to say who benefits more in this program, the child or the foster grandparent. What of the children in the program? They have been abandoned, forgotten, the victims of pernicious neglect. They range in age from infancy to 21 years. The fact is, it is doubly beneficial. That is one reason why the cost of the program is so worthwhile.”

You know who said that? Not some left-wing socialist. Nancy Reagan. That is what she said. That is what I think you have a right to ask who is going to take one hit much less three, and so I think you have a right to ask who is going to pick up the slack.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 7 minutes to the gentleman from Florida [Mr. Miller].

Mr. MILLER of Florida. Mr. Chairman, this bill is an integral part of our effort to balance the budget, the moral and economic challenge of our time. This bill meets its share of the burden and therefore deserves every Member’s support. These are the tough choices we are having to make to balance this budget.

These are the specifics that follow after the budget that we approved earlier this year, and we have prioritized what we consider the most important areas, funded those, and said, wait a minute, do we need to fund everything just because it has been in the budget for years and years and years?

Mr. Chairman, this bill was not undertaken in a haphazard or malicious way. We went about this very thoughtfully and determined our priorities. We have over 1,200 programs under our jurisdiction in this subcommittee and for each one, we asked a simple question: Is this Federal undertaking absolutely critical or can it be reformed or eliminated? Some programs which were not found to be Federal concerns were eliminated, while others were deemed essential and receivable.

By setting priorities, we eliminated programs that do not work and strengthened ones that do. Spending taxpayer dollars on useless programs is not compassion. Balancing the budget and showing compassion and true compassion. There are many programs which we found to be essential.

Some of these include the five prevention programs within the Centers for Disease Control. These are those programs which all received increases above their 1995 funding levels. The first is the breast and cervical cancer screening program. The subcommittee’s recommended increase of...
$25 million, which goes from $100 to $125 million, will provide enough funding to permit the expansion of this program into all States, thereby allowing greater access for low-income, high-risk women to receive screening and referral for the detection of breast and cervical cancer at earlier and more treatable stages.

The prevention program of infectious disease received over a 20-percent increase. This additional funding is intended to provide sorely needed resources to the CDC to solve many of our most monumental problems such as the ebola virus and E. coli which we have all heard so much about lately.

Additionally, the bill increases funds for chronic and environmental disease prevention and sexually transmitted disease prevention by $15 million. This will permit enhancement of programs such as diabetes control and education, cancer registries, birth defects, disabilities, and more.

Finally, the subcommittee provides additional protection for our most important resource: Children. The Childhood Immunization Program has gone from $465 million to $475, a $10 million increase, which will permit the CDC to purchase vaccines, expand clinic hours, and provide increased outreach opportunities ensuring vaccination for previously unreachable children.

Mr. Chairman, this bill does fund those programs which the Federal Government has a legitimate and necessary role. AIDs prevention has gone from $569 million to $595 million. The Ryan White Program, the AIDS Treatment Program, goes from $633 million to $656 million. Overall, the bill increases funding for prevention programs by $63 million. This is $63 million which will go toward assisting low-income women and children to achieve better health care and $63 million which will go toward securing the safety of our country by protecting us from infectious diseases.

A further example of setting priorities is the proposed increase in funding for the National Institutes of Health, a real treasure to this country. The majority party realizes that even when resources are necessarily restricted, it is important to continue to fund and support those programs which are critical for future development.

It is estimated that the advances derived from the National Institutes of Health research save $69 billion annually in medical care costs. Additionally, federally supported biomedical research creates high-skilled jobs and supports the biomedical industry generating a positive balance of trade for our country.

I do not believe the importance of biomedical research can be understated. And for those reasons, this bill increases the overall spending for the National Institutes of Health by $72 million, a 5.7-percent increase. Let me repeat that. The National Institutes of Health has an increase in spending of $642 million, or 5.7 percent. This translates into millions of new research dollars for finding a cure for cancer or AIDS, as well as additional millions for battling the debilitating diseases such as hemophilia and cerebral palsy.

Mr. Chairman, it is time for this Congress to address these critical priorities. For too long we have allowed programs which do not provide any tangible or national benefit to receive precious Federal dollars. We cannot increase NIH and prevention spending unless we are sure we are allocating our money somewhere else. If we are to ensure the relative prosperity of future generations, we have to stick to our funding levels and make the decisions based on a program’s relative worth.

Mr. Chairman, President Clinton’s 1996 proposed funding for NIH was at $113 billion, $165 million below what we are proposing to spend on NIH. We are proposing to spend, in this bill, $165 billion more than President Clinton even requested.

The center of our debate today is where are our priorities, what programs can we point to that have a direct benefit on society and have had a success in helping the American people.

These are the tough choices we have to make, but we have to remember the bottom line is we must balance this budget over the next 7 years. That is what is important for our children and grandchildren in this country, is to get on that glided path to a balanced budget. That is what is going to give the benefits that we need for the standard of living, the quality of life that affects all Americans. I urge my colleagues to support this bill.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 3½ minutes to the gentleman from Connecticut [Ms. DELAUNO].

Ms. DELAUNO. Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong opposition to this bill. This is a mean-spirited attack on the elderly, working families, and our Nation’s children. Nowhere is this assault more evident than with the bill’s total elimination of the Home Energy Assistance Program, which provides life saving assistance to low-income families and seniors.

It is an outrage that this Congress would take the heat away from our seniors to give a cool $200,000 tax break to the Nation’s most wealthy.

The draconian and heartless action of the committee to eliminate all funding for the Low Income Home Energy Assistance program jeopardizes the health and safety of millions of Americans who rely on these funds to heat and cool their homes.

In my home State of Connecticut, nearly 70,000 households benefit from $27 million in home energy assistance. In my district alone, nearly 13,000 households benefit.

Marie Brown of Wallingford is one of the many people in my district who depend on energy assistance to heat her home in the winter and keep very cold in Connecticut. Marie’s $500 a month budget isn’t enough to pay her home heating bills after she has paid rent, medical costs and other expenses.

Marie calls home energy assistance “a blessing,” and says that “this is the best thing they have ever done, especially for the elderly.” Eliminating energy assistance would force Marie and other seniors on fixed incomes who depend on this program, to make—choices between home heating and necessities such as food or medicine.

If energy assistance is eliminated, what are we going to say to Marie Brown and the millions of families who depend on this program for survival? I will not carry that message.

It is unconscionable that low-income seniors and working families in extreme need would be swept aside so that Republicans can offer the wealthy an unnecessary tax break.

Just last month, the Nation experienced an unusually harsh heat wave, which caused the deaths of 400 people in Chicago. The Governor of Illinois was able to offer the citizens of his State emergency energy assistance to prevent future fatalities. Under this bill, Governor Dukakis of the Nation would not have those emergency resources, and just possibly more men and women would die. Energy assistance is truly life-saving assistance and we have an obligation to provide it to people in need.

I urge my colleagues to stand by working families and the elderly. Support amendments to restore energy assistance to millions of seniors and working families, whose survival should be our No. 1 priority.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. OLVER].

Mr. OLVER. Mr. Chairman, I want to play directly to the comments made by the minority member who is in control of the time at the moment. The gentleman from Florida [Mr. MILLER] just a few minutes ago said that the bill that is before us represents the Republican controlled Committee on Appropriations’ majority’s careful and thoughtful consideration of priorities; and, No. 2, the elimination of spending Federal dollars on useless programs.

Mr. Chairman, let us look at one of those programs. The Republican controlled Appropriations has completely eliminated the Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program, the so-called LIHEAP Program, completely eliminated that.

Mr. Chairman, that program serves almost 6 million families around this country. Usually it is thought about as a program that covers people who have problems with the cold from the Rocky Mountains east to the eastern seaboard along the northern tier, but as the gentleman from Connecticut just pointed out, emergencies this summer in Chicago where there were more than 400 dead and emergencies over the Southern Plains and in the Southwest...
where the heat has been up in the 115
range at various times, those are the
kinds of places where even a little bit
of money is used on exceptionally hot
days like today, and here in Wash-
ington for that program.
Six million people are covered by
this program, mostly half of them are
elders, the most vulnerable people to
both heat and cold, the most vulner-
able people, and those are the people.
That is the priority for cutting off a
program on the part of the Republican
majority here.

The question of priorities, this $1 bil-
lion that is eliminated from the Low
Income Heating Assistance Program,
their priority is to put in instead, in
a different bill, their priority, one new
B-2 bomber that costs the same
amount, or one new amphibious trans-
port ship, neither of which was ac-
quired by the Committee on Appropria-
tions.
Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 30
seconds to the gentleman from Flor-
da [Mr. MILLER].
Mr. MILLER of Florida. Mr. Chair-
man, the gentleman from Massachu-
setts [Mr. OLVER] talked about the
LIHEAP Program. The LIHEAP Pro-
gram is one of the energy crisis we
had in the 1970's. It was a program that
has outlived its usefulness. It is a very
costly program of over $1 billion a
year.
The cost of energy now as a percent,
comparing to that, is less, and yet, we
want to keep that billion dollar a year
program going. Even President Clinton
has asked for dramatic reductions in
that program. Mr. Chairman, we have
to set priorities. We have to balance
this budget.
Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1
minute to the gentleman from Flor-
da [Mr. MILLER].
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I want
to congratulate the gentleman from Il-
inois [Mr. PORTER].
Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I want
to congratulate the gentleman from Il-
inois [Mr. PORTER].
Mr. TALENT. Mr. Chairman, I am
to congratulate the gentleman from Il-
inois [Mr. PORTER].
Mr. TALENT. Mr. Chairman, it is my
understanding that the en bloc amend-
ment adopted yesterday includes an ad-
ditional $1.3 million for the TLP Pro-
gram. It is also my understanding that
this funding will also be used for nine agen-
cies who provide services to homeless
and runaway youth. This funding will
provide a 1-year extension to those
nine TLP grantees whose grants are ex-
piring in September 1995. The nine
grantees could then competitively
compete in the spring of 1996 for fiscal year 1997 grants without
having to dismantle or eliminate their
programs in October 1995.
Mr. PORTER. The gentleman is cor-
rect. Their funding will provide a 1-year
extension for those nine agencies only.
Mr. TALENT. I thank the gentleman
from Illinois [Mr. PORTER] for his time
and for his attention to this matter.
Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1½
minutes to the gentleman from Texas
[Mr. DOGGETT].
Mr. DOGGETT. Mr. Chairman, we have
seen all this before. You have seen
it on late night television, and ad,
the fellow with the knives. He brand-
dishes them. He swings them over his
head, and whack, an onion is in two.
Before you know it, a radish lies in
slivers. He can whack anything with
those knives, whether it needs whack-
ing or not, and what we have this
morning is the Republican equivalent of
a Ginzu knife ad.
The Older Americans Act, whack;
student financial assistance, whack;
assistance for education, whack. They
keep slicing up the American middle
class. Well, we have heard for 40 years
from the Republicans about how they
could solve all these problems by sim-
ply whacking out waste and fraud. If
they can do it with whacking the waste
and fraud, why do they not do that and
stop slicing up the American middle
class?
Mr. Chairman, I have got a program called the Ret-
tired Senior Volunteer Program. It has operated for 23 years in Travis County.
It provides 2,000 of our citizens oppor-
tunity to use their talents and expertise ever-
since the program was ever
suggested that it involved one cent of
waste or fraud, and yet, they have got
their knives out whacking it, terminat-
ing it, so that seniors in our commu-
nity will not have the opportunity to
have the skills that they need to give
back to the community.
Mr. Chairman, it is wrong. It is
wrong. Why not use a surgical knife
and cut out the waste and leave middle-class America alone?
Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2
minutes to the gentleman from Mis-
souri [Mr. TALENT].
(MR. TALENT asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)
Mr. TALENT. Mr. Chairman, I have
heard a lot about what my distinguished col-
leagues on the other side of the aisle
are upset about with this bill. Now, I
am not on the Committee on Appro-
priations, I do not deal on a day-to-day
basis with millions of dollars for this
program or to this person, so I have a
little bit different perspective. I thought maybe I would discuss a little
bit about what I am upset about and
what this title is designed to address
I have a 3 year old little girl, she is
going to be 3 in 2 weeks. She is going to
owe $100,000 in taxes during her work-
ning lifetime just to pay the debt serv-
cice that the last generation of congres-
sional leadership ran up on the Federal
debt in the last 20 years, and I am kind
of upset about that.
I have a 6 year old little boy named
Ginzu knives the American middle class.

Mr. DOGGETT. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1½
minutes to the gentleman from Miss-
souri [Mr. OBERSTAR].
Mr. OBERSTAR. Mr. Chairman, I might
say seem incongruous in these days of
90-degree weather and high humidity to
be talking about home heating assist-
ance, but in northern Minnesota, al-
though the glacier retreated, it makes
a return attempt every fall, and lasts
well into April and sometimes May.
Last year we had wind chill tempera-
tures of 77 below zero, midwinter. I vis-
ited a home in Duluth where the En-
ergy Assistance Program was conduct-
ing weatherization for an 84-year-old
woman with one lung. Her husband had
worked all his life in the steel mill in Duluth and left her a mod-
est little pension. Her total income is
about $480 a month. Half of it was
going to pay the energy bill. The En-
ergy Assistance Program weatherized
the home and helped her buy a new fur-
nace so she could stay in her home and
not have to go to a nursing home.
In the city of Duluth alone, 3,746
households last year received primary
heating assistance; if you look at the record
of this program in Duluth, alone, 3746
households received primary heating
assistance; their average income was
$9,208 a year. Furnaces were replaced in

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE
CHAIRMAN
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair would re-
main all Members that all remarks
should be addressed to the Chair and to
the Chair only.
Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1½
minutes to the gentleman from Min-
nesota [Mr. OBERSTAR].
(MR. OBERSTAR asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)
Mr. OBERSTAR. Mr. Chairman, it
may seem incongruous in these days of
90-degree weather and high humidity to
be talking about home heating assist-
ance, but in northern Minnesota, al-
though the glacier retreated, it makes
a return attempt every fall, and lasts
well into April and sometimes May.
Last year we had wind chill tempera-
tures of 77 below zero, midwinter. I vis-
ited a home in Duluth where the En-
ergy Assistance Program was conduct-
ing weatherization for an 84-year-old
woman with one lung. Her husband had
worked all his life in the steel mill in Duluth and left her a mod-
est little pension. Her total income is
about $480 a month. Half of it was
going to pay the energy bill. The En-
ergy Assistance Program weatherized
the home and helped her buy a new fur-
nace so she could stay in her home and
not have to go to a nursing home.
In the city of Duluth alone, 3,746
households last year received primary
heating assistance; if you look at the record
of this program in Duluth, alone, 3746
households received primary heating
assistance; their average income was
$9,208 a year. Furnaces were replaced in
Mr. ROEMER. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?  

Mr. WELDON of Florida. I yield to the gentleman from Florida.  

Mr. ROEMER. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding. As the gentleman knows, I am for a balanced budget, I am trying to make some of these tough decisions, and I think that this bill is a good bill, it is a tough bill, it makes some tough decisions.  

Mr. WELDON of Florida. Mr. Chairman, during my campaign for the U.S. Congress last year I met a man who lived in my district. His name was Dave Exley, and he was a painter, and I got talking to Dave. I was interested in talking to him. I had an uncle, Joe Ditta, who raised a family of seven as a painter. I got talking to him about his business and what it was like, and he got out something and gave it to me that he had been using that paint stirring stick, and he told me that he had been using that same stirring stick to stir the paint for 5 years.  

Each time he would use it, he would wipe it carefully off, and he said he was saving himself about 5 cents a day by using that paint stirring stick over and over and over again, and he showed it to me, and he said something to me that I will never forget.  

He said, even though you think you are spending money or raising taxes, I want you to remember me because I am trying to feed my wife and my two sons, and I have trouble making ends meet. At the end of the month I have trouble making sure I have got enough money to pay the mortgage and to pay the electric bill.  

That is a lot of what this debate is about. We are taking money out of the hands of a lot of hard working Americans, and we are doing it in a way that we see fit, on programs that we think are good, and I think this committee has worked very hard to analyze these programs and come up with what they think are some difficult decisions, but nonetheless are the appropriate decisions that need to be made in order to get us toward a balanced budget.  

We cannot keep spending money over and over again because we think it is the right thing to do. We have to have some real good hard objective measures. We have to make the difficult decisions because if we do not, let us face it, there will be no money for anything. We will be bankrupt.  

That is what has propelled us, the freshmen Republicans, into this body and led to the Republican majority this year, and why we are seriously changing the spending priorities of our Nation. The public knows that if we do not make a balanced budget, there will be no money for anybody, and I think of Dave Exley, the painter, every time I am asked to vote on a spending decision, and, yes, the decisions are hard, but we are ready to make the hard decisions, and I think this bill is a good bill, it is a tough bill, it makes some tough decisions.  

Mr. ROEMER. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?  

Mr. WELDON of Florida. I yield.  

Mr. ROEMER. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding. As the gentleman knows, I am for a balanced budget, and I am trying to make some of these tough decisions, and I think this bill is a good bill, it is a tough bill, it makes some tough decisions.
Mr. Chairman, this is a defining moment for this Congress. With this bill we declare our priorities as a nation.

Should we invest our money in our children and in our future as a nation, or give the money in a tax break to the wealthiest Americans?

The cut to Head Start is only one example of the misguided choices Republicans have made in this bill.

There is a good reason why Head Start is America's best loved program for children. Head Start isn't perfect. But it is a place where children get education, nutrition, health checkups, and skills they need to learn and succeed in school.

In 1993 and 1994, we reached a high point of serving 40 percent of eligible Head Start kids. At the high point, 6 out of every 10 needy preschoolers couldn't go to Head Start because we didn't have the room.

Despite these shortages, the Republican bill cuts Head Start by 50,000 children in 1996—allowing us to serve only 36 percent of eligible children, the same percentage served in 1991.

Under this bill, 50,000 fewer children will go to Head Start in 1996 than could in 1995.

That's 50,000 children who are more likely to be high school dropouts, juvenile delinquents, or teenage parents.

Fifty thousand children who are more likely to be on welfare—taking from society rather than contributing to it.

Head Start helps children like Guy, who began Head Start in southern Maryland unable to learn and far behind his peers.

Guy's mother and stepfather were overwhelmed and unable to help their son. That's when Head Start sprang into action.

Guy's mom was given medical cards so Guy and his sister could go to the doctor for immunizations and to the dentist for checkups.

Head Start got Guy an appointment at Children's Hospital, where his learning disability was diagnosed and addressed.

Head Start found parenting classes for Guy's parents to help them help Guy.

As Guy's behavior improved, his mom was able to go back to school at Charles County Community College.

Because Guy was in Head Start, his mom could attend school 5 days a week, and graduated from the secretarial program. She is now working for a small business and supporting her family.

In September, Guy will start kindergarten. Thanks to Head Start, he is doing well and is ready to learn.

In 1990, Frank Doyle, the CEO of General Electric called on Congress to fully fund Head Start. He spoke on behalf of TRW, Goodyear, Eli Lilly, AT&T, Mobil, and many other businesses who know that getting children ready to learn is the key to future economic success.

But this bill goes in the other direction. This bill is a Head Start, it's a fail safe. I urge a "no" vote on this bill.

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair would again remind Members that they are to address the Chair and only the Chair in their remarks from the floor.

Mr. Speaker, Mr. Chairman, I yield the floor. Mr. LIVINGSTON, the Chairman of the Committee on Appropriations.

(Mr. LIVINGSTON asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. LIVINGSTON. I thank my good friend from Illinois for yielding time to me, and I will try to be brief.

Mr. Chairman, my comments: First of all, about the gentleman that preceded me, I want to say how much I appreciated his performance. It was a performance. The gentleman always makes a magnificent speech and gives a great performance. He is a little short on the facts, as this time, but it was a good performance.

That being said, yesterday the gentleman from Wisconsin, the ranking minority member of the committee, and I had a dialog back and forth, and we discussed one of us winning versus the other, and I said at the time I hoped I won on this bill.

I want to rephrase that. Because I had an opportunity to reflect on my comment, I do not know whether he will win or whether I will win, but I hope that America wins, and I hope that America's children win, and I think they will with this bill, contrary to the statements of the gentleman from Maryland, who went before me. We know that in America, because we have to understand that simply by sitting down and writing a check on a bank account where somebody else puts the money in is not the answer to our problems. It is certainly not the answer to educating and nourishing the youngsters of America.

The fact is that I do have a red chart, and what it illustrates quite clearly is that in 1999 the Head Start funding was $1.2 billion. It rose in 1990 to $1.5 billion and went on up, up, up, until now, just a few short years later, 1995, it is virtually three times the size that it was in 1989. As Everett Dirksen said, a billion dollars here and a billion dollars there, and pretty soon you are talking about real money; $3.5 billion is what we will spend this year on just the Head Start Program.

Now, as we know from additional debate on this floor in the last few days, this is just one program. There are 240 separate education programs for the youngsters of America run by the Federal Government, spread over some 11 departments, 15 agencies, and other offices.

This is only one of those programs currently funded at $3.5 billion. To hear the hue and cry of the gentleman from Maryland [Mr. HOYER] and other people who have said, oh, my goodness, the heartless, heartless majority in Congress today, the Republicans, have cut the program. We have cut it all the way back by $3.4 billion.

Now, I have to question the premise the world is coming apart and our children's future is in danger because of this cut. It is simply not so, as the song says, "It ain't necessarily so." In fact, there is some great question, some significant doubt as to whether or not this program works at all.

Mr. Edward Zeigler, the Yale professor who founded Head Start, the man that started the program, is quoted in the Washington Post of February 19, 1993. "Until the program has reached a certain minimum level, they should not put one more kid in it."

That was 1993. And in 1993 we spent $2.7 billion. In 1996, we propose to spend $3.4 billion.

Now, if the gentleman really seriously was concerned about the children of America he would remember that the children in Head Start are not the only children in America. All of the children of America, roughly 100 million, are the future of America, and their prosperity, their education, their nourishment is important to the future of America. The more we take money out of the pockets of the parents who are trying to raise and educate them, the more we take that money away from them, send it to the bureaucrats in Washington, put it in a program that does not work, the more we stifle the opportunity for those children to become the real future of America.

This cut is meaningless, and for these people to say the world is coming to an end when all we are doing is trimming back a measly 2.9 percent, $1 billion out of $3.5 billion, then it seems to me this is much ado about nothing. We are speaking about how many angels can dance on the head of a pin.

Many of my colleagues do not care about rolling back the cost of Government. They do not care about getting the budget under control. What they say is, in effect, we will not balance the budget. We will not be concerned about the escalating interest on the debt. We need not be concerned with the fact that interest alone will exceed the cost of the national defense of this country within 2 years. We will not be concerned with the fact that nearly $20,000 is piled on every man, woman, and America that we are paying that debt. We will just wear blankets and keep spending money and writing checks because, after all, the good old American taxpayers will pay the bill.

It is time to say no. It is time to make a trim. It is time to make the cuts. It is time to pass this bill.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 2 minutes.

Mr. Chairman, listening to all this, I would think I was born in Jamaica where the motto is "No problem, No problem." You are taking 150,000 student loans away from kids under the Perkins Loan Program. You are cutting drug-free schools by 50 percent. You are eliminating 1 million kids out of chapter 1. You are cutting 55,000 kids out of Head Start.

Eight hundred people died in this country 2 weeks ago and you are saying, no problem, we are going to eliminate the program for them.
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You are cutting MediGap counseling so seniors do not get chiseled by insurance companies on phony MediGap policies. You are cutting that promises to help them by 50 percent. Yet you have got guts enough to talk about spending $250 billion. President Ronald Reagan took over and you swallowed his line of malarky, we never had a deficit larger than $65 billion.

We followed your advice, passed those budgets, deficits are now over $200 billion. Thanks a lot for your fiscal discipline. Let us continue to talk about spending.

You are talking about spending, cutting spending. You are going to keep the F-22. You are going to keep the B-2.

I just one of those B-2 bombers—and you are buying a heck of a lot more than the Pentagon wants—just one of them will fund the tuition for every student at the University of Wisconsin for the next 12 years. Where in God’s name are your priorities?

The Rural Health Care Coalition [Mr. BONILLA] quotes the Washington Post and the Committee on Appropriations [Mr. OBEY] that Head Start is a good bill for rural health care. The Rural Health Care Coalition this bill should be able to hold its head high and declare a job well done.

While I understand that an amendment will be offered to increase funding for rural health care, regardless of the outcome of the Gunderson-Poshard amendment, I hope all members that support rural health care will support this bill in the end. This bill is a good bill for rural America in helping to meet their needs and not penalizing them for living in the heartland of this great country.

I call attention to all Members who represent rural areas in America; this is a good bill for rural health care. Please vote for the bill.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Indiana [Mr. ROEMER].

(Mr. ROEMER asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. ROEMER. Mr. Chairman, this debate is not about who is for balancing the budget and who is not for balancing the budget.

Many of us Democrats are going to make the right choices and vote to cut the B-2 bomber and not to kick children out of the Head Start Program.

Now, let us talk about Head Start for a minute. Here is a program that President Reagan talked about how much money we put in to increase funding on Head Start. President Bush talked about how much money do we put in here to increase our education for low-income children. Now in this Congress we have Republicans talking about how many children are we going to kick out of the program.

Here is the chart. We currently have 752,000 children enrolled. After this bill passes, and I hope it does not, 48,000 children are going to be kicked out of this program.

Now, the distinguished chairman of the Committee on Appropriations [Mr. LIVINGSTON] quotes the Washington Post and Washington charts. How does this program work in Michigan City, IN? We have 80 children wanting to get into this program in Michigan City, IN. We have a waiting list of eligible children. Yet you are going to tell us who to kick off.

Whoever votes for this bill, my colleagues, you go back to Michigan City, IN, and you point out who gets kicked out of this program.

Whoever votes for this bill, my colleagues, you decide how many, 5, 10, 12 children do not get to enroll and get kicked out of maybe the most successful Government program ever put together.

We have got to make some tough decisions around here on our spending priorities. The chairman of the committee said it does not make any difference how many angels dance on the pin of a needle. There are our angels dancing right there. Do not kick those children off of Head Start.

Defeat this bill.

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I would inquire of the chairman how much time is remaining on each side.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER] has 18 minutes remaining, and the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. OBEY] has 21 minutes remaining.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Florida [Mrs. MEEK].

(Mrs. MEEK of Florida asked and was given permission to revise and extend her remarks.)

Mrs. MEEK of Florida. Mr. Chairman, it is really a very, very hard message to listen to the Republican arguments for cutting Head Start. It is one of the few programs, Federal programs, which has succeeded over the years. But now to cut it is a dangerous thing, because what we are doing on one hand is giving a big tax cut to the rich and we are cutting off at the pass these poor children who need Head Start.

It has been shown by a bipartisan commission that Head Start does improve the lives of these children. It improves the educational outlook of these children. So you are going to cut funding for the little ones who cannot speak for themselves, these little ones, 3- and 4-year-old preschool children and not open up to even younger.

If you are going to restore the kinds of things in America that we need to restore, you should be restoring the lives of these young children. Study after study has shown that it works and it works well.

Since 1965, nearly 14 million children have participated in the program. So why are they saying it should be cut? To pay for the tax cuts for the rich. It currently serves fewer than half the poor children who are eligible. You have heard the arguments. It is well documented that this program worked. So then Head Start helps children in both urban and rural areas.
Mr. Chairman, it is a great Federal program, one of the few where we can see documented success. We must continue to help this Nation’s children, and we cannot use what we call fiscal conservatism only for the poor.

Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong opposition to this wrong-headed bill. This bill is nothing more than an attack on little children. Somewhere along the line the Republican leadership seemed to forget a few basic facts: They forgot that children are our future, and they forgot that we need to invest in our children.

Mr. Chairman, just a few months ago, the Republican majority was falling all over itself to give a big tax cut to rich people.

But today, this bill cuts funding for Head Start—cuts funding for little 3- and 4-year-old pre-school children who live in America’s poorest families.

Mr. Chairman, I tried to restore Head Start funding in the House Budget Committee, and I was told that “everybody has to suffer a little pain.” This bill puts the hurt of budget cuts on little children. I say, shame on you.

The American people support Head Start—for good reason.

Study after study, evaluation after evaluation has shown that Head Start works and works well. Head Start gets toddlers ready for school. Children who participate in Head Start enter school better prepared to learn, with improved health and with better self-esteem. According to the Bipartisan Advisory Committee on Head Start quality and expansion, “The evidence is clear that Head Start produces immediate gains for children and families.

Head Start gives the American taxpayer good value for the dollar: Grantees have to contribute 20 percent of the cost of the program.

Since 1965, nearly 14 million children, most of them 3- and 4-year-olds, have participated in Head Start; virtually all of them are from families with incomes below the poverty level.

The Republicans say Head Start should be cut. Why? To pay for tax cuts for the rich? Head Start currently serves fewer than half the poor children who are eligible. If anything, we should increase funding for this program.

President Clinton wanted to increase Head Start by $537 million. This bill cuts Head Start by $137 million. I’m surprised this bill doesn’t change the name from “Head Start” to “Fall Behind.”

Mr. Chairman, Head Start helps children in urban areas and rural areas; it helps the truly needy and poor; and it helps the tiniest and most vulnerable in our society.

Does Head Start work? You bet. There are thousands of success stories—like Winnie Jordan of Miami. She came from a very poor family and started out in Head Start at the age of 4.

She still remembers her teacher, Ms. Whitelow. The boost that Winnie Jordan got in Head Start helped her succeed in grade school, and she succeeded in life. She was a dean’s list student at Florida State University; she was president of the Black Law Students Association at the University of Miami Law School. And today, she is law clerk for U.S. District Judge Wilkie Ferguson, Jr.

Head Start is a great Federal program. It is what the Federal Government should be doing to help this Nation’s children and to help the most vulnerable in our society to learn and to succeed.

This bill has many terrible provisions. But, in my view, it should be defeated soundly because it ignores the needs of our children.

Mr. Chairman, I rise to voice my very grave concern. Congress and the President have allocated more than $21 million in cuts to the Senior Volunteers Program. These cuts are consistent with the mean-spirited attacks that the Republicans are making on elderly Americans. Medicare, Medicaid, Meals on Wheels, Senior Volunteers, the GOP’s attacks on the elderly continue.

The Senior Volunteer Program’s small budget is perhaps one of the best investments in all of the Federal budget. For every dollar we spend coordinating this program we get back many more dollars worth of services in return.

These harmful cuts to the Senior Volunteers Program will have a devastating affect on the 23,000 foster grandparents who last year cared for more than 80,000 disabled kids; the 12,000 senior companions who, last year, helped 36,000 frail elderly people to continue to live in their own homes; and the more than 400,000 seniors who participated in volunteer programs last year.

These mean-spirited cuts aren’t necessary to balance the budget, and they won’t. What they will do is make it harder for a lot of older Americans to do a lot of good in our communities.

Shame on the Republicans for picking on senior citizens and volunteers. Shame on the GOP for robbing the elderly of opportunities to live meaningful and committed lives just to finance huge tax breaks for the wealthy. Shame on them for producing this very bad bill. Let’s defeat this bill and give senior volunteers a chance.

Mr. Porter. Mr. Chairman, I yield 3 minutes to the gentleman from Maryland [Mrs. Morella] (Mrs. MORELLA asked and was given permission to revise and extend her remarks).

Mrs. MORELLA. Mr. Chairman, this bill is loaded with legislative riders that have no place in an appropriations bill, and I hope further changes will be made today.

But first, I want to acknowledge Chairman Porter for his efforts. He was given an allocation that was significantly lower than the fiscal year 1995 allocation, and he did his best to craft an acceptable bill. He also opposed the many riders attached in the full committee. I am strongly supportive of the 6-percent increase in funding for the National Institutes of Health, the increased funding for breast cancer research, and breast and cervical cancer screening, increased funding for the Ryan White CARE Act, the funding for the Violence Against Women Act programs in Florida, and the preservation of the ODD AIDS research program.

Unfortunately, the full committee attached a number of legislative riders in the full committee. I will be offering an amendment later today with Congresswoman Lowey and Congressman Kolbe to strike the Istock language in the bill allowing States to decide whether to fund Medicaid abortions in the cases of rape and incest. This is not an issue about States; it is an issue about States that can choose to participate in the Medicaid Program; however, once that choice is made, they are required to comply with all Federal statutory and regulatory requirements, including funding abortions in the cases of rape and incest. Every Federal court that has considered this issue has held that State Medicaid plans must cover all abortions for which Federal funds are provided by the Hyde amendment.

Abortion is a right, and rape and incest are rare—and they are tragic. The vast majority of Americans support Medicaid funding for abortions that are the result of these violent, brutal crimes against women. I urge my colleagues to support the Lowey-Morella-Kolbe amendment.

Another amendment added in committee makes an unprecedented intrusion into the development of curricular requirements and accreditation process for medical schools. An amendment will be offered by Congressman Ganske and Congresswoman Johnson to strike this language in the bill, and I will be speaking in favor of their effort as well.

There is also troubling language in the bill that restricts the enforcement of Title IX in college athletics even before a fall report is submitted. Congresswoman Mink will be offering an amendment to strike this language, and I urge support for her amendment.

Several additional amendments attempt to legislate on this bill, and I am opposed to these efforts as well. The entire appropriations process has been circumvented in the last several bills, and I am outraged at the efforts to bypass the appropriate deliberative legislative process in this House.

I urge my colleagues to vote for amendments to remove the riders before they consider final passage.

Mr. Obey. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentlewoman from California [Ms. Waters].

Ms. WATERS. Mr. Chairman, I rise in defense of Head Start.

How dare the gentleman from Louisiana, who has never been to a Head Start site, who has probably never talked to a Head Start parent, how dare he attack Head Start on the floor of Congress?

I was an employee in the Head Start Program. I worked first as a teacher’s aide. Because of Head Start, I returned to college. I graduated. I became superintendent of the Parent Involvement and Volunteer Service.

Mr. Chairman, Head Start is not a baby-sitting program. It is an early childhood development program. It is a program for children of working parents and poor parents, and poor parents. Yes, rich parents can buy early childhood experiences for their children. Working parents do not have the money to do it.
Mr. Chairman, we have children who have learning disabilities that never would have been discovered had it not been for the Head Start Program. The Head Start Program is being reduced by about 3 percent for a very good reason. The reduction is made only because in the testimony before our subcommittee, and before the authorizing committee, it is very, very clear that there is money that is being misspent in the program and not providing the kids with the services that the program is designed to provide.

We are supporters of the Head Start Program. We are strong supporters of the Head Start Program, but we are not for wasting Government money, taxpayer money, on programs that do not work for the kids. That is the only reason that I will be able to vote in the program. We are supporters of Head Start.

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I yield ½ minutes to the gentleman from Missouri [Mr. EMERSON].

Mr. EMERSON. Mr. Chairman, a rise in a colloquy with the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER].

Mr. Chairman, as the gentleman is aware, there has been a recent proposal for a federally funded research study on the cost effectiveness of applying case management services to substance abuse treatment.

The research would study, in a practical and a practical manner, the way of care management techniques to reduce the cost of treatment and incidents of relapse for those patients suffering from addictive diseases.

Case management techniques have proven to be cost effective in treating other chronic diseases and since substance abuse is a progressive, chronic, and potentially fatal disease, these techniques should be equally successful in treating substance abuse.

Mr. Chairman, I was pleased and appreciative that the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER] has agreed to support this effort, which would address a critical need in this country, and I thank the gentleman for the opportunity to raise this issue and would invite the gentleman’s comments.

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, if the gentleman would yield, I thank the gentleman from Missouri for his thoughtful points on an issue we both agree is critical. Addiction is a chronic disease that affects 18 percent of American adults and 3 percent of adolescents.

The economic costs associated with alcohol and other drug problems are truly staggering; over $165 billion in 1990 alone. This research study would help to advance both the private and public sectors’ understanding of what mix of services is necessary in order to cost effectively treat substance abuse.

Mr. Chairman, substance abuse is not a disease that we can continue to take lightly if we are ever to control the spiraling health care costs associated with it. I look forward to working with the gentleman from Missouri further to address this issue.

Mr. O'BRYEN. Mr. Chairman, I yield ½ minutes to the gentleman from North Dakota [Mr. POMEROY].

Mr. POMEROY. Mr. Chairman, in the history of this Chamber there have undoubtedly been some unbearably hypocritical statements made from this well, but I do not think there are any more hypocritical statements ever made than those coming to the microphone professing to care about children while supporting a bill that makes the most of needed $400 million cut at programs essential for kids that this budget, this appropriations bill represents.

Take for example the Healthy Start Program a program geared at reducing infant mortality that ranks 20th in the world for infant mortality, and in different places in the country, places like the Native American reservations in North Dakota, we even rank behind the countries of Bulgaria, Curacao, for God’s sake, with infant mortality.

Mr. Chairman, we have reduced infant mortality with Healthy Start by programs that have allowed little fellows like E.J. Chantell, to survive when he otherwise would not have made it. He came into this world with water on his brain and serious stomach disorders, but with Healthy Start, and his fighting spirit, E.J. is alive. He is going to make it.

In fact, we have taken 4 percent off of our infant mortality rates in the reservations in just 4 years. Why in the world would someone come to a mike professing to care about kids, while arguing for a program that cuts Healthy Start by 50 percent? Tomorrow’s E.J. might die because of this cut, and no more hypocritical statement would be made to say that you are for kids while you take away the very programs that saved them.

Mr. Chairman, proceeding under my own time now, I would like to direct the attention of our Democratic colleagues to one section of the bill. I would like to, Ms. ESHOO, point out that this particular appropriation bill, despite the very real budgetary constraints that we have been discussing here on the House floor this morning, provides level funding for three of the titles of the Ryan White AIDS Care Act, and an additional $23 million increase over 1995 for title I of the Ryan White AIDS Care Act, which provides assistance to American citizens. This increase in funding, which I fought for in both the subcommittee and full committee markup of the bill, is to address the funding pressures resulting from additional cities becoming eligible to join the program in 1996. This is the so-called hold-harmless funding that is intended to address the growing AIDS epidemic in our major metropolitan centers in America.

At least 7, and perhaps as many as 10, new cities will be eligible for this funding in 1996. Many of these cities, in fact, are located in California, where we have borne the brunt of the AIDS epidemic, and again this bill is intended to provide funding for those
communities that are struggling to cope with the AIDS crisis.

I think we are all aware and, again, we have attempted to reflect this in the priorities set out in the bill, that the impact of the HIV epidemic continues to be dramatic, for example, the increasing proportions of women, youth, and minorities contracting the HIV virus, require changes in our planning and in our thinking. They also require changes in the organization and delivery of care in health services.

It is estimated that 800,000 to 1.2 million individuals have HIV in the United States. Large numbers of people are still not receiving care. Others receive insufficient or inappropriate care or are being served by incompetent, inappropriate care or are being served in inappropriate or high-cost settings.

The committee has maintained funding for Ryan White programs in recognition of the extent of the unmet need in serving the Ryan White population. We have increased funding again for those larger metropolitan areas where the HIV epidemic continues to grow.

I want to salute my colleagues on the subcommittee and the full committee for their efforts to increase the Ryan White AIDS funding overall, again within the very difficult fiscal constraints of this bill.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1½ minutes to the gentlewoman from California [Ms. ROYBAL-ALLARD].

Ms. ROYBAL-ALLARD. Mr. Chairman, the cuts in the Republican Labor-HHS-Education bill, that targets the national service corps volunteer program, is a display of blatant arrogance toward the value and experience of our country's older Americans.

As we place emphasis in ensuring that all people become productive and contributing members of our society, we must not forget those who have already contributed greatly to our Nation and will continue to do so, if we do not deny them the opportunity.

Recent figures indicate that there are 13,000 senior volunteers and the number is growing.

The retired and senior volunteer program helps hospitals nurture and care for children afflicted with a serious illness.

In the foster grandparent program, the forgotten child benefits from the guidance and love of a senior.

The senior companion program provides frail adults with assistance in daily activities helping them remain independent and in their communities.

These programs allow seniors to play a role where their expertise, time, and attention fill many voids that the rest of our society neglects.

It is a disgrace that Republicans will help destroy the spirit of senior volunteerism with these cuts.

Instead of praising senior volunteers as a model of citizenship, Republicans are dismissing their contributions and treating them as if they have nothing to offer.

Republicans are wrong.

Seniors most certainly have much to offer.

Those of us who highly value the worthwhile contributions of our seniors have yet another reason to vote against the Labor-HHS-Education bill.

Mr. RIGGS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Kansas [Mr. ROBERTS], the distinguished chairman of the Committee on Agriculture.

Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding me this time.

I am rising in support of an amendment that will be offered later in the debate to reauthorize approximately $90 million for rural health care research.

As a past cochairman of the House Rural Health Care Coalition, and that involves about 140 Members who are obviously very much interested in the rural health care delivery system, we have really worked very hard to strengthen and preserve the rural health care research. Our coalition was organized back in 1987, and we have been able to establish a Federal office of rural health policy. We have worked very hard to eliminate the urban-rural Medicare reimbursement differential with State offices of rural health and the rural health transition grant program.

I know that we have very severe budget responsibilities, Mr. Chairman. However, let me point out that these are just a few of the letters I have from my small community hospitals in my 66 counties out on the prairie, pointing out the value of the $9 million, and not $one billion," not "billions," in regard to research. I just cannot stress how important it is that we maintain a presence for rural health at the Federal level.

We have been working for years to overcome our physical and our age and our geographical barriers to health care. Let us not put up one more barrier by removing the rural health research component.

So, when the amendment is introduced as I expect it to be, I certainly urge all Members to support it.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman from Florida [Ms. WOOLSEY].

Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. Chairman, most of my colleagues would think that Green Thumb would be a garden club or an environmental group. But if they knew someone whose life has been changed through Green Thumb, they know it is a unique employment training program for low-income seniors.

In fact, this chart shows the typical participant. There is a Green Thumb program in my hometown of Petaluma, CA, and one woman in my county whose life has been changed by Green Thumb is Lynn Gibbs. Lynn Gibbs is a 62-year-old graduate. A few years back, Lynn lost her successful business and was left living on the poverty level. Thanks to Green Thumb and the training and job placement assistance program, Lynn is now working at a local boys' and girls' club.

I will bet that almost every one of my colleagues knows someone who has worked hard, played by the rules, but who found they needed a helping hand in their older years.

Last year, Green Thumb placed more than 19,000 seniors in jobs and community service projects.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Florida [Mr. PETERSON].

Mr. PETERSON of Florida. Mr. Chairman, I just want to follow on with the comments by my friend, the gentlewoman from California, on the Green Thumb program.

This is a senior community service employment program. It is a major, critical part of the Older Americans Act that we have supported here for many years. This program is very critical to the quality of life for our senior citizens.

It is talked about children. They are important. We want to take care of our children. They are our future. But we cannot forget our seniors.

This is a means-tested program. This is people over 55 with incomes lower than 125 percent of the poverty level. We have got to take care of these people because it is quality of life. It allows them to participate in our communities.

One of my constituents, a 62-year-old graduate, whose life has been changed by Green Thumb is Lynn Gibbs. Lynn Gibbs has been working at a local boys' and girls' club. She is a 62-year-old graduate. A few years back, Lynn lost her successful business and was left living on the poverty level. Thanks to Green Thumb and the training and job placement assistance program, Lynn is now working at a local boys' and girls' club.

But if they knew someone whose life has been changed through Green Thumb, they know it is a unique employment training program for low-income seniors.

In fact, this chart shows the typical participant. There is a Green Thumb program in my hometown of Petaluma, CA, and one woman in my county whose life has been changed by Green Thumb is Lynn Gibbs. Lynn Gibbs is a 62-year-old graduate. A few years back, Lynn lost her successful business and was left living on the poverty level. Thanks to Green Thumb and the training and job placement assistance program, Lynn is now working at a local boys' and girls' club.

I will bet that almost every one of my colleagues knows someone who has worked hard, played by the rules, but who found they needed a helping hand in their older years.

Last year, Green Thumb placed more than 19,000 seniors in jobs and community service projects.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman from Florida [Ms. WOOLSEY].

Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. Chairman, most of my colleagues would think that Green Thumb would be a garden club or an environmental group. But if they knew someone whose life has been changed through Green Thumb, they know it is a unique employment training program for low-income seniors.

In fact, this chart shows the typical participant. There is a Green Thumb program in my hometown of Petaluma, CA, and one woman in my county whose life has been changed by Green Thumb is Lynn Gibbs. Lynn Gibbs is a 62-year-old graduate. A few years back, Lynn lost her successful business and was left living on the poverty level. Thanks to Green Thumb and the training and job placement assistance program, Lynn is now working at a local boys' and girls' club.

I will bet that almost every one of my colleagues knows someone who has worked hard, played by the rules, but who found they needed a helping hand in their older years.

Last year, Green Thumb placed more than 19,000 seniors in jobs and community service projects.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman from Florida [Ms. WOOLSEY].

Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. Chairman, most of my colleagues would think that Green Thumb would be a garden club or an environmental group. But if they knew someone whose life has been changed through Green Thumb, they know it is a unique employment training program for low-income seniors.

In fact, this chart shows the typical participant. There is a Green Thumb program in my hometown of Petaluma, CA, and one woman in my county whose life has been changed by Green Thumb is Lynn Gibbs. Lynn Gibbs is a 62-year-old graduate. A few years back, Lynn lost her successful business and was left living on the poverty level. Thanks to Green Thumb and the training and job placement assistance program, Lynn is now working at a local boys' and girls' club.

I will bet that almost every one of my colleagues knows someone who has worked hard, played by the rules, but who found they needed a helping hand in their older years.

Last year, Green Thumb placed more than 19,000 seniors in jobs and community service projects.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman from Florida [Ms. WOOLSEY].

Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. Chairman, most of my colleagues would think that Green Thumb would be a garden club or an environmental group. But if they knew someone whose life has been changed through Green Thumb, they know it is a unique employment training program for low-income seniors.

In fact, this chart shows the typical participant. There is a Green Thumb program in my hometown of Petaluma, CA, and one woman in my county whose life has been changed by Green Thumb is Lynn Gibbs. Lynn Gibbs is a 62-year-old graduate. A few years back, Lynn lost her successful business and was left living on the poverty level. Thanks to Green Thumb and the training and job placement assistance program, Lynn is now working at a local boys' and girls' club.

I will bet that almost every one of my colleagues knows someone who has worked hard, played by the rules, but who found they needed a helping hand in their older years.

Last year, Green Thumb placed more than 19,000 seniors in jobs and community service projects.
This budget that we are setting in front of us, this appropriations bill, cuts this program by $60 million under what was budgeted, $42 million over what was in last year's.

As a result of this bill, 14,000 seniors will lose their jobs. The Ombudsman program will be closed to our children to protect their future. We owe it to our seniors for their efforts for paying them back for the sacrifices they have made in our behalf.

Vote against this appropriations bill.

Mr. RIGGS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Texas [Mr. BONILLA], my colleague on the subcommittee.

Mr. BONILLA. Mr. Chairman, I would like to talk for just a minute about the hypocrisy of those who are standing up to oppose our bill this morning.

We have fully funded the TRIO program, for example. We have fully funded the migrant and community health care center program. We are supporting the 190 percent increase over 5 years of the Head Start Program. We are increasing funding for the Ryan White Program. We are increasing funding for the National Institute of Health.

And supports these programs on the other side of the aisle ought to stand up proudly and say these are good programs, that we need to support the increased funding for, and vote for this bill.

They have taken a handful of items out of over 400 items that this bill addresses, taken a handful and turned it into a huge propaganda machine to try to act like we do not care about TRIO, we do not care about community and migrant health care centers or Head Start or Ryan White or the National Institutes of Health.

So let us stop this hypocrisy that we are hearing on the floor today of those who say that we are not interested in preserving these good programs and supporting and increasing funding for these programs.

What do you want us to do, take money out of TRIO to fund an increase for OSHA? Do you want us to take money out of community and migrant health care centers to give it to the Labor Department, to attorneys at the Labor Department? Do you want us to cut funding for Head Start to give it to phony, duplicative job training programs? Do you want us to cut Ryan White and support OSHA? Do you want us to cut the National Institutes of Health to support some of these other boondoggles in the program?

If not, stand up and vote for the bill and stop being hypocritical.

The former chairman of this committee, Mr. Natcher, who I worked very closely with, and for whom we all had tremendous respect, always said, "If I had my way, we'd double everything in this bill." We do not have the money to do it either. We do not have it either. We are doing the best we can.

I encourage all of my friends on the other side of the aisle to stand up for these good programs that we are trying to support and vote for the bill.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 1/2 minute.

The fact remains you are cutting $9.5 billion out of education, health and job programs. It is true that a few programs, for example, have grown to escape your ax. Big deal. Even a stopped clock is right twice a day.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from California [Mr. MARTINEZ].

(Mr. MARTINEZ asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Chairman, this bill is cutting back on all the programs that benefit families. I am not sure the family values new majority understand the dire consequences of their actions.

One of the most onerous cutbacks is on a program that was designed to ensure that seniors receive adequate nutrition. Enabling them to live independently and not be an economic burden on their families or society.

The Senior Nutrition Program is the major reason that seniors can live independently in the community rather than in $34,000 per year nursing facilities. Another program that is being eliminated is the Ombudsman Program which protects vulnerable seniors in nursing homes. It has been shown that most nursing home operators are carrying professionals who provide significant support to frail elderly patients.

But "2020" recently graphically demonstrated instances of real physical abuse of elderly patients in nursing homes.

Without the independent Ombudsman Programs, those abuses will continue and, I believe, grow in number and in severity.

In addition, the bill proposes slashing the budget of the three senior volunteer programs—Foster Grandparents, Senior Companions, and the Retired and Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP). These programs were developed at the grass-roots level, tried in many places and then presented to the Federal Government as an idea whose time had come.

Since these programs were first funded, they have shown time and again that small investment by the Federal Government reaps significant rewards, such as the cooperative agreement between the Senior Companion Program and the Visiting Nurses Association. By providing a visiting nurse to visit only 1 day a week, in support of the daily visit by the Senior Companion, the patient is ensured that he or she can live independently.

I remember a volunteer from my own district who organized his fellow retirees to become a street patrol. They provide mature, steady ears for the public safety service and allow police officers to respond quickly and provide greater community safety.

These stories are not unique to the 31st District of California, they are repeated in every congressional district.

I urge Members to oppose these cuts, vote "no" on this bill, and protect the economic benefits of these programs.

Send a message that this is truly a family friendly Congress that is ready to destroy the elderly, the children, and the family.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 1/2 minutes to the gentlewoman from North Carolina [Mrs. CLAYTON].

Mrs. CLAYTON. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding me this time.

Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from Texas wanted to know what he would have us to do on this side. We would have you to balance your priority. The gentleman from Texas, we will say, we will have you to have a sense of compassion. We also would have you to recognize that is not ineffective, non-essential to make sure that senior citizens have heat in the winter and have air-conditioning in the summer.

That was life and death. So we are talking about priorities.

This bill, more than any other bill, makes the distinction between the policies of the minority and the cruel extreme policies of the majority. You will go to a balanced budget at the cost of anything, regardless of whether people live or die.

You raise the issue about children, and yet you depress the opportunity for them to learn, to live, and to be healthy. You claim that you are about family values and yet you deny the opportunity, even want to deny the opportunity of family planning. This is, indeed, lack of consistency and borders on hypocrisy.

So what we would have you to do is to understand there are consequences to your actions. You cannot ignore the pain and distress that you cause millions of people if you pursue this policy.

Mr. Chairman, I urge my colleagues to vote against this unholy bill.

Mr. Chairman, this bill clearly demonstrates the differences between the policies of the minority and the extreme policies of the majority.

Over the past several days, cuts have been made in programs which have benefited Americans for many, many years. But now we are debating the most unconscionable cut of all—elimination of a program which serves millions of senior citizens across America.

Next week, as we begin the August recess of the House, we will come face to face with our constituents.

As much as I enjoy visiting in my congressional district, I am not looking forward to having to explain why there is less money for low-income housing programs. Why there is less money to combat homelessness; why there is less money for construction of VA facilities; why there will be no more drug elimination...
grants; why there is no summer youth employment program; and why there is no Goals 2000 Education Program.

But just how do you explain to people that the House of Representatives has eliminated a program so critical to the health and well-being of so many people. LIHEAP is a program that sends assistance to thousands of senior citizens across our Nation to help them pay for heat in the winter and cooling in the summer.

This is certainly an appropriate time for us to vote on this program.

I wonder just how well we would do if the air-conditioning in this Chamber—and our offices—was cut off just for 1 day during this sweltering heat.

Where is our compassion?

I cannot—in good conscience—vote to eliminate this program which serves so many. I ask for your compassion as well.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 13 minutes to the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. KENNEDY].

Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Mr. Chairman, this bill is such a crime against senior citizens, there should be an assault weapons ban included to protect them.

It says it will cut your Social Security and cost-of-living increase; we will ask you to pay $5,000 more in out-of-pocket expenses for Medicare, take away the unemployment assistance program, take food out of your mouths, take away protections to protect seniors against elder abuse, and restrict your jobs. It forces seniors to choose between heating, eating, lifesaving medicines, providing for fuel assistance, and cooling bills. Make no mistake about it. This bill makes tough choices even tougher.

What are the Republicans thinking about when they end the fuel assistance program? This heat wave has already killed over 700 Americans, most of them senior citizens, and many, many more will die as the actions are taken on this bill today.

There are 12 million people that count on the Congregate Meals and the Meals on Wheels program; 150,000 seniors will be cut off from their only source of daily food. It abolishes the program that protects our seniors from fraud and nursing home abuses and, finally, it restricts opportunities for older workers who still want to work.

Have the Republicans gone to Washington and forgotten about their parents and grandparents? What is happen-

ing to the conscience of this party? The Grand Old Party has sunk to a low of coming to this House floor trying to cut the budget of America in order to protect the tax cut for the wealthiest people in this country.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 3 minutes to our senior citizens that build this country up, not knock them down for the sake of our pockets today.

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 3 minutes to the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. GUNDERSON asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.]

Mr. GUNDERSON. Mr. Chairman, I think this is the most difficult bill I have debated in 15 years. Going to war was easy compared to this.

I come here with the greatest respect for the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER] because I think he was given the most impossible and most unfair task that any Subcommittee Chair should ever be asked to do. I do not blame him, because he was given a 602(b) allocation cutting $10 billion from last year, and I got to talk to my own party.

Our macro priority of balancing the budget is absolutely right, but the micro priority that cuts $10 billion in human investment is absolutely wrong and we will pay for that for future generations in this country.

We all want to pass the tax incentives to modernize and equip business for high technology, and we somehow suggest that in that process there is no time, there is no effort, and there are no resources to train and to educate a skilled force to be able to compete in that high technology global economy.

One cannot cut 63 percent from child training programs and expect those kids to get off the street and to give up crime once we are trying to work. One cannot cut 33 percent from the adult job training programs in 1 year and expect that we are going to transition rural America, where I come from, where we are losing farm jobs, or the inner city, where some of you come from, where we are losing industrial jobs, and expect us to put those people back to work. Because we do not like the delivery systems of the past does not give us the right to deny that the human exists, and that is the problem, with the bill in front of us, and it is the price that our party will pay, which I personally regret, but worse than that, that our Nation will pay, that every one of us as a citizen must be totally disturbed.

We are debating the section on health care. I do not know what some of you know about health care, but I’ve got to tell you, we are struggling to keep the hospital open in my home town. And we will pay a lot more in the future.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Texas [Mr. STENHOLM].

Mr. STENHOLM and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.]
The [Federal Office of Rural Health Policy]’s size and location at HRSA limit its impact on Federal health reimbursement policies and other concerns of rural areas.

I am unclear about whether the committee is suggesting that small government can not be effective, that big government is preferable?

It’s true that the office is tiny, especially in government standards. It employs only 15 people out of a total of 60,000 HHS. The funding is tiny as well. Very few Federal offices can operate on less than $10 million. But the Office represents the best concentration of expertise on rural health in the Federal Government. Even with their David status, they have taken on the Goliath of HHS and frequently been victorious. The Office has been instrumental in raising the awareness that a one-size-fits-all approach does not work in rural America. For example, they have helped to win victories on hospital reimbursements and small laboratory regulation.

Or, is the committee arguing that the Federal Office should be enlarged and raised in the Department structure?

As one who was around when the bipartisan Rural Health Coalition first called for the creation of this office, I can tell you that it was intentionally established outside of Department headquarters to ensure that it would serve as a quasi-independent office to look out for the concerns of rural health. It functions as a broker, not a bureaucracy. In fact, you might say it was intended to be a thorn in the side of Federal bureaucracy.

Today, the Office is the Federal voice bringing attention to obstacles in the path of rural telemedicine and rural managed care. It is also the Government’s only official rural voice in the debate over restructuring Medicaid and Medicare. We would be happy for it to be bigger or higher if the committee wishes to finance such stature, but absent that, let’s make sure we support its current role rather than eliminating it, as this bill does.

I would like to submit for the record letters I have received from the Texas Rural Health Association and the Texas State Grange in support of the good work done by the Federal Office. These folks do not talk about some distant, nonchalant Federal office. They talk about a friendly face and advocate in the Government which rolls up its sleeves, provides support and advice, administers small but vital programs, helps them communicate with other rural programs across the country, and assists them in avoiding mistakes and duplication. In these days when so few people speak of positive experiences with the Federal Government, why would we want to eliminate one of the bright lights that exists?

Like my constituents, I certainly hope that before his appropriation bill is signed into law, funding for these valuable services will be restored.

Texas State Grange,
San Antonio, TX, July 31, 1995.
Hon. Charles W. Stenholm,
17th Congressional District of Texas.

Dear Representative Stenholm: The Texas State Grange is very concerned with the cut, elimination of funding for the rural health care programs contained in the FY’96 appropriation bill for the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, Education and Related Agencies. If passed, this bill will eliminate the following essential rural health care programs:

- Federal Office of Rural Health, State offices of rural health, rural health research, telemedicine, new rural health grants, trauma care, and essential access community hospitals.
- The Federal Office of Rural Health is the only office that provides a voice for rural health care in Washington, D.C. It is also a crucial link in the Federal health care provider chain. This office needs to be maintained, not eliminated.
- While we understand that when originally authorized, funding for the State Offices of Rural Health was to be eventually phased out, not all states have made an investment in their own State Offices. Ten to fifteen of the offices predict they will close if funding is eliminated now.
- Rural residents comprise approximately 22% of our population. In addition, farmers have the highest percentage of injuries and/or deaths per industry. Eliminating funds for trauma care (and EACH is shortsighted) and as more rural hospitals are forced to close, funds for telemedicine become a necessity for those communities.
- The Texas State Grange recognizes and appreciates the attempts to be fiscally-minded in its appropriations. However, zeroing out funds for essential services to rural health care programs is not a “fair” cut.

We ask that if floor amendments are brought up dealing with reinstating funds for rural health care programs, you will vote “yes” if they are. Sincerely,

Archie D. Knight.
Texas Rural Health Association, Austin, TX, August 2, 1995.

Hon. Charles Stenholm,
Longworth House Office Building, Room 1211,
Washington, DC.

Dear Representative Stenholm: The House will be voting this week to eliminate the Federal Office of Rural Health Policy (ORHP). As President of the Texas Rural Health Association, I implore you not to let this happen. The Office of Rural Health Policy is a voice for rural health in America. Jeff Humans and his very concerned and committed staff monitor what is happening to the health of Texans and advise the Secretary of HHS as to trends and needs. This Office helps coordinate and guide what would otherwise be totally fragmented and potentially counter productive rural efforts of other Federal agencies.

ORHP programs like the Rural Health Outreach Grant Program (RHOG) help promote the development of community coalitions to improve the delivery of health care by maximizing available resources. In Mount Pleasant, Texas, RHOG funds were employed to open a high risk health clinic. In East Texas, RHOG funds are being used to develop a network of lay health advocates through area minority churches and housing projects to assist with health outreach and education.

The telemedicine grant program helps bring specialty care to rural Americans, lessens provider professional isolation, and enables patients to stay in their communities. The ORHP Rural Research Centers provide a very important impetus into rural health care delivery systems—helping us determine what works, under what circumstances, and where—this is real world research.

Through the State Offices of Rural Health, the Center for Rural Health Initiatives here in Texas, the ORHP helps link health professionals and communities to technical assistance, and is a sustaining source of local support.

Consequently, the Federal Office of Rural Health Policy represents rural Americans, it hears rural voices. We cannot afford to lose it! Sincerely,

Gail B. Bellamy,
President.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from New York [Mr. HINCHey].

(Mr. HINCHey asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. HINCHey. Mr. Chairman, Republicans have been running ads about how they are helping the children in the next generation by reducing the deficit. That is very nice but they are making sure that the kids pay for it by cutting programs that help those same kids and provide them with an education.

Elementary and secondary education cuts force communities to make an unwelcome choice. They either reduce the services that Federal funds paid for or they raise property taxes to keep them going. Either way, it is the people least able to help themselves, children or older homeowners with fixed incomes who are being required to pay the bills. This bill cuts funding for title I compensatory education by $1 billion, that is 17 percent. My state, New York, will lose $123 million, and 100,000 New York students will be affected.

This program has the strongest support of any Federal education program from our own school districts, whether they are urban, rural, liberal, or conservative. They tell us how important the program is. The program cuts funding for safe and drug free schools. It will cost New York $59 million at the same time that we hear about students shooting other students and selling drugs in schools.

It is time that we had some rationale about what we are doing and pass a sensible bill. This bill needs to be defeated.

Republicans have been running ads about how they are helping children and the next generation by reducing the deficit. That’s very nice, but they are making sure that the kids pay for it by cutting programs that help kids and that provide them with an education.

Elementary and secondary education cuts force communities to make an unwelcome choice: either reduce the services that Federal funds paid for, or raise property taxes to keep them going. Either way, it is the people least able to help themselves—children or older homeowners with fixed incomes—who are being required to pay the bills.

The bill would cut funding for title I compensatory education by $1.1 billion, 17 percent. New York will lose $103 million, and 100,000 New York students will be affected. Title I pays for remedial education. It has the strongest support of any Federal education program from our own school districts—liberal and conservative, rural and urban. They tell us how important they think the program is.

If cuts funding for Safe and Drug-Free Schools Programs by 59 percent, $286 million nationwide, $59 million in New York. Does this make sense when we hear almost daily about students shooting other students, or students selling drugs in schools?
It cuts funding for children at risk—52-per-
cent cut in Healthy Start. HHS program to re-
duce infant mortality; $137 million in Head
Start, cutting 60,000 children out of Nancy
Reagan's favorite program for children; cut of
20 percent in programs for homeless children.
It costs $3.2 billion to educate a third of our
Nation together: good health, education, and
jobs. But this bill is a disgrace. In one giant
sweep we manage to cut the funding for pro-
grams that alleviate the misery this Nation ex-
periences from lack of economic opportunity and
poverty. If this bill is passed, we will turn our
backs on poor mothers, babies and young people.

Healthy Start cuts will deepen the infant
mortality crisis in the United States. The bill
will cut Healthy Start by $55 million in 1996
 alone. The United States—the wealthiest and
most industrialized country in the world—has an
infant mortality rate that is worse than many
third world countries.

 Babies born in the United States are less
likely to reach their first birthday than babies
born in 22 other industrialized countries.

In my district alone, the infant mor-
tality rate is over 17 percent. In other
urban areas across the United States,
the infant mortality rate is over 20 per-
cent.

These cuts will be devastating to the
public hospital in my congressional
district that is struggling to reduce the
number of low-birthweight babies.

Abolishing funding for LIHEAP will
worsen the devastating effects of this summer's heat wave.

According to the public health official-
cials, over 700 people have died from
the heat wave this summer. Of these,
550 were in Chicago which has had tem-
peratures as high as 103 degrees and aver-
age temperatures of 96 degrees. Are
we going to turn our backs on the hun-
dreds that could die as a result of
eliminating LIHEAP?

The National Weather Service pre-
dicts that this heatwave will continue
unabated. Are we going to turn our backs on the million families who
will suffer if LIHEAP is eliminated?

Abolishing Healthy Start, summer
jobs, and energy assistance will result in the deaths of thousands of
Americans.

In Memorial, over 30,000 young people have benefitted from this program since
1984.

In 1995, Memphis received $2.3 million
and employed 1,600 kids who worked in
summer jobs as a result of this pro-
gram.

Summer jobs give our neediest young
people a vital income and keeps them
productive when school is out.

Abolishing Healthy Start, summer
jobs, and energy assistance will result in the deaths of thousands of
American children.

What will be the sentence be for Repub-
licans who eliminate funding programs
that will cost the lives of thousands?

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1½
minutes to the gentleman from Mary-
land [Mr. HOYER].

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I want to
balance the budget for our children. I
agree. I voted for a balanced budget
amendment this year and in years past. I
voted for the Stenholm amendment
balance the budget in 7 years.

But those who stand on this floor
and say we are balancing the budget do
not tell the truth. We are taking $9 billion
from children that my constituents do
not believe are pork, from seniors that
my constituents do not think is waste,
from rural health that my constituents do
not believe is fraud, and from people
who need energy assistance to keep
warm and cool in distress, and people
do not believe that is abuse.

Mr. Chairman, we are taking that $9
billion and we are giving it not to bal-
ance the budget, not to bring down the
deficit, not to save our children from
debt, but we are taking that money
and we are shifting it over here to the
wealthiest Americans among us so that
they can have a tax cut.

We are not saving that money. We are
not reducing the deficit by these cuts.
In point of fact, we have been on a
downhill slide on domestic spending
like education and like health care.

Reject this bill. It is bad for America,
it is bad for the future, it is bad for our
children, and it does not make sense.

CONCLUSION

This bill cancels appropriations for
summer jobs for young people. The
President rightfully requested $958 mil-
ion for this program.

In Memphis, over 30,000 young people have benefitted from this program since
1984.

In 1995, Memphis received $2.3 million
and employed 1,600 kids who worked in
summer jobs as a result of this pro-
gram.

Summer jobs give our neediest young
people a vital income and keeps them
productive when school is out.

Abolishing Healthy Start, summer
jobs, and energy assistance will result in the deaths of thousands of
American children.

What will be the sentence be for Repub-
licans who eliminate funding programs
that will cost the lives of thousands?

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1½
minutes to the gentleman from Mary-
land [Mr. HOYER].

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I want to
balance the budget for our children. I
agree. I voted for a balanced budget
amendment this year and in years past. I
voted for the Stenholm amendment
balance the budget in 7 years.

But those who stand on this floor
and say we are balancing the budget do
not tell the truth. We are taking $9 billion
from children that my constituents do
not believe are pork, from seniors that
my constituents do not think is waste,
from rural health that my constituents do
not believe is fraud, and from people
who need energy assistance to keep
warm and cool in distress, and people
do not believe that is abuse.

Mr. Chairman, we are taking that $9
billion and we are giving it not to bal-
ance the budget, not to bring down the
deficit, not to save our children from
debt, but we are taking that money
and we are shifting it over here to the
wealthiest Americans among us so that
they can have a tax cut.

We are not saving that money. We are
not reducing the deficit by these cuts.
In point of fact, we have been on a
downhill slide on domestic spending
like education and like health care.

Reject this bill. It is bad for America,
it is bad for the future, it is bad for our
children, and it does not make sense.
Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.

The CHAIRMAN. Time for general debate on title II has expired.

Are there any amendments to title II?

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. MORAN

Mr. MORAN. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as follows:

Amendment numbered 95, offered by Mr. MORAN: Page 30, line 13, insert before the period the following: "Provided further, That of the funds made available under this heading, $7,500,000 shall be available for carrying out the activities of the Office of Alternative Medicine under section 404E of the Public Health Service Act."

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of yesterday, the gentleman from Virginia [Mr. MORAN] will be recognized for 10 minutes in support of the amendment, and a Member opposed will be recognized for 10 minutes.

Mr. MORAN. Mr. Chairman, I know of no one who objects to the amendment. I would like to explain it, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Virginia is recognized for 10 minutes.

Mr. MORAN. Mr. Chairman, this amendment simply earmarks an additional $1.9 million within the Office of the Director of NIH for the Office of Alternative Medicine. It does not increase the budget. In fact, as I say, this is unallocated money, but I think it is terribly important that we put a little bit more money into the Office of Alternative Medicine.

You know, 80 percent of the world's medicine is considered alternative medicine. It is amazing, the fact that 80 percent of the rest of the world uses different therapies than the conventional therapies that we use in the United States and that, in fact, 50 percent of the American people who are faced with a very serious illness like cancer try alternative medicines. In fact, they pay out of pocket about $10 billion. As much as they pay out of pocket for care, they are paying out of pocket, uninsured, for alternative approaches to traditional medicine.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I came across this issue because of a personal experience in our family. My child had a malignant brain tumor and had maybe a 10- to 20-percent chance of living up to the age of 5, we were told, and so it was recommended to take the traditional approach, which is surgery, chemotherapy and radiation. Essentially cut, poison, and burn.

The surgery was not able to get all of the tumor and so we gave her chemotheraphy. We soon realized, the debilitating effect that chemotherapy was having on her. She is only a 3-year-old, but it generally has an adverse impact on anyone taking chemotherapy. We also put off the radiation.

You know, there is a lot about our situation, and we got thousands of letters from all over the world, primarily from the United States. We got boxes of them. I do not have the time to read them. My wife has been reading most of them, and she has read the common experiences that are shared and the fact that the majority of people have tried alternative approaches and yet they do not have anywhere to go to determine the efficacy of these different approaches, because there are no random clinical professional trials done on most of these approaches.

We are trying something that we found out about from hundreds of people. It is giving her success with powdered shark cartilage. People write when we mention it. We do not have anywhere to go to determine whether, and under what conditions, it is likely to be effective, but the reality is, it seems to be working for our daughter in combination with high doses of vitamin C and other nutrients.

I only mention the personal experience because our experience is being shared by thousands of families, if not millions across the country. We need some professional analysis. We need random trials that are done in a professional, scrupulous manner.

We have a new director at the Office of Alternative Medicine with the right kind of background in clinical trials. He was at Walter Reed. He is an extremely competent physician. He is going to direct this office, but we need to give him at least the minimal amount of money to determine whether some of these alternative therapies work.

They will be done in collaboration with what the other National Institutes of Health are doing, and so we would urge an amount of increase to the Office of Alternative Medicine, which would bring it up to $7.5 million out of billions we put into the total budget for the National Institutes of Health, be approved by this body and that we make some progress in giving the kind of professional analysis we have the ability to provide, to so many American families who are desperately in need of it.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Oregon [Mr. DeFazio].

Mr. DeFAZIO. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the gentleman yielding time to me. The issue is, you know, will we put $1 trillion health budget, $7.5 million, to the Office of Alternative Medicine. The director's office from which we would transfer this receives $3.5 million more than the President asked for. The Office of Alternative Medicine does not have the same small amount of funds it got last year.

We are in kind of a catch-22. People say to me, well, Congressman, your idea is here, the ideas expressed by Mr. MORAN are not clinically and scientifically proven, but we are not funding the Office of Alternative Medicine so we can conduct those scientific and clinical tests.

So unless the Office of Alternative Medicine has the budget to research these substances, to do clinical tests, we are not going to move forward. This is preventive medicine. It can save tremendous amounts of money. You can look at follic acid for heart attack prevention. A lot of documentation in other countries, some in this country, but no clinically scientifically proven tests, so doctors are prescribing other things that perhaps are not even as effective.

Deglycyrrhizinated licorice, tough word to say, for stomach problems, as opposed to tagament and other proprietary drugs, not a lot of money out there for something that you can buy for $15 a month when you can prescribe something for $100 or $200 a month.

If we are going to save money, if we are going to have a healthier populace, we need to begin looking at some of these alternatives and this small amount of money transferred over to the already existing Office of Alternative Medicine, doing nothing to impact the director's budget which will still exceed the President's request, would move this country forward tremendously, and it would meet the goals of all of us who want to see that Americans have the widest range of choices available to them when they or their loved ones have health problems.

Mr. MORAN. Mr. Chairman, since it is such an important topic, I am going to make a few more remarks, and I appreciate the fact that the chairman is not opposed to this amendment. In fact, he would probably like me to speed this up as rapidly as possible and get on to more controversial amendments.

I think it is important to recognize that with a $1 trillion health budget, 70 percent of the illnesses that we come down with are preventable, if we had a better concept of how to keep ourselves healthy, and that is largely what this is all about. It is determining how we can bring about the healthiest population possible and not rejecting things because they are not taught in traditional schools of medicine, even though they have been used efficaciously throughout the globe.

So I would appreciate greater attention being given to what I think is an area at NIH that holds tremendous...
promises, that does not cost a lot of money. The rewards are going to be far more than what they cost for investing in the Office of Alternative Medicine.

Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there any Member who wishes to be recognized in opposition to the amendment?

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say it is acceptable on both sides of the aisle.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from Virginia [Mr. MORAN].

The amendment was agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any amendments to title III?

If not, the Clerk will designate title III.

The text of title III is as follows:

**TITLE III—DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION EDUCATION REFORM**

For carrying out activities authorized by titles II and III of the School-to-Work Opportunities Act, $955,000,000, which shall become available on July 1, 1996, and remain available through September 30, 1997.

**EDUCATION FOR THE DISADVANTAGED**

For carrying out title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, $6,004,000,000, which shall become available on July 1, 1996 and remain available through September 30, 1997.

**SPECIAL EDUCATION**

For carrying out parts B, C, D, F, and H of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, $3,000,000,000 shall become available for obligation on July 1, 1996, and shall remain available through September 30, 1997.

**REHABILITATION SERVICES AND DISABILITY RESEARCH**

For carrying out, to the extent not otherwise provided, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Technology-Related Assistance for Individuals with Disabilities Act, and the Helen Keller National Center Act, as amended, $2,455,760,000.

**SPECIAL INSTITUTIONS FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES**

For carrying out the Act of March 3, 1879, as amended (20 U.S.C. 101 et seq.), $4,000,000.

**NATIONAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE FOR THE DEAF**

For the National Technical Institute for the Deaf under titles I and II of the Education of the Deaf Act of 1980 (20 U.S.C. 4301 et seq.), $39,737,000. Provided: That from the amount available, the Institute may at its discretion use funds for the endowment program as authorized under section 207.

**GALLAUDET UNIVERSITY**

For the Kendall Demonstration Elementary School, the Model Secondary School for the Deaf, and the partial support of Gallaudet University under titles and II of the Education of the Deaf Act of 1980 (20 U.S.C. 4301 et seq.), $72,028,000. Provided, That from the amount available, the University may at its discretion use funds for the endowment program as authorized under section 207.

**VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION**

For carrying out, to the extent not otherwise provided, the Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology Education Act, as amended, the National Literacy Act of 1991, $1,057,919,000, of which $1,055,000,000 shall become available on July 1, 1996 and shall remain available through September 30, 1997.

**DISABILITY EDUCATION services for the Deaf**

For carrying out, to the extent not otherwise provided, the Act of March 3, 1879, as amended (20 U.S.C. 101 et seq.), $1,000,000 shall be for the endowment program as authorized under section 207.

**COLLEGE HOUSING AND ACADEMIC FACILITIES LOANS PROGRAM**

For administrative expenses to carry out the existing direct loan program of college housing and academic facilities loans entered into pursuant to title V, part C, of the Higher Education Act, as amended, $700,000.

**HIGHER EDUCATION FACILITIES LOANS**

The Secretary is hereby authorized to make such expenditures, within the limits of funds available under this heading and in accordance with law, and to make such contracts and commitments without regard to fiscal year limitation, as provided by section 104 of the Government Corporation Control Act (31 U.S.C. 1914), as may be necessary in carrying out the program for the current fiscal year.

**HIGHER EDUCATION LOANS**

For administrative expenses to carry out the existing direct loan program of college housing and academic facilities loans, $700,000.

**COLLEGE HOUSING LOANS**

Pursuant to title VII, part C of the Higher Education Act, as amended, any necessary expenses of the college housing loans program, previously carried out under title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1950, the Secretary shall make contracts and commitments without regard to fiscal year limitation using loan repayments and other resources available to this account. Any unobligated balances becoming available from fixed fees paid into this account pursuant to 12 U.S.C. 1749d, relating to payment of costs for inspections and site visits, shall be available for the operating expenses of this account.

**HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY CAPITAL FINANCING, PROGRAM ACCOUNT**

The total amount of bonds insured pursuant to section 724 of title VII, part B of the Higher Education Act Act shall not exceed $357,000,000, and the cost, as defined in section 502 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, of such bonds shall not exceed zero.

**EDUCATION RESEARCH, STATISTICS, AND IMPROVEMENT**

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD – HOUSE

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the rule, the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER] will be recognized for 45 minutes, and the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. Obey] will be recognized for 45 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER].

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, at the outset, let us assure that if federal, State, and local were the problem, we should have already solved our education problems. Between 1960 and 1990, inflation adjusted spending for education rose from $50 billion to almost $190 billion and per pupil spending, again adjusted for inflation, increased from $1,454 in 1960 to $4,622 in 1990; an increase of over 300 percent in real terms. However, student scores on their SAT’s and National Assessment of Educational Progress declined.

Between 1976 and 1994, Federal funding for elementary, secondary, and vocational education rose from $4.6 billion to $14.8 billion, again, an increase of over 300 percent.

As in other titles, the bill sets clear priorities while providing significant contributions to our goal of eliminating the Federal deficit by 2000.

Total discretionary funding for the Department of Education declines by $4.5 billion from the fiscal year 1995 originally enacted levels and $3.7 billion from the post-recession levels.

The bill places a high priority on student assistance. The maximum Pell Grant increased from $2,240 to $2,440, the largest increase ever provided to raise the grants to the highest levels in history. Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity grants, Federal Work-Study and TRIO programs are all held at last year’s levels.

The Committee recommendation maintains the $6 billion available for Perkins loans. While ending the Federal contribution, prudent management by the schools plus the continued contribution to this high priority program will allow the balance available for loans to students to increase.

The bill eliminates over 90 mostly small, duplicative programs in the Department of Education.

The mark terminates many of over 50 planning, dissemination, technical assistance, and research programs in education, including Goals 2000. The0000 program initiated by the Bush administration was a voluntary effort by States to develop and implement goals and standards. The current program is simply another Federal grant-in-aid program which, while having few formal requirements, is a proliferation of informal rules and specifications as it is implemented down through the multi-layered bureaucracy of the Washington office and the regional offices.

While this program has specific, written substantive requirements, there are many connections between Goals 2000 and funding for other programs. Not so subtle pressures will
surely arise to address issues such as opportunity to learn, gender equity and other issues that are part of the administration's national educational policy.

This account funds National Opportunity Standards and School Financial Equity programs. The administration would impose these social experiments on localities with little evaluation and where evaluation exists, it indicates that there is little relationship between spending and learning or spending to D.C. But to Dr. Ravitch "... No one knows what such standards are, so it seems premature to expect States to establish them."

School-to-Work and tech-prep activities are funded at $190 million in anticipation of their inclusion in larger block grants. These programs are slated to be consolidated into a block grant by the Economic and Educational Opportunities Committee and this funding level was decided upon in anticipation of reauthorization by the authorizing committee.

Title I funding for Education for the Disadvantaged is reduced by $1.14 billion, or 17.9 percent based on evaluation indicating little impact and the fact that broad distribution of funds, to even the wealthiest school districts in America, diffuses the effectiveness of this program. I would say, Mr. Chairman, that I believe very strongly that this money should be targeted only to the schools most in need, those in the inner cities and rural areas that have a high percentage of at-risk children, and not be sent to school districts all over the country, including those in the most wealthy areas, as it is today. The program is extremely poorly targeted.

Mr. Chairman, according to the final report of the National Assessment of the chapter I program, the program "* * * Does not appear to be helping the chapter I program, the program is extremely poorly targeted. It just seems to me that the most fundamental purpose of any society is to see to it that its children have made top priority, that they receive decent opportunity, decent education. That is what this bill wants to do. That is why this bill ought to be defeated.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that the gentleman from Maryland [Mr. HOYER] be allowed to control my time and yield time from this point.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Wisconsin?

There was no objection.

Mr. MILLER of Florida. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, let us get back to basics on this and why we are doing this. There are tough choices we are making. It is not easy to have to establish priorities in our spending. But that is exactly what we are doing. So let us remember what we are doing. We are balancing the budget, the most important thing we can do for the generation today and for future generations.

Let me just show you what numbers amount to. The budget of approximately $176 billion means we are overspending right now $670 for every man, woman, and child in this country. We are overspending. We are going into debt. I have a family with two children. That is $2,700 worth of debt we are going into this year. We have a debt for every man, woman, and child in this country of over $18,000. We are going to build it and get it larger and larger, and spend more and more on interest.

So our goal is to balance this budget, start that glide path to a balanced budget. The other side just wants to spend, spend, spend, and we know how to spend in Washington. We have had lots of experience in spending for the past 25 years. We have to get some sense and fiscal sanity to what we are doing here.

We keep hearing the rhetoric: We are cutting this. We heard it earlier this year: We cut the school lunch program. We increased it by 4.5 percent. They said we are cutting Medicare. We are increasing Medicare spending from $4,800 for every man and woman in Medicare, to $6,700, in 7 years, in the Medicare Program. We are increasing spending. So the most important thing we can do is to balance this budget and get on the glide path. It is important to every American.

Let me show why. As a member of the Committee on the Budget, Mr.
Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, this title of the bill is education. Americans believe strongly in education, and everybody on this floor wants to balance the budget. As a matter of fact, unlike the gentleman who just spoke, I voted to reduce the deficit by $500 billion in 1993. The gentleman did not.

Is a $500 credit for long-term care insurance for the rich? One of the most important things for senior citizens is that long-term care. That is not for the rich.

Mr. Chairman, I was a sucker for a while, thinking that the $500 credit for every child was for the rich. Then I got off my high horse and did a little study, and I discovered that, as a matter of fact, 31 percent of that goes to families with incomes of $50,000 and less. That is real. This is not some chart that has no spending limit; you just spend, spend, spend. That is not right. It is wrong. Balancing the budget is the best thing we will do for every single American today and for the future generations.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 5 minutes.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, this title of the bill is education. Americans believe strongly in education, and everybody on this floor wants to balance the budget. As a matter of fact, unlike the gentleman who just spoke, I voted to reduce the deficit by $500 billion in 1993. The gentleman did not.

Mr. Chairman, I, myself 5 minutes.

Mr. HOYER asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, this title of the bill is education. Americans believe strongly in education, and everybody on this floor wants to balance the budget. As a matter of fact, unlike the gentleman who just spoke, I voted to reduce the deficit by $500 billion in 1993. The gentleman did not.

Whether conservative or liberal, all Americans believe in the American opportunity society. My parents wanted me to have a better life than they had. That is what I want for my three daughters and, yes, for my granddaughter. The United States is a great Nation because we give people that opportunity, the opportunity to make a better life for themselves and their children. Education is the doorway through which American access that opportunity.

But this appropriation bill is an all-out assault on the American opportunity society. The words opportunity society are meaningless if you do not have the education you need to compete in today's global marketplace. The word opportunity is meaningless if you cannot make a living wage and your kids cannot get a good education in school...

Why are the Republicans waging this attack? The reason is not so they can bring that deficit down, I tell my friend, but so that we can take that money and shift it over to a tax cut for the wealthiest folks in America.

That is what we are doing. We are not taking that money that they gentleman just talked about to bring down that $670 figure, what we are doing is taking that money and shifting it over here for a tax cut: a $245 billion tax cut.

Nobody likes paying taxes, but I do not talk to any constituents who believe that it is not important to see that our kids are educated, and that is what that title is about.

Mr. Chairman, what does this attack mean for local schools? Let me talk about a school in my district, Carrolton Elementary School in Prince George's County.

At Carrolton, parents attend workshops to learn what their children are learning in the classroom to help their kids at home. We know if parents are not doing the job that we are doing, we are not going to suffice. The budget cuts in this bill would end those parent workshops.

Carrolton needs reading and writing materials to reach the new higher educational standards the State of Maryland has set, appropriately, so we can compete in the world markets. The school board has approved them and the contract has been signed, but these budget cuts will cancel that program.

Mr. Chairman, at Carrolton more than 700 third-grade students are struggling to learn to read. Some kids have a tough time. These cuts mean the teacher who works to help those kids catch up with their classmates will lose her job.

Mr. Chairman, I think we ought to put to rest, once and for all, this phony business that has been going on in this House for many weeks, in fact several months, where people keep trying to say that we are taking from the poor and giving to the rich through a tax program...

Let me tell my colleagues a little bit about the tax program. Is a $500 credit for home care for the rich? Darn right, it is not. It is for the most needy people around here.

Is a $2,000 IRA for the parent who stays at home for the rich? No, that is not for the rich.

Is the $500 for an adoption? We talk about pro-choice/pro-life all the time. Is that for the rich? No, it is not.

Mr. Chairman, I was a sucker for a while, thinking that the $500 credit for every child was for the rich. Then I got off my high horse and did a little study, and I discovered that, as a matter of fact, 31 percent of that goes to families with incomes of $18,000 and less; 65 percent of it goes to families with incomes of $50,000 and less.

Yes, then they say, but what about capital gains? In my district, every farmer and every fruit grower that I have is not rich by a long sight, but they sure are at the point where they should be retiring and they would love to retire.

So I think we ought to put that nonsense to rest.

If this were a perfect world, Mr. Chairman, I would be here screaming
for billions more for education and billions more for training, I would be screaming for what Terrel Bell said, which we had better emphasize.

He talked about quality education, and I have been here saying over and over again that the people that just did not pay $40 billion into chapter 1. Do not just pour $20 billion into Head Start, if that is all you are going to do. Pour it in to get quality. We do not have any studies to really tell us that we have done a re- markable job in helping the people that we wanted to help with that $60 billion of expenditure.

Mr. Chairman, as I said yesterday, the one thing I wanted to do with a slight education to both of those areas is finally get a message out there that they have to clean up their act and they have to provide quality in every one of those programs, all over this Na- tion. Access is not acceptable. Access will not serve us well in the 21st cen- tury.

Mr. Chairman, I would hope that we can do the very best we can within what we have, because if we do not, since it is not a perfect world, we are then faced with that dilemma that does not exist for the very young people we are trying to train, the very young people we are trying to educate.

We are saying to them, after you get all your training and all your edu- cation, we will take 80 percent of every- thing you make in tax dollars. Why get up in the morning and go to work if that is what we are going to do?

Mr. Chairman, I hope we can develop a program when we are talking about quality education, quality training. I hope we will be in a position sometime to put more money into those pro- grams, and we will do some of that today, after we are ensured that it is quality that we are talking about.

Again, access is no longer acceptable. Mr. Chairman. It has to be access to quality, because we are failing the very young people we are trying to help be- cause we are not giving them an oppor- tunity to get a piece of the American dream because they do not have, in many instances, a quality program.

Mr. LEWIS of California. Mr. Chair- man, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. GOODLING, yield to the gentle- man from California.

Mr. LEWIS of California. Mr. Chair- man, I rise simply to say that the statement of the gentleman from Penn- sylvania [Mr. GOODLING] is one of the finer statements I have ever heard on this floor.

Mr. Chairman, just sending money without worrying about quality is what has been wrong with this place. It is why the American taxpayer is react- ing. The people I represent and they want to see them served well.

The gentleman from Pennsylvania has worked at this for years, very, very effectively. Finally, the gentleman is in a position to really impact that process, and I commend the gentleman for his good work.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield such time as he may consume to the
gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. MENENDEZ].

(Mr. MENENDEZ asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. MENENDEZ. Mr. Chairman, I rise in op- position today to express my disgust with this bill. This is the bill where Rep- lican writers rewrite the world in their own image—where they create their own brave new world, if you will. They will weed out the poor, the needy and the weak to provide sub- stantial cuts to the programs that are crucial for improving services to the wealthy. And the middle class will foot the bill. A world where capital is more important than labor.

Let me tell how this image will play out in New Jersey. According to the Children's De- fense Fund, this image will mean 3,850 chil- dren will lose Head Start services, 54,200 New Jersey students will lose access to reme- dial education through title I and 42,200 ba- bies, preschoolers and pregnant women in New Jersey will lose infant formula and other WIC supplements. This is the new America Republicans have created for your children and grandchildren.

The new America will have $4.5 billion less in funding for education, less funding to keep schools safe and drug free and less funding for young people struggling to earn a bach- elor's degree. This in a state where the Department didn't even want? 51,000 needy seniors in New Jersey. And yet Republicans can find the resources to fund Agriculture subsidies for wealthy farm- ers and to fund B-2 bombers that the Defense Department didn't even want?

I have a clear image of this brave new world which Republicans seek. It has nothing to do with balancing the budget and it has nothing to do with making a better America for the working poor, our children, our young people or our seniors. Clearly it is designed to be a world where those who will be forced to prosper without the nagging and nettlesome problem of caring for their less fortunate broth- ers and sisters.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 4 minutes to the gentleman from Michi- gan [Mr. KILDEE].

Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Chairman, I rise today in very strong opposition to the Labor-HHS appropriations bill, because it will result in very real damage to very real students and teachers in real schools in communities throughout this country.

Mr. Chairman, I say to my col- leagues, the education policy in this bill is based on two somewhat conflict- ing assumptions. First, that because the national contribution to education funding is so small that it does not matter and will not be missed; second, that the national role in education is too large and too intrusive and needs to be scaled back.

Mr. Chairman, these assumptions are both wrong. These assumptions dis- honor decades of bipartisan coopera- tion over education policy as a shared priority.

Mr. Chairman, this bill will seriously erode the long-standing role that we play on the national level to ensure that educational opportunities are available to those who have been de- nied them. Laws like the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) were enacted 20 years ago because over 1 million disabled children were ex- cluded entirely from public schools. Those 1 million disabled children now have a chance to realize their full po- tential and contribute to American so- ciety because of what Congress did then.

Mr. Chairman, ask the parents of Caitlin Cody, who live in my commu- nity. Caitlin is a bright 8-year-old with spina bifida who joins her classmates every day in her neighborhood public school to discover the joys of learning. They will tell you that in the absence of the Federal role in education, Caitlin's future would not be as promis- ing as it is.

Mr. Chairman, this bill cuts IDEA. It cuts funding which will severely cur- tail professional development, re- search, and outreach activities which are crucial for improving services to children with disabilities.

This bill also cuts chapter 1 by $1.2 billion. With this cut, over 1 million disadvantaged children across this country will be denied a chance to suc- ceed. In Flint, MI, which is struggling right now to regain its economic foot- ing, over 2,800 students will lose vital academic help. These students will lose the guidance of 47 teachers and 109 teaching as- sistants.

Who are these children and who are their teachers? Mr. Chairman, let me tell my colleagues the story of one chapter 1 student. Shelly is a real per- son who lives right now in my district. She is not a composite; a real individ- ual person.

Shelly entered middle school in the seventh grade last fall. Shelly came to school every day, because there she could get a meal. Then her teachers did not know that Shelly's mother and younger brother right in my neighborhood, wherever they could find a place to stay at night. They had been evicted from their apartment and stayed in a shelter or with friends.

When Shelly moved to Flint, she was identified as a chapter 1 student. Shelly's teacher recognized that she needed the stability of a regular class- room and instead of pulling her away from her peers, she provided Shelly with reading support services in her science and social studies classes.

As the year progressed, because of this program, Shelly's life improved and her teacher made connections to the family and helped find a place for her to live because this teacher believed in Shelly's potential.

Shelly entered middle school as a homeless child. She finished the year as an honor student.

Mr. Chairman, we should not take opportunities away from the Caitlin's and the Shelly's to finance a tax cut for the very, very rich.
Vote ‘no’ on this.

Mr. MILLER of Florida. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from Arkansas [Mr. HUTCHINSON].

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Mr. Chairman, I especially commend the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. GOODLING], my chairman, for his outstanding statement a few moments ago in which he gave a clear rebuttal for the mindless political rhetoric, that we hear over and over again, in which the opponents of the bill recite like a mantra the phrase “tax breaks for the wealthiest in our society.”

Mr. Chairman, are the wealthiest in our society like that couple in my district that makes $25,000 a year with two children who are going to find, with the $500 per child tax credit, that their Federal tax liability will be eliminated altogether? Or like my wealthy friends, the grandmother and the grandfather who have worked for 30 years on a farm in northwest Arkansas and as they reach retirement age and want to move in town, to get close to quality health care, discover they cannot afford to sell their farm because of exorbitant capital gains tax rates?

Mr. Chairman, yes, these are the wealthy friends that we want to help in our society.

My colleague says that, yes, 90 percent of the American people support higher investment in education. I believe that, I believe my constituents do. But they want to invest it where it will work and it will work when we invest that money locally, not when we invest it in more Federal spending on education.

Mr. Chairman, Americans last November rejected the “government-knows-best” philosophy that has held sway for far too long.

Goals 2000, which we defend in this appropriation bill, is a manifestation of the philosophy we share. Goals 2000 does not lay the groundwork for all future Federal experimentation with education, which takes control away from parents and local school districts where it belongs.

It increases the Federal role by imposing a congressional formula for reform on any State, school district, or local school that wishes to receive funding under the act.

Only 40 percent of the money appropriated for Goals 2000 ever reaches the schools. The other 60 percent constitutes the bureaucratic skim that is being used at each level to create the new framework for the educational system.

The American people did not buy into the misguided idea of national health boards in the last Congress, and they do not want national school boards. If the past 30 years have taught us anything, it is that national solutions do not solve local problems.

It is amazing to me my colleagues on the other side of the aisle can stand and defend the status quo. The past three decades, American taxpayers have been pouring money into the public school system with almost no encouraging signs that this money is buying better education for our children.

Who knows best what children need but their parents and people who are in contact with them every day? This appropriation bill begins to put the focus back upon the local schools, empowering parents to control the education of their children.

There were originally six national goals that were developed in 1989, hand in hand with the States, but they now have been increased to eight. The two additional goals differ from the States’ original intentions, leading us even further away from the direction that education in this country should be taking, which is back to the parents.

We can, in defunding Goals 2000, as we do in this appropriation bill, we can get back in the system the Department of Education’s role in returning education to the State and to the local school boards and empowering parents to participate and to control the education of their children.

I urge support of this Labor-HHS appropriation bill.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 3 minutes to the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. SAWYER], a distinguished member of the authorizing committee.

Mr. SAWYER asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.

Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, I am grateful for the opportunity to join with my colleagues on this side of the aisle, but with some regret, to oppose the passage of this bill.

The work that we do today, the work that has preceded us over the last decade really emphasizes a singular important message, and that is that today’s graduates have got to be prepared to enter a world of constant change. The people of this Nation are moving more rapidly across and within this Nation than we have for 100 years, and all of today’s children simply must be able to graduate equipped with skills that are not just technologically adaptable to a variety of different employment situations across the United States, but which also will make them intellectually flexible.

Now, our colleagues have suggested that somehow this is not a national problem. The truth of the matter is that education has always been a local function and a State responsibility, but today, my colleagues, it is an overarching national concern. Education from the national level is not a matter of federalizing education at all. It is not even a matter of directing education, but it is recognizing that if we are to be successful, we must connect education all across this country, 50 million students, 2.5 million faculty, 15,000 school districts, diverse communities all across this country, as diverse as Missoula, MT, or Meridian, MS, or all of the metropolitan areas of this Nation. The children have got to be equipped to be competitive and to contribute to this Nation’s capacity.

Education is, indeed, a national priority, nowhere more so than in recognizing that the expectations that we have for these children have outstripped the ability of some schools to keep pace. We have got to elevate the expectations of our schools, of our teachers and our children, and in that sense what we do here today or ought to be doing here today is to provide the connective tissue, the ability to improve and elevate a curriculum, not to be forced upon local schools, not to be adopted, but to be adapted throughout this country to local need. We have got to recognize that in a 30-year career, a teacher who began with certification that may have been perfectly sufficient in 1960 is no longer suitable to the kind of change that has been undertaken in this world and in this Nation in the 30 intervening years.

We need to have the capacity to share that improved curriculum, that improved professional development all across this country. I have to tell you I do not think that anybody ever said it better than Allen Wiertzel, vice chairman of Circuit City, and I agree that growing businesses need students to graduate with higher skills. He said, “High academic expectations in schools is probably the single most important component of education reform.”

Drawing this Nation together in that capacity is our single highest priority.

Mr. MILLER of Florida. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 1/2 minutes to the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. CLEMENT].

Mr. CLEMENT. Mr. Chairman, I wish to enter into a colloquy.

Mr. Chairman, with regard to the Education Research Statistics and Improvement account within the Department of Education there is an interest among a number of House Members to provide funding of about $300,000 within the total provided to not less than two institutions to support programs utilizing innovative technologies and practices for the professional development and training of teachers in music education.

It is correct to say that the House report accompanying the Labor-HHS fiscal year 1996 bill speaks favorably, but with less specificity, to music education and its impact on learning?

Mr. CLEMENT. Mr. Chairman, I wish to yield to the gentleman from Florida.

Mr. MILLER of Florida. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman is correct. We attempted to economize on verbiage where we could in preparing the committee report.

Mr. CLEMENT. Mr. Chairman, the bill will shortly be considered by the other body. If, during that consideration, the other body includes any specific language regarding music education, could I have the chairman’s assurance that the House confer would carefully consider the generic direction...
for these funds in light of my favorable recommendation to accept the more specific allocations of funds for music education programs.

Mr. MILLER of Florida. Mr. Chair-
man, I assure the gentleman from Ten-
nessee that the House prefers to keep your recommendation in mind when we address this issue in con-
ference.

Mr. CLEMENT. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for his support on this issue.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the distinguished gentle-
man from California [Mr. BECERRA].

(Mr. BECERRA asked and was given permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding me this time.

Well, I mean, we hear the Republicans say they want to balance the budget and that is why we are cutting so dramatically into education programs.

Well, do we want to balance the budget?

We are cutting about $450 million out of two programs very important to our children: Life and Drug Free Schools, which makes sure we try to protect our children as they go to school so they do not have to worry about drug dealers on the corner trying to sell them drugs or the gang violence they may encoun-
ter on the way to school: Special Edu-
cation, $174 million is being cut out of that program for our kids who are dis-
able, who need a little bit of extra at-
tention so they can succeed with their peers.

On the other hand, we put $500 mil-
lion extra into the defense budget which was not even requested by the Department of Defense for new spending on barracks and other pork that the Pentagon, as I said, never re-
quested, and all of it targeted to 26 of the 31 States represented by the people who sit on the Committee on Appropriations.

Cut in education: $1.2 billion in our title I program that helps kids that are behind in their reading and in their sciences learning. What is not cut? Well, we see on the Senate side the Armed Services wants to spend $1.3 bil-
lion for an amphibious assault ship that the Navy says is does not even want. Cut in education: $55 million for a school-to-school program which helps our kids have abilities once they get out of school. What is not cut? Well, $42 million, that is the amount the Committee on Appropriations pre-
served in taxpayer subsidies for to-
acco.

We are talking about balancing the budget? At the same time that we hear that we must cut the $4 billion out of education to balance a $5 trillion deficit and an annual deficit of about $200 billion, we find that the Defense Depart-
ment got $8 billion more than it even asked for, and we find that the Repub-
licans are trying to spend about $300 billion on tax cuts over 7 years.

That is not the way to go. We do not need to cut $4 billion out of education when it is so dramatic and so needed.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield such time as he may consume to the gentleman from Maryland [Mr. WYNN].

(Mr. WYNN asked and was given permission to revise and extend his re-
marks.)

Mr. WYNN. Mr. Chairman, I take strong exception to the unconscionable cuts in this bill for the Safe and Drug Free Schools program. Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 3 minutes to the gentleman from California [Mr. MILLER], one of the ranking members of the Committee on Eco-

omic and Educational Opportunities, former chairman of the Children's Task Force.

(Mr. MILLER of California asked and was given permission to revise and ex-
tend his remarks.)

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding me this time to me and for adding to my resume here.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, these cuts in education are deep, and they are serious, and they are real, and they are going to have an impact in each and every one of our districts.

Because let us understand something, they are not cutting this money to give it back to the schools at the local level. They are taking, for provide for a tax cut, the overwhelming benefit of which goes to people earning in excess of $200,000 a year. So they are gathering up money from poor schools, from poor children, from handicapped children, from all of the school dis-

tricts in the country and transferring that to the wealthiest people in the country. That is simply not fair, and it does not make sense.

Let us understand that these Federal dollars are what allows these school dis-

tricts to provide in service training for teach-

ers, to move toward 21st century tech-

nologies for many of our school dis-

tricts that have no ability to do that. They do not have the financial capabil-

ity of doing that.

These Federal dollars are what al-

ows school districts to take care of the neediest, the poorest children in our society, because they do not have the capability of doing it without these dollars.

Let us understand something. We hear time and time again about the in-

ability of the local school board and the local school district. Let me ex-

plain to you that many of those school districts are bringing us today the abysmal education that America's children are reaching. And why? Because they do not do these activities without Federal help. They were not educating the poorest children in this country without Federal help. They were not educating handicapped children without Federal help. They were not providing teacher training without Fed-

eral help, and it is very likely they will not again if the Federal Government does not help them out.

So understand the Federal Govern-
ment is a catalyst for education pro-
grams. Goals 2000 is a catalyst to make the States, and to help them, finance world-class standards for our children so that our children can compete with the children of any country in the world in the future.

Today they cannot. They cannot compete in math. They cannot compete in language skills. They cannot compete in critical thinking: in a na-
tional disgrace, and these few Federal dollars, very, very important to meet-
ing those goals, because in fact in my own district and many other districts, without these moneys, those efforts will go by the wayside and we will con-
tinue to see children graduated who cannot read their diploma. We will con-
tinue to see children passed on to the next grade who cannot read at grade level.

This is that opportunity. But this is the opportunity that the Republican budget cuts would deny our school dis-


triicts. This is a disinvestment, a dis-

investment in the children of this Na-
tion, in the education of this Nation and their ability to participate in the world economy of the future.

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Oregon [Mr. BUNN], a member of the sub-
committee.

Mr. BUNN of Oregon. Mr. Chairman, I wish to enter into a colloquy with the chairman of the subcommittee, the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER].

Mr. Chairman, I understand the great fiscal pressure under which the chair-
man put together his appropriations bill. I applaud his efforts to make this a fair bill, not only for the taxpayers of the country but also by addressing the out-of-control spending that is costing our children their future earnings.

Well, I believe it is time to ad-

dress the level of the general strengthening institutions program, title III(A) of the Education Act. I am concerned that the current funding level of the program will not allow the Federal Government to fully fund continuing multiyear grants. Under the adminis-

tration's request, the title III grants will be phased out over 2 years, with public community colleges cut out of the system immediately.

Mr. BUNN of Oregon. As the gen-
tleman knows, I offered an amendment during the full committee to partially restore the necessary funding to the title III program. But due to the tight constraints that we are working under, we were unable to find adequate fund-

ing for the program.

I ask the subcommittee chairman if the other body does find a way to more fully fund the title III program, will he be willing to consent to the other body's funding level?

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BUNN of Oregon. I yield to the gentleman from Illinois.

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I understand that the level of funding in our bill would perhaps create financial difficulties for many of the institutions that have this funding in the past and I will work with the members of the conference in the other body to achieve a higher level of funding of transition funding for this program than was possible in this bill.

Mr. BUNN of Oregon. I thank the gentleman and appreciate his efforts on behalf of community colleges of the Nation.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentlewoman from Hawaii [Mrs. MINK].

Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. I thank the gentleman from Maryland for yielding me time.

Mr. Chairman, I stand here in absolute dismay at this bill that we are being called to vote on today, which decimates the funding for education throughout the country. This debate is basically a debate of the disavowal of the majority of our national promise that we would care, defend, and protect our Nation's children.

Under this camouflage of budget rhetoric, the majority party has appropriated an appropriations bill that cuts $3.9 billion from our education programs and dismantles a 30-year record of increasing support for our children.

I feel betrayed because I always believed the discussions with respect to our national priority, always put our children on the top. In discussing our care and compassion for children in this country, we always pledged our full support to their education.

Mr. Chairman, we all recognize that there are vast differences in our country, rural, urban America, rich and poor, but we have always said that the National Government has a responsibility to be sure that no matter what the circumstances of poverty or whatever the location is in geography, that the children would be protected and that the assurance of equal educational opportunity was a solemn pledge and contract that we made for our children.

This appropriation bill denies that. It takes money away from children in the poorest of circumstances, children who come from middle America, who have disabilities, who live in difficulties, who come from troubled circumstances, who have handicaps, who have deficiencies in learning. The smallest of our children all over the country are going to be hurt by this budget. I ask this House to vote it down.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 3 minutes to the gentleman from Indiana [Mr. ROEMER].

Mr. ROEMER. Mr. Chairman, I was on the floor 1½ hours ago talking about how this bill is devastating and cutting Head Start children out of the program when even President Reagan, President Bush, talked about how much do we increase this bipartisan program that is working. Where in Michigan City, IN, 80 children are waiting to get into the program, this bill is going to say to the children, not only can you wait in, we don't have room for you; we are going to cut more children out of Head Start. That is what this bill says.

This bill is like a Shakespearean comedy of errors. It is tragically absurd. Does $3.9 billion cut out drug-free schools the last few years and I have joined with my colleagues on the Republican side, many of whom I have the utmost respect for, and the gentleman from Delaware, Mr. CASTLE and I, Mr. BARRETT and I proposed amendments to restore Dare and drug-free school money. This year, we are cutting drug-free school money by over 50 percent.

Mr. Chairman, it is not that Democrats want the status quo and Republicans want to cut the budget. I voted for a balanced budget amendment. I led the efforts to cut a space station that is $80 billion over budget. I would vote to cut 20 B-2 bombers that the Pentagon doesn't even want out of the budget. I did not do that. Was it a biology test? No. Was it a gun in a school? No. By a 2-to-1 margin, children in America today said, we are afraid of drugs in our schools, 2 to 1.

So what are we doing about it? We cut the drug-free school money by over 50 percent. What does that tell you about our priorities? I want to move toward a balanced budget. I want to make some of the tough cuts to move us there, but we should do that in a fair and evenhanded manner.

Mr. Chairman, it seems sometimes around here that if you have got a lobbyist working for you, you are going to do real well. You are going to maintain the B-2 bomber. You are going to maintain a space station. You are going to maintain hydrogen programs. But if you are a child, if you are in a Head Start program, if you are in a drug-free school program, you are on your own.

Good luck.

Mr. Chairman, that is not what the priorities of America should be about today.

Doris Kerns Goodwin has got a wonderful book and I will have to continue my review of that wonderful book later.

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 4 minutes to the gentleman from Arkansas [Mr. DICKEY], an excellent member of our subcommittee.

Mr. DICKEY. Mr. Chairman, I think what we need to do is have the gentleman from Indiana [Mr. ROEMER] go talk to the members of the subcommittee of the Labor-HHS Committee on Appropriations because what happened one night was that Head Start was made available to have funds restored to the tune of $161 million. Every member of the subcommittee who were Democrats voted against Head Start, $161 million.

Those of us who voted for both of those issues said we wanted to put children first. We wanted Head Start to come first, and those members on that subcommittee could have taken the argument of the gentleman from Indiana and said we want to balance the budget.

Who did they honor? We honored lawyers in the NLRB, $26 million. The offer was made to your colleagues, let us give this to Head Start because we are listening to what you are saying that it is important—and.

Mr. ROEMER. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. DICKEY. I yield to the gentleman from Indiana.

Mr. ROEMER. With the gentleman kind permission, I am a member of the Committee on Appropriations. I did not vote on that particular appropriations bill as it was going through at 1 or 2 o'clock in the morning. But certainly we have the ability on the floor today to make the correct cuts. We are going to kick 48,000 children off of Head Start, and I know the gentleman from Arkansas [Mr. DICKEY] would love to support those children.

We do not want to go to places like Michigan City, IN, where 800 children are waiting to get on Head Start, where I only have 35 percent of my eligible children enrolled, and tell the children there, which ones are going to get kicked off, I ask the gentleman? Mr. Chairman, I would not want to be going into Head Start programs around this country saying, you, you, and you are out of Head Start. That is not the direction this country should be going in.

Mr. DICKEY. Reclaiming my time, all I am trying to say, for the sake of the people who might be listening to this conversation, is that your talking should be to them, not to us. If we had been successful on our end of the table late that one night for Head Start, we would have $161 million restored.

Not one of your colleagues voted in favor of that because they wanted to honor things like lawyers, and they wanted to honor the NLRB that is going out here and causing destruction in the economy and taking over people who are trying to keep jobs in place so that we can have taxes so we can have more money for education.

All I am saying is it does not seem proper. It is not right that we get to the point where we start talking about you all over there, or you all over there, when we are all trying to help Head Start.

Mr. ROEMER. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield? Further, would the gentleman yield?

Mr. DICKEY. Certainly, I yield to the gentleman from Indiana.

Mr. ROEMER. I would just like to engage the gentleman, the Republican
gentleman from Arkansas, in a colloquy. He and I worked together on many issues. This should not be a partisan issue. We have always agreed in this body to support Head Start and increase funding on Head Start, whether it was in committee or on the floor.

Now, for the first time, we are kicking children off. How can we work together to restore that cut, increase Head Start?

Mr. DICKEY. I think what we ought to do is, we ought to look from the standpoint of trying to help the children, rather than trying to make a political statement. What is unfortunate about this is that $161 million could have been restored to Head Start and it was not because there were other programs that were preferred over this.

Now, if our colleagues could talk it over and we could talk it over, then we would not have this partisanship. The partisanship occurred. All five Democrats voted against Head Start in both of those instances, and there are two standing right here that will also try to make this a partisan issue and say that we somehow are at fault for not bringing Head Start in in the proper funding.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. DICKEY. I yield to the gentleman from Maryland.

Mr. HOYER. The gentleman from Arkansas [Mr. DICKEY] is my friend and we work closely together on some things, but so that everybody on the floor knows what we are talking about, has sought to cut justice for workers.

Mr. DICKEY. I will be happy to.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentlewoman from North Carolina [Mrs. CLAYTON].

(Mrs. CLAYTON asked and was given permission to revise and extend her remarks.)

Mrs. CLAYTON. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding me time.

Mr. Chairman, this bill clearly demonstrates our Nation's commitment to education and to our youth, mostly words but not real resources. Where a Nation invests its resources indicates its priorities. Education should be our Nation's priority.

This bill is blindness march toward a balanced budget, without consideration of the merits of the programs proposed to be cut or eliminated.

But worse, this bill ignores the pain it will cause to the many children, youth, and elderly of America. This is a shame.

The Labor-HHS bill is an obstruction to education.

Half of the cuts in the bill—some $4.5 billion—comes from education.

Fifty thousand disadvantaged children who need a little help in the beginning of our lives—at the onset of their education—will not get that help. Head Start is cut by $137 million. Healthy Start is cut by 52 percent.

Thousands of needy school children, in my congressional districts during their most important educational and formative years, will be without vital support. Title I is cut by $1.1 billion. Drug-free schools is cut by 59 percent. The Goals 2000 Program is eliminated, and, vocational education is cut by 27 percent.

And, thousands of those school children, willing to work, who have found in a mountain of hopelessness, will not be able to work. The School-to-Work Program is cut by 22 percent. And, with the stroke of a pen, takes that privilege away.

The deep and irresponsible cuts in education are made worse by other cuts in this bill.

This fact, more than 170 programs are eliminated by the kind of slicing and carving undertaken in this bill, like nothing we have ever seen before in the history of this Nation.

Even the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program [LIHEAP] is eliminated.

This bill says to young people in America, “You have no future” and to seniors, “You have no past.”

Mr. Chairman, I am at a loss.

Critical programs are being cut—programs that have served our citizens well—and, the savings will go to increasing the wealth of the wealthy.

Mr. Chairman, our colleagues tell us that this bill will put us on the glide to a balanced budget.

To balance, however, means to steady. Steadiness promotes stability. Stability promotes security. And, security is what every American seeks.

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 4 minutes to the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. HOEKSTRA], a member of the authorizing committee.

Mr. HOEKSTRA. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER] for yielding this time to me.

This morning in the Committee on the Budget we had the opportunity to debate what would be a good, dialog and debate about much of what has been going on here on the floor today, a discussion and a debate about what our policy agenda is on both sides of the aisle as the President and as the majority here in the House both strive to reach for a balanced budget. But then it became very, very clear that the two sides are playing with a different set of rules. The Republican plan scored under this Congressional Budget Office does within 10 years get to a balanced budget. The President's plan scored under the same rules, however, enables the president to have $200 billion more per year to spend.

So, as we are talking about how are we going to achieve and what policies are we going to implement to achieve a balanced budget, we are finding that one side is playing with one hand tied behind their back. One side actually gets to a balanced budget. The other side can continue going around the country and continue going around to special interest groups promising a whole set of programs and priorities and spending that really does not exist and that totals out to about $200 billion.

We also find that the other side is really trying to perpetuate a program and a philosophy that over many years we know does not work, and this book was "removing the American Dream," written by Alice Rivlin, who is the head of the Office of Management and Budget, Director of the Office of Management and Budget, she highlights the failed policies that in many cases we are finding are being debated in this bill. Here is what she had said about education, and remember this person works for the President:

Improving education will take bottom-up reform, Presidential speeches and photo opportunities, national summits, heavily funded, federally funded experimental schools. Even new grants spent in accordance with Federal guidelines can make only marginal contributions in fixing the schools. The popular Federal Head Start Program demonstrates that preschool education helps children from poor families cope better in school. The negative legacy of Head Start, however, is that States and communities have come to believe that the responsibilities for preschool education lie with Washington, not with them. Change was brought about by more funding for students, not more money promised to special interest groups promising a whole set of programs and priorities and spending that really does not exist and that totals out to about $200 billion.

All of what we are seeing here debated from the other side is a continuation of pushing policies and programs that have not worked and that we know do not work. Let us embrace the future, let us move to a balanced budget, and let us move to move decisionmaking where it is most appropriate.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield such time as he may consume to the gentleman from North Carolina [Mr. WATT].

(Mr. WATT of North Carolina asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. WATT. Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong, vigorous opposition to this bill and title III, and I rise today to protest the
shortsighted cuts included in this mean-spirited bill. In an effort to frantically balance the budget on the backs of poor and middle income families, Republicans have completely lost sight of those important, cost-effective programs which work well.

One such program is the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program. This program is not welfare. Each State participates in this program. It reaches more than 5.8 million people nationwide. Last year, the average benefit for the 452,000 recipients in my home State of North Carolina was $91. Seventy-nine percent of these recipients have an average income of less than $8,000. In many cases this was the safety net that kept the poor and elderly from being cold or freezing to death.

Who are these people, you might ask. In North Carolina, almost 64,000 households have recipients over the age of 60. Almost 60,000 households have recipients who are children under the age of six. And over 36,000 households have recipients who are disabled. How can we expect these people, whose annual income is less than the poverty level, to survive when we cut these vital programs?

These cuts border on being criminal, Mr. Chairman. If they're not criminal, they're certainly irresponsible. We should not penalize these people because they are poor. Yet that is exactly what we are going to do by passing this mean-spirited cuts.

In this body, we have a tendency to get caught up in arguing over numbers and lose sight of the people whose lives depend upon these programs. This program is a success. Let's not let the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program become another victim in the Republican numbers game. This program will not break the Government but it will break the little comfort and will of the 452,000 recipients in my State who depend on this program.

I urge every Member of this House to reject this bill.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Philadelphia, PA [Mr. FOGLIETTA].

Mr. FOGLIETTA. Mr. Chairman, I rise today to urge my colleagues to vote against this legislation. In an effort to frantically balance the Federal budget, this Congress has created another victim in the Republican numbers game. This program will not break the Government, but it will break the little comfort and will of the 452,000 recipients in my State who depend on this program.

Mr. Chairman, due to this gluttonous behavior here is what we are facing today. The national debt is almost $5 trillion. What are the practical implications of this? In just 2 years the Federal Government will pay more interest on the debt than we pay for national defense. Think about that. What does that say of our national priorities?

If we had adopted the President's budget proposal, the amount U.S. taxpayers will pay in taxes over the next 11 years for interest would have equaled the entire debt we have today. This is a kind of out-of-control spending, without regard to consequences. This kind of spending must be under control now.

The Democrats cannot believe that we are only going to spend $60 billion, over $60 billion in this program. We are spending over $60 billion in this one appropriation bill for the discretionary programs alone. "Why would Republicans want to make cuts in Federal spending," the frustrated minority keeps asking. Here is the answer:

Next year we are going to spend $235 billion for interest on the national debt. That is four times what we are spending on this bill, four times more then we are going to spend on interest on the national debt, and we keep wanting to increase it.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to Mr. Miller of Florida, a member of the subcommittee.

Mr. MILLER of Florida. Mr. Chairman, I think it is a shame that this debate constantly veers away from the true issue for which we are here in Congress and here today. We are currently facing serious moral and economic challenges of our time, to balance the Federal budget. For too long the Federal Government has lived beyond its means, and our problem in getting this budget into balance is spending. We have got to cut the spending side. President Reagan said the problem we had was not that we are taxed too little, we spend too much. We must cut spending and control the spending in order to balance our budget.

Mr. Chairman, due to this gluttonous behavior here is what we are facing today. The national debt is almost $5 trillion. What are the practical implications of this? In just 2 years the Federal Government will pay more interest on the debt than we pay for national defense. Think about that. What does that say of our national priorities?

If we had adopted the President's budget proposal, the amount U.S. taxpayers will pay in taxes over the next 11 years for interest would have equaled the entire debt we have today. This is a kind of out-of-control spending, without regard to consequences. This kind of spending must be under control now.

The Democrats cannot believe that we are only going to spend $60 billion, over $60 billion in this program. We are spending over $60 billion in this one appropriation bill for the discretionary programs alone. "Why would Republicans want to make cuts in Federal spending," the frustrated minority keeps asking. Here is the answer:

Next year we are going to spend $235 billion for interest on the national debt. That is four times what we are spending on this bill, four times more then we are going to spend on interest on the national debt, and we keep wanting to increase it.

Now I am a big supporter of education. I am a former college professor. My son just graduated from college. My daughter is just getting ready to graduate. My grandchildren are all doing well in their studies.

But I also feel very strongly about the need for education, but education is primarily a State and local matter. Ninety-five percent of the money for elementary and secondary education comes from the State and local government, not the Federal Government. Unfortunately for the 5 percent of money the Federal Government provides, we get all the bureaucracy, all the regulations that are imposed on our local schools. In 1980 the average family sent 5 percent of their wages to Washington. Today, with a bloated Federal Government, we are sending 24 percent of our
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money to the Federal Government. We are not spending 24 percent of our incomes for Federal Government. We cannot continue doing it. What will be the best thing we can do for our children today is not to continue to fund these wasteful, wasteful programs, and the huge bureaucracies in the Department of Education. Let us prioritize our spending.

Before the Democrats stand up again and rant and rave about Republicans, just stop and think for a moment that we are spending four times as much in interest for the national debt than we are going to spend for the Department of Labor, the Department of HHS, the Department of Education. That’s the disgrace that we must stop.

I urge my colleagues to support this bill.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman from California [Ms. Pelosi].

Ms. PELOSI. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman from Maryland [Mr. HOYER] for yielding this time to me.

Mr. Chairman, there are many reasons to vote against this Labor-HHS bill, but this education title is just an abomination. It cuts $3.7 billion from last year’s education budget, a 14-percent decrease, and it is $5.2 billion less than the Clinton administration requests for an investment in our children.

The sad thing is to hear our colleagues come to this floor and say we have to cut the education of our children to balance the budget. I ask my colleagues, “Don’t you know by now you’re never going to be able to balance the budget unless we invest in our children, unless we give them personal opportunity, unless we give them the earning power, the education to achieve the earning power to contribute to the competitiveness of our country?” So balancing the budget is tied to the competitiveness of our country.

The Department of Education’s ability to spend wastefully on its gold-plated discretionary programs is not because someone threw a bunch of money at us and suddenly decided that we are going to spend four times as much in interest for the national debt than we are going to spend for the Department of Labor, the Department of HHS, the Department of Education. Let us prioritize our spending.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the distinguished gentlewoman from Texas [Ms. JACKSON-LEE].

Ms. JACKSON-LEE. Mr. Chairman, I think our colleagues tell us this is not a government program. It was the school board was involved in at the time. I did such a thing. I went to a high school that had a 50-percent drop-out rate where, when I started high school, they tried trickle down once. It didn’t work then, and it will not work now. Vote “no” on this bad bill.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the distinguished gentlewoman from Texas [Ms. JACKSON-LEE].

MS. JACKSON-LEE asked and was given permission to revise and extend her remarks.

Ms. JACKSON-LEE. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman from Maryland for his kindness and his leadership.

First, Mr. Chairman, we begin to eliminate good health for our children, and then we go on and put the nail in the coffin by taking away the dollars for their education.

What we are doing today with the Labor-HHS bill is simply saying that we are taking $266 million from the safe and drug-free schools program, we are taking some $174 million from our special education program, $325 million from our vocational and adult education program and $703 million from student financial assistance.

Let me talk about special education, and that is special. It is for our special children, not our children that we have given up on. It is the child that needs an extra helping hand, the child that can be a successful contributor to this society and yet today we find that this legislation authorizes that child’s opportunity to get an education.

And what about vocational and adult training for displaced workers, opportunities for them to start anew?

Mr. Chairman, this is not a bill for our future. It is one that tears the coffin shut on the lives of Americans. I oppose the major cuts in this legislation in vital health and education services, that Americans need and deserve.

Mr. MILLER of Florida. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from California [Mr. McKEON].

Mr. McKEON. Mr. Chairman, I rise to discuss a few key points on higher education that are contained in this bill.

First, let me discuss the First Centennial Scholarship. This bill will end a First Centennial Scholarship program in a perfect world, a world without these enormous deficits as far as the eye can see, it would be nice for us to consider providing additional support to our Nation’s college students. They hold the future of the Nation in their hands, and they deserve our support. All that we are able and can afford to give.

However, this is not a perfect world. Given our current fiscal environment we have one overriding issue we must focus on over and above all others, and that is reducing the Federal deficit. Given this priority, this is a bill that does the best it can for higher education. This is a bill that does a number of important things for higher education, such as providing the highest maximum Pell grant in the history of the program. It saves important campus-based programs such as work study and SEOG. It restricts the Department of Education’s ability to spend wastefully on its gold-plated direct loan program by eliminating its ability to spend on lavish trips for bureaucrats and campaign ads for the President.

These key items as well as other key education reforms that my subcommittee is considering is important and supporting to higher education. Because of the fiscal realities we are facing, the time is now to bring much-needed focus to Federal higher education programs.

This bill does what it needs to do. It puts us on a path toward a balanced budget while at the same time supporting key higher education programs for young Americans.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1½ minutes to the gentleman from New York [Mr. ENGEL].

Mr. ENGEL. Mr. Chairman, I bring today to the floor this shirt which says “Shame.” It was given out yesterday by people in the labor movement, but it is just as good to illustrate what we are doing to the children of America today, for shame.

S is for selling out the children of America, selling them out by eliminating the safe and drug-free schools program, the 27 percent savings for the 27 percent savings in the special education program, the 50 percent saving in the bilingual education.

H is for Head Start, which will lose more than $137 million when we sacrifice our future.

A is for the aged, which will have to choose between food and heat when we destroy their low-income home energy assistance program.

M is for mean spirited, which is what these attacks on the most vulnerable in our society are.

It is more than enough of taking from working people, the aged, our children, to pay for the Republican tax cuts for the rich, these same people who gained the most from the trickle-down years.

Mr. Chairman, this is a sad day for this institution, and it is a sad day for America. It has been said that we should be judged by how we treat those who are least able to defend themselves. By that standard, our Republican friends should feel nothing but shame for what they are about to do.

This is the worst bill I have seen in many, many years in Congress. It should be soundly defeated. Shame on all of us if we pass this bill. Shame on what we are doing to the children of America, to the working people of America and to the elderly of America, all to pay for a tax cut for the rich. Shame.

Mr. MILLER of Florida. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from Texas [Mr. BONILLA], my colleague from the subcommittee.

Mr. BONILLA. Mr. Chairman, I think those who oppose this bill should be ashamed of themselves for working off and on a policy and a mentality that somehow throwing money at an educational problem is going to solve it.

I do not need a lecture from anyone in this Chamber about what it is like to grow up in a low-income neighborhood. I did such a thing. I went to a high school that had a 50-percent drop-out rate where, when I started high school in south San Antonio, all of the teachers quit because of the mess that the school board was involved in at the time.

And you know what made a difference in me finishing school? It was not a government program. It was the fact that my parents cared enough to get involved in my education, to show up at the after-school projects and some of the events that we held in the evenings to promote education. It was not because someone threw a bunch of money at us and suddenly decided that they were going to help me graduate.
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The problem with education in this country is that the parental responsibility is broken down in neighborhoods. We need to work at a grassroots level, at a civic level like I do, trying to talk to parents at schools, trying further down in our local neighborhoods to get parents to be involved in a person's education.

We only have to look right here in our own backyard, in Washington, DC, where programs for each student to put them through the D.C. school system. What good has that done? They have a terrible success rate. It is unfortunate that that has occurred, but it is because adults in this country have not taken the responsibility upon themselves to get involved and be responsible for their child's education. It is not going to matter what we do up here with Federal programs.

There are some that work. We are supporting Head Start. The 190-percent increase over 5 years, we are for that because it is a program that works. We are going to provide TRIO programs. We are for that because it works as well. We are fully funding that this year. We are funding bilingual education programs to the point where they can be administered in a transitional way and not allow students to exist on a bilingual program forever and they never learn to adapt to the English-speaking society that we have and succeed.

We are also supporting the greatest increase, to refer to this chart, the greatest increase in history, the greatest increase that is allowed by law in Pell grants, because this is a program that has helped kids as well that want to go to college.

So we are trying to preserve the good programs that work in this country, but do not stand up here and give me a lecture and give us lectures about what it takes to help people in low-income neighborhoods. We understand that very well. We have educated the TRIO programs, and we want to continue to support these good programs. Do not stand up and give us a lecture about what it is like to grow up in a low-income neighborhood. We understand that very well. So do not act like you understand it any better than we do.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 30 seconds.

Understanding it is not enough, I say to my friend, the gentleman from Texas, you need to act on your understanding, not just talk about it.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the very distinguished gentleman from New York [Mr. Owens].

(Mr. OWENS asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. OWENS. Mr. Chairman, all taxes are local. The Federal money came from the local level. We pay our income taxes and send them to Washington.

We need our money back for education. The States and the cities are not going to be able to take care of the education problems.

Let me just tell you about two schools in my district. Public school 208 in East Flatbush, Brooklyn, is one of them. Nearly 70 percent of all the children in that school come from homes of poverty. Most of them are working poor. The school is overcrowded, filled to 120 percent capacity, with an average class size of 30. About one-third of the students test below what the State considers proficiency in math and reading. If this bill passes next year, the title I tutoring of 270 of these children will no longer be there.

Prospect High School is another school in my district. It is 68 percent of students from low-income families. The building is almost 70 years old, in shocking disrepair. Many of the classrooms do not even have blackboards. There are not even enough chairs in the cafeteria to seat all the students, so some of them must stand up and eat or they eloped up against the wall. Extracurricular activities are nonexistent. If this bill passes next year, these students will not have title I programs. The children in Prospect will miss out on title I programs.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. OLVER], the distinguished successor of Silvio Conte, who would have opposed this bill.

Mr. OLVER. Mr. Chairman, I heard this bill described today as a careful consideration of priorities and elimination of useless Federal programs. Mr. Chairman, I do not consider education goals for the year 2000 as useless, nor dropout prevention useless, nor education for homeless children useless, nor a Teacher Corps useless, nor workplace literacy useless, and I deplore the cuts in student financial aid and Head Start for affording 8,000 students and cuts in safe and drug-free schools.

And as for priorities, Mr. Chairman, the start-up cost for the B-2, bombers, we have got to get there, which are the unneeded and were not even asked for by the Pentagon, they would pay for all the costs of all those cuts in all these education programs that we are talking about today.

The Republican priorities here are simply wrong. We should kill this turkeys. As the gentleman from Wisconsin had said, we should kill this turkeys of a bill.
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Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Texas [Mr. GENE GREEN].

(Mr. GENE GREEN of Texas asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. GENE GREEN of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman from Maryland for yielding me this time. I represent a district that the median income is $20,000, compared to my Republican colleagues which is double that and more.

If we are going to increase that level of funding for our families, then we have got to do it with better education. This bill today, cutting it is wrong. The difference between the Democrats who are opposed to this bill and the Republicans is that we remember where we are going to accept the amendment, which we have to do to provide a better quality of life for the future of the United States, and that is provide more education funding.

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from California [Mr. CUNNINGHAM].

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding me this time.

Mr. Chairman, I sat back in my office and I am watching the rhetoric on both sides, and I think there are some things that we can actually work to help some of these things. We have got an amendment, for example, that is carrying up the $60 million in outlays, in which we are going to be able to plus-up the Eisenhower grants. We talk about we want teachers to be better and we students to be better. I understand you all are doing this, education is front loaded. It is forward funded. And unless we provide some transportation or some in-between time to do that, we are going to actually damage some of the things that we need to do.

We are going to provide the money for Eisenhower grants. We are going to provide the money to help impact aid for B's and B's. We are going to take some of the money, over $100 million, work together and bring it back in line. Let us work at it, instead of just firing rockets at each other all day long.
Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Guam [Mr. UNDERWOOD].

(Mr. UNDERWOOD asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. UNDERWOOD. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding me this time.

Mr. Chairman, we are engaged in a great debate of priorities on this floor and it is a necessary debate. We have been told by the other side that we are establishing priorities with this appropriation, that this is the basic purpose here— we want to create the glide path to a balanced budget.

Nothing could be truer and it is abundantly clear that the priorities of the other side do not include children, the priorities of the other side do not include programs which will help our young people take advantage of economic opportunities, become more competitive in the world market—in short, become educated. The priorities of the other side do not include education, planning for it, using it as a basis to expand opportunity for the most vulnerable in our society.

The other side has made the comparison to do with your own family budget and that we must get our own Nation in order in the way we get our own home in order. Well based on what the other side has come up with, we have a family budget which has invested in blurry alarms at the expense of school books, a family budget which has invested in military toys instead of computers and a family budget which guarantees that your rich uncle will be getting more in the future than your retired grandmother.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. STOKES], a senior Member of our body and a member of our subcommittee.

Mr. STOKES. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding time to me.

Mr. Chairman, we need to be up front in telling the American people what this bill does to the education of the Nation’s children. We need to tell parents how this bill threatens the quality of their children’s education, their school safety, and their future career opportunities. And, while we are doing this, let’s be mindful that everyday parents across-the-country are telling their hard to study hard, get a good education, and you will be a success.

Parents need to know that the Republicans on the committee voted against amendment after amendment to even partially restore funding to critical education programs. Even as we meet here today, the Republicans have said that these cuts are meaningless.

Well, I do not think that the parents of the 1 million children that will be denied the assistance in learning in reading and math will find the over $1 billion cut in title-I meaningless. I do not think that parents who are concerned about drugs and crime in their community’s schools will find the $266 million cut in safe and drug free schools meaningless.

Mr. Chairman, our children should not be forced to pay for a tax cut for the wealthy. Let’s not deny our children their chance to achieve the American dream. For the children’s sake, I ask my colleagues to vote against H.R. 2127.

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the chairman of the Republican Conference, the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. BOEHNER].

Mr. BOEHNER. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank the chairman of the subcommittee for the fine job that he had done and for yielding me this time.

Mr. Chairman, to my colleagues that have been about watching this debate over the last several days and to people whom I am sure have been watching it, probably wondering why all of this rancorous debate, why all of this strife. A lot of people might call it partisan bickering, yelling at one another. But what is really going on here I think we need to understand. The debate about what the appropriate role of the Federal Government here in Washington is today.

Now, last November the American people, I think, made a big decision. They sent this town a very serious message, that they want government in Washington to be smaller, less costly, and less intrusive into their lives.

While they said that, they sent a new Congress here to change the way Washington does its business. Probably our largest priority is to actually put forward, and we are going to pass, a plan that will actually balance the Federal budget here in Washington. As we do that, we are going to reinvent government here in Washington and reinvent the role of government here in Washington.

I am surprised as I listen to some of the debate from my colleagues on the other side of the aisle, that they think that compassion ends at the outer edges of the beltway in Washington, that our States and our local communities that parents do not really care about what happens to their children’s future.

Well, they do.

Another point I would make is that as we redesign this Government, we will not shrink this Government, what we are going to do is save the future for our children and theirs. I ask my colleagues on the other side of the aisle who have designed these 240 Federal education programs, what good it really does for parents or teachers if we are going to have these programs, but we are going to let them pay for them over the next 40, 50, 60 years, because all it is doing is adding to the national debt?

How fair is that? The fact is I think we can go a lot further moving these programs back.

Mr. Chairman, I urge my colleagues to support this bill.

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. WARD].

Mr. WARD. Mr. Chairman, I would like to engage the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER] and the distinguished chairman of our subcommittee, in a brief colloquy if I may.

Chairman PORTER, I greatly appreciate your taking the time to talk with me about my concerns over the 40-per-cent cut made in the budget of the American Printing House for the Blind.

As you know, the American Printing House is located in my district, in Louisville, KY, and carries out the mandate of the 1879 Act of Congress to promote the education of the blind.

Over these many years, the American Printing House has produced and distributed special educational materials to legally blind students enrolled in pre-college programs. In fact, I understand that the Hadley School for the Blind in your district utilizes American Printing House materials.

Mr. Chairman, the 1995 budget last year provided $107 per youngster for a total of $6.6 million. The cut in this bill would have a very detrimental effect on the ability of the American Printing House to carry out its vital mission. If the cut proposed becomes final, legally blind students in every State will have less access to the educational aids that are produced only at the Printing House for the Blind.

Mr. Chairman, I know you share my concern for these young people. When the other side does the same thing with the other body, I would be most grateful for any help you can give to restore the necessary funding for the American Printing House for the Blind.

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. WARD. I yield to the gentleman from Illinois.

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I am very well acquainted with the work of the American Printing House for the Blind, both through the Hadley School and through my work on the subcommittee. I do share the gentleman from Kentucky’s interest in providing for the educational needs obviously of blind people. In conference I will do all I can to increase the amount of funding for the American Printing House.

Mr. WARD. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman very much, on behalf of all those people at the American Printing House for the Blind, for his assistance.

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased to yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Delaware [Mr. CASTLE].

Mr. CASTLE. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. Chairman, I would just like to speak very briefly about three areas of concern that I have. I think, first of all, it is probably not the end of the world that we are making some cuts in education. I think we can probably live with some of that. But there are areas about which I am concerned.
I believe the goals panel, the national goals panel is a very, very important step we should reinstate. I am talking about $3 million or some relatively small amount of money. But those goals are not standards, they are not telling schools what to do; and when they promulgate, they are goals that we need to reach by the year 2000 and I do not think we are doing it.

I would hope at some point as this goes through the Senate and goes through conference, we will look at the safe schools, the schools, and hopefully we can restore that money, because I think that program has worked so significantly well.

Also, if there is anything left over, I think that the chapter 1 program has by and large worked effectively in the United States of America. I realize that we have to make the cuts, and I realize we are going to have to make a lot of tough decisions, but I also believe these are programs we should look into.

So I would urge all of us as we continue this to take a look at those particular programs.

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself the balance of my time.

Mr. Chairman, we started this debate talking about opportunity, and that all of us on this floor, I believe, are for an opportunity society, and that, generally speaking, our constituents believe that opportunity’s door is through the schoolhouse.

The schoolhouse door is the door that has given most Americans the opportunity to better themselves, prepare themselves for the workplace, prepare themselves to be responsible, participating citizens. Yes, taxing citizens of our country who wanted to participate in making America great, they have done so.

We have then talked about, however, the deficit, and how the deficit is of great concern to all of us. I want to tell again my friends that I voted for the balanced budget amendment. I voted for the Stenholm amendment, which would balance the budget in 7 years. I did not vote, however, for a large tax cut in the face of large deficits. It clearly does not make sense, because we need to get the deficit down first.

The only reason I continue to suggest that we need to make these draconian cuts in education, in shortchanging the children, is because of the necessity of the Republican side to get to some numbers caused by their very significant tax cut of $245 billion.

Now, someone said oh, yes, but that is distributed evenly throughout middle American the middle class, and the rich were not getting rich, and it was unfair of us to say we were taking $9 billion from children and putting that $9 billion, just a portion of the $245 billion, over here for a tax cut for the wealthy.

My friends, here is the distribution: Here is the distribution of the tax cut. On the far right you have the bottom 20 percent, then the second 20 percent, the third, the fourth, and the top 20 percent. But then, my friends, you have the top 1 percent, and the tax cut they get.

Now, I suggest if somebody says this is factually incorrect, I am sure they would do a graph, and I would look at that, I think that will not be corrected, because this is the accurate depiction of what your tax cut will result in and that is the distribution.

Twenty thousand dollars that everybody in the top 1 percent will get is being taken from Head Start children, chapter 1 children, student loan children, energy assistance, from this bill. Now, an additional argument that was made was, it all ought not to be in Washington. We agree with that. As a matter of fact, we agree very much that it ought to be local people, local school systems, local parents, local teachers, engaged in how to make the education of our children better and more effective.

That is why only 2 percent, only 2 percent of the money in this bill for education is kept in Washington; 98 percent goes out to State school systems and local school systems. Hear me now, 98 percent. That is not a bureaucracy in Washington being made fat. That is Washington trying to make sure that, as a nation, these are our students, and that California students and Maine students and Florida students. These are Americans who will participate in the future in making America great. That is why we who represent all of the American people direct ourselves to this program.

It is $3.8 billion cut in education in this bill, again, I suggest you, made necessary not by budget deficit reduction but by the $245 billion in the tax cut. You have to get it from somewhere, and the kids are here, and that is where you are getting it.

Now, title I, 1 million students are being cut out. Safe and drug-free schools, 60 percent is being cut. I frankly do not have any of my constituents come up to me and say, hey, we have accomplished our objective. We have safe schools, no violence in them, no drugs in them; we do not need to make the effort anymore. They do not believe that. We still have a very virulent cancer on our community, and it is drugs and violence in our schools. We need to help.

We are not the sole answer, but we need to help our local school systems, Goals 2000. The former Governor of Delaware rose and said this is a good program. The gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. GUNDERSON] came up and said, the macroobjective of bringing the deficit down is excellent. I disagree with that. But the micromethod you have undertaken is not the one I as a child would say, "* * * not only for their health, but for their safety. This can often be a life or death situation. Swiftly eliminating a program of such importance is irresponsible legislating.

I urge my colleagues to oppose this legislation which effectively disbands the Nation's commitment to life, liberty and equality for all.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to these unwise and unwarranted cuts to the future of our country. By cutting funds to
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Under the Reagan-Bush 12 years, we quadrupled the budget. Let me say to my Republican friends again, not one red cent was spent in America from 1981 to 1993 that Ronald Reagan and George Bush did not sign off on. They could have stopped and taken all funding in its tracks. They did not do that. They chose to endorse the priorities that were sent to them.

This President, by the way, is not going to do that, because he is right. These priorities stink and he is going to do something about it. I support his veto and applaud him in effort. I guarantee you in my opinion the American public are going to support him, too.

Why? Because over 90 percent of them think, yes, balancing the deficit is important, but saying to a child, you will not be able to compete, you will not be able to have a job, you will not be able to support your family, you will not be able to compete in global economy, but, by the way, you will owe less debt, you think that makes any sense to them? They will not have a job. They will not care what debt they owe.

Vote against this cruel cut in education for our children.

Ms. JACKSON-LEE. Mr. Chairman, well, here we go again. Once more, my Democratic colleagues and myself are needing to stand up against the majority's assaults on poor women, children and the elderly.

Poor women and men who will be denied good health care for them and their children. The legislation even undercuts the very successful healthy short program that give poor children early preventive health care.

The Head Start program gives millions of American children the opportunity to start their adolescent and academic development on the right foot. The Republicans are choosing to reduce funding for this program. I can envision it now, * * * little by little, they will try to dwindle this program into obscurity as well. We will not stand for this.

And our poor seniors. What will come of them during this so-called revolution? We have already seen a glimpse of what the majority wishes to do to the Medicare program * * * and now, they want not to reduce funding for the Low Income Home Energy Assistance program, but to eliminate it!

Houston, a city that experiences extreme temperatures and a high heat index, needs a program like LIHEAP. I spoke today with the Houston Harris County Area Agency on Aging about the effects of this program if it is eliminated. The outlook is not good.

In our most recent Houston heat wave, the city's multi-purpose and senior centers increased their hours of operation for the emergency placement of elderly citizens at alternate locations—only needed a cooler place to stay * * * not only for their health, but for their safety. This can often be a life or death situation. Swiftly eliminating a program of such importance is irresponsible legislating.

I urge my colleagues to oppose this legislation which effectively disregards this Nation's commitment to life, liberty, and equality for all.
student aid programs we are dulling the edge of our Nation's future competitiveness.

This bill decimates the Perkins Loan Program for our neediest students. In my district 682 students at Macomb Community College alone may be forced to leave school.

Also, we need to send that message away from the Michigan Competency Scholarship Program, which provides college assistance to disadvantaged students who show unusual academic promise. Isn't academic promise what we're trying to encourage?

And 250,000 currently-eligible students will be denied the Pell Grant. This is not progress, this is moving backwards.

Finally, for our youngest kids, Safe and Drug-Free Schools funding is reduced by more than 50 percent, cutting $9.2 million from my state's DARE and school-based anti-drug efforts.

Why is this happening? Because Republicans have put a priority on tax cuts for very wealthy families that just don't need it. These priorities are backwards and just plain wrong. The CHAIRMAN. All time for general debate has expired. Are there amendments to title III?

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the last word.

Mr. Chairman, I will take just a moment because the gentleman was unable to yield to me. I had yielded to a Member on his side as part of our debate.

I say that sounds wonderful, but with the cuts in this section of the bill, in education, they amount to exactly three-quarters of 1 percent of the money spent in education in our country this year, three-quarters of 1 percent is what these cuts amount to. The sky is not falling. The sky is not falling.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. GOODLING

Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will designate the amendment.

The text of the amendment is as follows:

Amendment offered by Mr. GOODLING: Page 45, line 7, strike "$1,067,919,000" and insert "$1,062,788,000, of which $4,869,000 shall be for the National Institute for Literacy; and".

Page 49, line 1, strike "$259,107,000" and insert "$259,236,000".

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the order of the House of August 2, 1995, the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. GOODLING] will be recognized for 10 minutes, and a Member opposed to the amendment will be recognized for 10 minutes.

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. GOODLING].

Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Today I am offering an amendment to support the continued funding of the National Institute for Literacy. In my mind, there is no more effective solution to many of the social ills facing today's society than ensuring that we have a literate society. Unfortunately, in the United States of America we do not. A large percentage of our people have an eighth grade literacy ability.

Mr. Chairman, I yield to the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. SAWYER].

Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of the Goodling amendment to restore funding for the National Institute for Literacy. We have done so before, more than once in the last 5 years. It has been in the best tradition of the bipartisan effort that we have enjoyed for many years on our committee. Adult literacy problems remain in the forefront of America's educational and productive economic needs throughout our country. The National Institute for Literacy has been instrumental in forwarding its goals.

I have to add that, even with this amendment, the bill will continue to force programs that invest in our people to fight for the same pot of insufficient funds, but this amendment reflects a return to the kind of bipartisan support for adult education and literacy that has been so important to our work together.

Funding from OERI to the National Institute for Literacy extends this bipartisan commitment to education research. However, given the cuts in education research and the increase in number of programs that would come out of this section in $20 million, I would like to ask the gentleman from Pennsylvania to clarify if it is his intention in any way to affect the current distribution of funding levels between the education and the research centers and the clearinghouses within the overall OERI budget, or is it simply a positive step toward ensuring the availability of all times of educational research.

Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the gentleman's support for the amendment. He has always been in the forefront in our fight to improve the literacy of this country.

It is fitting that we are standing here today since we stood together on this floor in 1991, and the gentleman is correct about the intention of my amendment. I have no intention of affecting the current structure of funding for the lab, center, and clearinghouses within OERI.

Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the commitment of the gentleman from Pennsylvania, his leadership in this area, commend him for his support for this and research activities. I urge my colleagues to fight against illiteracy and yield back the balance of my time.

Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Today I am offering an amendment to support the continued funding of the National Institute for Literacy. In my mind, there is no more effective solution to many of the social ills facing today's society than ensuring that we have a literate society. Unfortunately, in the United States of America we do not. A large percentage of our people have an eighth grade literacy ability.

Mr. Chairman, I yield to the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. SAWYER].

Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of the Goodling amendment to restore funding for the National Institute for Literacy. We have done so before, more than once in the last 5 years. It has been in the best tradition of the bipartisan effort that we have enjoyed for many years on our committee. Adult literacy problems remain in the forefront of America's educational and productive economic needs throughout our country. The National Institute for Literacy has been instrumental in forwarding its goals.

I have to add that, even with this amendment, the bill will continue to force programs that invest in our people to fight for the same pot of insufficient funds, but this amendment reflects a return to the kind of bipartisan support for adult education and literacy that has been so important to our work together.

Funding from OERI to the National Institute for Literacy extends this bipartisan commitment to education research. However, given the cuts in education research and the increase in number of programs that would come out of this section in $20 million, I would like to ask the gentleman from Pennsylvania to clarify if it is his intention in any way to affect the current distribution of funding levels between the education and the research centers and the clearinghouses within the overall OERI budget, or is it simply a positive step toward ensuring the availability of all times of educational research.

Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the gentleman's support for the amendment. He has always been in the forefront in our fight to improve the literacy of this country.

It is fitting that we are standing here today since we stood together on this floor in 1991, and the gentleman is correct about the intention of my amendment. I have no intention of affecting the current structure of funding for the lab, center, and clearinghouses within OERI.

Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the commitment of the gentleman from Pennsylvania, his leadership in this area, commend him for his support for this and research activities. I urge my colleagues to fight against illiteracy and yield back the balance of my time.

Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Today I am offering an amendment to support the continued funding of the National Institute for Literacy. In my mind, there is no more effective solution to many of the social ills facing today's society than ensuring that we have a literate society. Unfortunately, in the United States of America we do not. A large percentage of our people have an eighth grade literacy ability.
Mr. HOYER. Mr. Chairman, as I understood the gentleman's answer was that the local governments needed to have this information coordinated and sent back to them on literacy.

Mr. Chairman, I agree with the gentleman from Wisconsin. I am not against it, by the way. I want to tell the gentleman from Pennsylvania, for whom I have a great deal of respect and with whom, as he knows, I agree on his comments in the earlier part of our debate. He needs to make sure that programs work effectively. He and I agree on that, whether it is chapter 1, Head Start or any other program. I am not just spending resources and not making sure they work. But the fact of the matter is, this money, as the distinguished ranking member knows, stays right here in Washington with all those Washington bureaucrats. I am shocked that this amendment would be offered.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 1 minute.

I want to make several points. First off, there is a 23.5-percentage increase in the bill at the present time for OERI. Second, we want to take issue, great issue with whether the money stays in Washington, DC. We have a lot of literacy programs. We need a combination, we need somebody to be a clearinghouse. We need somebody to make sure that the local and the State government efforts are coordinated. That is exactly where this money is going, my dear man from Maryland, the money is going for the development of technical assistance and information that is provided to State and local programs. They need that kind of assistance. We give them that kind of assistance, and OERI still has a 17-percentage increase in this budget.

I cannot think of a better way to spend money, if you really are interested in tackling the illiteracy problem that exists in the United States.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Maryland [Mr. HOYER].
As one who has pointed out the unintended consequences of title IX, in general, I certainly do not want to create any possible problems. I commended the strong commitment of the gentlewoman from Connecticut to the promotion of athletics for women and the title IX in general. We agree that women's opportunities must continue to grow.

Mr. Chairman, I yield such time as she may consume to the gentlewoman from Connecticut [Mrs. JOHNSON] to discuss the concern that she has with the current language in H.R. 2227.

Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut. Mr. Chairman, the current language reads that the Office of Civil Rights of the Department of Education must have updated policy guidance, including objective criteria clarifying how colleges and universities can demonstrate, first, a history and continuing practice of program expansion; and, second, full and effective accommodation of the interests and abilities of the underrepresented sex.

I believe the word "objective" can, ironically, be a subjective standard. It is my view as who oppose title IX, or schools that simply do not wish to comply, could take the policy guidance developed, by OCR, to court over whether or not the criteria developed are truly objective. If such a court case was pending, Mr. Chairman, it is entirely possible that funding for OCR's enforcement of all civil rights laws would be in jeopardy.

This is absolutely ludicrous and far from the language's intent and far from anyone's intent in proposing the language in the bill.

My concern is alleviated by the substitute amendment we offer today, which replaces objective criteria with specific criteria. This language still ensures OCR must provide more guidance to schools by December 31, 1995. However, it is hard to argue in court that criteria are not specific. Therefore, I do not believe the same threat of a loss of funds for civil rights enforcement due to court cases exists with this language.

Mr. HASTERT. Mr. Chairman, reclaiming my time, I further emphasize the intent of this language is to make sure that OCR issues clear guidance to make the second and third prongs of the opportunities test of title IX usable for colleges and universities. Current guidance is simply not working. We define away our ability to eliminate funding for the enforcement of important civil rights laws.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mrs. MINK of Hawaii. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, last week I filed an amendment which would have struck all of the language with reference to title IX, because I felt that it would erode harm to the enforcement of the program and to all the wonderful things that title IX has achieved over the years since 1972.

I want to acknowledge the willingness of the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. HASTERT] to modify the language of the provision in the appropriations bill to address our very grave concerns about the use of the word "objective" in completely removing the enforcement potential of title IX with respect to athletic programs.

In taking the lead, my colleague, the gentlewoman from Connecticut [Mrs. JOHNSON], has shown great leadership. The was brought to my attention at one of our meetings, I shared that concern, and we have been working together to try to work our modification of the language.

However, Mr. Chairman, I stand in opposition to the inclusion of any language whatsoever. I appreciate the modification that it makes is less onerous to the department and less difficult to deal with. However, my general feeling is that it is not necessary, should not be included in legislation in an appropriations bill, and certainly, from the majority point of view, where it has been expressed on so many occasions that we ought not to be micromanaging the executive branch, this is a clear indication of micromanagement in an area where I do not feel this type of instruction is either useful or necessary.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to point to a letter which was sent to two of our colleagues on that side of the aisle. It is a letter from the U.S. Department of Education in June 1995. We had public hearings on this issue and the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. HASTERT] came and testified and provided us with a clear view of the concerns that the gentleman was raising with respect to the intercollegiate athletic programs.

The Department of Education pointed out that notwithstanding the views that are out there in the public, the Department of Education's guidelines clearly point out that the three areas of concern that have been expressed in the hearings are in the alternative that is repeatedly expressed at the hearings, and that these three guidelines that have been elaborated in part of the policy documents of the Department are expressed in alternatives. It is not a situation where all three of these choices need to be completed with.

The first has to do with substantial, proportionate enrollment. That is an alternative.

The second alternative is the establishment of history and continuing practice of program expansion for members of the underrepresented sex. That is an alternative way in which the universities' programs could meet the requirements of title IX.

The third alternative is whether full and effective accommodation of the interests and abilities of the underrepresented sex have been accommodated by the universities' programs. That is another alternative.

Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that the hearing clearly put forth the Department's understanding as to how they apply these guidance criteria and that in no case does the department take the point of view that all three criteria need to be met.

Furthermore, Mr. Chairman, the Department has recently stated that they are in the process of trying to meet these concerns that are out there in the various universities, and that they are in the process of putting forth new guidance with respect to these three guidance positions.

Mr. Chairman, the Department has more than adequately stated their position and clarified the problem. This provision in the appropriations bill is totally unnecessary. I would have hoped that the provision would have been stricken, together with all of the other legislative language that had been included in the global amendment of the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. O'NEIL].

I hope that parties who oppose title IX with respect to athletic programs that are in the process of trying to meet these concerns that are out there in the various universities, and that they are in the process of putting forth new guidance with respect to these three guidance positions.

Mr. Chairman, I yield such time as he may consume to the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. BONIOR], our minority whip.

Mr. BONIOR. Mr. Chairman, I thank my colleague for yielding and I want to commend her and the gentlewoman from Connecticut [Mrs. JOHNSON] for their leadership on this issue.

Mr. Chairman, as a young man, 32 years ago, I was fortunate enough to receive an athletic scholarship to the University of Iowa. Quite frankly, had I not received that scholarship, I am not sure that I would have been able to continue my education at the time.

I went through the University of Iowa, played football, and I do not recall at that time if there were any women at that university who were on athletic scholarships.

Mr. Chairman, title IX, instituted 20 years ago, has helped literally tens of thousands of women and young women in this country get an education who normally would not have had a chance to get an education.

The opportunity that an athletic scholarship provided me in terms of my education is now available, the door is now open to literally tens of thousands of young women. It has been a tremendous success, and I would hope that we would not in this Congress or in this legislation or in this amendment roll back the door, roll back the opportunities that are available to young women.

I want for my daughter the same opportunities that my son will have, and title IX has provided that for literally countless numbers of young women today in America.

Even though title IX has been in force over 20 years now, male athletes still have far fewer opportunities to play in intercollegiate sports than male athletes. While women are over half the undergraduates in our colleges
and universities, female athletes are limited to just one-third of all varsity slots.

I might also point out at this point, Mr. Chairman, that men's athletic opportunities have not suffered overall as a result of title IX. Men's participation in intercollegiate sports has increased since the passage of title IX. In fact, for every new dollar spent on women's sports, two new dollars have been spent on men's sports. So let us not turn back the clock. Let us keep the door open, and assure the future. I can't tell you how important this experience is for these students. It taught them the importance of perseverance; it taught them the importance of teamwork; it taught them that listening is often the key to success. It taught them that they can overcome obstacles.

I want to associate myself at this time with the remarks of the distinguished gentlewoman from Hawaii [Mrs. MINK].

Mr. HASTERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 2 minutes.

I would like to associate myself and address myself to the gentleman, the minority whip. You know, the purpose of this thing, I absolutely support women's athletics. As a matter of fact, my spouse is a women's athletic coach, and I think it has been great. The growth that title IX has brought for women's athletics is undeniable.

I want everyone to understand that clarification. We have never received that clarification.

What we are asking in this is for them to set up a more definite, specific language, so they can meet those last two words of those tests.

I think that is certainly something that we can work together on, that I am completely dedicated to and, as a matter of fact, one of the things that has happened across this country, in the gentleman's State of Michigan, my State, Iowa, your alma mater State, we have lost literally hundreds of minor men's sports teams because of this type of cutback, swimming programs, gymnastic programs, wrestling programs, those types of sports. Those participants have lost the opportunity to participate.

We are hoping that we can clarify that language and make it easier for everybody to have an opportunity to compete.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentlewoman from Connecticut [Mrs. JOHNSON].

Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to say that as an athlete probably would not be here today if I had not had the opportunity to participate in a very competitive women's sports program, I am pleased that we are all united on the value of title IX. We would not have the women in basketball, women excelling at the Olympics, women tennis players of the excellence and caliber, women drivers, women excelling in all of the sports, and the like. If that did not happen, it is quite possible that my friend, the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. HASTERT], and the gentlewoman from Oklahoma [Mr. ISTOOK], for their commitment to title IX and making sure it works well for women throughout America in the course of our discussions about this amendment.

I would like to associate myself at this time with the remarks of the distinguished gentlewoman from Connecticut [Mrs. JOHNSON] and in support of title IX.

I would just like to say that I have very athletic children. In fact, my youngest son is an Honorable Mention All-American college football player. I know how important that experience was to him. He also has a brother that is an athlete and a sister that is an athlete. It was equally important for them to have that athletic experience. It gave them a grounding that we cannot overlook, and it taught all of them, boys and girls alike in my family, teamwork, taught them individual competitiveness, and it taught them self-assurance and self-respect.

We must, must support title IX, and we cannot ever take away from that program. As a matter of fact, I do not suggest it. I often support all-sports.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman from Wisconsin [Mrs. GUNDERSON].

(Mr. GUNDERSON asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. GUNDERSON. Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong support of this amendment. I want everyone to understand this is not a debate about title IX. This is a debate about some kind of clarity and equity in the enforcement of title IX.

We have held hearings on this issue in front of our subcommittee in the Committee on Economic and Educational Opportunities as recently as July. I received a personal letter from Norma Cantu, the assistant secretary, where she said:

I agree OCR should take steps to clarify our existing standards and to ensure that all of our schools are aware of what steps are required to comply with title IX.

I have to tell you this right here is just part of the communication between the University of Wisconsin and the Office of Civil Rights on this issue, and it is clear that the Office of Civil Rights has decided you meet standard 1 or you do not qualify, and if you do not accept standard 1, initially, we are going to require additional remedial corrections by you; it is absolutely absurd. Either this office clarifies and corrects this, or next year we are going to have to prohibit any funding for this particular activity, and I hope none of us arrives at that point in the process.

Mr. HASTERT. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 1 minute.

Mr. Chairman, the purpose of putting this, as I regret in doing it because it stemmed out of a letter written to the Office of Civil Rights on page 30 with 134 signatures asking for clarification. We have never received that clarification.

It is not out intent to stop or to limit any activity, athletic activity, but we want to clarify that for schools who are participating.

I think this language takes that action, and I ask for a positive vote on this amendment.

Mr. EWING. Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong support of the Hastert amendment. In my district in east-central Illinois, I represent Illinois State University which has been wrestling with the gender equity issue for the last half year. In the last 6 months, the university has seen lawsuits raised for fraud, the canceling of its men's wrestling and soccer programs, and student athletic scholarships canceled. We have had a policy at the Department of Education that is in desperate need of clarification and review.

In May of this year, the Postsecondary Education, Training and Lifelong Learning Subcommittee held hearings in which it was abundantly clear that universities nationwide had no idea if they were in compliance with gender parity or not. In some cases, even after schools had been OK'd by the Department of Education for title 9 compliance they later found in court that they were not in compliance at all.

Back at Illinois State University, the men's wrestling and soccer teams have been eliminated in the name of gender equity while women's soccer has been added. I am happy to see that many young women have gained new opportunities in sports at ISU, but I am also disappointed that many young men have lost opportunities as well, especially when they had been recruited to the university to participate in those programs. In 1974, when Congress first enacted gender equity its intent was clear: Expand athletic opportunities for female athletes. An executive order never intended to eliminate opportunities for men. Nevertheless, in the middle of their spring semester many young men were told that their
I rise in support of the amendment offered by Mr. HASTERT which will require the Department to clarify their regulations by December 31, 1995.

Mr. BARRETT of Nebraska. Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of the amendment offered by Representative HASTERT that modifies a provision in H.R. 2127 that would require the Department of Education’s Office of Civil Rights [OCR] to clarify its enforcement policy of title IX of the Educational Amendments Act of 1972.

Colleges and universities across Nebraska have asked that the Department clarify their policies as to whether omissions in regulations are under review, but promises are no substitutes for action. This is a very important occasion because we are addressing problems that will affect the future of the United States well into the next century.

We are concerned because our Nation has deep problems. We are wrestling with the problems of poverty, because we have had an imbalance in our budget.

But we are also wrestling, I submit, with a larger poverty, a poverty of vision and of self-assurance that would teach us that we have the resources in this Nation to enter the next century as the greatest Nation on Earth economically, the mightiest militarily, and the strongest in pursuit of democratic ideals. But we are too poor, we are told, and here today to say that I am tired of people saying that this country is too poor to meet its obligations to our young people for an education, we are too poor, to meet our commitment to our veterans, we are too poor, we are told, to continue to live up to the commitments to our children.

Mr. Chairman, this Nation does have financial problems. We have great financial problems. I have been told that every person in this country owes $18,000 in debt, a terrible amount of debt. It is terrible to think that we are that deeply in debt. But let me tell you something, Mr. Chairman, this is not the worst debt this country has ever had. At the end of World War II, after the Great Depression and after fighting Germany and the Axis powers and Japan to a victory, this Nation owed 120 percent of its gross national product in debt, head over heels in debt. We owed $260 billion and our total income, for everyone, was only $47 billion. By contrast, in the 1970’s, we had pulled our debt down to 23 percent of our gross national product. By wise investments and increased productivity we reduced our debt down to 23 percent of our gross national product in the 1970’s. Then we went on a spree of spending more and cutting revenues, creating huge deficits with the result that our debt is nearly 70 percent of our gross national product. This is bad, but not as bad as the 120 percent at the end of World War II. These percentages of financial poverty are not as important as the poverty of courage, the poverty of vision. At the end of World War II our Nation was head over heels in debt, worse than at any point in our history, but we did not say, “We are too poor to meet our obligations to our servicemen, we are too poor to educate our young people.”

No, sir, we did not say that. One of the last things President Franklin Delano Roosevelt proposed before he died at Warm Springs was that when they return from conflict, we should establish a GI bill to provide an education for every serviceman and servicewoman in this country. Mr. Chairman, we are not too poor to educate our children. We were not then, and we are not now.

Just a few years later, another great President, Dwight David Eisenhower, took us to a country which was still head over heels in debt, that we are not too poor to build an interstate system that stretches from Maine to California, from Florida to Washington, and we built the infrastructure of this country so we could have a thriving economy today.

Mr. Chairman, I am deeply concerned that today, as we address the problems of the future, we are making the excuse we are just too poor, we just cannot afford it, we just cannot afford to educate our children, to keep our commitment to our elderly, we cannot keep our commitment to our veterans, because, you see, we are broke, we are broke. We owe $18,000 per person.

But where in that accounting of debt are our assets? How much is it worth to be an American citizen? Mr. Chairman, please tell me why people from Central America and the Caribbean and Europe are battering the doors of this country down to move here? Do you believe they want to come in and help us carry that $18,000 of debt? They just want to be a part of this bankrupt country? No, sir.

They know what every American citizen knows, that we are the richest and most powerful Nation on the face of the earth and that what we have is much greater than what we owe. We have an obligation to invest our money wisely.

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Arkansas [Mr. THORNTON] has expired.

(On request of Mr. WILLIAMS, and by unanimous consent, Mr. THORNTON was allowed to proceed for 3 additional minutes.)

Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Chairman, the point is, that every businessman worth his salt has debts far greater than $18,000, but will wisely make investments for future returns. Everyone knows that poverty is not a thing to be proud of, nor ashamed of, but to be gotten rid of as quickly as conveniently possible, and as my grandad told me, if you are head over heels in debt, you cannot spend your way out of debt, but you cannot starve your way out of debt. The only way to get out of debt is to work your way out of debt, and the way you do that is by investing in the future, in the education and training of our young people.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Chairman, the point is, that every businessman worth his salt has debts far greater than $18,000, but will wisely make investments for future returns. Everyone knows that poverty is not a thing to be proud of, nor ashamed of, but to be gotten rid of as quickly as conveniently possible, and as my grandad told me, if you are head over heels in debt, you cannot spend your way out of debt, but you cannot starve your way out of debt. The only way to get out of debt is to work your way out of debt, and the way you do that is by investing in the future, in the education and training of our young people.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Chairman, I yield to the gentleman from Montana.

Mr. WILLIAM. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Chairman, along with the attention that I think we owe the gentleman in the well is also our attention to his
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statements about the poverty of courage and boldness and grandness in America today.

Let me extend that just one additional step. Not only were those who came before us in Franklin Roosevelt and World War II, the great leaders, but those who served with them, not only did they have great courage, even in the face of debt, but they understood something that this particular Congress appears not to understand, and that is, investments in education will, in fact, in the near term, reduce the deficit.

Mr. Chairman, a former Speaker of this House asked for a review of a cost-benefit analysis of the cost of the GI bill and the benefits returned to the Treasury. When the results came back, they were astonishing. The GI bill has now paid off the entire capital cost of World War II several times. Had we not spent that education money in the 1940’s, the debt would be much higher than it is today.

One of the reasons that debt continues to rise under Republican Presidential leadership is because they do not understand the necessity of investment. Businesses understand it. Certainly the Japanese have understood it. America not only lacks it, it seems to me, in its leadership the power of courage today, but we misunderstand the necessity of investments, such as continued and increased national investments in education.

Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Chairman, re-claiming my time, every family in America understands the importance of educating our children, and, Mr. Chairman, I come before you today urging support of the Lowey amendment and to urge that we recapture the self-assurance, courage, and vision which guided us after World War II to invest in the future. An investment in education reduces our deficit, and secures our future.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER] is recognized for 20 minutes.

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I yield to myself such time as I may consume. Mr. Chairman, the bill contains the largest single year increase in Pell grants ever and raises the maximum grant to the highest level in history, $2,440. This is the program that provides access to the most financially needy students in America who would otherwise not be able to afford to go to college.

The CHAIRMAN. The Perkins loan program, one of the oldest and most important Federal student aid programs in this country.

Three-quarters of a million students across America depend upon the Perkins program. In my State of New York alone, Perkins provide low interest loans to nearly 60,000 deserving students.

As you can see on this chart, over 88 percent of undergraduate students who benefit from Perkins loans come from families in 331-GEP under $50,000. These are kids from hard-working, middle-class families who are feeling squeezed, squeezed in whatever they do in their life. These families need more, not less, help to send their kids to college.

The bill completely eliminates another program, State student incentive grants. Over 200,000 students depend upon these grants. The modest $63 million which the Federal Government spends on the program drives over $650 million in aid to students, a huge return on the Federal dollar.

The elimination of SSIG will not be made up by other sources of student aid. Where will these 200,000 students turn for help?

Let me tell my colleagues about two students who depend on Federal student aid. Sebastian Tuccitto of the Bronx attends St. John’s University in my district. Sebastian is in his junior year and studies accounting. Unfortunately, like so many other families in this country struggling to get by, Sebastian’s parents cannot contribute much to his education. His father is a carpenter who was injured on the job and his mom works at a supermarket. Neither of his parents went to college, and let me say, school is anything but fun and games for this young man who works several jobs struggling to get that education. He works at least 20 hours a week while he attends school and he still gets a 3.1 GPA.

Does this Congress really want to make it more difficult for young men like this to go to college?

Or Denise Fiacco who will be a senior at a State school where she will major in chemistry and math. Like Sebastian, Denise is on her own. Her parents are not able to help with her tuition so Denise works to earn money for school which supplements her student aid. She even had to drop out of school for a year in order to earn money for college.

Is this Congress willing to tell Denise and Sebastian that they cannot be part of the American dream? Are we today, in the United States of America, the most prosperous Nation in the world, going to tell these young people that we are not going to invest so they can get the skills so they can earn their way in this great country our ours so they can compete in the global marketplace?

A college degree today is simply a matter of economic survival. Again, my colleagues, look at this chart. Look at the fact. A person with a college degree earns close to twice as much as someone with only a high school education earns. The more a person learns, the more a person earns.

Are we willing to tell Denise and Sebastian that we do not care about their future? I cannot find any way, my colleagues, to defend these cuts. We are going to hear a lot of excuses, but there is no way to defend these cuts. Let us balance the budget on the backs of our Nation’s future, our students and our children.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from Illinois wish to be recognized in opposition?

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I would.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER] is recognized for 20 minutes.

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I yield to myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, the bill contains the largest single year increase in Pell grants ever and raises the maximum grant to the highest level in history, $2,440. This is the program that provides access to the most financially needy students in America who would otherwise not be able to afford to go to college.

The bill fully funds the supplemental educational opportunity grants at the President’s request and at the 1995 level. The bill fully funds the work study program at the President’s request at the 1995 level. The bill fully funds the TRIO program at the President’s request at the 1995 level. That is over $7 billion in student assistance and it is all grant assistance, not loans that have to be repaid.

As the gentleman from New York notes, we have reductions in funding for two programs which together previously represented less than 3 percent of Federal student financial assistance in this bill. The Perkins loan program is a revolving loan program that already has $6 billion in assets in it. I might note that the President himself proposed terminating capital contributions for this program last year as we have done in this bill.

The Perkins funds are funds that are controlled and matched by over 2,000 participating schools. Loans are made by the schools and when they come into repayment, new loans are made.

Our bill in no way affects the $6 billion in those revolving loan funds.

It is true, however, that we are not adding new capital to the program. In this budget environment, we simply cannot be increasing the program. But the funding that is already out there is going to stay there. New loans will be made.

Moreover, the gentleman from Wisconsin suggested that hundreds of thousands of students are not going to get loans because we are not adding $158 million in new capital to the Perkins...
Some critics have suggested that some states may discontinue their grant programs if the SSIG funding is terminated. I cannot imagine a more irresponsible response to this bill. All of the States have had 24 years of Federal assistance to get their systems up and running and to become self-sufficient. If the States cannot become self-sufficient in 24 years, they have either grossly mismanaged their education funds or they have abused the Federal assistance by treating it as a permanent operating expense rather than as start-up assistance, as it was intended.

Mr. Chairman, this bill and the student loan entitlements will make available to students $35 billion in student financial assistance in 1996. These reasonable reductions and strong support for student aid proposed in this bill will not adversely affect students, and they should be adopted.

Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. Obey].

Mr. Obey. Mr. Chairman, the Perkins Loan Program began in 1956 in response to the Russian Sputnik program. It was part of the National Defense Education Act. I would not be here today if it were not for that National Defense Education Act. That is what enabled me to get a college education.

This Congress, a long time ago, decided to give people like me the opportunity to work their way up the opportunity ladder, and I am very grateful for it. About one-third of the Members of this Congress have been beneficiaries of the very same program which we are suggesting now that we will not fund for the first time since 1956. I ask my colleagues to not pull the ladder of opportunity up after they have climbed it before they let others do the same thing. Give them the same opportunity that we have had.

The Republican majority says, "Oh, don't worry, don't worry. This isn't much of a cut." Tell that to the 150,000 students who are not going to get Perkins loans. Tell that to them. Go ahead. And keep in mind the second step is going to come in September when the reconciliation bill comes to this House, and in that bill the Congress is going to be cutting $10 billion additional money out of student aid.

That is estimated to increase the cost to student borrowers on average by 20 percent. If my colleagues think increasing the cost to student borrowers by 20 percent is opening the door of opportunity, I think they need a new dictionary.

I just cannot believe that we are about to do this. If we talk about a $10 billion reduction, they talk about the elimination of the Perkins loan program, as though it is nothing at all. Well, if it is not real savings, then how are we going to be able to use that $10 billion for the purpose you intend, which is again to provide those tax cuts for people making more than $100,000 a year. It is a bad mistake.

Defeat this bill.
That school has got fiber optics into it. It was a partnership between the city and State. We have got computers in every classroom. I have got boys and girls in vocational education swinging hammers. They are building modular units. Those are the modular units they are building that are going to VIETNAM. They are selling those units, and then they reinvest the money in high-tech education equipment within that school. Those that are college-bound in architecture, design, and computerization are also encouraged, and they have actually got to the whole school, they guess what, in the summertime the partnership of labor and private enterprise are higher in those same kids.

Now think of the advantage that those kids have over someone that does not have that program. It is on a local level. And then they chastise us and say we do not care about kids because we are cutting money from the summers job program. The summer jobs program has put less than 5 percent of the kids how to work and how to get a job. The place to teach kids on how to survive in the future is in education, is at the site, either vocational or those that go for college bound, and we need those kinds of moneys and invest them in those programs.

We double our knowledge every year now, not 30 years like we used to, Mr. Chairman, and, if we do not have the facilities for the kids to learn, then they have a legitimate gripe that the difference between those that have money and those on a low-income will increase disproportionately, and that is what we need to do.

If my colleagues really want to take a look at how to kill education, keep the Federal bureaucracy going, we have got to eliminate the power of Members in this body to send home dollars so that they can get reelected over and over, and take that power away and give it back to the people, and that is the difference of opinion.

We are not killing education. We are giving the power of the people and the States the power to control their own destiny and take the money and the power away from Washington, DC. That is the total difference.

Now the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. Obey] said that, if it had not been for the National Defense Education Act, he would not be here. Many of us wish that was the case that it had never existed. Mr. Chairman, I am 100 percent. The gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. Obey] is a good friend.

But in the grant that the gentleman from Mississippi [Mr. Montgomery] worked hard on, those are good grants out of the Federal Government. Education is financed by 95 percent in the States. We only fund about 5 percent, and we are destroying it? No, what we are doing is saying we need to turn that 5 percent, get most of it back into the States, eliminate the bureaucracy in Washington, limit the bureaucracy in the States, and get more of the money down into the classroom.

That is not a concept that should be beyond the Members over here, but yet they want to hang on to the power, the power to get reelected. And I look at the Pell grants, and the history and look at the number of dollars they got from the GI bill. We did not have the bureaucracy we had when the GI bill was stated. Most of it went directly down to those people that loaned it, and, Mr. Chairman, when my colleagues think about cutting education they should take a look at the lunch. The school lunch program is set to feed those kids that need it, 185 percent below poverty level, and the gentleman from Texas fails to see that solution also. Why should the Government, why should they have the power to send dollars to feed my daughters? They do not need the money, but yet they want the exclusive right to control all the dollars.

That is wrong, Mr. Chairman, and that is the difference between the philosophies. Let us take care of the people that really need it, and let us take the power away from the Federal Government. I am trying to take my own power away, and my colleagues, and give it back to the kids and to the families. That is the difference of opinion. We are not cutting education. My colleagues are stopping education from growing because of the big-government Clinton politics that their site is.

Mrs. LOWEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Montana [Mr. Williams].

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, beginning with Thomas Jefferson and throughout the ensuing two centuries this Nation has followed a grand and productive tradition of the local, State, and Federal education partnership. Today with shame the U.S. House of Representatives sounds an unprecedented retreat on that centuries-old partnership of labor and private enterprise. That is the total difference.

Three years ago this Congress passed, and President Bush thankfully signed, the Middle Income Student Assistance Act, of which I was the sponsor. Today with shame the House of Representatives reneges on that commitment.

Perkins student loans are particularly valuable to middle-income college students and their families, and with shame the House is about to vote to cut 157,000 middle-income students off of that assistance. I say to my colleagues, those aren’t bureaucrats, Mr. Conningham. Those are middle-income students, American citizens. Today the House changes in the Pell grant program will deny 220,000 middle-income students a Pell grant. Those aren’t bureaucrats. Those are your kids.

AmeriCorps accepts middle-income people, as it should, and they can earn $9,000 in college stipends. Shamefully that program was eliminated by the Republican majority law week.

Those efforts of the new majority in this House aimed at America’s middle-income struggling parents and students are shameful, and they are unnecessary, and they are unprudent, and they are unwise, and worse, my colleagues, they will end up increasing the Federal deficit in just the next decade. That is the shame.

Mrs. LOWEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the distinguished gentleman from Rhode Island [Mr. Reed].

Mr. REED. Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of the amendment offered by the gentlewoman from New York [Mrs. LoweY].

Mr. Chairman, the legislation before us will impose severe cuts on educational assistance, and it will deny millions of Americans the chance to go to college, and this is an opportunity that is increasingly elusive for middle-income Americans, and I would like to illustrate the effect of these cuts by introducing my colleagues to a young lady. Her name is Jenifer. She is from Hockum, WA. She is one of eight children, the first in her family to go to college. Jenifer lives on her own. She supports herself, and indeed she helps her family with their expenses. Her father is a logger, and he makes about $28,000 a year. She has to pay a tuition of about $11,600 a year. She commutes 60 miles a day to school. She works 30 hours a week in her hometown, and she works an additional 15 to 20 hours at her college, and when she graduates she wants to become a teacher. Jenifer currently receives Federal financial assistance in the form of Pell grants, Perkins loans, State student senate grants, all of which are reduced or eliminated under this legislation. Under this bill she would most likely lose her SSIG grant and her Pell grant, and the amount of her Perkins loan would either be reduced, at best, or eliminated. This adds to an additional $2,000 to $3,000 in added costs, and I ask my Republican colleagues where is she going to get this money? She cannot possibly work any longer. She already commutes 60 miles a day to school, but I tell my colleagues what I think is likely to happen.

She very well might be forced to drop out and to compromise her chance for a college education. She represents exactly the type of young person we should support, but instead this legislation is taking away that support, and it will destroy our higher education through these programs. We must continue to provide people a chance to achieve the American dream. Let us not take that dream away by passing this legislation. Let us reinvest and reinvent the future of this country. Mr. RIGGS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 4 minutes to the gentleman from Louisiana [Mr. Livingston], the distinguished Chairman of the Committee on Appropriations (Mr. Livingston asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks).
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Chairman, it has been a long day or two on this bill. Every time I walk into the Chamber I hear some of the most incredible stuff imaginable. The world is truly coming to an end, according to the other side. We are all talking about violence against women, which has nothing to do with this section of the bill but I know is a primary source of concern for the gentlewoman from New York who spoke earlier on that.

We are spending more on this bill than has ever been spent on that program. Speaking of spending more than ever—$278 billion—is what this bill would spend—$278 billion on health, education, labor issues, and workforce issues—$270 billion—more than we spent on defense of the Nation.

Now, $7 billion of that would be spent directly on education assistance for people who do not have any money, $7 billion. As I said earlier, you remember Everett Dirksen, he said something—$2 billion dollars here and a billion dollars there and pretty soon you are speaking of real money, $7 billion is a lot of money. Not only is it a lot of money, but the fact is it breaks down into some very small programs, each with its own constituency, each with its own bureaucracy, each overlapping, each spending money unnecessarily.

I heard the gentleman who preceded me say unnecessary cuts. I would say there is unnecessary spending because we are spending money on bureaucracies that compete with each other to shovel out money. But whose money is it? The money belongs to the American taxpayer. As long as these people can stand there and say how much they are doing for people in America, using money from the American taxpayer, as long as they can write the checks, as long as they can pass out the credit card, they are happy. They do not want to stop spending. They do not want to cut back. They do not want to make it more efficient. And then they have the gall, the audacity, the effrontery to stand in this well and say how badly we are cutting.

Let me show you how we are cutting. Here is a good example. We have heard Pell grants talked about for the last several minutes. This bill supports student assistance by providing the largest maximum Pell grant award in history, $2,440 per student. Now, that is the largest award ever in the history of the Pell grant system, $2,440 per student.

So are we cutting back? Oh my goodness, we are giving more money to the students than ever before. In the work study program it is fully funded at last year's level, $617 million. The program provides grants to 3,700 schools to provide work study opportunities for 713,000 students who receive $1,092 per year.

The Federal supplemental education opportunities grants program provides $583 million, and the Trio program provides $463 million, which benefits minority and disadvantaged students. They are both preserved at last year's spending levels. Let me repeat that for those that missed it, last year's spending levels.

There is $6 billion left in the Perkins loan program, which we heard so much about. If schools manage their portfolios, do not permit defaults and continue their current contributions, that account could actually grow so not a single student will go without aid as a result of these actions. I urge the adoption of this.

Mrs. LOWEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1½ minutes to the gentlewoman from California [Ms. WOOLSEY].

(Ms. WOOLSEY asked and was given permission to revise and extend her remarks.)

Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. Chairman, this Congress has passed some awful legislation, but this bill is worse than I ever thought possible.

Mr. Chairman, this bill signals the beginning of the end of the Federal Government having any responsibility whatsoever, in helping middle income and low income students get a college education.

Mr. Chairman, I know first hand the importance of education, because, 27 years ago, I was a single, working mother receiving no child support.

I was forced to go on welfare, even though I was working, in order to give my three small children the health care, child care, and food they needed. Fortunately, I had advantages that many mothers on welfare do not. You see, I had an education. I had some college and I had good job skills.

But, just because I made it off welfare, I will never, not for 1 minute, think that so can others with fewer advantages—those with less education, or no education at all. That is why, for the life of me, I cannot understand why some Members who used student aid, the Perkins loan, and I want to make this point to all Members who used that thought in mind, because, of course, the $6 billion in the revolving fund is still there. The encouragement is to make sure that you collect it so it can revolve so more students can use it.

So we are not cutting out the Perkins loan, as a matter of fact. What we are doing is allowing the $6 billion in the revolving fund to continue. I wanted to make those two observations to bring a little reality to the debate. Mrs. LOWEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1½ minutes to the gentleman from Texas [Mr. GREEN].

Mr. GENE GREEN of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I thank my colleague for yielding me the 1½ minutes.

Mr. Chairman, the value of a college education is unquestioned in our society yet the Republican majority has decided that a college education should only be granted to those with enough money to pay up front. But because the funding available to the Federal student loan program, 5 million undergraduate students will see increased costs for their college education.

Again, the Republicans are asking a generation of Americans who did not run up our debt to pay the cost of reducing the deficit.

The message is simple. If your parents are wealthy, you can expect the finest education anywhere in the world but from a working class family you can expect to work harder, make less, and have no hope of a college education unless you can manage to work full-time while you go to school just to pay the interest on your college debt.

This is the most profound attack on the American dream in over 20 years. By eliminating the opportunity of a college education, the Republicans are sentencing millions of young Americans to the McJob market: low pay, no benefits, no potential for growth.

In essence, the cuts in higher education equal an attack on the standard of living for every American. A less
Mr. RIGGS. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, let me just say I have to marvel at some of the comments coming from the other side of the aisle, one would think that we have in fact defunded or we are proposing to eliminate funding for worthy and needy college bound students, when nothing could be further from the truth. What we are actually talking about here is increased success for deserving young people in America to a college education.

Now, the gentleman from Illinois, Mr. PORTER stood just a moment ago and explained I thought very thoroughly, very patiently, that we are increasing the Pell Grant Program. In fact, we are providing the largest maximum Pell grants in the history of the country, $2,440 per student.

We are in this bill making sure, of course, that the Perkins Loan Program, the revolving loan program, continues in existence. That program has $96 billion in assets already in it. Assuming that the default rate stays at a reasonable level, that program should be paying back a considerable length of time, in fact in perpetuity. Loans are made by the schools participating in this program, and, frankly, we have over 2,000 schools participating in the Perkins program today.

All we are doing in response to the amendment of the gentlewoman from New York [Mrs. LOWEY] is, frankly, according to a budget recommendation made by the administration, which proposed to eliminate the capital contribution to the Perkins Loan Program.

We also want to stress, again, Mr. Chairman, that we have attempted to be responsive in the preparation of this particular bill. Chairman PORTER cited earlier that the bill fully funds the supplemental education opportunities grants at the President's budget request and at the 1995 level. The bill also fully funds the work study program at the President's request and at the 1995 level.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentlewoman for yielding me this time.

Mr. DEFAZIO. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentlewoman for yielding me this time.

Mr. Chairman, the chairman of the full committee got before us and he gave us some mind-boggling numbers. Let us reduce it to something a little more understandable. There are a few people who did not make it into his scale. There are 2,600 young people in the State of Oregon who will not get student grants this year who will not get those grants next year because we are zeroing out that program. That is 2,600 Oregonians.

That is mirrored time and time again across the country. State student incentive grants are gone. They are zeroed out. They can go over and apply for the increased Pell grants. We heard a lot about the increased Pell grants. It is partially true. They are increasing the amount of that grant, but there are an estimated 221,000 students who would be eligible under this year's income guidelines, middle-income kids, who will not be eligible under their new guidelines.

So yes, those lucky few who still get the Pell grants will get a little bit more, but 221,000 middle-income American kids, scholastically qualified to go to college, will not get help with Pell grants next year because of changes they are making in the program. Seven hundred fifty-seven thousand Perkins loan kids are put at risk because of the changes we are making in the program.

I got student loans, many of you got student loans. Let us remember back to those distant days. There are others here who are much more wealthy, they never needed student loans. Try and have a little compassion. Try and understand the plight of the average American family. I know it is hard when you are at $133,600 a year and you live in the cocoon of Washington, DC to understand average American families. But just try. They need this help so their kids can do a little better, like we did.

Mrs. LOWEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself the balance of my time.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentlewoman from New York is recognized for 2 minutes.

Mrs. LOWEY. Mr. Chairman, yes, in the words of the gentleman from California [Mr. CUNNINGHAM], there really is a difference in philosophy, and nothing has made it clearer than the debate we have seen over this amendment, and in fact through the whole bill. We have heard people say "Cut the bureaucrats."

Mr. Chairman, we are cutting kids; we are not cutting bureaucrats. These are loans to middle-income kids, families who are striving, who are working hard to find the American dream. We are not cutting bureaucrats. Let us tell it to Denise, let us tell it to Sebastian in my district, let us tell it to the million or more youngsters who are not getting a student loan as a result of these actions today. And the best is yet to come, because we have seen promises in the budget, in the reconciliation bill of the leadership, that would cut
even more deeply into student loan programs.

We are talking about the American dream. We are talking about investing in our youngsters. We are talking about giving youngsters the opportu-
nity to get an education, to work hard, so they can be something.

Government should not be a handout, government should be a hand up. I can-
not think of any program that fulfills that philosophy. Oh, yes, the distin-
guished chairman of the committee said that we have the gall to audac-
ity, to fight for these programs. Yes, we have the gall, yes, we have the au-
dacity, to stand up for working families, to stand up for their children, to
stand up for the future of our country.

Let us be sure that our student loan program is protected. Let us be sure
that we continue to establish our prior-
ities and invest in our young people and our future.

Mr. PETRI. Mr. Chairman, I yield
myself 1 minute.

Mr. Chairman, in response to the comments by the gentleman from Or-
egon, I would just like the gentleman
to know that not everyone on this side of
the aisle is completely heartless and
insensitive. I am currently supporting
my 19, soon-to-be-20-year-old son, who
is attending a vocational education
program in the Washington metropoli-

tan area, so I think I know a little bit
about the kind of financial commit-
tment it takes to help support a depend-
ent child obtain a career education.

Second, Mr. Chairman, I simply
would like to say that, again, in cut-
ing the State student incentive grant
program, in eliminating the capital
corridor to the Perkins program, we
have adopted proposals made by the
President and his administration to
terminate those two particular pro-
grams.

Overall, Mr. Chairman, in this bill,
the total package, coupled with student
loan entitlements, will make available to
students $35 billion in student
financial assistance in 1996. We
think that demonstrates strong sup-
port for student aid. I urge Members
to oppose the amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. All time has ex-
pired.

The question is on the amendment
offered by the gentlewoman from New
York [Mrs. LOWEY].

Mr. RIGGS. Mr. Chairman, pursu-
ant to an agreement with the majority,
I ask unanimous consent to withdraw
my amendment, because there could
not possibly be enough resources allo-
cated in this bill to make up for the
cuts.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentlewoman from New
York?

There was no objection.

Mr. PETRI. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the last word.

Mr. Chairman, this bill contains leg-
islative provisions concerning the new
direct student loan program that would
severely damage the Department of
Education’s ability to manage that
program effectively; and that con-
stitutes blatant protection for special
interests at the taxpayers’ expense.

The bill cuts student loan adminis-
trative funds from $550 million to $320
million, which is 40 percent less than
the guarantee agencies. Since the guar-
antee agencies were projected to re-
ceive only $156 million based on this
year’s ACA formula and next year’s
projected loan volume, they are guar-
teed to lose $200 million more. In this
bill, and it could be more. Meanwhile,
funds available for the Department are
cut from $394 to $160 million. That’s a
cut of $234 million, or 60 percent. The
Department says it could easily live
with a $100 million cut, and perhaps it
could absorb somewhat more. But a 60
percent cut is nothing more than a
clear attempt to totally gut the admin-
istration of direct loans. This is a
stealth attack on that program carried
out in this appropriations bill where it
does not belong. The proper authoriz-
ing committee has considered the
issue.

Now when we are cutting everything
else, why on Earth are we guaranteeing an increase at least $150 million, and
couldn’t we get a little more from the guar-
tee agencies? Is this the Guarantee
Agency Protection Act? This is ridicu-

Chairman PORTER argued in his
“Dear Colleague” letter yesterday that
guaranteed loans, with 69 percent of
the total loan volume, would be man-
aged with only half of the administra-
tive funds, namely this $160 million re-
served for the guarantee agencies. I
respect my colleague so highly that I
know he has been terribly misled by
someone, for he would never knowingly
put out such total claptrap. Here is
what guarantee agencies get in addi-
tion to the $160 million in administra-
tive cost allowance. They get a 1 per-
cent fee from borrowers, totalling about
about $700 million next year. By the
way, that is not scored by CBO as a
cost of guaranteed loans, even though
the Federal Government gets to keep
that amount on direct loans. They get
the interest on their $1.8 billion of tax-
payer-provided reserve funds. At 6 per-
cent, that would be about $108 million.
That’s also not scored as a cost of
guaranteed loans, even though the tax-
payers could take back that entire $1.8
billion if they choose. They get 27 per-
cent of whatever they collect on loans
they have gone into default. That’s about
$300 million a year. By the way, it also
gives them an incentive to allow loans
to go into default. Finally, they make
unlimited profits as secondary market
players by arbitraging with tax free
bonds at cost to the taxpayers of $2.3
billion over 5 years, also not scored as
a cost of guaranteed loans even though
it would not happen with direct loans.
Also, the guarantee agencies sup-
port their 8,000 employees with reve-
ues of about $638 million plus their
arbitraging profits. Actually, 5,000 em-
ployees are supported by the $638 mil-
lion, an average of $127,600 per em-
ployee. But these agencies aren’t the
servicers of most guaranteed loans at
all. The lenders do that using part of
the interest paid by students. These
lenders are making millions of dollars
who would be completely unnecessary
under direct lending. Their entire $638
million plus cost could be wiped out.
So, the claim that $160 million of their
funds represents the total cost of ad-
ministering guaranteed loans is an out-
landish distortion.

Now let’s look at the Department’s
funds. Of the $394 million the Depart-
ment was to get next year, it says $200
million was for the guaranteed loan
program—to administer the default
payment system, the loan application
and management system, and the col-
lection system. By the way, the recent
CBO scoring actually counted that
money as a cost of direct loans rather
than of guaranteed loans—an inexcus-
able plain error.

Now, if the department has only $160
million to administer both guaranteed
and direct loans, including the entire
cost of direct loans—even the servic-
ing—there’s no way that can be done
without gutting direct loans. That’s
the real purpose of these provisions,
and we should not be fighting that bat-
tle on this bill.

The second purpose is to protect the
 guarantee agencies. If that’s not obvi-
ous from the provision increasing their
ACA to $150 million, it’s obvious from
the provision preventing the Secretary
taking back any of their reserve
funds. With direct lending growing, we
will not need as many guarantee agen-
cies. Why prevent us from taking tack
the reserves when any of them go out
of business? This is blatant special in-
terest protection and we should be
ashamed to be putting it in this bill.

Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from
New Jersey, Mr. ANDREWS] and I were
going to offer an amendment to elimi-
nate these terrible provisions. Because
he cannot be here today, and because
we have not had enough time to edu-
cate the Members about these issues, I
will not offer that amendment. But I
do urge the committee to reconsider
this issue, and change these provisions
in conference.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike the last word.

Mr. Chairman, I take this time sim-
ply to try to tie up some loose ends on
the last discussion. By all means, cut
the deficit. By all means, for the 105th
time we say: “We agree, cut duplica-
tive programs and cut waste.” But you
cannot have it both ways. You cannot
say to the American people, “Oh, we
are going to have sweeping change
throughout this country,” and then
say, “Oh, but, by the way, do not worry
about those folks now that we are
doing anything when we make these major
cuts.”

The distinguished chairman of the
Committee on Appropriations says let
us quit taking money from the taxpayers. The fact is that the education programs we have been describing have been our Nation’s effort to give money back to those working taxpayers. Evidently our friends on the majority side do not understand, at least not as much as we used to. Instead, they want to give billions of dollars back to the truly needy corporations of this world, everybody from AT&T, Texaco, International Minerals, Xerox, Union Camp, Panhandle, Grace, you name it. They want to give billions of dollars back, because they want to eliminate the corporate minimum tax. Even though companies make billions of dollars in profits, they do not pay income taxes. So you put corporations ahead of students and working families. I do not think that makes much sense.

We are also told, “Oh, we are increasing opportunity.” Very interesting. The last time I looked, the discretionary funds in this bill went from $72 billion last year to $62 billion this year. That is a $10 billion reduction. In addition to that, in the reconciliation bill which you intend to do, it is to take away another $10 billion in student aid and raise the cost to the average student getting help under these programs by 20 percent over their lifetime.

You say, “Oh, we didn’t cut Pell.” Thank God for small favors. But the fact is that the Pell program under this budget is still in real dollar terms $300 below where it was in 1991.

The reason we are upset with these reductions in education is because this is what has happened in the budget since 1980. In 1980, what we spent on our budget on investment, and I mean investment in kids by way of education, investment in infrastructure by way of decent roads and bridges, investment in science so we could make the economy grow and create better opportunity for everybody, investment was 16 cents out of every budget dollar in 1980. Before Ronald Reagan walked into the White House.

By 1992 it had been cut down to 9 percent. That is about a 40-percent reduction as the share of our national budget. That is a mistake. We are eating our own seed corn. When you deny student loans to kids, that is exactly what you are doing. It is penny-wise and pound-foolish, and it is cruel to boot.

We urge Members to vote no on this bill.

Mr. TORRICElli. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the last word.

Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong support of the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER], and the other members of the subcommittee. Again, I commend the gentleman

confirms that the United States will not maintain its economic superiority unless we provide our children with a competitive education by reforming the structure of or school year.

The report specifically cites that the current American educational system consists of 6 hours where students spend less than half of their school day studying core academic subjects. It also notes that in order to graduate from high school, the United States currently requires a 180-day school year. In contrast, our counterparts in Japan have a 210-day school year, and Japan imposes a 240-day school year.

The International Educational Association conducted a study which compared the academic skills of the top 1 percent of all 12th graders. Those from the United States ranked dead last. Their study also found that among 15 developed and less developed countries, students from the United States scored at or near the bottom in the areas of Advanced Algebra, Functions/Calculus and Geometry.

The numbers show how inadequate our school system is in preparing our children to compete in the global economy. American students quite simply are not learning what they should be. The Longer School Year program would establish a grant program for public secondary schools which increase the academic day to 7 hours and the school year to 200 days.

A longer school day and school year clearly makes sense in a society where in 90 percent of the two-parent families, both parents work. Keeping kids off the streets and in schools should be an especially welcome relief to parents who cannot afford after-school day care or summer camp. Schools also provide a safe haven for students who come from disinte- grated families, are maltreated or summer camp. Schools also provide a safe haven for students who come from disinte- grated families, are maltreated or summer camp.

At a time when international tests are showing American students scoring well below students from other countries; a time when corporate leaders are beginning to complain about a lack of skilled workers; and a time when we are clearly falling behind our eco- nomic rivals in the world marketplace, we must question whether we are doing kids a favor by granting them a long summer vaca- tion.

My program would establish competitive grants for public secondary schools wishing to increase their academic day to at least 7 hours and their school year to at least 200 days. We are unquestionably doing our children a disservice by not requiring more time in school. It is time for Congress to send out a positive message to our Nation’s youth.

Mr. Chairman, I yield to the gentle- man from California [Mr. RIGGS].

Mr. RIGGS. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for his efforts. I commend him for his efforts. I can person- ally say, as a former school board member in my home communities and two-term school board president, that two essential reforms, based on my ex- perience, would be the gentleman’s efforts to lengthen the school day and also efforts in local communities across the country to reduce class size. So I thank the gentleman for bringing this program to the floor.

In 1991, Congress authorized the National Education Commission on Time and Learning to conduct a comprehensive review of the relationships between time and learning in the Nation’s schools. The report released last year
for his longstanding commitment to this issue.

I can tell the gentleman that the committee's decision not to specifically allocate funds for this program is not an indication of a lack of support for its merits. Should the other body approve this funding, I will vote yes, and the assurance of Chairman PORTER and the other conferees that we will give the program every consideration that it deserves.

Mr. TORRICE. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman for his support, for his words and, of course, the gentle-
man from Illinois [Mr. PORTER], my friend.

I believe that, if the other body were to decide to invest these sums, it would be an important statement to local communities. All of our States and communities differ. A longer school day or year might make sense in some States more than in others. But it is an expensive experiment that the other body has set aside this Congress voted on a biparti-
san basis in the authorization bill.

I thank the gentleman again for his comments.

Mr. RIGGS. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the last word.

Mr. Chairman, I yield to the gentle-
man from Nebraska [Mr. BARRETT], my good friend and colleague.

Mr. BARRETT of Nebraska. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman from California for yielding to me my opportu-
nity to express the views of the Congressmen from Kansas [Mr. ROBERTS] and the gentleman from Texas [Mr. STENHOLM] and some of my other rural colleagues.

I have a statement to submit for the RE-
CORD expressing my particular concern about the funding which is elimi-
nated for the Office of Rural Health Policy and a letter addressing the impor-
tance of that funding from Dr. Keith Mueller of the University of Ne-
braska Medical Center.

Mr. Chairman, I regret that those mate-
rials in the RECORD, as follows:

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to express to Chairman PORTER and the rest of the House my concern about one area of funding eliminated by this bill—that for the Federal Office of Rural Health Policy.

The Appropriations Committee stripped the Office of Rural Health Policy of $9.4 million, essentially its entire budget. Supposedly, we were told, the office may continue to exist, but its programs to administer the Master Health Program, the Susette Porter Program, and the National Advisory Committee on Rural Health Policy are written for the policy maker audience. These programs help researchers and policy makers develop and sustain rural health research centers. The ORHP also helps those centers develop research agendas and produce reports that are relevant for the present and for the future.

I sympathize with the imperative to elimi-
nate unnecessary bureaucracies, but the ORHP does not fall into that classification. Contrary to the perception stated in the [re-
port], ORHP is not an unnecessary bureaucracy. Less than one full time equivalent position is devoted to the important task of assistance to state offices of rural health. The more important roles of ORHP are direct assistance to rural communi-
ties (telemedicine) and providing information for this Congress in recent years because of the re-
search programs he oversees at the University of Nebraska Medical Center, some of which admittably, are a result of federal funding.

Dr. Mueller, I sympathize with the imperative to elimi-
nate unnecessary bureaucracies, but the ORHP does not fall into that classification. Contrary to the perception stated in the [report], the ORHP is not an unnecessary bureaucracy. Less than one full time equivalent position is devoted to the important task of assistance to state offices of rural health. The more important roles of ORHP are direct assistance to rural communi-
ties (telemedicine) and providing information for this Congress in recent years because of the re-
search programs he oversees at the University of Nebraska Medical Center, some of which admittably, are a result of federal funding.

At the proper time, Mr. Chairman, I will ask that Dr. Mueller's entire letter be included in the RECORD.

This money has a tangible and important impact on improving access to health care for more than one-fourth of this country's population. That's a fair return on our tax dollars, and it should meet the test of programs worth retaining.

If today we can't get the amendment passed to restore the 30 percent I'm one of the few who live and work in other rural communities. The ORHP also helps those centers develop research agendas and produce reports that are relevant for the present and for the future.

I sympathize with the imperative to elimi-
nate unnecessary bureaucracies, but the ORHP does not fall into that classification. Contrary to the perception stated in the [report], the ORHP is not an unnecessary bureaucracy. Less than one full time equivalent position is devoted to the important task of assistance to state offices of rural health. The more important roles of ORHP are direct assistance to rural communities (telemedicine) and providing information for this Congress in recent years because of the research programs he oversees at the University of Nebraska Medical Center, some of which admittably, are a result of federal funding.

Dr. Mueller, I sympathize with the imperative to elimi-
nate unnecessary bureaucracies, but the ORHP does not fall into that classification. Contrary to the perception stated in the [report], the ORHP is not an unnecessary bureaucracy. Less than one full time equivalent position is devoted to the important task of assistance to state offices of rural health. The more important roles of ORHP are direct assistance to rural communities (telemedicine) and providing information for this Congress in recent years because of the research programs he oversees at the University of Nebraska Medical Center, some of which admittably, are a result of federal funding.

At the proper time, Mr. Chairman, I will ask that Dr. Mueller's entire letter be included in the RECORD.

This money has a tangible and important impact on improving access to health care for more than one-fourth of this country's population. That's a fair return on our tax dollars, and it should meet the test of programs worth retaining.

If today we can't get the amendment passed to restore the 30 percent I'm one of the few who live and work in other rural communities. The ORHP also helps those centers develop research agendas and produce reports that are relevant for the present and for the future.

I sympathize with the imperative to elimi-
nate unnecessary bureaucracies, but the ORHP does not fall into that classification. Contrary to the perception stated in the [report], the ORHP is not an unnecessary bureaucracy. Less than one full time equivalent position is devoted to the important task of assistance to state offices of rural health. The more important roles of ORHP are direct assistance to rural communities (telemedicine) and providing information for this Congress in recent years because of the research programs he oversees at the University of Nebraska Medical Center, some of which admittably, are a result of federal funding.
must make important policy decisions. Please support the Gunderson/Poshard amendment to restore funding. Even with rural programs, there are lower priorities than others at this Office. I would be pleased to consider any questions. Thank you.

Sincerely,
KEITH J. MUELLER,
Professor and Director, Nebraska Center for Rural Health Research.

Mr. RIGGS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say in response to the comments that this is a distinguished ranking member earlier, I would just like to point out for the other Members that approximately 30 percent of the spending cuts were made to the various programs under the jurisdiction of the Labor-HHS-Education Appropriations Subcommittee were made in fact in the context of the emergency supplemental appropriations and rescissions package. I think it is important to note that for the record since that legislation has now passed the Bill, it is with the bipartisan support of both bodies, both Houses of the Congress and, of course, the President's cooperation and signature.

AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MR. CUNNINGHAM

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The Clerk read as follows:

Amendment offered by Mr. Cunningham: Page 42, beginning on line 13, strike "That instruction."

The amendment improves the Labor-HHS-Education Appropriations bill that deletes legislation language in the bill that prohibits impact aid funding to schools for what they call military B kids.

Impact aid, for the Members, if you are a military recipient of funds and you register, say, in the State of Illinois and you move to the State of California, you still pay your State taxes. You shop at the commissary; you shop at the exchange. All those taxes go not to the State where your children go to school. You impact that school, but they do not get any money back for it. So what we are doing is shifting the money.

All this amendment does is, in the current language it restricts it only to impact aid. Impact aid students are those students that live on base with their parents. But the majority of military members, both Republicans and Democrats that represent districts, those military families live off base and do not qualify for that funding. This amendment eliminates that.

Second, it sets the stage. I have got two or three examples that I think produce. One is the gentleman from Nebraska [Mr. Christensen], the other one is the gentleman from Texas [Mr. Edwards], from the other side of the aisle, who have been bulldogs on this issue. They have fought tooth, nail, and nail to preserve something that is very important, not just in their districts but around this country.

What it does, it is also going to allow us later on in an amendment to put over $18 million into BA now.

We are going to put $15 million more back into Eisenhower grants for teacher training. We are asking our teachers to increase it. We are also going to put another $100 million in BA into the vocational education programs.

This amendment does not affect it, but it is part of a series of amendments that we are going to offer to try and help the gentleman with some of his reservations and put the money back into education. Mr. Christensen and Mr. Edwards have been tigers in this field. I want to commend Members from both sides of the aisle in helping us with this.

What it is going to do is allow us to take that impact of those students and put some of it back in.

I would also like to thank my colleagues from California, Mr. Riggs, who has been fighting not only on impact aid but these other areas to fight for that.

Mr. Chairman, I yield to the gentleman from California [Mr. Riggs].

Mr. RIGGS. Mr. Chairman, I rise to engage in a brief colloquy to clarify one particular point with the gentleman regarding his amendment.

I would like to clarify that his amendment does not affect the hold harmless provision in the bill?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, this amendment has zero effect, no effect on hold harmless.

Mr. RIGGS. Mr. Chairman, I yield the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I will not eat up the whole 10 minutes. I realize we have a long session here.

Let me simply explain to the Members of the House the situation we are in. It appears that at this point that what the gentleman is asking will in fact result in a negligible impact on a local basis.

I also would point out that whether or not this turns out to be a reasonable balance depends upon a further consideration from the Senate. And while I expect that that is going to occur, we do not have any official certainty that it is going to occur.

Mr. Chairman, I am minimally enthusiastic about the gentleman's amendment, to put it politely, for the moment. But as I say, while I have misgivings about it, I am not going to push it to a vote. I understand the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. Porter] is going to accept it.

Mr. Chairman, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Texas [Mr. Edwards].

Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank the minority ranking member for yielding.

I would like, if I could, to have a discussion with the gentleman from California [Mr. Cunningham], who has worked very hard, the gentleman from Virginia [Mr. Bateman], the gentleman from Nebraska [Mr. Christensen], and others of us, trying to find money for impact aid.

I do want to be clear. This amendment does not add a single dollar to the impact aid program that has not
already been appropriated in the defense appropriations bill or elsewhere. If that is correct, I must say I am personally disappointed, because at one point I thought there was an understanding that some of this money was going to be directed to impact aid. If it has not, we keep going on promises made and yet no action seems to occur to find any new dollars for impact aid.

If I am wrong, I stand corrected, but to be clear, this amendment does not add any new appropriations to impact aid; is that correct?

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. EDWARDS. I yield to the gentleman from California.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I fully understand the frustration of the gentleman from Texas. I also have gone through a lot of frustration on this particular issue.

The reason that I brought up the impact later on and what we are going to do is, first of all, this amendment does not add direct dollars, but it gives the flexibility to move. If the gentleman's партиеs as impacted schools B's, it gives it that flexibility, and all this initial stage is doing is trying to remove it.

The second aspect of it, the $35 million from the defense authorization bill, I agree is guaranteed, I would say to the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. OBEY], that this is going to happen and it is going to go into the general fund.

Mr. Chairman, I am also supporting an amendment of the gentleman from Texas [Mr. Edwards] later on, from other sources to impact, to put the $23 million into that fund also. It is kind of a series of packages, but I also understand the gentleman's reservations.

Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Chairman, re-claiming my time, I appreciate the good intentions and I hope something will come about, but as of now, this bill cuts impact aid to military children's education by over $40 million.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 30 seconds to say that the gentleman indicates that he is guaranteed that the $35 million in the defense bill will materialize. That requires a little matter of having to pass the House, pass the Senate, go into conference, and that, at this point, I do not know if the defense bill is going to be finished before we leave here for the August recess.

The gentleman may have a greater comfort level in the security of that guarantee than I have.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, I recognize the problem. The way this House works sometimes yields irrelevance. As far as the scoring, what they did away with the old system and they went to the A system only, the formula was a little different. We are going to make sure in the future legislation that the formulas agree, so that we do have strong confidence that it is a positive impact.

Mr. Chairman, I yield such time as he may consume to the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER].

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I apologize for not being able to be on the floor for the discussion. I strongly support the amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I think that everyone should understand that I probably have more impacted schools and students than many in the House. I have a vital personal interest in the Impact Aid Program.

I believe that when we finish our work on this bill, we will have achieved 95 percent of last year's funding level for Impact Aid. I believe we will have protected severely impacted schools in an irreplaceable way, and I believe that the Senate mark on Impact Aid will be about 98 percent of last year's level.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I agree we have a very good chance of ending up with very little reduction in the program at a time when cuts are being made in many other areas. I believe we have done the best possible job that we can do on this. I think, certainly be putting it at a high priority. Mr. Chairman, and I think everyone will be pretty well satisfied, when we get finished, that the job has been done properly.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from Texas [Mr. Edwards], the gentleman from Hawaii [Mrs. MINK], the gentleman from Nebraska [Mr. CHRISTENSEN], and the coalition that is supportive of this issue, I would like to personally thank them in public.

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Texas [Mr. Edwards].

Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Chairman, I thank the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER] for his comments and commitment. I believe he has a genuine interest in that effort and has worked tirelessly on behalf of the program.

Mr. Chairman, I do want to make the record clear to people throughout this country and to Members of Congress that, after speeches on the floor by the majority leader several months ago and several other Members of the majority party, this bill, as of today, cuts $47 million out of education funds for the children of military families, children whose parents may be serving overseas, children who may not see their parents months on end.

Mr. Chairman, I hope to have the chance to continue to work with the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER] and the gentleman from California [Mr. CUNNINGHAM], but I do not mind saying I am disappointed that, as of today, this bill cuts $47 million out of that terribly important education program. Mr. Chairman, children and their parents have been willing to put on the uniform and fight for our country to deserve the commitment of this Congress.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER], the gentleman from Texas [Mr. ARMEEY], the Speaker, Mr. GENTZEL, and others have assured me of their commitment to this. This whole package is part of those pledges that you talked about and that the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER] spoke of.

I think think the gentleman from Illinois can do any more for us. I wish we could do more, and in the future, I promise to work with the gentleman to even make it "more better," as they say.

Mr. Chairman, I also understand the gentleman's concerns. The gentleman has my tireless pledge to make sure that that happens, and I have the pledge of the Speaker and the majority leader to help do that.

Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered by gentleman from California [Mr. CUNNINGHAM].

The amendment was agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there any further amendments to title III?

Mr. RIGGS. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike the last word.

Mr. Chairman, I rise to engage the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER]. I rise on behalf of the Subcommittee Chairman, to briefly collaborate with regard to continued funding for the National Education Goals Panel.

Mr. Chairman, as the gentleman from Illinois knows, we have received a very recent communication dated, actually, August 1, a letter from a bipartisan group of six State Governors, to the gentleman from Illinois and the gentleman from Louisiana [Mr. LIVINGSTON].

Mr. Chairman, I briefly would like to read this letter for the record. It says:

Following the historic 1989 education summit in Charlottesville, Virginia, the Governors and President Bush agreed on education goals for the Nation and created the National Education Goals Panel as an accountability mechanism to monitor and report on the Nation's progress towards achieving the goals. We believe that the panel continues to play a significant role in assisting States as they work to improve educational performance for all students.

The Goals Panel members have recently initiated new efforts to collect and distribute information on the development of world class academic standards and assessment of student achievement at the State level. This kind of information will fill an essential need for State policymakers.

While we recognize the difficult decisions that you face, we strongly urge you to continue funding for the National Education Goals Panel in the appropriations process."

The letter is signed by Governors Bayh of Indiana; Hunt of North Carolina; Romer of Colorado; Engler of Michigan; Whitman of New Jersey; and Whitmire of Connecticut.
for the National Education Goals Panel. We have acknowledged the letter from the Governors today, and the important role, as they suggest, that the national Education Goals Panel plays in helping States develop and implement academic standards within their own States.

The Goals Panel is made up primarily of Governors and State legislators for the primary purpose of helping States determine how to best implement academic standards based on the needs of their students.

Mr. Chairman, I ask the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PORTER] whether he will be able to commit to restoring funds for the National Education Goals Panel in conference and work with me as, a fellow conferee, to get the Senate to restore these funds?

Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, if the gentleman would yield, I received a call from Gov. Tommy Thompson of Wisconsin, the State neighboring my State of Illinois, and had a discussion about the panel. I will do the best I possibly can to restore funds for the National Education Goals Panel in the conference.

Mr. RIGGS. Mr. Chairman, I yield to the gentleman from Delaware [Mr. CASTLE], our friend and colleague and the former Governor of Delaware.

Mr. CASTLE. Mr. Chairman, I will be brief, but I could not support this colloquy more, and all Members should.

Mr. Chairman, this panel has ultimately set goals for America which are extraordinary. The Governors support it. It is across all of the States. Just because there has been some confusion about what is in the goals, it does not mean that the panel should not continue.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the tremendous effort by the gentleman from California. I am sure that every single Governor in the country and every child in America does as well.

Mr. RIGGS. Mr. Chairman, reclaiming my time, we look forward to working with the governors and the National Education Goals Panel as we prepare our education reform block grant bill in the Committee on Economic and Educational Opportunities.

Mr. Chairman, I include the letter and newspaper editorial for the RECORD:

HON. BOB LIVINGSTON, Chair, Committee on Appropriations, Washington, DC.

DEAR CHAIRMAN LIVINGSTON: Following the historic 1989 education summit in Charlottesville, the Governors and President Bush agreed on education goals for the nation and created the National Education Goals Panel as an accountability mechanism to monitor and report on the nation's progress toward the goals. We believe that the panel continues to play a significant role in assisting states as they work to improve educational performance for all students.

The Goals Panel members have recently initiated new efforts to collect and distribute information on the development of world-class academic standards and the assessment of student achievement at the state level. This kind of information will fill an essential need for state policymakers.

While we recognize the difficult decisions that you will face, we strongly urge you to continue funding for the National Education Goals Panel in the appropriations process.

Sincerely,

G. EVAN BAYH, Chairman, State of Indiana.

G. JAMES B. HUNT JR., State of North Carolina.

G. ROY ROMER, State of Colorado.

G. JOHNNY ENGLER, State of Michigan.


G. CHRISTINE T. WHITEMAN, State of New Jersey.

JUST PLAIN DUMB

(By David S. Broder)

BURLINGTON, VT. — Louis V. Gerstner Jr., the chairman of IBM and the man who has engineered its recent turnaround, had a message for the nation's governors when he appeared before their annual summer meeting here this week. Warning that real reform requires resources, Gerstner said, "True change agents put their money where their mouth is."

That message has broad application, not only to the governors but to the self-styled change agents in our public schools. As Gerstner said, "If you don't measure every day, how near or far the schools are from achieving them."

Last week, in a report that was as direct as Gerstner's speech, the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) documented how far we are from being able to measure that progress.

While every state but Iowa has begun to develop tougher academic standards for its students, only 13 states have standards that are "clear and specific enough" to guide curriculum development. While 33 states have or are developing student assessments geared to those standards, only seven states require high school seniors to meet the standards set for 10th-, 11th- or 12th-graders in order to graduate.

The public has become skeptical about education "reforms" that are designed to provide comfort for teachers or students, instead of ensuring that knowledge and skills are actually acquired. This effort falls into the latter category.

The AFT wants an end to platitudes, instead of saying that fifth-graders "should be able to use basic science concepts to help understand various kinds of scientific information," as one state does, the model should be another state's requirement that those 10-year-olds "should be able to describe the basic processes of photosynthesis and respiration and their importance to life."

That same kind of rigor is what the governors are seeking—and what the goals panel is all about.

Killing it would be one of the dam-best things Congress could do.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE

By unanimous consent, leave of absence was granted to:
Mr. WILLIAMS (at the request of Mr. GEPHARDT) for today and the balance of the week, on account of illness in the family.
Mr. YATES (at the request of Mr. GEPHARDT) after 10:30 p.m. tonight, on account of personal reasons.
Mr. ANDREWS (at the request of Mr. GEPHARDT) for today and the balance of the week, on account of son’s wedding.
Mr. SPENCE (at the request of Mr. GEPHARDT) to revisit and extend their remarks and include extraneous material:
Mr. OBER, for 5 minutes, today.
Mr. UNDERWOOD, for 5 minutes, today.
Mr. PALLONE, for 5 minutes, today.
Ms. KAPTUR, for 5 minutes, today.
Ms. DELAUR, for 60 minutes, today.
Ms. NORTON, for 60 minutes, today.
Ms. KAPTUR, for 60 minutes, today.
Ms. DICKs, for 60 minutes, today.
Ms. DIXON, for 60 minutes, today.
Mr. MENENDEZ, for 60 minutes, today.

ADJOURNMENT

Mr. ARMEY, Mr. Speaker, I move that the House do now adjourn.

The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 1 o’clock and 25 minutes a.m.), under its previous order, the House adjourned until today, Friday, August 4, 1995, at 8 a.m.

EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS, ETC.

Under clause 2 of rule XXIV, executive communications were taken from the Speaker’s table and referred as follows:

1303. A communication from the President of the United States, transmitting his request to make available emergency appropriations totaling $53,000,000 in budget authority for the Department of Commerce for fisherman relief programs in the Northeast, the Northwest, and the Gulf of Mexico; also fisherman relief programs in the Northeast, the Gulf of Mexico; and for other purposes; to the Committee on Commerce.

H. R. 2177. A bill to require congressional approval for certain uses of the exchange stabilization fund; to the Committee on Banking and Financial Services.

H. R. 2178. A bill to promote redevelopment of brownfields by providing Federal assistance for brownfield cleanups, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Commerce.

H. R. 2179. A bill to amend the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 to support the International Dolphin Conservation Program in the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Resources.

H. R. 2180. A bill to repeal the Federal charter for the National Education Association; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

H. R. 2181. A bill to extend the National Park System, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Resources.

H. R. 2182. A bill to amend the Immigration and Nationality Act with respect to treatment of aliens arriving after passing through a third country which could provide asylum; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

H. R. 2183. A bill to amend title 18, United States Code, to reduce the size of grand juries; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

H. R. 2184. A bill to amend title 5 of the United States Code to provide for the continuance of pay during lapses in appropriations; to the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight, and in addition to the Committee on Appropriations, for a period to be subsequently determined by the Speaker, in each case for consideration of such provisions as fall within the jurisdiction of the committee concerned.

H. R. 2185. A bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for coverage of bone mass measurements for certain individuals under part B of the Medicare Program; to the Committee on Commerce, and in addition to the Committee on Ways and Means, for a period to be subsequently determined by the Speaker, in each case for consideration of such provisions as fall within the jurisdiction of the committee concerned.

H. R. 2186. A bill to establish the Ohio & Erie Canal Corridor National Heritage Corridor in the State of Ohio; to the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure.

H. R. 2187. A bill to deauthorize a portion of the navigation project for Cohasset Harbor, MA; to the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

Under clause 2 of rule XXVII, reports of committees were delivered to the Clerk for printing and reference to the proper calendar, as follows:
Mr. SPENCE: Committee on National Security. H. R. 2180. A bill to amend the Merchant Marine Act, 1936 to revitalize the Unit- ed States-Flag merchant marine, and for other purposes; with an amendment (Rept. 104-229). Referred to the Committee of the Whole House on the State of the Union.

PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

Under clause 5 of rule X and clause 4 of rule XXII, public bills and resolutions were introduced and severally referred as follows:
By Mr. BACHUS (for himself, and Mr. KING):
H. R. 2177. A bill to require congressional approval for certain uses of the exchange stabilization fund; to the Committee on Banking and Financial Services.

H. R. 2178. A bill to promote redevelopment of brownfields by providing Federal assistance for brownfield cleanups, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Commerce.

H. R. 2179. A bill to amend the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 to support the International Dolphin Conservation Program in the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Resources.

H. R. 2180. A bill to repeal the Federal charter for the National Education Association; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

H. R. 2181. A bill to extend the National Park System, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Resources.

H. R. 2182. A bill to amend the Immigration and Nationality Act with respect to treatment of aliens arriving after passing through a third country which could provide asylum; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

H. R. 2183. A bill to amend title 18, United States Code, to reduce the size of grand juries; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

H. R. 2184. A bill to amend title 5 of the United States Code to provide for the continuance of pay during lapses in appropriations; to the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight, and in addition to the Committee on Appropriations, for a period to be subsequently determined by the Speaker, in each case for consideration of such provisions as fall within the jurisdiction of the committee concerned.

H. R. 2185. A bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for coverage of bone mass measurements for certain individuals under part B of the Medicare Program; to the Committee on Commerce, and in addition to the Committee on Ways and Means, for a period to be subsequently determined by the Speaker, in each case for consideration of such provisions as fall within the jurisdiction of the committee concerned.

H. R. 2186. A bill to establish the Ohio & Erie Canal Corridor National Heritage Corridor in the State of Ohio; to the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure.

H. R. 2187. A bill to deauthorize a portion of the navigation project for Cohasset Harbor, MA; to the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure.
MEMORIALS

Under clause 4 of rule XXII, memorials were presented and referred as follows:

147. By the SPEAKER: Memorial of the House of Representatives of the State of Oregon, relative to urging the Congress of the United States to transfer title of the Oregon and California railroad grant lands to the State of Oregon; to the Committee on Resources. (d)

Also, memorial of the House of Representatives of the State of Oregon, relative to urging the Congress of the United States to amend the Constitution of the United States to require a balanced Federal budget; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

Under clause 1 of rule XXII, Mr. METCALF introduced a bill (H.R. 2193) to authorize the Secretary of Transportation to issue a certification of documentation for an adornment of the two houses; considered and agreed to.

ADDITIONAL SPONSORS

Under clause 4 of rule XXII, sponsors were added to public bills and resolutions as follows:

SEC. 8107. LIMITATION ON PROCUREMENT OF CERTAIN VESSEL PROPULSIORS AND SHIP PROPULSION SHAFTING.

(a) Subject to subsection (c), none of the funds made available by this Act may be used to procure vessel propulsors six feet in diameter or greater when it is made known to the Federal official having authority to obligate or expend such funds that such propulsors are not manufactured in the United States and do not incorporate castings that are poured and finished only in the United States.

(b) Subject to subsection (c), none of the funds made available by this Act may be used to procure ship propulsion shafting when it is made known to the Federal official having authority to obligate or expend such funds that such ship propulsion shafting is not manufactured in the United States.

(c) The limitation in subsection (a) or subsection (b), as the case may be, does not apply when it is made known to the Federal official having authority to obligate or expend such funds that adequate domestic supplies of propulsors described in subsection (a) or of ship propulsion shafting are not available to meet Department of Defense requirements on a timely basis.

H.R. 2126

OFFERED BY: MR. CALLAHAN

AMENDMENT No. 74: Page 94, after line 3, insert the following new section:

SEC. 8107. None of the funds provided in title II of this Act for "FORMER SOVIET UNION THREAT REDUCTION" may be obligated or expended for costs incurred by the participation of United States Armed Forces units in any operation to the territory of the former Yugoslavia unless such funds are poured and finished only in the United States and do not incorporate castings that are poured and finished only in the United States.

H.R. 2126

OFFERED BY: MR. DEFAZIO

AMENDMENT No. 75: Page 94, line 3, insert the following new section:

SEC. 8107. None of the funds appropriated by this Act shall be obligated or expended for the salaries or expenses of any member of the Armed Forces or any Department of Defense employee in connection with the administration of construction of any golf course or other golf facilities at Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland.

H.R. 2126

OFFERED BY: MR. DEFAZIO

AMENDMENT No. 76: Page 94, after line 3, insert the following new section:

SEC. 8107. None of the funds available to the Department of Defense for the current fiscal year or prior fiscal years shall be obligated or expended for costs incurred by the introduction of the United States Armed Forces into hostilities, or situations where imminent involvement in hostilities are clearly indicated by the circumstances, in the territory of the former Yugoslavia unless such introduction is previously authorized by law.

H.R. 2126

OFFERED BY: MR. NEUMANN

AMENDMENT No. 77: Page 94, after line 3, insert the following new section:

SEC. 8107. None of the funds available to the Department of Defense for the current fiscal year shall be obligated or expended for costs incurred by the participation of United States Armed Forces units in any operation in the territory of the former Yugoslavia above the level of forces so deployed as of date of enactment.
OFFERED BY: MR. NEUMANN
AMENDMENT NO. 78: Page 94, after line 3, insert the following new section:
SEC. 8107. None of the funds available to the Department of Defense for the current fiscal year shall be obligated or expended for costs incurred by the deployment of United States Armed Forces in any operation in or around the territory of the former Yugoslavia above the level of such forces so deployed as of August 4, 1995 or to expand the mission currently being carried out by such forces as of such date: Provided. That this section shall not apply to emergency air rescue operations, the airborne delivery of humanitarian supplies, or the planning and execution of OPLAN 40104 to extract UNPROFOR personnel.

H.R. 2126
OFFERED BY: MR. SKELTON
AMENDMENT NO. 79: Page 94, after line 3, insert the following new section:
SEC. 8107. None of the funds provided in this Act may be obligated or expended for the provision by the United States of military training for military forces of the Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

H.R. 2127
OFFERED BY: MR. BATEMAN
AMENDMENT NO. 137: Page 25, line 5, strike $2,085,831,000 and insert $2,075,831,000.
Page 35, line 21, strike $411,781,000 and insert $399,781,000.
Page 42, line 7, strike $645,000,000 and insert $667,000,000.
Page 42, line 7, strike $550,000,000 and insert $572,000,000.
The Senate met at 9 a.m., on the expiration of the recess, and was called to order by the President pro tempore [Mr. THURMOND].

PRAYER
The Chaplain, Dr. Lloyd John Ogilvie, offered the following prayer:

Almighty God, our day is filled with challenges and decisions. In the quiet of this magnificent moment of conversation with You we dedicate this day. We want to live it to Your glory. We praise You that it is Your desire to give Your presence and blessings to those who ask You. You give strength and power to Your people when we seek You above anything else. You guide the humble and teach them Your way. Help us to humble ourselves as we begin this day so that no self-serving agenda or self-aggrandizing attitude will block Your blessings to us or to our Nation through us. Speak to us so that we may speak with both the tenor of Your truth and the tone of Your grace.

Make us maximum by Your Spirit for the demanding responsibilities and relationships of this day. We say with the Psalmist, “God, be merciful to us and bless us, and cause Your face to shine upon us, that Your way may be known on earth, Your salvation among the nations.”—Psalm 67:1–2. Amen.

RECOGNITION OF THE ACTING MAJORITY LEADER
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The acting majority leader is recognized.
Mr. LOTT. Thank you, Mr. President.

SCHEDULE
Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, this morning the leader time has been reserved and the Senate will resume consideration of S. 1026, the Department of Defense authorization bill. Under the order, Senator DORGAN is to be recognized to offer an amendment regarding

the national missiles defense. That amendment is limited to a 90-minute time limitation. Therefore, Senators may anticipate a rolloff call vote at approximately 10:30 unless all debate time is used. Additional rolloff call votes are expected throughout the day today and the Senate is expected to remain in session into the evening.

I yield the floor. Mr. President, so that Senator DORGAN and others might be recognized.

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1996

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. ASHCROFT). Under the previous order, the Senate will now resume consideration of S. 1026, which the clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read as follows:

A bill (S. 1026) to authorize appropriations for fiscal year 1996 for military activities of the Department of Defense, for military construction, and for defense activities of the Department of Energy, to prescribe personnel strengths for such fiscal year for the Armed Forces, and for other purposes.

The Senate resumed consideration of the bill.

Mr. EXON addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the previous order, the Senator from North Dakota [Mr. DORGAN] is recognized to offer an amendment on which there shall be 90 minutes for debate equally divided.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, may I inquire of the Senator from North Dakota? The Senator from Nebraska has been attempting to make an opening statement with regard to the measure before us. I am wondering, after the Senator from North Dakota has made the presentation under the unanimous-consent agreement, if both sides would agree to the Senator from Nebraska having 10 minutes for an opening statement on the overall measure without being charged to the time under the control by the majority or the minority.

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, if I might respond to the Senator from Nebraska, I have no objection. But my understanding is that the 9 to 10:30 time period for this amendment would result in a vote at 10:30, and there are some leadership obligations that require that vote to occur at 10:30, and by unanimous consent we have limited debate to an hour and a half, 45 minutes to each side, on the amendment.

It might be the case that the Senator should give an opening presentation immediately after the vote at 10:30.

Mr. EXON. I thank the Senator. That doesn’t happen to agree with the schedule of the Senator from Nebraska. But I will try again.

Thank you very much, Mr. President.
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I might say that I have no objection. But my understanding is that the 10:30 vote must occur at 10:30 because of some leadership obligations by previous agreement.

PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that Robert Russell, a fellow on detail from the Department of Energy, be allowed floor privileges during the debate of S. 1026.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

AMENDMENT NO. 2076

(Purpose: To reduce the amount authorized to be appropriated under Title II for national missile defense)

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I send an amendment to the desk and ask for its immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read as follows:

The Senator from North Dakota [Mr. DORGAN], for himself, Mr. BRADLEY, Mr. LEAHY, Mr. LOTT...
This bill will direct the development for deployment by 2003 (incidentally, the early deployment by 1999) of a multiple site system for national missile defense that, if deployed, would be a clear violation of the ABM Treaty. The bill would severely strain U.S.-Russian relations and would threaten continued Russian implementation of the START II Treaty. The American missile defense system by 2003 will require significant investments in the out-years.

And, incidentally, the Congressional Budget Office says anywhere from $30 to $40 billion. The committee avoids the issue. The committee directs the Secretary of Defense to budget accordingly.

This is very interesting. The Armed Services Committee says we are going to build this. Here is $300 million you do not want to build something we do not need, and when we are $48 billion, and we say to you, Mr. Secretary of Defense, “budget accordingly.” It does not say where he should get the money. It does not say they are going to raise taxes to pay for it. It says to the Secretary of Defense, budget accordingly.

Well, we all understand what that means. That means that the warriors who fight so hard rhetorically to reduce the Federal budget deficits are now telling the Wall Street they want to use the taxpayers’ credit card to go out and purchase a $48 billion national ballistic missile program that this country does not need and cannot afford.

It seems to me we ought to ask two questions about these kinds of proposals when they come to us. One is, do we need it? And the second is, can we afford it?

On the first question, do we need it, do we need the $300 million added to this budget, the Secretary of Defense says no.

Can we afford it? Even if we do not need it, can we afford it? Does anybody in this room, living in a country that is up to its neck in debt, with annual yearly deficits that are still alarming and a Federal debt approaching $5 trillion, believe we can afford something we do not need?

I am going to talk some about the system itself, but first I wish to talk about the irony of being here in the Chamber at a time when we are told repeatedly, week after week after week, that we do not have enough money. We are told we do not have enough money to fully fund the programs to be able to send kids to college. So we are going to budget in a way that is going to make it harder for families to send their kids to college because we have to tighten our belt. We are told that we cannot afford to provide an entitlement that a parent should have at school in the middle of the day because we must tighten our belt. We are told health care is too expensive and so we must cut $270 billion from Medicare and a substantial amount from Medicaid because we must tighten our belt.

So for the American family, the message is tighten your belt on things like education, health care, nutrition. But when it comes to security, we are told it is not time to tighten our belt; let us get the wish lists out and let us get the American taxpayers’ checkbook out—or the credit card more likely—and let us decide to build a project that the Secretary of Defense says he does not want money for at this point.

Let me talk about the project itself.

This bill provides research and development funds in order to accelerate the deployment of a national missile defense system. The administration requested $371 million for its ongoing research and development program. The Armed Services Committee says that is not good enough for us. The committee wants $300 million more added to the request because it wants to deploy the system in four years. The committee is telling the Defense Department to build it. They are saying that it does not matter to us what you think; it does not matter to us whether you think we need it. We insist you build it.

I come from a State where the only antiballistic missile system in the free world was built. It was built in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s. Less than 30 days after it was declared operational, it was mothballed. In other words, in the same month that it was declared fully operational, it was also mothballed.

It is anticipated, because of our Nation’s geography, that one of the sites in a multiple site national missile defense system would be in North Dakota. There would likely be one North Dakota site. And I suppose some would say, well, that means jobs in your State; you ought to support this.

I do not think it makes sense to support a defense initiative of this type especially at this time in our country’s history if you measure it with the yardstick of a jobs program. Yes, this might include some jobs in North Dakota, but it also will include the commitment and the prospect of taking $40 billion from the American taxpayers to build a project we do not need, with money we do not have, at a time when we are telling a lot of Americans that we cannot make investments in human potential for the future of this country.

If you are planning for a year, plant rice; if you are planning for 10 years, plant trees; if you are planning for 100 years, plant men.
I take “plant people” to mean “educate your children.”

In this Chamber, we appropriately say that we have big financial problems. We are choking on debt and must do something about it. We have a lot of folks who are about it, gnash their teeth, who wring their hands, who act like warriors on deficit reduction—until it comes time for a bill like this. And then they say to us, boy, we have threats; we have threats from North Korea; we have threats from Libya; we have threats from Iran. What do threats suggest we should do? What should we do is, under the aegis of reform—which is the wrong “re” word; the real “re” word is not “reform”; it is “revert”—is resurrect and dust off a proposal coming from the early 1980’s, a cold war relic to build a national missile defense system to put an umbrella over America to protect against incoming missiles from some renegade country. Far more important is the threat from a suitcase bomb somewhere; you start worrying about a nuclear device hauled in the trunk of a car and parked at a dock in New York City; you start worrying about a canister 3 inches high of deadly weapons. That is far more likely a threat to this country than a terrorist getting ahold of an intercontinental ballistic missile and attempting to blackmail America.

Mr. President, I am most anxious to hear those who defend this $300 million spending on projects that are, in my judgment, worthless. So let me at this point yield the floor and listen and then respond to some of what I hear. I hope maybe the Senate, voting on this today, will decide that it ought not to spend $300 million we do not have on something the Secretary of Defense says we do not need. That would seem to me to send a powerful signal to the American people who in this body is serious about the issue of the Federal deficit.

Mr. President, I yield the floor and reserve my time.

Mr. THURMOND addressed the Chair. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from South Carolina.

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I rise in strong opposition to the Dorgan amendment. The Armed Services Committee has taken a hard look at the ballistic missile defense programs and considered that $300 million is warranted—and indeed, badly needed. If the United States is to ever be defended against even the most limited ballistic missile threats, we must begin now.

The administration’s program for national missile defense is simply inadequate. And in my view, the ballistic missile threat facing the United States is significant and growing. This threat clearly justifies an accelerated effort to develop and deploy highly effective theater and national missile defenses. In the bill now before the Senate we have done just this. The Missile Defense Act is a responsible and measured piece of legislation that responds to a growing threat to American national security.

There have been many arguments raised in opposition to the Missile Defense Act of 1995. These are either false or seriously exaggerated. Let me address three themes that have been mentioned repeatedly.

First, the Missile Defense Act of 1995 does not signal a return to star wars. It advocates modest and affordable programs that are technically low risk.

Second, it is said that the amendment violates or advocates violation of the ABM Treaty. The means to implement the policies and goals outlined in the Missile Defense Act of 1995 are contained in the ABM Treaty itself.

Finally, the policies and goals contained in the Missile Defense Act of 1995 will not undermine START II or other arms control agreements. Russia has repeatedly agreed in the past that deployment of a limited national missile defense system is not inconsistent with deterrence and stability. The United States must not allow critical national security programs to be held hostage to other issues when there is no substantive or logical linkage between them.

Mr. President, I therefore would conclude by urging my colleagues to oppose the amendment by the distinguished Senator from North Dakota. This amendment would undermine a critical defense requirement and further perpetuate the vulnerability of the American people.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.

Mr. LOTT addressed the Chair. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Mississippi.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I, too, rise in opposition to the amendment. I would like to begin with a quote from Secretary Perry in this general area now, that we have entered the post-cold war time. Secretary Perry is quoted as saying:

“The bad news is that in this era deterrence may not provide even the cold comfort it did during the cold war. We may be facing terrorists or rogue regimes with ballistic missiles and nuclear weapons at the same time in the future. And they may not buy into our deterrence theory. Indeed, they may be madder than MAD.”

MAD, mutually assured destruction.

Mr. President, I think it is unfortunate that there are those who seem to think that the American people should not be defended against the one military threat which holds them at risk in their homes on a daily basis. Simply stated, this amendment seeks to perpetuate what I believe is truly an American vulnerability.

Yesterday there were only five Senators who opposed a sense-of-the-Senate resolution that the American people should be defended against accidental, intentional, or limited ballistic missile attack. Today the Senate from North Dakota is attempting to cut $300 million from national missile defense to ensure that American cities will in effect remain undefended without this additional funding.

Senators yesterday voted in favor of defending the American people in this new era that we are in. So today all Senators will have an opportunity to demonstrate whether they are concerned about a national defense. If you believe, as the Senator from North Dakota so honestly does, and has stated, that the United States should not be defended against this particular potential for ballistic missile attack, then you believe that the time has come to get on with national missile defense, you should oppose this amendment.

We have heard quite a bit about how there is no threat and how investment in national missile defense is a waste of money. Let us remember that more Americans died in the Persian Gulf war as a result of one missile than any other single cause. I do not imagine that the families of these victims would view missile defense investments as a waste.

The argument that there is no threat to justify the deployment of a national missile defense system I think is strategically shortsighted and technically shortsighted. Even if we did not have today, by the time we develop and deploy an NMD system we will almost certainly face new ballistic missile threats to the United States. Unfortunately, it will take almost 10 years to develop and deploy even a limited system.

Much has been made of the intelligence community’s estimate that no new threat to the United States will develop for 10 years. But the intelligence community has confirmed that there are numerous ways for hostile countries to acquire intercontinental ballistic missiles in much less than 10 years by other than indigenous development. I would point out the same intelligence has also prepared a chart showing the North Korean missile programs, including the Taepo Dong II ICBM, which DIA says could be operational in 5 years.

We see the size and the capability of destructive ability of these various missiles. You have got the Scud-B, the Scud-C, the No Dong, the Taepo Dong I and II. And these have not been tested. But it is very capable for them to do that, the North Koreans to do that. And it is estimated that they could go to the biggest one, which would be well over the 1,000 kilometers, in 5 years or maybe less. And in developing this system North Korea has demonstrated to the world that an ICBM capability can emerge rapidly and relatively with little limited testing.

Nobody knows with certainty what the range of this potential new missile would be. But we do know that it is approximately the size of the Minuteman ICBM.

Even if we knew with certainty that no new threat would materialize for 10 years there would still be a strong case for developing and deploying a national
defense system. Developing an NMD system would serve to deter countries that would seek to acquire otherwise ICBM capability. A vulnerable United States merely invites proliferation, blackmail, and even aggression.

It is argued that the administration’s NMD program costs less than the one proposed in the defense authorization bill. Well, I guess that is right. It usually does cost more to actually do something about a problem than nothing, which is precisely what the administration will do. I fear—nothing at all. They request money. And they have requested almost $400 million this year. And yet it is not enough to actually get the job done. The administration’s program has no deployment goal in sight. In effect, you know, it wastes almost $400 million per year on a program designed never to achieve a specific end. In my view, if we are not going to actually deploy something we ought to take the rest of the money and spend it on something that will defend America.

The Senator from North Dakota has stated that the system we want to build will cost $40 billion. But by the administration’s own charts, it states that the cost will be less than $20 billion, including a full space-based sensor constellation. How does this compare to the cost of the F-22, the B-2 or other major new systems? I think it is a pretty good investment relative to virtually anything else that DOD is developing. What good does it do to be able to project power overseas with modern and sophisticated weapons if we cannot secure our families at home? Remember what we are talking about here. It is not an insignificant amount, an additional $300 million approximately, but you are talking about the cost of three or four airplanes. You are talking about offensive weaponry, three or four airplanes. We can move toward the ability to develop and deploy this system.

One other chart I would like to refer to with regard to the national missile defense program. The Bottom-Up Review just, I guess, 2 years ago, projected the expenditures at this level for the national missile defense. The administration fiscal year 1995 request was as you see up to about $300 million. And then in the fiscal year 1996 it dropped down, and what this bill actually does is basically increase over what the administration’s fiscal year 1995 request was. So, talking about just enough increase to move toward actual development and the ability to deploy within 10 years.

So this is a good-sense approach. It is one based on what the administration had projected in its Bottom-Up Review and what it asked for in 1995.

For those who argue that the Senate Armed Services Committee is throwing money at ballistic missile defense, I point out that the amount of this bill for the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization is $136 million lower than the Clinton administration’s own Bottom-Up Review recommended for fiscal year 1996. It is also less than the administration’s own budget forecast in last year’s plan.

All four of the defense committees in Congress have increased funding for the national missile defense. In fact, the Senate Armed Services Committee and the Senate Defense Appropriations Subcommittee have recommended a smaller increase than the House committees have. The House has recommended an additional $100 million.

In response to those who say the administration did not request this increase, I point out the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization has made it clear on many occasions and with the administration’s, I think, tacit approval, that if more money was made available for ballistic missile programs that they would want to spend $400 million on the national missile defense program.

The bottom line is simple. If you think that American people should not be defended against ballistic missiles, then go ahead and support this amendment. If you think that the time has come to do something about an ever-increasing threat in this post-Cold War era, then vote against this amendment.

I strongly urge my colleagues to put themselves on the side of defending the American people at a very reasonable cost.

I yield the floor, Mr. President.

Mr. INHOFE addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who yields time?

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I yield 5 minutes to the distinguished Senator.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Oklahoma.

Mr. INHOFE. Mr. President, I thank the Senator for the time.

I was listening intently to the Senator from Mississippi. I was glad he brought that up because the Senator from North Dakota has said over and over again that this is a $40 billion program for the future. I think it has to be clarified, and yet after we clarify it, I suggest the Senator from North Dakota will continue to use $40 billion. This is just not true.

The Senator from Mississippi talked about, according to the figures of the administration, it was $24.2 billion. But I suggest that includes the SMPS program, Brilliant Eyes, which is funded separately, which can be taken off. It is closer to $18 billion.

We do have an investment today in the program of $38 billion. Some people estimate it is more than that. Let us be conservative and say $38 billion in what we call the SDI program, which some people like to continue to use star wars to try to make the public of this country believe that this is some fantasy, that it is not real. It is not something that we are working on.

The SDI program, we feel, helped end the cold war by 5 years. What kind of a value can we put on that? In fact, the Russian Ambassador to the United States, Vladimir Lukin, stated that if it had not been for SDI, the cold war would have gone on for 5 additional years.

The SDI program and its research led to technologies that are now in place today, such as the Aegis system, cruisers and destroyers, kinetic energy programs, the hit-to-kill technologies which are used in the THAAD, the PAC-3, the Navy upper-tier defense systems. These are not star wars; these are technologies. They are on line today.

All we are trying to do is say that in 5 years from now, where many in the intelligence community say we are going to be threatened by perhaps North Korea or other technology that will reach the United States—and this is something that most of the intelligence community agrees with—we want to do something about that time that will be within the confines of the ABM Treaty. We talked about that before. This is as much as we can do to reach the point so that 5 years from today, we are going to be able to defend the United States against missile attacks.

The Senator from North Dakota referred and over and over to the cruise missiles, to the ships and vans that deliver weapons. And on that case, I agree with the Senator from North Dakota. I think he is right. But we are already taking care of that. We are already working on that program. The Senate from North Dakota talks about intelligence estimates. I asked yesterday on this floor, what if we are wrong, what if those intelligence estimates he is saying where the threat is not there for 10 more years, what if we are right and it is 5 more years? What if he is wrong? Look back to 1940 and Pearl Harbor. At that time our estimates were wrong; North Korea in 1960, or more recently, Iraq in 1990. Our intelligence was wrong at that time.

The Senator relies on the cold war mutually assured destruction program embodied in the triad of missile submarines, land-based missiles and bombers, but we had all these things 5 years ago, and that did not deter Saddam Hussein from using Scud missiles.

When the Senator points out that the administration says that $300 million to defend Americans from attack is not working, he brings it back to just 3 months ago, the director of the Pentagon’s Ballistic Missile Defense Organization, with the administration’s blessing, said that they could spend $500 million more. That is $200 million more than the additional amount we are trying to put on that we did put on in the Senate Armed Services Committee and our counterparts in the other body to reach a system that would defend America.

The Senator from North Dakota is also saying the administration supposedly defended our interests last year by spending $2 billion. We are doing a lot of talking now about $300
I am talking about Somalia and Haiti and Bosnia and Rwanda. We are spending all this money. We are sending our troops all the way around the world to defend violations of human rights. Certainly, I am not insensitive to the ethic of justice that is going on and that these human rights violations. But we are spending huge amounts for that. I disagree with the foreign policy of the administration, and I do not think we should be doing it. But if we are doing it, that is $2 billion, and we are talking $300 million right now to keep this on line to be able to defend this country 5 years from now.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator’s 5 minutes have expired.

Mr. INHOFE. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent for 2 additional minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from South Carolina yield 2 additional minutes?

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I grant him 2 more minutes.

Mr. INHOFE. Finally, Mr. President, I must express my amazement with the priorities of the Senator from North Dakota. He wants to cut $590 million from the missile defense. He says we have higher domestic priorities. We heard about the nutrition programs, we heard about all these social programs that seem to, in his mind, have a higher priority.

I suggest to you that this $300 million is a relatively small amount of money. The one bomb in Oklahoma City that wiped out the Murrah Federal Building cost the taxpayers $500 million—one bomb.

I suggest if the Senator from North Dakota could have stood with me in Oklahoma City on April 19, April 20, April 21, when they are sending troops and volunteers into this building to pull out people who might be alive in there, the hope was there that more would be alive, then the fourth day came and the smell of death had enveloped the city, if you could have been there, and what was going through my mind was, this is just one building in one city, one missile could come in there and wipe out every building in the city of Oklahoma City, in the city of Sioux Falls, SD, in Bismarck, ND, in New York City, could wipe out the entire thing.

Multiply that one thing, the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City by 100, by 1,000. That is the threat that is out there. That is the threat that can reach, according to many in the intelligence community, this country within 5 years. We have to be ready for that. This should be the highest priority. We are elected to defend America. That is exactly what this is about today.

So, Mr. President, in the strongest of terms, I say this is the minimum that we can do to keep on force, to have a national missile defense system in place in 5 years when the threat is very real.

Mr. STEVENS addressed the Chair.

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I yield 3 minutes to the distinguished Senator from Alaska.

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I thank the Chairman of the Armed Services Committee.

The Ballistic Missile Defense Initiative, reported by the Armed Services Committee, puts our Nation on the right track to address the growing missile threat to our country.

In the defense appropriations bill, which was reported last week, we fully supported every element of that plan, and I congratulate Senators THURMOND, LOFFT, and others who worked with them.

Every intelligence assessment available to the Congress indicates that the threat posed to U.S. military forces is growing from ballistic missiles, as is the threat to the United States itself.

There can be no greater imperative, as we allocate funding for research and development for future systems, than to develop and deploy an effective national missile defense system.

This matter has special significance to every citizen of my State of Alaska. Already, North Korea is developing missiles that could attack the military installations in Alaska. Alaska-based F-15’s, F-16’s, and OA-10 aircraft will be the first to respond to any attack on South Korea. On that basis, we are a target for North Korea.

The distinguished Senator from North Dakota may be confident that this State will not face that threat in coming years and I share that confidence. Our country was lucky in the gulf war. The ingenuity and technical creativeness ensured that we had some minimal capacity to respond to the Iraqi Scud missile threat.

We cannot and must not, rely on luck to be ready to face the risk of missiles launches against my State and against the United States in total. We must make the investment now to have ready a system to deploy, if that is the decision of the President and Congress.

The additional funds proposed for authorization and appropriation for national missile defense is a reasonable and affordable start for this program.

It is my understanding that a number of Members wish to support this initiative. I do so as a Senator from a State that is seriously threatened today, and I believe the funding authorized by this bill, already included in the defense appropriations bill, is the best way to start.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who yields time?

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I yield such time as I may consume to myself.

Mr. President, statements have been made that my position is I do not want to defend America’s cities against a very real threat—total nonsense; abso- lute nonsense.

My position is that we should not be spending money we do not have on something the Secretary of Defense says we do not need. Let me read from a letter from Secretary of Defense William Perry to Senator NUNN:

Secretary of Defense Nunn’s provision would add nothing to DOD’s ability to pursue our missile defense programs and would needlessly cause us to incur excess costs and serious security risks. It would require us to make a decision now on developing a specific national missile defense for deployment by 2003, with interim operational capability in 2001. Despite the fact that a strategic missile threat has not emerged. Our national missile defense program is designed to give us the capability for a deployment decision in 3 years, when we will be in a much better position to assess the threat and deploy the most technologically advanced system available, if they think it is needed.

This is not a case of somebody deciding not to worry about protecting America’s cities. It is a case of saying we do not want to spend $300 million that the Secretary of Defense says we do not need to spend.

Let me respond to a couple of other things that have been said. This is not about $300 million. It is about $48 billion, according to the Congressional Budget Office. I ask all the Senators who spoke here, where are you going to get that money? Do you want to advance a notion that we want to buy a brand new system, which by the way does, indeed, include star wars, as page 59 of the bill says? I ask you, where are you going to get the money for it?

Let me say to you, as well, that when you talk about the threat from an intercontinental ballistic missile, as you have all talked about, you understand and I understand—I have some material that I will not read from on the record—but it is a Nobel laureate, from veterans of the Manhattan project and from physicists who are experts in this field, all of whom agree—and I think you would agree—that a threat from a rogue country is far more likely as a result of a cruise missile, which cannot be defended against by this system, than it is from an intercontinental ballistic missile. A cruise missile is easier to build and cheaper to build and more likely for them to get.

I ask you this question, if you are worried about protecting America’s cities: If you finished spending $48 billion to defend against ballistic missiles, then tell me how that system defends America’s cities against the far more likely threat of cruise missiles. The fact is that by building a national ballistic missile defense you have done nothing to defend against a cruise missile attack on American cities.

That is the point. The point here is that there’s a program called with a constituency. Like all weapons programs, it does not matter what the climate is—it can be rain, snow, wind, or
slept: you can have a Soviet Union or not, and it could be 1983 or 1995—this weapons program has legs. It has jobs and it has constituencies. This is out of step, makes no sense, and yet we see on the floor of the Senate folks who come here every Wednesday, let us this year, stick $300 million more in this program than was asked for and than is needed. Why? Because we want to defend America’s cities. Against what? Against a threat which the Secretary of Defense says does not exist, and Nobel laureates of the Manhattan project say does not exist.

If you are so all-fired worried about threats, let us focus on the threats that the Nation will really face.

One additional thing. I think the Senator from Oklahoma makes the point that I have been trying to make this morning when he talks about the tragic bombing of Oklahoma City. It is not an intercontinental ballistic missile with all of its sophisticated targeting a likely way to attack against America. It is far more likely to be a rental truck, a suitcase, a glass vial, a single-engine airplane. I think the Senator from Oklahoma made the point I was trying to make.

Mr. DORGAN. What is the Senator yield? Mr. DORGAN. I will not yield on my time.

Mr. INHOFE. I would like to respond to the Senator.

Mr. DORGAN. If the Senator would give me the time, I am happy to answer questions. But we have 45 minutes equally divided. I will at this time reserve the remainder of my time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who yields time?

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I yield 5 minutes to the Senator from Minnesota, Senator WELLSTONE.

Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President, first of all, let me just say that 5 minutes is a long time to make the case. But I am in strong support of the Dorgan amendment for a number of reasons. First of all, I will talk policy, and then I will talk budget. There is no significant long-range ballistic missile threat to the United States now or in the immediate future. The head of the DIA stated:

We see no interest in or capability of any new country reaching the continental United States with a long-range missile for at least the next decade.

Mr. President, the national missile defense provides no defense against the most likely future attacks on the United States, which will not be delivered by missiles. We have seen that clearly in a tragic way at the World Trade Center, the Federal building in Oklahoma City, and the subway in Tokyo.

Mr. President, there are many arguments I could make about this impossible dream. But let me just put it in a slightly different way. We have out here a bill that requests $7 billion more than the Pentagon says it needs. We have out here with star wars a request for $300 million more than the Pentagon says it wants to spend or needs to spend.

Mr. President, I think this amendment is about more than star wars. It is about priorities. And if you look at requests for this year, it is $4.6 billion, but the total cost of the next aircraft carrier, the CVN-78, is $4.6 billion.

If you look at requests for police officers, housing, childhood immunization, in Colorado, the Pentagon stated, $7 billion more in this bill than requested by the Pentagon itself, of the kind of stories that are now coming out, Mr. President, about a variety of different pork projects, all across the country, we have to ask ourselves the question, what are we doing here?

I was on the floor of the Senate not too long ago, saying why are we eliminating low-income energy assistance? I was talking about the poor in the cold-weather State of Minnesota. We also have a primary argument against it. This was during the time where we read that 450 people died, many elderly and poor.

On the one hand, we cut low-income energy assistance, we cut education programs, we cut job programs, we cut all sorts of nutrition programs, we are not investing in our children, and we have here a bill that asks for $7 billion more than the Pentagon says it needs for our national defense.

Now, the primary argument against this impossible dream, many independent people arguing it never will work anyway—a request for an additional $300 million.

Mr. President, the real national security for our country is not for star wars in space. It is to feed children and educate children and provide safety and security for people in communities, and job opportunities for people on Earth.

This is outrageous. At the very time we have some of our deficit hawks saying—taxes, cut this, cut that—cut low-income energy assistance, cut legal services, cut job training, cut summer youth programs, cut education programs, cut health care programs,' we have here a budget that asks for $7 billion more than the Pentagon wants, and $300 million more for star wars—this impossible dream, this fantasy—than is requested by our own defense people.

This is really a test. I say to my colleagues from North Dakota, this is a test case vote, as to whether or not we are serious about reducing the deficit and investing in people in our country, investing in people who live in the communities in our country. That is what this is about.

Senator, you cannot dance at two weddings at the same time. You are trying to dance at three weddings at the same time. You cannot keep saying you are for deficit reduction, you cannot keep saying you are for children and education, you cannot keep saying you are for job opportunities, you cannot keep saying you are for veterans, you cannot keep saying we will not cut Medicare, and at the same time allocating more and more money for your pork military projects, and adding to a military budget that the Pentagon itself says it does not need. I yield the floor.

THURMOND. I yield 10 minutes to the distinguished Senator from Arizona.

Mr. KYL. I thank the distinguished chairman of the Armed Services Committee for yielding time to discuss this amendment.

Going back to basics, the amendment is to cut $300 million from the committee’s request for funding for the Defense Department. The committee has a $300 million increase from what the administration had requested for this particular part of the budget. The House had increased it $400 million. The Senate increase is less than the House increase by $100 million. The Dorgan amendment is to cut $300 million from the committee’s request.

Now, with this amendment, the committee’s mark are categorized into two areas: First, the threat is not that great or that soon; second, the money could be spent on other things.

First, talking about the threat, there is no question here that the threat is not imminent. The threat we are talking about is a threat to relatively soon be able to attack the continental United States, because this is the national missile defense part of the program we are talking about.

Now, we all understand that eventually we will have to have a defense against missiles that would either be accidentally or intentionally launched against U.S. territory. The question is, how soon do we need to begin preparing for that?

The Senator from North Dakota says we do not need to worry about it yet because it will be maybe 10 years before the threat emerges. There are two points, I think. First, it is wrong; and, second, we are not taking into account the fact that it takes a long time to develop the programs to respond to the offensive threat.

We have been working at this program for a long time. It has been 5 years yesterday, since the taking over of Kuwait by Iraq. Yet we are not very far down the road in terms of improving our ability to defend even against a missile like the Scud B that the Iraqis have had for years. We are talking about much longer range missiles than the Scud B. We are talking about missiles that could reach U.S. territory.

Now, at first we are talking about the State of Alaska or the Territory of Guam. I know it is of interest to the Senator from Alaska.

In fact, we all would be very, very concerned about a threat to any U.S. citizen, whether it be in Guam or whether it be in Alaska. It does not have to be to the heartland of America. What is the fact with regard to this threat? The person who last headed the CIA just prior to the new Director, John Deutch, the then Acting Director
of the Central Intelligence Agency, Admial William Studeman, made this point just a few months ago. He said, Our understanding of North Korea’s earlier Scud development leads us to believe that it is unlikely Pyongyang could deploy Taepo-Dong I or Taepo-Dong II missiles before 3 to 5 years. However, if Pyongyang has foreshortened its development program, we could see these missiles earlier.

What the acting CIA Director was saying is that they probably will not have this missile that could reach the United States for 3 to 5 years. Well, we cannot develop this system within 3 to 5 years. The bill calls for some kind of a deployment, hopefully, by 1999. That is within the timeframe that the CIA Director acknowledges the Taepo-Dong II missile could be developed. Now, what about the current CIA director? John Deutch said last year, If the North Koreans field that Taepo-Dong II missile, Guam, Alaska, and parts of Hawaii would potentially be at risk. The point here is that North Korea, a belligerent state over whom we have virtually no negotiating control, no diplomatic control, is developing a weapon which the CIA says could potentially reach United States territory in 3 to 5 years.

If the 3 years is correct, we cannot possibly have anything deployed in time to meet that threat. Even if it is just used to blackmail us, it is a tremendous threat. For those who say that North Korea is not a threat here, the facts do not bear them out. The intelligence estimates do not bear them out. The other side of this argument is, well, there are other threats. There could be a suitcase bomb. There is a cruise missile threat, and of course the answer is yes, that is true. We are doing everything we can to meet those threats as well. It is a fallacy of logic to suggest that because there is some other threat there, there is no threat. That is the logic of the Senator from North Dakota. Well, somebody might bring a suitcase bomb over. We, we are working that problem very hard. The last three CIA Directors have said that their primary concern is the proliferation of these weapons of mass destruction and the missiles that can deliver them.

As a matter of fact, there has not been a clear bomb explode, but there have been missiles launched against U.S. forces. As a matter of fact, as I said yesterday, fully 20 percent of our casualties in the Persian Gulf were as a result of a Scud missile. We did not have an adequate protection against the Scud missile. We at least had the Patriot over there. We have nothing to protect the people in the United States. I think the CIA Directors are a pretty good source for this proposition that there is a potential threat out there, and we will be lucky to be able to deploy a system in time to meet that threat, if their statistics are correct.

Now, just one quick final point on the threat. The Senator from North Dakota suggests that the triad is actually adequate here, but the same Secretary of Defense that he is so fond of relying on has made it clear that mutual assured destruction, that threat that we retaliate with nuclear weapons against Iraq or some other country, is just not credible. As Secretary Perry said on March 8 of this year, The bad news is that in this era, deterrence may not provide everyone cold comfort it did during the cold war. We may be facing terrorists or rogue regimes with ballistic missiles and nuclear weapons at the same time in the future, and they may not buy into our deterrence theory. Indeed, they may be madder than MAD. And the M-A-D that he is referring to is the mutual assured destruction doctrine, which the Secretary is saying is madness today. That doctrine no longer works. We need a defense, not just the threat of massive retaliation to prevent countries from launching missiles against the United States.

Finally, let us talk about the amount here. First of all, as the Senator from Mississippi pointed out earlier, the amount that is in the Senate bill this year is less than the Clinton administration requested last year in their 5-year budget. So in the 5-year plan the administration sent up here last year, they were asking for more money for this program than the committee has asked for this year. It is a matter of timing, of when you spend the money. As I think I have pointed out, fully 20 percent of the defense budget is used in the research and development programs for BMD and missile defense systems. So, it is not as if we are not spending any money on this, but we are spending it strategically.

For those who say, well, the Secretary does not want this money, I do not want it and I will not spend it if you send it to me. As a matter of fact, his spokesman on this issue, Gen. Malcolm O’Neill, before the House committee just a few weeks ago, was asked to spend this money, and here is what he said: I have reviewed the BMD program, the impact of last year’s budget reductions and the schedule of several key programs in order to recommend where additional resources could be best applied. Remember, the House is talking about $400 million in additional resources. And he says: These funds could be effectively used in several key BMD, to accelerate development efforts, preserve early development options for a national missile defense system, and to protect current theater missile defense system acquisition schedules.

In other words, the expert in this area, the head of the program, Gen. Mal O’Neill, made it clear to the House of Representatives if he had this extra money he could effectively use it. I understand the administration position is against this. We all understand that. But it is not common sense when you recognize the speed with which this threat could be upon us and the ability we need to develop a system that could defend us.

When I say it is not common sense, I do not mean to denigrate the Secretary of Defense. He is a fine public servant and is very concerned about the future of our country. But reasonable people can differ about the speed with which we ought to get on with this effort and the priority of spending this money, I submit the weight of evidence from the Central Intelligence Agency and from the other people who spoke on the issue is, we better get about this task right away. The final point with regard to the money is that while we could be spending this money on summer youth programs or Low Income Home Energy Assistance—or course we could. But what is more important, defending American lives or summer youth programs? We have to set priorities around here. I submit the decision today is that the threat could be upon us and the ability we need to defend our own citizens from a missile attack? Those would be the questions asked on this floor.

Today that question can be answered because these people who seek to cut these funds out of the committee bill will be the people responsible for us not having a system at the time that the CIA believes we are going to need to have it. That is the question before the before the Senate, do we go along with the Administration? Do we go along with the committee? Which is the body of expertise on this? Do we go along with the Central Intelligence estimates, and do we go along to fund this program to at least the priority level? Who allowed this threat to evolve to the point we could not defend our own citizens from a missile attack? Those would be the questions asked on this floor.

Let us not be confused about what the question is. Do we go along to fund this program to at least the priority level of spending this money on summer youth programs or Low Income Home Energy Assistance or the like? Or do we take the risk and roll the dice, spend the money on summer youth programs or Low Income Home Energy Assistance or the like? I submit the decision today is that we should go along with the committee’s request here, support the committee and vote down the Dorgan amendment which would cut the $300 million.

The Presiding Officer. Who yields time? Mr. Dorgan. Mr. President, let me yield a minute to myself before I yield 5 minutes to the Senator from Arkansas.

I might say if ever there is an Olympic event called side stepping, I have seen this morning several candidates for gold medals. We not be confused about what the Secretaries of Defense has said. Here is a letter he sent last week. It says this:
The bill’s provisions would add nothing to DOD’s ability to pursue our missile defense programs and would needlessly cause us to incur excess costs and serious security risks.

That is not a letter from a Secretary who is not sure whether this is good policy or not. The Senator from Arizona says he just has not asked us. The Senator says that of course, the Secretary would like to get it this additional money.

Mr. KYL. Will the Senator yield?

Mr. DORGAN. This letter says he does not want it. He thinks it adds excess costs and additional security risks to this country. So let us not be confused about the message from the Secretary of Defense. He is clear on this issue.

Mr. KYL. Will the Senator yield?

Mr. DORGAN. I yield 5 minutes to the Senator from Arkansas. I will be happy to yield momentarily for a question.

Mr. KYL. Briefly, can the Senator point anywhere in that letter where he is referring to this $300 million? He is referring generally to this bill, not to this $300 billion.

Mr. DORGAN. In fact, he specifically refers to this $300 million in this program. I say to the Senator from Arizona in the following part of this paragraph. I read it once before and I am not going to read it again for you.

The point is, he is talking about developing specific national missile defense for interim operational capability in 1999 and for full deployment in 2003. That is exactly and specifically the program we are now debating. If the Senator is asking, was the Secretary talking about this issue, the answer is clearly, unequivocally, yes, that is exactly what the Secretary was talking about in this letter.

I reserve the remainder of my time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who yields time?

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I yield 5 minutes to the distinguished Senator from South Carolina for yielding, and thank him for his leadership in support of the defense of the United States of America.

I am very pleased that this amendment has been offered. I oppose it, vehemently and strongly oppose it, but I am glad it has been offered because it gives the American people a chance once and for all to see just exactly what this debate is all about and who stands for what.

The Dorgan amendment would leave the American people completely vulnerable to ballistic missile threats, completely vulnerable. It says to our constituents, it is OK to protect Israel, protect France, protect Germany, protect Italy, protect our allies, but not our folks at home. Do not protect them.

The armed services bill, on the other hand, establishes a program to defend all Americans, regardless of where they live, against a limited ballistic missile attack. For the life of me, I do not understand how anyone could use the argument it is OK to protect somebody in one area of the country and not in another area of the country. How can one do that and keep a straight face?

The Clinton program and the Dorgan amendment leaves the United States hostage, completely, to the likes of Iran, Syria, Libya, China, Cuba, and others basically have free access to the United States, North Korea, Syria, North Korea, and China, to name a few. That ought to put the fear of God in us—just that, just thinking about those nations. And at least 24, some of the same ones I just mentioned, have chemical weapons. And the United States is left with the very real threat of having biological weapons. And at least 10 countries are reportedly interested in development of nuclear weapons.

The international export control regime is falling to prevent the spread of these weapons. They are being spread all over the world, this missile technology, chemical, biological, nuclear, and the capability to deliver them.

The Armed Services Committee, under the strong leadership of Senator Strom Thurmond, recognizes that fact. This is a far-reaching, farsighted, looking-ahead attempt to protect the United States of America and its citizens in the outyears. You have to be thinking about that today, not 50 years from now, because 50 years from now it will be too late. You think about it today, and that is what the Senator from South Carolina has done. Under his leadership, and with a great amount of work, in the Armed Services Committee, the opportunity to protect our citizens.

The Dorgan amendment would say that the continental United States, Alaska, and Hawaii, are absolutely vulnerable to these threats. The reckless leaders of North Korea, Syria, Libya, and others basically have free access to our citizens. The choice is simple, really; really simple. If you believe the American people should be protected against imminent or accidental, or intentional missile attacks—take your choice—you should support the Armed Services Committee bill.

That is why we are on the committee. That is why we delve into these matters in great detail. That is our specialty. That is what we are there for, to understand these things and to present options to the full Senate. But if you believe the American people should be protected against being completely vulnerable, then you vote for the Dorgan amendment.

It is ironic—and tragically ironic, frankly—that those who oppose defending the American people hide behind the fig leaf of the cold war. The cold war is over. And the technology and the philosophy that we used to defend against it is also over. We do not have mutual assured destruction anymore. We do not have a bipolar world anymore. These people are not rational. Does anybody think Saddam Hussein is rational? Would Saddam Hussein have used a nuclear missile in the Persian Gulf war if he had the opportunity? You bet he would. He just does not have it.

We do not have the capability to protect against this. It is very interesting that focus groups have been held where a few people into the office and interview them. We asked them, “What would you do if somebody fired a missile at the United States?” In this group, American citizens were put together in a room and they were asked, “What would you do if someone fired a missile at the United States of America?” And every single one of those people said, “We would shoot it down.” Guess what? We do not have the capability to shoot it down, Mr. President. This amendment will make sure we do not have the capability to shoot it down until it is too late.

So I urge my colleagues to defeat this very irresponsible amendment.

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I yield 5 minutes to the Senator from Arkansas.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Arkansas.

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, first of all, I want everyone to understand that the President’s request already has $371 million in the bill for a national ballistic missile defense system. The committee added $300 million. So now we have $671 million, almost doubling what the Pentagon requested. The Senator from North Dakota very sensibly and wisely is trying to strike out the extra money. I hear people on that side of the aisle saying, “We are not trying to abrogate the ABM Treaty. This does not abrogate the ABM Treaty.” Really?

Here is what the ABM Treaty says:

Each party shall be limited at any one time to a single area out of the two provided in Article III of the treaty for deployment of antiair missile defense systems or their components. . . .

English is the mother tongue. If you speak English, you understand the word “single.” It means one. Our one site is now in North Dakota.
Here is what this bill says. Here is what the language of the bill clearly says if you speak the mother tongue.

It is the policy of the United States—"to deploy a multiple-site national ballistic missile defense system."

I want to emphasize that—"a multiple-site" NBM defense system.

And section 235 of the bill says:

The Secretary of Defense shall develop a national missile defense system, which will maintain initial operational capability by the end of 2008. It shall include . . . ground-based interceptors deployed at multiple sites . . .

Remember, the ABM Treaty bans multiple-site systems. If that in itself is not compelling, there is more. This bill says we will decide what is a national missile defense system, and what is a theater missile defense system. We could not care less what the Russians think. Do you think people in Russia, the former Soviet Union, who crafted this treaty with us and that we ratified with, should have any say about what we are going to do in abrogating the treaty?

I read a very interesting article the other day in the Washington Post, an op-ed named after me: "Hitler."

"Tied until they could arm and beat Hitler."

"If I had asked this body 10 years ago—" It is not even want. What kind of insanity is sweeping over this body?

"If I had asked this body 10 years ago standing beside my desk, "Senators, what would you give to see the Soviet Union disappear, and to see East Germany, Hungary, Poland, all of those nations free, how much would you be willing to spend the defense budget in exchange for that?"—"I daresay a consensus in the body, the smallest number would have been 30 percent, and a lot of people would have said 50 percent.

So what are we doing with this bill, which is the most irresponsible defense bill I have seen in my 21 years in the U.S. Senate? We say we are going to give to the Pentagon $7 billion which it doesn’t even want. What kind of insanity is sweeping over this body?

We are not gone $7 billion, twice as much as our eight most likely enemies including China, Russia, North Korea, Iraq, and Iran—twice as much; and, with NATO, twice as much as the rest of the world combines. Hitler in this bill we are pitting an additional $7 billion into defense.

If this bill goes to the President’s desk in its present form and he does not veto it—"I am going to say publicly he is a very good friend of mine, and I want to support him. If he does not veto this bill, I am going to be terribly disappointed."

I yield the floor.

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I yield 3 minutes to the Senator from Louisiana.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Louisiana.

Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, there is an old song that says: "You keep coming back like a song."

Mr. President, in spite of the end of the cold war, in spite of the fact that the Russians are dismantling their nuclear weapons and we are buying the plutonium and the enriched uranium, in spite of the fact that there is no longer a threat from intercontinental ballistic missiles to the United States, no longer targeted at this country, this same issue, this military-industrial complex that the Defense Department does not want, keeps "coming back like a song."

Mr. President, I have had amendments on this I guess four or five times over the past few years; more than I think $25 billion ago. And we have voted it sometimes only to see it reversed by one vote or by two votes. But, Mr. President, this really at this time in our history is madness.

The biggest threat to this country right now is not from Russian ICBM’s but from their nuclear weapons. Saddam Hussein, who is no conceivable threat to the continental United States. Rather, the real threat to the United States is from this kind of spending, which would start a new cold war, which would hurt the United States and weaken this country.

If you are really worried about nuclear weapons, I can tell you where the threat would come. It is from a terrorist nuclear weapon which could be easily brought into the United States in a suitcase.

Look, if they can smuggle bales of marijuana into this country easily, they can easily smuggle into this country a suitcase bomb which could be put together in a briefcase. And so why are we spending billions of dollars, even going into space-based lasers? Do you know what it takes to drive a space-based laser? A nuclear bomb. That is what it takes; otherwise, they do not have enough power.

That is what we are spending all this money for? What is the threat, Mr. President? It is absolute madness. It is what President Eisenhower warned against—the military industrial complex, which gets this enthusiasm, gets it going; we have jobs out there in the economy. That is what this thing is about. It is not about defending the United States.

We really ought to go further than the Dorgan amendment. We ought to do away with the notion of deploying any ballistic missile defense in the continental United States. Do some research but do away with this deployment. It makes no sense today.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who yields time to?

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I yield 4 minutes to the distinguished Senator from Alabama.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Alabama.

Mr. SHELBY. Mr. President, I wish to speak for a few minutes about our ballistic missile defense program and the ABM Treaty with an eye toward disturbing several myths about our missile defense program and the scope of the ABM treaty. Unfortunately, many of the opponents of a deployable national missile defense system, including the President, confuse the central issues at hand in this debate through the perpetuation of two central myths about national missile defense.

They maintain consistently that one, deploying a national missile defense system is a return to star wars and two, that such a deployment is an abrogation of the ABM Treaty. Neither of these claims has any grounding in fact.

First, the opponents of a deployable NMD system would have the Senate believe that in upholding NMD deployment we are committing ourselves to a long-term research program that would cost this Nation tens of billions of dollars.

In addition, they would have the Senate think that this system is a space-based system modeled along the lines of the star wars program of the 1980’s. The deployed NMD system called for in this bill is neither a distant technological dream, a space-based system, nor an overly expensive commitment for the American taxpayer. This legislation calls for a deployable, multiple site, ground-based interceptor system by the year 2003. Let me repeat—a ground-based interceptor system.

The current GBI configuration of a national missile defense system builds off our current advances in theater missile defense—advances that proceed from the concept of ground-based antiballistic missiles. Such a system builds upon existing ground-based interceptors, that is currently deployed or is being validated through successful flight tests.

The only current limitation on rapid EKV development and deployment is the funding strangulation placed on our NMD program by the current administration. The centerpiece of this system, the Exoatmospheric kill vehi- cle or EKV, has been in development for 5 years and has demonstrated outstanding technological progress and achievements. The EKV—a piece of hardware designed to perform a mission that is well within our current intercept capabilities. As opposed to tens of billions of dollars in outlays to develop and deploy a ground-based NMD system, a deployable system will require a small percentage of the funding provided for space-based research in 1980’s. In fact, this year’s authorization and appropriations bill call for an increase of only $300 million for national missile defense—amount that is only slightly a third of the cost of the EKV.

The opponents of national missile defense also claim that the national missile defense provisions in
this authorization bill would violate the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty. While the ultimate goal of multiple site deployment of an NMD system will require modifications to the ABM Treaty, nothing in the range of the comprehensive arms control and disarmament efforts will in fact, violate the constraints of the treaty. Therefore, the committee has, wisely, asked only for a Senate study on the application and relevance of the ABM Treaty to the current defense needs of this country. The ABM Treaty is over two decades old. It is based upon a doctrine of deterrence commonly known as mutually assured destruction. While this doctrine was absolutely applicable to the realities of the cold war, it has little place in a nonbipolar world of rogue regimes and proliferating ballistic missile technology. Unfortunately, the current administration continues to adhere not only to a belief that the parameters of the treaty remain valid in today’s world, but seem determined to apply unilateral interpretations to the treaty that limit not only our national missile defense program, but also our theater missile defense limitations as set forth and those expressly contained in the treaty. Therefore, the committee has recommended a provision that would codify TMD speed and range standards for treaty compliance—standards derived from the administration’s own development proposal. Make no mistake, Mr. President, the global political situation and the nature of the ballistic missile threat has changed dramatically from the time of the ABM Treaty’s ratification. North Korea is nearing long-range ballistic missile capability. Just 2 months ago, the Chinese fired a truck-launched ICBM, demonstrating just how easy it will be for rogue states to develop and launch ICBMs. Mr. President, the threat to the United States from long-range ballistic missiles from rogue regimes will exist by 2003, if such capabilities do not already exist. It is absurd and irresponsible to continue to rely upon our current protection from a real threat, especially if that protection can be provided for limited cost and is based upon technology which is near fruition. I strongly urge my colleagues to see through the myths regarding national missile defense and resist any attempts to weaken the commitment of this act to deploying an NMD system.

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I yield 3 minutes to the Senator from Ohio, Senator Glenn.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Ohio.

Mr. GLINN. Mr. President, I rise to speak in favor of the amendment offered by my colleague from North Dakota, Mr. DORGAN, to strike the $300 million that was added to the bill by the majority of the Armed Services Committee for national missile defense [NMD]. The President had requested $371 million for NMD—and the committee is proposing virtually to double that amount.

I do not believe that sensitive national security and diplomatic issues should be allowed to sink into the unruly pit of partisan politics. There have been approving, characterizing, and drawing over the many years of this Republic by the various political parties, and I think most of us would have to agree that politics should stop at the water’s edge when it comes the most sensitive issues of our national defense. And so it should.

The language on national missile defense in the bill and the committee report, however, vaults over this line in a manner that infringes upon the constitutional prerogatives of the Executive in foreign policy, drains our Treasury, makes our country less secure, and ultimately increases international strategic instability.

After having to listen to the litany of complaints by the current majority party about tax-and-spend members of my own party, I find it ironic to see the majority party has now embraced this same tax-and-spend doctrine as the Rosetta Stone of that party’s entire approach to strategic defense.

The committee has, wisely, asked only that the Secretary of Defense, Mr. Perry—whose words can surely be taken as nonpartisan on this issue—has stated quite clearly that, ‘... * * * a valid strategic missile threat has not emerged.’ (Letter of Mr. Nunn, July 28, 1995.) These words echo the sentiments of our intelligence community. Gen. James Clapper, the DIA Director, testified before the Armed Services Committee on January 17, 1995, that ‘... * * * we see no interest in or capability, of any new country reaching the continental United States with a long range missile for at least the next decade.’

The ABM Treaty authorizes its parties to have a limited national missile defense capability, but the terms of the treaty are about what is permissible and what is not permissible. The committee majority seems determined to plus-up those programs that will inevitably drive us out of that treaty—a result that they earnestly believe will serve the national security.

Yet will it truly serve our security to spend a fortune to erect high-tech Maginot line defenses of dubious reliability against nonexistent threats, while we continue to underfund efforts to address the real dangers? I am speaking particularly of the challenges we should be facing to prevent proliferation from occurring, as opposed to just trying to cope with it after it is a fait accompli as the majority evidently prefers to do. Proponents of the current bill seem more eager to prevent Qadhafi from launching a blizzard of nuclear-tipped ICBM’s at Chicago than in keeping Qadhafi from obtaining the nuclear materials he will need to manufacture such warheads in the first place. This would be a much more efficient use of our resources to focus our efforts on the latter type of problem. By the way, if Qadhafi finally gets enough of that material, he will not need to—and probably will prefer not to—attach the United States using ballistic missiles. There are plenty of other ways to get the job done.

Will it serve our security to place in jeopardy the progress that has been made in recent years in the START process to cut the size of the United States and Russian nuclear arsenals? If we march forward blindly into the future and eventually abrogate the ABM Treaty, does anybody seriously believe that such an action will have no effect on Russia’s readiness to proceed with such cuts in its nuclear stockpile?

Will it serve our security to drain some $4 billion out of our Treasury to build a national missile defense system? That is what the Congressional Budget Office has estimated it will cost to build a complex that covered Grand Forks, ND, and five other States. To this we must add billions more for the other missile defense—which these days is getting to look more and more like strategic missile defense. And the costs just keep adding up. We must not forget the long-term costs of operating and maintaining such facilities. The legacy we will leave to future generations from this investment will not be a more secure country, but a less secure world, and a towering pile of budgetary IOU’s.

Will it serve our security in deploying an extensive national strategic missile defense network, to drive China, Britain, and France out of international negotiations aimed at further nuclear reductions?

Will it serve our security to jeopardize the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, which was just extended indefinitely on the basis of solemn commitments by the nuclear-weapon states both to conclude an early comprehensive ban on all nuclear tests and new progress on nuclear arms control and disarmament?

These are just some of my reasons for supporting the Dorgan amendment today. We are standing on a slippery slope leading to the demise of the ABM Treaty. The Dorgan amendment merely seeks to remove one large banana peel from that slope. I urge all my colleagues in joining me in endorsing his responsible proposal.

Mr. President, the President requested $371 million for national missile defense. That was to do the basic research. And somehow we come along now and want to say we are going to double that amount; we are going to put another $300 million in here. And for what? I do not understand the rationale of this whole thing except it seems to me we have reversed parties here almost. Tax and spend, tax and spend, tax and spend, that is what we have heard leveled at the Democratic Party. Now here we are with something that is not even needed and we are going to tax and spend, and now it is the Republican tax
and spend. I think that is a valid charge back at the Republicans on this. Tax and spend for what? The Secretary of Defense says that a balanced strategic missile threat has not emerged. General Clapper, DIA director, testified before the Armed Services Committee, and I quote him:

We see no interest in or capability of any new country reaching the continental United States with a long-range missile for at least the next decade.

At the same time we are going to endanger the ABM Treaty, which authorizes its parties to have a limited national missile defense capability—limited. But the terms are quite clear about what is permissible and what is not permissible. I do not know why the majority is determined to plus up these programs with something that will take a chance of eventually driving us out of that treaty. I think it is ridiculous. Will it really serve our security to place in jeopardy the progress that has been made in recent years in the START process to cut the size of the United States and Russian nuclear arsenals? If we move forward badly into the future and eventually abrogate the ABM Treaty, does anybody seriously believe such an action will have no effect on Russia’s readiness to proceed with such cuts in its nuclear forces?

I just do not see how it is going to serve our security to drain $48 billion—$48 billion—out of our Treasury to build a national missile defense system that is not needed. And that is not my figure. It is the Congressional Budget Office estimated it will cost to build a complex that covers Grand Forks, ND, and five other States. That is $48 billion, and it does not even cover the whole country. That does not even cover the theater missile defense, which I support.

I think it moves in the wrong direction. I do not see that it serves our security in deploying an expensive national missile defense network to drive China, Britain, and France out of the international negotiations aimed at further nuclear reductions.

I am not sure either exactly what kind of system this is. Is this to be an SDI system? The President provided research, and yet we do not know what this system is. At best, it is going to be a $48 billion operation just to cover five States. It literally makes no sense whatsoever to take a chance of driving us out of the ABM Treaty when we have no international intercontinental missile defense necessity for this country at this time.

Let us do the research the President wanted. Let us continue on down the road with that research, which I favor, vote for it fully, and if we see a threat developing, we will have time to go to what this provides prematurely.

I know my time has expired. I yield the floor.

Mr. WARNER addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. DEWINE). Who yields time?

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I yield 2 minutes to the distinguished Senator from Virginia.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, three quick rebuttals. First, to my distinguished colleague from Ohio where he voted for it, supported fully, and if we see a threat developing, we will have time to build the very system we are debating here at this point in time. So there is a convergence, Mr. President, in time and need for this system.

Shifting to another argument from the distinguished Senator from Louisiana, said it is madness. Well, let me tell you, Mr. President, a little more than a year ago, the distinguished Senator from Georgia; myself, the distinguished Senator from Hawaii [Mr. INOUYE]; and the distinguished Senator from Alaska [Mr. STEVENS] were in Tel Aviv on February 18, 1991. I remember it very vividly, coincidentally, to have been my birthday. We were there in the Defense Ministry when a Scud alert was sounded and in a very calm way we participated with the others in putting on our gas masks. The Scud fell some 2 or 3 miles away. We were not over there.

May I say to my colleagues, when we went out the next morning to visit the community that was struck and to talk to the people, that was madness. That was madness, to see in their faces the attack by Saddam Hussein for no military reason whatsoever, strictly to use that type of weapon as a terrorist weapon, a single strike. Coincidentally, it was the last to fall on Tel Aviv.

And if I said, Mr. President, that same problem could happen, a single one as a terrorist weapon to fall on this country, and we have an obligation to the people of this country to invest this comparatively small, modest sum to ensure against that.

Mr. NUNN. Would the Senator yield for a brief observation?

I remember that evening very well. And I do not want to say this with much humor. There is not much humorous about anything regarding a Scud missile attack. What the Senator said, we were not in danger. If the Senator would amend that by saying we were not in danger because the target was where we were, the Ministry of Defense, and the Scud missiles are notoriously inaccurate. So we were probably in a safe place. But the target was the Ministry of Defense, we found out.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I acknowledge that. I recall, if we want to close off on a note of humor, the distinguished Senator from Georgia said to me, “Saddam Hussein just sent you a birthday present.” I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. DORGAN) addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who yields time?

Mr. DORGAN addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from North Dakota.

Mr. DORGAN. How much time do I have?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Seven minutes, thirty seconds. The Senator from South Carolina has 2 minutes.

Mr. DORGAN. I yield 1 additional minute to the Senator from Ohio.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Ohio.

Mr. GLENN. I want to respond very briefly to my distinguished friend from Virginia. He is talking about theater missile defense. I am all for theater missile defense.

What we are talking about here is starting down a track that if we go this route and violate the ABM Treaty, we have got the Russians at that point of probably putting the coordinates back into their missiles or ICBM. We have plenty of time, according to the people that do the estimates on these things, for Qadhafi and people like that before they develop true intercontinental capability. I am all for the theater missile defense that would have taken care of that situation that he is talking about that he was in. But I think when we go down this track of taking a chance of knocking out the ABM Treaty, which this does, if we go ahead with this whole process, then I think we just move further into a situation that we are going to encourage the former Soviets, the Russians, to go back on the track of missile activation again. I see that as a real threat. That is an active threat. And I think this is folly to go down that course.

I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator’s time has expired.

Who yields time?

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I yield 2 minutes to the distinguished Senator from Oklahoma.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Oklahoma.

Mr. INHOFE. I will make this real quick.

After my remarks, the Senator from North Dakota made a couple of comments. Let me respond to him. First of all, he said we do not have any cruise missile defense in this bill. That is a greater threat. Let me suggest to you if you read page 119, we have $140 million in here for cruise missile defense. We have plenty of time, according to the people that do the estimates on these things, for Qadhafi and people like that before they develop true intercontinental capability. I am all for theater missile defense. I am all for theater missile defense.

Now, the other thing is that the two Senators from Wisconsin and North Dakota know very well that the defense budget is not causing the deficit. We always hear about from the big spenders over there, “Well, we’ve got something about defense.” The last 11 years our defense budget has declined. And for that period of time for every $1 of defense cuts, we have had $2
of increase in domestic spending. To be specific, in using 1995 dollars, in fiscal year 1985 the defense budget was $402 billion. Today we are considering one that is $265 billion.

Thank you, Mr. President.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator’s time has expired.

Who yields time?

Mr. NUNN. Will the Senator yield me 1 minute?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Georgia.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, the way I see this, I do not intend to vote for this amendment. I believe the money that is added here, the $300 million, which puts this budget back on national missile defense, about where it was when President Bush left office, I think the money is consistent with a limited thin defense but an effective defense against limited attack against accidental launch or against third countries that may develop a limited capability against the United States. Which is inconsistent with that is the language in this bill which will be the subject for the next amendment which puts us in a position of anticipatory breach of the ABM Treaty, will be read like that in Russia. We have to be in breach because we do not have any programs in the next fiscal year that would in any way contravene that treaty. So we are going to be paying a huge price for nothing because of the language in this bill. I believe the money striking because the money is needed. I will favor though the amendments that will try to correct this language. If this language goes forward as it is, we are going to pay a big price, probably not only in the failure of ratification of START II but also in the Russians not complying or continuing to comply with START I. So we are buying ourselves perhaps 6,000 or 8,000 warheads pointed at America by the language in this bill. And I hope people recognize that when we get to the next amendment. But I do not believe the answer is to strike the money which everybody agrees at some point we are going to need some kind of limited defense. The administration agrees with that.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time is expired.

Mr. NUNN. Could I get another minute?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from South Carolina does not have any time.

Mr. NUNN. I thank the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from North Dakota.

Mr. DORGAN. I yield 30 seconds to the Senator from South Dakota.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator is recognized.

Mr. EXON. I thank the Senator from North Dakota.

Mr. DORGAN. I, in rise in support of Senator DORGAN’s amendment to eliminate the Armed Services Committee add-on of $300 million for the national missile defense system. If I am not already listed, I ask unanimous consent that I be added as a cosponsor.

The committee funded increase of $300 million is an initial downpayment on what the committee majority advertises as a multisite, multilayered missile defense system to protect the United States against a large and sophisticated missile attack. The missile defense language in the authorization bill makes clear that the system desired is one that will violate the ABM Treaty and international law.

The $300 million plus-up in the bill is the first installment of a bill that could grow to a staggering $48 billion cost according to a March 1995, CBO report. This $48 billion is in addition to the $35 billion we have already spent on missile defense. Let no one misunderstand the significance of this vote. This is the first of many expensive installments to resurrect the Star Wars concept.

This vote is on a question of priorities. At a time when we are significantly slashing domestic spending and making tough, painful budgetary choices, it would be irresponsible to add $300 million into a system concept designed to defend against a threat that does not exist today and will not exist by the operational deployment date of 1999.

I believe we should send a powerful signal to the American public by approving the Dorgan amendment and thus putting the Senate on record that the domestic welfare of our citizens will not be sacrificed on the gold plated altar of war stars. This vote is on a question of priorities. We can ill-afford to shrug our shoulders and say “what is $300 million” at a time when we are asking all Americans to tighten their belts. As I said earlier, a vote for this $300 million installment is only part of a lengthy payment plan that will eventually drain our treasury by another $40 billion.

The idea that such a payment plan would be the height of fiscal folly. I urge my colleagues to support the Dorgan amendment.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.

Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. President, I rise today in strong opposition to this amendment which would severely reduce the funding needed to develop missile defenses. In light of our experiences in the Persian Gulf war, and the advanced weapon development programs such as the BMD program, such as Korea, this amendment should be soundly rejected by the Senate.

The dangers of leaving our own country unprotected cannot be ignored. Perhaps some Senators have forgotten that we had a demonstration of the dangers of a ballistic missile attack just a few years ago. The picture of an unprotected Israel being hit by Scud missiles chilled the hearts of all Americans, but that incident would pale in comparison to the consequences of a nuclear attack. It was reported in the news a year ago that the North Koreans vowed to launch missiles at Tokyo should armed conflict occur with South Korea. While their capability to launch such an attack is questionable, the threat cannot be ignored. It is my understanding that in reaction to this, Japan has approached the Department of Defense to discuss the feasibility of being in the American defense system. Unfortunately, THAAD will not be ready for deployment until the turn of the century. I am sure that if Japan could have anticipated the threat they now face, they would have invested in some type of missile defense system made in America. And even then we will be vulnerable to North Korean blackmail for years to come. They can only hope that North Korea never carries out its threat.

Mr. President, we cannot allow the United States to be put in such a vulnerable position. I firmly believe, however, that the present crisis with North Korea clearly demonstrates that need to continue the development of a national missile defense system. The cost being unprepared and unprepared ourselves is too great to be ignored.

I encourage my colleagues to join me in defeating this unwise amendment.

Mr. DORGAN. I yield the remaining time to myself.

Mr. DORGAN. This presentation has been a most unusual debate. I see a couple in this chamber who are parents who have no doubt read their children the Berenstain Bears books. One of the Berenstain Bears books talks about the difference between giving me, give me, give me, give me, give me this, give me that, give me this, give me that, give me this. You know, it is interesting to me as I read to my children and describe the Berenstain Bears books about “give me,” it reminds me a bit of the folks who come to this floor with every conceivable project, every conceivable program in national defense that is proposed by someone and says—they say, “We have got to build this. We have got to fund it. In fact, we cannot wait. We have got to do it right now.”

I asked the question an hour and a half ago, where are you going to get the money? Where is the money? The Congressional Budget Office says this will cost $48 billion. I ask, where is the money? Are you going to charge it? Are you going to tax people for it? Where are you going to get the money? I have not heard one response in an hour and a half. And I know why, because they do not have the foggiest notion where they are going to get the money. They just have an appetite to spend it and build this program.

Let me end where I began. This is $300 million the Secretary of Defense says he does not want, and we do not need, that folks who are opposed to the Federal deficit are now insisting we spend. To describe this as pork is to give hogs a bad name. At least hogs carry around a little meat. This is in my judgment pure lard to the hogs. To describe this as pork is to give hogs a bad name. At least hogs carry around a little meat.
debate it has been said that this national defense program does not violate the ABM Treaty. Supposedly, this does not violate the ABM Treaty. How can anyone possibly say that? Of course it violates the ABM Treaty. To understand that is easy to be able to read. This bill calls for many sites. The ABM Treaty only allows one. This bill calls for more than 100 interceptors. The ABM Treaty limits this Nation to less than 100 interceptors. This bill on page 59 calls for weapons in space. The ABM Treaty bans weapons in space. Of course this bill violates the ABM Treaty.

Let us not debate this issue with that kind of representation.

This leaves us vulnerable, one speaker said. That what folks want to do is defend France and Israel and leave us vulnerable. There is $371 million in this bill for ballistic missile defense. I am not touching that.

Mr. THURMOND addressed the Chair. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from South Carolina.

Mr. THURMOND. Has the time expired on both sides?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator has no time left.

The Senator from North Dakota has 2 minutes. The Senator from South Carolina has no time left.

The Senator from North Dakota.

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, we are told by some speakers that our intention is to leave American cities vulnerable while at the same time we defend Israel and France and Egypt and others.

Total nonsense. There is $371 million in this bill for a ballistic missile defense system. All we want to do is take out the extra $300 million that was added that the Secretary of Defense says he does not want and that we do not need. That is all we are trying to do.

I do not need to hear from folks about the threat to this country. North Dakota has been ground zero for 40 years. If we seceded from the Union, we would be the third most powerful country in the world—300 intercontinental ballistic missiles with Mark-12 warheads, a B-52 base, we had a B-1 base. We understand about ground zero. They built an ABM system in North Dakota, in fact, the only site in the free world. Spent billions. Within 30 days after it was declared operational, it was mothballed. Tell that to the taxpayers.

We understand about missiles and bombers and national defense, and we understand about ground zero. But we also understand about Government waste. We understand it when people say we cannot afford to send kids to school; we are going to make it harder for parents to send their kids to college; we cannot afford money for the elderly for health care; we simply cannot afford money for nutrition programs we have to tighten our belts.

And then the same folks say that it is our priority to add money to a system that the administration does not need. The Senator from Louisiana said this is madness. He is absolutely correct. This makes no sense at all. We ought to decide as a Senate what our priorities are. The Senator from Ohio, a decorated combat veteran in service to this country, stood up and said it the way that it is. Let us build the things that are necessary for the defense of this country.

I am for a strong defense, but I am not for wasting the taxpayers money on boondoggles that we do not need. We are going to make it harder say we cannot afford to send kids to school; we cannot afford money for the school; we are going to make it harder say we cannot afford to send kids to school.

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, we understand about missiles and bombers and national defense, and we also understand about national defense missile system—yes, Star Wars, because part of it will be based in space—at a time when we are up to our neck in $5 trillion of debt, and when this year we will run a $170 billion deficit.

If we have some courage and common sense in this body, we will, in this case, say, “You can’t add $300 million for something this country doesn’t need and for something the Secretary of Defense doesn’t want. To do so makes no sense.”

That is the ultimate threat to this country: That debt, this deficit, this kind of mindless spending. That is the threat to America, and let us decide to stand up and finally stop it.

I yield the time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator’s time has expired. All time has now expired.

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I move to table the amendment and ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, in a moment I will send an amendment to the desk which would strike language from the bill which violates the ABM Treaty, which establishes a peripheral intermediate range of the ABM Treaty, and which would also tie the President’s hands in even discussing the ABM Treaty with the Russians.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to add an amendment, that I now be allowed to yield the floor to Senator Exon for 10 minutes, and then to Senator BAUCUS for 5 minutes, without losing my right to the floor.

Mr. MCCAIN. Reserving the right to object, and I will not object, may I ask the Senator from Michigan, as part of that, will he agree to a time agreement on his amendment?

Mr. LEVIN. We are trying to see how much time will be required by various speakers. We are trying to put that together right now. We are working on that.

Mr. MCCAIN. Also, reserving the right to object, following your amendment, there will be no more amendments on this issue.

Mr. LEVIN. I cannot say that; I do not know that.

Mr. MCCAIN. Again, reserving the right to object, I remind the Senator from Michigan, we have now been on this single issue for all intents and purposes for 2 days.

At this point, we will have thoroughly ventilated the ballistic missile defense issue, and at some point we should acquire a list of proposed amendments and be prepared to move forward. I hope it is possible we could start reaching some time agreements.

The issue is a very important issue. I understand, it is critical. At some point, I think we should move on to other issues. There are other Members who plan on proposing amendments. I hope we can move forward.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I want to make an objection. Reserving the
right to object, can I inquire of the Senator whether or not, given the somewhat unusual procedure of asking two Senators be allowed to speak—you now holding the floor—would the Senator include in his request that those desiring to speak will not offer amendments?

Mr. LEVIN. I will be happy to do that. It is not my understanding they want to offer amendments. I will modify my amendment. But I will also modify my UC in another way.

Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, is it in order for a quorum to be called at this point?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. I am sorry, I did not hear you.

Mr. LEVIN. Is it in order for a quorum call?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. No, it is not. The Senator from Michigan has the floor.

Mr. MCCAIN. I object to the unanimous-consent request of the Senator.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Michigan has the floor.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, the most dangerous of this bill, in my view, is its head-on assault on the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty. This is not a subtle issue. This is not an issue of interpretation. That is a frontal, head-on assault which says that it is now our policy to be the policy of the United States—

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, could we have order in the Senate? The Senator is making a very important speech. He is entitled to be heard.

I make the point of order the Senate is not in order.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator is correct. The Senate is not in order. Will we remove the conversations, please, from the floor? Will we remove the conversation over here on my left from the floor, please? The Senator may proceed.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, the language we are going to analyze, that is in this bill, directly confronts the ABM Treaty and says it is the policy of the United States—and these are the words of the bill—no longer to abide by the ABM Treaty.

It does it in a number of ways throughout this bill, but the way in which it is accomplished is by simply stating, in section 233, that “It is the policy of the United States to deploy a multiple site national missile defense system.” It goes on beyond that in section 233, but that is a very clear statement of what the intention and what the effect is of this bill.

Mr. McCAIN. Will the Senator from Michigan yield for one second?

Mr. LEVIN. I will be happy to.

Mr. McCAIN. I will be glad to withdraw my objection to the unanimous-consent request of the Senator from Nebraska to speak for 10 minutes.

Mr. LEVIN. I thank my friend from Arizona. While we were going back to the unanimous consent, I would like to modify my UC in another way. This relates to the question of how many amendments will there be on this subject.

It was my intention originally to offer three different amendments striking the bill in three different places. I believe there has been some discussion between the ranking member and the chairman on this subject. I am not positive. But my amendment strikes language in three separate places and, rather than striking three amendments striking three different places, since the issue is generally the same, I would modify my unanimous-consent request to make it in order that the amendment that I send to the desk strike three different provisions.

Mr. McCAIN. Will the Senator work on a time agreement for that amendment?

Mr. LEVIN. We are working.

Mr. THURMOND. As I understand it, the Senator has one amendment; is that correct?

Mr. LEVIN. I have one amendment touching the bill in three different places rather than having three amendments. This is the only amendment on danger on the Senate. EMs, I do not believe there are other Senators who may have other amendments.

Mr. McCAIN. I thank the Senator from Michigan.

If he wants to proceed with his unanimous-consent request, I will not object.

Mr. LEVIN. As modified?

Mr. McCAIN. As modified.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, parliamentary inquiry. Is it necessary, when a unanimous-consent request is made, is it necessary for a Senator to reserve the right to object to get the floor?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. When a unanimous-consent request is made, the Senator making the request retains the floor. Others may ask for a right to reserve the right to object at the suffrage of the Senator having the floor.

Mr. BUMPERS. But is it necessary for a Senator to be recognized? When a request is made for a unanimous-consent agreement, is it necessary for the Senator to say “I reserve the right to object” in order to state whatever he wishes to state or she wishes to state?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is the appropriate process to proceed.

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, my question is, is it necessary?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. It is appropriate.

Mr. BUMPERS. But it is not necessary, is it?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair says it is an appropriate process.

Is there objection now to the UC?

If there is confusion here, will the Senator restate his unanimous-consent request, please?

Mr. LEVIN. I am not sure the confusion relates to my unanimous-consent request. I will be happy to restate my unanimous-consent request.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. If you would.

Mr. LEVIN. That is, I now be allowed to yield the floor for 10 minutes to the Senator from Nebraska to speak for his 10-minute remarks, without offering an amendment, that the Senator from Montana be recognized for 5 minutes, and that he is not intending to offer an amendment. And that, then, I retain my right to the floor. It is now part of the modified UC that it be in order in the amendment which I will send to the desk, that it strike the bill in three places.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered. The Senator from Nebraska is recognized for 10 minutes.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I thank the Chair and I thank my friend from Michigan, Senator Bumpers, for their cooperation. I would simply say, we have just gone through an exercise in futility, although finally successful. Had the Senator allowed me to proceed, I would have been almost through with my statement at this time. But at least that is some progress that has been offered by both sides.

There has been some criticism about the possibility of redundancy with regard to this authorization bill, particularly with regard to ballistic missile defenses. I simply want to pause, this is the time to reflect, this is the time, if you will, to take some time. Because what we are about, in this authorization bill, is going to have long-range, possibly serious implications, in the view of this Senator, who has worked on these matters for a long, long time.

Later in the day, I believe, probably my colleague from Arkansas, Senator Bumpers, will be addressing some of the issues that I will be addressing now, and he will probably be referencing a statement that came out of Moscow today with regard to what the Russians are doing and not doing and thinking as we proceed in this area.

Certainly, the policies regarding the national security interests of the United States should not be dictated by Moscow. But certainly, since we are talking about the possible violation if not the outright violation of treaties of which there are a party to, I am part of, if we are talking about serious business here. And whatever redundancy is necessary to get that message across should be the order of the day.

Mr. President, I rise to offer my thoughts on the fiscal year 1996 National Defense Authorization Act. Rarely in my 17 years in the U.S. Senate have I come to the floor to take issue with a Defense authorization bill reported out of the Senate Armed Services Committee. As a member of the committee, I have expressed regret that the reported bill was the product of a bipartisan effort to further advance our national security objectives.
To my dismay, the content and philosophy embodied in this year's bill is a significant departure from those of previous years. Crafted with little bipartisan consultation, the bill reported out of the committee represents a regrettable and potentially harmful return to the security policy that will, unless corrected, return the United States to the confrontational cold war policies of the 1980's that predated the fall of the Soviet Empire.

While much in the committee bill is laudable, it greatly enhances the readiness and capabilities of our Armed Services, I am fearful that these constructive elements of the authorization bill will be offset by misguided efforts to defend against threats that do not exist and hostile attempts to scuttle international agreements intended to enhance our security through peaceful means. As originally drafted—I emphasize "originally drafted"—in the Armed Services Committee, this bill attempted the Department of Energy; gut the cooperative threat reduction program responsible for the removal of thousands of Russian nuclear warheads from their missiles; prevent the administration from carrying out a number of important nuclear non-proliferation lifeline initiatives relative to North Korea and the former Soviet Union, and purchase unwanted B-2 bombers at a potential cost totaling tens of billions of dollars.

While the majority of the Armed Services Committee was successful in outflanking these and other astonishing hardline recommendations, many provisions remain in the reported bill that will return us to the cold war mentality of yesteryear. Among the most objectionable of these reversals are bill provisions that: advocate violation of the antiballistic missile treaty; as has been briefly addressed and will be addressed more so by the Senator from Michigan on an amendment from a cosponsor of the Department nonproliferation, arms control, and down. The people are catching on.

So I emphasize again, Mr. President, while our domestic accounts are being squeezed tighter and tighter—and while the polls are showing very clearly that with all the hoopla in the public with the newly created Congress is going down and down, the people are catching on.

While our domestic spending accounts are being squeezed tighter and tighter; and while the polls are showing us clearly that with all the hoopla in the public with the newly created Congress is going down and down. The people are catching on.

I am concerned with the tone and substance of the bill. The level of micromanagement placed on the Pentagon and the Department of Energy is unprecedented and harmful to our Nation's stature in the international community. Many of the committee initiatives are driven by a desire to defend against a superpower threat to U.S. security that simply does not exist. At a time when our one-time enemies are now allies and the world community is committed more than ever before to the peaceful resolution of conflicts, the committee bill is at odds with reality and in strong need of reconsideration. It is long overdue for the Senate to reconsider the Senate's position that the main threat to the world by far. But we must also be forward-looking and recognize that it is in our national interest as well as in the interest of other nations to encourage arms control and alliances based on collective security. It is unfortunate that some feel more comfortable in an adversarial environment than in one based on cooperation and a lowering of adversarial environment than in one based on cooperation and a lowering of

In summary, I am concerned with the tone and substance of the bill. The level of micromanagement placed on the Pentagon and the Department of Energy is unprecedented and harmful to our Nation’s stature in the international community. Many of the committee initiatives are driven by a desire to defend against a superpower threat to U.S. security that simply does not exist. At a time when our one-time enemies are now allies and the world community is committed more than ever before to the peaceful resolution of conflicts, the committee bill is at odds with reality and in strong need of reconsideration. It is long overdue for the Senate to reconsider the Senate’s position that the main threat to the world by far. But we must also be forward-looking and recognize that it is in our national interest as well as in the interest of other nations to encourage arms control and alliances based on collective security. It is unfortunate that some feel more comfortable in an adversarial environment than in one based on cooperation and a lowering of

Like a beehive, the world in 1995 has the capacity to be both dangerous and peaceful. If handled properly, the hive can be benign and capable of producing sweet honey. If agitation, however, it can become toxic and threatening. The defense authorization bill in its present form is a sharp stick ready to be jabbed into the hive. The design and
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So I emphasize again, Mr. President, while our domestic accounts are being squeezed tighter and tighter; and while the polls are showing very clearly that with all the hoopla in the public with the newly created Congress is going down and down, the people are catching on.

While our domestic spending accounts are being squeezed tighter and tighter; and while the polls are showing very clearly that with all the hoopla in the public with the newly created Congress is going down and down. The people are catching on.

I am concerned with the tone and substance of the bill. The level of micromanagement placed on the Pentagon and the Department of Energy is unprecedented and harmful to our Nation's stature in the international community. Many of the committee initiatives are driven by a desire to defend against a superpower threat to U.S. security that simply does not exist. At a time when our one-time enemies are now allies and the world community is committed more than ever before to the peaceful resolution of conflicts, the committee bill is at odds with reality and in strong need of reconsideration. It is long overdue for the Senate to reconsider the Senate’s position that the main threat to the world by far. But we must also be forward-looking and recognize that it is in our national interest as well as in the interest of other nations to encourage arms control and alliances based on collective security. It is unfortunate that some feel more comfortable in an adversarial environment than in one based on cooperation and a lowering of adversarial environment than in one based on cooperation and a lowering of

In summary, I am concerned with the tone and substance of the bill. The level of micromanagement placed on the Pentagon and the Department of Energy is unprecedented and harmful to our Nation's stature in the international community. Many of the committee initiatives are driven by a desire to defend against a superpower threat to U.S. security that simply does not exist. At a time when our one-time enemies are now allies and the world community is committed more than ever before to the peaceful resolution of conflicts, the committee bill is at odds with reality and in strong need of reconsideration. It is long overdue for the Senate to reconsider the Senate’s position that the main threat to the world by far. But we must also be forward-looking and recognize that it is in our national interest as well as in the interest of other nations to encourage arms control and alliances based on collective security. It is unfortunate that some feel more comfortable in an adversarial environment than in one based on cooperation and a lowering of
intent of the bill is to agitate the world community to the ultimate detriment of ourselves. This is not the time in history to rekindle the rhetoric of the cold war. I urge my colleagues to support amendments that will correct these and other self-defeating elements of this flawed legislation. 

Mr. President, I yield the floor. 

THE PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Montana has 5 minutes. 

Mr. BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. President. 

VIETNAM MOVING WALL OPENING CEREMONY 

Mr. President, this morning, the Vietnam Moving Wall—the portable replica of the Vietnam War Memorial—came to Bozeman, Montana. I would like to offer my thanks and congratulations to retired Col. Ron Glock and Jim Caird for their hard work in making it all happen, and say a few words in honor of this solemn occasion.

Wars will not divide people. But this wall unites us. It unites us, as Montanans and Americans, in reverence and gratitude to the Americans who gave their lives in Vietnam.

The Vietnam War Memorial allows people to touch the names of their friends and their relatives, and remember those individuals who touched our lives so deeply. And the Moving Wall, as it travels our country, allows each of us to honor their lives and their gifts, and remember the lessons of history.

The young people who were born after the war—many of them now entering adulthood—have a chance to experience and understand the magnitude of a war where we lost over 50,000 Americans.

The families and comrades in arms see their brothers, fathers, and friends given the honor which is their due.

And we all learn again the lesson of the cost of war.

So today we come together to honor and remember all those we lost in Vietnam, and in particular those who went off to war from Bozeman and Montana State and whose names we can read on the Wall today:


May the Lord bless them and grant them eternal peace.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who yields time?

The Senator from Michigan retains the floor.

Mr. LEVIN. I thank the Chair.

Mr. President, this bill is a head-on assault on the ABM Treaty. There is nothing redeemable about it. Unlike our existing policy which permits us to consider whether or not we wish to withdraw from the treaty at the appropriate time, if and when there is a threat and after we have done the research and to see how much it would cost to put up a national defense and after we have gathered together the information that we need and the impacts that we need in order to make that decision on a reasonable basis, this bill decides now that it is the policy of the United States to pull out of the ABM Treaty. It makes no bones about it. The language of section 233 says: 'It is the policy of the United States to deploy a multi-site national missile defense system. That is a clear breach of the ABM Treaty. Article III of the ABM Treaty says:

Each party undertakes not to deploy ABM systems at more than one site. The ABM Treaty has permitted us to do a number of things. First, it is permitting arms reduction in offensive weapons. Without the ABM Treaty, the Russians are not going to be reducing their offensive weapons, as they have agreed to do in START I and we hope they will ratify in START II. That process is going to be ended because if they are going to be facing missile defenses, they are going to be increasing the number of offensive weapons rather than decreasing the number of offensive weapons.

They have told us that. So the ABM Treaty has allowed us to do the most important single thing we are probably going to do right now in the nuclear strategic world, which is to reduce the number of offensive nuclear weapons.

The ABM Treaty has also allowed us to avoid a defensive arms race, where a defensive arms race could have counter-measure to the defense, and then there is a counter-countermeasure to the defense, and then there is a counter-counter-counter, and on and on ad infinitum.

But first and foremost, what is going on right now is the dramatic reduction of offensive arms, and we have been told by the Russians—and I am going to read from General Shalikashvili's letter in just a moment about how seriously he takes this issue—they are going to stop the reduction of offensive arms and forget the ratification of START II.

That is what the stakes are in this dicussion. This is not some theoretical discussion about defenses. This is a premature decision to destroy a treaty which is allowing us now as we speak to reduce the number of offensive weapons that threaten us, that face us, that are aimed at us now.

The bill also states in section 235 that to implement the policy that I just read in section 233:

The Secretary of Defense shall develop an operationally effective national missile defense system which will attain initial operating capability by the end of the year 2003. It shall be developed in a way which includes ground-based interceptors deployed at multiple sites.

There we go again with the multi-site breach of the ABM Treaty. Section 235 also provides for an interim operational capability. It is all laid out very specifically as to the deployment schedule for the ABM system.

Now, this is a head-on collision. This again is not like our current law provides, that we are going to continue to do research and development on national defenses, on strategic missile defenses. This bill decides now that it is the policy to deploy such a system before we have done the research and development and before we have concluded our negotiations with the Russians in an effort to make such a nationwide defense system permissible under an amended treaty.

This is not a question of interpretation; this is the head-on clash, this is the trashing of the ABM Treaty. This is the establishing of a policy now to pull out of the ABM Treaty. I cannot think of anything much more shortsighted than this. It is a provocative move to commit ourselves now to deploy an illegal national defense system, the ABM Treaty be damned. This is going to wreck the START treaty which was a landmark arms reduction treaty which was achieved by President Bush, and it is going to spark a buildup of offensive weapons instead of the reduction of offensive weapons which we have been trying to achieve.

Now, General Shalikashvili, the Chairman of our Joint Chiefs of Staff, wrote me the following on June 28:

While we believe that START II is in both countries' interests regardless of other events, we must assume such unilateral U.S. legislation could have START II ratified by the Duma and probably impact our broader security relationship with Russia as well.

The Secretary of Defense has weighed in in strong opposition to these missile defense provisions saying, in a letter to Senator Nunn dated July 28:

These provisions would put us on a pathway to abrogate the ABM Treaty. The bill's provisions would add nothing to the DOD's ability to pursue our missile defense programs and would needlessly cause us to incur excess costs and serious security risks.

Secretary Perry's letter continues as follows:

...certain provisions related to the ABM Treaty would be very damaging to U.S. security interests. By mandating actions that would lead us to violate or disregard U.S. Treaty obligations—such as establishing a deployment date of a multi-site NMD system [national missile defense system]—the bill would jeopardize Russian implementation of the START I and START II Treaties, which involve the elimination of many thousands of strategic nuclear weapons.
And Secretary Perry’s letter went on to say the following:

The bill’s unwarranted imposition, through funding restrictions, of a unilateral ABM/TMD demarcation interpretation would similary, these reductions would raise significant international legal issues as well as fundamental constitutional issues regarding the President’s authority over the conduct of foreign affairs.

And he concluded as follows in his recent letter to Senator NUNN:

Unless these provisions are eliminated or significantly modified, they threaten to undermine fundamental national security interests of the United States.

That is pretty strong language. Here is the Secretary of Defense, telling us this language, unless it is eliminated or significantly modified, will “**threaten to undermine fundamental national security interests of the United States.”

Now only would this committee decision to deploy missile defenses destroy a treaty which has been a cornerstone of global nuclear arms control for over 20 years, it would increase the threat to the United States by leaving more nuclear weapons pointed at us and it would undermine our relationship with Russia, a relationship which is improving and beginning to stabilize.

Now, why do we want to risk that? Why do we want to hand the hard-liners in the Russian Duma an excuse to block the ratification of the Start II Treaty and resume an offensive arms race, instead of continuing and accelerating the dismantlement of nuclear strategic weapons? There is no new threat of massive nuclear missile attack on the continental United States requiring a decision now to pull out of the ABM Treaty.

The Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency, General Clapper, said:

We see no interest in or capability of any new country reaching the continental United States with a long-range missile for at least the next decade.

For several years, we have had a bipartisan consensus in Congress for continuing research on national missile defense that is consistent with the ABM Treaty. We have had a consensus that we should preserve the option to decide later to deploy a national missile defense system if the threat increases or if it proves financially feasible, or both. At the same time, we have a bipartisan or bipartisan consensus that we should seek ABM Treaty understandings or changes that are mutually agreeable between the United States and Russia, and we should be doing these things simultaneously. We should be doing research and development of national missile defenses. We should be seeking understandings and modifications of the ABM Treaty while these research activities are continuing, and we should keep the option open when the time comes to withdraw from the ABM Treaty.

This bill before us breaks that bipartisan consensus, and instead decides now that it is the policy of the United States to trash the ABM Treaty and to withdraw from it. This bill commits us to a deployment program that is simply reckless because it is so intentionally provocative to the Russians without any military benefit to us because our present program is unconstrained by the ABM Treaty. What we are doing now in missile defense research is unconstrained by the treaty.

We do not need to make this decision now to trash a treaty which is allowing us to remove 90 percent of our offensive weapons that threaten us. That is what is so reckless about this language. It prematurely commits us to a course of action which we need not take now and maybe never need to take. We do not know that.

We have had a bipartisan consensus to keep an option open. This wipes out that bipartisan consensus. Now, there is another provision in this bill which is threatening to our security in the eyes of Secretary Perry, and that is Section 1012, which permits to the Russians unilaterally to make their own demarcation line between short-range and long-range missiles. Defense against the former are permitted. Defenses against the long-range missiles are not.

What is the demarcation line? What is the range? We have been trying to negotiate that with the Russians as to what is the precise line between a short-range missile and a long-range missile. We put a proposal down on the table which we hope is going to be adopted. This bill incorporates our proposal as U.S. law.

We, in this bill, unilaterally adopt the proposal that the administration is making at a negotiating session and saying they cannot deviate from their proposal. Now, that is a rather unusual way to negotiate: You are sitting down with the other side, trying to reach an agreement, and your Congress back there unilaterally puts into domestic law what your first proposal is. Now, what would the Russian Duma, did the same thing? We say we would like a range of 3,500 kilometers and the Duma says, unilaterally, the ABM Treaty means a range of 3,000 kilometers. Now, what would our reaction be? We are sitting at a negotiating table with the Russians, trying to figure out a demarcation line, and the Russians unilaterally make their own interpretation and make it their law, and tell their President he cannot deviate from that law. He cannot even sit down with the Americans to talk about it. He cannot even listen.

Under this bill, the President’s people are not even allowed to listen to a Russian proposal because that would involve the expenditure of funds; that is, travel funds. So you can kiss goodbye those negotiations. And, by the way, the language in this bill says it is the sense of the Senate that the President cease all negotiations for a year. That is just sense-of-the-Senate language. But this is the power of the purse that is used here to prevent the President or the President’s people from implementing any Presidential policy relative to the ABM Treaty. Negotiations to set a demarcation line are over.

Now, this is a country that has thousands of nuclear weapons that we have been in a cold war with, that we are trying to improve our relationship with, and we have had some real success. And now we put one stick, two sticks, three sticks right in their eyes. For what? A new threat? Has our research carried us to the point where we now can even make a decision as to whether we can effectively and cost-efflciently deploy such a system? We are not at that point now.

The ABM Treaty does not constrain our research and development. That is why Secretary Perry said that the bill’s unwarranted imposition through the funding restrictions of a unilateral ABM/TMD demarcation interpretation would jeopardize these reductions and would raise significant international legal issues, as well as fundamental constitutional issues regarding the President’s authority over the conduct of foreign affairs.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the letters from General Shalikashvili and Secretary Perry be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the letters were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

CHAIRMAN, JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF,  

HON. CARL LEVIN,  
U.S. SENATE, WASHINGTON, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LEVIN, Thank you for your letter and the opportunity to express my views concerning the impact of Senator Warner’s proposed language for the FY 1996 Defense Authorization Bill on current theater missile defense (TMD) programs.

Because the Russians have repeatedly linked the ABM Treaty with other arms control issues—particularly the START II Treaty—now before the Duma—we cannot assume they would deal in isolation with unilateral US legislation detailing technical parameters for ABM/TMD protection. While we believe that START II is in both countries’ interests regardless of other events, we must assume such unilateral US legislation could harm prospect for START II ratification by the Duma and probably impact our broader security relationship with Russia as well.

We are continuing to work on TMD systems. The ongoing testing of THAAD through the demonstration/validation program has been certified ABM Treaty compliant. Congress has the Navy Upper Tier program. Thus, progress on these programs is not restricted by the lack of a demarcation agreement. We have no plans and do not desire to test THAAD or other TMD systems in an ABM mode.

Even though testing and development of TMD systems is underway now, we believe it is useful to continue discussions with the Russians to seek resolution of the ABM/TMD issue in a way which preserves our security equities. Were such dialogue to be prohibited, we might eventually find ourselves forced to choose between giving up elements of our TMD development programs or proceeding unilaterally in a manner which could undermine the broader security relationship with Russia. Either alternative would impose security
costs and risks which we are seeking to avoid.

Sincerely,

JOHN M. SHALIKASHVILI,
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE,

Hon. SAM NUNN,
Ranking Member, Committee on Armed Services,
U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.

Dear Senator Nunn: I write to register my strong opposition to the missile defense provisions of the SASC’s Defense Authorization bill, which would institute Congressional micromanagement of the Administration’s missile defense program and put the U.S. on a pathway to abrogate the ABM Treaty. The Administration is committed to respond to ballistic missile threats to our forces, allies, and territory. We will not permit the capability of the defenses we field to meet those threats to be compromised.

The bill’s provisions would add nothing to DoD’s ability to pursue our missile defense programs, and would needlessly cause us to incur excess costs and serious security risks. The bill would require the U.S. to make a decision regarding a specific national missile defense for deployment by 2003, with interim operational capability in 1999, despite the fact that a valid strategic missile threat has not emerged. Our NMD program is designed to give us the capability for a deployment decision in three years, when we will be better positioned to assess the threat and deploy the most technologically advanced systems available. The bill would also terminate valuable elements of our NMD program, the Boost Phase Intercept and MEADS/Corps SAM systems. MEADS is not only a valuable defense system but is an important test of future trans-Atlantic defense cooperation.

In addition, certain provisions related to the ABM Treaty would be very damaging to U.S. security interests. By mandating actions that would lead us to violate or disregard U.S. Treaty obligations—such as establishing a deployment date of a multiplesite NMD system—the bill would jeopardize the United States’ missile defense program and put us on a pathway to abrogation of the ABM Treaty. These decisions would similarly jeopardize these reductions and would raise significant interpretations of the ABM Treaty as the best way to preserve and enhance our national security interests. As I understand the Senator’s excellent presentation, just by reviewing the particular words and phrases that are included in the defense authorization bill, the provisions that are included in the legislation, that this is effectively saying that a majority, in this case probably in terms of the vote, are expressing a countervail; that somehow they have better knowledge of the security interests and the nature of the nuclear threat and the American people than that long-term negotiating process that took place by those who were very sensitive to the security interests, the role of the United States and the relationship between the United States and the Soviet Union.

Can the Senator comment briefly on the historic context? I found very persuasive the particular details.

Second, does the Senator from Michigan, if he or she is willing to do so or have done in our security interest, believe that this is an extraordinary action on the floor of the U.S. Senate, when we are having our challenge in our relations with China and the United States—recently have heard about two military officers who were actually arrested in China; we have the tragic circumstances around Mr. Wu who has been apprehended, and the human rights violations—a range of different challenges that we have with one of the other great world powers, China? Our Secretary of State is involved in trying to work out at least some kind of modus operandi with the Chinese. As a student of history and as one of the people who has been on the side of arms control, does the Senator from Michigan feel that we should be unilaterally abrogating the solemn treaty of the United States with the Soviet Union on nuclear weapons that will certainly, in a very significant way, put in serious threat our relations with the Soviet Union? Does this make any sense?

Mr. LEVIN. The Senator is right. The Secretary of State has written a letter to Senator Nunn dated August 2, which I also want to print in the RECORD, which addresses the questions which the Senator from Massachusetts has raised.

These arms reduction treaties—starting with the ABM Treaty, which is limiting arms, and then going to START I and START II—START II is before us now, supported by the chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee—these have been negotiated by Democratic and Republican administrations alike. These are not partisan treaties.

President Nixon is the one who negotiated the ABM Treaty. This is a Republican President who strongly believed that the ABM Treaty was in our security interest, and I believe every single President since has supported keeping the ABM Treaty, modifying it at times. We have had protocols to it, we have had interpretations to it, but it has allowed us to reduce offensive arms. So it has had broad bipartisan support in administration after administration.

The Secretary of State points out when he says in his letter to Senator Nunn that ‘‘successive administrations have supported the continued viability of the ABM Treaty as the best way to preserve and enhance our national security.’’ And the Secretary of State goes on to make clear that all of these interpretations ‘‘would immediately call into question the commitment to the treaty and have a negative impact on United States-Russian relations and on Russian implementation of the START I Treaty and Russian ratification of the START II Treaty.’’

The START II Treaty is going to come to the floor of the Senate one of these days. I understand with the support of the chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, negotiated by a Republican President. It allows us to significantly reduce and begin the process of nuclear disarmament.

We are told by General Shalikashvili and Secretary Perry that for us to trash the ABM Treaty will threaten the ratification of the START II Treaty. It makes absolutely no sense in terms of the mutual reduction which has been put together for these treaties over the years and in terms of reducing the number of offensive weapons which we face.

Mr. KENNEDY. Will the Senator’s conclusion be that should the violation of the ABM Treaty—and I think the Senator has made that case both with regard to the multiple-site issue and also for the unilateral declaration on the theater and strategic systems, which are in the process of being negotiated—result in a pathway to abrogation or statement or sense-of-the-Senate resolution, that as far as our chairman of our Joint Chiefs of Staff, according to
the President of the United States as well as the Secretary of State—those who have responsibility in the nature of both defense policy in this area and diplomacy—that the counteraction will be an action by the Soviet Union which will result in more nuclear missiles being pointed toward the United States, there will be more nuclear missiles pointed to cities in my State, there will be more nuclear missiles pointed to cities in the Senator's State, and that there will be less security for the people in these cities. Is that a realistic assessment of the situation from the dangers of nuclear war?

Finally, let me just ask the Senator, how does the whole Nunn-Lugar effort fit into this whole process? We have been involved in the very recent times with a bipartisan effort to try and help and assist the dismantling of Soviet weapons systems. For the obvious reason, as the Senator and others have pointed out, we believe that kind of reduction is in our security interest.

There have been difficulties in terms of the expenditure of funds and other factors which I know that the Armed Services Committee and DOD are interested in. The Congress has been reviewing that effort in terms of trying to see further action in the dismantling of nuclear weapons.

Does he think that this kind of unilateral action will enhance that whole kind of effort for further dismantlement, or does the Senator believe that what we need to do is to understand in a significant way as well?

Mr. LEVIN. I think the Nunn-Lugar effort is totally undermined, because instead of being willing to dismantle weapons, which Nunn-Lugar helps them achieve, our best experts in the State Department, the Defense Department say they are going to go the other way, they are going to stop the dismantlement and stop the ratification of START II, because now they are going to be under the very rationale that it is the American policy to put up defenses to their weapons, and that means in order for whatever they have left after START II to be effective, they are going to have to have more, not less, in order to overcome whatever defense.

This is a very threatening thing, we have to understand, to us. This is a threat to our security, what is going on in this bill language, because instead of seeing arms being aimed at our States continuing to be reduced, the numbers of those weapons are suddenly going to go up instead of down. At a minimum, we are going to see the termination of these dramatic reductions which we have been able to achieve under START I and START II.

Mr. KENNEDY. I know the Senator has further comments to make, but I want to ask him, as I understand the situation we are facing in the Soviet Union, we are facing local elections that are going to be taking place in the next year. It is also a commitment in terms of the Presidential election which is to take place next year—there is movement in terms of the Soviet Union and, as I understand it, in terms of the political process and activity of increasing involvement and intensity and increasing United States investments.

Obviously, there are the creaking problems of a new nation finding itself in terms of trying to develop democratic institutions in that nation. Does the Senator, as someone who is a student both of the Soviet Union and the recent history, does he think that this will help stabilize that situation or the nature of the political discussion in the Soviet Union? As he has pointed out, the reduction of these nuclear arms was done because we believed they were in the security interests of the United States. As the Senator pointed out, if we take this action, that will be threatened. Does he believe, as well, that if the Soviet Union did this action to the United States, there could be a counteraction from the Senate and among the American people? Does he anticipate that this may very well have some factor and force in terms of the domestic politics and defense politics of the Soviet Union?

Mr. LEVIN. I think the Nunn-Lugar unilateral action in setting the dividing line between short-range and long-range missiles, which has been subject of the negotiations, suddenly is yanked out from those negotiations, the U.S. Senate usurps this whole unilateral action which I believe the demarcation line is and prohibits the President from negotiating any other demarcation line. At the same time, we establish the policy of the United States to deploy a system which clearly violates the ABM Treaty.

Doing those things will play into the hands of the most rabid, anti-Western political forces in Russia. We are going to pay a terrible price, not just in having more weapons face our States, we are going to pay a terrible price in terms of lending unwitting support to the very anti-Western forces in Russia which are creating so much difficulty already, not just for Russia, but for the rest of the world.

Mr. KENNEDY. Finally, the Senator spent a great deal of time in recent years, along with others, in terms of the meaning of the ABM Treaty. I am a member of the Armed Services Committee. All of us were enormously impressed by the presentation by the United States and many others, to avoid a unilateral interpretation of the ABM Treaty during the 1980’s. This Senate has had a long history in not undermining treaties or not undermining chief executives who are aimed at negotiating treaties. We have an advise-and-consent function that is very different from putting into American law unilateral interpretations and prohibiting Presidents from even negotiating relative to treaties.

Senator Nunn’s leadership during the 1980’s on the whole ABM issue—and the Senator from Massachusetts was correct, he was deeply involved in it, as well—was part of a long-time bipartisan effort, generally, on the part of the Senate to avoid this kind of unilateralism. I think it is very different from putting into American law unilateral interpretations and prohibiting Presidents from even negotiating relative to treaties.

Now, Mr. President, the language in this bill, by saying that “appropriated funds may not be obligated or expended by any official for the purpose of implementing any executive policy that would apply the ABM Treaty to the research, development, or deployment of a missile defense,” means the President and the President’s representatives cannot even listen at a negotiation. They cannot even use travel money. “ Appropriated funds are prohibited here from being obligated or expended by any official for the purpose of implementing any executive policy that would apply the ABM Treaty to the deployment of a missile defense.”

That is section 238(b). In another subsection: “Or from taking any other action to provide for the ABM Treaty to be applied to the deployment of the missile defense.”

That is what the ABM Treaty is all about.
So this language does three things. First, it unilaterally says what the demarcation is between short-range and long-range, and makes that the law of the United States. It prohibits the President of the United States from negotiating anything other than that. He cannot even listen to anything other than that.

It does one other thing. This is some of the most, I think, extreme language I have read in any bill, almost on any subject that has come to the floor because under this language, if there were a test that violated this definition of a long-range system, nobody could act to stop it, because it says here that “appropriated funds may not be expended by any official to implement anything else. But it is our

The hanging first, and then the trial. Lect committee considers appropriate.

In section B we should consider establishing a select committee to carry out a comprehensive review of the ABM Treaty during the second session of the 104th Congress, with the intent of providing additional policy guidance on the future of the ABM Treaty, with the intent of making a well-informed and carefully considered recommendation on how to proceed by the end of the 104th Congress.

That is supposed to be the purpose of this comprehensive review. On page 120, the majority says it is prudent—prudent—to dedicate a year to studying all ABM Treaty-related issues and alternatives, and to recommend the review of the continuing value and validity—a careful 1-year review, the report says—of the continuing value and validity of the ABM Treaty. Why not do the “careful” study before we decide to trash the treaty? If it is prudent to have a 1-year study of the ABM Treaty’s value, is it not prudent to have the review prior to saying it is the policy of the U.S. Government to trash the ABM Treaty? Does not prudence dictate that you withhold your conclusion until after the study?

If the purpose of our “comprehensive careful 1-year review” is to make a study of the value of the ABM Treaty, for heaven’s sake, we should withhold the conclusions until after the study. That is not what this bill does. This bill says it is the policy of the United States to deploy a multiple-site system. That is an illegal system under the ABM Treaty. That is why Secretary Perry says that these serious consequences argue for conducting the proposed Senate review of the ABM Treaty before considering such a drastic and far-reaching measure. He underlines the word “before.”

It seems to me it is just absolute common sense that we do not reach conclusions and implement those conclusions the way this bill does, with initial operating capability, with a date set, 2003. There is an IOC of 2003 for a national missile test, an interim capability mandated by the bill for this system.

We are mandating violations of a treaty when at the same time in another part of the bill we say we are studying the continued validity of that treaty. That makes no sense at all.

Mr. President, I will be sending an amendment to the desk which addresses these three issues that I have just outlined. It will strike the words that it is the policy of the United States to deploy a multiple-site system, since that is not true of the ABM Treaty; we will also strike the language which sets forth in permanent law what the demarcation line is between long-range and short-range missiles, since that is the subject of negotiations; and we will also strike the language which prevents the President from even discussing any matters relative to the ABM Treaty with the Russians.

AMENDMENT NO. 208

(Purposes: (1) To strike section 233(2); (2) To strike section 237(a)(2), which states that the President should cease all efforts to clarify ABM Treaty obligations; (3) To strike Section 238, which establishes a unilateral interpretation of the ABM Treaty and prohibits treaty-compliance efforts)

Mr. LEVIN, Mr. President, at this point, I send the amendment to the desk.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. KYL). The clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:

The Senator from Michigan [Mr. LEVIN], for himself, Mr. EXON, Mr. RINGOAMAN, Mr. GLENN, Mr. BRADLEY, Mr. KENNEDY, Mr. FRINGOLD, Mr. DORGAN, Mr. WELSTONE, Mr. BIDEN, Mr. MOYNIHAN, Mr. HARKIN, Mr. JEFFords, and Mr. PELl, proposes an amendment numbered 2088.

The amendment is as follows:

On page 52, strike out lines 20 through 25. On page 62, strike out lines 8 through 11. Beginning on page 69, strike out line 11 and all that follows through line 24.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, the distinguished manager of the bill on the majority side, Senator Thurmond, is anxious to get a time agreement.

I wonder if I might inquire of the distinguished ranking minority member as to the progress we are making on that. Many Senators are working on their schedules. Many Senators are anxious to engage in the debate on this particular amendment, I think at the convenience of the Senate. And this means to keep this momentum that we have this morning going forward, I wonder if I might inquire as to this.

Mr. NUNN. I say to my friend from Virginia, I think we ought to inquire of the Senator from Michigan as to his intentions.

We talked about a time agreement. The Senator from Michigan informed me he would prefer to come to the floor and determine how many people wanted to speak on this amendment.

I welcome a time agreement. I hope we can reach one. Perhaps the Senator from Michigan could give an indication of his feeling at this point.

Mr. LEVIN. I do not have the final version, but it is pretty close— and there are a couple more Senators we must consult with—2½ hours on this side that will be needed so far. We think that is fairly close to the total, but we are not quite there yet.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, that is a period of time considerably longer than I had hoped. That would mean if this side were to require an equal amount, we would be 5 hours.

Credit, perhaps, is being given on the 2½ hours for this time, so we are beginning of this period considerably earlier than I had hoped. That would mean that if this side were to require an equal amount, we would be 5 hours.

Mr. LEVIN. That would be 2½ additional hours, but that is not quite yet the total. There are two other Senators
we have yet to hear from that we believe want to speak, and we have not heard how much time.

Mr. NUNN. If I may say to my friend from Virginia, the Senator from Michigan is putting an astonishing speech on this subject, with the intervention of the Senator from South Carolina. Let me make a speech on it. I have the Senator from Nebraska plans to speak, perhaps by the time our colleagues hear these speeches, they will not feel the need to speak as long on this subject. That remains to be seen.

I hope we can cut that time down. I will work with the Senator from Michigan. This is an important amendment. This is the heart of the bill in terms of the opposition to the bill. This is the heart of it.

While I would like to accelerate this process and will work hard to do that, I do think that once this matter is settled one way or the other on this amendment, and perhaps on another amendment before it is considered in the Senate, that remains to be seen.

I think once we do that, we will begin to make a lot more progress on the bill.

So, I say to my friend from Virginia and my friend from South Carolina, I know how to move this bill and I will continue to work with them to see if we cannot reach some time agreement.

Mr. President, I would like to recognize—

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, if I might say, I thank my distinguished colleague. It is very reassuring to hear him say we can try to reduce the amount of time. Because the majority leader is very anxious to have this bill completed, as you know, on the table this week. I hope we can reduce the amount of time.

I see the Senator from Michigan indicating—

Several Senators addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Georgia is recognized.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, if Senator Exon would like to recognize?

Mr. EXON. No. I was going to follow up on some of the remarks that had been made by the other Senators on this matter. The Senator from Georgia probably wishes to do the same.

Mr. NUNN. Has the Senator from Nebraska had a chance to make a statement regarding?

Mr. EXON. Yes, I got that statement made.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, I am going to make some remarks on the Levin amendment and I am going to try to cut my remarks down. I think this is a very important amendment. I support the amendment. I would like to lay out what I consider to be the defects in the bill as it now exists and why I think this amendment is important and why I will support the amendment.

If this bill fails I anticipate another amendment in this area.

Mr. President, the defects in the majority’s Missile Defense Act of 1995 are simple and straightforward. First, the Missile Defense Act constitutes what, in law, I would call—reflecting back years ago on my law school courses—I would call this an anticipatory breach of the ABM Treaty. Only in this case, it is not a contract, as in law school. The United States now embark on an international treaty, the treaty between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, now succeeded by Russia, on the limitation of the antiballistic missile systems as the ABM Treaty. Thus the Missile Defense Act if we pass it, if it became law, puts this body on record as directing the United States to knowingly violate an existing international treaty without first seeking amendments to the treaty and without reference to the provisions in the treaty which permit either party to withdraw upon 6 months’ notice.

The ABM Treaty was entered into, not as a sacred document to be adhered to for all time, but as a document that reflected the security interests of both the Soviet Union and the United States at that time. I am not wedded to every word in the ABM Treaty, as I will review in a moment. I do believe amendments are in order. But why not negotiate the amendments? Why act as if there is no treaty? That is what this bill does.

If we cannot negotiate the amendments, if the Russians will not budge after a good-faith effort, why not then consider whether to withdraw from the treaty under the provisions of the treaty? That is the way you get out of a treaty if you do not feel it is in your national security interests.

The second problem with the Missile Defense Act is that this breach is wholly unnecessary to the conducting of the near-term missile defense program run by the ballistic missile defense organization. In other words, we are basically serving notice that the treaty is going to be breached and it is not getting us anything in the next fiscal year—nothing. There is no program in this bill that would violate the ABM Treaty in the next fiscal year.

Enactment of the Missile Defense Act authorizes no activity by the ballistic missile defense office during fiscal year 1996 that would otherwise be proscribed by the ABM Treaty.

So, what have we done here? We are taking a gratuitous poke at the eye of the Russians while helping to persuade them that the United States Congress is bent on resurrecting what some have called star wars.

In my view the Russians do not have the resources to compete in this arena in the near-term. So they will certainly be frustrated, in the sense that they see us moving to breach the ABM Treaty when they do not have the resources to compete. They just simply do not have the finances to compete.

But, while they have is thousands of missiles. Not a few hundred, but thousands of missiles that they are supposed to dismantle under START I, and they already are doing that under START II, and thousands more missiles they are supposed to dismantle under START II, which has been negotiated, and signed by President Bush but is now pending ratification both in the Duma and here in the Senate.

The obvious question is why is the opposition to the bill, that is likely to be their response to what they see as a breach of the ABM Treaty.

Do we really, on the floor of the U.S. Senate, after going through the Reagan administration, the Bush administration, basically negotiating carefully arms control agreements and trying to carry them out, getting thousands of nuclear warheads dismantled, do we want to turn around and do something in this bill that is going to say to the Russians, in effect: We are going to break out of the ABM Treaty. Now, whatever you do is up to you?

I know what they are going to do. I believe what they are going to do. They do not have the dollars to conduct defenses now. They may in the future. In the future I think it is in their interests also to have some defenses. I think both countries ought to have some limited defenses against accidental launch, against any kind of unauthorized launch or against a third World country that emerges as a threat. I think we ought to have those kind of defenses. I think the Russians ought to, too.

But if we strike out unilaterally, they are going to do what we would do if we were in their circumstances. What is that? We would not dismantle our strategic offensive forces. We would find a way to proliferate the offensive forces because those offensive forces are going to have defenses that they have to contend with. And, what the Russians would fear, as we would fear, is that the combination of going to a lower START level, dismantling warheads, going down to START II, doing that, limiting the number of warheads; then, having the United States embarked on a breach of the ABM Treaty, saying we are clearly going to deploy defenses without regard to negotiation, without regard to amendments, without regard to the provisions of the treaty—the combination of those two things says to them: Limited warheads, defenses by the United States, possible preemptive attack. We would never do that. We know that. But they do not know that just like we do not know that about them. This is an integral part of our deterrence policy. We do not know that and we are not going to bank on it.

But the combination limiting the number of warheads, defenses in this country that basically breach the ABM Treaty plus a preemptive attack, means that they would lose the ability to retaliate.

That is paranoia. But the whole equation of deterrence for years has
Mr. President, consider what is at stake here. Should the Missle Defense Act approved by the Senate Armed Services Committee majority be enacted in the next couple of years, we stand to gain nothing, but we stand to lose a great deal; we could lose the agreed drawdowns of nuclear arsenals under START I and II; we could lose the CFE Treaty's constraints on Russian conventional force deployments near troubled areas.

Now, some in the Senate Armed Services Committee majority will argue that the Missile Defense Act does not require the breach of the ABM Treaty, because only some subsequent testing or deployment action would technically place us in violation of the treaty.

They will argue this by saying that only some subsequent testing or deployment would technically place us in violation of the treaty.

Mr. President, this is too clever by oversight. If the Russians in the republic were to announce tomorrow that it no longer intended to meet the timetable for reduction of nuclear systems under the START I Treaty, that it was not going to negotiate them, that it simply was going to move forward as if the START I did not exist, and that there was nothing we could do about it, would the Senate Armed Services Committee come to the Senate floor to calmly inform us that this is not a breach of their obligations under the treaty? Would the majority set up a direct constitutional invasion of the constitutional prerogatives of this body, pretending that it is not happening? Is the Senate ready to take that step?

I think that the majority—and I would be in that majority—would say let us assume that they are going to do what they say they are going to do; they are going to breach the treaty, and we had better start recognizing that.

To recap, Mr. President, the Senate Armed Services Committee's Missile Defense Act provision has major problems: First, it abandons United States adherence to the ABM Treaty; second, abandoning adherence is unnecessary—we can conduct an effective missile defense program in the near-term while continuing adherence; third, abandoning adherence now is likely to impose huge costs on us, if Russia decides to carry out its threat, because the treaty would no longer be binding; fourth, the Senate Armed Services Committee bill abandons adherence by stealth, rather directing the administration to use the legal withdrawal procedures contained in the treaty; and fifth, the Senate is forced to try to compel the executive branch to abandon adherence by usurping certain powers of the
Mr. WARNER addressed the Chair. The PRESIDING OFFICER, The Senator from Virginia.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I have worked for many years with my distinguished colleague from Georgia, and I believe that we have made a jointer of views and positions. But on this we are strong opponents.

I was the author of a number of provisions in this bill which are the subject of the strike of my good friend, the Senator from Michigan.

I vigorously oppose the Senator's amendment.

Mr. President, it is my understanding the administration is orchestrating a full court press to defeat the Missile Defense Act of 1995 and in particular section 238 of that act which was known as the Warner amendment during our markup.

I was the author of the previous Missile Defense Act, and the Missile Defense Act of 1995 build purposes. I trust that the treaty is one put into law in 1991.

Therefore, it seems to me that it is a logical sequence of legislative steps by the Congress to build on the foundation that we laid in 1991.

I have tried for many years together with a group of my colleagues through many, many legislative initiatives to ensure that the men and women of the Armed Forces are not once again sent into harm’s way unless they are provided with the most effective way that money can buy with the dollars but that we can devise with the brains. I wish to emphasize that—devise with the brains.

My basic premise is that successive administrations have used the ABM Treaty as a means to develop the most efficient, the most cost-effective and the most technically sound and reliable systems for the defense against short-range ballistic missiles. We failed in many respects during the gulf war. The crude Scud missile was utilized by the Iraqi military forces not only against the coalition of allied military forces but against the innocent people, the defenseless people of Tel Aviv.

Israel was not a combatant in the gulf war, yet Saddam Hussein rained down upon those innocent people the crude Scud missile system. You can cobble together a technical capability of being adapted to defend against the short-range ballistic missile systems posed as a threat by these 30 nations.

How many recall the incident in the gulf war which resulted in the largest number of American casualties? It was the Scud missile that landed on a barracks killing and wounding the greatest number of Americans during this war.

Are we to say to the American people, particularly the mothers and fathers of those on duty in places throughout the world today that this could happen once again because the United States will not unleash its full brain power to devise the best system to defend against that type of weapon? If you look at the balance between the launch pad of a short-range system, that is fairly elementary. You can cobble that together. We know that from the crude Scud missile system. You can cobble that together. But the defense, the interceptor, the electronics needed to bring that missile into the bore sight of some weapon, that is many times more costly than the launch system.

But we are going to stand here, if I listen correctly to the proponents of this amendment and once again go back to a treaty of 1972 and allow it to stand, stand there and block the full resources, mental and dollarwise of this great Nation to prevent another incident like we experienced in the gulf.

In the judgment of this Senator, we must accelerate the development and deployment of highly effective land- and sea-based theater missile systems to protect our troops, defenses that are not artificialized or unthinkingly limited, constrained by this ABM Treaty.

Therefore, Mr. President, it was in April of this year that I introduced an amendment along with dozens of co-sponsors to clearly establish a policy for the United States of America which states that the ABM Treaty does not apply to short-range theater ballistic systems.
In effect, this legislation is intended to prevent the Clinton administration from making the ABM Treaty in effect a TMD treaty. That is what is under way and has been underway for some several years, to take this 1972 treaty and somehow wrap it around the short-range and intermediate-range missile systems. And some have tried, but to no avail to ensure that the Senate of the United States would be involved in decisions the administration might make in the demarcation negotiations.

Last year, I sponsored legislation requiring that any international agreement entered into by the President that would substantially modify the ABM Treaty be submitted to the Senate for advice and consent pursuant to our constitutional authority on treaties.

Despite that legal requirement, it became clear to me during the administration briefings on the demarcation issue—and I will say to their credit, particularly to a former Senate Armed Services staff assistant, Robert Bell, there has been considerable consultation on this demarcation series of negotiations, but we have not been able to present what I regard as a convincing argument. I repeat, despite that legal requirement of last year, it became clear to many of us here in the Senate during these briefings on the demarcation that the administration had no intention of submitting any demarcation to the United States Senate, no intention, despite the fact that the administration’s negotiating position would result in an international agreement that would impose major new limitations on the United States.

Therefore, many of us saw the need to act, and act we did. And as a consequence, we have before us today a bill that will give this country needed protections. Regrettably, one of our colleagues, joined by others, is wishing to strike that provision.

Mr. President, the ABM Treaty was never intended to limit or restrict theater missile defense systems. That is clearly conceded in a provision that has been added to the ABM Treaty, a provision that was added to the ABM Treaty in 1993. That is, a missile defense system that has been field tested against a ballistic missile with, one, a range of more than 3,500 kilometers, or, two, a maximum velocity of more than 5 kilometers per second.

A missile defense system does not have a demonstrated field-tested capability to counter intercontinental ballistic systems, it should not be limited in any way by the ABM Treaty. Without this legislation, Mr. President, I acknowledge that the current occupant of the chair was a most valuable participant in drawing up this legislation—without this legislation, Mr. President, the Senate will have no role to play in an international agreement which will impose major new obligations and restrictions on the military capabilities of the United States. This is an issue which is vital to our national security and which can be ignored no longer.

Mr. Nunn, Mr. President, will the Senator yield for a brief question?

Mr. WARNER. Yes. Two sentences, and then I will be happy to yield. We will no doubt debate this issue at length, as we are doing right now. And I welcome the debate, and I urge all to support those who seek to defeat the amendment by our distinguished colleague from Michigan.

I yield the floor.

Mr. NUNN addressed the Chair.

Mr. President, the main objective of this legislation is to protect the theater missile defense systems and to have a demarcation point of definition between those systems and the strategic systems that would be affected by the ABM Treaty. Assuming that is the Senator’s main objective, it would prohibit the obligation or expenditure of any funds by any official of the Federal Government for the purposes of prescribing, enforcing or implementing any Executive order, regulation or policy that would apply the ABM Treaty or any limitation or obligation under such treaty to research, development, testing or deployment of a theater missile defense system, upgrade or component thereof.

What I hear the Senator from Virginia say is the main purpose is to protect the theater missile defense systems and to have a demarcation point of definition between those systems and the strategic systems that would be affected by the ABM Treaty. Assuming that is the Senator’s main objective, it would prohibit the obligation or expenditure of any funds by any official of the Federal Government for the purposes of prescribing, enforcing or implementing any Executive order, regulation or policy that would apply the ABM Treaty or any limitation or obligation under such treaty to research, development, testing or deployment of a theater missile defense system, upgrade or component thereof.
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that gives the Senator from Michigan the problem. It is all language that basically states we are going to deploy national missile defenses with multiple sites without any negotiation and without any regard to the ABM Treaty, which has nothing to do with theater missile defenses. That is long as there is some flexibility for the administration so that there is not an absolute ruling out of any administration efforts—because somebody has got to negotiate this demarcation point no matter what we say—if that is the Senator’s goal, I agree with him on the demarcation point. I think that is a very sensible point. If that is the Senator’s goal, then there is no reason we cannot find a way, whatever happens on the Levin amendment, to deal with this language, because that is not the language we are trying to take out of this bill.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, in reply, that is encouraging to hear the views from my distinguished colleague. The Levin amendment, nevertheless, strikes the Missile Defense Act of 1995, which in turn incorporated in the committee markup the Warner provision, which I have just addressed.

Do I understand that there is some thought about amending the Levin amendment?

Mr. LEVIN. No.

Mr. NUNN. I think the Senator from Michigan stated—

Mr. LEVIN. I want to go through the language of the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Michigan is recognized.

Mr. LEVIN. I thank the Chair and apologize for jumping in without being recognized.

My amendment strikes the language in the bill which commits us to deploy a system which clearly violates the ABM Treaty. It leaves the language about deploying as soon as possible highly effective theater missile defenses. That is in the bill. It is left in the bill. I was surprised to hear the Senator from Virginia say the issue here is whether we want to deploy theater missile defenses. Boy, that is not the language we are after. We left that language in there.

Section 233 says:

It is the policy of the United States—

(1) deploy as soon as possible highly effective theater missile defenses capable of countering targeting and emerging theater ballistic missiles;

We did not touch that. It is the next paragraph we touched. The next paragraph says it is the policy of the United States:

(2) deploy a multiple-site national defense system which clearly violates the ABM Treaty; that is, a system which clearly violates the ABM Treaty does not prohibit theater missile defenses. It does not and we should proceed to deploy those, and we are.

By the way, General Shalikashvili says the ABM Treaty does not constrain our development of theater missile defenses. He said in his letter to me “the progress on these programs”—referring to theater missile defenses—“is not restricted by a lack of a demarcation agreement.” Just as I would be the first to concede, indeed proclaim, that the ABM Treaty does not restrict theater missile defenses, I hope my friend from Virginia will agree that his language in section 233(2) is that it is a policy to deploy a multiple-site national defense system that would violate the treaty unless the treaty were amended. We are seeking to try to amend this treaty. Yes, theater missile defenses are not constrained by the ABM Treaty, nor should they be, nor are they. But it is the language in subparagraph (2) that makes it the policy to deploy a multiple-site national defense system which clearly violates the ABM Treaty, which is the first target of the amendment.

So we leave in the theater defense language in subparagraph (1). We do not touch that.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, will the Senator address section 238?

Mr. LEVIN. I will be happy to.

Mr. WARNER. That is the provision of the Senator from Virginia, and that is subject to the strike.

Mr. LEVIN. It is the bill that I am addressing in three different places. In section 233.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, that is the subject of the amendment of the Senator from Virginia and the subject I just covered in my floor remarks. Looking at the Senator’s amendment at the desk, in section 3, it says “to strike subparagraph (2) that makes it the policy to deploy a multiple-site national defense system which clearly violates the ABM Treaty and prohibits treaty compliance efforts.”

Mr. LEVIN. Section 238 does establish the dividing line between long-range and short-range missiles. It does it unilaterally, it does it in law. The reason that that is inappropriate is these are the subject of negotiations now, should be the subject of negotiations. If the Duma established a range of 4,000 kilometers for a short-range missile, I think the Senator from Virginia would be on his feet saying, “What, the Russian legislative body is unilaterally determining what is a short-range system and they said 4,000 kilometers? What is going on? We thought this was the subject of negotiations, this is bad faith. You have a Russian legislative body unilaterally saying 4,000 kilometers?”

Yes, we should not be establishing in law—the demarcation line between the two when two things are true: One is the subject of ongoing negotiations and two, and this is critically important, is that General Shalikashvili told us that the absence of a demarcation line, having been agreed to, is not a constraint on the research and development of the theater missiles that we all support. In other words, it is not constraining us. So for us to prematurely, unilaterally have the line, unless the absence of a demarcation line is not constraining the research and development of theater missiles.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, will the Senator yield for a brief question and observation?

Mr. LEVIN. I will be happy to.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, I think it is important, and I state this only for my own view and the Senator from Michigan can respond. There is a difference in making a finding and saying that is where the Congress thinks the demarcation line ought to be and putting a line saying it is.

Passing a law knocks out the executive branch of Government, if they sign the law and if it is constitutional, in any kind of negotiation. So you do not even have the ability under this bill, the way I read it now, for the President to say to the Russians or his Ambassador to say to the Russians, this is what the Senate passed. I believe the bill is so sweeping in its denial of executive authority to have any negotiations on this point that I do not think they would be able to inform the Russian Duma or the Russian leadership, Yeltsin and others, as to what the Senate did.

If the Senator wants to say this is where we think the line ought to be, and that is what we believe the administration ought to negotiate with the Russians, and this is what we think the Russians ought to accept, or these are the sensible findings we make, that would be a totally different matter. It is when you put it in law so it knocks out not only the Russians from having any say whatsoever in it, no negotiations, no say, no response, it knocks out even the President and the executive branch.

First of all, I do not think this will become law, but if it does, you will have almost an absurd situation. In fact, there is some language in here that is so broad that it might be interpreted if this became law to preclude the U.S. Senate from even debating it again. It says no Federal official. We are talking about every paycheck. We are included in that, too. We cannot even talk about it once it is passed.

I think the Senator’s language goes much further than the Senator’s intent. That is what I think we need to work on and if we make findings on demarcation and urge the President forward and urge him to take this position, then I believe we can reach some
Mr. WARNER. President, if I may reply.

Mr. NUNN. I believe I was to ask a question. That is a question mark at the end of the sentence.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. INHOFE). The Chair observes the Senator from Michigan has the floor.

Mr. LEVIN. I will be happy to yield to the Senator from Virginia to answer the question without losing my right to the floor.

Mr. WARNER. The three of us who are now engaged in debate and, indeed, the occupant of the chair and others have been in the briefings on the negotiations of this demarcation issue.

As I said in my remarks, it was the fear that the administration would not come back to the U.S. Senate for “advice and consent” that has required this Senator and others to take this action. We cannot knowingly allow the administration to go forth with a demarcation which would, in our collective judgment, not be in the best interest of this country, and the only way we would have a means to express that would be through the advice-and-consent process. And the administration, very forthrightly, said they would not bring it back. And that is the reason we acted.

Mr. KYL. Will the Senator yield to me for 1 minute?

Mr. LEVIN. Yes.

Mr. KYL. I want to add to the comments the Senator from Virginia that at least some of us on this side have sent no fewer than five letters to the President on this subject asking to be consulted and advised, suggesting that the administration, frankly, was going too far in these discussions with the Russians and asked him not to do so.

As the Senator from Virginia just noted, one of the reasons for finally putting the language in the bill is that our treaties have gone unheeded, the administration has gone forward. This is apparently the only way we can get their attention. We had 50 Senators, all Republicans, urging the administration not to go forward, and they did so anyway. That is the reason for finally acting in a legislative way.

I thank the Senator.

Mr. LEVIN. As the Senator from Georgia forcefully made, it is different to give a recommendation to the President, which is one thing. To put into law what we believe the demarcation line by its own terms. In other words, let us assume that we were testing an ABM system against a missile that had a range of 4,000 kilometers. This language says that until it is flight tested, this prohibition is in place. That is what the language says. The Senator from Virginia and I have worked a long time on lots of bills together. But this language violates common sense because you could not even be testing, which, by the terms of this bill, violates the ABM Treaty. That is how extreme this language is.

I yield the floor at this point.

Mr. WARNER. I will be very brief. The Senator from Michigan put in a letter of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, General Shalikashvili. I wish to put in the RECORD at this point in our colloquy my reply to General Shalikashvili and in the spirit of total fairness, again his reply back to my letter. Clearly, we disagree.

I would like to read one paragraph to the Senator. I said to the general:

Unfortunately, that is exactly what is happening. Our ongoing TMD efforts—in particular THAAD and Navy Upper Tier—have been artificially limited by ABM Treaty considerations. For example, neither system has been allowed space-based sensors because of concerns that the use of such sensors would not be ABM Treaty-compliant. This despite the fact that all of the military experts with whom I have consulted have assured me that we could develop and deploy more cost-effective and technically capable TMD systems if such systems incorporated space-based elements.

Mr. President, that is it, clear and simple. It is right there.

I ask unanimous consent to have those letters printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the letters were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:


Gen. John M. Shalikashvili, USA,
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, Washington, DC.

Dear Mr. Chairman: This is in response to your June 28 letter to Senator Levin concerning the impact of the “Warner Amendment,” which prohibits the application of the ABM Treaty to U.S. theater missile defense systems.

I introduced this amendment in April with only one goal in mind—to rapidly provide our troops with the most advanced multilayered defense of the Armed Forces with the most technically advanced, cost-effective theater missile defense systems which the United States is capable of producing. As you well know, over 30 nations currently possess short-range ballistic missiles. The Gulf War demonstrated that such missiles pose a threat to our troops which is real, immediate and growing.

In my view, work on defenses against these missiles should not in any way be constrained by restrictions on the deployment of intermediate-range systems, and accepted a Russian proposal to negotiate the deployment of a TMD Treaty. To remain on solid Constitutional grounds, I carefully chose the Congress’ power of the purse as the vehicle to ensure that Congressional views on this issue are taken into consideration.

I, and many of my colleagues, have grave reservations about the direction the Administration has been pursuing in the demarcation talks with the Russians. It appears that the Administration is intent on concluding an agreement with the Russians that would sever the technological development and deployment of a U.S. theater missile defense system. For example, reportedly over the objections of senior military officers, the Administration earlier this year tabled a proposal which would impose performance limitations on our theater missile defense systems, and accepted a Russian proposal to negotiate the deployment of a Theater Missile Defense (TMD) Treaty—a system that was subsequently deemed to be Treaty-compliant by the DoD. The negotiations are clearly headed in the wrong direction. A change of course is in order.

Your letter mentioned the potential impact my amendment might have on Russian ratification of START II. I might point out that START II Treaty ratification by the Russian Duma is in doubt for reasons having nothing to do with the ABM Treaty or U.S. theater missile defense efforts. Put simply, the Russians do not want to limit their multiple-warhead ICBMs, as called for under START II. We must not hold our TMD efforts hostage to Russian threats concerning START II ratification.

While I share your desire to maintain a good security relationship with the Russians, I am not willing to sacrifice vital and legitimate U.S. defense efforts in the interest of security relations for the sake of providing our troops with the best defenses that our technical experts are capable of producing. I believe that my amendment assures that we could develop and deploy more cost-effective and technically capable TMD systems if such systems incorporated space-based elements.

Thank you for your attention.

Sincerely,

John Warner.
THE CHAIRMAN,  
JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF,  

Hon. John Warner,  
U.S. Senate,  
Washington, DC.

Dear Senator Warner: Thank you for your letter and strong support of efforts to protect our troops from the theater ballistic threat. The explanation and clarification of the intent and effect of your amendment are sincerely appreciated.

Since the beginning of the demarcation discussions, the first priority of the Joint Chiefs of Staff has been protecting US troops. I share the view that the ABM Treaty was meant to limit theater missile defenses, and agreed to a initial demarcation approach to the Russians based on the standard specified in your amendment. As you note, the Russians appeared to accept the limiting parameters of 300 km and 5 km/sec for testing against theater ballistic missile systems. They subsequently withdrew, but pushed for interceptor performance limits as well.

In June 1994, in an effort to achieve, acceptable demarcation agreement, some limits on interceptor velocity were proposed by the Joint Chiefs. As negotiations progressed, a subsequent proposal for an interim agreement which would have deferred some unresolved issues—such as deployment of Navy Upper Tier—was also proposed. The Russians rejected both US approaches.

The May 1995 Joint Summit Statement was successful in moving negotiations away from technical parameters back to a set of principles which would preserve both the ABM Treaty and our ability to test and deploy needed theater missile defenses. The latest US negotiating position was based on that joint statement and was intended as just the sort of “change of course” you suggest.

The Chiefs and I have been fully involved in developing US positions and have never lost sight of our first responsibility to protect US forces. We are unanimous in our commitment to develop and field highly capable theater missile defense systems. While cuesing from space-based sensors has yet to be incorporated into those systems, this is currently in our plans.

With regard to broader security issues, the linkage between the ABM Treaty and START II is in many fora, including discussions with members of the Duma. While there are, of course, reservations at play in the Duma considerations, one must assume that unilateral US legislation could harm prospects for START II ratification and probably impact our broader security relationship as well.

In closing, the priority goal has been to provide the US Armed Forces with best defenses technical experts are capable of producing. But we also work to seek to reconcile requirements for protection from theater ballistic missiles with further strengthening of the framework of strategic stability, including strategic arms reduction and the ABM Treaty. We are working to achieve both these goals.

Sincerely,

John M. Shalikashvili  
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Mr. GLENN. Mr. President, I rise in support of the amendment to strike the missile defense provisions in the bill, because, if passed as is, I think this language will greatly complicate the work of our military and of our diplomats in the years ahead. I have been interested to hear that one of the reasons we have this in the bill, apparently, is because we have sent a number of letters, or some Members have sent a number of letters to the President, and did not get a response. They either got no response or one they did not like, so they decided to put it in legislation.

I can only say that I think taking that kind of action, when the leadership, in negotiating treaties and in seeing they are adhered to, is a function of the executive branch, does not ring very strongly with me. I can remember—I probably have to go back to the files and bring out a dozen or more letters I wrote during the Reagan administration, during those eight years and during the four years of the Bush administration, and I may have gotten responses to some of those but certainly not to all of them. That did not mean to me that I took over what the constitutional powers of the President are and put into law things that would have tried to put my view into law, as opposed to the views of treaty requirements or what treaties had been negotiated.

I say further that I think we are, obviously, talking a lot here about the demarcation between theater missile defense and national missile defense. That is a legitimate thing to try and work out. But to take over and unilaterally on the part of Congress define language that would change the ABM Treaty or have that potential, I think, is wrong. I think we have to tread very carefully when we do that.

I think this could possibly harm our efforts to proceed with nuclear arms reduction, not just with Russia, when we try and negotiate these things with China, Britain, and France. It will raise new threats to the global nuclear nonproliferation regime, especially its cornerstone, the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, NPT. It could establish an extremely undesirable new method for unilaterally interpreting treaties, thus setting up a precedent that will obviously be used against us in the years ahead.

I think it could establish programs that would cost us a fortune. It could divest funds from military needs that are, in my opinion, much more vital to the country and ultimately leave America substantially no safer as a result. It tramples on the President’s constitutional responsibilities as Commander in Chief when he is in charge of American foreign policy. In short, I think this would be a very bad mistake for this country.

I would like to begin with a few comments about the general level of participation that we have seen from the proponents of these provisions on the ABM Treaty. I hasten to add that I think missile defense should not be a partisan affair. All Americans understand that (a), the national interest may require the deployment of U.S. forces in unstable regions around the world; that (b), the targets of missile attacks, including missiles delivering weapons of mass destruction; and (c), such forces must be protected. That is something I am sure we can all agree on.

Now that the committee has approved many of the administration’s requested theater missile defense projects, the majority’s refusal to yield on several controversial proposals dealing with key missile defense issues gives these proposals the quality of partisan ultimata rather than a sound foundation for policy. In other words, it is either or.

Similarly, the bill’s heavy emphasis on investing in expensive hardware for missile defense detracts from an equal or more important objective. Pursuing means to reduce the numbers and performance characteristics of offensive missiles that may be fired against us in theater conflicts. This goal typically requires significant improvements in export controls, intelligence capabilities, analytic capabilities for the conduct of arms control and nonproliferation verification activities, better coordination between our military and our diplomats and other such means.

The committee, however, is placing inordinate reliance upon technical fixes to counter missile attacks, rather than strengthening efforts to slow the proliferation of such missiles in the first place. This position is unfortunate, since the latter will ultimately prove to be a better investment of scarce taxpayers’ dollars.

With respect to the missile defense provisions the bill does support, many of the potential problems initiate stable consensus that exists to support ballistic missile defenses, would jeopardize both antiballistic missile, ABM and START II treaties, usurp the President’s constitutional powers with respect to the conduct of foreign relations and the performance of the role of Commander in Chief, or otherwise erode, rather than enhance, U.S. national security.

These conclusions, to me, follow from an examination of the following provisions of the bill: First, the bill mandates, as a statutory policy objective, an action that would violate the ABM Treaty. It establishes a policy of deploying a multiple-site national missile defense network by the year 2003. That is in violation.

Second, the majority places into U.S. law a formal definition of an ABM-permissible ballistic missile defense system. We can justifiably assume, as the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, John M. Shalikashvili, has warned, any such statutory definition could jeopardize prospects for early ratification of the START II Treaty in the
Russian Parliament and negatively impact our broader security relationship with Russia. It seems only prudent that before the Congress ventures off with a unilateral interpretation of a major bilateral arms control accord, we should consider very carefully several implications of such an action.

They would include: Is this the type of precedent we wish to establish as a basis for any interpretation? Do we want to set an example that can lead the Duma to legislate its own preferred definitions of vital terms of Russia's arms control and disarmament treaties?

In other words, what if the Russian Duma, what if we had word coming through or had pictures on TV this evening on the news that the Russian Duma is unilaterally deciding to put a new interpretation into the ABM Treaty. What treaty that we will not have would do. We would think the whole thing is null and void if they went ahead and legislated preferred definitions of vital terms of Russia's arms control and disarmament treaties.

If we had enough ballistic missile defense sites containing missiles just falling below the dictated threshold, could they collectively acquire an ability to counter United States strategic nuclear forces? What will be the reactions of China and other powers if the United States moves away from its ballistic missile defense restraints?

I point out that these agreements are hammered out word by word over agonizingly long negotiations. The ABM Treaty was no exception to over agonizingly long negotiations. It seems only prudent that before the Congress ventures off with a unilateral interpretation of it unilaterally, means that our word in any treaty that we will not have with any other place around the world—whether China, Russia wherever—is not going to be looked at as being worth very much.

What the committee majority has raised the specter of structural nuclear disarmament—a term that is supposed to describe our alleged inability to expand our nuclear arsenal in the event of future threats—it ironically ignores completely the effects on our deterrent force of releasing Russia from the treaty obligations that prevent it from acquiring a national missile defense capability.

The Russian are not going to just stand out of the way with that by that agreement that was hammered out over a long period of time.

So, if the opponents in the ongoing missile defense projects, or said they did. I thought some of the claims were so preposterous I would not to some stories where work was going on in the so-called star wars system. The scientists who were working on the systems out there almost laughed about some of the claims being made on star wars at that time. It was not just a matter of having the money to deploy, to cut the hardware and deploy it. We had not yet invented the systems. Yet we are talking about now we can set up a national missile defense system, just a partial one, for $18 billion, with equipment that has yet to be invented and certainly should not be deployed on a timetable between now and the year 2003. Within 8 years, we are supposed to have now this and it has to be deployed. And that is ridiculous.

Star wars before was talking about deformable laser mirrors, 12 feet across, that could take lasers of a power yet not invented, and focus it on a spot out there several hundred miles in space the size of a golf ball. At least
the first step would be to focus it on a mirror in space that could be deformed, then focus it in turn on a spot the size of a golf ball several hundred miles away on a missile coming up at a changing rate of speed, and keep it focused on that area. We do not have the computer capability nor the technology yet developed to enable us to do some of those things that were claimed years ago.

Now we are saying we have some different systems than those systems that are anything but proven and are anything but systems that should be set up on a time schedule that would have to be in place by law by the year 2003.

What do we think the Soviets would be doing all this same time? I know what the Duma probably do, our counterpart over there in Russia. The Duma probably is going to say, OK, if all bets are off on the ABM Treaty, then the very first thing we are going to do is put all the coordinates back in on American targets we just took out of our missiles in agreement with the Americans, back just a few months ago. To me, that would be very silly if we did anything that might lead them into that kind of activity.

Yet when the Russians were doing the same thing we are debating here today, I can guarantee the first thing I would be doing on the floor would be demanding we put their coordinates back in our system. If they were any more abrogating the ABM Treaty and deploying a missile defense system that neither side thought we needed to deploy.

Much has been written about the dangers of new isolationism as a foreign policy doctrine. Its companion in defense policy I guess would be called a fortress America. Nothing is more reflective of this doctrine than the current bill’s fundamentally misguided policy approaches on nuclear testing and the ABM Treaty.

So I am still hopeful a new bipartisanism will emerge in the years ahead, however, behind policies that reflect a greater awareness of the costs of a modern national defense, a greater sensitivity to international reactions to U.S. defense actions, greater appreciation of the unexploited potential that lies in creative international solutions to security problems, and a greater emphasis on preventing proliferation rather than trying to manage it. If we abrogate the ABM Treaty or put language in here, in this legislation, or permit language to stay in that allows the Duma, in its own right, to start reinterpreting the ABM Treaty, then I do not see any option but what we are into an arms race again. Just as we spent probably most of the last decade taking some of those dangers down, reducting our arms, taking the targeting out of our missiles and the Soviets took it out of their missiles. I think we are in danger of reversing this whole direction, this trend that has been set in place over the past 10 years, and to cope with a threat that is not out there, by the best testimony we have from the Secretary of Defense and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and spend a lot of money in the whole process, $48 billion for a very limited defense system that would look at this very, very carefully. If we are to put into law something that encourages the ABM Treaty to be questioned and the Soviets to have less confidence in the American willingness to abide by that treaty, I think we will in the week make a drastic mistake in the Senate of the United States.

I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The majority leader on time.

Mr. DOLE. I will just take a minute. I want to see if we cannot get agreement on time here. We have been on this amendment since 11 o’clock. I have been trying to get people who are for time agreements. We are not even close to a time agreement.

This bill is dying on the floor. This may be a very important amendment, but we intend to complete action on this bill by tomorrow night or I do not see when it comes up again. Because Friday—Saturday we will do appropriations bills, maybe one or two appropriations bills. Maybe late Saturday afternoon we can start on welfare reform, and then late in the week take up the defense appropriations bill.

If we want to pass the DOD bill we have to have cooperation. If we do not want to pass it, I assume we can take 6 or 7 hours on this amendment. It has been 2 hours.

Is there any indication, any willingness to enter into a time agreement at this point? The Senator from Michigan.

Mr. LEVIN. If that is addressed to me, we are very willing to enter into a time agreement. Two Senators who wanted to speak have already spoken. There is one now who says he is willing to give up his time. I am adding it up and I will come up with a figure in about 2 minutes, now.

Mr. DOLE. I will just wait until the Senator adds it up. If we do not get it now, it may be another hour.

Mr. KYL. Will the majority leader yield so I may make an announcement on behalf of Senator THURMOND? This is a very important announcement for all Members of the Senate. Senator THURMOND and Senator DOMENICI propose to offer a substitute amendment to title 31 of Senate bill 1026. This amendment contains numerous changes. In order to allow all Senators an opportunity to review it, copies of the amendment will be available in the Senate Armed Services Committee.

I thank the majority leader for yielding.

Mr. NUNN. I believe, if I may just add to the statement of my colleague from Arizona, that is the energy section of the bill that has been worked on for 2 or 3 days.

Mr. KYL. That is correct.

UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, when the Senator from Michigan said that, at the time there, we may want some time on the other side of the amendment. Hopefully not as much. I do not think it would take as much.

Mr. LEVIN. We need 1 hour and 50 minutes on this side.

Mr. DOLE. Say 2 hours on that side, and 1 hour on this side? So we could vote, then, by maybe 4:30, depending on how much time we use? I do not think we need 2 hours on this side. I just want to get the time agreement.

If there is no objection, let me propose this consent agreement.

I ask unanimous consent that there be 3 hours on the Levin amendment prior to a motion to table, to be divided 2 hours for Senator LEVIN or his designee, 1 hour for Senator THURMOND or his designee, no second-degree amendments or amendments to the language proposed to be stricken be in order prior to a failed motion to table, and any second-degree amendment or amendment to the language proposed to be stricken be relevant to the first-degree amendment, and that following the conclusion or yielding back of time, Senator THURMOND or his designee be recognized to table the Levin amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, reserving the right to object, and I do not intend to object, did the unanimous consent preclude second-degree amendments?

Mr. DOLE. No, until after a motion to table, if it is not tabled.

Mr. LEVIN. It would be open to second-degree amendments which are relevant.

Mr. DOLE. That is correct.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?

Mr. EXON. Reserving the right to object, I would hope we are about to be in a place where we could agree to this. I heard the leader say that there would be no second-degree amendments. Now I understand. I was not clear.

If I understand correctly, the amendment offered under the unanimous consent agreement by the majority leader, if we agree to this time agreement, as he has just spelled out, there would be no allowable second-degree amendment to the Levin amendment until after a tabling motion.

Mr. DOLE. That is correct.

Mr. EXON. After a tabling motion, then a second-degree amendment would be in order.

Mr. DOLE. That is what we have done here the last several times.

Mr. EXON. I have no objection.

Mr. LEVIN. Reserving the right to object for one more moment, in the
event that it is not tabulated, then in the event more second-degree amendments are offered, there is not in this unanimous consent any time limit on those second-degree amendments.

Mr. DOLE. That is true. This only refers to this part of the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection? Without objection, it is so ordered.

Several Senators addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Arizona.

Mr. KYL. Mr. President, under this time agreement I would like to yield myself 20 minutes, and I ask to be notified when that 20 minutes has expired.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator is recognized.

Mr. KYL. Mr. President, since the Senator from Ohio just spoke in favor of the amendment, I thought I would take some of our time to speak in opposition to the amendment.

It seems to me that the arguments in favor of the amendment boil down to three: First of all, variations of the theme of the ABM Treaty is relatively sacrosanct; second, we have to do everything we can to avoid war with the Russians, doing something they may not like; and, third, that we should not limit the power of the President.

Let me discuss each of those arguments in turn. First of all, regarding the 1972 ABM Treaty, I think it is important to recognize that the ABM Treaty has, since its inception in 1972, been under the process of negotiation. There have been discussions going on between our two countries almost throughout that period of time. So the fact that we may be talking about making changes in it is nothing new, and it has never been interpreted as a breach or an anticipatory breach of treaty for the United States to be stating that we want to change a particular part of the agreement. As a matter of fact, the original ABM Treaty called for two national ballistic missile sites, not one. That was amended to one site. And one of the things that is being called for in the underlying legislation here is multiple sites.

I think almost all of us would agree that it does not make sense for us to deploy an ABM system in this country if we cannot have multiple sites. It just will not be effective. So that is our stated position, and that is the amendment. That is nothing new. It is nothing that the Russians should get excited about. As a matter of fact, I am not even sure what their position would be. I would not be surprised at all if they would agree that multiple sites are appropriate.

The second point under this first argument is that demarcation, as called for in legislation here, does not violate the ABM Treaty because the administration has already been demarcating what is appropriate testing for a theater ballistic missile system, and has already been discussing that with the Russians.

Bob Bell, former staff member of the committee, a prominent specialist at the National Security Council, told the National Defense University that, “We have a common agreement with the Russians that you can shoot at a target that goes 5 kilometers per second and not have it captured as an ABM.” The problem here is, of course, that the negotiations that the administration is engaged in are further than that, and I am not at least temporarily, Russian demands that the proposed demarcation also include a speed limit on the United States’ interceptor of 3 kilometers per second, which would in effect dumb down our system to the point where it would not be as robust as we would want it to be. The point here is that you cannot argue demarcation per se is a violation of the ABM Treaty. The administration has done it. That has been policy. The question before us is not will we in legislation demarcation that limit at which we can test our theater ballistic missile system since it has never been a part of the ABM Treaty. I think that is an important point for us to make. Again, the ABM Treaty limits strategic systems. It does not limit theater systems.

All the demarcation in the Warner language does is to define the level of testing that can be engaged in for theater systems. There should not be anything wrong with that. The administration has already engaged in demarcation. As a matter of fact, in a speech before the National Defense University, again referring to Bob Bell, he ably explained that this question of identifying the demarcation between ABM and TMD has been an issue for as long as the treaty has been around, and, as a matter of fact, it has changed. One of the things he said is, what is a TMD and what is an ABM? The TMD goes back to the ratification hearings and the negotiations themselves.

During the Senate hearings on the ABM Treaty in 1972, then-Director of Defense Research and Engineering, Johnny Foster, was asked by Senator Proxmire. “Where is the line? Where is the distinction between the two?” He said, “If you shoot a missile interceptor at a target that goes faster than 2 kilometers per second, that is an ABM.”

Of course we all know that demarcation is unacceptable today. That is the point. Technology changes. It has been 23 years since the ABM Treaty was adopted.

What we are trying to do in this legislation is to keep up with the times. As a matter of fact, our own Defense Department has made the point that the treaty the ABM Treaty, constrains us in ways that technology should not anymore. And, as a result, it seems to the committee—and it seems to me—that it is important for the United States to draw this demarcation so that we can test the systems that we could ultimately deploy against theater threats.

Why is it important to have the language in the bill? Because the administration in effect proposes to dumb down our TMD. And that is the problem. In both the Patriot system and the THAAD system earlier, we dumbed them down. The reason the Patriot system could be any in the Gulf war was because of decisions made right after the ABM Treaty that in effect preclude the use of certain sensors to enable it to be more robust.

We have done the same thinking with the THAAD system in taking out certain software and making certain hardware changes that precluded it from being as robust as it otherwise would be in meeting these threats. We cannot do this anymore. And we should not dumb down our TMD.

Our demarcation language in the bill merely proscribes tests against strategic missiles, as I said, and that enables us then to continue to test the theater system in a way that would make it effective against future threats.

Let me quote, as a matter of fact, from General Shalikashvili. He has quoted before. Let me first of all quote a January 3 memo to Deputy Secretary of Defense John Deutch. Here is what he said General Shalikashvili said:

The United States should make no further concessions and even start thinking about rolling back the U.S. negotiating position. The reason that General Shalikashvili, I believe, made that statement is because he understood that the position that Bob Bell had negotiated with the Russians that I referred to earlier was as far as this country should go; that if we went any further, we would arbitrarily be putting limits on our theater systems in ways that we should not do. That would make them ineffect in meeting future threats. That is why he said at that time that we should make no further concessions and even start thinking about rolling back the U.S. negotiating position.

That is the real position of General Shalikashvili. That is the position which is embodied in this legislation, to make no further concessions with regard to this demarcation.

Finally, with respect to this argument that the ABM Treaty is sort of sacrosanct, I want to make this point. There is no anticipatory breach in the bill at all because, of course, there are two specific conditions. No. 1, there is no amendment to the ABM Treaty. That is all we are suggesting should eventually occur here. But it is suggested that maybe the Russians will not agree with the policies stated in the bill, and they will not agree to those negotiations or to our position.

The United States can always withdraw from the ABM Treaty after having given 6 months’ notice if that is
deemed to be in the interest of the United States. So should we deem it to be in the interest of the United States to act in ways that the Russians would deem inimical to continuation with the ABM Treaty, they can either negotiate or the United States can step out of the treaty. The bill itself does not violate the treaty.

I want to make that point crystal clear.

There is some notion that has been seeping into this debate that somehow there is still a cold war going on here. The cold war, over. The Soviet Union, with whom we negotiated the ABM Treaty, is no longer even in existence. The threats that the theater ballistic missiles are designed to thwart are not necessarily threats emanating from the Soviet Union or now Russia but, rather, are threats coming from countries like North Korea and Iraq and Iran, and countries of that sort.

Therefore, we cannot be proscribed from acting against those threats because of an ABM Treaty with the Russians, or need to proceed to develop theater missiles that can protect the United States, protect our forces deployed abroad, and protect our allies against these theater threats, whether they come from Iraq, Iran, North Korea, or whatever. So the ABM Treaty really ought not to stop us from doing it.

The second point is that it would cause the Russians to react negatively. It would not be a reason for the United States to forego actions which are clearly in our national interest. The argument that is being made here is the same argument that was used against the United States to forego actions which are clearly in our national interest. The argument that is being made here is that the Senate must stop the development of theater systems which can be used not just against Russians but against other potential threats; that they do not do that, they do not use defense systems which can be used not just against Russians but against other potential threats. And I do not see what the administration can do, if they want to submit the bill, that they do not do that; that they need defense systems for that purpose. That is why we are saying it is important for us to be talking to the administration. If the administration wants to get together with us and talk about what they can do, if they want to submit the changes to the Senate, then well and good. So far that has not been the administration’s position.

Chairman of the Duma’s Foreign Relations Committee, Vladimir Lukin said:

We need big money to carry out these reductions [in START II], and we don’t have it. We do not want to ratify this treaty and then not be able to comply with its terms. We will have to wait until we see how to pay for our promises.

That is the reason—or at least that is one of the reasons—nothing to do with what we are talking about today. Others say that ratification should be tied to other international issues.

The Speaker of the Federation Council, their upper chamber, Vladimir Shumeyko, said:

We closely link [START II] ratification with the overall situation existing between Russia and NATO. We consider the perseverance of NATO as a stumbling block to our cooperation in the era of disarmament and advancement on the road to peace.

And still others see START II as inimical to Russian interests. Viktor Ilyukhin, chairman of the State Duma Security Committee, said:

If this treaty [START II] is fully implemented, the United States will lose the ability to win peace through strength. Russia’s national security will be unrecoverable.

There are many more quotations that I could cite.

The point is there are a lot of reasons why a lot of Russians do not want to ratify the START II Treaty. It is not because of what we are doing in this legislation here today.

Finally, let me just refer to this notion of anticipatory breach. If we are going to use that legal doctrine here, we also ought to refer to the equitable doctrine of clean hands.

I will not take the time here to recite the numerous instances of Soviet and Russian violations of treaties that we have negotiated, but they are numerous. And I think we have chosen to ignore those violations because we believe that it is important to continue the dialogue and to keep the process moving. But the fact is it would be anomalous for the Russians to consider that a policy we state today that in no way involves a violation of the treaty is some kind of a big deal when they are in violation of a variety of treaties, and should my colleagues desire we can put that information in the RECORD.

The final argument that is given as a reason to support the amendment of the Senate from Michigan is that the language of the bill ties the President’s hands. What we do here is two things. We call for a study to determine what the administration should negotiate relative to the ABM Treaty. We are not saying what the administration has to negotiate. We are saying let us have a study and pick those areas where we want to make a change. One of them I think is going to be clear. We should not go forward in this country to develop a theater system at one site. That would not make sense. So one of the items clearly is going to be let us ask the Russians to negotiate this multiple site. That is the only way we should deploy a national system. And I do not see what the problem with that is.

In the meantime, we are saying let us not use defense funds to continue, the administration should take those funds and account to continue to make concessions to the Russians on matters that ought to be either the subject of further negotiation or at least the administration ought to come to the Senate to discuss them with us.

That is the final point I wish to make here. We have been trying for months to get the administration to work with us. That is what advice and consent is all about. And it is true that there are prerogatives of the administration that are important to be protected, and I do not want to step on those. But it is also true that the Senate has prerogatives. We have the right of advice and consent, and regarding the administration has generally ignored the point that at least those of us on this side have taken. What we are asking in this legislation that you do not go further—indeed, we are demanding that you not do further in the direction of making further concessions to the Russians in ways that would limit our ability to develop our theater systems which can be used not just against Russians but against other potential threats.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Nebraska.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I have been listening and waiting very patiently for my turn to make some remarks on this matter. I had hesitation about the unanimous consent request because this is one of the most important matters, if not the most important matter in my view that I have been a part of in my 17 years in the Senate.

Notwithstanding the desire to move on briskly, I simply say that I hope, regardless of political affiliation, we will all take a very close look at what we may be about to do unless the Levin, et al., amendment, of which I am proud to be an original cosponsor, is passed.

I have been listening to the Senator from Arizona and his rather interesting remarks, and during those remarks the Senator from Arizona mentioned the names of several very prominent administration officials, including Bob Bell at the White House, National Security Council. He mentioned the present CIA Director, the former second man at the Department of Defense. He mentioned the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Shalikashvili.

I simply want to say that I am not indicating the Senator from Arizona has misrepresented any of the statements that those individuals have made, but I have checked, while the Senator from Arizona was addressing the Senate, with Bob Bell at the White House. Bob Bell tells me that, notwithstanding the name dropping, all of the individuals mentioned by the Senator from Arizona to substantiate his position of being against the Levin amendment is not shared by anyone in the administration including each and every one of the officials mentioned in support of his argument by the Senator from Arizona.

This is a tremendously important matter. My judgment is that this should not come down to a party-line vote. I am afraid it is going to be a party-line vote. Maybe if we can just reach a few Republicans, I would guess at this time that we would not lose more than one or two Democratic votes, two at the most, on this side of the aisle, maybe none, which means that we Democrats are talking to five, six or seven of our Republican friends asking that they look very closely at this before they vote against the Levin amendment.

I thought it was rather ironic a couple hours ago while I was on the floor at that particular time there were four Senators on the floor. There was Senator Nunn, for whom I have great respect and with whom I have worked closely for 17 years; there was the chairman of the Armed Services Committee, my dear friend, and no one has more respect in this body, in the view of this Senator, than my friend Senator THURMOND from South Carolina; there was John WARNER, who came to the Senate the same time as this Senator. And the four of us happened to be here on the floor.

There have been many very important statements made and, I thought, well thought out by Members on both sides of this issue. It is an issue that we believe to be the most important matter in everyone's minds. For 17 years, I believe, on national defense matters I have stood hand in hand with the Senator from South Carolina, the Senator from Virginia and others. I do not know that we have been very far apart, if at all, on many issues. I can include Senator LOTT, a Member of the Senate that I work very closely with; Senator LEVIN; and others.

I simply say that we are at a point where I do not feel it is fair to indicate people are in bad faith on that side of the aisle on the matter. I just hope they will listen to the pleas that we are making on this side. Maybe a good way to put it is, I think they know not what they do. They are not badly intentioned. I think they know not what they do.

To put this in perspective, I would like to ask a question of the Senator from Michigan on this matter that may put this in perspective as far as this Senator sees it. Notwithstanding the protestations to the contrary, if the Levin amendment is not adopted, I feel that we have gone a long way down the road to disrupt some of the things that have taken place over the last few years with regard to downplaying the role of dependence on nuclear devices. It is this Senator's feeling—and I am wondering to what degree this is shared by my friend and colleague from the State of Michigan, Senator LEVIN and I came here at the same time. We have sat side by side on the Armed Services Committee. We have generally agreed. And I would generally include him in that group of bipartisan Senators, Democrats and Republicans, who are in hand on critical defense matters.

Without losing my right to the floor, I want to ask Senator LEVIN this question: If your amendment striking basically the references to the ABM Treaty fails, is it the opinion of this Senator that such action, if your amendment fails, will probably end any chance of finally completing in a successful fashion the implementation of the START I treaty. In all likelihood, further, it will pit you and me as co-signatories to obtain ratification of the START II treaty and then further eliminations of the number of nuclear warheads that were planned to follow on beyond that. I think it drives a stake through the heart of the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. I think it certainly would do great harm to any chances that we have with regard to the nonproliferation treaties that we are interested in. And last and certainly not least, I would think this action very likely would go a long way to diminish the understanding in Europe meaningful from the standpoint of seeking some form of stability in the world. All of these things, I think, have a very grave threat of extinction if we proceed in the fashion that the ABM Treaty language that the Senator from Michigan is trying to strike as it came out of the committee remains.

Mr. LEVIN. The Senator is right. In my view and, even more important by far, in General Shalikashvilli's view when he says in his letter to Senator WARNER, the following:

With regard to broader security issues, the linkages between the ABM Treaty and the START II has been stressed repeatedly by the Russians and U.S. military representatives in many forums, including discussions with many Members of the Duma. While there are, of course, other factors that play in the Duma consideration, one must assume that unilateral U.S. legislation could harm prospects for START II ratification and probably impact our broader security relationship as well.

And it is that broader security relationship that I think my good friend from Nebraska is referring to. And I do agree with his assessment of the impact. But again, our top military officer agrees, our Secretary of Defense agrees, our Secretary of State agrees with that assessment.

Mr. EXON. I thank my friend from Michigan. Let me summarize, if I can, some of the overall problems that I see with this measure that I partially addressed in remarks this morning.

The way this came out of the committee it attacks the limits of the Nunn-Lugar proposal that has been responsible for the safe and accountable dismantling of over 2,500 former Soviet Union warheads. It cuts the Energy Department nonproliferation arms control and verification funding. It recognizes reconstituting our nuclear weapons manufacturing complex at untold billions of dollars, while at the same time advocating the resumption of U.S. nuclear weapons testing. This last committee initiative is contrary to U.S. policy, and it is designed to stop ongoing comprehensive test ban negotiations and any prospect of reaching a treaty agreement.

I will have some more to say about this later on as we go into other particular issues under consideration in this bill. Let me simply say, though, I am concerned with the tone and the substance of the bill and the level of micromanagement placed on the Pentagon and the Department of Energy is unprecedented and harmful to our Nation's standing in the international community. Many of the committee initiatives are driven by a desire to defend against a superpower threat to U.S. security that simply does not exist. At the same time, when one-time enemies are now allies and the world community is committed more than ever before to the peaceful resolution of conflicts, the committee bill is at odds with the reality and the strong
need of amendment before it can properly serve our Nation’s security interests. At a time when American leadership in the world community is strongly needed, we cannot be viewed as a nation living in the past, jousting with our imaginary dragons in our own lay claims to the mantle of being strong in defense. We are a strong country, the preeminent military power of the world by far. But we must also be forward looking and recognize that it is in our nation’s best interest as well as the interest of other nations to encourage arms control and alliances based on collective security. It is unfortunate that some feel more comfortable in an adversarial environment than in one based on cooperation and lowering of superpower antagonism.

Like a beehive, the world in 1995 has the capacity to be both dangerous and peaceful. And handled properly, the hive can be benign and capable of producing honey. If agitated, however, it can become hostile and threatening. The defense authorization bill in its present form is a sharp stick ready to be jabbed into the hive. The design and intent of the bill is to agitate the world and the ultimate defense of ourselves. This is not the time in history to rekindle the rhetoric of the cold war. I urge my colleagues to support the amendment that will correct these and other self-defeating elements of this flawed legislation.

Mr. KERRY. Mr. President, a defense bill must meet threats, real threats, not shadows or ghosts of threats disappeared.

Our military leaders and our intelligence services have properly identified the threats our Nation faces. They have come before us and told us what threats we face.

We have ignored much of their counsel and drafted a bill addressed to the realities of yesterday and a dark view of a possible future tens of years away.

This provision if enacted will take a step toward scuttling the START II Treaty, and launching us back into the arms race of the cold war.

This bill includes many weapons systems designed to match a missile threat from the Soviet Union that does not exist. Due to the diligent efforts of former President Bush, President Clinton, our diplomats and Senators like Mr. NUNN and Mr. LUGAR, we have been able to substantially curtail that threat, to destroy hundreds of the missiles that used to be aimed at our nations, and to divert the targeting of the others that still remain.

Since 1992, the Nunn-Lugar program has been the key element of the former Soviet Union to destroy their weapons of mass destruction and reduce the threat posed by proliferation of these weapons. This program remains an example of concise policy designed to meet an identified threat and has significantly improved our national security.

We cannot stress to the appropriate degree how important arms control efforts have been to our national security. Today, as a result of bipartisan efforts from different administrations, Russia is planning to eliminate 6,000 nuclear warheads that formerly were directed toward our Nation. That is far more than any national missile defense could hope to accomplish.

It would be a shame if the other provisions of this bill caused this progress to be in vain.

Therefore, I reject the provisions in this bill that I believe will most likely resurrect an arms race between the United States and Russia.

By unilaterally deciding what the ABM standard is in regard to missile interceptors, the Senate would disrupt the negotiating process currently underway. Not only is this an unwanted intrusion into the normal working of foreign policy, this provision dangerously increases the risk that the ABM and other weapons treaties will be abrogated completely by the Russians.

Later this year the Russian Duma was to vote on the ratification of START II. After they see the provisions in this bill regarding the ABM treaty, and realize how we plan to have a missile defense system, they could theoretically counter an attack on the United States, the incentive to destroy the thousands of weapons called for in START II will be greatly diminished.

Regardless of what we tell them, the Russians will logically be thinking, why destroy our missiles when we may need them to get through a U.S. missile defense system?

Though its proponents claim this measure will protect us from a change in Russian policy, this measure will only further destabilize our relations and cause the hardliners in Russia to question our commitment to START II.

We would be throwing away a chance to demonstrate literally the threat of rogue nations through a robust offensive capability.

One clear lesson from history is that in military affairs those who concentrate their efforts on defense are bound to fail. In the 1930's and 1940's France felt secure behind the Maginot Line. Their defensive posture was outwitted and decimated by a German Army dedicated to the offensive. When it comes to threats to the United States today, the means chosen to deliver a weapon of mass destruction would very likely be something other than a missile. It may be a cliche that the best defense is a good offense, but it is also true. We should look to counter any incipient threat from rogue nations through a robust offensive capability.

If someone is intent on attacking the United States, they need not be rocket scientists to figure out our Nation's vulnerabilities. Why spend millions of dollars on missiles whose launch we can instantly trace and respond to with enough devastating force to destroy an entire civilization? So, our potential adversaries would most likely seek the path of least resistance. The delivery system posing the greatest threat is the rental truck, not a ballistic missile. We face that real threat through offensive actions against rogue nations and terrorist groups.

We can support and focus our offensive capability through intense intelligence activities, so our policymakers and military commanders know most about what countries or groups are developing weapons of mass destruction, delivery systems, and the characteristics and locations of these systems. Next, the full diplomatic and economic
powers of our Nation can be used to counter the threat that may develop. Then, if the developers cannot be dissuaded in peacetime, the weapons themselves can be destroyed either preemptively or in war.

I hope other Senators state that the United States is vulnerable to an accidental ballistic missile attack. The truth is, the situation today is the same as it has been for 30 years. We have managed to survive this long because governments have stressed proper safety and operating procedures for these terrible weapons. Nations understand the gravity of a mistake when nuclear weapons are involved. That is why the launching of one of these missiles involves so many intricate, redundant steps with multiple built-in safeguards.

Yes, Murphy's law is true. Accidents can happen. But to have an accidental ballistic missile launch, several accidents must occur. Several redundant safety systems would have to fail all in the proper sequence at the precise moment, not just multiple failures of equipment but also multiple failures of human judgment, communication, and authority.

I am no statistician, but I bet the likelihood of all that occurring simultaneously is far more remote than other Senators have led the public to believe. It would be far more likely that an interceptor missile in the national missile defense aimed at a moving target would miss its mark. The threat of an accidental ballistic missile launch toward our shores does not exist.

If we just decide we are going to abrogate the ABM Treaty on our own, we are going to interpret it the way we want to, and that is what this amendement calls for. We are going to raise the level of defense. We are going to be playing into the hands of the Russian hardliners. No one should misunderstand that for a moment. If we pass this bill without the Levin amendment, the Russian hardliners are going to interpret it the way we pass the bill, and this elimination of nuclear warheads. We're going to have to move in the other direction."

Unilaterally to say this is what the ABM Treaty means is going to be—and among other things, this bill it says, no U.S. official, presumably the Department of Defense, can discuss with any other country what the ABM Treaty means. That is a restriction on freedom of speech, among other things, that is unwise.

We have what is the present course where we are gradually reducing the nuclear threat, the arms threat in the world where we have moved from the great threat being nuclear annihilation, to the being instability around the world, and we are going to move to a world where the threat is both instability and a nuclear threat.

Our present course reduces the nuclear danger. I happen to think we are spending our money too much on arms. We are spending more than the next eight countries combined. If you take a look at the 1973 defense appropriations and add the inflation factor to it, we are spending more today than we were in 1973. That was when the trouble was really up, that is when we were in Vietnam, that is when we had almost twice as many troops in Europe.

I think some sensible reduction in arms expenditure is desirable and, frankly, I think even the high number requested by the administration would not be there but for the sensitivity of the President, because he was not part of the military, he does not want to look like he is antimilitary. But this $7 billion is not warranted.

On top of that, to say we are going to just unilaterally decide what the ABM Treaty means, on top of that to escalate the nuclear threat, I think, just does not make any sense at all, and it is going to waste billions and billions and billions of dollars in addition to increasing the threat to our country.

If this bill passes in substantially the present condition, then the President of the United States has no option but to veto it, and I will strongly urge the President to veto it.

We have to move away from an arms race. This bill, without the Levin amendment, increases the probability of an arms race.

Madam President, I yield whatever time I may have left to Senator Levin.

Mr. KERRY. Thank you, Madam President.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Senator from Massachusetts is recognized for 15 minutes.

Mr. KERRY. Thank you, Madam President.

The Senate from Illinois.
advantage in every competitive situation. We no longer stare across the North Pole at thousands of Soviet nuclear warheads targeted on America’s cities, its industrial and military facilities, and its governmental and social lifelines. Yet in the bill that the Senate Foreign Relations Committee has reported, we find a provision that unilaterally abandons—and, I would argue, effectively nullifies—one of the critical ingredients that has brought us to the point where the compass is pointing in the right direction.

The Antiballistic Missile Treaty is a keystone to this arms control progress—which already has made huge contributions to the security and safety of our Nation and its people, and offers the promise of even greater safety and security in the foreseeable future.

The bill brought before the Senate by the Republican-controlled Armed Services Committee establishes as our national policy that we will have a national missile defense system at multiple locations, which violates the ABM Treaty. It says that we will develop defense systems against theater ballistic missiles without regard to the ABM Treaty restrictions. It prohibits our Government from even negotiating in good faith on this subject. It prohibits any interference with TMD missile testing that is self-apparently illegal under the ABM Treaty which our Nation signed and this very body ratified.

The bill before us unilaterally obliterates the ABM Treaty, Madam President.

Anyone who understands the history and psyche of the Russian people knows that they adamantly insist on realistic means of defending their nation. Fundamental to their willingness to enter into arms control agreements, and to continue to abide by them, is a requirement that their strategic weapons systems be effective in order to serve as a real deterrent to aggression against their nation, and an effective means of retaliation if that deterrence fails.

If the United States moves ahead unilaterally to build a system that can defend successfully against their strategic forces, we undo a delicate balance, and in the process almost surely destroy the willingness of the Russian nation to continue to honor arms control agreements that further damage their side of the balance-of-power equation.

Madam President, nuclear deterrence is already tricky enough. But it really has always rested on each nation’s perceptions of the others’ forces and of the threat that is poised against it. We hold the upper hand with respect to that today, relative to every country on the face of this planet.

Today, to break out of the ABM Treaty, or signal our intention to do so, is to invite a return to the days of suspicion and countersuspicion, and far more dangerously, to invite a diminishment of the stability of our current world order. It is not perfect, of course, but I think few would argue with the assertion that it is better than it was for the 40 years between 1949 and 1989. We do not attack each other, because we know to do so would be to beg the ultimate destruction. But if we develop a capacity to engage in things that could be sent at us, we have changed the threat perception—the perception of whether a balance exists—changed it in our own mind, and changed it for those who are our adversaries.

Changing the threat perception or the perception of whether a balance exists initiates the very hopscotching process that is the simple history of the entire cold war. We detonated the first atom bombs; the Soviets followed. We detonated the hydrogen bomb; they followed. We put long-range bombers in the air with nuclear weapons; they followed. We developed intercontinental ballistic missiles; they followed. We developed long-range submarines with ballistic-missile capability; they followed. We developed multiple independently-targeted reentry vehicle or MIRVed nuclear warheads; they followed. Every single major episode of the cold war consisted of a first effort by the United States to develop technology that would give us an advantage. In every case, the Soviets responded by countering that advantage. After the Berlin wall fell, finally it became evident that this was an insane and vicious cycle consuming precious resources in our Nation and bankrupting the Soviet Union—in more than one respect.

But now, at long last, that threat has receded. The Soviet Union is no more. And the threat of ballistic missile attack of the United States is virtually nil—and will be virtually nil for many years.

Only Russia and China today can reach the United States with a nuclear warhead and put it on an ICBM. All our intelligence agencies agree that there is no significant threat of such a missile attack today from either of those nations. Russia, while one must respect the military power still at its disposal, including intercontinental ballistic missiles, is not in any wise prepared to engage our Nation in an armed conflict. China has some strategic ballistic missile capability, but not anywhere close to enough to initiate a war with the United States. We are the only remaining superpower.

And our intelligence community further agrees that no other nation will be able to develop the ability to hit the United States with ballistic-missile-conveyed weapons of mass destruction for a minimum of 10 years.

Let me share with my colleagues an excerpt from the prepared statement of Lt. Gen. James R. Clapper, Jr., Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency, to the Senate Intelligence committee on Intelligence at a public hearing on January 10 of this year on the threats faced by our Nation. General Clapper said, in part:

We see no interest in or capability of any new country reaching the continental United States with a long-range missile for at least the next decade.

Then-Acting Director of Central Intelligence Adm. William Studeman, in response to questions asked at that same hearing, replied that no new countries have emerged with the motivation to develop a missile to target CONUS and the four that we previously identified—North Korea, Iraq, Iran, and Libya—are at least a decade away.

The administration, the Secretary of Defense, and the Secretary of State are all opposed to the missile defense and ABM provisions of this bill. Let me share the Secretary of State’s letter with the Senate. In a letter to the ranking member of the Foreign Relations Committee, he says: I am writing to you to express my deep concern over certain provisions in S. 1026. Specifically, it contains missile defense and ABM Treaty-related provisions that raise serious constitutional foreign policy and national security concerns. Unless these provisions are removed or modified, I will oppose this bill.

If enacted into law, the provisions related to missile defenses and the ABM Treaty would put the U.S. on a path to violate the ABM Treaty by developing for deployment a non-compliant, multi-site, National Missile Defense by the year 2003. Such a program is unnecessary and would place the START I and START II treaties at risk.

I know that the Secretary of Defense also has opposed these provisions.

Successive administrations, this one included, have supported the continued viability of the ABM Treaty as the best way to preserve and enhance our national security.

Madam President, I ask unanimous consent to have the entire letter printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the letter was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

DEAR SENATOR PELL: I am writing to you to express my deep concern over certain provisions in S. 1026, the Senate’s National Defense Authorization Act for FY 1996. Specifically, S. 1026 contains missile defense and ABM Treaty related provisions that raise serious constitutional, foreign policy and national security concerns. Unless these provisions are removed or modified I will oppose this bill.

If enacted into law, the provisions related to missile defenses and the ABM Treaty would put the U.S. on a path to violate the ABM Treaty by developing for deployment a non-compliant, multi-site National Missile Defense (NMD) by the year 2003. Such a program is unnecessary and would place the START I and START II treaties at risk.

Successive Administrations have supported the continued viability of the ABM Treaty as the best way to preserve our national security. Not only has it been critical to preventing an arms race, but it has also made possible the extraordinary progress the United States has made in reducing strategic offensive arms. Our allies, including Britain and France, also view the ABM Treaty as essential to sustaining both the viability of their own independent nuclear deterrents.
Another provision seeks unilaterally to impose a solution to the on-going negotiations with the Russians on the ABM/TMD demarcation. By prohibiting the obligation and expenditure to implement Article VI(a) of the ABM Treaty according to any interpretation except the interpretation specified in the bill, it would infringe upon the President’s exclusive responsibility for the execution of the law and would impair the conduct of foreign relations consistent with U.S. treaty obligations.

Further, such actions would immediately call into question the U.S. commitment to the ABM Treaty, and would seriously impair the credibility of the START I and START II Treaties. This would send signals of warheads in place that otherwise would be removed from deployment under the two Treaties, including all MIRVed ICBMs such as the Russian heavy SS-18.

There is no need now to take actions that would lead us to violate the Treaty and threaten the stabilizing reductions we would otherwise achieve—and place strategic stability at risk. We have established a treaty-compliant approach to theater missile defense in order to enable us to meet threats we may face in the foreseeable future—and one that preserves all the benefits of the ABM, START and START II Treaties.

I hope you will join with me to ensure that future generations enjoy the benefit of these treaties and remove these provisions that place these benefits at risk.

Sincerely,

W. Warren Christopher

Mr. KERRY. Madam President, we do not need to abrogate the ABM Treaty in order to defend against a threat that does not exist, and will not exist for at least 10 years. Indeed, there are many things that we can do while remaining in full compliance with the ABM Treaty to prepare a defense, should the decision be that such preparations are warranted and their cost is justified. And we always retain the option, under the terms of the treaty, to withdraw from the treaty under its terms, or to negotiate modifications to the treaty if the Russians agree to our objectives.

I might add, respectfully, that there are other ways to respond to a perceived threat that do not require building $40 billion systems that we do not even know will work when they are completed. We could use permissive action links; we could be negotiating harder with the Russians, and others, to take steps to prevent any kind of accidental launch; we could pursue the activities supported by Nunn-Lugar program funding, including strengthening Russian government controls over their nuclear weapons, safely and surely dismantling surplus nuclear weapons and delivery systems, and preventing technicians from transferring dangerous technologies to rogue states; we can provide for integral systems that literally destroy a missile before it is launched by anyone who tries to fire it without authorization.

Indeed, under the terms of the ABM Treaty, we already are allowed to develop an antiballistic missile defense system in the U.S., and we would like to do some years ago in Grand Forks and then we decided it was too expensive and we gave it up.

But that is not the course this bill takes, Madam President. The missile defense and ABM provisions of this bill are an exercise in sheer lunacy. This is an attempt to create from thin air a reason to continue the supposedly expired START I Treaty and to do so in the context of the demise of the cold war has made superfluous—while simultaneously threatening the tremendous progress we have made in reducing the threat to our people from nuclear proliferation.

The premise of this bill is to jettison the current, real, demonstrable protections of the START I and START II Treaties in exchange for spending a minimum of $40 billion to develop a non-existent, extraordinarily complicated and failure-prone ways to wreck ill on the United States—ways against which a national missile defense system would be powerless to defend.

Should a rogue nation, for whatever reason, choose to pursue development and fielding of a ballistic missile system capable of reaching our Nation, that capacity is so far down the road, so prone to detection, and so capable of being preemptively neutralized if necessary, that the world should not shudder at the notion that we are somehow defenseless.

The main threats to our Nation today are from terrorists rolling bombs, nuclear or conventional, into our cities in cars or trucks, or carrying them in suitcases. Or cruise missiles launched from offshore. These are threats that the $40 billion-plus national missile defense system either cannot defend against at all, or against which the system could defend only incompletely.

The biggest threat of all, Madam President, is one right before our faces. It is the very same threat with which we have lived for the duration of the cold war, and which we finally reduced dramatically and are reducing further by the arms control treaties which are constructed on the bedrock foundation of the ABM Treaty. Trashing the ABM Treaty will rekindle the strategic/nuclear arms race with Russia, because even in its current condition of economic distress, Russia will do whatever is necessary to ensure it has an effective and retaliatory capability. Russia, at a minimum, will re-target its ICBM’s and SLBM’s on American cities, industries, and military installations. It will stop retiring and disassembling nuclear warheads and delivery systems. The progress toward a safer world that was so painstakingly and painfully achieved over two decades by Presidents of both parties will be diluted and undermined. Surely, in a world that lacks the Soviet empire, in a world where we do not have the same kind of threat we have lived with for the last 50 years, we do not have to turn around and create a new arms race.

Let us review the effects of this provision of the bill: In one sweeping movement, we are effectively demolishing—unilaterally—a treaty to which our Nation is a party and which this Chamber ratified. This action simply ignores procedures to withdraw legally from a treaty we determine no longer is in our best interests.

We are countenancing in law the known, deliberate violation of U.S. law.

We are pushing Russia to cease abiding by the terms of START I and halt progress to implementation of START II.

We are tying the hands of our President in terms of negotiating arms control agreements.

And we are launching this Nation on the course of spending a minimum of $40 billion for an untried, untested missile defense system that will not protect against the greatest threats of attack on this Nation.

The people of this Nation have long ago concluded that we in the Congress often make decisions and laws that make no sense to them. The provisions of this bill that pertain to missile defense and, in particular, to the ABM Treaty, result from fanning the flames of an irrational fear built on a fiction—a fiction with which none of our senior intelligence community officials agrees, and that has no basis in our foreign policy history, in our arms control history, or in current analysis. If the Senate approves these provisions, it will take one of the most outrageously nonsensical steps it has taken in my 11 years of service here.

I strongly support the amendment of the Senator from Michigan in deleting the offensive language from this bill. I believe Senate action on this amendment is absolutely essential. Without approval of this amendment, I will vote against this bill and urge all Senators to do the same. I will join with other Senators to urge the President to veto it—a step he already has indicated he expects to take if these provisions are not acceptably modified.

I believe this bill is destined for the trash heap if the amendment is not approved. I hope it will be approved by an overwhelming vote.

Mr. BINGAMAN. Madam President, I opposed this bill when it was being considered in the Armed Services Committee. The main reason I did so were the

I believe these provisions will do this Nation's security more harm than good, by ensuring that START II will not be ratified by the Russian Duma.

Madam President, I am not going to repeat the analysis which Senator LEVIN, Senator NUNN, Senator EXON, Senator KERRY, and various others have already made about the specific provisions that the Levin amendment would strike. They are clearly the most provocative of the provisions on missile defense that the bill contains and the ones that are most certain to incite the Russians to react.

I would like, however, to ask my colleagues how we, here in this Senate, would react if the Russian Duma passed a defense bill that contained the following provisions: First, how would we react if the Russians adopted a provision that committed Russia to deploy a multisite antiballistic missile defense system, with an ability to retire strategic weapons systems beyond Patriot violations of the ABM Treaty and that added hundreds of millions of dollars in ruble equivalence in order to pursue that goal.

How would we react here in this Senate if the Russians adopted a provision that revived a space-based missile defense program, in the hope that it would allow Russia to dominate space in the long run, while providing a second layer of missile defense for that country?

How would we react here in this Senate if the Russians adopted a provision that unilaterally resolved the theater missile defense demarcation line at a point that would clearly make the American theater missile defense systems beyond Patriot violations of the ABM Treaty in Russia’s view?

How would we react here in this Senate if the Russian Duma adopted a provision that led the President to offer the Russians an option to retire strategic weapons systems before START II is ratified by the U.S. Senate?

Finally, how would we react in this body if the Russians adopted a provision that proposed to resume hydronuclear testing with yields up to hundreds of tons of TNT, which is a level that is not usually associated with the term hydronuclear.

Madam President, if that bill were to pass the Duma, the din on this floor would be deafening. Member after Member would stand up and declare that the right wing had won the inter

tional political controversy in Russia, that the cold war was back on, and that in light of this deeply provocative attack by the Russian Duma, ratification of the START II Treaty was out of the question.

I am certain that at least 34 Senators here would dispatch a letter to the President declaring their opposition to START II, and demanding a defense supplemental bill be submitted to the Congress so we could react to what has happened.

Now, of course, if we do this sort of thing, in this defense bill that we are now considering on the floor, I presume the expectation is that the Russians would not be similarly provoked.

Madam President, I do not buy that assumption. The one thing that the Russian industrial base could effectively compete with us on is fabricating nuclear weapons and missiles. Some of that base is in the Ukraine and would have to be revived in Russia. I, for one, do not want to take the chance that the extreme provisions in this bill will reignite the arms race. I, for one, do not want to subscribe it a double standard in our dealings with the Russians, now that the cold war is over.

The extreme and provocative actions by our so-called “conservatives” in this bill, in my view, will undoubtedly play into the hands of those who consider themselves conservative from a Russian perspective—those, in many cases, who are bent on unraveling START II and other arms control efforts.

The only thing that is attempting to be conserved by this transnational alliance would be the cold war. Madam President, I urge my colleagues, as many others have this afternoon, to support Senator LEVIN’s effort to strike the most extreme provisions of this bill. If they are not struck, I trust that the President would veto the bill, or at least, that is not necessary. I hope that we can act appropriately on this amendment and this bill can be improved to an extent that the President could sign it. Thank you. I yield the floor.

Mr. THURMOND. I yield 10 minutes to the distinguished Senator from Maine.

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, in sitting here in the past few moments listening to the debate, I am somewhat surprised about limited attacks, about accidental launches, about the state of Israel? What if the Scud missile? We have never believed it was possible to do so. They say this is a unilateral abrogation of the treaty against a fictional threat.

I point out to my colleagues that nothing in this bill calls for the abrogation of the ABM Treaty. Nothing in this bill calls for us to violate the ABM Treaty, or to signal our intent to do so. They say this is a unilateral abrogation of the treaty against a fictional threat.

I wonder how many would take the floor and say it is tough luck that they are out of business. All we had to have is a few Scud missiles carrying chemical warheads to Tel Aviv or Jerusalem and wipe out their populations. They had no defensive mechanism available against it.

We are talking about something quite different in terms of ICBM threats. I recall the debate on the threat from Iraq, during the debate on the Persian Gulf war. I remember those citing estimates by our CIA and our DIA and other intelligence agencies at that time. They said, we cannot give you an estimate. It could be 1 year, it could be 10 years, and we are guessing it is closer to 10 years than 1 year.

Following the war with Saddam Hussein, I think we came to an entirely different conclusion. We discovered that Saddam had achieved much greater progress toward that goal than we had been aware of.

Members on the other side say this should not be a partisan issue. Why is it that every time the Republican majority suggests a policy, it is partisan, but when everybody on that side lines up and vote against it, it is not partisan.

This is not a partisan issue. It ought to be bipartisan. We ought to say, as a body, that we are concerned about the proliferation of technology—military technology—in the world. We are concerned when we see major powers selling technology to potential enemies.

I wonder how many would take the floor and say it is tough luck that they are out of business. All we had to have is a few Scud missiles carrying chemical warheads to Tel Aviv or Jerusalem and wipe out their populations. They had no defensive mechanism available against it.

I am one who, at different times over a number of years, has stood on this floor opposing the notion of having a base in space. I have done so because I do not believe it was possible to do so and led the effort to defeat spending money in pursuit of that kind of system.

But I have also stood on the floor with the Senator from Georgia, Senator NUNN, when he expressed concern about limited attacks, about accidental launches, about what we would do if suddenly received a message stating: Sorry, some accidental launch has taken place. There is an ICBM headed for New York City or Washington, DC, or Los Angeles,” and all we can do is wait for it to hit?

We are talking about constructing a system that will protect against a limited attack, an accidental launch or a potential lull and nothing more, and it is all to be done in accordance with the ABM Treaty.

The ABM Treaty as originally written for multiple site defenses, two sites for each side. We renegotiated that treaty—at that time with the Soviets—to one site. Now we are saying, in view of the proliferation of technology, we ought to renegotiate it to
allow each of us, the Russians and the United States, to have some minimal capability to protect our respective countries against an accidental launch or a limited attack. We can do that within the ABM Treaty.

The ABM Treaty explicitly anticipates "changes in the strategic situation" and provides a means to negotiate amendments to deal with such changes. It also allows for us to pull out of the ABM Treaty upon 6 months' notice.

Following what I hope will be the defeat of the Levin amendment, I intend to offer an amendment—perhaps joined by the Senator from Georgia, perhaps not—to make it clear that we intend to act in accordance with the ABM Treaty. We intend also to call upon the President to seek to negotiate with the Russians to allow each side to develop and deploy a limited system to protect our respective countries against this proliferation threat. And if the President should fail to do so, it will be my recommendation that the President come back and report to the Congress and the American people as to whether or not we should continue with the ABM Treaty or at that time should indicate our desire to withdraw.

That is all within the ABM Treaty. And contrary to what is being represented on the floor this afternoon, we are not seeking a unilateral abrogation. I do not want to see that. I hope, later on during the course of this afternoon, I can make that very clear with explicit language that will resolve any doubt. We want to continue to act in accordance with the ABM Treaty. The ABM Treaty allows us to negotiate to seek amendments. We want to see if we cannot negotiate with the Russians to allow for a deployment on a land-based country—a multiple site—and the Russians would have the same right to do so—to protect us against miscalculation or accident. .

Madam President, there is an assumption in this debate that somehow the threat will only come from the former Soviet Union. I do not make that assumption. We are concerned about what is taking place on a global basis. We are concerned about potential threats from other sources. We cannot predict who they are, where they may be, or how far along the line of technology development they have proceeded. But we cannot face our constituents in good conscience and say: "Sorry, we take any measures to protect you. Our only defense is to launch an all-out attack on whomever launched that missile." That is our only option today. Is that a rational, sound option, to say if you launch one or two missiles against the United States, we end up launching ours against yours?

What we need to do is to have a limited protective system. That is what the Armed Services Committee seeks to do by giving us this authorization. I intend, following the debate and conclusion of the Levin amendment, to offer an amendment to make that very clear. Therefore, Madam President, I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who yields time?

Mr. LEVIN. Madam President, I will just yield myself 1 minute and then I will yield to the Senator from Massachusetts.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Michigan.

Mr. LEVIN. Madam President, the language of this bill which we strike the policy of the United States to deploy a multiple site national missile defense system. A multiple site national defense system is not allowed by the ABM Treaty. Period.

It also says we should negotiate. That is great. But it is very precise, and we tried to get these words out in committee and we failed. I am very glad to hear from the Senator from Maine he does not support abrogating the treaty and he will offer language making it clear we want to stay inside the ABM Treaty. That is what my amendment does. That is precisely what my amendment does, to strike the language which says it is the policy of the United States to deploy a multiple site system—which violates the ABM Treaty.

There is one other provision in here. The Senator from Maine talks about, the amendment which says that for 1 year pending this study the President should not seek to modify or clarify obligations under the ABM Treaty.

So while the Senator from Maine, in a way that I fully support, says he thinks we should negotiate changes in the ABM Treaty, the bill has language which the Levin amendment will strike, which says that for 1 year pending this study the President should not seek to modify or clarify obligations under the ABM Treaty.

So long as the Senator from Maine says he will oppose actually gets exactly at the language which I believe he basically will oppose as well, at least from the statement he gave this afternoon on the floor, that is to make it clear we are not now going to declare we are going to violate the ABM Treaty. The purpose of the Levin amendment is to strike the language in the bill that says we are going to violate the ABM Treaty. It is clear, as you can read it. "It is the policy of the United States to deploy a multiple site system." That is what is not permitted by the ABM Treaty. That is the language, specifically targeted, rifleshot language that we seek to remove from this bill.

Now I will yield to the Senator from Massachusetts 15 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Massachusetts is recognized for 15 minutes.

Mr. KENNEDY. Madam President, I yield myself 10 minutes.

Madam President, I listened to the interventions of my friend and colleague from Maine and the response from the Senator from Michigan, Senator LEVIN, about whether the provisions in question effectively abrogate the ABM Treaty. I would like to refer to the committee report which I believe gives us an answer. The report reads, The committee acknowledges that many of the policies and recommendations contained in the Missile Defense Act of 1995, if implemented, would require relief in one form or another from the ABM Treaty."

It cannot be much clearer than that. This language, agreed upon by the majority of the members of the committee, acknowledges that many of the policies and recommendations contained in the Missile Defense Act of 1995, if implemented, would require relief from the ABM Treaty.

It is the purpose of the amendment of the Senator from Michigan to remove those particular provisions that would require such relief. If he oppose his amendment we want to maintain the provisions in the Missile Defense Act of 1995 which effectively will emasculate the ABM Treaty.

There is no question—certainly there was no question on the minds of any of the members of the Armed Services Committee—as to what was intended, and I think the Senator from Michigan has outlined in careful detail those parts of the ABM Treaty that are inconsistent with the provisions included in this bill. So we should be under no illusion about what was intended by the majority of the members of the Armed Services Committee and what the remedy will be if the amendment of the Senator from Michigan is accepted.

Madam President, during the course of the debate on the issue, some on the other side have argued that we need to build and deploy a national missile defense to protect our citizens against the threat of an accidental launch of Russian nuclear missiles. The Defense Department has looked at this matter. It is not a new issue. It is not a new argument. It is a matter that was considered and has been considered in its various forms over recent years in the fashioning and shaping of the START I, START II and the ABM treaties. During that consideration, the Defense Department determined that the best way to defend our Nation against accidental launches is to do two things: first, reduce the number of nuclear missiles in the world; and second, by reducing the likelihood of an accidental launch. Republicans understood that. President Nixon understood it when he advanced the ABM Treaty. President Bush understood it when he advanced the START I, START II treaties. The Joint Chiefs of Staff and the various Secretaries of Defense and State understood it as well.

There must be some new revelation that has come over the members of our committee to undermine that very
basic and fundamental concept embraced by Republicans and Democrats. Presidents, Secretaries of Defense, and members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. They agreed that the most important thing that can be done for the security of the United States was to achieve nuclear deterrence. These statements were initiated and supported because Presidents over a long period of time believed that they were in the interest of the security of the American people, and of the nations of the globe. The Defense Authorization Act would permit these achievements, the successful arms reductions negotiated in START I and START II. We have been warned of that. The Chairman of our Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Secretary of State have outlined the statements, comments, and conditions of Russian leaders that indicate they would not go forward to ratify START II if the ABM Treaty is abrogated.

Before taking the second step to protect our country against the unauthorized or accidental launch of nuclear missiles one must understand that the Soviet Union is not our adversary and that it is not our ally. We can expect one form of conduct from our adversary and another from our ally. But the Soviet Union is neither.

So the Secretary of Defense and the Joint Chiefs have recognized a second step, which they have put into practice, that will be further undermined if the Levin amendment is not agreed to, and that is to work cooperatively with the Russians to assure firm command and control over our respective forces. For example, in 1994 we reached the nuclear detargeting agreement with the Russians. We agreed that our nuclear missiles deployed in silos or on submarines would not be targeted against each other—an important step.

The Russian missiles are not targeted against us today. I do not want to see our targets our missiles on our territory because they have additional concern about the United States breaking out of the ABM Treaty. Our friends on the other side cannot guarantee that. We cannot, as supporters of the Levin amendment, guarantee it. But we can say with some degree of predictability that the arguments for changing that policy of detargeting and increasing instability are further advanced by the defeat of the Levin amendment.

We agreed in 1994 that we would change the targeting of our missiles both on land and on the sea, and, in that way, if there were an accidental launch of a Russian nuclear missile, it would not land on United States cities but harmlessly in the ocean. We achieved this important agreement through cooperative discussions, not by mandates such as those included in this particular proposal that would mandate the President’s negotiating position on the armament on theater missile defenses and strategic defenses. We get it through cooperative methods, not by sending bulletins to the Russians. We did it through cooperation, and it has worked and is working, and we are safer and more secure today because of that.

How are we going to make similar progress if there is no cooperative relationship? How are we going to do that? We have not heard an explanation of how cooperation will continue if this bill is not amended. Once again, the key to United States-Russian nuclear safety is maintaining the productive relationship we have formed in the twilight of the cold war: to continue with the START reductions and cooperative threat reduction efforts. And the best way to protect Americans from unauthorized and accidental launches of Russian missiles as maintained by the Defense Department is through cooperative measures, not through active defenses.

There are two efforts—continued reductions in strategic nuclear weapons and the Nunn-Lugar cooperative threat reduction program—until we must ensure will continue. There is no question that there would be serious damage to these efforts if we allow this bill to put cooperative ventures at risk.

Finally, Mr. President, in the committee report on this bill, there is the discussion in the section on the Missile Defense Act that states that in the near term, national missile defense deployments serve to stabilize mutual deterrence by reducing prospective incentives to strike first in a crisis.

That has been an issue that has been debated by Republicans and Democrats for as long as I can remember, for as long as we have been talking about strategic nuclear weapons. That was the argument when we were looking at star wars, and it has been resurrected even with the changed world conditions.

I have great difficulty understanding the logic behind this point. If we were to do nothing to our defense, we would be degrading the effectiveness of the Russian offensive missiles. And as anybody who follows strategic nuclear policy understands, any time you degrade the effectiveness of a nation’s missiles, you shorten the fuse on those missiles in a time of crisis, you increase the incentives for the other side to strike first.

Mutual deterrence remains as the ultimate guarantor of our safety from nuclear attack. There are ways to make the system safer and more secure. That is through negotiation of arms reductions and negotiations on command and control agreements that improve the safety of U.S. and Soviet nuclear arsenals.

I believe that is the way to go, and all of those efforts will be advanced by the acceptance of the Levin amendment.

Madam President, I strongly support the amendment to the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty from unilateral abrogation, which would be the result if this bill is enacted in its present form. Since the United States and the Soviet Union signed this landmark treaty in 1972, it has been the cornerstone of United States nuclear arms control policy. By insuring that nuclear arsenals remain effective deterrents, the ABM Treaty has brought stability to the nuclear relationship for the past quarter century.

Unilaterally discarding the ABM Treaty would severely undermine the cooperative United States-Russian strategic relationship. Just as the United States is helped to the greatest rewards from the strategic nuclear policy constructed on the foundation of the ABM Treaty, many Members of Congress want to throw it away.

The START I and START II accords, signed by President Bush, would verifiably eliminate three-quarters of all the nuclear weapons ever pointed at the United States. Through the Nunn-Lugar cooperative threat reduction program, the Russians and our ally acutely accepting United States help to dismantle their nuclear weapons, a situation that none of us would have dared imagine only a decade ago.

The bill’s provision is a clear and present danger to the ABM Treaty. It would turn United States-Russian cooperation into mistrust. We would be discarding tangible present advances in arms control for the illusion of future security through a national missile defense system that will cost billions of dollars above and beyond the huge defense burden we already carry in this era of deep budget cuts.

The only way that opponents of the ABM Treaty could develop a rationale in support of the offending provisions in this bill is by misrepresenting the nature of nuclear threats to the United States in the post-cold war era, the value of the ABM Treaty, today, and the need for building and deploying strategic defense in the near future.

Five transparent myths underlie the case for building national missile defenses and abrogating the ABM Treaty. Once the myths are exposed, the case for abrogating the ABM Treaty crumbles.

Myth No. 1 is that the ABM Treaty is a cold war relic whose value disappeared with the demise of the former Soviet Union, so that we can abrogate the ABM Treaty at no cost to United States security.

The cold war may have ended, but nuclear deterrence still remains as the cornerstone of U.S. and Soviet security.

The end of the cold war and the relaxation of military tensions between the United States and the Soviet successor states have not made the ABM Treaty obsolete. The nature of nuclear war and their mutually destructive power has not changed. No matter how much the opponents of the ABM Treaty wish it were otherwise, effective mutual deterrence is what keeps Americans safe from nuclear war.

Today, 6 years after the fall of the Berlin Wall and nearly 4 years after the breakup of the Soviet Union, the relationship between the United States and
Russia is in transition. Russia is no longer our adversary, but it is not our ally either. Although we see no apparent tensions that could lead to nuclear conflict, prudence dictates that we structure our remaining nuclear arsenals to maintain our most stable nuclear deterrence possible.

The end to the hostile relationship allows us to cooperate much more extensively than in the past to solidify and stabilize nuclear deterrence at much lower levels of nuclear tension. Over the past 6 years, we have managed to use this change in the relationship in a way that leaves deterrence more stable, and the American people safer than at any time since the beginning of the cold war.

Consider the progress we have made in recent years. In 1991, President Bush and President Gorbachev signed the START I Treaty. Two years later, President Bush and President Yeltsin signed the START II Treaty, which will reduce the number of Russian nuclear warheads pointed in our direction from 10,000 to 3,500.

In addition, through cooperative initiatives, we have assisted the Russians to assist them in dismantling their nuclear warheads, thereby substantially reducing the Russian arsenal’s threat to the United States and substantially reducing the likelihood that nuclear weapons will end up in the hands of renegade regimes or terrorists.

The ABM Treaty is the indispensable foundation for these steps. Abrogating the treaty would jeopardize all of these important advances, and endanger the future of United States-Russian nuclear relations.

Some argue that the ABM Treaty is obsolete, but deterrence is no longer needed. They pretend that we can rely on missile defenses to protect the American people from nuclear war. This is the same preposterous argument we heard during the 1980’s, when star wars was oversold as a miracle defense. No technical advances since then have made the ABM Treaty obsolete. It is still the foundation for these steps.

The ABM Treaty is indispensable for these steps. Abrogating the treaty would jeopardize all of these important advances, and endanger the future of United States-Russian nuclear relations.

SDI never came close to meeting the standards of operational effectiveness and cost-effectiveness that the Reagan administration said would be necessary to make the transition from deterrence to defense. No technical advances since the abandonment of that ill-conceived and wasteful adventure make the reality today any different. Defense cannot replace deterrence, and we would be foolish to try it. The ABM Treaty is not obsolete. It is still the foundation for stable deterrence, and it deserves to be maintained.

The second myth is that the Russians will not use START II, much less START III. We will not have cooperative threat reduction. And we may well not have a comprehensive test ban and other arms control agreements we need in the years ahead.

The third myth underlying the proposed abrogation of the ABM Treaty is that we face the threat of ballistic missile attack from renegade nations that will achieve this capability in the near future.

This myth squarely contradicts the conclusions of the U.S. intelligence community and the Pentagon leadership.

Lt. Gen. James Clapper, Jr., the Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency, testified before the Armed Services Committee in January that “we see no interest in or capability of any new country reaching the continental United States with a long range missile for at least the next decade.” Secretary Perry endorsed this judgment in his testimony before the Armed Services Committee this year.

Concern about future ballistic missile threats to U.S. territory is the basis for the Clinton administration’s research and development program on national missile defenses. This reason- able level of spending on anti-missile defenses will put the United States in a position to rapidly deploy such a defense if unforeseen threats arise in the near future. It makes sense to spend a modest amount on R&D. It makes no sense to throw billions of dollars into deploying what may be an unnecessary system sooner.

Myth No. 4 is that a multi-site national missile defense can be deployed over the next decade for a moderate cost. This assertion is a fantasy. This year’s bill plans to spend $671 million on national missile defense, an increase of $300 million over the administration’s request. But this increment is only the tip of a very large iceberg.

According to the Congressional Budget Office, deploying a single-site national missile defense would cost $29 billion to complete and $16.5 billion of the total would be spent over the next 5 years. This estimate does not include the cost of building additional sites, which the pending bill calls for, and it does not include the cost of operating and maintaining the system once it is operational.

Other costs will be higher too. Abrogation of the ABM Treaty will doom START II, and saddle us with a nuclear stalemate with the Russians at cold war levels. We will have to maintain our strategic nuclear arsenal at its current level, not the greatly reduced level under START II. If we proceed with this bill, we will be spending tens of billions of tax dollars in a way that increases the nuclear threat to the United States. The American taxpayer was taken for a long and expensive and unnecessary ride by star wars in the 1980s. It makes no sense to repeat that experience in the post-Cold War era.

Myth No. 5 is that we need to discard the ABM Treaty in order to build and deploy effective theater missile defenses to protect U.S. forces in the field. The fact is, the United States can do both. We can comply with the ABM Treaty, and we can create effective theater missile defense systems.

The ABM Treaty strictly limits development and deployment of strategic missile defenses. But it expressly allows the signers to deploy theater missile defenses. The United States is already developing advanced theater missile defenses that may have significant capability to defeat strategic offensive missiles.

As a result, the Clinton administration has entered into negotiations with
Russia to determine which systems will be permitted under the ABM Treaty. By so doing, the President is using one of the key features of the treaty—its flexibility to update and revise the Treaty as developments demand. That bill, however, prevents the effective negotiation of any boundary between theater and strategic defenses. It would deny the President the power to negotiate this clarification of the treaty in a way that will best serve our national security.

By trying to achieve by legislative mandate what the President should negotiate, the bill will undercut the basic constitutional allocation of treaty-making powers between the President and Congress. It is wrong to legislate an ideological negotiating position while rational negotiations are underway. This step sets an extremely dangerous precedent for the future, and could result in the collapse of the ABM Treaty.

It is time to cut through the myths and misrepresentations. Our national security is at stake. It makes no sense to sacrifice real and verifiable reductions in the Russian nuclear arsenal, in exchange for a multibillion dollar national missile defense that will leave us less secure. A decade ago, we should have left star wars in Hollywood where it belonged—and that is where this senseless sequel belongs too.

I urge my colleagues to support the amendment. Mr. President, I yield whatever time remains back to the Senator from Michigan.

Mr. THURMOND addressed the Chair. The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. THOMPSON). The Senator from South Carolina.

Mr. THURMOND. I yield 10 minutes to the distinguished Senator from New Hampshire.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from New Hampshire is recognized for 10 minutes.

Mr. SMITH. I thank the Senator from South Carolina.

Mr. President, the other side in this debate, Senator LEVIN and others, assert that somehow this bill is going to violate the ABM Treaty or require us to violate the ABM Treaty. Those are the terms that we have heard used—violate or require us to violate the treaty.

My friend, Senator LEVIN, is a very accomplished attorney, and I respect his intellect very much, but this is just patently false. There is no requirement to violate any treaty in this legislation we have written. Nothing in this bill violates the treaty, nothing. If it did, if the language in here were to violate the treaty, why does the distinguished Senator from Georgia, Senator NUNN, in comment after comment talk about an anticipatory breaching down the road? If there is an anticipatory breaching down the road, the way I read that is there is not any breach yet. There is not any violation of anything. We are anticipating it. Well, you can anticipate anything you want, but the facts speak for themselves. This does not violate the ABM Treaty, period. Nothing in this bill violates the ABM Treaty. It is simply patently false to say that it does.

Now, in 2003—that is the deployment date for ground-based multiple sites—in 2003, yes, we could do that, but it is not 2003. This is still 1995 as I looked at the calendar, and I do not quite understand the logic here of how it is that we are violating something that we have not breached. We are anticipating a violation, but we are not violating anything. So I am having trouble understanding the semantics, and I think that is probably the intent of the opposition here, to make sure that others have trouble understanding the semantics so that we can confuse and obfuscate and hide the real truth, which is that we are not violating any treaty at all in this language.

Now, article XIII, which the Senator from Michigan and others are aware of, is very clear on this, about what our rights are under this treaty. There is nothing hidden about it. I have a copy of the treaty right here in my hand, and it says:

To promote the objectives and implementation of the provisions of this treaty, the parties shall establish promptly a standing consultative commission within the framework of which they will—

Among other things, consider possible changes in the strategic situation which are a bearing on the provisions of this treaty.

Surely, my colleagues will admit there have been strategic changes since the fall of the Soviet Union. Second:

Consider as appropriate possible proposals for further increasing the viability of this Treaty including proposals for amendments.

We have a right to amend the treaty. And finally it says under article XV, Mr. President, that:

Each party shall in exercising its national sovereignty have the right to withdraw from this Treaty in extraordinary events relating to the subject matter of this Treaty have jeopardized its supreme interests and it shall give notice of its decision to the other party 6 months prior to the withdrawal from the Treaty.

So we are not violating any treaty with this language. If someone is saying we are anticipating the violation of the treaty, fine; we can anticipate anything we want to. But it is simply wrong to say that we are violating this treaty or that we do not have the right to change this treaty or to withdraw from this treaty or whatever the parties wish to do. It is right there. It is written. It is clear. It is indisputable. It is fact.

I am kind of surprised to hear that we are going to automatically violate this treaty if we decide that we, in the United States of America, want to defend America against attack. Well, you know what? We do not violate the treaty, but if we had to defend America I would violate the treaty—

that happens to be this Senator’s personal opinion—because I do not think I am worshiping at the altar of a treaty. I did not know that a treaty was forever and that we could not change the provisions.

We have the right to change this treaty. It was written to change it, like the Constitution was written with a possibility to amend it. This treaty was written to change it, to even withdraw from it if it is in the national security interests of a nation to do so.

These are the facts. I suggest to my colleagues that the end of the cold war is just the kind of change the treaty is referring to. That is the kind of strategic change that this treaty is referring to, the end of the cold war, the end of a bipolar world. We are now in a multipolar world with threats that we do not really know how to calculate, with weapons that are different and in the hands of some who may be more inclined to use them than even the old Soviet Union. Our colleagues who support the Levin amendment to put this in perspective, are the same people who day after day, day after day, year after year, argue the cold war is over and therefore we should adapt our defense program to the changed environment.

That is a good argument. The cold war is over. We must adapt. We are adapting. We have downsized our military. We are changing some of the priorities in our weapons systems. That is fine, but why are they hard, Mr. President, to preserve the most obvious relic of the cold war, the ABM Treaty? The ABM Treaty, the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty, the relic of the cold war, deals with a bipolar world, deals with a concept of mutual assured destruction, that if one side fires at the other, the other will fire back; therefore, the first side will not fire. That is the whole logic here, but is not a bipolar world.

Does anybody believe that Saddam Hussein would be reasonable and rational, or perhaps Qaddafi in Libya? Are we dealing with rational people in some of these fundamentalist and other nations around the world today? I think not, and the American people know that.

Frankly, those who wrote this treaty knew that, that we were not always going to have the same situation in the world. The treaty is between the United States and Russia. Our colleagues who support the Levin amendment to put this in perspective, are the same people who day after day, year after year, argue the cold war is over and therefore we should adapt our defense program to the changed environment.

There is no Soviet Union anymore. Even if we agree that Russia is the successor to the Soviet Union—which frankly is an open question—there are many other nations now, legitimate nations of the world that were part of that old Soviet Union. It is not just Russia. Russia is not the automatic successor to the Soviet Union.

It is clear that this treaty does not include the nations that threaten us today. The nations that threaten us most: Libya, North Korea, Syria, Iran, Iraq, China, they did not sign the ABM Treaty. They do not have anything to do with the ABM Treaty. So why are
we locked to an ABM Treaty? Why are we locked to an ABM Treaty that does not even deal with the countries that are threatening us?

The answer is very simple. We should not be. And the treaty founders, those who drafted that treaty, knew it. We are not standing on the brink with Russia. In fact, Yeltsin says Russia is no longer targeting us with missiles. This is no longer bipolar. It is multipolar.

The Levin amendment would leave us perpetually locked into an outdated posture of confrontation with the former Soviet Union, the past, the cold war. Let us step into the 21st century. Let us look at the threat today, not yesterday. We have an obligation here to look ahead, to protect the future, and this language does it. This language does it. It encourages a cooperative transition away, away from mutual assured destruction toward mutual assured security—not destruction.

The Levin amendment would leave America completely vulnerable to ballistic missile attack. It would strike this language, gut the essence of the bill, restrict our ability to make theater defense as technologically capable as possible.

The SASC bill says all Americans deserve to be protected and ensures that our national security and theater defense programs are targeted toward the specific threat which confront us today, not yesterday.

The Levin amendment would perpetuate the policy again of mutual assured destruction, even though the cold war is over. Do not take my word for it. Henry Kissinger, who helped develop the doctrine, agrees that mutual assured destruction is no longer relevant; not even appropriate, yet Senator Levin would continue a policy that I believe is absurd, that leaves our Nation defenseless while being locked into a policy that belongs in the dustbin of history. It is time to move on, Mr. President. It is time to move into the 21st century.

Mr. President, how much time do I have remaining?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Forty-seven seconds.

Mr. SMITH. Mr. President, I yield back the remainder of my time, and I thank the Senator from South Carolina for yielding time.

Mr. LEVIN addressed the Chair. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Michigan.

Mr. LEVIN. I yield the Senator from Arkansas 10 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The Senator from Arkansas.

Mr. BUMPERS. Thank you, Mr. President. I thank the Senator from Michigan.

Mr. President, I heard the Senator from Maine a moment ago say that there is not anything in this bill that abrogates the ABM Treaty between Russia and the United States.

Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, I cannot hear very well. Is the Senator using his microphone?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is the Senator using his microphone?

Mr. BUMPERS, I thought I was. I see it lying on the floor. Most people say, "I heard your speech awhile ago, and when I stuck my head out the window I could really hear it."

Is this better? I apologize.

As I was about to say, the Senator from Maine awhile ago said there was not anything in this bill that would abrogate the ABM Treaty. I do not know how more forcefully you can abrogate the treaty than to pass this bill. Now, obviously, it is not going to be abrogated until the Soviet Union gets a stomach full of this kind of stuff and withdraws from the treaty, which they have a right to do on 6 months' notice. But, first of all, I want you to look at the language of the treaty. As it said this morning, English is the mother tongue. That is what we speak. That is what we write. And here is what the mother tongue says in article I of the 1976 Protocol of the ABM Treaty. "Each party shall be limited at any one time to: 1. To a single area out of the two provided in article III of the treaty for deployment. . . ."

You see the word "single"? That means one. "Single" and "one" are the same.

Here is what the bill says. Section 233, "It is the policy of the United States to . . . deploy a multiple-site"—"multiple, colleagues, is more than one"—"United States to . . . deploy a multiple-site national ballistic missile defense system."

Section 235, two sections down, "The Secretary of Defense shall develop . . . national missile defense system, which will attain initial operational capability by the end of 2003." It shall include "Ground-based interceptors deployed at multiple sites"—not two; maybe a half a dozen. And the treaty is very specific that we shall be limited to one.

And people have the temerity to get up on this floor and, I assume, try to deceive the American people into believing this is a perfectly harmless, innocent little bill. Oh, I wish I missed the cold war like some of my colleagues in this place that cannot sleep at night since the cold war ended and will do anything to resurrect it. There are defense contractors who cannot stand the demise of the Soviet Union. I do not know why it bothers them. We certainly have not cut defense spending any.

When the Senator from Maine mentioned the people of Israel, he was talking about a theater missile defense system and virtually everyone in this body has strongly supported. We are not talking about theater missiles. We are talking about headed toward an antiballistic missile system in direct contravention of our word as a nation with our name on a treaty that either means something or it does not.

Oh, the arrogance in this bill drives me crazy. First, we will say where the demarcation line is between whether something is a threat to missile or an antiballistic missile system. We will decide. And if the Russians do not like it, as we used to say when I was a kid, they can take it or lump it. We will define multiple sites. And is it the Russians think that violates the treaty, which it clearly does, they can take it or lump it.

This bill says "the Senate." Now, you think about the President of the United States, who negotiates treaties and who is talking to the Russians right now about trying to resolve some of these ABM questions. What does this bill say? The Senate—not the President—will appoint a group of Senators to review "continuing value and validity of the ABM Treaty." We will decide whether it has any value, whether it has any continuing validity. That would be insulting enough. What else do they think? This committee will recommend policy guidance, and the President—Mr. President, you will "cease all efforts to modify, clarify or otherwise alter this treaty"—et cetera, et cetera. The abrogation of a bill that says to the President, "Stop it. Quit trying to work something out. We will decide whether this treaty has value or not."

The arguments on the other side about how this bill abrogates the treaty, all it does is set out a whole host of things which lead unalterably toward a flagrant violation of the treaty and abrogation of the treaty. No self-respecting nation—and Russia is one—will sit idly by while we construe the treaty any way we want to. And they are expected to sit idly by and say, "Yes, yes, yes."

I have never heard as much никогда it in my life as I heard when the Senator from Michigan offered his amendment. On June 21, President Yeltsin submitted the START II Treaty, not negotiated by Bill Clinton, negotiated by George Bush—a good treaty. It should be ratified by both sides immediately. George Bush should say he wants it put on his epitaph that he negotiated START II. So when President Yeltsin appointed his Foreign Minister, Andrey Kozyrev, and his Defense Minister, Pavel Grachev, then the President of the Russian party, to negotiate with the Duma and ratify START II, a spokesman for the Duma said:

The ratification process would undoubtedly be influenced by a treaty that weakens the attainment of a Russian-American agreement on the delineation of the strategic and tactical antiballistic defense system. The observance of the 1972 ABM Treaty.

The role of this treaty remains unchanged in creating conditions for cutting down strategic offensive weapons.

Can you blame Russia? Be fair-minded for about 10 seconds. That is unusual around here. But try it. Be fair-minded for about 10 seconds. If the roles were
reversed, if the Russians were passing laws to abrogate the ABM Treaty, would we ratify START II? We would take it to the men's room, is what we would do with it.

Well, Mr. President, both nations have spent 50 billion dollars each by now, building antiballistic missile systems. We have a lot of Senators, I say, who just can hardly handle the end of the cold war. How many times have I stood at this desk trying to keep this Nation from spending $2 billion resurrecting a bunch of old rusty buckets called battle ships. Two billion dollars. Where are they? In mothballs right where everybody knew they were going. Two billion dollars already gone.

I stood here pleading with this body. “Don’t buy all these D-5 missiles, you can’t possibly use that many.” And the Star Wars battle which I thought was over.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator’s time has expired.

Mr. BUMPERS. I ask for 2 additional minutes.

Mr. LEVIN. I yield 2 additional minutes.

Mr. BUMPERS. All I heard was, “The chiefs want it, the Secretary wants it,” and I can’t hold with them. They did not even want the $7 billion that was added in committee, and they certainly do not want all this language in the bill. Chairman Shalikashvili does not want it. Nobody wants it except the Armed Services Committee.

Our bombers are not on alert. Our cities are not targeted. For the first time in 40 years the American people can get a decent night’s sleep. So what are we going to do? We are going to say, “Wake up, remember the good old days when you couldn’t sleep at night for fear of a nuclear war?” They are going to bring it back to you in spades.”

There are a lot of things wrong with this bill. I said this morning, and I say again, in my 21 years in the Senate, this is, by far, the worst defense bill that has ever been presented on this floor.

Oh, the arrogance of power. Every great nation that has indulged in the arrogance of power, as this bill does, has lived to regret it. The Senator from New Hampshire said we have not violated the ABM Treaty “yet,” “we’re just going to interpret it any way we want to and we are going to build a system and we will decide where the demarcation line is.” Do you think the Russians are going to take something that they feel is prejudicial to their security? The last guy to underestimate Russia was Adolf Hitler. They are on their toes and we will tell you, they will starve their people before they will be humiliated.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator’s time has expired.

Mr. BUMPERS. I ask for 1 additional minute.

Mr. LEVIN. I yield 1 minute.

Mr. BUMPERS. I have watched on Discovery Channel for the past 2 months and on PBS all these battles of World War II, a lot of them the Russians against the Germans. Twenty-two million Russians died. They starved to death by the thousands at Leningrad and in Stalingrad.

I am now probably a little bit afraid of Russia. I am suggesting that the world will be eminently better off if the two superpowers of this world can agree. The American people really do not understand the details of this. Do you know what the American people do? They elect you and me to do responsible things. They elect us expecting that we will know something about it and that we will protect the American people.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator’s time has expired.

Mr. BUMPERS. I yield the floor.

Mr. LEVIN. I yield to Senator CHAFFEE 10 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Rhode Island.

Mr. CHAFFEE. Mr. President, I am deeply concerned over this bill’s provision affecting the ABM Treaty, and I would like to discuss my support for the Levin amendment. Let me give a little bit of history.

The ABM Treaty was agreed to 20 years ago. What does it do? We hear a lot about the ABM Treaty, but what does it do? What is the key part of it? The thrust of it was to prevent the United States or the Soviet Union from gaining the ability to unilaterally—that is one side alone—to launch a ballistic missile attack against the other without the possibility of retribution. In other words, the whole purpose of the treaty was to prevent either side from employing a defensive system to shoot down incoming missiles, because that would, in effect, encourage one side to launch an attack knowing that they would be protected from any retaliation.

Since that time, the geopolitical situation in the world has changed. The Soviet Union no longer exists and the Warsaw Pact has collapsed. There has also been rapid technological advances that could not have been predicted at the time that the ABM Treaty was signed.

Given these dramatic changes, I certainly understand the interest to take a look at this ABM Treaty. It has been 20 years. It is appropriate to have modifications and to look at it again. But, the point I want to make is, the changes to this treaty, or any other treaty, for that matter, must be negotiated by the President of the United States, in consultation with his military and diplomatic advisers and, obviously, with confirmation by the Senate.

Such changes should not be dictated by the legislature, either the House or the Senate.

Let us look at what S. 1026 does in regard to the ABM Treaty. This is what it says:

It is the policy of the United States to deploy a multiple-site national missile defense system.

The ABM Treaty says each nation can only have one ABM site, one site in each nation. This says “No, no, we are changing that policy.”

It is the policy of the United States to deploy a multiple-site national missile defense system.

That policy is clearly in violation of the ABM Treaty. We are going to hear arguments back and forth, does that mandate that there be multiple sites? It can be argued both ways, and it obviously is an arguable point. But there is legislation that is declaring that it is the policy of the United States to have multiple sites.

Whether that is a mandate or not, I do not know, but certainly I do not want any part of it. We have gotten along with the ABM Treaty for 20 years. If we want changes, let us negotiate them. Let us not have them emerge from this Senate dictating in a way or declaring it is a policy to have these multiple sites.

So what else does the bill we are debating today do? It prohibits “any missile defense or air defense system or system upgrade or system component that has not been flight tested in a unilateral,” and here we go ahead and define what is not ABM qualifying flight test.

Next, it goes on—here is an important point, Mr. President—it states the sense of Congress that:

. . . the President should cease all efforts to modify, clarify, or otherwise alter U.S. obligations under the ABM Treaty pending the outcome of a Senate review.

Look, who is in charge around here? Is it the Senate of the United States, or is it the President under his constitutional powers? We say, no, he cannot do anything until we have a Senate review of the treaty. How long is that going to last? It could last 3 years; it could last 10 years. During all of that time, the President’s hands would be tied. I really do not think that is what we want, either.

The provisions of this bill constitute an unwarranted usurpation of Presidential authority to conduct foreign policy on the most sensitive of national security matters.

Mr. President, Congress simply should not be in the business of dictating to the President how to interpret, how to implement, or how to renegotiate a binding treaty of the United States. As a Republican Senator, I would never impose those kinds of conditions on a Republican President, and as a Republican Senator, I do not suggest that they should be imposed on a Democratic President.

Secretary of Defense William Perry has warned that these provisions would jeopardize Russian implementation of the Reagan and the Bush—who are they? Republican Presidents—Reagan-Bush negotiated START I and START II Treaties. These treaties involve the destruction of thousands of nuclear warheads.

Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Shalikashvili has similarly cautioned that the bill’s ABM provisions should
probably impact our broadened security relationship with Russia. I do not argue with the premise that the United States ought to pursue missile defense technologies in order to deter potential aggressors who have made substantial progress in this field. Yes, we ought to do so somewhere.

I also do not oppose appropriate modifications of the 20-year-old ABM Treaty that are negotiated by the President. But this bill simply goes too far. Congress must not legislate such specific modifications to the treaty.

So, Mr. President, I am in support of the Levin amendment and urge my colleagues to support it.

So I want to thank the Chair and thank the Senator from Michigan.

Mr. THURMOND addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from South Carolina is recognized.

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, the amendment by the Senator from Michigan attempts to hold on to the cold war status quo that we have come to know as mutual assured destruction. But is the cold war not over?

Mr. President, the United States should not be reluctant to reassess the continuing value and validity of the ABM Treaty. The Defense authorization bill does not advocate abrogation of the ABM Treaty, but it does firmly acknowledge that the strategic and political circumstances that led to the ABM Treaty have changed.

The Levin amendment is a backward rejection of a forward looking amendment. We should be looking forward and attempting to foster a new form of strategic stability that is not based on mutual assured destruction. Think about it—5 years after the end of the cold war, with all the political changes that have occurred, the United States and Russia have not fundamentally altered the strategic posture that so characterized the cold war.

All Senators should agree that the ABM Treaty is technically and geopolitically outdated. While the treaty requires the United States and Russia to remain vulnerable to each other’s threats, it has the effect of requiring the United States to remain vulnerable to threats posed by other countries. Countries like North Korea are developing intercontinental ballistic missiles, while missile and nuclear technologies are practically available on the open market. Let me quote former Deputy Secretary of Defense and current Director of Central Intelligence John Deutch:

The 1972 ABM Treaty does not conform with either the changed geopolitical circumstances or the new technological opportunities. The United States should not be reluctant to negotiate treaty modifications that acknowledge the new realities, provided we retain the essential stabilizing purpose of the treaty.

It has also become clear that vulnerability to missile attack neither stabilizes nor enhances deterrence. The Persian Gulf war demonstrated this clearly. Israel, a country with an extremely credible retaliatory threat, came under repeated attack during the war. For a variety of complicated reasons Israel simply did not retaliate. Perhaps most ironic, the reason that Saddam Hussein launched missiles at Israel was precisely to provoke retaliation on the ABM Treaty. Secretary Perry recognized this point in a recent speech: “The bad news is that in this era, deterrence may not provide even the cold comfort it did during the cold war. We may be facing terrorists or rogue re-publican regimes with nuclear weapons at the same time in the future, and they may not buy into our deterrence theory. Indeed, they may be madder than MAD.” And yet, the amendment of the Senator from Michigan seems to deny that things have changed.

On the subject of change, let me quote Secretary Perry again: “We now have the opportunity to create a new relationship, based not on MAD, not on mutual assured destruction, but rather on another acronym, MAS, or mutual assured safety.” This is precisely what the Missile Defense Act of 1995 calls for. Its language almost mirrors Secretary Perry’s statement.

We must not recall the 20-year-old treaty to prevent the United States from responding to legitimate and growing security threats. Stated simply, the ABM Treaty as it now stands prevents the United States from deploying a national missile defense system that could protect all Americans against even a limited ballistic missile attack. The authorization bill says that it is time to begin changing this. There is a real and growing threat. It will take us 8 years to develop the system called for in the bill. By that time the United States could face a variety of new and unpredictable threats, including a North Korean ICBM.

I would also point out that the ABM Treaty was not put to a living document. Article XIII recognizes the possibility that changed circumstances would require the treaty to be modified. Articles XIV and XV provide the procedures for making such changes. The argument that this bill violates the treaty is simply false. All these means for achieving the policies and goals in the Missile Defense Act of 1995 are contained in the ABM Treaty itself.

We should also remember that the ABM Treaty was a multiple-site treaty. For those who so resist any change to the treaty, I would remind them that the Senate voted to amend the treaty in 1974. It did not upset the Russians then and it should not upset them today if we restore the treaty’s multiple-site aspect.

In fact, the Russians have repeatedly demonstrated a willingness to amend the treaty in ways that are fully compatible with the Missile Defense Act of 1995. Deployment of a multiple-site national missile system should not be viewed by the Russians as threatening or in any way undermining their confidence in deterrence.

There is no substantive reason why a U.S. policy to develop such a system should undermine START II, as has been argued by the Senator from Michigan. START II has plenty of problems, but the ABM Treaty should not be one of them. Allowing the Russians to use the ABM Treaty as a distraction from the real problems would be a major mistake. Among other things, it would lead Russia to believe that it has a veto over a wide range of United States national security policy elaborations. The Russian skeptics of START II ratification to things like U.S. NATO policy. Is the Senator from Michigan suggesting that we hold our NATO policy hostage to START II as well?

Mr. President, let me conclude by saying that we should not try to reaffirm the cold war on the floor of the Senate 5 years after its demise. We should welcome the opportunity to establish a more normal relationship with Russia that is not a mutual hostage relationship. We should pursue with Secretary Perry our mutual assured safety and reject the Levin amendment with its embrace of mutual assured destruction.

Mr. PELL addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Rhode Island 10 minutes.

Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I strongly support the Senator from Michigan and my other colleagues in their effort to amend the missile defense sections of the defense authorization bill.

The amendment would strike from the bill language that mandates action that would violate the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty. The ABM Treaty, approved overwhelmingly by the Senate following extensive and thorough hearings by the Committee on Foreign Relations, has served in the intervening years as the centerpiece of modern arms control. The treaty has served to guarantee that neither side could threaten to neutralize the offensive forces of the other, with the result that we had years of strategic stability followed currently by major reductions in the strategic offensive arms of both sides. Various attacks have been made upon it over the years, largely by people who would prefer an unbridled strategic offensive arms race, but the treaty’s benefits have been so clear that these assaults have been repelled.

The present favorable strategic arms environment has been achieved under the umbrella of the ABM Treaty. It probably would have been impossible to reach the present situation in which we are moving away from heavy dependence on strategic defensive arms were it not for the ABM Treaty.

The amendment also corrects an additional problem with the bill in that it
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unilaterally interprets the ABM Treaty's meaning for theater missile defenses. The bill would arbitrarily impose a demarcation line between theater and strategic missile defenses that would tie the President's hands as he is trying to negotiate this very matter with the Russians. It is those negotiations that should determine the outcome, not some arbitrary judgment in an authorization bill.

Secretary of Defense Perry noted to Senator Nunn his strong opposition to these provisions. He said, "Unless these provisions are eliminated or significantly modified they threaten to underdetermine fundamental national security interests of the United States.

Secretary of State Christopher wrote me yesterday to point out that the provisions under discussion here "raise serious constitutional foreign policy and national security concerns." The Secretary continued:

Further, such actions would immediately call into question the U.S. commitment to the ABM Treaty, and have a negative impact on the MTCR, the START I Treaty, and Russian ratification of the START II Treaty. This would leave thousands of warheads in place and would be removed from deployment under the two Treaties, including all MIRVed ICBMs such as the Russian heavy SS-18.

There is no need now to take actions that would lead us to violate the Treaty and threaten the stabilizing reductions we otherwise achieve — and place strategic stability at risk. We have established a treaty-compliant approach to theater missile defense that will enable us to meet threats we may face in the future — and one that preserves all the benefits of the ABM, START I and START II Treaties.

Mr. President, the Missile Defense Act portion of the bill, sections 233–235 simply does not warrant approval by the 1995 Senate. The policy it sets forth is neither realistic nor wise. It gives a sense of urgency that is not justified by any known facts.

There is no obvious danger from the ater-missile threat that must be countered. As we all know, the Patriot missile system proved to be both highly effective and appropriate to the threat we faced in Desert Storm. An effort is now under way to upgrade the Patriot system over time to meet the threat in future years.

It is quite easy to overstate the missile threat this country might conceivably face, but it is important to understand that the missile technology control regime has done much to reduce the potential threat we face from ballistic missiles. At present there are very few nations who have even the potential to mount new missile threats against us that could not be handled by our current systems. The provision states the policy that the United States should deploy a missile system that is highly effective against ballistic missile attacks on the United States, to be augmented over time to provide a more sophisticated ballistic missile threat. This proposal seems to me highly unrealistic.

Few Members of this body can seriously believe that any deployed missile system could be highly effective against any limited missile attack, much less a larger attack. While it is true that, under certain circumstances, it might be possible to shoot down incoming ballistic missile warheads, I would not wish to place a wager that no warheads would get through to bring on havoc and destruction nor would I want to risk my family or any other civilian life on the supposition that any reasonable level of spending for a multiple site national missile defense system would do much of anything other than squander parts of the national treasure.

The bill specifies that we should seek a cooperative transition to a regime that does not feature mutual assured destruction and the offense-only form of deterrence as the basis for strategic stability. This provision of the bill gives the impression that we do not understand what destruction meant for our security during the cold war. The Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty essentially guarantees that neither side can develop the sort of ballistic missile defenses that would prevent the other effectively attacking in a nuclear confrontation. The fact of assured destruction of a mutual nature kept both sides at bay. Since the cold war has ended, the United States and Russia have embarked upon cooperative ventures that are moving us away from the confrontations of the past. We are working with them to dismantle their weapons, to ensure the safe storage of nuclear weapons material, and to implement such agreements as START I and, prospectively, START II. If, as envisioned in this bill, the United States were to violate or abrogate the ABM Treaty, the people on both sides rather than the treaty structure itself would be victimized by the actions that could sabotage the current movement toward greater cooperation and throw us back to an era of confrontation as it jeopardized prospects for continued reductions in the START process and beyond.

Under the provisions of this bill, the Secretary of Defense is directed to develop an affordable and operationally effective national defense system with an initial operational capability by the end of 2003. All of this will mean that time is just about when the major reduction of the American and former Soviet nuclear arsenals by two-thirds is to have been completed.

I doubt that any Member can contemplate a situation in which the United States would go at top speed toward deployment of a national missile defense system and the Russian response would be passive acceptance. They might well match our system. They might well deploy a larger, more capable system and bring pressure to an end the reductions that are so clearly in our own national interests. They might well engage in other activities of a bellicose nature that we would find hard to bear. And that would require reactions on our part. It could well incite an action/reaction phase in our national defense activities that would be ruinously expensive and that would, in the end, increase the dangers to us rather than permitting the present continuous reduction in the strategic nuclear threat.

To me it is important that we stop to think what it is we are doing if we follow this path. In response to an uncertain threat, a threat that has not yet materialized, and a threat that might well be handled through diplomatic efforts, we would be preparing to oblige tens of billions of dollars. We would do this in the mistaken belief that we would somehow be better protected. Whereas the truth of the matter is that, even if we were able to afford and to deploy an effective national defense structure, our potential adversaries would still have the option of sending nuclear weapons our way by air, by land, or by sea. At some point in the future if some of our adversaries should decide to contemplate attacking the United States with a nuclear weapon under the misbegotten notion that he would teach us a lesson, it is hard to imagine that he would be deterred if informed that we had a new national missile defense.

Mr. President, this has been a rather difficult year in which we have tried to come to grips with the fact that our national deficits are alarming and must be curbed. We are required by the Constitution, to "establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity." If we lose sight of the several objectives that must be met, we risk the very well-being of our country. I remember well that a distinguished predecessor, Senator Stuart Symington of Missouri, was fond of pointing out to the committee that the key to a sound defense is a strong economy.

A key to a sound government is a demonstrated ability to keep various activities in proper focus and proper order, so that the whole Nation, not just the defense industry, would benefit.

It will not profit us if we sink further in educational quality, if we deny more of our young people the opportunity of a good education at the elementary and secondary levels and reduce the quality of our institutions of higher education, if we interrupt the education of those who have no homes and who are hungry all in the interest of saving money, only to turn around and waste it on unnecessary defenses. It does not seem a wise idea to this Senator.

It is easy to say that one is for strong defenses. All of us are pledged to support strong defenses and will do so. But the United States will stand first among nations because it continues to be strong in all of its endeavors, keeps
proper balances, and meets other standards of a great, modern nation.

Mr. President, the strategic arms competition between the United States and the former Soviet Union has dwindled away. The ABM Treaty is serving as a very stabilizing force in this promising new era. Further reductions should be achievable.

It would be extremely foolish to place all of this in jeopardy. It makes no sense to give the Russians cause to back away from their START commitments or to engage in a dangerous strategic defensive arms race. It makes no sense—when so many human needs are so obvious throughout our Nation—to jeopardize what has been achieved in controlling and reducing strategic arms and to spend billions for dubious purposes when there are so many other desperate calls upon our resources.

Mr. President, I commend the Senator from Michigan [Mr. LEVIN] for his initiative. I am happy to be a cosponsor of that. I hope that the Senate will once again prove its wisdom with regard to the ABM issue and vote overwhelmingly in favor of this amendment.

In conclusion, I am reminded of the question of what we hope to be remembered in history, as succeeding generations look back on ancient history from the floor of the Senate. I hope that we can be like Athens and not like Sparta—meaning put more emphasis on the civilian side of our economy, the economic side and the education side, and less on the military side. I yield the floor.

Mr. THURMOND. I yield such time as the Chair desires.

Mr. DOLE. I thank the Chair.

I would like to commend the members of the Armed Services Committee who, under the able leadership of the distinguished Senator from Georgia [Mr. NUNN], have done a first rate job on the defense authorization bill. In particular, I would like to congratulate the Armed Services Committee for the forward-looking Missile Defense Act contained in this bill.

The Missile Defense Act is unique because it does not just authorize appropriations for individual programs, it also provides a strategic logic—principled and purposeful—whereby integrating these programs into a coherent and comprehensive approach.

In my view, the approach adopted in this bill is very compelling on four important points.

First, this legislation firmly establishes the critical imperative of defending the United States of America from ballistic missiles. Morally, rationally, and constitutionally this must be our top priority.

What is this important now? Very simply because the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and the means to deliver them is dramatically increasing. I would like to commend the distinguished junior Senator from Arizona [Mr. KYL] for highlighting this threat, as well as the need to defend America against it, in his amendment.

The Missile Defense Act notes that weapons can be acquired by our potential adversaries far more quickly than they have been in the past. Mr. President, I cannot wait around for years until this threat is literally on our doorstep. We must prepare now.

And so, I am very pleased with the national ballistic defense architecture established in the Missile Defense Act. This architecture includes ground-based interceptors, fixed ground-based radars and space-based sensors. The bill establishes a deployment goal of 2003 and provides an additional $300 million to support that goal. In my view, that is a good start, but frankly for something as important as defending our citizens, I would like to see an increase to ensure that we will be able to meet the 2003 date.

Secondly, the Armed Services Committee’s bill deals with the thorny ABM Treaty questions through an intelligent two-step approach:

Step 1: It addresses what missile defenses are covered by the ABM Treaty, essentially establishing the following standard: Those actually tested against a ballistic missile with a range of over 3,500 kilometers and a reentry velocity of over 5 kilometers per second. This is the standard proposed by both President Bush during his campaign. The point is that we should not drag theater systems into a treaty which was never intended to cover them.

Step 2: Contrary to wild administration accusations, the bill reviews where we go next with regard to the ABM Treaty. I think we need to set straight what this bill does and does not do. It does not set us on a collision course with the ABM Treaty by mandating abrogation. Indeed, it does not mandate any particular outcome.

It does recognize that an effective multiple site defense of the United States is inconsistent with the treaty as things stand today. The key here is that an effective defense requires multiple sites.

It does call for a year of careful consideration of these matters before we decide how to proceed on the ABM Treaty. The bottom line is that the bill recognizes that the doctrine underlying the ABM Treaty is not a suitable basis for stability in a multipolar world, nor for an improving relationship with Russia. Our goal should be, as outlined in this legislation, to seek the initiative—and I stress cooperative—transition to a more suitable regime to this post-cold-war era.

The third aspect of this bill that is noteworthy is the potential cruise missile defense initiative. In view of the fact that potential adversaries now have access, in varying degrees, to the technologies necessary to build effective cruise missiles, this measure is on the mark and reflects considerable foresight. It is my understanding that in addressing cruise missiles, the committee has in no way detracted from the emphasis placed on ballistic missiles which are a current and likely threat.

Finally, I would like to commend the establishment of a theater missile defense core program. The rationale behind theater missile defense is to deny a potential adversary the option of escalating by attacking or just threatening to attack U.S. or coalition partners, or vital interests. The key elements of this core program are three systems already being pursued by the Clinton administration—namely Patriot-3, Navy lower tier, and THAAD—as well as one additional addition: Navy upper tier. The committee has wisely added $170 million to Navy upper tier.

Mr. President, just imagine trying to put together the Desert Storm Coalition if Saddam Hussein could have credibly threatened London, Rome, Istanbul, or Cairo with ballistic missiles. We cannot allow U.S. military flexibility to be hindered. Therefore, our objective must be to prevent placing our forces, or those of our allies, needlessly in harm’s way—with systems such as THAAD and Navy lower tier.

Furthermore, the United States must have the ability to project a regional ballistic missile defense capability where and when we need it. Navy upper tier give us that capability.

Mr. President, I would also like to note that the bill does save some money by terminating the boost phase intercept program and adding a lesser amount to explore fulfilling the same mission with an unmanned air vehicle [UAV], in conjunction with Israel. Given Israel’s expertise in UAV’s and its keen interest in a boost phase intercept, this makes sense.

In addition I would like to emphasize that the programs and approach contained in the Missile Defense Act should be viewed as an integral part of our counter-proliferation strategy. If our adversaries know that their hard-gained missiles will be of no use against America and its allies, they may well be dissuaded from acquiring them in the first place.

Before I conclude, I would like to address the issue of how much all of this costs. It costs $3.4 billion. This is a substantial price tag, but does not represent even 2 percent of the total Department of Defense budget. More importantly, however, in considering the costs associated with missile defense, we need to keep in mind how the threat to our Nation’s security and to our interests has changed.

For instance, oceangoing protected ships. Now technology gives even relatively weak adversaries the hope of attacking or blackmailing the United States. This bill takes concrete steps...
to protect us and sends the clear message that we will defend our homeland with our superior technology. Moreover, America has, and will continue to have, vital interests around the globe which must be protected, as well.

Therefore, Mr. President, I urge my colleagues to reject the measure offered by the Senator from Michigan—or any amendment which would weaken or threaten the Missile Defense Act.

Just let me indicate, having visited briefly with the chairman, that it is his hope, and it will happen, we will be here and hopefully for this next vote we can line up serious amendments. Last night sort of fizzled out. Nothing very serious happened after 8:30. So tonight we would hope to have amendments up until a late hour and then conclude action on this measure tomorrow.

This is a very big amendment. It has taken a long time. It is now 5½ hours into this one amendment and I think that should be, with 30 minutes to go, that is enough time on this amendment. But this is a very substantial amendment. It is one of the more important amendments. It certainly deserves a lot of consideration.

But, again, I would just say to my colleagues in the nicest way I can, that a lot of people want to have an August recess and they would like to have it start in August. We are trying to work that out, and much will depend on the cooperation of our colleagues.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Michigan.

MR. LEVIN. Mr. President, I yield myself 2 minutes.

First I ask unanimous consent Senator Nunn be added as a cosponsor of the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, it has been said that this language in the bill is not inconsistent with the ABM Treaty. I just want to simply read the language. It speaks for itself. The ABM Treaty says that the parties undertake to deploy an ABM at no more than one site. The bill says it is the policy of the United States to deploy a multiple site defense system.

It also has been said, quoting here Mr. Deutch, that we should be willing to modify the ABM Treaty. And we surely should. Those negotiations are taking place now. I believe we should try to modify the ABM Treaty. I would like to see a negotiated capability to deploy defenses—a negotiated capability to deploy defenses. The current Missile Defense Act provides that as something we should seek to obtain through negotiations.

But what does the bill say about negotiations and modifying the treaty? The bill says it is the sense of the Senate that the President should cease until the Senate is done with its study, which will happen sometime next year. And then there is a prohibition on the spending of funds. Which, the way I think I read it, and any reasonable interpretation, is that the President may not change the demarcation line that is set forth in this bill through negotiations.

But the reading of this bill leaves, I think, only one conclusion, and that is that the treaty says multiple sites are not allowed. The bill says we will deploy—it is our policy to deploy multiple sites. I cannot think of a clearer conflict, and it should not be fudged or papered over, because I think it was the obvious intent of the sponsors of that language.

I yield the floor. I also ask unanimous consent that Senators DASCHLE and KERRY be added as cosponsors of the Levin Amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Who yields time?

Mr. THURMOND. I yield 5 minutes to the able Senator from Alabama [Mr. HEFLIN].

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Alabama.

Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. President, I rise today in support of providing a system to protect the citizens of the United States from ballistic missile attack.

There are two parts to the Levin amendment. The first provision strikes the goal of the Missile Defense Act of 1991—a multiple site deployment designed to protect the United States. The second provision strikes the demarcation provision for theater defenses.

My concern is with the first provision of this amendment. I support deployment. I fully believe the goal of the bipartisan Missile Defense Act of 1983 was to deploy defenses to protect the United States as soon as possible. As I stated many times before, I strongly believe we should act within the ABM Treaty and deploy a single site defense immediately. I also believe it is important that the administration begin serious treaty negotiations to allow the deployment of additional ABM sites. This means that the long-range goal of our negotiations with the Russians must be to negotiate a multiple site, ground-based deployment.

A statement of a national policy to deploy a multiple site defense system to protect the United States is far from violating the ABM Treaty. Many of my colleagues have called this language different things, such as a statement to plan to breach or an anticipatory breach of the ABM Treaty. By anticipatory breach I assume they mean that something like “conspiracy to agree to commit a breach of the ABM Treaty.” A breach does not ripen until it actually occurs.

The treaty clearly defines what constitutes a breach. Deploying multiple missile defense sites today would be a breach. Stating a goal of deploying multiple sites would only be a breach if there is no legal way to perform such a deployment within the confines of the treaty. Fortunately, there are two legal ways. The first is a new protocol to the treaty. This may be possible to negotiate. You do not know until you try. Remember, the original treaty allowed two sites. It was a subsequent agreement that limited us to just one site. A second option is to actually withdraw from the treaty. It is our legal right to withdraw with 60-days notice. In summary, Mr. President, while there are legal methods to deploy multiple sites within the framework of the ABM Treaty, there can be no anticipatory breach.

I further support replacing the stated goal in the committee version of the bill with a new goal calling for the deployment of a treaty compliance system coupled with the option for negotiations for additional sites. This was a goal of the bipartisan Missile Defense Act of 1991. Unfortunately, in striking out the goal of a multiple site deployment, Senator LEVIN’s amendment also strikes out the only limit to the goal of the United States is to protect our people from a nuclear missile attack. To me, this is unacceptable.

As for demarcation provisions, I share many of Senator LEVIN’s concerns. I believe we should give the President the flexibility to negotiate modifications to the treaty as required with the guarantee of a Senate ratification to safeguard against unacceptable provisions.

I regret that the two distinct separate provisions are in the same amendment.

Mr. President, unless there can be some compromise—and I hope that there can be some compromise—on the goal of the Missile Defense Act I will have to vote against the Levin amendment.

I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who yields time?

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, if anyone else has an amendment, we would like for them to come forth now. We are ready to go forward with this bill.

I would like for both sides to notify their Members on the hotline that we are ready to vote on this bill.

In the meantime, I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I believe the Senator from Nebraska has about 5½ minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator has 5½ minutes.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I rise as a co-sponsor of the amendment to eliminate numerous objectionable provisions on missile defense contained in the pending authorization bill. There was no more contentious issue in the Armed Services Committee markup of this bill than the issue of missile defense. The committee was divided 11 to 10 on numerous unsuccessful votes to amend the missile defense language. There is a good reason for the controversy surrounding this section of the bill. No single issue is more deserving of amendment than this one.

The committee bill is nothing short of a power grab on the part of the Senate Armed Services Committee. The slim majority that approved the missile defense provisions in the bill is not satisfied with simply making foreign policy; it wants to override the foreign policy position of the President of the United States, our Commander-in-Chief and the person in which the Constitution vests the power to make foreign policy.

The committee bill in its present form moves to end our Nation’s 23-year participation in the ABM Treaty and moves to deploying multiple-site missile defense sites throughout the United States. More specifically, it defines our national missile defense policy in terms that not only abrogate our Nation’s treaty obligations but also sets in motion a disastrous course of events that will profoundly threaten our national security. That is right, Mr. President, contrary to how it is being advertised by the proponents, the national missile defense system called for in this bill will harm, not enhance, our military posture.

By voting our intention to break out of the ABM Treaty, we will be feeding the paranoid rhetoric of the militaristic, conservative wing of the Russian Duma looking to place Russia back in an adversarial relationship with the United States. Members of this body must not ignore the sobering consequences of breaking out of the ABM Treaty and strengthening the hand of Russian extremists. Not only will withdrawing from the ABM Treaty endanger the new alliance with Russia, it will likely sink future ratification of the START II Treaty and further implementation of the START I Treaty.

The language in this bill is a dagger pointed at the heart of a whole array of arms control agreements, least of which is the ABM Treaty. It will imperil a whole generation of arms control agreements which will in turn have far-reaching consequences both domestically and internationally. It will hasten the return to a time of bigger defense budgets, an arms race in space, larger nuclear arsenals and a general erosion of global security.

To best describe what type of national missile defense system is envisioned by this bill, I will read directly from section 233 of the bill. It states:

It is the policy of the United States to deploy a multiple-site national missile defense system that (a) is highly effective against limited ballistic missile attacks on the territory of the United States, and (b) will be augmented over time to provide a layered defense against larger and more sophisticated ballistic missile threats.

This is no different from the flawed star wars concept pushed by President Reagan during the height of the cold war. In their rush to revive this concept of a shield against a Soviet missile attack, the committee majority is moving to rescind the ABM Treaty along with START I and START II, and the START agreements that were contemplated to follow.

As a Nation, we have spent $35 billion in taxpayers’ money on ballistic missile defense since 1983. The costs of implementing the type of system envisioned in the bill could easily reach or exceed that amount. No one knows for sure. A CBO report in March of this year, prepared at my request, estimates that a single site—not a multiple site, but a single site—system could cost $29 billion to complete. Additional sites necessary to provide the protective umbrella called for in the bill would cost an additional $19 billion, for a grand total of $48 billion. Is this the fiscal commitment we are ready to endorse? I think not. By voting for the missile defense provisions in the bill, that is exactly the road the Senate will be supporting—$48 billion for a Star Wars system all over again. By the way, it may not work as advertised. After already spending $33 billion, there is no high degree of confidence that we can operationally deploy the technology capable of intercepting a large and sophisticated strike originating outside the United States by the year 2003. I call it ridiculous. The technology is far from proven and like the Maginot Line following World War I may be the wrong defense against the emerging threat, easily circumvented by a terrorist nuclear attack employing a delivery means other than a ballistic missile.

While the superpower threat has disappeared and the cold war is over, there seems to be a wave of nostalgia sweeping over some in the Senate to gain a new, false sense of purpose by reconstituting the threat facing the United States. The testimony provided to the Armed Services Committee by both military and intelligence witnesses are in agreement that an enemy ballistic missile threat against the United States does not exist and will not emerge, if at all, well past the 2003 deployment mandate in the bill. I am struck by the irony that in trying to defend against a non-existent threat we would by our rash actions be unwittingly fostering the very threat we profess to originally be addressing. In other words, our actions would be a self-fulfilling prophecy.

President Bush and others have already spoken about this bill as a self-fulfilling prophecy. Abrogating the ABM Treaty and strengthening the non-existent threat would be a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Mr. BIDEN. I thank the Chair. I thank the Senator from Michigan.

Mr. BIDEN addressed the Chair.
Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, I yield 20 minutes to the Senator from Delaware. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Delaware.

Mr. BIDEN. I thank the Chair. I thank the Senator from Michigan.

I wish to thank the Senator from Nebraska, who, I might add, as a member of this committee, has fought against what seems to be the most perverse development in our military budget and planning in the last 4 years. The idea that now of all times in our history we need to overturn what was a centerpiece of two successive Republican Presidents seems to me to be a little bit bizarre. But, Mr. President, to state the obvious, I rise in support of the amendment offered by the Senator from Michigan, Senator LEVIN.

Mr. President, the so-called National Missile Defense Act of 1995 is a hodgepodge of contradictory provisions that, if implemented, would jeopardize our national security, as an amendment that I have witnessed since I have been in the U.S. Senate. The Bill before us represents a frontal assault on the ABM Treaty. I heard yesterday some sort of, how can I phrase it, interesting questions posed by some of our Republican friends—asking Senators, “Are you for missile defense? Are you for mutual assured destruction?” I would point out that the reason we are where we are and we are dismantling missiles and we are diminishing the prospect of nuclear confrontation by super or former superpowers is because the policy of mutual assured destruction has worked pretty darn well. But I will get back to that in a minute.

This bill represents a flat, frontal assault on the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty. First, it would allow us to violate the ABM Treaty by mandating dangerous unilateral infractions of that treaty. Then, it would jettison the
entire treaty by requiring the development of a national missile defense system by the year 2003. In a formal sense and, I think, unexplainable twist, it goes on to call for a select committee to review a treaty that is effectively being declared null and void by the very same bill.

Now, either the folks who wrote this into the bill do not understand what our nuclear strategy has been thus far—and I know they do—or this is incredible poor draftsmanship or there is a perverse game being played here.

The first two parts of what is before us—not the amendment, but absent the amendment—by definition, destroy the ABM Treaty. Then the third part is set up a select committee to review the treaty that we are legislatively destroying.

Now, I assume that may be because there is not enough work or enough committee time for the majority. They did not like START II to begin with. They did not like START I. They do not like the idea of our having to talk about further reductions in the amount of nuclear warheads that exist in the world. But make no mistake about it. If you are going to do this, this is about the ability to prevent our being attacked by nuclear weapons. I will not go into all the science which Senator Nunn and others have talked about here, but the one thing for certain about how you deal with an ABM system is you overwhelm it. You build more offensive systems. It is a lot cheaper to build offensive systems than it is to build defensive systems. As an old bumper sticker from my generation used to say, “One nuclear bomb that gets through could ruin your day.” One hydrogen bomb in Manhattan can ruin your day. So all you have to do, without even having the technology, is overwhelm the system. And it is cheaper to do that.

Now, I know what my friends are thinking. They say, “Boy, we have got the Russians in a great spot. They are broke. Let’s take advantage here. They are not going to be able to do this.”

Well, at a minimum, folks, I do not know why they are going to go ahead with it. They have to do it if, in fact, we are going to adopt this policy. The most likely immediate consequence of cutting the ABM Treaty, as I said, will be the elimination of the START regime.

Mr. President, what troubles me most about the provisions on the ABM Treaty is their reckless unilateralism. Article VI-A of the ABM Treaty contains two provisions that have been in place for years. First, it bans both parties from giving the capacity to counter strategic ballistic missiles; and, second, it bans testing of such systems in an ABM mode.

The bill before us would effectively collapse these two provisions into one by asserting an ABM system is actually not an ABM system, unless it has been field tested as a system. In other words, it must have a demonstrated capacity—a demonstrated capacity—of being an ABM system.

Now, there is a reason why when we did the ABM Treaty we insisted that you violate the treaty first, if you demonstrate a capacity to set up a system, or second, if such a system could be deployed in such a capacity even if it has not been tested.

Now, it might be useful at this juncture to cite the case of Krasnoyarsk radar, which we debated for months. There are three parts. First, it bans the ABM Treaty. Then the second part is to construe this, along with Senator Nunn, Senator Levin, and others, for the last decade. The Reagan administration tried a frontal attack on this in the early eighties saying, “We are going to render the ABM Treaty null.” If you do not like what it says, reinterpret it. Well, we won that fight, and little did I think we would be back here having this fight.

It would be better to come out here and just declare the treaty null and void and have a Senate vote saying it contravenes our national interest to be part of the ABM Treaty any longer. At least we would be honest with the people here. At least we would be telling the truth. But this, I think, is a charade.

I point out to my colleagues, again, that there is no legal basis for the unilateral amendment of the ABM Treaty, or any other treaty, for that matter. The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties serves as a source of customary international law and provides guidance in this matter. According to its provision, a treaty is to be interpreted in accordance with the ordinary meaning of its terms.

The two prongs of section 6(A) of the ABM Treaty are clear: One is aimed at constraining demonstrated capabilities, and the other is aimed at constraining inherent capabilities. In other words, this provision was intended to prevent testing against strategic missiles and development of systems that have the ability to counter such missiles.

To say that only the testing, or demonstrated capacity, standard is relevant would represent a clear departure from the obligation set forth in the treaty.
A second area in which the provisions of this bill would mandate unilateral action with regard to the ABM Treaty is defining the demarcation line between strategic and theater missiles.

The bill before us would arbitrarily set that mark at a peak reentry velocity of 5 kilometers per second and an effective range of 3,500 kilometers. The so-called 5/3,500 threshold may, in fact, be a legitimate demarcation line.

Guess what? The treaty says you negotiate those things. You negotiate them. That is what the existing treaty demands.

Mr. President, these amendments to the ABM Treaty affirm that we will define unilaterally the line between a strategic missile system and a theater missile; and we will declare unilaterally our ballistic missile defenses are in compliance with the ABM Treaty. Forget the fact that the very issues are now being negotiated with the Russians. We are going to do what we want.

As my young 14-year-old daughter's friends often say, “Why don't we get real here?” Let us just declare the treaty null and void and stop this. At least that would have the integrity of allowing us to trust making a treaty with us again. At least it is straightforward, and almost every treaty including the ABM Treaty says if this is not in our national interest, the President can declare it so and we are out.

So let us not wreck the ABM Treaty. Do not wreck this President's or future Presidents' ability to negotiate treaties of consequence with people when we can come along and just redefine them midstream, when we either think the other party is extremely vulnerable or we want to do something that the treaty does not suggest.

I want to ask the rhetorical question: If we did not need an antiballistic missile system when the Soviet Union had over 12,000 nuclear warheads all aimed over 12,000 nuclear warheads all aimed somewhere in the United States or things of vital interest to us, why in the devil do we need it so badly now?

As Senator NUNN explained, such a system is not the thing that is going to prevent a Qadhafi or some Third World dictator from detonating a nuclear weapon in the United States. They will bring it in by ship, smuggle it in, reassemble it in the basement of the World Trade Tower, and blow us up. They are not going to wait until they have an intercontinental ballistic capability to do it.

This is nuts, with all due respect. If there is any lingering doubt about whether the provisions I have referenced are meant to scuttle the ABM Treaty, I hope we disabuse ourselves of that. The ABM Treaty is based on a very simple, yet powerful premise that has been tested and proven to be valid—and that is that the development of defenses against strategic ballistic missiles is inherently destabilizing. Were the Russians to develop a shield against strategic ballistic missiles, what would be our reaction? We would do the same thing they are likely to do if this provision becomes law—that is, maintain the means to overwhelm those defenses.

Or would we say, “You know, it's good for everybody, that they are now so imprudent to attack as long as we keep our missiles at the same number. We do not have that capability, but we are going to trust them; we have no problem.” We know we would rush to do that.

Or would we sit here and say, “My Lord, the only thing we know for sure we can do, and do it more cheaply, is build more intercontinental ballistic missiles and theater ballistic missiles, for that matter, so that no matter how many of these brilliant pebbles or whatever else is in the sky, we can just send enough in so that a few will get through.”

But we are going to expect the Russians to say, “Don't worry, we know those pebbles would never, ever do anything like this to us; therefore, we don't have to worry. We will continue to dismantle our missiles, and we won't attempt to do the same thing and all will be well.”

One of the assignments I was sent on abroad was in 1978 on the so-called SALT Treaty. I was asked to take a group of new Members of the Senate to meet with Mr. Brezhnev, then the leader of the Soviet Union. We were referred to as conditions, Senate understandings that we had attached to the SALT Treaty.

In the middle of the conversation, as I was pointing out how we would never do anything bad, Brezhnev looked at me and said through an interpreter: Let me make sure I understand this.

He said, “I would like to remind you that as bad as you think we are, we never dropped a nuclear bomb on anybody as far as you think we are, you are not as good as you think you are. You expect us to say we know you would never attack us with nuclear weapons when, in fact?”—I am not judging whether it was right or wrong—“you have already demonstrated when your national interests are at stake, you will use atomic weapons.” That is kind of a compelling point.

If we are going to take such a brazen step as trashining a treaty that has helped to lessen the prospect of nuclear Armageddon for over two decades, you would think that there is a good reason behind it. Well, there is none that I can discern.

Instead, we are asked to accept the dubious justifications contained in a couple of get-tos of this year's Defense authorization bill.

One justification is that mutual assured destruction and its corollary—deterrence—is no longer relevant after the cold war. That is right, folks, traditional deterrence is dead because the bill before us has declared it passé.

Mr. President, you cannot delegislate deterrence. That concept is grounded in the fundamental interaction among States.

In a continued elaboration of flawed logic, the bill goes on to assert that with traditional deterrence dead, both the United States and Russia will be encouraged to reduce their offensive strategic arsenals.

This bizarre line of reasoning reveals a failure to grasp the fundamental counter-intuitive interaction between defense and offense here to the ABM Treaty in the first place.

As long as we have a potentially adversarial relationship with Russia—in other words, as long as we are not dealing with a Canada, or a France, or a Britain—our sense of security will depend on the confidence we have in our retaliatory capability.

Anything that undermines confidence in retaliatory capability—which is what strategic missile defenses do—will increase the reluctance of one side or the other to reduce offensive strategic forces.

One implicit aspect of the bill's analysis is correct—the Russians do not have the economic means to develop an ABM system on a par with what we are capable of developing with the expenditure of a large portion of our treasure. But they do have a stockpile of surplus warheads which they could deploy to respond to our national missile defense system.

With our planned deployment of a national missile defense system, the Russians, now feeling less certain of their retaliatory capability, will opt for the next best alternative: they will ignore their remaining commitments under Start I and they will refuse to ratify Start II.

It will not end there—they are likely to begin expanding their strategic forces to overcome missile defenses. We will respond by expanding our forces and by developing even more robust missile defenses, and so on. In short, we will restart the spiral of escalating nuclear deployments that marked the worst days of East-West confrontation.

What a cruel irony that would be—after the cold war, when we could have achieved significant reductions in strategic arms—we will instead have created the kind of bankrupting, para-noia-driven arms race that the ABM Treaty sought to prevent, and, indeed, did prevent during the cold war.

Another justification for scuttling the treaty could be called the Barbarians are at the gates argument. According to this line of reasoning, there are numerous rogue States on the verge of acquiring advanced tactical and strategic ballistic missiles. And we urgently need to develop the means to eliminate this imminent threat to our national security.

This is a crucial matter, and one which deserves more careful analysis than has been employed to date. I know about the estimates that say some countries that only a decade away from having long range ballistic missile delivery capability. But I question the validity of those analyses.
Many other reputable studies by experts in the field indicate that the nations causing the greatest worry to the Defense Department will not acquire long range delivery systems for the next 20 to 30 years, if ever. Even Defense Department officials that 97 percent of the Third World threat comes from theater ballistic missiles with a range of 1,000 kilometers or less.

The delivery system of choice of rogue states targeting the United States with weapons of mass destruction will not be ballistic missiles. There are plenty of ways to circumvent defenses without even using missiles. These are the threats on which we should focus our ever-scarcer resources, not on the alarmist scenarios that are being touted by the proponents of national missile defense.

If a national missile defense can be rendered ineffective by an overwhelming Russian attack, and if such a system comes to fruition, it comes more costly than what is required to contend with the Third World theater ballistic missile threat, then we are left to ask a basic question—what are we spending tens of billions of dollars to defend ourselves from?

I think that the only logical conclusion is one that is not explicitly stated, but begins to emerge if you read carefully between the lines. The real reason for going on a crash program to develop a national missile defense system is that there are some who don't care that the ABM Treaty will be jettisoned because, in their view, arms reduction per se is not in our national security interest.

If our deployment of a national missile defense system causes the Russians to abandon START II, that fits right in with their strategy. Such a move by the Russians will provide the excuse they need to argue for maintaining and perhaps even expanding a large United States strategic arsenal.

I realize that there are others who might vote for a national missile defense system because, upon first glance, it seems to be a way to render strategic ballistic missiles obsolete. I know that not everyone who supports a missile defense wants an arms buildup. This has been borne out by experience. In this manner, a well-meaning attempt to reduce the effectiveness of strategic weapons by building a robust defense could have the perverse impact of leading to a new and costly arms race.

In closing, I would just like to remind my colleagues who remain skeptical about the usefulness of the ABM Treaty, that the START treaties—in which both sides have agreed to cut their strategic arsenals by a total of two-thirds—were concluded without the United States having deployed a single strategic defensive system.

The ABM Treaty has served the purpose of arms reductions remarkably well. We should recognize the successes, not scuttle it for an ill-defined and perilous course.

Finally, let me say that if Senators are going to stand on the floor and say they are going to vote against the Levin amendment but they support START I and START II, then I respectfully suggest that they go read this legislation. I do not know how you can say that.

If a Senator is going to say, "I support the ABM Treaty but I am against the Levin amendment," I suggest he or she go read the legislation before us. If a Senator comes to the floor and says, "By the way, I not only do not like the doctrine of mutual assured destruction, I do not support START I, START II, or the ABM Treaty," then I say vote against this amendment, because then you will be intellectually honest. It is a legitimate position to take. But let us not kid the American people and the world and ourselves of the number of nuclear weapons, we support START I, we support START II, we are even for a START III, which we are contemplating, and we are for the ABM Treaty but, by the way, we are going to vote for this legislation. You cannot do this and be intellectually honest about it.

So, as they say, pick a team, pick a side, pick a position, but do not pretend you are on both sides because you cannot be against Levin and for the ABM Treaty. You cannot be against Levin and for the START II agreement. You cannot be against Levin and for further reduction in the nuclear arsenals of the major powers in the world. I thank you from Michigan, and I yield the floor.

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Mr. President, I rise today in support of the Levin-Eaxon-Bingaman-Glenn amendment, to the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996, to strike provisions of the bill which would directly lead to our violation of the ABM Treaty. This treaty is vital to American national security.

The Missile Defense Act would lead to violations of the ABM Treaty in two crucial ways. First, it would establish a deployment plan for a national missile defense. If a national ballistic missile defense were deployed, it would blatantly violate the ABM Treaty.

Second, before any national missile defense system can be deployed, it must be tested. Fully testing this type of system would violate the ABM Treaty.

The ABM Treaty is the diplomatic foundation of our intercontinental ballistic missile reduction strategy. It was possible to negotiate and ratify the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty or START, which is currently being implemented, and negotiate START II, which awaits ratification by this Senate and the Russian Duma because of the strategic groundwork laid in the ABM Treaty. Abandoning or violating the ABM Treaty would threaten the strategic ballistic missile reductions under these two treaties which, when implemented, would verifiably eliminate the intercontinental ballistic missiles carrying two-thirds of Russia's nuclear warheads.

So, in violating our treaty obligations jeopardizes our future relationship with Russia. The Reagan, Bush and Clinton administrations have worked hard to not only strengthen the strategic relationship between our nations, but economic, cultural, and diplomatic relationships as well. We have achieved measurable strategic reductions because of the foundation of trust the ABM Treaty provides. To jeopardize this trust, especially while START II is in the preliminary stages of implementation, is simply unwise. If the ABM Treaty is abandoned, the casualty may very well be the future of nuclear arms reductions with Russia.

While it is true that the ABM Treaty was ratified at the height of the cold war and that its outlook is bipolar in nature, the fact remains that the greatest ballistic missile threat to the United States is still located in Russia and the states of the former Soviet Union. The ABM Treaty gives a sense of security to the Russian government which allows them to move forward toward reducing their stockpiles of nuclear weapons under both START and START II.

Even the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Shalikashvili, has felt it necessary to declare that United States abandonment of the ABM Treaty could harm both the prospects for START II ratification by the Duma and our broader security relationship with Russia. In addition, abandonment of the treaty could threaten the continued dismantlement of nuclear weapons under START.

Again, if we abandon our commitments under the ABM Treaty, we stand to lose the verified elimination of thousands of nuclear missiles currently aimed at the U.S. Our national security priority should be to greatly reduce this ICBM threat.

My support of the ABM Treaty does not negate my willingness to see a national ballistic missile defense system studied. We should continue our research and development programs for a national ballistic defense system and should always look toward our future defense needs.

Turning to the issue of theater missile defense, I also believe deeply that we must develop and deploy this type of defense system which does not violate the ABM Treaty. Development and deployment of this type of system is technologically feasible and is permissible under the ABM Treaty. Most of the
Chairman, Senate Committee on Armed Services,

I am writing to you as Chair of the Senate Committee on Armed Services. The ABM Treaty is an important treaty that has been in place for over 40 years. It is the basis for our defense strategy and has helped maintain stability in the nuclear arms control regime.

I am concerned about the current threat posed by proliferation of nuclear weapons and the need to update our defense strategies to meet new threats.

I believe that the ABM Treaty is still relevant and should be maintained. I am opposed to any efforts to abandon or undermine the ABM Treaty.

I support efforts to strengthen our national defense and I believe that the ABM Treaty is an important part of that strategy.

Sincerely,

HENRY A. KISSINGER.
the START Treaty; imperil Russian ratification of the START II Treaty, which requires Russia and the United States, as everyone here knows, to reduce their long-range nuclear weapons from 8,500 to 3,500; and possibly impact the conventional forces in Europe Treaty, a treaty to set the rules for the reduction of heavy weapons, such as tanks and combat aircraft throughout NATO and the former Warsaw Pact.

Second, I am concerned that deployment of national missile defenses in the United States could undermine U.S. nonproliferation efforts. For instance, China could withhold support for the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty if the United States violates or renegotiates the ABM Treaty.

Needless to say, Chinese resistance to the CTBT could induce other regional powers to follow suit, thus eroding support for the Nonproliferation Treaty. Moreover, deployment of theater missile defenses would make other nuclear countries, such as China, Britain and France, less willing to enter into future nuclear reduction treaties.

Third, as has been pointed out several times during this debate, nothing in the treaty precludes the Department of Defense from deploying the ballistic missile defense office from conducting the program as currently planned for at least the next year or two. Let me repeat that. The ABM Treaty will not constrain our ballistic missile defense efforts for at least the next year or two. Therefore, we have ample time to weigh the threats this Nation faces and debate the appropriate response. We need not march off precipitously on a path that leads us to unilateral abrogation of one treaty, and the probable breaking of several others.

Mr. President, let me make it clear, I am not saying that we should never consider making changes to the ABM Treaty or any other treaty. Circumstances change and security requirements must be modified accordingly.

Even the Constitution, the greatest document drafted by this country, has been modified 26 times. What I am saying is that this is neither the time nor the manner to modify the treaty.

For all these reasons, I strongly support the Levin amendment and urge my colleagues to do the same.

I yield such time as I have remaining to the author of the amendment, the distinguished Senator from Michigan.

Mr. LOTT. Could I inquire about the remaining time?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. One minute and eighteen seconds for the Senator from South Carolina, and 6 minutes for the Senator from Michigan.

Mr. LOTT. Due to the fact that we only have 1 minute and 18 seconds, we will reserve our time to see if the Senator from Michigan would like to use the balance of his 6 minutes.

Mr. LEVIN. I understand the Chair is saying there is 6 minutes remaining. I yield myself 5 minutes.

Mr. President, the language in the bill which this amendment would correct does three things.

First, the language sets forth a head-on clash with the ABM Treaty. Words have clear meaning by the way they have consequences, too, which we will get to in a moment. Section 233 says it is the policy of the United States to deploy multiple site national defense missiles. The ABM Treaty prohibits such defenses. You cannot get much clearer than that without saying it.

What this bill says is the policy to do it is not allowed by the ABM Treaty. In addition, section 235 of the bill says that to implement the policy established in that earlier section, the Secretary of Defense shall develop an affordable and operationally effective national missile defense system, which will attain initial operational capability by a specified year.

"Shall," and will;" these are very clear and very strong words.

Second, the bill says that the line between short-range and long-range missile defenses is a specific line. We are doing it by U.S. law.

Now, it is the same demarcation which is being negotiated between Russia and us. What we are doing is usurping the negotiations and transferring them from wherever they are being negotiated to the floor of the U.S. Senate. If the Duma did that, we would not stand for it for a moment—and any of us here know that is a unilateral interpretation of the ABM Treaty in this bill which would be stricken by this amendment.

Third, the bill says it is a sense of the Senate that the President shall not negotiate—these are the words—sense of the Senate the President should cease all efforts to clarify U.S. obligations under the ABM Treaty.

We have heard a lot about the need to modify. By the way, I think most would agree that the ABM Treaty should be modified. At least many of us, including myself.

Here it is said in section 237, that it is the sense of the Senate that the President should not negotiate—these are the words—sense of the Senate the President should cease all efforts to clarify U.S. obligations under the ABM Treaty.

On the floor, we hear a lot about the need to modify. By the way, I think most would agree that the ABM Treaty should be modified. At least many of us, including myself.

In this bill, the President shall cease all efforts to modify, clarify, U.S. obligations. Both words are used—modify and clarify.

On the floor, we hear a lot about the need to modify. By the way, I think most would agree that the ABM Treaty should be modified. At least many of us, including myself.

In this bill, the President shall cease all efforts to modify, clarify, U.S. obligations under the Treaty. That section would also be stricken.

Mr. President, this language in this bill which the amendment would correct will dash the hopes of our generation for a new relationship with Russia, following the end of the cold war. That is what Secretary Perry tells us. That is what General Shalikashvilli tells us.

This is why Secretary Perry has written us the following:

Certain provisions in this bill related to the ABM Treaty are very damaging to U.S. security interests. By mandating actions that would lead us to violate or disregard U.S. treaty obligations—such as establishing a deployment date of a multiple-site NMD system—the bill would jeopardize Russian implementation of the START I and II Treaties which involve the elimination of many thousands of strategic nuclear weapons.

We cannot get much more serious than this. It has never been more important to read words in a bill than it is now because what our Secretary of Defense is telling us; that the elimination of offensive weapons aimed at us is jeopardized if we unilaterally move to trash the ABM Treaty or interpret the ABM Treaty the way this bill does.

That is why this debate is worth 5 hours—indeed, maybe 5 days. That is the seriousness of the language that is in this bill.

Then the Secretary of Defense goes on to say that, "The bill’s unwarranted imposition through funding restrictions, of a unilateral . . . demarcation interpretation would similarly jeopardize these reductions . . . ."

Now, we have treaties. Treaties should mean things. They should have significance. When the Russians violated it, they tried to hold them accountable. So, I believe, the Duma will point to our action in saying that this gives them an excuse to, instead of reducing nuclear weapons, to stop those reductions, to keep the numbers where they are, and, indeed, increase them, in order to now deal with these new defenses which this bill commits us to build.

I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. LOTT. We do have at least one more speaker. Could I ask unanimous consent we have 10 additional minutes, 5 on each side?

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, does that then supersede whatever time we have left?

Mr. LOTT. It would begin now, when all existing time expires, which is within about 2 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I yield 5 minutes to the distinguished Senator from Oklahoma.

Mr. INHOFE. Thank you, Mr. President. We have talked about this now for 3½ hours, and we have got a little bit longer to go.

I think it has been said every argument has been made on both sides by this time. When the Senator from Texas stood up and talked about this being a different world, I have to emphasize that this is a different world than it was back in 1972.

In 1972, we had two superpowers. We had the USSR and the United States, and we had a treaty that took place back then that was controversial at that time, the ABM Treaty between two parties. One of those parties does not even exist anymore. The world is totally different. The threat is not the same for the United States because the Soviet Union is not there anymore.

If we stop and look at the comparison that we have today, we are living under
a treaty that says that we can defend ourselves overseas, we can defend ourselves in a theater missile environment, but we cannot defend our own country.

Now, I think we have to look at it and say, is the environment we are in today a more dangerous environment than it was in 1972? I think there is some argument, very persuasive argument, that there is. We have heard quoted several times on this floor a statement by Dr. Kissinger, who is the Security Adviser to President Clinton, said that we know of between 20 and 25 nations that have developed or are developing weapons of mass destruction—either nuclear, chemical, or biological—to the other one. They are using the missile method to deliver those weapons of mass destruction.

I think that a case can be made that the environment we are in today is far more serious, far more dangerous, to our National Interest than it was in 1972, and we could identify who the enemy was. At that time, of course, the enemy was the U.S.S.R.

I will share with you a conversation I had with Dr. Henry Kissinger. We all know he was the architect, back in 1972, of this controversial antiballistic missile treaty. He said at that time he felt it was the right thing to do.

At that time the mutual destruction mentality that we had seemed to make sense. "We only have two countries in the world who are capable of developing and delivering any form of destruction of that nature, so let us just both make ourselves so we are vulnerable to the other one." Maybe it made sense then. I am not sure that it did.

But the other day, in a private conversation with me—and he said it is fine to quote him—he said: For us to be living under that treaty today is insane. And he said, and this is a direct quote, "It's nuts to make a virtue out of our vulnerability."

I do not know whether that is in the letter that the distinguished Senator from Michigan said a minute ago—that I have submitted for the Record. I suggest words to that effect are there, but it is a lengthy, two-page letter. In that letter he describes it.

This is the person who was the architect of the ABM Treaty. So all I am saying, Mr. President, is today it is a different world. Today it is a world not with two superpowers but with a superpower, the United States—if we want to call ourselves that—and many other semi-superpowers or quasi-superpowers with which, if they have the technology, can deliver weapons of mass destruction to the United States.

I agree with Henry Kissinger: it is nuts to make a virtue out of our vulnerability, which is exactly what we have been doing.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who yields time?

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, I yield myself 2 additional minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Michigan.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, the cold war is over. But there are some remnants that remain, including about 8,000 nuclear warheads on Russian soil. Those warheads are being dismantled. They are being dismantled as part of the START I agreement and START II agreement. The dismantling of those warheads is critical to our security.

The Chairman of our Joint Chiefs says that the continuing dismantle- ment of Russian warheads that threaten us undermines the ABM Treaty. Because instead of dismantling warheads, the Russians will now be faced with the threat of defenses, which means they would be tending to increase the warheads in order to overcome those defenses.

So there are a number of treaties which are at issue. There is the ABM Treaty, but there is also a START I Treaty and a START II Treaty.

When General Shalikashvili tells us, as he has in writing, that we must assume that unilateral United States legislation could harm prospects for START II ratification by the Duma, we must probably impact our broader security relationship with Russia as well, we should listen.

And when the Secretary of Defense says that the study which is referred to in this bill should be completed before we decide to deploy sites in violation of the ABM Treaty instead of vice versa—we should not be now committing to deploy multisites when they violate a treaty which we are then going to study—so what the Secretary of Defense last said is these serious consequences argue for conducting the proposed Senate review of the ABM Treaty before—underlined—before considering such drastic and far-reaching measures.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator's time is up. Who yields time?

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, has all time expired?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. There is approximately 1 minute, 33 seconds on your side, approximately 1 minute and 20 seconds on the side of the Senator from Michigan.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I have the authority of the majority leader to use leader time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, if I understand correctly what the Senator from Michigan said a minute ago—did I hear him say the "threat of defense"? The "threat of defense," did the Senator say that?

Mr. LEVIN. The Senator is correct. Our having defenses to the Soviets means that instead of getting rid of their offensive weapons, they will need more. That is not what I am saying, though. That is what General Shalikashvili and Secretary Perry are saying, far more important than what this Senator was saying.

Mr. LOTT. I thank the Senator, but I just want the American people to think about that terminology. The threat of defense. Maybe that is the description of what the Levin amendment is all about. Defense—who does it scare in America? Our defense scares the Russians? The MAD era is over, thank God. Let us admit it. Let us let it go. Times have changed. The threat of defense, to me, is not a threat to waste.

We are not saying, do it now. We are saying, let us move forward with development, let us have some plans, let us begin some specificity, let us have enough money to really do the job. Let us not have enough money to do the job. Let us have enough money to deploy.
Yes, we should be reasonable. We should think it through. But does any Senator here, or any American, think that the Senator from Maine is going to support language that is going to be dangerous and irresponsible? That is ridiculous. The Senator from Virginia, Senator Warner, who has worked on this for years and years and years and was one of the coauthors, with the Senator from Georgia, of the missile defense language of 1991, these are not irresponsible people.

Can we continue to work together to try to move into this new era to move beyond ABM? Yes. Let us do it rationally and reasonably. But let us do it. What is this absolute infatuation, this clinging to ABM? It is time to move on.

We have a letter from Dr. Kissinger that has been referred to. But I know a lot of Senators on both sides of the aisle have a lot of respect for Dr. Kissinger. Dr. Kissinger’s letter is very telling. I am going to read every word of it because it really sums up where we are today. It is addressed to the distinguished chairman of the Armed Services, Senator Thurmond. It is dated August 3. He also has testified before the Armed Services Committee very clearly and very succinctly about what we should do and how we should move into the present and forget the past. This language is about the future, how do we get there and plan to get there. By clinging to ABM, we are trying to, as a matter of fact, stop a movement toward defense and start the movement toward the next generation? I fear that is what is involved.

Here is what Henry Kissinger had to say:

DEAR SENATOR THURMOND: I am writing to congratulate you on your recent markup of the Defense Authorization Bill, especially the provisions in the bill dealing with ballistic missile defense and the ABM Treaty. With the bill soon to be debated on the Senate floor, I wanted to present my views on a number of related issues.

The time has clearly come for the United States to consider either amending the ABM Treaty or finding some other basis for regulating U.S.-Russian strategic relations. The ABM Treaty was born of a different era, characterized by a different set of strategic and political circumstances. As I said in my testimony before your committee earlier this year, when things have changed so much, we must not fear changes in our Cold War treaty arrangements if such changes are in our best interests.

I commend the Committee’s decision to set a course for deployment of a National Missile Defense system to protect all Americans. Development of such a system is long overdue. I believe that such a deployment will actually enhance deterrence and provide the bargaining leverage necessary to advance arms control. And, the experience with the ABM Treaty has shown that a lack of defense neither promotes offensive reductions nor otherwise enhances stability. As a result, the ABM Treaty is unable to help the United States deal with one of the most significant post-Cold War security threats: the proliferation of long-range offensive weapons. In fact, the ABM Treaty now stands in the way of our ability to respond in an effective manner.

I am also pleased to see that the Committee has passed the legislation introduced by Senator Warner, which establishes a clear demarcation between permitted Theater Missile Defense systems, and strategic defenses limited by the ABM Treaty. It is essential that the ABM Treaty not be extended to cover systems that were never intended to be limited under the ABM Treaty. Such systems are too important to be held hostage to arbitrary and unnecessary negotiations. I find it hard to believe that in the Clinton Administration objects to having its own demarcation standard codified into law. Such a move seems entirely appropriate and consistent with U.S. obligations under the ABM Treaty.

I believe that the Missile Defense Act of 1995 is an important step in the right direction. It is a measured and well-focused response to a dramatic threat to United States national interests.

Sincerely,

HENRY A. KISSINGER.

This is a name, this is a voice, although sometime not understandable, one that we all recognize, that has influenced so much of what has happened in this area over the past 30 years, I guess. Yet, he takes such a strong stand. Why are we so afraid of this?

So I think that we should defend the Levin amendment. There are negotiations between the Senator from Maine, Senator Cohen, and Senator Nunn, and perhaps some others for some improvements. I am always willing to look at that. I think we can do that. I think that the Levin amendment. We must move into the era of reality.

The argument has been made that the Missile Defense Act of 1995 will undermine START II ratification, and perhaps even damage broader United States-Russian relations. This argument is fundamentally rooted in a cold war view of the world. It assumes an adversarial, bipolar relationship between the United States and Russia. Essentially, the United States-Soviet rivalry into the present day by suggesting that missile defenses, even limited defenses, are destabilizing.

I do not believe that. Times have changed. Yes, there is some opposition to this, and there are those in the Soviet Union that will argue that the START II Treaty may be in trouble. But if it is, there is plenty of evidence that it is for other reasons: money. We have quotes from the Russians saying that just does not come to implement it or for them to be able to tie START II and ABM. We cannot allow that.

They have even tried to link other things to ratification of START II such as expansion of NATO, which they oppose. It is clear that Russia is willing to play the START II card on a number of issues. We must reject this linkage lest we encourage Russia to believe that they possess a veto over U.S. foreign and national security policy.

Of course we cooperate with Russia and not disregard their legitimate security concerns. But this is what START II ratification is all about. This agreement is manifestly in both countries interest and should not be held hostage to other issues.

Before we conclude that a U.S. national missile defense program will undermine START II, we should examine what impact such a program would actually have. In reality, the NMD system envisioned by the Missile Defense Act of 1995 would in no way undermine Russian confidence in the effectiveness of their strategic deterrent. Even a multiple-site deployment will not significantly alter Russia’s ability to threaten the United States.

Given this, I believe there is no basic rationality to these connections. Even President Yeltsin himself recommended a global defense system shortly after he assumed office. During the Bush administration, there was tentative agreement between the United States and Russia on amendment of the ABM Treaty to allow for up to five sites and unlimited deployments of sensors, including interceptors. Since then, many Russian officials have reaffirmed that a limited NMD deployment would not in any way undermine their deterrent posture.

We must also recall that the ABM Treaty has already been amended once, and that the original treaty did allow for the deployment of more than one site. In fact, I think multiple sites was in the original treaty. During the negotiations that led up to the signing of the treaty in 1972, the Russians were even willing to agree to as many as 5 sites with 100 ABM interceptors each.

So there is a long history here of an understanding really of what ABM means and the recognition that we need or may need and should move toward multiple sites.

But let me begin to conclude with these two points. Why is this legislation needed? The proliferation of ballistic missiles of all ranges, along with the threat of mass destruction creates an ever-increasing threat to the United States and its interests. I think there is a lot of evidence that shows that, even from administration officials. We must get started now if the United States is to counter these threats in time. Ten years? Is that a rush? There is an orderly plan here.

The administration has repeatedly demonstrated a willingness to extend the ABM Treaty to theater missile defense systems which have not and have not been covered, as I understand it, by treaty.

What the legislation does not do is it does not signal a return to star wars. It advocates a modest and affordable program that is technically low risk. It does not violate, as I understand it, or advocate violation of the ABM Treaty. The means to implement the policies and the goals outlined in the Missile Defense Act of 1995 are contained in the ABM Treaty itself.

So I urge that we take this step. Is it a step? Yes. Is it different from last year or 2 years or 3 years ago? Absolutely. Times are different. In order to
make that step, though, we must first defeat the Levin amendment.

I yield the floor, Mr. President.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, do I have any time left?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. One minute and twenty seconds.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, just last May our President and the Russian President issued a joint statement following a summit. One of those statements was that the United States and Russia are each committed to the ABM Treaty, a cornerstone of strategic stability.

That is how important the ABM Treaty is to the Russians.

Treaty, a cornerstone of strategic stability.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, do I have any time left?

The result was announced—yeas 51, nays 49, as follows:
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Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, by the unanimous consent of the Committee, as far as the ABM Treaty is concerned.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, I would be sending an amendment to the desk for consideration that would, I think, clarify the intent of the Armed Services Committee, as far as the ABM Treaty is concerned.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote by which the motion was agreed to.

Mr. LOTT. I move to lay that motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was agreed to.

Mr. COHEN addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER.

AMENDMENT NO. 2089

(Purpose: To express the sense of Congress on missile defense of the United States)

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, I send to the desk an amendment and ask for its immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read as follows:

The amendment is as follows:

At the appropriate place in the bill insert the following:

(a) FINDINGS.—Congress makes the following findings:

(1) The proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and ballistic missiles of all ranges is a global problem that is becoming increasingly threatening to the United States, its troops and citizens abroad, and its allies.

(2) Article XII of the ABM Treaty provides “possible changes in the strategic situation which have a bearing on the provisions of this Treaty”.

(3) Articles XIII and XIV of the ABM Treaty establish means for the Parties to amend the Treaty, and the Parties have employed these means to amend the Treaty.

(4) Article XV of the ABM Treaty establishes means for a Party to withdraw from the Treaty, upon 6 months notice, “if it decides that extraordinary events related to the subject matter of this Treaty have jeopardized its supreme interests.”

The sense of Congress is that extraordinary events related to the subject matter of this Treaty have jeopardized its supreme interests.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I move to table the amendment and ask for its immediate consideration.

Mr. DASCHLE addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER.

The Senator from Maine.

Mr. COHEN addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Democratic leader.

Mr. DASCHLE. I seek the floor, Mr. President, under the usurpation of the budget resolution.

The PRESIDING OFFICER.

Mr. DASCHLE.

The PRESIDING OFFICER.

Mr. DASCHLE.

The PRESIDING OFFICER.

Mr. DASCHLE.

The PRESIDING OFFICER.
Mr. COHEN. Senator NUNN is a principal cosponsor of the amendment I just sent to the desk.

Mr. DOLE addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The majority leader.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, will we be able to get a time agreement on this amendment? Is it going to be accepted? We just spent 7 hours on the last amendment. If this bill is not finished by today, I think it is gone. I hope we can get a time agreement, if it is necessary to have it.

Mr. COHEN. If the leader will yield, I think we can have a fairly short time agreement. I think Senator NUNN and I are working through really modifying this amendment to make sure we have broad bipartisan support for it. It should not take very long. If the leader wants to propose a time agreement——

Mr. LEVIN. Will the time and offer a time agreement until we can see the amendment?

Mr. NUNN. I say to the majority leader, if he will yield, I would like to have a time agreement on this amendment no longer than an hour equally divided. I believe we would be better to put that unanimous-consent request after the minority leader makes his statement.

Mr. BUMPERS. If the majority leader will yield, I wonder if it is possible to sequence the amendments so the Members will have some idea as to the sequence. I am not pleading for mercy, but I have to go to a funeral in my State tonight and I have absolutely no reservation. I have to leave here tomorrow night. I have a couple of amendments, and I would like to offer them before I leave. I think it would be expeditious for the Senate if we can get some lined up and time agreements, maybe 30 minutes or an hour. I think we got the tough ones out of the way. The rest should not take that much time.

Mr. DOLE. I think that is an excellent idea. Senator DASCHLE and I may be starting to put it together, to rotate back and forth on the sequence of amendments. I think the Senator from Arizona wants to do the same thing. Maybe we can do the Senator’s this evening if he has to be gone tomorrow.

Mr. DASCHLE. I yield to the manager of the bill.

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I just want to say that we have spent a long time now just on a few amendments. I think Senator DASCHLE and I may be starting to put it together, to rotate back and forth on the sequence of amendments. I think the Senator from Arizona wants to do the same thing. Maybe we can do the Senator’s this evening if he has to be gone tomorrow.

Mr. DASCHLE. I yield to the manager of the bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Maryland, and following that, the distinguished Senator from Louisiana, for remarks regarding the Work First welfare reform plan.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Maryland is recognized.

The remarks of Ms. MIKULSKI and Mr. BURTON pertaining to the introduction of S. 1117 are located in today’s RECORD under “Statements on Introduced Bills and Joint Resolutions.”

Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. President, what is the pending business before the Senate?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The pending business is amendment 2089 offered by the Senator from Maine [Mr. COHEN] and the Senator from Georgia [Mr. NUNN].

Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. President, I believe that language is still being worked out by Senator COHEN and Senator NUNN, and I believe that language will be resolved very quickly and with a consensual time agreement.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. COHEN. The Senator from Maine.

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, what is the pending business?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The pending business is amendment No. 2089, offered by the Senator from Maine.

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the pending amendment be set aside in order to allow Senator McCAIN to proceed with his amendment, and that there be a time limitation of 2 hours equally divided.

Mr. MCCAIN. They are not ready for the time agreement.

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that we set aside the pending amendment to allow Senator McCAIN to proceed with offering his amendment dealing with Seawolf. And, during the course of that time for debate, if we, Senator NUNN and I, come to the floor with our amendment, we then go off the McCAIN amendment and return to the Cohen-Nunn amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection? Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, for the information of my colleagues who I know are interested in this amendment, especially my friends from Connecticut, the pending unanimous-concept agreement is 1 hour equally divided on each side, which means that, unless the Senate amendment intervenes, there would be a vote approximately 2 hours from now since I anticipate that there would be a time agreement agreed to very shortly, which I would like to propound as soon as it is agreed to.

Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. President, I rise today to offer an amendment to terminate the Seawolf submarine program and delete $1.6 billion included in the fiscal year 1996 national defense authorization bill for attack submarine programs.

Mr. President, before I get into details, I want to talk about why it is
that I oppose the Seawolf submarine. Mr. President, if this were the cold war, I would be standing here as a staunch advocate of the Seawolf submarine. It is a technological marvel. It is a state-of-the-art weapons system, and it is one of the finest weapons of war that has been produced by the enormously capable industrial base of this country.

But, Mr. President, I oppose the Seawolf submarine simply on the grounds that we have experienced a justified decline in the defense budget. We are having to make very, very difficult decisions. This year we are authorizing the appropriations of funds for a very small number of ships, submarines, aircrafts and tanks. And we simply cannot afford a submarine that costs almost $5 billion per submarine for the first two, and around $4 billion per submarine for the third.

Mr. President, you are going to hear the amendment floor that the Russians are ahead of the United States, that they are devoting every waking hour to developing a fast, quiet submarine, and that, unless we build the Seawolf submarine, the Russians will pass us and pose some grave threat to national security.

Mr. President, I am sure that the Russian Defense Minister, General Grachev, is having a meeting with his top military advisers, and he is saying to them that they have a little problem in Chechnya. We have taken a few thousand casualties. We have spent a few billion rubles. Although there is a temuous cease-fire, it is by no means clear that we are going to be through in Chechnya for many years. We have a few battalions down there in Georgia to take care of that situation. We have Russian troops everywhere around what we now call the ‘near abroad’ that used to be the Soviet Union practically, and certainly to the south and to the west. We have our military in Chechnya, and we have our military in the disarray of their economy, the disarray of their society, the problems in Chechnya, et cetera.

At a hearing this year before the Armed Services Committee, the commander of the U.S.S. Inchon off the coast of Somalia returned home to spend time with his family and friends for 10 days before being sent off to the coast of Haiti, and it has meant that marines do not have to go to room 407 to figure out that that. All you have to do is read the newspaper to discover that the Soviet Union has enormous challenges as far as where they spend their defense dollars which are, as we all know, dramatically declining.

So for us to continue supporting the Seawolf submarine on a perceived threat to our national security, frankly flies in the face of the facts at hand.

Mr. President, the amendment is straightforward. It prohibits expenditure of any defense funds for a third Seawolf submarine. It eliminates the noncompeting language in the Senate bill. Section 121 directs the allocation of the first new submarine contract to the Electric Boat shipyard and the second contract to the Newport News shipyard. In short, the amendment seeks to terminate the Seawolf program without making a judgment on a follow-on submarine program.

In total, this would delete $1.6 billion from the committee’s recommendation for shipbuilding. The fact is that, like the B-2 bomber and many other cold war weapons systems, the Seawolf submarine has little or no place in the military force of the future. It is a costly relic of the long-standing tensions between the United States and the former Soviet Union. Unfortunately, the reasoning which led the committee to reject additional funding for programs that did not extend to the committee’s action on attack submarine programs.

The committee chose to authorize funding for a third Seawolf submarine and to delay cost-saving competition for the follow-on new attack submarine until sometime in the next century.

Mr. President, it is noted—it should be noted with interest—that we entered into the deliberations of the Senate Armed Services Committee bent on the principle of authorizing funding for the new submarine would be built. That was between the two remaining and major shipbuilding corporations, and now we came out with no competition until sometime in the next century designating one submarine for one shipyard and designating one for another, and just to make sure there was proper support, of course, we threw in an amphibious ship.

After all, the Seawolf program has already cost nearly $1 billion, or more than $5 billion per submarine. Since the contracts for the first two Seawolf submarines were originally signed, their procurement costs have increased by $1.4 billion. The third Seawolf submarine is estimated to cost more than $2.4 billion, slightly more than last year’s estimate.

Because of these increasing costs, the Congress included in last year’s defense authorization legislation a cost cap procurement of the first two Seawolf submarines. As a result of the legislative cost cap, the Navy instituted a new program management team, which has been successful so far in containing the costs of these two submarines. Hopefully, no further taxpayer dollars will be required to finish them.

However, the cost cap would not apply to a third submarine, if one is authorized, which could therefore cost us more than the $2.4 billion currently estimated by the Navy.

As we know, in the past 10 years, defense budgets have declined. Since 1985, it has declined in real terms by 35 percent, and we will probably experience another 10-percent reduction by the turn of the century.

These significant reductions have meant that the Pentagon has canceled or delayed nearly all of its force modernization programs for the future. And it has meant that marines deployed on the U.S.S. Inchon off the coast of Somalia returned home to spend time with their families and friends for 10 days before being sent off to the coast of Haiti.

Even with the increased resources, the committee was unable to begin to redress all of the recognized deficiencies in current and future force structure. At the same time, the committee approved funding for the third Seawolf submarine, $1.5 billion, that I would rather see allocated to programs with a mission in the likely potential conflicts of the future.

Those who continue to support the program argue that procuring a third submarine is necessary to counter an enduring submarine threat. I do not find that argument to be persuasive.

As we all know, the Navy earlier this year published and widely distributed a very slick booklet advertising proliferation of conventional submarines in Third World countries and emphasizing the growing number and technological sophistication of Russia’s attack submarine force. Their conclusion? Buy the Seawolf submarine to meet this growing threat.

Mr. President, I already discussed the problems that the Russians face in the disarray of their economy, the disarray of their society, the problems in Chechnya, et cetera.

At a hearing this year before the Seapower Subcommittee, the General Accounting Office witness testified that the intelligence analysis upon which the Navy based its claim of a growing Russian submarine threat was incomplete and in some cases disputed within the intelligence community.

At the same hearing, the Congressional Research Service testified that a third Seawolf submarine is not necessary to fulfill the Joint Chiefs of Staff requirement for 10 to 12 stealthy attack submarines by the year 2012.

Thus, military requirements do not support authorization of an additional submarine. The Armed Services Committee report flatly states that the Navy’s argument of an operational requirement for the SSN-23 was not compelling as a reason to build another Seawolf submarine.

Another argument on behalf of the Seawolf program is the requirement to
It is clear from the committee submarine industrial base arguments. capitulation to the administration $1.5 billion to complete the American taxpayer. We no longer will be doing an enormous disservice to whether there are defense contracts in our support for weapons systems on our state of continued nuclear submarine $1.5 billion for the SSN-22, an overly expensive submarine for which the threat will not materialize in the foreseeable future. A more than adequate alternative to procuring a third submarine program in fiscal year 1998 as planned is extending the service life of the existing attack submarine force. Currently, as of May 1, 1995, the U.S. attack submarine force consists of 93 submarines. Bottom-Up Review stated a long-term requirement for a force of only 45 to 55 attack submarines. In order to reduce the current force to the required levels, the Navy plans to retire rather than refuel a substantial portion of the SSN-688 class submarines. The Navy plan would mean scrapping submarines with an average of 18 years of service life remaining. I might add, Mr. President, that those ships were built with an average service life of 30 years. The cost of buying replacement submarines far exceeds the cost of refueling existing submarines as well as the estimated savings from decommissioning existing submarines. For example, for Navy mission is the estimated cost of a new attack submarine while the estimated savings from early decommissioning is only $600 to $700 million. Clearly, if the newest of the Navy’s SSN-688 class submarines were retained in inventory throughout the remaining service life, the Bottom-Up Review requirement for 45 to 55 attack submarines could be met well into the next century at a cost much less than the cost of buying and building new attack submarines on a noncompetitive basis. Terminating the Seawolf program and deferring a decision on a follow-on attack submarine program would provide needed time to reassess the need for and the design of a follow-on program. Such a decision, however, requires that we clearly face the stark reality of declining defense budgets and the future budgets which require tough decisions about sustaining duplicative infrastructure at a cost of billions of dollars. The fact is that there are currently two nuclear-capable shipyards in the United States, Electric Boat and Newport News. How much of our scarce defense dollars are we willing to spend to maintain two shipyards capable of producing nuclear-powered submarines at $4 to $5 billion a copy? The price is very steep. Mr. President, I yield at this time to the distinguished chairman, who I think is ready to propose a unanimous-consent request.

Mr. THURMOND. I wish to thank the able Senator from Arizona.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from South Carolina.

UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that there now be a total of 2 hours of debate prior to a motion to table an amendment to be offered by Senators MCCAIN, ROTH, FEINGOLD, and GRAMS regarding the Seawolf submarine, with the time equally divided between Senators MCCAIN and COHEN; I further ask that no second-degree amendments be in order prior to a vote on a motion to table and that upon expiration or yielding back of time the Senate proceed to a vote on or in relation to the McCain amendment.

Mr. COHEN. Reserving the right to object.

Mr. President, could we also indicate that the time that has been consumed to this point also be included in that 2-hour period?

Mr. THURMOND. That is correct, Mr. President, the statement made by the able Senator from Maine.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. THURMOND. I ask unanimous consent that upon disposition of the first McCain amendment, Senator MCCAIN be recognized to offer an amendment regarding Seawolf cost cap and immediately after the clerk reports that amendment Senator DODD be recognized to offer a relevant second-degree amendment and that there be a total of 30 minutes of debate equally divided in the usual form on both amendments. I further ask unanimous consent that upon the expiration or yielding back of the time on the second amendment, the Senate proceed to a vote on or in relation to the Dodd amendment, followed immediately by a vote on or in relation to the McCain amendment, as amended, if amended.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. THURMOND. Thank you.

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, how much time do I have remaining?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Forty-two minutes.

Mr. McCAIN. Thank you, Mr. President.

I yield myself such time as I may consume.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Arizona.

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President in their ongoing efforts to convince the Congress to spend another $1.5 billion on a militarily unnecessary program Seawolf proponents argue that so much
money has already been spent on the third Seawolf that it would be foolish to terminate the program now. They argue that terminating the third submarine would save only $315 to $615 million.

Mr. President, never once in the 12 years that I have been in Congress have the proponents of a program that was up for cancellation not argue that it was more expensive to cancel a program that it was to keep it alive. I guess going back to that old Vietnam philosophy, I need to destroy it in order to save it.

Mr. President, even if the savings are only $615 million, that is still a lot of money to most Americans. However, I must point out that a careful look at the facts shows that these claims are, at best, misleading.

CBO estimates that savings from terminating the Seawolf submarine could amount to between $1.1 and $1.3 billion. In a May 15, 1995 letter report, CBO concluded: “Cancelling the third Seawolf would save about $1.5 billion in fiscal year 1996, minus $500 million in potential expenses over the next 5 years.”

In an updated July 28 letter report, CBO refined their estimate of the potential expenses to be in the range of $300 to $500 million.

CBO concluded that “the net savings from canceling the SSN–23 could amount to between $1.1 and $1.3 billion.”

Now, I am sure those that run the shipyards would strongly contest those figures. I would rather rely on the Congressional Budget Office, an organization that clearly has much less at stake than the respective shipyards.

Obviously, in claiming that terminating the third Seawolf would result in little or no savings, the submarine’s supporters use inflated figures. Let me explain some of the fallacies of their statements.

A document being circulated on Capitol Hill asserts that termination costs allegedly using a Navy estimate are $500 million to $800 million. The facts do not support this assertion.

In a June 8 response to my questions about the Seawolf program, the Navy stated: “If work were to be stopped today on SSN 23 the total additional liability beyond the $436 million expended would be $215 to $290 million. That’s $181 to $259 million less than the contractor claims. It is also a significant amount of termination liability for less than $900 million in existing contracts. And the Navy admits that the amount of termination liability is entirely negotiable.

In addition, $481.6 million of prior year appropriations for the Seawolf submarine remained unexpended as of June 8, according to the Navy. Termination costs could be paid out of these unspent funds, saving even more money for the taxpayers.

The Navy estimates the impact of terminating the Seawolf would have a cost impact on existing and future contracts at Electric Boat shipyard, totaling $700 million to $1 billion. These estimates include some very questionable assumptions.

CBO notes a significant area of difference in their estimates and the estimates the Navy included $130 million to $340 million for anticipated increased overhead on future contracts at Electric Boat. CBO did not include these costs in their estimate because their amounts and even whether they will be incurred at all depend on future decisions of the administration and the Congress.

Nor did CBO include the Navy’s claims to other potential costs in the hundreds of millions of dollars for unspecified future claims. In their own estimates, the Navy has been unable to attach any estimated dollar amount to these potential claims for such things as environmental cleanup, severance pay, and depreciation.

The total estimated cost of the third Seawolf submarine is $2.4 billion, including more than $900 million already appropriated. The question we need to ask is, what are the sunk costs in that submarine today? $436 million of prior year appropriations have already been spent and cannot be recovered.

Using the Navy’s own estimates, an additional $420 to $550 million would have to be spent to pay contract termination costs and increased overhead expenses on other existing contracts at Electric Boat.

Adding these two amounts together results in approximately $850 million to $1.1 billion in total funding required if the third Seawolf were terminated today. That’s $1.3 to $1.6 billion less than the estimated cost of the submarine. Or, in other words, that’s $1.3 to $1.6 billion in savings for the American taxpayer.

In my view and in the view of our highest ranking military officers, the priorities for U.S. defense spending are near-term readiness, quality of life for our military personnel and their families, and future force modernization to meet the likely challenges of the future. In my discussions with these officers, they say emphatically that strategic lift, tactical air forces, amphibious forces, and advanced conventional munitions procurement are the types of programs most urgently required to meet the likely challenges of the future. The adequate Seawolf submarine is not mentioned.

There is no question that the Seawolf submarine is a technological marvel. Everyone associated with its development, design, and construction should be rightfully proud of this stellar example of American skill and ingenuity. The Seawolf program must be reviewed in the context of funding high-priority military requirements with a seriously inadequate defense budget.

We debate over the Seawolf program is not about the merits of a weapons system, rather, it is about priorities. All of us want to ensure that our military forces have the best equipment and are the best prepared to deal with the potential threats of the future. For all the reasons discussed above, particularly the declining defense budget, we simply cannot afford to buy another Seawolf submarine.

I cannot support spending another $1.5 billion on a militarily unnecessary program. I cannot support procurement of a noncompetitive follow-on submarine when our existing submarine force remains capable and can be maintained into the next century.

Therefore, I urge my colleagues to support my amendment to strike funding for the third Seawolf submarine.

Mr. President, I have several letters here. Citizens Against Government Waste says:

The Seawolf program is a Cold War relic designed to meet a threat that no longer exists. Russia can not afford to maintain its submarine fleet and at our current naval level, the U.S. is well defended on the seas against any potential threat of the future. Adding a third Seawolf adds little to defenses.

The only convincing argument: It is a great jobs program—while taking much-needed resources from other necessary defense programs. . . We applaud you for introducing this amendment and encourage your colleagues to support this amendment.

Mr. President, the National Taxpayers Union says:

If members of Congress are truly serious about balancing the budget, they must refrain from setting costly precedents by continuing to fund unnecessary and outdated programs. . . Today, our nation faces a far more destructive threat—a national debt racing toward $5 trillion. Winning this war requires a different kind of weapon—fiscal discipline.

Congress should consider scrapping the Seawolf entirely.

That is from the National Taxpayers Union.

And from the Citizens for a Sound Economy:

On behalf of Citizens for a Sound Economy and our 250,000 members nationwide. . . At a time when all Federal spending is undergoing increased congressional scrutiny, the Department of Defense like other federal agencies, must find ways to get spending under control.

Congress should not approve the Navy’s request for $1.5 billion to start building a third Seawolf submarine. That’s $1.5 billion that could be put to better use by taxpayers themselves.

And, finally, Mr. President, from the Council for a Livable World.

. . . we believe it to be unconscionable to spend $1.5 billion for white elephants that would have no other mission than to serve as floating museum pieces.

I am not sure I agree with that last comment.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that several documents related to this subject be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
Attn: Defense LA

Sincerely,

—

Director, Congressional Affairs.

CITIZENS FOR A SOUND ECONOMY

Senator JOHN MCCAIN,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, DC.

Dear Senator McCain: On behalf of Citizens for a Sound Economy and our 250,000 members nationwide, I would like to extend support for your proposed deletion of $1.5 billion in funding for the Navy’s third Seawolf submarine. Defense dollars, President Bush tried unsuccessfully in 1992 to stop the Seawolf program after the completion of one submarine. In today’s fiscal climate, the third Seawolf against a third submarine is even more compelling.

Moreover, in terms of time and cost, the Seawolf program is indicative of too many major defense programs—it has been marked by schedule delays and cost overruns. In fact, by the time Congress capped the spending level on the first two submarines at $4.759 billion just last year, the program already had cost $2 billion more than originally anticipated.

The United States’ Seawolf submarine program was a Cold War undertaking to make the best submarine force in the world even better. However, given the fall of the Soviet Union, and the weakened Russian economy, a third Seawolf submarine (and its $4 billion plus price tag) no longer can be justified. Recognizing the tight defense dollars, President Bush tried unsuccessfully in 1992 to stop the Seawolf program after the completion of one submarine. In today’s fiscal climate, the third Seawolf against a third submarine is even more compelling.

The Seawolf submarine, conceived over a decade ago to counter a specific Soviet threat, lacks a mission and should be cut.

The Seawolf submarine is built. To say that our submarines are not as well trained or as competent as the Russian subs is a great jobs program.

The Seawolf program is a Cold War relic designed to meet a threat that no longer exists. Russia can not afford to maintain its submarine fleet and at our current naval level, the U.S. is not defended on the seas against any potential threat of the future. Adding a third Seawolf adds little to defense, while taking much-needed resources from other necessary defense programs.

When the next phase in the submarine program, the New Attack Submarine, begins construction in 1998, there will be a shipyard fully prepared to begin construction, most likely at a cheaper cost. Why add the unnecessary burden of building an archaic third submarine as we are preparing to move into a new phase of naval defense? Advocates of the third Seawolf must be only one convincing argument: It’s a great jobs program.

This Congress’ mission must be to reevaluate how our money is spent. When looking at the changes the Navy is making in its submarine defenses, we cannot continue to fund outdated programs like Seawolf submarine programs more vulnerable to the budget axe! We applaud you for introducing this amendment and encourage your colleagues to support this amendment.

Sincerely,

—

Chief Lobbyist.

NATIONAL TAXPAYERS UNION

Att: Defense LA

Dear Senator: The 300,000-member National Taxpayers Union is pleased to support Senator McCain’s amendment to the FY ’96 Defense Authorization bill which would eliminate $1.5 billion to fund a third Seawolf submarine.

Seawolf continues to be plagued by numerous problems: it is behind schedule and has incurred cost overruns. Already, $1.4 billion more has been spent over the original estimate, costing taxpayers a total of nearly $11 billion, or more than $5 billion per submarine. The third Seawolf estimate to cost more than $2.4 billion, slightly more than last year’s estimate. A third submarine, however, would be exempt from the cost cap that applied to the first two, which could drastically increase its price tag. If members of Congress are truly serious about balancing the budget, they must refrain from setting costly precedents by continuing to fund unnecessary and outdated programs.

In the very year when Congress has pledged to make progress towards balancing the budget, some lawmakers would pull this policy in the wrong direction. The Cold War has ended, and with it the submarine threat that endangered the Seawolf program. Today, our nation faces a far more destructive threat—a national debt racing towards $5 trillion. Winning this war requires a different kind of weapon—fiscal discipline.

Congress should consider scattering Seawolf dollars over the very least. However, members should reject any additional subsidies for this relic of a bygone era. They can reaffirm their commitment by voting YES on the McCain Amendment.

Sincerely,

—

Paul Beckner,
President.


SUPPORT AMENDMENT TO CANCEL THIRD SHAWOLF

Dear Senator: We urge you to support the amendment by Senator McCain to prohibit funding for the third Seawolf submarine.

The Congress is working hard to fulfill its commitment to reduce government waste. The Seawolf submarine, conceived over a decade ago to counter a specific Soviet threat, lacks a mission and should be cut.

The program has been plagued by repeated cost overruns and schedule delays. Last year Congress voted to cap the cost of the first two submarines at $4.759 billion. However, finishing the third Seawolf will at least an additional $1.5 billion and will push the current estimate for the total program cost to over $12.9 billion, or $4.3 billion each.

It is widely acknowledged that the case for building the third Seawolf is founded entirely on “industrial base” arguments. However, many of the skills associated with submarine production would be maintained in other industries and submarine-unique skills would be maintained through ongoing submarine maintenance and repair activities. The judgment that Congress should resist pressure to continue this funding simply to preserve jobs.

We understand the concerns and fears of the people of Connecticut and Rhode Island. Without the third submarine, the people and the communities affected by the program termination in their adjustment to a difficult situation. However, at the same time, we believe it to be unconscionable to spend $1.5 billion for white elephants that would have no other mission than to serve as floating museum pieces. There are too many other desperate needs in this society—to say nothing of a federal budget deficit of $250 billion—to build this cold war relic.

The third Seawolf is a waste of national resources. We urge you to support the McCain amendment to end this program.

Sincerely,

Jim Matlack, American Friends Service Committee; Darryl Fagin, Americans for Democratic Action; Timothy McIntyre, At Risk, the Brethren, Washington Office; John Parachini, Committee for National Security; John Isaacs, Council for a Livable World; Joe Volk, Friends Committee on National Legislation; Maurice Paprin, Fund for New Priorities in America; Kay van der Horst, International Center for Technology Assessment; J. Daryl Byler, for Democratic Action; Jennifer Weeks, Union of Concerned Scientists; Robert Alpern, Unitarian Universalist Association; George Crossman, United Church of Christ, Office for Church in Society; Jerry Genesio, Veterans for Peace; Edit Vallin, Women’s Action for New Directions; Tim Barner, World Federalist Association.

—

From the New York Times, July 30, 1995

QUITNESS ARGUMENT FOR SUB WON’T WASH

To the Editor: I have a lot of respect for Secretary of the Navy John Dalton; I hate to see him fail prey to this argument and try to justify the spending of $1.5 billion for the third Seawolf submarine (letter, July 24). Although I disagree with almost everything in this letter, I want to focus on his assertion that “the quietest submarines in the world today are operated by the Russians.”

This allegation is like the “missile gap” or the “bomber gap” or the “readiness gap.” When these were scrutinized, it was found they did not exist. Their sole purpose was to justify unwarranted defense spending. Does this “quietness gap” exist?

There are two aspects to quieting a submarine. The first takes place when the submarine is built. To say that our submarines are not as well trained as Russian submarines condemns the very shipyard we are trying to keep operating.

The second aspect of quieting is in the operation of the ship. Is Secretary Dalton telling us that the crews of our submarines are not as well trained or as competent as the Russians?

I never met a submarine officer who did not say that our submarines were the best in the world—by far. I am sorry to see this proud group stoop to chicanery to justify an unnecessary weapon.

JOHN J. SHAHAN.

Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. President, I reserve the remainder of my time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who yields time?
Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, how much time does the Senator from Rhode Island wish to have?

Mr. PELL. Five minutes.

Mr. COHEN. I yield 5 minutes to the Senator from Rhode Island.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Rhode Island is recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. PELL. Mr. President, I rise today in strong opposition to the amendment offered by my colleague from Arizona, Mr. MCCAIN.

The Fiscal Year 1992 Defense Authorization Act authorized a third Seawolf submarine, commonly referred to as SSN-23. In 1992, Public Law 102-238 appropriated $540.2 million for advance procurement of critical long-lead items for SSN-23. Subsequent to this action, roughly another $400 million has been appropriated and spent on SSN-23 thus far, for a total of $920 million.

This amendment, which would de-authorize funding required for the completion of SSN-23, is opposed by the administration, is inconsistent with previous congressional action, and contradicts the findings of the Bottom-Up Review. The elaborate defense posture plan prepared by the Department of Defense as the blueprint for future weapon acquisition. In the Bottom-Up Review, the administration concluded that construction for the third Seawolf is the best, most cost-effective way to preserve the submarine industrial base. After much sober thought, numerous elaborate studies, and several thorough debates in this Chamber, the Department of Defense has concluded that completion of the third submarine would bridge the gap until we begin construction of the new attack submarine in fiscal year 1998.

Sustained, low-rate production is the most effective way to preserve the technology, design, and unique skills necessary to sustain our submarine industrial base. If a production gap occurs, the Navy has determined, and many observers concur, that the highly specialized submarine vendor base, consisting of over 1,000 firms in more than 40 States, will be jeopardized.

Mr. President, in addition to preserving unique skills and technology, completing the SSN-23 makes economic sense. In a recent letter to Chairman Thurmond, the Secretary of Defense endorsed the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, John Shalikashvili, state:

Completing SSN-23 is right for the taxpayer and right for our defense needs. The cost to complete SSN-23 is $1.5 billion. If SSN-23 were canceled, between $700 to $1,000 million in direct costs will still be incurred to existing contracts and to the New Attack Submarine program, which will be jeopardized.

Moreover, completing the SSN-23 also makes sense from a security viewpoint that I previously mentioned above. Secretary Perry and General Shalikashvili state that ‘cancellation would deprive our Armed Forces of a needed military capability to counter the growing number of deployed improved Akula class submarines which are quieter than our improved 688 attack submarines.”

Mr. President, SSN-23 is a necessary bridge for the Navy to try to be able to produce the more affordable and technologically advanced new attack submarine. The DOD’s plan, as approved by the Armed Services Committee, is the only plan which will preserve this critical industrial base as well as permit long-term competition in the submarine industry. Furthermore, this plan will assist in our national strategy to maintain our margin of undersea superiority, a truly critical aspect.

The Senate has, on several occasions, thoroughly debated and voted on this matter. And each year, the Senate decided to continue this program for the reasons I stated above.

It would seem to me irrational and imprudent to cancel a program which would cost less to complete than to eliminate. It does not make sense from either a fiscal or national security viewpoint. The administration and the DOD strongly oppose this amendment, and urge me to reject it.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the letter I mentioned above be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the letter was so ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:


Hon. Strom Thurmond,
Chairman, Committee on Armed Services, U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.

Dear Mr. Chairman: The submarine funding decisions now before Congress are pivotal to maintaining our margin of undersea superiority and capability to design and produce nuclear submarines efficiently. The Department’s plan maintains both these national objectives. The Seawolf program, which began in FY 1990 and grew to one per year in FY 1996 and a lead New Attack Submarine in FY 1998. This approach is the lowest cost plan to counter real world threats while shifting to a more affordable and capable submarine.

Completing SSN-23 is right for the taxpayer and right for our defense needs. The cost to complete SSN-23 is $1.5 billion. If SSN-23 is canceled, between $700 to $1,000 million in direct costs will still be incurred to existing contracts and to the New Attack Submarine program, which will be jeopardized.

Furthermore, this plan will assist in our national strategy to maintain our margin of undersea superiority, a truly critical aspect.

Mr. President, in addition to preserving unique skills and technology, completing the SSN-23 makes economic sense. In a recent letter to Chairman Thurmond, the Secretary of Defense endorsed the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, John Shalikashvili, state:

Completing SSN-23 is right for the taxpayer and right for our defense needs. The cost to complete SSN-23 is $1.5 billion. If SSN-23 were canceled, between $700 to $1,000 million in direct costs will still be incurred to existing contracts and to the New Attack Submarine program, which will be jeopardized.

Moreover, completing the SSN-23 also makes sense from a security viewpoint that I previously mentioned above. Secretary Perry and General Shalikashvili state that ‘cancellation would deprive our Armed Forces of a needed military capability to counter the growing number of deployed improved Akula class submarines which are quieter than our improved 688 attack submarines.”

Mr. President, SSN-23 is a necessary bridge for the Navy to try to be able to produce the more affordable and technologically advanced new attack submarine. The DOD’s plan, as approved by the Armed Services Committee, is the only plan which will preserve this critical industrial base as well as permit long-term competition in the submarine industry. Furthermore, this plan will assist in our national strategy to maintain our margin of undersea superiority, a truly critical aspect.

The Senate has, on several occasions, thoroughly debated and voted on this matter. And each year, the Senate decided to continue this program for the reasons I stated above.

It would seem to me irrational and imprudent to cancel a program which would cost less to complete than to eliminate. It does not make sense from either a fiscal or national security viewpoint. The administration and the DOD strongly oppose this amendment, and urge me to reject it.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the letter I mentioned above be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the letter was so ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:


Hon. Strom Thurmond,
Chairman, Committee on Armed Services, U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.

Dear Mr. Chairman: The submarine funding decisions now before Congress are pivotal to maintaining our margin of undersea superiority and capability to design and produce nuclear submarines efficiently. The Department’s plan maintains both these national objectives. The Seawolf program, which began in FY 1990 and grew to one per year in FY 1996 and a lead New Attack Submarine in FY 1998. This approach is the lowest cost plan to counter real world threats while shifting to a more affordable and capable submarine.

Completing SSN-23 is right for the taxpayer and right for our defense needs. The cost to complete SSN-23 is $1.5 billion. If SSN-23 is canceled, between $700 to $1,000 million in direct costs will still be incurred to existing contracts and to the New Attack Submarine program, which will be jeopardized.

Moreover, completing the SSN-23 also makes sense from a security viewpoint that I previously mentioned above. Secretary Perry and General Shalikashvili state that ‘cancellation would deprive our Armed Forces of a
And finally, just as a matter of business common sense, we have spent almost a billion dollars on the third Seawolf already. It does not make sense not to complete it.

Mr. President, let me go to the first argument. We are not debating production of the fifth submarine which no one wants. On the contrary. Everyone, and I stress everyone, involved in the national security of our Government has spoken out loudly and clearly that they want this submarine to be what the Navy needs for it for its military value, not just because it enables us to produce the next generation of attack submarines at a lower price into the next century.

So let us not be confused as to what is fat and what is muscle in the defense budget that we are debating today. The President asked Congress to authorize this submarine, it is part of his budget and part of the plan which the Department of the Navy has laid out for shipbuilding into the next century.

The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Shalikashvili, has told us why we need this submarine. He has said:

Cancellation would deprive our Armed Forces of a needed military capability to counter a growing number of deployable improved Akula-class submarines—Russian subs—which are quieter than our improved S88I-class submarines.

And the quietness of a submarine is critical to its effectiveness.

Mr. President, I will speak more about that in a moment.

The Secretary of Defense, continuing our national security administration, has urged us to stay with the Navy plan and to authorize the SSN-23. Secretary Perry has said:

We believe the Department’s plan merits the full support of Congress. It is the most straightforward and lowest-cost approach to sustaining attack submarine force level requirements.

Secretary of the Navy Dalton and Chief of Naval Operations Admiral Boorda have spent numerous hours testifying before congressional committees and meeting with individual Members of Congress to explain why they are convinced that the Seawolf is essential to our future security.

Secretary Dalton has said:

The builders of this submarine * * * are a national treasure in knowledge and skills * * * We are gambling with a national treasure if we do not take steps to preserve it.

And Admiral Boorda, the top warfighter in the Navy today, says:

The Seawolf class submarine will ensure continued undersea superiority, a position the United States cannot give up.

Mr. President, I note also that as you listen to the best thinkers when they talk about the future of warfare and security citing particularly the technological revolution that is occurring in warfare, the submarine will play an increasingly central role because of its stealth, which is to say obviously that it is hard to detect at its best. It is under water, and because of the enormous range of capacities it has, not only to perform the traditional attack submarine function of hitting targets in the water or under the water, but being able to fire cruise missiles from standoff positions unseen at targets on land, or even above water, being able to perform intelligence missions, being able to drop special forces into difficult situations, being able to move in shallow water and, in fact, being able to perform intelligence functions with very sophisticated technical equipment from a standoff, safe position.

Mr. President, there are many times on military authorizations when the Congress substitutes its judgment for that of the administration which is in power. I believe, however, that this is one time when we ought to listen carefully to the military experts and give them, as we always should, the benefit of the doubt.

The Armed Services Committee of this Senate spent many hours in hearings earlier this year seeking the views of those experts, and we all listened with care. And it is with some satisfaction that we know that the Navy has laid out for shipbuilding into the next century a plan and to authorize the SSN-23. Sec-

The Joint Staff examined submarine operating patterns last seen in the mid-1990’s. We are observing once again deployments of a submarine force capable of worldwide operations—and this includes renewed operations in the Western Atlantic.

Thus, my view—and I believe the view of the senior military leadership in this country—is that there is a real threat which must be addressed and this Seawolf addresses it quite well. In short, there is a valid military requirement for SSN-23.

The Joint Staff examined submarine force level requirements necessary to support the Bottom-Up Review and concluded that the United States needs 10 to 12 Seawolf-quiet submarines by the year 2012. Since the Russian Navy has deployed fourth-generation quiet submarines in the water today which are quieter than our S88I submarines with more undersea capabilities, the United States military needs to establish a stable low rate of production of submarines with Seawolf-level quieting. The Navy views that completion of the SSN-23 is the
most critical and timely contribution to achieving this essential warfighting capability.

The bottom line then in my view, after having questioned every witness who came before the Army Services Committee, object this NO NOT that SSN-23 would be militarily helpful as one analyst asserted, but that it is essential to meeting valid military requirements.

Fourth, completing the third Seawolf is part of a plan which has been carefully developed by the Navy to ensure that this country can regain the tactical superiority it needs in undersea warfare and that we can maintain a national treasure, to use Admiral Boorda’s description—the submarine industrial base in its broadest sense, in its entirety—which we will need in the future. And we should note, that future is not very far off as I have already demonstrated.

Some critics try to argue that the Navy’s plan—building SSN-23 and then a new attack submarine which will be more affordable and more focused on the threats of the 21st century—is not well thought-out or based on analysis. These charges are flat wrong. In the past few years, there have been different studies which have examined the submarine industrial base. The consensus of these studies has been that the most cost-effective approach to sustaining our ability to design and build nuclear submarines is through low-rate production of submarines. One does not learn or create the skills necessary to build these highly sophisticated ships and their many unique components in a short period of time. If this industrial base is shut down, as we will risk if SSN-23 is not authorized, the costs of regenerating these essential skills will be prohibitive—if in fact they can be regenerated.

Let me turn then to a point which is often considered in this subject and which does a disservice to this debate and to this body. Some people try to describe the third Seawolf as a jobs program—an attempt to keep people working in spite of the fact that there is no sense to the program anymore. Obviously, each of us in our own way wants to preserve jobs in our own State, and I, no less than any of our colleagues. But the fact is that even if this third Seawolf is built—as I believe it should and will be—the level of employment at Electric Boat in Connecticut and Rhode Island will go from a high of some 23,000 5 years ago to less than 14,000 by the end of this year and some 6,000 by the year 2000. That means some 17,000 workers at Electric Boat have or are going to lose their jobs as part of the effort to maintain our ability to build submarines into the next century.

The managers at Electric Boat do not have any illusion that the company still exists. They have been actively reengineering and downsizing for a number of years to ensure that their company—a company with a long and proud history of submarine construction, a company made up of skilled and dedicated workers who don’t get rich doing the work they do, but do take great pride in producing the world’s finest submarines to protect our way of life—can continue to make submarines in the next century.

Those who might claim that the Seawolf is just a jobs program for two northeastern States—or that the Navy plan is submarines for everyone—are wrong and their observations are a disservice to the other issues involved here, and an offense to the people whose jobs are going to be lost, even with the building of the third Seawolf.

Mr. President, we have been here before on this issue. But, I believe the issues I have raised today are more relevant and more important than ever before. The cold war is over—no one who supports the Seawolf believes otherwise. But that does not mean that this incredible submarine—the first of which has been ordered and which is in the water at Groton today—is not militarily necessary and vital to our national security.

This has not been a perfect program. What weapons system ever is? For that matter, is there an automobile that was designed and produced without some problems? But the program is on a sound footing today. It will produce a submarine which has been requested by the President and which will meet a valid military requirement. This issue has been studied at length by the Armed Services Committee under the leadership of Senator Thurmond and, in particular, in the Seapower Subcommittee under the probing and thoughtful leadership of its chairman, Senator Cohen.

I urge my colleagues to support the Armed Services Committee position on this issue and to vote to authorize and complete construction of the third Seawolf. I will vote against the amendment by my colleague from Arizona and urge all Senators to do the same.

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, shortly, I believe there will be an agreement on the Nunn-Cohen amendment which was set aside for the purpose of this amendment, and we will return to it.

I would like to inform my colleagues that the distinguished chairman of the committee is ready to propound a unanimous-consent agreement of all remaining amendments. We have been on this bill since 9 o’clock yesterday morning. We intend to stay very late tonight, at least until we have a complete list of amendments with time agreements associated with them. Right now it is being handed to all the offices to get a list of the amendments.

The chairman is going to propound a unanimous-consent agreement within a very short period of time. We have had sufficient time to determine what amendments we have to this bill, and the only way we are going to move forward and get done by tomorrow evening, which is the expressed desire of the majority leader, is to get the amendments in and then we will begin to propound a unanimous consent on that and the ensuing time agreements.

I reserve the remainder of my time.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BENNETT). The Senator from Rhode Island is recognized for 8 minutes.

MR. COPEE. Mr. President, despite the end of the cold war and collapse of the Warsaw Pact and the Soviet Union, I think we can all agree that the United States still needs capable and effective military forces, and indeed that is why we are voting right now, very shortly, on a $264 billion appropriation, or authorization, for the U.S. military services. I do not think anybody in this body will argue that the United States will always be a maritime nation. Indeed, Mr. President, 95 percent of our trade is carried by ship. That is an astonishing figure to me. Yes, 5 percent is carried over land to Canada and Mexico, or by air; but 95 percent is carried by ship.

During the time I spent in the Navy Department, I believe I can say that the submarine force is a relatively inexpensive way for a potential adversary to disrupt international commerce.

Far too often, the press reports that the Navy does not really need the Seawolf. We are told that a ship solely designed to confront the Soviet Navy on the open ocean. This allegation is simply not true. I would like to refute it. The fact of the matter is that the third Seawolf has a valid military mission and will be instrumental in enabling the Navy to fulfill its national security obligations around the world.

Now, yes, the Soviet Union is gone, and its military forces inherited by Russia are undergoing substantial downsizing. There is no question about that. It is also very clear that the Russian Navy—in particular, its submarine force—has not been scaled back in the manner other components of the Russian military service have been. For example, it is estimated that by the year 2000, which is only 5 years from now, Russia will have about 122 submarines in its fleet, more than half of which will be advanced third-generation vessels. Already today, Russia has several operational submarines that are faster than the quietest United States submarine at sea. Russia’s latest submarine will be operational by the year 2000—the one under design now—and is expected to rival the capabilities of our best attack submarines. To illustrate these advances, I would like to insert in the Record a February 12 article from Defense News documenting recent Russian undersea efforts.

I am a strong supporter of the unanimous consent that the article be printed in the Record.

There being no objection, the article was ordered to be printed in the Record, as follows:
“We need to continue our research and development programs and produce new submarines,” Kaufer said.

Mr. CHAFEE. Thankfully, today Russia is not a major adversary, and I am hopeful that this administration and future administrations will continue to strengthen U.S.-Russian relations. We are all for that.

However, these uncertain times, unforeseen political instability or a rise in anti-West nationalism could result in a worse genuine undersea threat in the future. That is a big nation.

Perhaps more importantly to the United States in the near term is Russia’s sale of its very capable submarines to potential United States adversaries abroad, a move that poses a very serious challenge to our Navy.

There are many nations that recognize the cost effectiveness of submarines, even relatively unsophisticated ones; diesel power, for example.

Listen to this statistic, Mr. President. According to the Office of Naval Intelligence, more than 600 submarines are operational in the navies of 44 countries. That is an astonishing statistic. Mr. President, 44 nations have submarines. I have difficulty adding up what the 44 are.

Iran recently purchased two Kilo-class submarines from Russia. These vessels are operational today. Who would ever have thought Iran would have submarines?

In addition, China—that great inland land-based power—intends to buy as many as 22 diesel-powered submarines from Russia over the next 5 years in its quest to enhance its military capability in the South China Sea.

What about North Korea? Who ever thought of North Korea as a great military power? Who would have thought it is an unsophisticated power? Yet if you can believe it, the world’s fourth largest submarine force and could use these submarines in a variety of belligerent coastal missions.

Yes, the cold war is over and we are not in a conflict. The enemy has disappeared. Yet it possesses, undersea threats remain a fact of life. The Seawolf will indeed strengthen our military forces.

Improved Russian submarine performance could greatly impact U.S. and Western navies. To address the potential threat, Navy sources and military experts said.

“With the improved Akula submarine, they have already achieved acoustic parity with the [U.S. Navy’s Los Angeles-class] SSN-688s, and that is frightening,” retired Vice Adm. Kaufer, president of the Annandale, Va.-based Naval Submarine League, said Feb. 1.

Akula is an attack submarine that incorporates new systems, the advances the Russians have made in detecting the radiated noise of their submarines.

Although the submarine force has augmented its communication capabilities over the years, reversing information and data between submerged submarines is a new area of emphasis, Rear

The Seawolf will be given a wide variety of missions in our Navy of the future. As the director of submarine plans, Adm. Dennis Jones, said recently, “We must fundamentally change the way we will fight in the future.” Included among the undersea missions is a desire in the next year to assess how a submerged submarine can control an unmanned aerial vehicle. This new mission and others are described in a June 12 article from the Defense News that I ask be printed in the RECORD, the article was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:


(BY ROBERT HOLZER)

WASHINGTON.—Shedding decades of self-imposed isolation patrolling the open ocean, U.S. Navy submariners may soon control unmanned vehicles and communicate with each other in operations close to enemy shores.

Long accustomed to operating independently, the Navy is focused anew on countering the Soviet submarine threat. The U.S. submarine force seeks added capabilities in communications, sensors and weapons to perform shallow-water missions.

“One constant is that things are changing, not only for us, but for our enemies,” Rear Adm. Dennis Jones, director of submarine plans, said in a June 6 briefing to the Naval Submarine League’s annual symposium in Alexandria, Va. “We must fundamentally change the way we will fight in the future.”

He said this to accomplish this, the submarine force will conduct a demonstration effort over the next year to assess how a submerged submarine can control an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), Jones said.

Pentagon officials say the Navy will test the Predator UAV in this role. Built by General Atomics Aeronautical Systems Inc., San Diego, Calif., the Predator will be launched as early as this year or next as a priority system in U.S. military plans.

The Predator is a high-altitude endurance UAV that can loiter over an area for months without refueling. It can fly as high as 12,100 meters and carry a 180-kilogram payload. The payload can include sensor packages that provide insertion, day or night, and in bad weather, to tactical commanders.

The Pentagon is dispatching several Predators now to monitor the situation in Bosnia, military sources said.

Because submarines usually are the first weapons systems deployed off a potential enemy’s coast, they provide unprecedented reconnaissance and surveillance days or weeks before a crisis erupts. Linking those operations with UAVs makes good tactical sense, military experts said.

“There is a lot of flexibility with that concept,” Norman Polmar, a naval expert here, said July 6, noting that a submarine could launch the UAV over an area for an extended period and then come near the surface to tap into the data the system collected during its reconnaissance.

A submarine may even launch UAVs and retrieve them later in the open sea, Polmar said.

Although the submarine force has augmented its communication capabilities over the years, reversing information and data between submerged submarines is a new area of emphasis, Rear
Adm. Richard Buchanan, commander of Submarine Group 2 with the Atlantic Fleet, said June 7. "This is a revolution unto itself," Jones said. "The information doesn't go easily from submarines to joint task force commanders, then we will be bypassed as seeming too difficult."

To prevent this, the submarine force will field a number of communication improvements over the next few years that will yield tremendous increases in capability. Navy officials said. These include the capability by 1998 to transmit video to other subs or ships nearly instantaneously, and by 2000, Super High Frequency satellite links that will vastly increase the amount of data that submerged vessels can transmit and receive.

Mr. CHAFEE. I hope I have helped to dispel the myth that the submarine is a relic of the cold war and we no longer need submarines. To the contrary, the Seawolf is a very relevant military platform to face the threat of the post-Soviet world. For these reasons, I urge my colleagues to join me in opposing the McCain amendment.

I thank the Chairman and thank the Senator from Maine.

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, I yield 10 minutes to the Senator from Connecticut.

Mr. MURkowski. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Connecticut has the floor.

Mr. MURkowski. Mr. President, I thank my colleagues from Maine. I will try and see if I cannot shave off some of those moments to move this along. I want to underscore and support the comments of the Senator from Arizona, trying to move this process along.

I am tempted to repeat what I have repeated on other occasions in this body or elsewhere the words of the famous Congressman from Arizona. Having listened to an extensive debate and been the fourth or fifth speaker, he announced to the audience that something had been said on the subject but not everyone had said it. So I will take a few moments to share some thoughts about the pending matter.

Let me begin by commending my colleague from Connecticut, Senator LIEBERMAN, who serves on the committee, the chairman of the subcommittee, Senator COHEN of Maine, and of course my colleagues from Rhode Island as well.

My colleagues will be pleased to note that we can successfully defeat this amendment, this may be the last debate on the Seawolf program, because this is the last Seawolf. That in itself may cause significant support to move in our direction, having heard for the last number of years on numerous occasions from colleagues across the country of their desire that this issue be resolved once and for all.

So I urge my colleagues to oppose the McCain amendment and once and for all put the Seawolf issue to bed, having completed the program.

Mr. President, I will underscore many things that have been said by my colleagues from Connecticut and Rhode Island about the importance here—and it needs to be emphasized. It would be another matter indeed if we were talking about a world in which this technology had lost its appeal. Unfortunately, or fortunately, depending upon your perspective, that is not the case.

In fact, the junior Senator from Rhode Island pointed out, 44 nations that possess this technology. In fact, it seems to be growing in its appeal.

Again, I emphasize what has been said about Russia. All of us are deeply pleased with what has occurred in the collapse of the Berlin Wall, the end of the cold war. Again, I think we all appreciate the lack of clarity as to which direction Russia is going in. We all hope that it is going to continue to move in the direction of a democratic State which does not pose a threat to its neighbors or to others.

I do not think anyone would be prepared to stand on this floor today and honestly feel they were convinced that was going to be the ultimate result. If we cannot state that with absolute certainty, or the degree of certainty that seems to be the prudent course, to be mindful of the end of an era we certainly would like to have expanded and developed, and it is significant.

In fact, we are told by those who watch these efforts far more closely than most of us, that today Russia is developing submarine arenas that will approximate the quietness of a submarine is one of the most critical elements of all.

So, the first point is, of course, that we still see a global threat, that there are nations that never before possessed this technology that are acquiring it.

Second, Mr. President, the industrial base among the submarine communities in the past but I think needs to be made here as well, there are no less than 10 unique submarine technologies that will perish if this amendment is adopted. I am not talking about large corporations with thousands of workers. I am talking about facilities with literally the last of the craftsmen—men and women—with knowledge and skill to create and build unique components of our Nation's submarine fleet.

Likewise, this amendment should pass, the final legion of dedicated and professional workers who build the final product will disappear, and that is not an exaggeration.

Let me tell my colleague something about those workers. Some of these are, as the chairman of the Armed Services Committee has pointed out, the 29 Seawolf submarines that were on the boards because I thought it was too costly, that it was a cold war to replace a fully qualified Navy nuclear welder capable of welding the 3-inch steel hulls of the Seawolf class submarine. Mr. President, 7 years to acquire that technology. That is the apprenticeship, yard time, evaluations, and, finally, qualification to perform in the nuclear reactor area of this submarine. Seven years to acquire that skill level.

I suggest to my colleagues, and I think they would agree, we should not abandon that capability.

For cost, I agree with the Navy plan to go to a smaller, less expensive submarine program. But to get there, we have to finish what we have started. We have to complete this final boat of the Seawolf class.

Remember, there were 23 of these boats we talked about. We are now down to three. I say to my colleagues that to complete the program here, to stop the program when it is 45 percent complete, I think, is penny wise and pound foolish.

So, Mr. President, again I underscore the terrific work done by my colleague from Connecticut on the Armed Services Committee in making this case. I appreciate immensely the support of the chairman of the subcommittee, the Senator from Maine, and others who have stood with us on this program over the years. It is obviously important to us in Connecticut.

But my colleague from Connecticut, my colleague from Rhode Island, could not in good conscience stand here and ask our colleagues from across this country to support a program that did not contribute significantly to the long-term security needs of our Nation. No matter how important it is to us on a parochial level, that is not a justification to ever support one of these programs. As important as that is to us, the importance of this program is its contribution to the long-term national security of our Nation.

For those reasons, and with all due respect and affection for the author of this amendment, I urge the rejection of the proposal.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Maine.

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, I yield 5 minutes to the Senator from Pennsylvania.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Pennsylvania.

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, I thank the distinguished chairman of the subcommittee for yielding this time. I want to start out by congratulating the Senators from Connecticut for their fine work on this project, particularly Senator LIEBERMAN, my colleague from Maine, and of course Senator COHEN on the Armed Services Committee, for his outstanding work on this program.

I come here as someone who in the past has been an opponent of the Seawolf. In fact, I introduced a bill that called for eliminating the 29 Seawolf submarines that were on the boards because I thought it was too costly, that it was a cold war
relic, that 29 of these submarines was far too many, the threat was not out there for that kind of expenditure of, really, tens of billions of dollars.

Having watched what has happened since 1991, and since I introduced that resolution, I have seen in the numbers of Seawolf submarines go from 29 to 3, and I have seen the Russian Navy still be the focal point, as was said earlier. What I have seen in response, in the past 4 years since the fall of the Soviet Union is keeping their eye on the ball of maintaining their capability, their submarine capacity as really their focal point as to how they are going to be a world threat, militarily. That is where they have invested their money.

So, while I would not stand up here and support another 27 Seawolf submarines, I will say that, given the threat that is out there, given the legitimacy of the dollars invested and the capability of the Russian fleet, nuclear fleet and attack submarine fleet, that this is a wise investment for us.

I repeat what the junior Senator from Connecticut said. We have a situation right now—and I agree with him. I do not think that the American public realizes this—where the Russians are in fact ahead of us in a very important military capability and that is submarines. They are ahead of us. They have quieter ships than we do.

That is stealth. You hear so much about stealth technology when it comes to the Air Force. That means you cannot see it on the radar and you can go in there and do things before anybody sees you. Stealth in a submarine is how quiet it is. If you cannot hear them you cannot find them. That is the situation we are in right now. We are sending our submariners out there, into the oceans of this world, in a sense blind—deaf to the threats that the former Soviet Union, the Russians are now putting forward. This is our response and it is an appropriate one. It is an appropriate place to invest those dollars.

We do so recognizing if we pull the plug on the third Seawolf we will waste a whole lot of money. Already, as has been said many times, $900 million is already appropriated for this submarine. We have over a third of the costs already in the submarine. To close it down would cost even more. We have some. I will say one of the other reasons I support this third Seawolf is because I do believe we do need an industrial base of skilled technicians and companies that can produce this kind of very high-quality, very specific high-quality work. If we do not continue this bridge, which the third Seawolf turns out to be, into the new attack submarine, we will not only have that new attack submarine cost more as a result, but it may not end up with as good a product.

So I come here as a reformed Seawolf opponent who understands this is a project, an investment that is worthwhile to combat a serious threat to preserve our military capability, production capability of our country. I support it wholeheartedly and oppose the amendment of the Senator from Arizona.

I yield the floor.

THE PRESIDENT. Mr. President, I yield myself 2 additional minutes.

Mr. President, and the GAO report was before the Armed Services Committee on May 16, 1995 as follows: On page 6: . . . there is disagreement about a number of issues including Russia’s defense spending priorities, Russia’s ability to maintain its operating tempo and readiness and maintenance levels, and the future Russian force structure levels and production programs. The GAO report goes on to say:

The ONI report [Office of Naval Intelligence report] does not address all factors that should be considered in determining the overall superiority of United States and Russian submarines, such as sensor processing, weapons, platform design, tactics, doctrine and crew training.

Public reports, news accounts and, more importantly, other DOD publications, including the Annual Director of Naval Intelligence Posture Statement, present other information on some of the factors that affect submarine superiority. For example, these reports note:

. . . a decline in the operating tempo of Russian submarines, order of battle, and construction programs.

They also note:

Morale and discipline have deteriorated, personnel shortages are serious, and the frequency and scope of naval operations, training, readiness and maintenance have declined.

Somebody said earlier, one of the Senators from Connecticut, I believe, we ought to use common sense here. Let us use common sense. Common sense shows us the condition of Russia today, the state of their military. This military could not even defeat the Chechynans. To believe, somehow, they come from some kind of superior shipyard with superior workmanship and more importantly nuclear channel flies in the face of common sense.

Mr. President, I yield myself 2 additional minutes.

The PRESIDENT. I have a respect for Secretary of the Navy John Dalton. I hate to see him fall prey to the sharks who are trying to justify the spending of $1.5 billion for the third Seawolf submarine.

The allegation is like the “missile gap” or the “bomber gap” or the “readiness gap.” . . . Does this “quietness gap” exist?

There are two aspects to quieting a submarine. The first takes place when the submarine is built. To say our submarines are not built as well as Russian submarines condemns the very shipyard we are trying to keep operating.

The second aspect of quieting is in the operation of the ship. Is Secretary Dalton telling us that the crews of our submarines are not as well trained or as competent as the Russians? I never met a submarine officer who did not think our submarines were the best in the world—by far. I am sorry to see this proud group stoop to chicanery to justify an unnecessary weapon.

—John J. Shanahan, Vice Admiral, retired.

Let us use common sense when we evaluate whether we need to spend another couple of billion dollars on a weapons system for which there is no compelling requirement.

Mr. GRAMS. Mr. President, I rise as a cosponsor and strong supporter of the amendment by Senator McCain to terminate the third Seawolf submarine.

I want to thank the Senator from Arizona for his leadership on this issue and for his constant and tireless efforts to address the defense budget—and, indeed, the entire Federal budget—for wasteful and unnecessary spending.

Like the Senator from Arizona, I believe we must build a strong military that can respond to the rapidly changing threats America faces in the post-cold war world.

The Seawolf submarine, which was developed to counter a specific Soviet threat during the cold war, is simply outdated and irrelevant in this new era.

Mr. President, if we’re going to buy military equipment that’s behind the times, the least we could hope for is to get it at a cut-rate price. But this is not the case. The third Seawolf will cost $2.4 billion bringing the total for this program to over $7 billion for just three submarines.

I urge my colleagues on both sides of the aisle to terminate the Seawolf and save the taxpayers a minimum of $1.3 billion. Moreover, these savings could be used in future years as we determine the most efficient way to construct the next generation of nuclear submarines.
As the Senator from Arizona has repeatedly pointed out, this funding is needed for higher priority defense programs that will truly enhance our military readiness.

The McCain amendment has been strongly endorsed by a number of Government watchdog organizations, including the National Taxpayers Union, Citizens Against Government Waste, and Citizens for a Sound Economy.

Mr. President, let's stand with these groups and show the American taxpayers that the Congress supports responsible spending that will yield a strong and strategically sound national defense.

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, how much time is remaining on this side?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Twenty-four minutes and thirty-two seconds.

Mr. COHEN. I yield myself 10 minutes.

Mr. President, I rise in opposition to the Senator from Arizona, who is a good friend and someone I have worked with since I came to the Senate and long before that time. He was advising me on military matters when he was with the Navy.

Bismarck once observed that there are two things that do not change in this life: One is history and the other is geography.

Going back historically, we can look at the period of time during World War II. At that time we had over 5,000 ships in our inventory. We are now looking at downsizing to in the neighborhood of 340 or 348 ships.

So we have come from having such an armada of 5,000 ships capable of fighting during World War II down to about 340 to 350 ships. Obviously, they are much more capable today than they were in the past. But as the numbers have come down, we have insisted that the capability increase. And that is because the oceans have not diminished, the technology and geography has not changed. The oceans are still roughly the same size. Our commitments have not diminished in any significant degree. We still are an island nation.

As my colleague from Rhode Island has said, we are likely to remain a nuclear-capable shipyard. We are not prepared at this point in time to say there should be only one yard that will then build the following submarines. We are not willing to put all of our shipbuilding into one yard.

We are not willing to put all of our shipbuilding into one yard. One yard.

It takes, as the Senator from Connecticut, Senator DODD, indicated, 7 years to build a ship.

Ironically, I was just at a launching of the U.S.S. Maine in Portsmouth Naval Shipyard in Kittery, ME. That is unsure at this point. Whether or not was launched. It was built by Electric Boat and commissioned at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. The president of the EB yard was there and pointed out that in World War II Electric Boat was cranking out about one ship a month, or about one every other week. We are now down to producing one a year, or one and a half a year.

So times have changed, and we have to change accordingly. But it does not mean that we should sever the ability of this country to maintain an industrial capacity of skilled working people who are contributing substantially to our national security.

It can agree with much of what my colleague from Arizona has said. We come to a different conclusion on this. We are trying to keep Electric Boat in competition with Newport News for a little longer, at least because the Navy is unsure at this point. Whether or not will we ever have to build more than one ship a year, whether we will be able to support two yards. I think they are not prepared to say we can only afford one yard.

I believe Admiral Boorda, or read the writings of Admiral Shanahan and others. But I would put that up against Admiral Boorda. I do not think Mike Boorda would come to the Congress or to the U.S. Senate and misrepresent the facts. I do not think that he would suggest that this is something that is really necessary when it is not, that it is simply a jobs program for the Navy or for EB. I think that he is persuaded that the Navy does in fact need this ship in order to get us to the follow-on. If you terminate the Seawolf right now, EB is not going to be in competition. That is very clear. We might as well say that Newport News will be the only yard that will build the follow-on to the Seawolf, the Centurion, or whatever it is going to be called.

That is a policy decision that we will be making here on the floor of the Senate, and some are prepared to make it. I do not for 1 minute question my friend from Arizona. He is someone who is expert in the field. He is someone who has dedicated himself to the
Mr. President, I wish to make one additional comment. That is that I think we ought to look at history also, and the history of Russia is that they have primarily been a land empire. They have concentrated their focus on expansion of their empire in adjacent areas. It was the cold war well into the cold war that the Soviet Union began to build a fleet and when they built that fleet, it was primarily for strategic purposes and for the delivery of strategic weaponry. I do not believe that the SeaWolf could be observed at this time. And I think in view of the fact that we have spent the $900 million on the third SeaWolf, in view of the fact that we have come down from 23 to 3, in view of the fact that we would have termination liabilities, we at least ought to get a ship out of it which allows EB to be in a competitive position to compete head to head with Newport News on the follow-on ships.

For those reasons, Mr. President, I hope that we defeat the amendment of my friend from Arizona.

Mr. MccAIN. Mr. President, I yield myself 3 minutes.

Mr. President, I always respect and appreciate the comments of my old and dear friend from Maine. Usually he and I are on the same side on most issues. On this side, I pay careful attention to his words since they are always well thought out and extremely edifying.

Again, we find, as I mentioned, ourselves on opposite sides of this issue.

Mr. President, if we had a defense budget that we had all during the 1980's, I would still have some questions about this weapons system, primarily because I still believe that our money could be spent much more wisely in other areas. But we really do not have the kinds of funds that I believe would allow us to afford this ship.

I received a letter on July 28 from the Congressional Budget Office, so I can illuminate my friends as to what kind of money we are talking about.

After briefly reviewing those savings, the accompanying attachment focuses on the implications of consolidating construction of all nuclear powered ships at a single shipyard.

CBO's analysis suggests that such a consolidation could result in savings of between $2.4 billion and $3.7 billion (in 1996 dollars) over the life of the new attack submarine program, which is currently slated to acquire some 30 ships between 1998 and 2020. Time and again, the program has been covered in years past, I am informed that the program is poorly managed and the problems are such that I have little faith in the Navy's estimate of how much money the taxpayers will be required to spend. The General Accounting Office now says that average cost of the first two subs will be well over $5 billion. Even if there are significant cost overruns in virtually every aspect of this program. According to the GAO, the design contract was overrun by 131 percent, the production contract on the first sub is overrun by about 80 percent, and the average unit cost is overrun by about 250 percent.

Giving this hog more feed is not going to make it any leaner. The design for the first submarine is currently in its fifth revision and is more than a million hours behind schedule, even though production began several years ago. With the proposed design changes in the SSN-23, additional delays and cost overruns are inevitable.

A third reason to terminate the SeaWolf program is to restore accountability for the Navy's poor acquisition management. There is no incentive for the Navy to perform as long as funding is guaranteed. The guise of the submarine industrial base should not remove the Navy's accountability for the SeaWolf's 250 percent cost overrun. This program is a dud, and we ought to let it fizzle.

A fourth reason to kill the SeaWolf program is that funding a third SeaWolf submarine takes money away from more important needs. It is untenable to require service men and women to live off food stamps so that $100,000 a year defense contractors can remain employed in an endeavor that does not add to our national security. We have all heard stories of shortfalls in military readiness, due to lack of funds.

A fifth reason to fund Seawolf is that there are more cost-effective means of protecting the industrial base. One alternative approach to maintaining the submarine industrial base is allowing it to work on commercial projects, which Electric Boat is currently pursuing and should do so more aggressively in the future. The Congressional Budget Office estimates that the costs of other alternatives, such as overhauls and modernization efforts, are much less than building and maintaining a third SeaWolf.

We must also keep in mind that engineering expertise is protected by work on the new attack submarine and design changes on the first two Seawolfes. Furthermore, the submarine deactivation workload will ensure an industrial base well into the future. Finally, the Navy announced its intent to increase its reliance on commercial technologies in building the new attack submarine, and reduce its reliance on the submarine industrial base.

Several years ago, when Senator McCAIN and I were fighting for the SeaWolf, we garnered very few votes. Then, 2 days later, President Bush terminated the program in recognition that the cold war was over. Time and again, the program has been kept alive for political, rather than military, purposes. We can no longer afford to spend $1.5 billion for such reasons. I encourage my colleagues to vote to support our amendment.

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, due to the exigencies of the hour and the efficiency of my friend from Connecticut, and, as my other friend, Senator Lieberman, said, much of this debate has been covered in years past. I am prepared to yield back the remainder of my time if my colleagues are so prepared. Senator Cohen is prepared to yield it back.

Mr. COHEN. I am prepared to yield back the remainder of my time.

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDENT. Is there a quorum present? The PRESIDENT. The yeas and nays are yielded back.

Signed by June O'Neill, who, as we all know, is the Director of the Congressional Budget Office.
There appears to be a sufficient second. The yeas and nays were ordered.

Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I would move to table the——

Mr. MCCAIN. I say to my friend, if we do, we will bring up the amendment again and again until we get an up-or-down vote.

Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I note the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the motion be a tabling motion, as in keeping with the previous unanimous-consent agreement.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Arizona.

Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of Mr. President.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. MCCAIN addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Arizona.

Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. President, I have been asked to announce that the vote on this amendment—I ask unanimous consent that it be an up-or-down vote——

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The Senate from Arizona.

Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. President, I have been asked to announce that the vote on this amendment—I ask unanimous consent that it be an up-or-down vote——

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The Senator from Arizona.

Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. President, I have been asked to announce that the vote on this amendment—I ask unanimous consent that it be an up-or-down vote——

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. MCCAIN. I ask my friend from Maine if he is ready to move forward?

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.

Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I wonder if I could have the attention of all Members here so I can tell them where we are.

It is my understanding we might be able to line up three votes here so I can tell them where we are.

It would seem to me, those who are involved can stay here and debate those and then have those two votes first thing tomorrow morning, if that is all right with the Senator from South Carolina.

Mr. THURMOND. That will be all right if we can get through the debate—all but the voting. We have a lot of amendments tonight to act on.

Mr. DOLLY. I understand that.

Mr. BUMPERS. If the majority leader will yield for a question, I have one amendment I would like to offer tonight. I am willing to settle for a 30-minute time agreement. I would like very much to go in front of the DOE amendment, which will take 2 hours, if that will be all right. It will be very helpful to me.

Mr. COHEN. Which one is it?

Mr. DOLLY. Can you give us some indication of what the amendment was?

Mr. BUMPERS. There is a provision in the bill that sets up a new method—directs the Department of Defense to set up a new method for financing arms sales. My amendment will strike that provision. It is a very simple amendment.

Mr. DOLLY. If I can get consent, Mr. BUMPERS offers his amendment regarding export loan guarantees. There will be 30 minutes for debate divided in the usual form, with no second-degree amendments to be in order, and following the conclusion or yielding back of the time the Senate lay aside the amendment. That will follow the amendments by Senator McCa

Mr. MCCAIN. If the leader will yield, I think the majority leader's unanimous consent is excellent. But I would point out we still do not have the list of amendments from the other side. I hope we could, at least by the close of business, get a complete list of amendments which would then be propounded as unanimous-consent agreement before we leave tonight. So at least it will narrow down the total number of amendments if we are to have any prospect whatsoever of finishing tomorrow night.

Mr. NUNN. If the leader will yield, we are working on that list. We will have a copy of it in another hour or so.

Mr. DOLLY. Hopefully you are working it down.
Mr. NUNN. We are doing our best to work it down.

Mr. DOLE. Because let me indicate again, on Saturday we start off with the Treasury-Post Office appropriations bill, and I am not certain when this bill will be back again. So, hopefully, if we can accommodate the managers, who has been working very hard—he lost 5 hours yesterday. We had 7 hours today on one amendment. They are trying to catch up here. So if we can keep our amendments to a minimum, it will help the managers, who have done a good job.

We do want to accommodate the Senator from Arkansas. He has a funeral to attend tomorrow.

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, let me correct that. I am sorry, I misled the leader. I am leaving here tomorrow night.

Mr. DOLE. That is fine. We still want to accommodate the Senator from Arkansas.

Is there any objection to the request on his amendment?

Mr. CHAFEE. He goes first under the request?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?

Mr. DODD. Reserving the right to object, is the Thurmond amendment going to come before the Bumpers amendment?

Mr. DOLE. The amendment by Senator McCain will be next. That will be second-degree by Senator DODD. Following disposition of that, it will be Senator BUMPERS’ amendment, 30 minutes. Following that will be the DOE amendment which will take about 2 hours.

Mr. MCCAIN. And amendments to the DOE bill will be in order?

Mr. DOLE. Amendments to the DOE bill will be in order but we would like to have the votes on those tomorrow morning.

Mr. DODD. Reserving right to object, I have no objection to the unanimous-consent request as far as it relates to the amendment of Senator McCaIN or the amendment of Senator BUMPERS. But I do not consent to anything relating to the Thurmond amendment, the DOE.

Mr. DOLE. Let us get this part and then I will make the next request. Is there objection to this?

Mr. GORTON. Reserving the right to object, I say to the majority leader, on the DOE amendment I have some severe reservations.

Mr. DOLE. I have not made that request yet. That is going to be next. All right?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection? Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DOLE. And, if I can have the DOE.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I understand that we are not going to be able to get an agreement. I will propose the consent agreement. So it may be we will have to have additional votes this evening. But I am going to ask consent, when Senator Thurmond offers an amendment related to the 31 of the bill, and immediately after reading of the amendment, Senator Exon be recognized to offer a second-degree amendment to the Thurmond amendment, and there be 45 minutes of debate under the control of Senator Thurmond and 90 minutes under the control of Senator Exon.

Further, following the expiration or yielding of time, the Senator from Nevada, Senator Reid, be recognized to offer an amendment in the second degree. Following disposition of that, it will be Senator Exon’s amendment, which we will have 60 minutes, 40 minutes to Senator Reid, 20 minutes to Senator Thurmond, and that the Senate proceed to vote on or in relation to the Exon amendment and on or in relation to the Thurmond amendment immediately by a vote on the Thurmond amendment, as amended, if amended.

Mr. GORTON. I object.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objection is heard.

Mr. DOLE. We cannot get an agreement.

Does anybody else have any amendments that we can get agreements on? Why do we not go ahead? Let us go ahead and have the debate on this amendment and go ahead and have a vote on the first Bumpers amendment. Then we will try to determine what we can figure out in the next 30 minutes.

Amendment No. 201

(Purpose: To limit the total amount that may be obligated or expended for procurement of the SSN 21, SSN 22, and SSN 23 Seawolf class submarines.)

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the previous order, the Senator from Arizona is recognized.

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, I have an amendment at the desk and I ask for its consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:

The Senator from Arizona [Mr. McCaIN] proposes an amendment numbered 201 to amendment No. 201, on page 1, line 7, strike out "$7,187,800,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$7,223,659,000".

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, I make a point of order that the Senate is not in order. I know the Chair has a problem. But these are important amendments, and I hope the Chair will keep order.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senate will come to order.

Mr. DODD. I yield to my colleague from Arizona.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. McCaIN. Mr. President, I know what my amendment is about. I would be prepared to ask my friend from Connecticut what his is. But I would like to briefly explain mine.

Last year the Congress adopted an amendment to the Authorization for the Department of Defense, post-delivery costs incurred for the second SeaWolf submarines. The amendment was necessary to control escalating costs of the program. Therefore, I offer an amendment to expand the existing cost caps to include the third SeaWolf submarine, the purpose being to establish a procurement cost cap of $7.2 billion on the three SeaWolf submarines.

The provision allows for the same automatic increases for inflation and labor law changes as the existing cap. It also exempts the future costs of outfitting in postdelivery for the submarines.

These are costs which will undergo congressional review and require authorizations and appropriations in the future.

For reasons which are not clear to me, the other body this year is recommending a repeal of the cost cap on
SSN-21 and SSN-22. I do not believe we can allow a return to the uncontrol-
able cost escalations we have seen on the first two submarines. I believe that 
imposing the same strict cost controls on the third Seawolf would be to the advan-
tage of the American taxpayer.
I yield to my colleague from Con-
necticut.
Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I thank my 
colleague from Arizona.
Let me make this very brief. I hap-
pen to know with my colleague from 
Arizona on this amendment. We dis-
agree obviously on the previous 
amendment. But the Senator from Ar-
izona is absolutely correct in what he is 
trying to do here.
We have a second-degree amendment 
that absolutely modifies the amend-
ment being offered by the Senator from 
Arizona—modifies it up by $30 million, 
which I think we can reach agreement 
on here.
This is a mature program. I think a 
case can be made about cost contain-
ment provisions on defense procure-
ment. In the early stages you ought to 
be somewhat careful about it when you 
are dealing with a mature program. 
That is what this is. This is a mature 
program. I disagree with injecting some fiscal discipline into these programs can be 
helpful.
I am confident that this amendment 
will offer no problems at all. We have 
talked to the contractors and to the 
Navy with my colleague from Arizona 
and I have been with each other over these many 
years. And there is no better fighter, no more honest Member of our body, no person who brings more integrity to a 
debate, and I appreciate how fairly he 
raised this issue and gave us an oppor-
tunity to address it.
Mr. President, I would also like to 
commend our respective staffs, my col-
league from Connecticut for his staff, 
and mine, Bob Gillicash, who has done a 
tremendous job over the years on these 
issues, this one particularly and many 
others as well.
I urge adoption of the amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time 
has been yielded back. The question is 
on agreeing to the amendment of the 
Senator from Connecticut in the sec-
ond degree.
The amendment (No. 2092) was agreed 
to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question now occurs on amendment No.
2091, as amended.
The amendment (No. 2091), as amend-
ed, was agreed to.
Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I move to 
reconsider the vote by which the 
amendment was agreed to.
Mr. LIEBERMAN. I move to lay that 
motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was 
agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. 2094
(Purpose: To strike the budget provision concerning Defense Export Loan Guarantees) 
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I send 
an amendment to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report the amendment.
The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Arizona [Mr. Bump-
ers], for himself, Mr. Fringold, Mr. Simon, 
and Mrs. Boxer, proposes an amendment numbered 2094.
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that reading of the 
amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
option, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
Strike line 1 on page 353 through line 16 on page 357.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who 
yields time?
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, we 
have a 30-minute agreement on this, 
but perhaps before it, it is a very 
straightforward, simple amendment, 
we may be able to do it in less time 
than that, and I hope we can.
Right now, the United States totally 
dominates the foreign arms market. 
We sell 65 percent of all the arms in 
international trade. We also have four separate methods of financing these 
sales which help maintain our position of 
dominance.
First of all, the Arms Export Control 
Act allows the President to commit the 
U.S. Government to a loan guarantee 
or a grant.
Second the Export-Import Bank can 
finance any sale of technology as long 
as it is nonlethal. So we sell a lot of 
military hardware to countries that are 
financed by the Export-Import Bank.
Third we have foreign military fi-
nancing which is a part of the foreign 
armid bill. We pick out the countries and 
give them grants to buy our weapons. 
But there is $1 billion for you and $1 
 billion for you. Come and buy whatever 
weapons you want until you use up 
that $1 billion. We can also subsidize 
loans with this program.
Fourth we have foreign military 
sales. Under this program, the U.S. 
Government or a U.S. company sells 
arms to a foreign government.
The bill we are debating says four 
methods of financing arms are not 
enough. We have to have another one. 
And it directs with virtually no guid-
ance the Defense Department to set up 
a program exactly like OPIC. Senators 
know what OPIC is. You pay a little fee 
and you get your loan guarantee.
That is all there is to this amend-
ment. I say four is from Arizona 
and I have been with each other over these many 
years. And there is no better fighter, no more honest Member of our body, no person who brings more integrity to a 
debate, and I appreciate how fairly he 
raised this issue and gave us an oppor-
tunity to address it.
Mr. President, I would also like to 
commend our respective staffs, my col-
league from Connecticut for his staff, 
and mine, Bob Gillicash, who has done a 
tremendous job over the years on these 
issues, this one particularly and many 
others as well.
I urge adoption of the amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time 
have been yielded back. The question is 
on agreeing to the amendment of the 
Senator from Connecticut in the sec-
ond degree.
The amendment (No. 2092) was agreed 
to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question now occurs on amendment No.
2091, as amended.
The amendment (No. 2091), as amend-
ed, was agreed to.
Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I move to 
reconsider the vote by which the 
amendment was agreed to.
Mr. LIEBERMAN. I move to lay that 
motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was 
agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. 2094
(Purpose: To strike the budget provision concerning Defense Export Loan Guarantees) 
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I send 
an amendment to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report the amendment.
The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Arizona [Mr. Bump-
ers], for himself, Mr. Fringold, Mr. Simon, 
and Mrs. Boxer, proposes an amendment numbered 2094.
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that reading of the 
amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
option, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
Strike line 1 on page 353 through line 16 on page 357.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who 
yields time?
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, we 
have a 30-minute agreement on this, 
but perhaps before it, it is a very 
straightforward, simple amendment, 
we may be able to do it in less time 
than that, and I hope we can.
Right now, the United States totally 
dominates the foreign arms market. 
We sell 65 percent of all the arms in 
international trade. We also have four separate methods of financing these 
sales which help maintain our position of 
dominance.
First of all, the Arms Export Control 
Act allows the President to commit the 
U.S. Government to a loan guarantee 
or a grant.
Second the Export-Import Bank can 
finance any sale of technology as long 
as it is nonlethal. So we sell a lot of 
military hardware to countries that are 
financed by the Export-Import Bank.
Third we have foreign military fi-
nancing which is a part of the foreign 
armid bill. We pick out the countries and 
give them grants to buy our weapons. 
But there is $1 billion for you and $1 
 billion for you. Come and buy whatever 
weapons you want until you use up 
that $1 billion. We can also subsidize 
loans with this program.
Fourth we have foreign military 
sales. Under this program, the U.S. 
Government or a U.S. company sells 
arms to a foreign government.
The bill we are debating says four 
methods of financing arms are not 
enough. We have to have another one. 
And it directs with virtually no guid-
ance the Defense Department to set up 
a program exactly like OPIC. Senators 
know what OPIC is. You pay a little fee 
and you get your loan guarantee.
That is all there is to this amend-
ment. I say four is from Arizona 
and I have been with each other over these many 
years. And there is no better fighter, no more honest Member of our body, no person who brings more integrity to a 
debate, and I appreciate how fairly he 
raised this issue and gave us an oppor-
tunity to address it.
Mr. President, I would also like to 
commend our respective staffs, my col-
league from Connecticut for his staff, 
and mine, Bob Gillicash, who has done a 
tremendous job over the years on these 
issues, this one particularly and many 
others as well.
I urge adoption of the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time 
have been yielded back. The question is 
on agreeing to the amendment of the 
Senator from Connecticut in the sec-
ond degree.
The amendment (No. 2092) was agreed 
to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question now occurs on amendment No.
2091, as amended.
The amendment (No. 2091), as amend-
ed, was agreed to.
Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I move to 
reconsider the vote by which the 
amendment was agreed to.
Mr. LIEBERMAN. I move to lay that 
motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was 
agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. 2094
(Purpose: To strike the budget provision concerning Defense Export Loan Guarantees) 
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I send 
an amendment to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report the amendment.
The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Arizona [Mr. Bump-
ers], for himself, Mr. Fringold, Mr. Simon, 
and Mrs. Boxer, proposes an amendment numbered 2094.
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that reading of the 
amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
option, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who yields time?

Mr. KEMPTHORNE addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Idaho.

Mr. KEMPTHORNE, Mr. President, I yield myself 5 minutes.

Mr. President, the Bumpers amendment proposes to strike the language in the bill creating a self-financing defense export loan guarantee program at the Department of Defense. I underscore the fact that it is self-financing. All of the Members who support this measure also have a moral compass. The program provides financing to a very select list of countries for defense sales that meet all, all of the existing export controls and nonproliferation policies of the United States.

It is also important to note that this authority is not limited strictly to arms. In many cases American companies lose bids to maintain or upgrade previously sold U.S. military equipment because they cannot offer financing. The program in the defense authorization bill will allow U.S. companies and American workers to compete on a level playing field with our international competitors. Today, almost every major arms exporter provides financing to support the export of their domestic products and services. Indeed, some purchasers now make financing a requirement before a company can bid on a proposed purchase. The program is financed by fees paid by the buyer or the seller.

The list of eligible countries—and it was interesting Senator BUMPERS went down a list of a number of countries, but the list of eligible countries is limited to our NATO allies, nonmajor allies, Central European countries moving toward democracy, and selected members of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation Group. Of the 185 members of United Nations, we only allow 37 countries to be eligible for these loan guarantees.

I would ask unanimous consent that the list of these 37 countries be printed in the record.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

There being no objection, the list was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

LIST OF ELIGIBLE COUNTRIES

1. Albania.
2. Australia.
3. Belgium.
4. Brunei.
5. Bulgaria.
6. Canada.
7. Czech.
8. Denmark.
9. Egypt.
10. France.
11. Germany.
13. Hong Kong.
15. Iceland.
17. Israel.
18. Italy.
20. Luxembourg.
22. Netherlands.
23. New Zealand.
26. Poland.
27. Portugal.
28. Romania.
29. Singapore.
30. Slovakia.
31. Slovenia.
32. South Korea.
33. Spain.
34. Taiwan.
35. Thailand.
36. Turkey.
37. U.K.

Mr. KEMPTHORNE. When similar legislation was proposed 2 years ago, the Commerce Department and the Department of Defense expressed support for the export loan guarantee program. The American companies continue to lay off thousands of defense workers each month. This program will help us avoid paying unemployment to defense workers and help us preserve the U.S. defense industrial base.

That is a winning combination. At a time when U.S. procurement of military equipment has reached all-time lows and we are all familiar with that business such as ships, planes, and trucks, it makes sense to sell these systems to our friends and our allies assuming those countries qualify for the equipment under our existing export controls.

The House-passed defense authorization bill includes similar language, and in a strong bipartisan vote the House voted 276-152 to keep the language in the bill. So, I urge my colleagues to reject the Bumpers amendment and allow us to have this sort of bridge for our defense contractors and American workers.

With that, Mr. President, I would reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. DODD. Three minutes, 4 minutes.

Mr. THURMOND. How much time do you want?

Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I rise to oppose the amendment offered by the Senator from Arkansas [Mr. BUMPERS].

Mr. President, I do not believe that section 1053—defense export loan guarantees—should be deleted or amended in any way.

I believe the language in the bill strikes the right balance. It authorizes the Secretary of Defense to establish a program to issue export guarantees for financing of sales or long term leases of defense articles or services to certain countries.

Under the provision contained in the bill, U.S. companies would be eligible to seek export financing guarantees to countries that are members of NATO, to countries designated as major non-NATO allies, to countries in Central
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Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I yield the floor and reserve the remainder of my time.
Europe, provided the Secretary of State has first designated such country as having a democratic government, and to certain non-communist member countries of the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) organization.

The provisions won't be free. Companies will be required to pay appropriate fees and interest charges comparable to those that non-defense exporters are charged by the U.S. Export/Import Bank.

During a period of reduced funding for purchases of weapons systems and other defense equipment, I believe that defense exports can make a significant difference with respect to whether our domestic industrial base will be sustained at levels sufficient to protect our national security.

I would remind my colleagues that we are not going to be the first country to offer such a program. We are way behind the French and the British, and behind our German competitors.

In 1989, I was successful in getting a much narrower defense export financing program operational for 1 year—fiscal year 1990. During the brief life of that program, a United States company recognized for its leadership on this program under this law. I refer you to Senator BUMPERS, of Arkansas. It would remove a very important program from the bill we have discussed in our committee and on the floor for the last several years.

According to studies conducted by the Office of Technology Assessment and others, the defense industry is laying off 20,000 workers every month and will continue to do so every month throughout the decade. One way to preserve these jobs is to help our industries export more defense products to our friends and allies. The loan guarantees is the one way to put U.S. defense contractors on a level playing field with our foreign competitors.

Other countries such as France and Great Britain provide such finance guarantees to their industries, and we should do likewise. The loan guarantee program established section 1053 is a no-cost program for U.S. taxpayers. The eligible countries are restricted to 37 of our allies and friends, and the controls on the sales of sensitive technologies are in no way relaxed.

I urge my colleagues to reject this amendment.

Mr. LIEBERMAN. Mr. President, will the Senator from South Carolina yield?

Mr. THURMOND. How long?

Mr. LIEBERMAN. No more than 5 minutes.

Mr. THURMOND. Can you go with less than that?

Mr. LIEBERMAN. I will try my best.

Mr. THURMOND. I yield 3 minutes.

Mr. LIEBERMAN. The Senator is a tough negotiator. I thank the Senator from South Carolina.

As my colleagues before me have said, I thank the Senator from Idaho for his leadership on this issue and oppose the amendment offered by Senator BUMPERS. The point is that this is an attempt to help the defense industry of our country and our defense workers whose jobs are endangered for a reason that we are happy about, the end of the cold war. But they are not happy about it. And we ought to try the keep that base alive by helping them sell abroad.

The fact is that there is no source of export financing for arms exports available to American firms except at high commercial rates. The fact is that other countries are helping their firms dramatically with financing. I can give you one example. In Connecticut, where a Connecticut company actually moved over 70 good jobs from Connecticut to India last month. The Canadian Government offers.

Mr. President, this program is not only self-financing but it is limited. Let me come back to the references that my friend from Arkansas made to Burundi and Chad and Senegal and to certain non-communist high-risk countries are ruled out of participation in this program under this law. I refer my friend from Arkansas to section...
2540 of the bill. You have to be a member of NATO. You have to be a country designated as a major non-NATO ally. I think we are thinking here of countries like Israel. You have to be a country in Central Europe that has changed its form of government, and you have to be a non-Communist country that was a member nation of the Asian Pacific Economic Cooperation group, which includes countries like Korea, Singapore, etc. This is a good program: self-financing, no risk, jobs: protect the military industrial base. I urge my colleagues to vote against the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who yields time?

Mr. REID addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Nevada.

PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR

Mr. REID. I would ask if everyone would withhold while I ask for the unanimous-consent request. I ask unanimous consent that Larry Ferderber a congressional fellow assigned to my office be allowed floor privileges during the pendency of the action.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, in just a moment I will yield to my good friend from Maryland, but I just want to make a couple of points.

You know, the Senator from Connecticut just talked about jobs. I have to tell you this is one place where I disagree with him. Most of all arguments is to create jobs so we can sell weapons abroad.

As I said, those weapons always have a tendency to get into terrorist hands. They get into all kinds of hands. They wind up half the time being used against us. And in addition to that, an awful lot of the arms sales in this country are quid pro quo. We will sell you so many weapons, but we will also create so many jobs in your country that you will be other than in the United States. It is a trade-off.

And when it comes to who is creditworthy, you have Mexico. We are bailing them out right now. They are eligible to buy weapons under this. Chile, they are eligible. All of the Pacific rim, 37 nations on here. I promise you even some of those nations in Central Europe are lousy credit risks. They are fine and we wish them well, but they are a lousy credit risk. We have no business setting up yet a fifth way to sell weapons in addition to the four we already have.

Finally, let me just read this White House position for whatever this is worth to my colleagues.

"The Department of Defense and the Secretary of Defense to establish a program to issue loan guarantees and surety against losses arising from the financing of defense exports to certain countries. The administration opposes this program because the administration has not found it necessary given the availability of existing authority for transactions of this type and the substantial American presence in international markets for military equipment."

Mr. President, I yield 4 minutes to my distinguished friend from Maryland, Mr. SARBANES.

Mr. SARBANES addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Maryland.

Mr. President, I rise in very strong support of the Bumpers amendment. I hear all these assertions by the opponents of this amendment that it is necessary in order to make the United States competitive in the international arms market. The reality is we dominate the international arms market.

Second, I hear it asserted in some way as though there is no risk here. I think the term "self-financing" was used as though this thing is absolutely certain to pay its way. Clearly, that is not the case. Why are they seeking a Government guarantee? They are seeking a Government guarantee in order to insure against the risk which they otherwise would encounter in the private market. So, obviously, there is some risk connected with these arms sales; in some instances, potentially very heavy and substantial risks.

As my colleague from Arkansas has pointed out, there are a series of programs right now to encourage these arms sales. Others say what these other countries do. None of these other countries have anything like a foreign military loan program and a foreign military gift program the way the United States are already making very substantial provision for arms sales. Of course, those programs are very tightly controlled and circumscribed to ensure that the national interests of the United States are provided for.

The administration has not sought this. It is my understanding that the Pentagon—in fact, I will ask my colleague from Arkansas, is it, in fact, correct that the Department of Defense is resistant to the proposal?

Mr. BUMPERS. Absolutely. The Department of Defense says it is not needed, and the administration says it is not needed. As the Senator said, we have 53 percent of the arms market now, head ed for 55 percent. It is not as though we are not competitive.

Mr. SARBANES. That is the worldwide market. If you isolate some of the areas, including some of the areas that are covered in this bill, the U.S. percentage rises substantially over that.

Mr. BUMPERS. Exponentially. I yield the floor to Mr. SARBANES.

Mr. SARBANES. A lot of the places that it does not, a lot of the NATO producers make their own arms. You standardize their products and you direct that to meet their standardization purposes.

Some of the countries provided for here are high-risk countries—a country in Central Europe that recently changed its form of government, financially those are high-risk countries. Some of the Asian countries carry risks with them.

I am not quite clear where this comes from. The administration does not want it. They are not proposing it. They are resistant to it. We dominate the international arms market. I understand the makers of arms want as many underwrites as they can possibly find. I think that is a given, and Members will recognize that. But whether it is wise to use money this way and to incur these kinds of risks by these guarantees, obviously there is a risk connected, and the provision recognizes that. To get up and assert somehow that this is a freebie, in every respect defies the basic rationale of the provision that is in the bill. So I urge my colleagues to support the Bumpers amendment. We ought not to start down this path. We have dealt with this issue before.

Let me simply say this. The last time we had such a provision in the law, it was extended out to cover other countries as well. When it first comes before you, it gives you a short list. Then the next year that list gets added to. Then the year after that, it gets added to. And pretty soon they say, "Well, we have to make this comprehensive now. We have covered so many countries that there is an insult connected with leaving a country out from this program." So then you make it comprehensive.

That is exactly what will happen—I am prepared to predict that on the floor tonight—if this provision stays in the legislation. I hope my colleagues will support the Bumpers amendment.

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Mr. President, I rise today to oppose the amendment offered by the Senator from Arkansas [Mr. Bumpers] that would eliminate the defense export loan guarantee provision in this bill.

I believe that the loan guarantee provision will help maintain and may help to create jobs as our Nation reduces defense spending here at home. By aiding the sale of "made in the USA" military items to our close allies, we can lessen the pain of defense downsizing for hundreds of thousands of defense and aerospace workers across the country.

The entire Nation and, in particular, my home State of California, has been hard hit by defense downsizing; not to mention the recent base realignment and closure list. Hundreds of thousands of defense related jobs have been lost in California in the last 2 years, and this number is sadly expected to number.

Continued exports of defense goods is vital to maintaining California's industrial resources. We can help to ease the transition for defense and aerospace
workers by providing these loan guarantees, by establishing defense conversion programs, and through other initiatives. It is our duty to help in any way we can to provide good, high-quality jobs for the hundreds of thousands of dedicated workers who have contributed to U.S. national security.

The defense export loan guarantee provision in this bill does not, in any way, eliminate the many existing safeguards that protect against risky proliferation. Loan guarantees would be limited to friendly countries specified in the bill—including our NATO allies, major non-NATO allies, the democratic states of Eastern Europe, and the member nations of Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APFEC). Further, congressional oversight of these foreign military sales would not be lessened. All foreign military sales would still have to be reviewed by Congress as required by the Arms Export Control Act.

This defense export loan guarantee program offers an opportunity to assist our defense workers and improve our economy. I strongly believe that this provision is vital to our defense and aerospace industry and is essential to the preservation of hundreds of thousands of high-quality, good-paying jobs in California and throughout the nation.

I urge my colleagues to support this provision and oppose the Bumpers amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who yields time?

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I yield 2 minutes to the Senator from Idaho.

Mr. KEMPThORNE. Mr. President, I thank the Chairman of the Armed Services Committee for his courtesy.

We continually hear references to a variety of countries. I just want to drive the point home. The list of the 37 countries that are eligible for these loan guarantees are allies and friends. You can keep reading all the countries all night long, but there are only 37 that are eligible, and also those 37 countries come under the entire export control and nonproliferation policy of the United States.

This language simply grants the authority to the administration to allow the loan guarantees. It does not require the administration to do so. It is an authority to do so.

So, Mr. President, again, I urge my colleagues to reject this amendment because the language is here that is going to finally accomplish what we have been setting out to do for a number of years.

With that, I yield back the remainder of my time.

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I yield the remaining 3 minutes to the distinguished Senator from Connecticut.

Mr. DICERMAN. Mr. President, I thank the distinguished chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee. I must say that I do not understand the opposition to this program that the Senator from Idaho and I and the Senator from Colorado have sponsored. We have the model for this in the private sector. It is the Eximbank, and it works very well to put American companies on a level playing field and protect American jobs.

Look, if somehow we were on the verge of achieving disarmament worldwide, I would say we should not be the only country out there selling weapons. The fact is, there is an active market out there. We should use our one hand behind our manufacturers when they go out to compete with other countries' manufacturers for contracts?

The fact is that we have a lot on the line. We have some defense companies that could close up and make our country less secure in the future, undercut our industrial base. The fact is, we could lose thousands of jobs without this kind of support. So I do not apologize. I think this is just giving the Department of Defense an asset to protect defense companies and the people who work for them and put us on an even playing field with other manufacturers around the world.

My friend from Idaho is absolutely right. Everything done here must be licensed under the Export Administration. There is no danger of proliferation in that sense. And I come back and say, Mexico was mentioned by the Senator from Arkansas, Chile was mentioned. They simply would not qualify. Of those 37 countries, the program mechanics are structured so that defaults are very, very unlikely.

I think this bill is good for America's national security and good for those who work in America and will not at all increase the proliferation of weapons throughout the world.

I thank the Chair. I hope my colleagues will vote against the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who yields time?

Mr. THURMOND. Since time has expired on both sides, I ask for the yeas and nays on this amendment.

Mr. BUMPERS. How much time do I have remaining?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Arkansas has 1 minute.

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I heard some ingenious arguments, but the Senator from Connecticut saying we need to level the playing field when we already have 53 percent of the market headed for 60 percent is ingenious. I do not know how much more you can level this field.

But I would like to ask, on my time, the Senator from Idaho to tell me one country that we are going to finance under this provision that cannot buy weapons right now and to which you would want to provide loan guarantees.

Name one.

Mr. KEMPThORNE. If the Senator will yield, Greece and Turkey are two countries.
Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, as we debate the fiscal year 1996 National Defense authorization bill, I want to join with my friend and colleague, the distinguished junior Senator from Idaho, in commending the Navy for its successful utilization of the Small Business Innovation Research Program in its development of the multipurpose processor. The multipurpose processor will be used to reduce risk and provide affordable technology for the new nuclear submarine, which will be developed within the next few years, as well as for the current U.S. submarine fleet.

Mr. KEMPThORNE. Mr. President, I agree with my colleague, the distinguished Senator from Virginia. The Senate demand that we continually look for the most cost-effective solutions to our problems. That fact is particularly true with regard to Defense spending. The multipurpose processor is truly a cost-effective and worthwhile program. It will provide our submarine fleet with a common open system processor which allows rapid insertion of advanced technologies while also protecting our precious investments in complex software. I therefore join with Senator WARNER in commending the Navy for its initiative and leadership in this area.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I thank the distinguished Senator from Idaho, with whom I have the distinct pleasure of serving on both the Armed Services and the Small Business Committees. It is indeed noteworthy that the two of us are engaging in this colloquy because the multipurpose processor program combines the best interests of our Nation's defense with those of American small business. Many innovative products developed by small business have contributed significantly to the strength of our Armed Forces over the years and I trust, with continued congressional support for the Small Business Innovation Research Program, they will continue to do so well into the future.

Mr. KEMPThORNE. Mr. President, I agree with my colleague on that point as well. The continued success of American small business is vitally important to the economic health of our Nation. The multipurpose processor program is an important example of how a small business, Digital System Resources, Inc., has made an important contribution to the Nation's defense. Appropriately, American small business has every opportunity to continue to make contributions to the national defense as well as to the other sectors of our economy.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I rise to enter into a colloquy with the distinguished majority leader and the chairman of the committee.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, if I could have my colleagues' attention? If I can just suggest the absence after a quorum for 1 minute, we are about to type out the consent agreement. If we can reach an agreement there will be no more votes this evening. If not, we will just have to work through it. I suggest the absence of a quorum.

Mr. COHEN. This is on the ABM Treaty. Mr. NUNN, I did not hear the request.

Mr. DODD. I thank my colleague for his time. It is my understanding that the committee staff has reviewed the measure and has approved it. Specifically, this amendment seeks to restore funding to the Air Force Reserve operations and maintenance account for restoration of civilian manpower and airlift operations support.

The U.S. Air Force Reserve has historically provided service-wide critical airlift and logistics support to our national defense. A perfect example of this effort is the military airlift capability for our forces. With over 70 percent of our national medical aircrew manpower coming from the active Air Force Reserves, reductions in operations and maintenance at this point seems perilous.

Mr. DOLE. I have to agree with my colleague. I think Members would be interested to know that almost 45 percent of all heavy lift performed by the Air Force is provided by Air Force Reserve crewmembers. Another 25 percent occupy tactical airlift cockpits. There is no question where our Nation turns in time or need for airlift support.

Mr. DODD. I could not agree more. The Air Force Reserve is the very backbone of our national airlift and I ask my colleagues to join with me in this amendment to restore the necessary and requested funds to maintain this vital program.

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I thank my colleagues for raising this important issue. I had previously directed the respective committee staff to review this matter and have included a funding adjustment in the manager's amendment. This adjustment would add $10 million to the Air Force Reserve account and reduce the Department of Defense wide activities by $10 million.

Mr. DOLE. I thank my colleague and good friend from South Carolina.

Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I join my friend from Connecticut in thanking the distinguished Senator and chairman of the committee for his cooperation.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The majority leader.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, if I could have my colleagues' attention? Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DODD. Mr. President, let me indicate to my colleagues that there will probably be additional votes tonight.

Mr. DOLE. Thirty minutes equally divided—15 equally divided.

Mr. FORD. On what?

Mr. COHEN. This is on the ABM Treaty.

Mr. NUNN. I did not hear the request.

Mr. DOLE. Fifteen minutes equally divided on a Cohen amendment. Is there any objection to that?

Mr. NUNN. I would suggest 30 minutes because most people on this side have not read the amendment.

Mr. DOLE. Thirty minutes equally divided.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DOLE. No second-degree amendment. That would be followed by an amendment by the Senator from Georgia, Senator NUNN. As I understand, there is not any time agreement on
that so we do not know when that vote will come. So that we will do those two tonight at least.

UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT
This is the time agreement we wanted to obtain earlier. We could not do that. So I ask unanimous consent that tomorrow, after consultation with the managers—they can determine when to bring it up—Senator THURMOND be recognized to offer an amendment regarding title XXXI of the bill, that immediately after the reading of the amendment, Senator EXON be recognized to offer a second-degree amendment to the Thurmond amendment, and that there be 45 minutes of debate under the control of Senator THURMOND and 90 minutes of debate under the control of Senator EXON; further, that following the expiration or yielding of time, the Exon amendment be laid aside and Senator REID be recognized to offer his amendment on tritium on which there be 60 minutes, to be divided 40 minutes under the control of Senator REID and 20 minutes under the control of Senator THURMOND; and following that, the debate, the amendment be laid aside and Senator MCCAIN be recognized to offer an amendment on competition, on which there be 10 minutes for debate, to be equally divided in the usual form; to be followed by a vote on or in relation to the Exon amendment, to be followed by a vote on or in relation to the Reid amendment, to be followed by a vote on or in relation to the McCain amendment, to be followed by a vote on the Thurmond amendment, as amended, if amended.

So we are talking about four amendments.

Mr. REID. Mr. President, reserving the right to object, everything is right except in the transcription, 45 should be 70 under the control of Senator THURMOND and 70.

Mr. DOLE. I said 90—

Mr. BRYAN. Seventy, Mr. Leader, under the control of Senator THURMOND.

Mr. DOLE. Did I short him? Good. I gave him 45 minutes.

He wants 70.

Mr. REID. We talked about that all night.

Mr. DOLE. Make that 70 instead of 45.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection? The Chair hears none, and it is so ordered.

Mr. COHEN. Hopefully, when this happens tomorrow sometime, we will not take all this time, but we may. That would be 3 hours plus four votes. You are talking about a big, big time.

I would also ask consent—to accommodate Senator BUMPERS—that following the disposition of this agreement, whenever it occurs, the previous unanimous consent, Senator BUMPERS offer his amendment on defense fireworks, 1 hour of debate to be equally divided in the usual form, no second-degree amendment in order, and that following the conclusion or yielding back of time, the Senate vote on or in relation to the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DOLE. Now, I might say to my colleagues, I know there are dozens of amendments out there. We are trying to accommodate those who have the shortest times for amendments. We have 20 minutes equally divided or 30 minutes. We will try to rotate back and forth. It seems to me, if we are going to finish the bill, if everybody gets 2 hours, 3 hours, 4 hours, it is going to be 4 o'clock tomorrow afternoon before we take up 2 or 3 amendments or whether we can be on this bill Saturday.

I am not certain when we will get back on the bill. Senator THURMOND needs to leave tomorrow for an important family matter on Saturday. We will have votes on Saturday. We will be on at least one or two appropriations bills. If we should, by some miracle, finish this bill early tomorrow, we could go to Treasury-Postal tomorrow evening. If not, that will begin hopefully about Saturday morning. And there are two amendments there that may require some debate. Beyond that, it should not take very long, according to the managers.

Following that, it would be our intention to move to welfare or to the Work Opportunity Act, or the Interior Appropriations bill.

So somebody asked me, what about Saturday. We have been saying for the last 2 weeks there will be votes on this. The day after tomorrow is Saturday, and there will be votes on Saturday, August 5.

AMENDMENT NO. 2089

Mr. COHEN addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Maine.

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, I have an amendment at the desk which originally was designated as being cosponsored by Senator NUNN. That was in error. Senator NUNN is not a cosponsor of the amendment. I sent to the desk an amendment that I would ask unanimous consent that his name be withdrawn as a cosponsor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. COHEN, Mr. President, I have requested that the entire amendment not be read, but let me just point to the basic purpose behind the amendment and some of the pertinent language.

Mr. President, we had extended debate during the morning and afternoon dealing with the ABM Treaty. Senator LEVIN spent, I believe, roughly 6 or 7 hours debating this issue. And I think it has been resolved on a close vote but nonetheless resolved.

I had intended and now do offer this amendment for the purpose of at least clarifying what my intent was in supporting the legislation as it was developed by the Armed Services Committee in the DOD authorization bill.

Basically, I believe it should be our policy to develop a defensive capability against a limited or accidental launch of a nuclear weapon against the United States. I believe we have an absolute obligation to the American people to say that in the event that anyone were so mad as to launch an ICBM toward the United States or one should be launched accidentally, we ought to have the minimum capability of destroying that missile before it arrives on U.S. soil.

I find it really quite astonishing to think that we would represent to the American people that a missile someplace has been fired—by accident or by miscalculation or madness, it is on its way to New York City, Washington, DC, Los Angeles, you name the city or town, and we have absolutely no way of stopping it. The best we can do is tell you that we will try to minimize the casualties; we will try to evacuate as quickly as possible after catastrophic damage has been done.

I think that is unacceptable to the American people given the fact that we are witnessing the proliferation of missile technology on a fairly pervasive basis. And so what this amendment does is to express the sense of Congress on this matter.

Given the fundamental responsibility of the Government of the United States to protect the security of the U.S., the increasingly serious threat posed to the United States by the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, ballistic missile technology, and the effect this threat could have in constraining the options of the United States to act in time of crisis, it is the sense of Congress that:

1) it is in the supreme interest of the United States to defend itself from the threat of limited ballistic missile attack, whatever its source;

2) the deployment of a multiple-site ground-based national missile defense system to protect against limited ballistic missile attack can strengthen strategic stability and deterrence;

3) the policies, programs and requirements of subtitle C of title II of this Act can be accomplished through processes specified within, or consistent with, the ABM Treaty, which anticipates the need and provides the mechanism for amendment to the treaty.

Mr. President, what I am saying in this amendment is that whatever we do, we can do it consistent with the treaty, I want to stay within the limits of the treaty. The treaty allows us to seek to negotiate changes.

Originally we had a multiple-site ABM Treaty, two sites. We renegotiated it down to one site. With the changes of circumstances throughout the world, what we are asking is that we encourage the President to go to the Russians and the United States to have a effective capability against limited ballistic missile threats.

And so in this amendment the President is urged “to initiate negotiations with the Russian Federation to amend the ABM Treaty as necessary to provide for the national missile defense system as specified in section 235” to protect us from a limited ballistic attack.

And “(5)—and here is another key point—
If the negotiations fail, the President is urged to consult with the Senate about the option of withdrawing the United States from the ABM Treaty in accordance with provisions of the treaty.

Mr. President, basically what this amendment says is, there is a potential threat that we ought to be facing and that we should seek to negotiate amendments to the ABM Treaty. That is contemplated by the treaty itself. So I am urging the President to seek to negotiate with the Russians, and in the event he is unsuccessful in those negotiations to gain amendments allowing the deployment by each party of a limited system, that he then come back to the Senate and consult with the Senate about whether we should stay in the ABM Treaty as it originally stands now or whether we ought to opt out as the treaty allows us to do.

So this is a sense of the Senate that we ought to proceed with this system, that we ought to encourage the President and urge him to go and meet with the Russians and their negotiators to renegotiate the ABM Treaty to allow the deployment of a land-based system with multiple sites that would protect us against a small, launch or accidental, certainly not against an all-out attack by the Russians, but a limited type attack, so we can have the capability to defend ourselves.

We urge the President to do this, seek to have this treaty, in the event he is unsuccessful, we ask that he turn to the Senate and at least consult with us as to whether we should stay in the treaty or get out of the treaty.

Mr. President, I believe that is a fair expression of the sentiment that was expressed during the debates within the Armed Services Committee. I believe it is a fair expression of the sentiment on this side of the aisle. I reserve the remainder of my time.

Mr. NUNN. Addressed the Chair. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who yields time?

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, I urge all Members on both sides of the aisle to read this, of course, because some people may disagree with it, parts of it, particularly on my side of the aisle.

I do not disagree with anything in the Cohen resolution. I think it is helpful in the sense that it points in the right direction for the President to negotiate changes rather than simply assert that there is no threat. That is clear on the graph. I think also that it is the correct procedure for the negotiations. If the negotiations fail with the Russians, the President is urged to consult with the Senate about the option of withdrawing. In the event the ABM Treaty under provision of article XV of the treaty.

I agree with some of the findings. Some of the people on this side of the aisle may not agree with the findings. I do. This is very close to what we had in the Missile Defense Act that Senator WARMAN defended 2 or 3 years ago in the Missile Defense Act.

What is the problem with it? There is no problem with it that would keep me from voting for it, but it does not correct any of the things that we pointed out as being what we considered —most of us on this side and a few on that side of the aisle—to be fatal flaws with the bill itself. What it does not do because it is a sense-of-the-Senate resolution, it does not change the operative provisions in the underlying bill. And the operative provisions have the force of law. So we have got sense-of-the-Senate legislation that cannot by its very nature change the force of law.

So anyone who thinks there are problems in the underlying bill would not be comforted by this. This does not cure the problem. That is the reason I have not cosponsored it, not because I am not going to vote for it, not because it is not in the right direction, because it is. But it does not change the operative provisions of the bill which establish a number of legal restrictions on the President. This is, I believe, the first time I have seen provisions that restrict the President as to what he can negotiate. The underlying bill restricts the President of the United States in terms of his ability to negotiate.

Now, I believe that will be challenged by many as unconstitutional. I do not try to make a judgment on it. But I imagine that those in the executive branch would assert it is unconstitutional on its face. Whether that is the case or not, in my view it is bad policy, because if the United States cannot negotiate, who can? We do not have a negotiating team from the U.S. Senate that I know of. We have an arms control observer group, but we make it clear we never negotiate; we simply discuss. So if the President cannot negotiate these changes, even if they are changes that the majority wants, how do we get changes in the treaty?

The Cohen amendment deals with one end. And think it appropriately says the President should negotiate the amendments to the ABM Treaty as necessary to provide for the national missile defense system specified in section 235. So the sense-of-the-Senate resolution does urge him to move in that direction.

The restrictions on negotiations of the President, however, do not relate to that section; they relate to the section that we talked about at length earlier in the evening on the demarcation point between theater ballistic missiles and strategic ballistic missiles. And the defense against strategic ballistic missiles is that restricted by the ABM Treaty. The provision on theater ballistic missiles is not.

And that demarcation point is defined in the underlying bill as a matter of law, and the President in the underlying bill is told that he cannot negotiate on that point. He cannot do any thing on that point. And, therefore, I do not know how the Russians would ever accept that.

Now, maybe no one cares whether they accept it or not. But as I said earlier today, I do not think they have the option to go to defenses at this stage because of their economic condition. What they do have the option to do, and what they have said repeatedly they will do. So unless you believe they will not do what they are going to do, there is nothing in this amendment that changes the problem of the bill. And that is, it encourages, in fact it makes it clear to the Russians that we are going to move forward notwithstanding any concerns they may have on the ABM Treaty and that we will not comply with ABM Treaty in certain respects. And if they want to take action, then they will take action.

What action will they take? In my opinion they will simply not ratify START II. They will not, in my view, continue to draw down their missile force under START I.

So, inadvertently, in the name of defending the United States and the people in the United States, the underlying bill, in my view, almost, not quite, because you cannot ever predict certainly a foreign country's behavior, but it almost assures that the United States will end up with thousands of more missiles pointed at this country than we would otherwise have. I do not see how that improves our defense.

We are basically saying we want to move forward in 10 years to defend against threats that may be here in 10 years, that are not here now. But the threat that is here now, that is, the SS-18's the SS-24's that are pointed at us now that we want to take down, and the two Republican presidents have negotiated successfully to get the Russians to take down, we do not worry about that threat. It is now being dismantled. We put provisions in here that are likely to require or at least to encourage the Russians to keep those missiles pointed at us. I do not see how I can go home and tell my people that I supported an amendment in a bill that is likely to keep thousands of missiles that we have described as the foremost threat that is aimed at the United States that we spent 15 to 20 years trying to figure out how to either negate through a deterrence policy, through a policy of negotiations, one way or the other, either through defenses or negotiation that we finally had two Republican Presidents, President Reagan and President Bush, succeed in concluding those negotiations—one of them is now being implemented, START I, the other is pending in the Russian Duma and in the Senate.

So we are going to put a provision in here that says to the Russians, "We are going to go ahead anyway. And we are going to disregard the ABM Treaty. But you do what you choose." I think what they are going to choose to do is keep those missiles pointed at us. Now maybe 10 years from now will be the next START date. But understand, we are only talking about a thin defense, a thin defense against a few missiles and a Third
Mr. President, I will vote for the Cohen amendment. It does not cure the underlying defects in the bill. I will have another amendment, in all likelihood. It depends on whether I have a chance to get it adopted. If I do not, then I will vote the bill as it is now and people can make their choice. But if I do have a chance to have it adopted, I will have an amendment that sets forth very clearly what our policy is. Sincerely what that would be is to have a system to defend us against unauthorised launches that protects against accidental launches, that protects against a third country defense, but that does so in compliance with the ABM Treaty.

Second, we ask the President to try to amend the ABM Treaty with amendments that would allow us to deploy that kind of system.

Mr. President, I happen to agree with the demarcation point. But I do not want the President to be prevented from saying to the Russians, “This is what the Congress thinks and I would like for you to sign up to this.” We preclude him from even doing that. He cannot negotiate anything. I do not believe that provision will stand, because I do not think it will become law. But if it does become law, I think it probably will be challenged on constitutional grounds. Nevertheless, that is where we are.

I urge my colleagues to agree with the findings in the Cohen amendment, to vote for it, because I think the provisions make us step in the right direction, but it does not cure what I consider to be fatal flaws of the underlying provisions.

Mr. President, I yield the floor. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Senator NUNN has 12 minutes; Senator THURMOND 4 minutes.

Mr. NUNN. How much time do I have?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Four minutes and 40 seconds.

Mr. NUNN. I yield 3 minutes to the Senator from Michigan.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, in addition to the fact this amendment highlights the flaws in the underlying legislation because of what it does not address, it still leaves the President’s hands tied. He cannot negotiate. It still commits us to deploy a system which is in violation of the ABM Treaty. That all remains. But in addition to actually highlighting the flaws of the underlying bill and not curing it, this resolution raises two questions in my mind.

First, it says that the President is urged to initiate negotiations with the Russian Federation to amend the ABM Treaty. The underlying bill also has sense-of-the-Senate language which is exactly the opposite, which says the President should cease all efforts to modify U.S. obligations under the ABM Treaty. The Cohen language says initiate it, presumably as soon as you can. In section 1, the President is urged to initiate negotiations to amend the treaty. The bill, which is left untouched, has sense-of-the-Senate language which says cease all efforts until the Senate has completed its review process. It is just totally inconsistent with the underlying language. That is No. 1. But No. 2 is a question to my good friend from Maine.

When the resolution says that it is in the supreme interest of the United States to have a system here, there are 195, 35 amendments that can be accepted, some on each side of the aisle. They are willing to stay here, and that will take a big amount of the amendments that are pending.

We now changed our list and, hopefully, before we go out tonight or tomorrow morning, we will have an agreement these will be the only amendments in order. That will at least give us a finite list. It is pretty long. We have 195-sect amendments at everybody wants 2 hours. So I do not think we can make that by tomorrow night, the way I look at it. But you have to be optimistic around here. I
So the amendment (No. 2099) was agreed to.

Mr. COHEN. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote.

Mr. WARNER. I move to lay that motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was adopted.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, at this time the manager of the bill, the distinguished chairman of the Armed Services Committee, Senator THURMOND, together with the ranking member, were anxious to accept a number of amendments which have been cleared on both sides. I anticipate we will undertake to do that in just a matter of a minute or two.

Mr. President, if I could draw the attention of my distinguished colleague to an amendment by the Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. CHAFFEE] which I believe has been cleared on both sides.

Mr. NUNN. The Senator from Virginia is correct. That amendment has been cleared. If you will give us just one minute, we will make sure we have the right amendment.

Amendment No. 2095

(Purpose: To improve the section establishing uniform national discharge standards for the control of water pollution from vessels of the Armed Forces.)

Mr. WARNER. On behalf of the Senator from Virginia [Mr. WARNER], for Mr. CHAFFEE, for himself, and Mr. WARNER, proposes an amendment numbered 2095.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that reading of the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:

The Senator from Virginia [Mr. WARNER], for Mr. CHAFFEE, for himself, and Mr. WARNER, proposes an amendment numbered 2095.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that reading of the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

(The text of the amendment is printed in today's RECORD under "Amendments Submitted.")

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I ask the clerk note that I am acting on behalf of the chairman of the Armed Services Committee, Mr. THURMOND, and all amendments have been accepted to the desk in Mr. THURMOND's name.

Mr. CHAFFEE. Mr. President, this bill includes an amendment to the Clean Water Act based on a 5-year effort by the Navy to develop environmental standards that would apply to the non-sewage discharges from its ships. The Navy has a goal of building and operating environmentally sound ships and this amendment to the Clean Water Act will help them reach that goal.

The Clean Water Act amendment in his bill was developed by the Navy and the Coast Guard. The committee then reported an original bill, S. 1033, on July 13. The amendment that Senator WARNER and I are offering to the DOD authorization bill today is the text of the bill reported by the Environment and Public Works Committee. The committee then reported an original bill, S. 1033, on July 13. The amendment that Senator WARNER and I are offering to the DOD authorization bill today is the text of the bill reported by the Environment and Public Works Committee to address those concerns. The committee then reported an original bill, S. 1033, on July 13. The amendment that Senator WARNER and I are offering to the DOD authorization bill today is the text of the bill reported by the Environment and Public Works Committee to address those concerns. The committee then reported an original bill, S. 1033, on July 13. The amendment that Senator WARNER and I are offering to the DOD authorization bill today is the text of the bill reported by the Environment and Public Works Committee to address those concerns.

With that said, let me address the substance of this amendment for a moment.

Even though vessels are considered point sources of pollution under the Clean Water Act, EPA regulations have exempted many discharges from the permit requirements of the act. Currently, sewage discharges are regulated under section 312 of the Clean Water Act. It requires that each vessel be equipped with a marine sanitation device to treat sewage before it is discharged.

But many of the other wastewaters like graywater from showers and sinks, bilge water from the hold of the ship, wastewater from the boiler or water from cleaning the deck or equipment are not regulated under the Clean Water Act. Some coastal States have taken an interest in these discharges, but there is no comprehensive Federal program.

The amendment we are offering requires the Secretary of Defense and the Administrator of EPA to act jointly to...
identify the non-sewage discharges from ships that need attention.

For each discharge that has a significant adverse impact, EPA and DOD would identify an appropriation pollution control technology or management practice that could reduce the pollution.

These standards would only apply to ships of the Armed Forces and the Coast Guard.

Once the Federal regulations are in place, the States would be preempted. A State could not impose its own, inconsistent, regulations. But if a State identified a particularly sensitive coastal or marine area, it could establish a so-called “no-discharge zone” where all discharges of a particular type would be banned.

Mr. President, the Navy is to be congratulated for this effort. It will improve water quality in our estuaries and ocean waters. I am pleased that the Senate has moved this legislation quickly to assist the Navy in its efforts.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, this amendment has been cleared on this side of the aisle. I urge its adoption.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I think it is appropriate now to call for the vote.

THE PRESIDING OFFICER. If there be no further debate, the question is on agreeing to the amendment.

The amendment (No. 2096) was agreed to.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, the motion to table is agreed to.

The motion to lay on the table was agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. 2096
(Purpose: To make funds available for the Troops to Teachers program and the Troops to Cops program)

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, I inquire of my friend from Virginia. We have two amendments I would like to present. They have been cleared, but I want to check with my friend before I send them to the desk, by Senator PHYOR and Senator FEINSTEIN.

The two amendments coupled together are the “Troops to Teachers” and the “Troops to Cops” program. The amendments provide $42 million for the “Troops to Teachers” program, offset from excess military personnel funds, and provides $10 million for the “Troops to Cops” program, offset from the same source. Mr. President, “Troops to Teachers” was created by the National Defense Authorization Act for fiscal year 1993 as part of the Transition Assistance Program, designed to help service members affected by downsizing.

Troops to Cops was added to the National Defense Authorization Act for fiscal year 1994. Individuals can receive a $5,000 stipend to assist in obtaining the necessary training and certification.

In addition, if a service member is part of an early 15-year retirement, the individual will receive time or credit for up to 5 years if he or she completes 5 years of teaching or law enforcement assignment.

That was an amendment that I proposed that became law, and I think it is working quite well.

The school systems or law enforcement agencies that hire a participant receives funds to assist in paying the salary ranging from up to $25,000 for an individual’s first year down to $3,500 for an individual’s fifth year.

There is a win-program benefit-benefiting separating service members, helping them get employment, and helping our Nation. Frankly, we will never have this reservoir of talented people coming out into the job market from the military in this number of people in any period in the future that I can envision at this point because this is part of the drawdown in our military. We have literally tens of thousands of people in the military that are extremely well qualified in math and science and languages, and encouraging them and facilitating them going into teaching and going into law enforcement at the local level and helping the States and local government, not only helping the State and local government but helping the military and strengthening our Nation.

So these amendments provide for prudent steps.

Troops to Teachers receives $65 million in fiscal year 1995. This amendment calls for $42 million, which is a reduced program. The drawdown is being reduced.

These will not be permanent programs. After you get through the drawdown and you level off the military personnel, then you would not, in all likelihood, have these programs.

The Troops to Cops program receives $15 million in fiscal year 1995. This amendment calls for $10 million, which is a substantial reduction.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, I send an amendment to the desk and ask for its consideration.

THE PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:

The Senator from Georgia [Mr. NUNN], for Mr. PHYOR for himself, and Mrs. FEINSTEIN, proposes an amendment numbered 2096, on page 137, after line 24, add the following:

SEC. 388. FUNDING FOR TROOPS TO TEACHERS PROGRAM AND TROOPS TO COPS PROGRAM.

(a) FUNDING.—Of the amount authorized to be appropriated under section 411—

(1) $22,000,000 shall be available for the Troops-to-Teachers program; and

(2) $10,000,000 shall be available for the Troops-to-Cops program.

(b) DEFINITION.—In this section:

(1) The term “Troops-to-Cops program” means the program of assistance to separated members of the Armed Forces to obtain employment with law enforcement agencies established, or carried out, under section 1152 of title 10, United States Code.

(2) The term “Troops-to-Teachers program” means the program of assistance to
Mr. President, that is exactly what this program is all about—helping military personnel make the transition into a productive life in public service. These individuals are the centerpiece of the program.

Eliminating funding for Troops to Teach would mean turning our backs on the military service members who served their country on the battlefield, and who now want to continue their service in the classroom. This program truly deserves our full support.

### TROOPS TO COPS

**Mrs. FEINSTEIN.** Mr. President, I rise today in support of the amendment offered by the Senator from Arkansas which provides $10 million for the Troops-to-Teachers Program and $42 million for the Troops-to-Teachers Program. I am happy to be an original cosponsor of this important amendment.

Senator Pryor has discussed the Troops-to-Teachers Program, and I would like to focus on the Troops-to-Cops Program.

The program—administered by the Justice Department in coordination with the Department of Defense—provides $5,000 per officer for training to hire former military personnel as law enforcement officers. This funding can be used to support the following: tuition at a police training academy; costs of local “compliance” training if the veteran attended an out-of-state police academy; and costs of specialized training in community policing.

Local law enforcement agencies can use Troops to Cops funds to pay for training of eligible recently separated military personnel.

Troops to Cops was initially authorized in the 1994 DOD authorization bill. Last year, the Appropriations Committee provided $15 million for this program. The fiscal year 1995 funding level will provide local police departments to hire former military personnel as law enforcement officers. I am proposing to provide $10 million more in fiscal year 1996 to provide training for 2,000 more.

For an investment of $25 million over 2 years, Congress has an opportunity to help provide good jobs for our former military personnel and make our streets safer. In my view, few Government programs offer such a win-win scenario as this program does. Troops to Cops serve two important needs: It helps our communities recruit quality law enforcement officers; At the same time it utilizes the tremendous wealth of skilled military personnel who are transitioning to new jobs as a result of defense downsizing.

Troops to Cops is a transitional benefit for troops affected by downsizing. In fiscal year 1994 alone, 291,000 troops were separated from the armed forces.

The Department of Justice is in the process of administering this program as a part of the overall COPS Program. Applications for the funds are due on August 15, 1995, and the COPS office anticipates making its awards by the end of September. The delay in implementation of this program is due to the emphasis on actually getting the crime bill’s funding for officers to the police and sheriffs’ departments. Troops to Cops is follow-on funding to help make the program work.

The Department of Justice is expected applications for this program to far exceed the ability they have to provide funding. And, the Department of Defense expects the demand among military personnel to far exceed the ability they have to provide funding that is currently available for Troops to Cops.

According to the Defense Department’s Office of Transition Support and Services, one of the most asked about post-military careers at DOD job fairs is law enforcement. Many veterans want to work in law enforcement, and police and sheriffs departments are often eager to hire them.

The $52 million authorized by this amendment on top of the funding would be fully offset. According to the Congressional Budget Office, section 431 of the bill contains $32 million more than is needed to implement the military personnel programs of the Department of Defense. So, this amendment will not increase spending over the original Armed Services Committee proposal.

The Troops-to-Cops Program is supported by a variety of cities, police departments and veterans organizations, including: National Association of Chiefs of Police; National Association of State Broadcasters; National League of Cities; National Governors Association; city of Long Beach, CA; Los Angeles County Professional Peace Officers Association; city of Virginia Beach, VA; city of Los Angeles; city and county of Denver, CO; city of Miami, FL; Non-Commissioned Officers Association of the U.S.; Los Angeles Police Protective League; and The American Legion.

Troops to Cops is a win-win program for defense conversion and law enforcement. First, it provides financial assistance for defense conversion and helps our communities recruit quality teachers. Second, it attracts quality teachers.
salary costs in decreasing increments. This allows the school system the time to find the means of paying for that teacher’s salary.

The statistics back up the value of the Troops-to-Teachers Program. Over 8,000 individuals have applied to the program. Over 800 individuals are currently undergoing certification training in 45 states; Over 300 individuals have been hired so far in 35 States; 150 school districts nationwide are employing participants in this program.

Clearly, this program is a winner for all involved, both the men and women who have served their country and our children who are going to benefit from not just their teaching abilities, but their service as role models. I strongly support efforts to make sure that this program continues.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, we are prepared to accept the amendment. It is acceptable.

Mr. NUNN. I thank the Senator.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, the amendment I propose today requires the Secretary of Defense to review the ammunition procurement and management programs of the Department of Defense. The review will include an assessment of the following matters:

(A) The practicability and desirability of using integrated budget planning among the Armed Forces for the procurement of ammunition.

(B) The capability of the ammunition production facilities of the United States to meet the ammunition requirements of the Armed Forces.

(C) The practicability and desirability of privatizing such ammunition production facilities.

(D) The practicability and desirability of using integrated budget planning among the Armed Forces for the procurement of ammunition.

(E) The practicability and desirability of establishing an advocate within the Department of Defense with respect to ammunition industrial base matters who shall be responsible for:

(1) Establishing the quantity and price of ammunition procured by the Armed Forces;

(2) Establishing and implementing policy to secure the continuing viability of the ammunition industrial base in the United States.

MUNITIONS INDUSTRIAL BASE

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, the amendment I propose today requires the Secretary of Defense to conduct a review of the ammunition procurement and management programs of the Department of Defense. The munitions industrial base has undergone dramatic reductions in the years following the Vietnam war. Built principally during World War II, the base consisted of a large number of expansive, government-owned manufacturing plants combined with hundreds of private sector major component and end-item manufacturing plants, and thousands of second and third tier subcontract facilities, all designed to produce large volumes of munitions to fight another worldwide conflict. The end of the cold war triggered a comprehensive reassessment and restructuring of the national security strategy. Concurrently, the ammunition requirements of the Armed Forces were precipitously reduced and the production of ammunition declined to the lowest level since before the Vietnam war. This reduced business for the industrial base has decimated what was once a versatile, robust, and energetic industry. Of the 286 major munitions companies which existed in 1978 only 52 are projected to be in business by the end of 1995, an 82 percent reduction. At the same time the Government ownership of production facilities has shrunk by over 40 percent and those changes which will reduce the cost to the U.S. Government of providing munitions to our Armed Forces both in peace and during war while making the industrial base more responsive to our war fighters’ needs.

Mr. WARNER. I believe this amendment has been cleared by the other side.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, this amendment has been cleared on this side. I urge the Senate to approve the amendment.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I urge adoption of the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator from Kansas.

The amendment (No. 2097) was agreed to.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote by which the amendment was agreed to.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, I move to lay that motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. 2097

(Purpose: To ensure the preservation of the ammunition industrial base of the United States)

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, on behalf of the distinguished majority leader, the Senator from Kansas, Mr. DOLE, I offer an amendment which pertains to ammunition procurement and management. I send the amendment to the desk and ask for its consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:

The Senate from Virginia (Mr. WARNER), for Mr. DOLE, proposes an amendment numbered 2097.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that reading of the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:

On page 314, between lines 11 and 12, insert the following:

SEC. 823. PRESERVATION OF AMMUNITION INDUSTRIAL BASE

(A) Review of Ammunition Procurement and Management Programs.—(1) Not later than 30 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Defense shall commence a review of the ammunition procurement and management programs of the Department of Defense, including the planning, budgeting for, budgeting for, and carrying out of such programs.

(2) The review under paragraph (1) shall include an assessment of the following matters:

(A) The practicability and desirability of using centralized procurement practices to procure all ammunition required by the Armed Forces.

(B) The capability of the ammunition production facilities of the United States to meet the ammunition requirements of the Armed Forces.

(C) The practicability and desirability of privatizing such ammunition production facilities.

(D) The practicability and desirability of using integrated budget planning among the Armed Forces for the procurement of ammunition.

(E) The practicability and desirability of establishing an advocate within the Department of Defense with respect to ammunition industrial base matters who shall be responsible for:

(1) Establishing the quantity and price of ammunition procured by the Armed Forces;

(2) Establishing and implementing policy to ensure the continuing viability of the ammunition industrial base in the United States.

(b) Review of Ammunition Procurement and Management Programs.—(1) Not later than 30 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Defense shall commence a review of the ammunition procurement and management programs of the Department of Defense, including the planning, including the plan-
that, during or after the period described in paragraph (1) and before the date of the enactment of this Act, was authorized by law or under the regulations of the Department of Defense or the military department concerned to be awarded to a person for an act, achievement, or service performed by that person while serving on active duty.

(b) REVIEW OF AWARD RECOMMENDATIONS.—

(1) The Secretary of each military department shall review all recommendations for awards of decorations for acts, achievements, or service described in subsection (a)(1) that have been received by the Secretary during the period of the review.

(2) The Secretary shall begin the review within 90 days of the enactment of this Act and shall complete the review within one year after such date.

(3) The Secretary may use the same process for carrying out the review as the Secretary uses for reviewing other recommendations for awarding decorations to members of the armed forces or armed forces under the Secretary’s jurisdiction for acts, achievements, or service.

(4) The Secretary may reject a recommendation if the Secretary determines that there is a justifiable basis for concluding that the recommendation is spurious.

(5) The Secretary shall take reasonable actions to publicize widely the opportunity to recommend awards of decorations under this section.

(b)(6)(A) Upon completing the review, the Secretary shall submit a report on the review to the Committee on Armed Services of the Senate and the Committee on National Security of the House of Representatives.

(B) The report shall contain the following information on each recommendation for an award reviewed:

(i) A summary of the recommendation.

(ii) The findings resulting from the review.

(iii) The final action taken on the recommendation.

(iv) Administrative or legislative recommendations to improve award procedures with respect to military intelligence personnel.

(c) DEFINITION.—In this section, the term ‘‘active duty’’ has the meaning given such term in section 101(d)(1) of title 10, United States Code.

Military Intelligence Personnel Awards

Mr. AKAKA. Mr. President, I rise to offer an amendment that would improve section 543 of the pending measure, which concerns awards and decorations for military intelligence personnel.

As my colleagues are aware, recommendations for the Medal of Honor, Distinguished Service Cross, and other awards must be submitted and acted upon within a certain time frame. For example, the Medal of Honor must be recommended within 2 years of an act, and awarded within 3; for the Navy, the applicable dates are 3 years and 5 years, respectively. These limits were imposed by Congress to ensure that an award, and particularly the Medal of Honor, would be based on the most contemporaneous, and thus accurate, documentation.

While these time limits may be appropriate in the vast majority of cases, they are not always appropriate in the case of military intelligence personnel who, because of the secrecy of their missions, could not be considered for the Medal of Honor or other awards within the 3 or 5 year statutory period. The U.S. Army Intelligence Center, which administers the Military Intelligence Hall of Fame, cites a number of individuals who are members of the Hall who are in precisely this situation.

One example is the legendary COL Car Eifler, who performed extraordinary service during World War II, notably as the leader of the Detachment 101 of the Office of Strategic Services in Burma. Under his command, the secret commando unit operated behind enemy lines, harassing Japanese troops and organizing and training Burmese natives in espionage and sabotage.

During the course of the war, Detachment 101 cleared the enemy from a 10,000 square mile area, sabotaged the Japanese railway system, and gathered important intelligence on enemy activities and capabilities. COL Eifler displayed extraordinary personal courage on numerous occasions, including one instance in which he commanded a small unarmed vessel through 450 miles of Japanese controlled waters to rescue 10 crewmembers of a downed B-24 bomber in the Bay of Bengal.

While COL Eifler received several citations, the covert conditions under which he operated prevented him from being nominated for the Congressional Medal of Honor or the Distinguished Service Cross, either of which he clearly merits.

Another example is LTC Richard Sakakida, who served as an Army undercover agent in the Philippines during the Second World War. LTC Sakakida was captured by the Japanese shortly after the fall of Corregidor and subjected to excruciating torture; incredibly, he steadfastly refused to divulge his mission as an American intelligence agent. Later, after gaining the confidence of his captors, he established a spy network within Japanese Army headquarters and was able to send important combat intelligence to the Allies through Filipino guerrillas with whom he had recruited as couriers. Some of this information may have led to the destruction of a major Japanese naval task force preparing to invade Australia.

During this period, he also engineered the escape of hundreds of Filipino guerrillas from prison, yet he himself remained behind in order to continue his intelligence activities. Today, because his mission was undertaken in complete secrecy, and because his direct superiors died or were killed during the war, he was never considered for an award for valor. Yet, now that his mission has been revealed, he is ineligible for awards such as the Medal of Honor or Distinguished Service Cross because of the statutory deadlines that apply to such awards.

Mr. President, these are but two examples of military intelligence operatives whose courageous deeds have never been fully acknowledged. The U.S. Army Intelligence Center has...
identifying other deserving individuals who were overlooked because of secrecy. Undoubtedly there are others, less well known, who have never been recognized for their intelligence-related accomplishments.

Earliest, Mr. President, I had the pleasure of working with members of the Armed Services Committee on an initiative to assist deserving individuals such as COL Efier and LTC Sakakida. Due largely to the efforts of my friend and colleague, Senator Coats, the chairman of the Personnel Subcommittee, the committee approved a provision in the pending measure, section 543, that attempts to address this issue.

In brief, section 543 expresses the sense of the Senate that the military services should conduct a 1-year review of the records of military intelligence personnel to determine if they were prevented by the secrecy of their missions from being appropriately considered for the Medal of Honor, Distinguished Service Cross, and other awards. Based on the review, section 543 authorizes the services to approve awards for deserving individuals notwithstanding the statutory time limitations.

However, since the provision was reported from committee, a number of technical shortcomings have been pointed out to me by the military services as well as by military intelligence veterans organizations. I have solicited their suggestions for improving section 543 in the pending amendment. My amendment does several things:

First, it would require, rather than urge, the services to undertake the proposed review. Making the review mandatory is important because many of the affected individuals are veterans of World War II or Korea who are in their 70’s, 80’s and 90’s and not in the best of health. Mandating that the review be undertaken and completed by date certain rather than leaving it to the military’s discretion, would ensure that the cases of these older veterans will be considered before age takes its toll.

Second, rather than requiring the military services to review the records of all military intelligence personnel, which would involve examining potentially millions of documents and files—a monumental, perhaps impossible task—the amendment would simply require the services to review only the records of those individuals for whom recommendations have been received by the services during the 1-year period. That is to say, the onus would be on the individual, or his or her supporter, to apply for consideration during the review period. This would considerably ease the administrative burden and cost, that section 543 as currently drafted would impose on the military.

Third, my amendment would allow the service Secretaries to reject an application or recommendation if there is a justifiable basis for concluding that the application is specious. Again, the purpose of this particular provision is to make the services’ task easier by giving them the authority to reject at the outset any recommendation for an award that is, on its face, without merit.

Fourth, it would require the services to take reasonable steps to publicize the opportunity to apply for awards during the 1-year review period. It would be a sad state of affairs, Mr. President, if certain deserving individuals were overlooked by lack of notice of the review opportunity through lack of notification. The services have an obligation to ensure that potential awardees are informed of the opportunity to apply for an award or decoration.

Fifth, my amendment would require the services, upon completion of the review, to make any legislative or administrative recommendations to improve award procedures with respect to military intelligence personnel. These recommendations will be important in helping the service departments develop policies that will obviate problems of the kind which makes this legislation necessary.

Finally, I should note that my amendment is almost identical in form and substance to another provision in the committee bill, section 542, which concerns awards for service during the Vietnam era. Thus, I believe there is ample justification and precedent for the amendment I am offering. Certainly if Vietnam veterans deserve a chance to be reviewed for acts of heroism, military intelligence officers from other wars whose heroism has been long-overlooked should be accorded a similar opportunity.

Mr. President, we will soon be commemorating the 50th anniversary of V-J Day and World War II. I can think of no better way to honor the courage and sacrifice of the men and women who served our country as military intelligence officers during that conflict and in subsequent wars than to enact this amendment.

Thank you, Mr. President. I would like to thank the chairman and ranking member of the Personnel Subcommittee, Senator Coats and Senator Byrd, as well as the chairman and ranking member of the full Committee, Senator Thurmond and Senator Nunn, for their understanding and assistance on this matter. I would also like to recognize the efforts of their staff, including Andy Efier, P.T. Henry, and especially Charlie Abeil, for the tremendous support they provided my staff. I seek unanimous consent that copies of letters in support of this initiative from the commander of the U.S. Army Intelligence Command and the presidents of the Veterans of the Office of Strategic Services and the Association of Former Intelligence Officers, be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

---

DEAR SENATOR AKAKA,
Hart Senate Office Building, Washington, DC.

Senator Akaka, I appreciate your strong support concerning the Medal of Honor situation faced by Lieutenant Colonel Richard Sakakida, and several other of our unrecognized members of the Military Intelligence Corps from World War II.

I wholeheartedly concur that Lieutenant Colonel Richard Sakakida should be awarded the Medal of Honor for his valorous actions in covert operations during World War II. Unfortunately, Lieutenant Colonel Sakakida is not alone in his unrecognized heroism. Due to the sensitivity and classified nature of their missions, several other members and nominees of the Military Intelligence Corps Hall of Fame would certainly benefit from your legislation. These individuals include Master Sergeant Lorenzo Alverado, Specialist Harry Akane, Sergeant Peter de Pasqua, and Colonel Carl Efier. I support your efforts for legislation S. 566 that requires review of all World War II Military Intelligence personnel. Recognition for their accomplishments is long overdue.

If you require further assistance or background information, please contact Jim Chambers or Captain Vivian Santistevan, Office of the Chief of Military Intelligence, (502) 371-1781.

Sincerely,

Charles W. Thomas,
Brigadier General
VSOSS

DEAR SENATOR AKAKA,

Fort Huachuca, AZ.

Hon. Daniel K. Akaka

Congressional Record — Senate
August 3, 1995

Chief, Military Intelligence Corps
Department of the Army

Hon. Daniel K. Akaka
U.S. Senate, Hart Senate Office Building, Washington, DC.

Dear Senator Akaka:

I appreciate your concern for the recognition of our Intelligence Corps who were involved in covert operations during World War II. Unfortunately, many of our members were not recognized for the value they contributed to our country.

I wholeheartedly support legislation that would waive the time limits pertaining to the CMH and other medals for those individuals who, because of the secrecy of their operations, could and should have been recognized.

With all best wishes.

Yours truly,

Groffrey M.T. Jones,
President.
HON. DANIEL K. AKAKA,
U.S. Senate, Hart Building, Washington, DC.

Dear Senator Akaka:

As Executive Director of the Association of Former Intelligence Officers (AFIO), I endorse your efforts to secure recognition for military intelligence veterans.

I wholeheartedly encourage proposed legislation that would require the military services to review the records of military intelligence personnel who, because of the secrecy of their work, were never appropriately considered for the Medal of Honor, Distinguished Service Cross, or other award.

The military should be required to review the records only of those individuals who apply for review or whose applications are submitted on their behalf. These individuals could then be considered on a case-by-case basis. To ensure that the military reviews the applications in a timely manner, a statutory delimiting deadline for making a final determination should be imposed, perhaps one year from the date an application is received.

Thank you again for your work on behalf of military intelligence veterans.

Sincerely,

DAVID D. WHIPPLE,
Executive Director.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, this amendment establishes congressional findings concerning the potential for overlooking meritorious acts by those whose activities necessarily require secrecy.

This establishes a 1-year period for review of recommendations and requests for awards for the period from 1940 to 1990. The bill recognizes that persons deserving of awards may have been overlooked because their intelligence activities were necessarily secretive, it contains no provisions for review of existing procedures which are time consuming and not oriented toward cases which contain a presumption against reviewing cases more than 3 years old.

The provision establishes a limited time of 1 year and limits review to those requesting or recommended for such review.

I urge adoption of the amendment.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, the amendment is satisfactory.

I urge its adoption.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator from Hawaii.

The amendment (No. 2099) was agreed to.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote by which the amendment was agreed to.

Mr. WARNER. I move to lay that motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. 2100

(Purpose: To require the Secretary of the Army to review the records relating to the award of the Distinguished Service Cross to Asian-Americans and Native American Pacific Islanders for service in the Army during World War II to determine whether the award should be upgraded to the Medal of Honor)

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, I have another amendment by the Senator from Hawaii, Senator Akaka. This amendment would require a review of awards to Asian-Americans and native American Pacific Islanders during World War II. It requires the review of awards to African-Americans to determine whether they should be upgraded.

The Army should maintain a review of World War II awards of the Distinguished Service Cross to determine whether any should be upgraded to the Medal of Honor. The review is requested based on a concern that some awards may have been downgraded due to prejudice.

The amendment requests a similar review of awards to native American Pacific Islanders in view of the possible prejudice at that time against these groups.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:

The Senator from Georgia (Mr. Nunn), for Mr. Akaka, proposes an amendment numbered 2100.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that reading of the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:

SEC. 544. REVIEW REGARDING AWARDS OF DISTINGUISHED-SERVICE CROSS TO ASIAN-AMERICANS AND PACIFIC ISLANDERS FOR CERTAIN WORLD WAR II SERVICE.

(a) REVIEW REQUIRED.—The Secretary of the Army shall:

(1) review the records relating to the award of the Distinguished-Service Cross to Asian-Americans and Native American Pacific Islanders for service as members of the Army during World War II in order to determine whether the award should be upgraded to the Medal of Honor; and

(2) submit to the President a recommenda-

tion that the President award a Medal of Honor to each such person for which the Sec-

retary determines an upgrade to be appropriate.

(b) WAIVER OF TIME LIMITATIONS.—The President is authorized to award a Medal of Honor to any person referred to in subsection (a) in accordance with a recom-

mendation of the Secretary of the Army submitted under that subsection. The fol-

lowing restrictions do not apply in the case of any such person:

(1) Sections 3744 and 8744 of title 10, United States Code.

(2) Any regulation or other administrative restriction on

(A) the time for awarding a Medal of Honor; or

(B) the awarding of a Medal of Honor for service for which a Distinguished-Service Cross has been awarded.

(c) DEFINITION. In this section:

(1) The term “Native American Pacific Islander” means a Native Hawaiian and any other Native American Pacific Islander within the meaning of the Native American Programs Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 2291 et seq.).

(2) The term “World War II” has the mean-

ing given that term in section 101(b) of title 38, United States Code.

REQUESTING THE REVIEW OF DISTINCTED-SERVICE CROSS AWARDS TO ASIAN-AMERICANS AND NATIVE AMERICAN PACIFIC ISLANDERS DURING WORLD WAR II

Mr. AKAKA. Mr. President, I rise to offer an amendment to S. 1026, the fiscal year 1996 Department of Defense authorization bill. The amendment directs the Secretary of the Army to review the service records of Asian-Americans and Native American Pacific Islanders who received the Distinguished Service Cross to determine whether the award should be upgraded to the Medal of Honor.

Under the direction of then-Acting Secretary John Shannon, the Army is reviewing all Distinguished Service Cross (DSC) awards given to African-American soldiers during World War II to determine whether any of these cases merited an upgrade to the Congressional Medal of Honor (CMH).

Mr. President, I offer my amendment to ensure that the Army conducts a similar study for Asian-Americans and Pacific Islanders who served during World War II. I am deeply concerned that this group of Americans may have also been discriminated against in the awarding of the CMH. The internment of Japanese-Americans during World War II is a clear indication of the bias that existed at the time. This hostile climate may have impacted the decision to award the military’s highest honor to Asians, particularly Japanese-Americans.

The famed 100th Infantry Battalion/442d Regimental Combat Team, which performed extraordinary deeds in Europe, has the unique distinction of being the most highly decorated unit of its size in American history. In fact, 47 individuals of the 442d Regimental Combat Team received the DSC. However, only one Japanese-American who served during World War II received the CMH: this award was given posthumously after the war only when concerns were raised that not one American of Japanese descent who served in World War II had received the medal.

Mr. President, my amendment only serves to ensure fairness for Asian-Americans and Pacific Islanders who so gallantly served their country during World War II. As we celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the Allied victory over the Axis powers, I think it is timely and appropriate that we undertake such a initiative. I hope that my colleagues will support this important amendment.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, we find the amendment satisfactory and urge its adoption.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator from Hawaii, No. 2100.

The amendment (No. 2100) was agreed to.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote.

Mr. NUNN. I move to lay that motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was agreed to.
The Uniformed Services Treatment Facilities and the Department of Defense concur in this change. I understand this amendment is agreed to on both sides.

Thank you, Mr. President.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, I urge adoption of the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator from Indiana.

The amendment (No. 2101) was agreed to.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote.

Mr. NUNN. I move to lay that motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was agreed to.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report the amendment.

The legislative clerk read as follows:

The Senator from Virginia [Mr. WARNER], for Mr. COATS, proposes amendment numbered 2102.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that reading of the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:

Begin and strike out line 200, strike out line 12 and all that follows through page 291, line 14, and insert in lieu thereof the following:

SEC. 723. APPLICABILITY OF CHAMPUS PAYMENT RULES TO CERTAIN CASES.

Section 1074 of title 10, United States Code, is amended by adding at the end the following:

"(d)(1) The Secretary of Defense, after consultation with the other administering Secretaries, may by regulation require a private CHAMPUS provider to apply the CHAMPUS payment rules (subject to any modifications considered appropriate by the Secretary) in imposing charges for health care that the provider provides outside thecatchment area of a Uniformed Services Treatment Facility to a member of the uniformed services who is enrolled in a health care plan of the Uniformed Services Treatment Facility.

"(2) In this subsection:

"(A) The term ‘private CHAMPUS provider’ means a facility or health care provider that is a health care provider under the Civilian Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services.

"(B) The term ‘CHAMPUS payment rules’ means the payment rules referred to in subsection (c).

"(C) The term ‘Uniformed Services Treatment Facility’ means a facility deemed to be a facility of the uniformed services under section 911(a) of the Military Construction Authorization Act, 1982 (42 U.S.C. 248c(a))."

Mr. COATS. Mr. President, I send an amendment to the desk and ask for its immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report the amendment.

The legislative clerk read as follows:

The Senator from Virginia [Mr. WARNER], for Mr. COATS, proposes amendment numbered 2102:

On page 285, line 14, strike out "January 1, 1995" and insert in lieu thereof "October 1, 1995."

Mr. COATS. Mr. President, I send an amendment to the desk and ask for immediate consideration.

This amendment modifies section 712, provision of TRICARE uniform benefits by uniformed services treatment facilities, to change the date before which those enrolled in a USTF program would not be required to convert to the uniform benefit.

Section 712 currently would grant father those enrolled in a USTF health care program on or before January 1, 1995. This amendment would change this date to October 1, 1995. This change will enable the USTF’s to enroll eligible personnel in the August–September 1995 enrollment period under the current benefit program. Any enrollment after October 1, 1995, would be subject to the TRICARE uniform benefit.

I understand this amendment is agreed to on both sides.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, I urge adoption of the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there further debate?

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, I urge adoption of the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator from Indiana.
recommendations of the Pentagon or stay with the existing depot policy.

Once again, I wish to thank the members and staff of the Senate Armed Services Committee and Senator Inhofe for their cooperation and assistance in having this amendment included in the bill.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, I support the Nickles amendment, which will strengthen the bill’s provisions on depot maintenance workload.

Section 311 of the bill requires the Secretary of Defense to submit to Congress a comprehensive policy on the performance of depot-level maintenance and repair not later than March 31, 1996.

The policy must: First, define purpose of public depots; second, provide for performance of core capabilities at public depots; third, provide sufficient personnel, equipment, and facilities at public depots; fourth, address environmental liability; fifth provide for public-private competition when there is sufficient potential for realizing cost savings based on adequate private sector competition and technical capabilities; sixth require merit-based selection when workload of a depot is changed; seventh provide transition provisions for persons in DOD depots; and eighth address related issues on exchange of technical data, efficiency, and effects on the Federal workforce.

The bill makes it clear that no change in workload assigned to the private sector be subject to adequate private sector competition.

The importance of GAO report has been demonstrated in the base closure process, where their data provided important perspective to the BRAC Commission.

While there may well be opportunities for increased contractor participation, these should be developed on the basis of careful analysis, not theoretical beliefs. Depot-level maintenance activities are essential to wartime readiness and sustainability. The current system has proved to be highly effective in meeting national security needs, and should not be subjected to significant changes without a clear understanding of the consequences of a new policy.

At the confirmation hearing for Deputy Secretary of Defense John White, he was closely questioned about the recommendations of the Roles and Missions Commission concerning privatization in depot workload.

He acknowledged that the Commission did not conduct a comprehensive analysis of specific DOD functions to determine which should be privatized; that the recommendation reflected a general philosophical approach; that the Commission did not conduct a specific definition of the inherently governmental functions that should not be privatized; and that the Commission had not identified the core concept of what core capabilities should be retained; that there had been no analysis of the efficiency and effectiveness of current depots; and that the Commission did not have a specific plan for transitioning from public to private entities.

He also agreed that it was very important to ensure that any workload assigned to the private sector be subject to adequate private sector competition.

GAO review is needed to ensure that any changes in policy are developed on the basis of sound analysis rather than abstract philosophy.

Mr. INHOFE. Mr. President, I wish to express my thanks to Senator Thurmond and the staff of the Armed Services Committee for their diligence in working with Senator Nickles and me and our staffs on this amendment.

This amendment requires the General Accounting Office to review the DOD report on depot maintenance required in the National Defense Authorization Act of 1995 (S. 1026), and report their findings to Congress within 45 days of the date of the report.

This is a common sense, non-controversial amendment. It simply provides a second opinion for members of Congress when the time comes to review the Department of Defense’s recommended changes. This additional review will help Members sort through this complicated subject.

Again, I thank the members and staff of the Armed Services Committee for their assistance in having this amendment included in the bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there is no further debate, the question is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator from Oklahoma.

The amendment (No. 2103) was agreed to.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote.

Mr. NUNN. I move to lay that motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. 2104 (Purpose: To make various amendments to the provisions relating to the Naval Petroleum Reserve)

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, on behalf of the Senators McCain and Bingaman and Campbell, I send an amendment to the desk. This amendment further strengthens the safeguards established to ensure minimum value—excuse me, that would be maximum value, to ensure maximum value, Mr. President, to the taxpayers as a consequence of the sale of the Naval Petroleum Reserve. It is my understanding this amendment has been cleared on the other side.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, it is cleared as long as that word is ‘maximum’ value.

Mr. WARNER. That is correct.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report.

Mr. NUNN. I urge it be adopted.

The legislative clerk read as follows: The Senator from Virginia [Mr. Warner], for Mr. McCain, for himself, Mr. Brown, Mr. Bingaman, and Mr. Campbell, proposes an amendment numbered 2104.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that reading of the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:

On page 572, line 19, strike out “three months” and insert in lieu thereof “five months”.

On page 573, line 11, strike out “fair market”.

On page 574, beginning on line 9, strike out “In setting that price, the Secretary, in consultation with the Director, may consider” and insert in lieu thereof “The Secretary may not set the minimum acceptable price below”.

On page 574, at the end of line 19, insert the following: “Notwithstanding section 7433(b) of this title, costs and fees of retaining the investment banker shall be paid out of the proceeds of the sale of the reserve”.

On page 574, line 22, insert “or contracts” after “contract”.

On page 575, line 3, insert “or contracts” after “contract”.

On page 575, line 17, insert “or contracts” after “contract”.

On page 576, line 11, by inserting “or purchasers (as the case may be)” after “purchaser”.

On page 578, line 17, by inserting “or purchasers (as the case may be)” after “purchaser”.

On page 579, line 4, strike out “a contract” and insert in lieu thereof “any contract”.

On page 579, line 12, insert after “reserve” the following: “or any subcomponent thereof”.

On page 579, line 16, insert “or parcel” after “reserve”.

On page 584, strike out line 11, and insert in lieu thereof the following: “The Committees.”

“(m) Oversight.—The Comptroller General shall monitor the actions of the Secretary relating to the sale of the reserve and report to the Committee on Armed Services of the Senate and the Committee on National Security of the House of Representatives any findings on such actions that the Comptroller General considers appropriate to report to such committees.”

“OP REQUISITION OF SERVICES.—The Secretary may enter into contracts for the acquisition of services required under this section under the authority of paragraph (7) of section 303(c) of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 (41 U.S.C. 253(c)), except that the notification required under subparagraph (B) of such paragraph for each contract shall be submitted to Congress not less than 7 days before the award of the contract.

“(o) Reconsideration of Process of Sale.—If during the course of the sale of the reserve the Secretary of Energy and the Director of the Office of Management and Budget jointly determine that—

(1) the sale is proceeding in a manner inconsistent with achievement of a sale price that reflects the full value of the reserve, or
(B) A course of action other than the immediate sale of the reserve is in the best interests of the United States, the Secretary shall submit a notification of the determination to the Committee on Armed Services of the Senate and the Committee on National Security and on Commerce of the House of Representatives.

(2) After the Secretary submits a notification under paragraph (1), the Secretary may not complete the sale the reserve under this section unless there is enacted a joint resolution—

(a) that is introduced after the date on which the notification is received by the committees referred to in such paragraph;

(b) that does not have a preamble;

(c) that the joint resolution clause of which reads only as follows: "That the Secretary of Energy shall proceed with activities to sell Naval Petroleum Reserve Numbered 1 in accordance with section 7261a of title 10, United States Code, notwithstanding the determination set forth in the notification submitted to Congress by the Secretary of Energy on

(3) Subsection (k), except for paragraph (1) of such subsection, shall apply to sell Naval Petroleum Reserve Numbered 1.

(3) An examination of the value to be determined under subparagraph (A) or (B) that is introduced after the date on which the notification is received by the committees referred to in subparagraphs (A) or (B) of paragraph (1) may be made.

SEC. 3302. FUTURE OF NAVAL PETROLEUM RESERVES OTHER THAN NAVAL PETROLEUM RESERVE NUMBERED 1.

(a) STUDY OF FUTURE OF PETROLEUM RESERVES.—(1) The Secretary of Energy shall conduct a study to determine which of the following options, or combination of options, would maximize the value of the naval petroleum reserves to or for the United States:

(A) Transfer of all or a part of the naval petroleum reserves to the jurisdiction of the United States in the naval petroleum reserves.

(B) Lease of the naval petroleum reserves consistent with the provisions of such Acts.

(C) Sale of the interest of the United States in the oil industry, of the fair market value with customary property valuation practices, of the interest of the United States in the naval petroleum reserves.

(D) Title of which is as follows:

(2) After the Secretary submits a notification under paragraph (1), the Secretary may not complete the sale the reserve under this section unless there is enacted a joint resolution—

(a) that is introduced after the date on which the notification is received by the committees referred to in such paragraph;

(b) that does not have a preamble;

(c) that the joint resolution clause of which reads only as follows: "That the determination set forth in the notifica-

(d) the title of which is as follows: ‘Joint resolution approving continuation of actions to sell Naval Petroleum Reserve Numbered 1.’

(3) Subsection (k), except for paragraph (1) of such subsection, shall apply to sell Naval Petroleum Reserve Numbered 1.

(3) An examination of the value to be determined under subparagraph (A) or (B) that is introduced after the date on which the notification is received by the committees referred to in subparagraphs (A) or (B) of paragraph (1) may be made.

SEC. 3303. NAVAL PETROLEUM RESERVES DEFINED.—For purposes of this section, the term ‘naval petroleum reserves’ has the meaning given that term in section 7420(d) of title 10, United States Code, except that such term does not include Naval Petroleum Reserve Numbered 1.

Mr. McCaIN. Mr. President, I wanted to commend the Senator from New Mexico for his diligent work regarding this amendment. It takes another important step toward ensuring that the taxpayer receives a fair value for the reserve.

The debate regarding the sale of the Naval Petroleum Reserve is not a new one. As my colleagues know, the sale of the reserve was proposed by the Reagan, Bush, and now Clinton administration. President Clinton’s budget reads ‘Producing and selling this oil for the value it is a commercial, not a governmental activity, which is more appropriately performed by the private sector.’ The sale of the reserve is advocated by groups like the National Taxpayers Union, the CATO institute and the Heritage Foundation. Furthermore, this year’s Budget Act directs the sale of the reserve in fiscal year 1996.

I want to make it clear that my goal, Senator Bingaman’s goal and the goal of those who have been to sell this asset in a manner that protects the taxpayer and disposes the asset in a completely fair and open process that gives advantage to no one. To achieve this, the bill includes several provisions to ensure the Federal Government receives the maximum value for the field.

Specifically, the bill directs the Secretary of Energy to hire five independent assessors to establish a value for the naval gas field. In consultation with the Office of Management and Budget, must use these assessments when establishing a minimum bid. The Secretary is not permitted to accept an offer below the minimum bid price.

The independent assessors are required to include in the value of the field factors such as the equipment and facilities to be included in the sale, the estimated quantity of petroleum and natural gas in the reserve, and the anticipated revenue stream that the Treasury would receive from the reserve if it were not sold, as well as all other considerations affecting the value of the reserve.

The bill also requires consultation with several other agencies with expertise in these matters. It directs the Secretary to consult with the General Services Administration to ensure that the bidding process is open. In identifying the highest offer, the Secretary is required to consult with the Secretary of the Treasury and the Director of the Office of Management and Budget.

The Senate bill also includes a provision to address compliance with deadlines. In the event the Secretary is unable to comply with the timeliness identified in the bill, the Secretary in consultation with the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) is required to notify both the House National Security and Senate Armed Services Committees and submit a revised plan to complete the sale.

It has been suggested that the sale proceeds in pieces or as one unit, whichever returns the best value to the taxpayers. Finally, the legislation requires a 31-day delay before the Secretary can finalize an agreement to accept the highest offer. This delay allows the Congress to stop the sale if it is deemed not to be in the best interest of the taxpayer and the Federal Government.

In the event there is only a single bidder, a joint resolution of Congress would be required before approval of the sale.

It has always been the committee’s intention to do everything possible to ensure that the legislation results in the highest return for the Federal Government and dispenses of this property in the fairest manner possible. The committee reported legislation, contains many safeguards to help ensure that the interests of the taxpayer and the Nation are protected in the disposition of this asset.

The amendment which I have crafted with Senator Bingaman goes even further. The amendment provides increased oversight of the sale by directing the General Accounting Office to monitor all aspects of the sale and report to the Armed Services Committee and the House National Security Committee.

We have also clarified the process for establishing the minimum bid. The value established by the five independent assessors is based on the net present value of the reserve adjusted for any anticipated increases in tax revenues that would result if the reserve were sold. The Secretary is restricted from selecting a minimum bid price less than that value. This will ensure that the value received for the Elk Hills site is fair to the Federal Government.

It also directs the Secretary of Energy to proceed in conjunction with the Director of the Office of Management and Budget to notify the House National Security Committee and the Senate Armed Services Committee if the sale is proceeding in a manner that will yield the maximum value for the Federal Government or if they determine that another course of action will receive a better value for the Federal Government.

Once that notification has been made, the sale could not be completed unless the Congress approves a joint resolution in support of the bill. This would allow the administration the opportunity throughout this process to suggest an alternative way to deal with the reserve.

Mr. President, the overriding concern of the committee was to ensure that all
the taxpayers receive the maximum value for the reserve. We have taken several steps to accomplish this goal. The sale of this asset involves five Federal agencies in the sale of the reserve. It allows Congress to review the sale of the reserve for a month before it is finalized. In the event of a single bidder it requires our approval. Finally, it directs the Secretary and the Director of OMB to notify us if the sale is proceeding properly or if they have a better way of dealing with the reserve.

As I said earlier, the debate regarding the Naval Petroleum Reserve has been going on for a long time. The passage of the Defense Authorization Act will not end this debate. We still have to work this bill out in conference with the House. In addition, we will have to address this issue during the budget reconciliation debate because this provision still falls short of the budget instructions. During the course of debate I look forward to the suggestions of my colleagues to further improve this bill. I hope my colleagues will join Senator BINGAMAN and me in supporting this amendment.

Mr. BINGAMAN. Mr. President, I want to thank the senior Senator from Arizona for his willingness to work with me on this amendment. This amendment basically puts every safeguard the Armed Services Committee staff or Senator McCain's staff or Senator Campbell's staff or my staff has come up with. We have been working on the Elk Hills sale since the end of last year and know that if the sale is rushed, R. Scott Fosler, president of the National Academy of Public Administration, has testified to serious concerns about the pace of this sale. The National Academy of Public Administration has testified to serious concerns about selling the reserve in 1 year and about whether the taxpayers will get their money. We have not rushed. R. Scott Fosler, president of the National Academy of Public Administration, wrote Senator THURMOND on July 20 with his comments on the provision in the current bill. Let me cite the key paragraph in that letter:

Every study of the management or privatization of Elk Hills has documented the complexity of the process of divestment. There are stubborn issues involving equity finalization, a potential bidder very cautious. The exact share of the field which the Government owns and which Chevron owns is in question. The amount of oil in the field is in question. The State of California has a suit in the courts regarding that State's interest in the field.

For all of these reasons, Mr. President, Senator MCCAIN and I and others have produced a provision that I believe is a significant improvement on the provisions of the House version of this bill. And perhaps with the help of the budget committees, we will be able to improve it further in conference on this bill or in the reconciliation bill where this matter will also be dealt with.

Mr. President, I urge the adoption of the amendment.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. President, I want to thank the committee chairman, Senator THURMOND, and the ranking member, Senator NUNN, for work with me and with the senior Senator from Colorado to craft an amendment to the bill concerning the Naval Oil Shale Reserves.

Section 3302 of the bill before us today would direct the Secretary of Energy to study the Naval Oil Shale Reserves and the Naval Petroleum Reserves, with the exception of the NPR 1 at Elk Hills, for the purpose of determining how the Federal Government, and the U.S. taxpayer, would best be served in the management and disposition of these reserves.

I support that goal. Last year the Energy Committee, of which I am a member, passed my bill which would have directly transferred jurisdiction over the Naval Oil Shale Reserves from the Department of the Interior to the Department of Energy. Mr. President, this amendment gives the Secretary of Energy the authority to stop the sale and report to the Congress if the sale is turning out to be a bad deal. It gives the Secretary flexibility to seek additional funds from the Treasury. The amendment also sets up similar procedures for the sale of the oil shale reserves. Finally, Mr. President, this amendment contains several provisions to streamline the sale which have been requested by the Department of Energy to allow the sale to proceed as closely as possible to the schedule mandated by the Budget Committee.

Mr. President, in conclusion, I wish to commend Senator MCCAIN again for his effort to make the best of this situation. Decisions were made for his Readiness Subcommittee by the Budget Committee. He now has to implement those decisions and the provisions in our bill as reported and the improvements being made today by this amendment represent his and the committee as a whole's best effort to do that given the information we had available in late June and now in early August.

The Armed Services Committee does not normally deal with selling Government assets and certainly we are not experts in oil field transactions. We have produced a provision that I believe is a significant improvement on the provision in the House version of this bill. And perhaps with the help of the budget committees, we will be able to improve it further in conference on this bill or in the reconciliation bill where this matter will also be dealt with.
The Department of Energy began a protection of public resources, the Department of Energy asked, and I strongly agreed, that the study of the oil shale reserves must end and we should move expeditiously to develop these resources.

I have worked very carefully with the Department of Energy, whose staff requested changes in the amendment, virtually all of which I made.

Under my amendment, three options for disposition of these resources could be considered. The reserves could be competitively leased by the Department of the Interior just the same as the other millions of acres of federally owned, energy resource lands in America. They could be leased by the Department of Energy. And they could be sold by the Department of Energy.

Some background may be appropriate. Two executive orders, in 1916 and 1924, withdrew public lands for the purpose of establishing three Naval Oil Shale Reserves. The purpose of the reserves was to ensure the military sufficiency of petroleum—oil and gas development in the reserves, but only as necessary to protect, conserve, maintain or test the reserves. Production for other purposes may take place only with the approval of the President and Congress. That production—for commercial purposes—is the business we are doing today.

Mr. President, I have worked closely with the Department of Energy these past months. The DOE leadership wants very badly to be able to end the study phase and get on with the development phase.

Again, I want to thank the chairman of the Armed Services Committee for working with me on an amendment which will move us forward toward the actual development of these important natural resources in my State. Mr. WARNER, I urge adoption of the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator from California.

The amendment (No. 2104) was agreed to.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote.

Mr. NUNN. I move to lay that motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. 2105

(Purpose: To extend the fiscal year 1993 project authorization for the JP-8 fuel facility at the Los Alamos Reserve Center, California.)

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, I send an amendment to the desk on behalf of the senior Senator from South Carolina, Mr. THURMOND.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report the amendment.

The legislative clerk read as follows:

The amendment (No. 2105) was agreed to.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote.

Mr. NUNN. I move to lay that motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. 2106

(Purpose: To make the authority under section 689 subject to the availability of appropriations)

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I send to the desk an amendment on behalf of the senior Senator from South Carolina, Mr. THURMOND.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report the amendment.

The legislative clerk read as follows:

The amendment (No. 2106) was agreed to.

Mr. NUNN. I ask that further reading of the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:

Beginning on page 343, take out line 19 and all that follows through page 277, line 18, and insert in lieu thereof the following:

(a) STUDY REQUIRED.—(1) The Secretary of Defense shall conduct a study to determine the quantitative results (described in subsection (b)) of enactment and exercise of authority for the Secretary of the military department concerned to pay an annuity to the qualified surviving spouse of each member of the Armed Forces who—

(A) died before March 21, 1974, and was entitled to retired or retainer pay on the date of death; or

(B) was a member of a reserve component of the Armed Forces during the period beginning on September 21, 1972, and ending on October 1, 1978, and at the time of his death would have been entitled to retired pay under chapter 67 of title 10, United States Code (as in effect before December 1, 1994), but for the fact that he was under 60 years of age.

(2) A qualified surviving spouse for purposes of this amendment has been cleared by the authority for the Secretary of the military department concerned to pay an annuity to the qualified surviving spouse of each member of the Armed Forces who—

(a) was a member of the Army National Guard; or

(b) was a member of a reserve component of the Armed Forces during the period beginning on September 21, 1972, and ending on October 1, 1978, and at the time of his death would have been entitled to retired pay under chapter 67 of title 10, United States Code (as in effect before December 1, 1994), but for the fact that he was under 60 years of age.

(b) REQUIRED DETERMINATIONS.—By means of the study required under subsection (a), the Secretary shall determine the following matters:
The Budget Committee is forcing us to take this action under threat of placing a point of order against our bill. I have looked at every solution available to me to find a way to keep these annuities. I am disappointed that I am unable to retain the provision this year.

The amendment modifies the provision to require the Secretary of Defense to conduct a study to determine how many forgotten widows would qualify for annuities described in subparagraphs (1) and (2) who are receiving a widow’s insurance benefit or a widower’s insurance benefit under title II of the Social Security Act on the basis of employment of a deceased member or deceased former member referred to in subparagraph (a)(1).

I understand this amendment is agreed to on both sides.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I believe this amendment is acceptable on the other side.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, we have no objection to this amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator from South Carolina.

The amendment (No. 2106) was agreed to.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote.

Mr. NUNN. I move to lay that motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. 297
(Purpose: To require a review and report on United States policy on the security of the national information infrastructure)

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, on behalf of Senators KYL and ROBB, I offer an amendment which requires the President to submit an assessment of the policy and plans for protecting the national information infrastructure and assessment of the national communications system.

Mr. President, I believe this amendment has been cleared on the other side of the aisle.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report the amendment.

The legislative clerk read as follows:

The amendment is as follows:

On page 403, between lines 16 and 17, insert the following:

(1) The national policy and architecture governing the plans for establishing procedures, capabilities, systems, and processes necessary to perform indications, warning, and assessment functions regarding strategic attacks by foreign nations, groups, or individuals, or protecting the United States against a strategic attack on the national information infrastructure.

(2) The future of the National Communications System (NCS), which has performed vital functions on the battlefield, is complicated by the changing nature of our information warfare requirements. The administration must develop a comprehensive national policy that coordinates national security defense for both U.S. Government and private sector users of our National Information Infrastructure [NII]. My amendment seeks to analyze all critical issues involved in protecting our Nation’s information infrastructure. These answers will provide a framework, I believe, toward developing our Nation’s policy for defending against strategic attacks against the NII.

As technology changes, we cannot allow ourselves to become vulnerable to attack on the nerve centers of our society and defense structure. We need to rewrite our laws to protect against this very real threat. Vice Adm. Arthur Cebrowski, director of C4 systems at the Pentagon, states that, “a critical policy implication of the revolution in information security is the need to treat information and access to information as a national interest,” and “information warfare must become an important instrument of national security policy.”
Now is the time for Congress to be active. This amendment is intended to place an emphasis on an issue that must be addressed before our country’s communications system is attacked. We must begin now to elevate our efforts to protect the national security interests of this country. I urge my colleagues to support my amendment.

Mr. WARNER. I urge the adoption of the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment.

The amendment (No. 2107) was agreed to.

Mr. WARNER. I move to reconsider the vote.

Mr. NUNN. I move to lay that motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. 2108

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, on behalf of Senators MCCAIN and LIEBERMAN, I send an amendment to the desk and ask for its immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report the amendment.

The legislative clerk read as follows:

The Senator from Virginia [Mr. WARNER], for Senator MCCAIN, for himself and Senator LIEBERMAN, proposes an amendment numbered 2108.

Mr. WARNER. I ask unanimous consent that the further reading of the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:

At the appropriate place in the bill, insert the following:

SEC. 1. IRAN AND IRAQ ARMS NONPROLIFERATION.
(a) SANCTIONS AGAINST TRANSFERS OF PERSONS. —Section 1604(a) of the Iran-Iraq Arms Non-Proliferation Act of 1992 (title XVI of Pub. L. 102–484; 50 U.S.C. 1701 note) is amended by inserting “to acquire chemical, biological, or nuclear weapons or” before “to acquire chemical, biological, or nuclear weapons”.
(b) SANCTIONS AGAINST TRANSFERS OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES. —Section 1606(a) of such Act is amended by inserting “to acquire chemical, biological, or nuclear weapons or” before “to acquire chemical, biological, or nuclear weapons”.
(c) CLARIFICATION OF UNITED STATES ASSISTANCE. —Subparagraph (A) of section 1606(b)(7) of such Act is amended to read as follows:

“A (A) any assistance under the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 (22 U.S.C. 2151 et seq.), other than urgent humanitarian assistance or medical assistance.

Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. President, today I am offering an amendment to the Defense Authorization bill to assist the President in his efforts to deal with the growing threat to American interests from Iran. President Clinton clearly sought to address this threat with his May 6 Executive order establishing a full United States embargo of Iran. It is my hope that short of successfully encouraging other nations from trading with Iran, an extremely challenging task, the President will be able to use the authority in this amendment to encourage other countries to at least refrain from contributing to Iranian weapons capability.

The amendment is as follows:

The 1992 Iran-Iraq Arms Non-Proliferation Act, which I cosponsored with then-Senator GORE, established sanctions against third parties which assist Iran and Iraq in their efforts to rebuild their chemical warfare capabilities. It was a start, but it did not go far enough. Efforts by Senator LIEBERMAN and me last year to expand the legislation were unsuccessful.

The 1992 bill was intended to target not only the acquisition of conventional weapons, but weapons of mass destruction as well. In the process of amending the bill to the 1993 Defense Act, however, the explicit references to weapons of mass destruction were dropped.

The amendment I am offering today attempts to make these applications absolutely clear. It also removes from the proposed sanctions exceptions for assistance under the Freedom Support Act, that portion of the doubt Congress gave Russia in 1992. I am afraid Russia has used this exception to the detriment of United States policy in the Persian Gulf.

The threat from Iraq is not an immediate concern. The most important aspect of our policy with regard to Iraq must be to remain firm on the U.N. embargo. But given the history of the Iraqi military build-up before the Gulf war, the sanctions included in the Iran-Iraq Act may at a later date be as important with regard to Iraq as they are currently in the case of Iran.

The threat from Iran is more immediate. The Iranian build-up in the Persian Gulf is common knowledge. Its importation of hundreds of North Korean SCUD-C missiles, its intention to acquire the Nodong North Korean missiles currently under development, and its efforts to develop nuclear weapons are well-established—as is its conventional weapons build-up.

Successive CIA directors, and Secretaries Perry and Christopher have all testified to the effect that Iran is engaged in an extensive effort to acquire nuclear weapons. In February, Russia signed an agreement to provide Iran with a 1000 megawatt light water nuclear reactor. The Russians indicate that they may soon agree to build as many as three more reactors—another 1000 megawatt reactor, and two 440 megawatt reactors.

I have raised my concerns regarding this sale with the administration on a number of occasions. Under the amendment I am offering today, the President will be required to either invoke sanctions against Russia as a result of its nuclear deal with Iran or formally waive the requirement out of concern for the national interest. Let me be clear. My intention is not to gut United States assistance to Russia. It is to prevent Russia from providing another nuclear weapon to Iran. If the President determines that invoking sanctions against Russia is a greater potential danger to the national interest than the potential danger of a nuclear-armed Iran, then he has the authority under this amendment to waive the sanctions.

We sent our Armed Forces to war in the Persian Gulf once in this decade. They endured hardship to themselves and their families. Some will live with the injuries they suffered in service to our Nation for the rest of their lives.

And, as is the case with every war, some never returned. With the cooperation of our friends in Europe, whose sacrifices to the effort to free Kuwait should not be forgotten, we must see that the service of these brave men and women was not in vain.

Stability and security in the Persian Gulf is vital to the world economy and to our own national interests. Aggressors in the region should know that if we must, we will return to the Persian Gulf with the full force of Operation Desert Storm. At the same time, our friends and adversaries elsewhere in the world should understand that the United States will do everything in its power to preclude that necessity. It is my sincere hope that his legislation will serve as an indication of just how serious we are.

Mr. WARNER. I believe this is acceptable on the other side.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, I urge the adoption of the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment.

The amendment (No. 2108) was agreed to.

Mr. WARNER. I move to reconsider the vote.

Mr. NUNN. I move to lay that motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. 2109

(Purpose: To provide funding for the activities of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission for the remainder of 1995)

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, on behalf of Senator THURMOND, I send an amendment to the desk and ask for its immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:

SEC. 2825. FINAL FUNDING FOR DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION.
Section 2002(b) of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 (part A of title XXIX of Public Law 101–510; 10 U.S.C. 2687 note) is amended by adding at the end the following:

“(3)(A) The Secretary may transfer from the account referred to in subparagraph (B)
such unobligated funds in that account as may be necessary for the Commission to carry out its duties under this part during October, November, and December 1995. Funds transferred under the preceding sentence shall remain available until December 31, 1996.

(2) The amount referred to in subparagraph (1) of the Defense Authorization Amendment and Base Closure and Realignment Commission for the remainder of calendar year 1995. The law establishing the Base Closure Commission authorized the Department of Defense to fund the operations of the Commission using fiscal year 1991 authority. Unfortunately, the Department’s 1990 estimate of the Commission’s operating expenses fell short of actual requirement. This shortfall is due to the extensive travel required of the Commission to visit each of the Secretary of Defense’s closure list and attend the numerous hearings required to make the process as fair and open as possible. Additionally, the Commission had to purchase a new computer system to support its operations.

Mr. President, in my judgment the Base Closure Commission has provided a valuable service to the Nation. The funding, which is estimated to be less than $300,000, is necessary for the Commission to archive at files and prepare the appropriate closeout reports. I am advised that the Department of Defense is prepared to provide the necessary funds from existing authority, but needs this legislation authority.

Mr. President, this is an appropriate use of the Defense Department funds and I urge adoption of the amendment.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, this relates to the Base Closure Commission for the remainder of the calendar year for better understanding it has been accepted on the other side.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, we have cleared this amendment. I urge its adoption.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment.

The amendment (No. 2109) was agreed to.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I move to reconsider the vote by which the amendment was agreed to.

Mr. NUNN. I move to lay that motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was agreed to.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, as far as I know, this concludes the matters relating to the pending measure. On behalf of the distinguished majority leader, I am prepared to address some wrapup items for the evening.

Mr. NUNN. I thank my friend from Virginia and look forward to further debate on the bill tomorrow morning.

MORNING BUSINESS

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, on behalf of the majority leader, I ask unanimous consent that there now be a period for the transaction of morning business, with Senators permitted to speak for up to 5 minutes each.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

TRIBUTE TO U.S.S. “SOUTH DAKOTA” VETERANS

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, with a sense of pride and honor I rise today to pay special tribute to Floyd Guldenson, Al Ricket, Charles Skorzik, Willie Wieland, and the rest of the crew of the U.S.S. South Dakota, one of the most decorated battleships during World War II. Commissioned on March 20, 1942, the U.S.S. South Dakota quickly became the flagship of Admiral Nimitz’s 3rd Fleet, and originally was intended to host the Japanese surrender, which ultimately was held on the U.S.S. Missouri.

Stretching more than 600 feet and displacing more than 13,000 tons of water, the U.S.S. South Dakota defended our Nation in World War II by traveling across 276,000 miles of ocean with massive firepower including nine 16-inch guns, sixteen 5-inch guns, sixty-eight 40-millimeter guns, and seventy-six 20-millimeter guns. During her years of active service, more than 7,000 brave individuals would serve aboard the South Dakota. Collectively, the crew of the U.S.S. South Dakota endured her many battles and earned several distinguished awards, including the Navy Unit Commendation, the Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Medal with 13 battles stars, the World War II Victory Medal, and the Navy Occupation Service Medal.

Mr. President, I want to highlight some of many moments of naval combat from the many successful battles experienced by the crew of the U.S.S. South Dakota. On October 26, 1942, the U.S.S. South Dakota entered its first battle with a freshman crew on deck and was attacked by 180 enemy bombers in what is now known as the Battle of Santa Cruz Island. Defending both the Enterprise and Hornet aircraft carriers, the U.S.S. South Dakota offered a bold retaliation of gunfire that shot two own aircraft and helped render two enemy aircraft carriers inoperative. For their valiant action during the repeated attacks and heavy fire, Captain Gatch was decorated with the Navy Cross, the crew was presented with the Navy Unit Commendation and the U.S.S. South Dakota received its first of 13 battle stars. That was an extraordinary beginning to an extraordinary vessel that symbolized gallantry, honor, and service at sea.

Mr. President, on October 25, 1962, the first and only U.S.S. South Dakota, one of the greatest battleships ever to sail during World War II, was sold for scrap metal. Although gone, the U.S.S. South Dakota continues in the memory of those who served on her decks. I am proud of the heritage of the U.S.S. South Dakota. She was instrumental during World War II in fighting successfully for the freedoms we now enjoy and I recommend to the U.S.S. South Dakota for their courage and commitment to duty. In honor of the crew, their dedicated service, and the memory of this great battleship, I have asked the Secretary of the Navy to name one of the submarines the U.S.S. South Dakota. That would be a fitting tribute—to have one of the next generation’s great submarines carry the same name of one of America’s truly great battleships.

REPUBLICAN MEDICARE CUTS AND THE SO-CALLED COALITION TO SAVE MEDICARE

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, today, the Republican disinformation campaign on Medicare went into high gear. The leaders of the Republican Party have entered into an unholy alliance with the insurance industry to raid Medicare by raising costs for senior citizens and turning Medicare over to private insurance companies.

The overall Republican goal is to cut Medicare by $270 billion in order to pay for their $255 billion dollar tax cut for the wealthy. To achieve those harsh cuts in Medicare, senior citizens will be forced to pay more—far more—for the Medicare benefits they now receive. To line up the insurance industry on their side, the Republicans are offering the industry the chance to get its hands on Medicare and earn vast additional profits at the expense of senior citizens.

The phony Republican coalition to save Medicare is now clear for all to see. It includes representatives of wealthy individuals and businesses who care about tax cuts, not senior citizens. It includes private insurance companies who want the elderly to be forced to give up Medicare and buy their policies.

Republicans pretend they want to save Medicare. What they really want is to save their tax cut for the wealthy. Republicans pretend they want to restore the solvency of Medicare and save the trust fund. But I say, you cannot trust Republicans who talk about the trust fund. The Republican cuts in Medicare are deeper—far deeper—than any cuts needed to keep Medicare solvent.

The fundamental issue is not keeping Medicare solvent—it is keeping Republicans away from Medicare.

Democrats know how to keep Medicare solvent, and we will do it. We will do it without raising costs for senior citizens, without forcing senior citizens for their HMO’s without forcing them to give up their current Medicare beneficiaries without turning Medicare over to the tender loving hands of the private insurance industry.
The real question is trust. Do the American people trust Democrats to save Medicare—or do they trust Republicans? I believe the answer is clear. Democrats have earned the trust of America on Medicare, and we intend to honor that trust.

WAS CONGRESS IRRESPONSIBLE? CONSIDER THE ARITHMETIC

Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, before discussing today’s bad news about the Federal debt, how about “another go,” as the British put it, with our pop quiz. Remember? One question, one answer.

The question: How many millions of dollars does it take to make a trillion dollars? (While you are thinking about it, bear in mind that it was the U.S. Congress that ran up the Federal debt that now exceeds $4.9 trillion.)

To be exact, as of the close of business yesterday, August 2, the total federal debt—down to the penny—stood at $4,956,664,786,501.42, of which, on a per capita basis, every man, woman and child in America owes $18,815.58.

Mr. President, back to our pop quiz, how many million in a trillion: There are a million million in a trillion.

MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT

Messages from the President of the United States were communicated to the Senate by Mr. Thomas, one of his secretaries.

EXECUTIVE MESSAGES REFERRED

As in executive session the Presiding Officer laid before the Senate messages from the President of the United States submitting a treaty and sundry nominations which were referred to the appropriate committees.

(The nominations received today are printed at the end of the Senate proceedings.)

REPORT ENTITLED ‘EMPOWERMENT: A NEW COVENANT WITH AMERICA’S COMMUNITIES’—MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT—PM 72

The Presiding Officer laid before the Senate the following message from the President of the United States, together with an accompanying report; which was referred to the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs:

To the Congress of the United States:

I transmit herewith my Administration’s National Urban Policy Report, “Empowerment: A New Covenant With America’s Communities,” as required by 42 U.S.C. 4503(a). The Report provides a framework for empowering America’s disadvantaged citizens and poor communities to build a brighter future for themselves, for their families and neighbors, and for America. The Report is organized around four principles:

First, it links families to work. It brings tax, education and training, housing, welfare, public safety, transportation, and capital access policies together to help families make the transition to self-sufficiency and independence. This linkage is critical to the transformation of our communities.

Second, it leverages private investment in our urban communities. It works with the market and the private sector to build upon the natural assets and competitive advantages of urban communities.

Third, it is locally driven. The days of made in Washington solutions, dictated by a distant Government, are gone. Instead, solutions must be locally crafted and implemented by entrepreneurial public entities, private sectors, and a growing network of community-based firms and organizations.

Fourth, it relies on traditional values—hard work, family responsibility.

The problems of so many inner-city neighborhoods—family break-up, teen pregnancy, abandonment, crime, drug use—will be solved only if individuals, families, and communities determine to help themselves.

These principles reflect an emerging consensus in the decades-long debate over urban policy. These principles are neither Democratic nor Republican: they are American. They will enable local communities, individuals and families, businesses, community-based organizations, and civic groups to join together to seize the opportunities and to solve the problems in their own lives. They will put the private sector back to work for all families in all communities. I therefore invite the Congress to work with us on a bipartisan basis to implement an empowerment agenda for America’s communities and families.

In a sense, poor communities represent an untapped economic opportunity for our whole country. While we work together to open foreign markets abroad to American-made goods and services, we also need to work together to open the economic frontiers of poor communities here at home. By enabling people and communities in genuine need to take greater responsibility for working harder and smarter together, we can unleash the greatest underused source of growth and renewal in each of the local regions that make up our national economy and civic life. This will be good for cities and suburbs, towns and villages, and rural and urban America. This will be good for families. This will be good for the country.

We have undertaken initiatives that seek to achieve these goals. Some seek to empower local communities to help themselves, including Empowerment Zones, Community Development banks, the Community Opportunity Fund, community policing, and enabling local schools and communities to best meet world-class standards. And some seek to empower individuals and families to help themselves, including our expansion of the earned-income tax cut for low- and moderate-income working families, and our proposals for injecting choice and competition into public and assisted housing and for a new G.I. Bill for America’s Workers.

I am determined to end Federal budget deficits, and my balanced budget proposal shows that we can balance the budget without abandoning the investments that are vital to the security and prosperity of the century: military and national security; a balanced and strong trade position; an investment that, working together, we can build common ground on an empowerment agenda while putting our fiscal house in order. I will do everything in my power to make sure this happens.

WILLIAM J. CLINTON.


MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE

At noon, a message from the House of Representatives, delivered by Mr. Hays, one of its reading clerks, announced that the House has passed the following bill, in which it requests the concurrence of the Senate:

H.R. 2161. An act to amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt employees who perform certain court reporting duties from the compensatory time requirements applicable to certain public agencies, and for other purposes.

At 1:55 p.m., a message from the House of Representatives, delivered by Mr. Hays, one of its reading clerks, announced that the House has passed the following bill, in which it requests the concurrence of the Senate:

H.R. 2191. An act to extend authorities under the Middle East Peace Facilitation Act of 1994 until October 1, 1995, and for other purposes.

PETITIONS AND MEMORIALS

The following petitions and memorials were laid before the Senate and were referred or ordered to lie on the table as indicated:

POM-270. A resolution adopted by the Greater Ketchikan Chamber of Commerce of the City of Ketchikan, Alaska relative to the Tongass National Forest; to the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.

POM-271. A joint resolution adopted by the Legislature of the State of Nevada; to the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.

S. CON. RES. 9. A resolution adopts the Senate Joint Resolution No. 6—"Whereas, the exploration and development of mineral resources in the United States has provided a significant benefit to the residents of the United States; and Whereas, the mining industry of the United States provides steady, high-paying jobs for thousands of Americans, and through its operations pays millions of dollars in taxes; and Whereas, the mining industry in the State of Nevada makes significant contributions to the strength of the economy of this state; and Whereas, the basic tenets of the General Mining Law of 1872, 30 U.S.C. §§ 22 et seq., continue to be of critical importance in encouraging the development of hard rock minerals; and
Resolved, That the Nevada Legislature hereby expresses its support for the activities and operations of all mining industries in Nevada; and be it further

Resolved, That the Nevada Legislature hereby expresses its support for the provisions of S. 506 which reasonably and progressively reforms the existing federal laws governing mining and be it further

Resolved, That the Secretary of the Senate prepare and transmit a copy of this resolution to the Vice President of the United States as the presiding officer of the Senate, the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President pro tempore of the Nevada Congressional Delegation; and be it further

Resolved, That this resolution becomes effective upon passage and approval.

POM-272. A resolution adopted by the Council of the City of Gig Harbor, Washington relative to spent nuclear fuel; to the Committee on Environment and Public Works.

POM-273. A resolution adopted by the Assembly of the Fairbanks North Star Borough of the State of Alaska relative to the Clean Water Act; to the Committee on Environment and Public Works.

POM-274. A joint resolution adopted by the Legislature of the State of Nevada; to the Committee on Environment and Public Works.

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION No. 26

WHEREAS, recent studies performed by the Nevada Department of Transportation indicate that approximately 8,000 vehicles pass over Hoover Dam daily and that approximately 70 percent of those vehicles are commercially used, including those using U.S. Highway No. 93 as a conduit to Las Vegas, rather than to bring tourists and visitors to Hoover Dam; and

WHEREAS, the heavy traffic flow over Hoover Dam and through Boulder City has resulted in significant increases in the level of air pollution and the number of traffic accidents in the area; and

WHEREAS, a study cited by the Las Vegas Sun on November 11, 1991, indicated that an average of 1.5 tons of hazardous material, including gasoline, diesel fuel, hydrochloric acid, cyanide and chlorine, are transported daily over Hoover Dam and through Boulder City; and

WHEREAS, such a heavy flow of large trucks transporting highly flammable or hazardous materials, or both, significantly increases the chances that a major accident could occur near Hoover Dam or in Boulder City; Now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That we, your Memorialists, represent the City of Boulder City, including, without limitation, the Highway 40 corridor between Boulder City and Las Vegas, including approximately 70 percent of those vehicles, to the Nevada Legislature, jointly, That the Legislature of the State of Nevada hereby urges Congress to take all necessary actions to alleviate the problems caused by the heavy commercial traffic over Hoover Dam and through Boulder City, including, without limitation, the construction of a commercial bypass around Hoover Dam and through Boulder City; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Nevada Legislature hereby expresses its support for the activities and operations of all mining industries in Nevada; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Nevada Legislature hereby expresses its support for the activities and operations of all mining industries in Nevada; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Nevada Legislature hereby expresses its support for the activities and operations of all mining industries in Nevada; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Nevada Legislature hereby expresses its support for the activities and operations of all mining industries in Nevada; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Nevada Legislature hereby expresses its support for the activities and operations of all mining industries in Nevada; and be it further

RESOLVED, That this resolution becomes effective upon passage and approval.

POM-275. A joint resolution adopted by the Legislature of the State of Maine; to the Committee on Environment and Public Works.

JOINT RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, section 211(k)(1) of the federal Clean Air Act required the United States Environmental Protection Agency to promulgate regulations establishing requirements for reformulated gasoline that reduce emissions of volatile organic compounds and toxics to the greatest extent achievable “taking into consideration the cost of achieving such emission reductions, any non-air quality and other air quality related health and welfare impacts and energy requirements”; and

WHEREAS, the Clean Air Act requires that such gasoline contain a minimum oxygen content of 2.0% by weight; and

WHEREAS, one of the ingredients commonly used to meet the 2.0% oxygen content standard, namely methyl tertiary butyl ether, or MTBE, is suspected of increasing health risks due to contamination of water and air; and

WHEREAS, the increased oxygen content decreases vehicle performance; and

WHEREAS, the Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection Agency has been required to take into consideration the impacts and the contents of gasoline; Now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That we, your Memorialists, respectfully urge and request that the Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection Agency revise the regulations for certification of reformulated gasoline to minimize or prohibit use of oxygenates and to achieve the statutory goals of reducing emissions of volatile organic compounds and toxics by means other than increasing the oxygen content of gasoline; and be it further

RESOLVED, That suitable copies of this Memorial, duly authenticated by the Secretary of State, be transmitted to the Honorable Carol Browner, Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection Agency, the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives of the Congress of the United States, and each member of the United States Congress.

The Secretary of State shall send a copy of this resolution to the Vice President of the United States, the President pro tempore of the Senate, the Speaker of the House of Representatives, the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, the Senate and House Budget Committees and to the Senate and House Committees on Appropriations, and the Senate and House Committees on Science and Technology.

POM-276. A resolution adopted by the Board of Commissioners of Pamlico County, North Carolina relative to tobacco; to the Committee on Labor and Human Resources.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS

The following bills and joint resolutions were introduced, read the first and second time by unanimous consent, and referred as indicated:

By Mr. THURMOND (for himself, Mr. HERFTN, Mr. HATCH, Mr. GRASSLEY, and Mr. D'AMATO):

S. 1115. A bill to prohibit an award of costs, including attorney's fees, or injunctive relief, against a judicial officer for action thereon taken in a judicial capacity; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

By Mr. EXON:


By Mr. DASCHLE, for himself, Mr. SENSEAUX, Ms. MIKULSKI, Mr. ROCKSFELDER, Mr. REID, Mr. KERRY, Mr. FUED, Mr. DORIAN, Mr. DODD, Mr. KERRY, Mr. LEHRMANN, Mr. CONRAD, Mr. BINGAMAN, Mr. BRYAN, Mr. INOUYE, and Mr. ROY:

S. 1117. A bill to repeal AFDC and establish the Work First Plan, for all other purposes; to the Committee on Finance.

By Ms. SNOWE (for herself and Mr. GLENN):

S. 1118. A bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for coverage of bone mass measurements for certain individuals under part B of the Medicare program; to the Committee on Finance.

By Mrs. FEINSTEIN (for herself and Mr. KERRY, Mr. LEIBERMAN, Mr. CONRAD, Mr. NIJEM, Mr. BINGAMAN, Mr. BRYAN, and Mr. ROHR):

S. 1117. A bill to repeal AFDC and establish the Work First Plan, for all other purposes; to the Committee on Finance.

By Ms. SNOWE (for herself and Mr. GLENN):

S. 1118. A bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for coverage of bone mass measurements for certain individuals under part B of the Medicare program; to the Committee on Finance.
Cochran, Mr. Mack, Mr. D'Amato, Mr. Thurmond, Mr. Abraham, Mr. Bennett, Mr. Bond, Mr. Brown, Mr. DeWine, Mr. Frist, Mr. Gorton, Mr. Grassley, Mr. Harkin, Mr. Hatfield, Mr. Helms, Mrs. Hutchinson, Mr. Inhofe, Mr. McCain, Mr. Murkowski, Mr. Pressler, Mr. Roth, Mr. Shelby, Mr. Simmons, Mr. Stevens, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Thompson, and Mr. Warner): S. 1120. A bill to enhance support and work opportunities for families with children, reduce welfare dependence, and control welfare spending; to the Committee on Finance.

STATEMENTS ON INTRODUCED BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS

By Mr. Thurmond (for himself, Mr. Heflin, Mr. Hatch, Mr. Grassley, and Mr. D'Amato):

S. 1115. A bill to prohibit an award of attorneys' fees, or injunctive relief, against a judicial officer for action taken in a judicial capacity; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

The Judicial Immunity Restoration Act

Mr. Thurmond, Mr. President, I rise today, along with Senators Heflin, Hatch, Grassley, and D'Amato, to introduce the Judicial Immunity Restoration Act of 1995 to protect judges from lawsuits filed against them for acts taken in their judicial capacity. This bill is nearly identical to legislation considered in the 100th Congress, the 101st Congress, and most recently in the 102d Congress.

This legislation is needed to restore the doctrine of judicial immunity by correcting the decision of the United States Supreme Court in Pulliam v. Allen, 466 U.S. 522 (1984). In a 5 to 4 decision, the Supreme Court held that judicial immunity does not bar injunctive relief or an award of attorneys' fees against State court judges acting in their judicial capacity. The Court recognized the possible chilling effects its decision might have on a judge's ability to exercise independent judgment. But the Supreme Court held that the Congress should determine the extent of judicial immunity.

It is important for the Congress to clarify the extent of judicial immunity to ensure that judges are free to make appropriate decisions in their judicial capacity without fear of reprisal. This legislation prohibits the award of costs or attorneys' fees against judges, both State and Federal, for performing the judicial functions for which they were elected or appointed. In addition, this legislation removes the threat of injunctions against judges for acts performed in their judicial capacity, except in rare circumstances when a judge refuses to respect a declaratory judgment.

Few doctrines are more important or more firmly rooted in our jurisprudence than the notion of an independent judiciary. Judicial immunity has been a fundamental tenet of our common law since distinguished jurist Lord Coke held in the case of Floyd and Barker, 77 Eng. Rep. 1305 (1607), that a judge who presided over a murder trial was immune from subsequent conspiracy charges brought against him by the murder defendant. Judicial independence is no less critical today, and remains essential for justice.

It is time to restore the judicial immunity protections that were weakened by the Court's decision in Pulliam. In the 10 years since Pulliam, thousands of Federal cases have been filed against judicial officers. The overwhelming majority of these cases are without merit and are ultimately dismissed. The record from our previous hearings on this issue is replete with examples of judges having to defend themselves against cases that should never have been brought. The very process of defending against those actions constitutes harassment, and subjects judges to undue expense. More importantly, the very real risk to our judges of being hounded with suits creates a chilling effect that may impair the judiciary's day-to-day decisions in close and controversial cases.

Mr. President, an independent judiciary is a vital component in any democracy, and cannot be compromised. This bill will restore the independence of all justices, judges, and judicial officers.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the text of the bill be printed in the Record.

There being no objection, the bill was ordered to be printed in the Record, as follows:

S. 1115

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. PROHIBITION AGAINST AWARDS OF COSTS, INCLUDING ATTORNEYS' FEES, AND INJUNCTION RELIEF AGAINST A JUDICIAL OFFICER.

(a) NONLITIGATION FOR COSTS.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no judicial officer shall be held liable for any costs, including attorney's fees, in any action brought against a judicial officer for an act or omission taken in such officer's judicial capacity, unless such action was clearly in excess of such officer's jurisdiction.

(b) PROCEEDINGS OF CIVIL Rights.—Section 722(b) of the Revised Statutes (42 U.S.C. 1988(b)) is amended by inserting before the period at the end thereof " , except that in any action brought against a judicial officer for an act or omission taken in such officer's judicial capacity, unless such action was clearly in excess of such officer's jurisdiction ".

(c) CIVIL ACTION FOR DEPRIVATION OF Rights.—Section 1983 of the Revised Statutes (42 U.S.C. 1983) is amended by inserting before the period at the end of the first sentence " , except that in any action brought against a judicial officer for an act or omission taken in such officer's judicial capacity, injunctive relief shall not be granted unless a declaratory decree was violated or declaratory relief was unavailable ".

By Mr. Exon:


The Broadcast and Cable Voluntary Standards and Practice Act

Mr. Exon, Mr. President, a license to use the public airwaves to broadcast or use the public rights-of-way to provide cable service is a valuable privilege. To many, it is almost a license to print money. The recent purchases of television networks reveal the extraordinary value of this privilege.

With a broadcast or cable license a company gains a key to every household's signal which can reach and access to the most intimate and memorable moments of people's lives.

Broadcast television and radio as well as cable programming are key elements of our Nation's culture.

With this privilege should come responsibility. Some of that responsibility is statutory or regulatory, for example, the requirements that broadcasters and cable operators refrain from transmitting obscenity; that broadcasters restrict indecency to hours when children are unlikely to be awake; and that broadcasters serve the public interest.

Some of that responsibility comes from the marketplace. Broadcasters and cable companies which offend American families lose their audience. Grassroots efforts have both saved programs from cancellation and quickened the demise of others.

Some of that responsibility comes from the ethics of broadcasters and cable companies as leading corporate citizens of this country. Some of these corporate entities have been more responsible than others. Long before Presidential candidates have tried to shame the media, the Senate Commerce Committee on which I serve has attempted to focus attention on the destructiveness of certain trends in the popular culture.

Some of those who have not been responsible about what they put into American homes blame the marketplace. They claim that in spite of their desires to be more family friendly, the competitive environment forces them to test the limits of taste and decency in the quest for viewers and listeners.

To be effective, the law, the market, and individual ethics must work together. There are some examples of success such as Senator Simon's legislation which encouraged and allowed joint efforts to reduce the amount of violent programming. But more remains to be done on all fronts.

Few can deny that there is a crisis in America. Parents, churches, schools are having more and more difficulty conveying values to their children. The electronic emperors of the modern age are increasingly replacing parents and families as the primary source of values.

This is a crisis which goes deeper than violence on television it is also about sex and family values in popular culture.

Today, sex sells everything from soft drinks to blue jeans. Daytime commercial television talk shows have become
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a virtual freak show of abuse, addiction, and alternative lifestyles. And prime time television regularly tests the limits of taste and propriety. Year after year the situation seems to get worse. Parents try to teach their children the values of “Mayberry” and are overruled by the values of “Beverly Hills 90210.”

The entire premise of commercial television is that a 30- or 60-second advertisement will affect a substantial portion of an audience to do things which they would not otherwise do—that is, to buy a particular product or service. It should be no mystery that 30- and 60-second programs on television or radio have a profound effect on the views and values of audiences, especially young audiences.

The three areas of entertainment industry responsibility—legal, market, and ethical—are ripe for careful review and discussion.

The legislation I introduce today attempts to empower the industry to bolster its commitments and to take responsible self-initiated steps to improve the contemporary entertainment industry. It picks up where Senator Simon’s TV violence initiative left off.

During the so-called golden age of television, broadcasters had a voluntary, but well followed, code of “standards and practices” known as the Television Code. Many of America’s most memorable television series from the black and white era of the fifties and sixties proudly displayed the Television Code Seal at the conclusion of each show. It is ironic that those moments recognized as some of television’s finest are devoid of the coarseness, vulgarity and unpleasantness of today’s programming.

Antitrust prosecutions in the late 1970’s related to the advertising provisions of the television code led to its eventual total demise in the early 1980’s.

The legislation I introduce today would allow the television and cable industry to revise a voluntary code of standards and practices. Such private sector empowerment may be useful in reducing the crudity and coarseness in the modern entertainment industry.

While the Congress reviews ways to strengthen the legal responsibility of television and cable industry through legislation to limit violent programming, it seems wise to strengthen the market forces through the public disclosure of violence report cards. I ask my colleagues to give serious consideration to the legislation I introduce today. The Broadcast and Cable Voluntary Standards and Practices Act will at least empower the industry to strengthen its ethical commitment to the American family. I urge my colleagues to review and support this important legislation.

By Mr. DASCHLE (for himself, Mr. DREUX, Ms. MIKULSKI, Mr. ROCKEFELLER, Mr. REID, Mr. KERRY, Mr. FORD, Mr. DORGAN, Mr. DODD, Mr. KERRY, Mr. LIEBERMAN, Mr. CONRAD, Mr. BINGAMAN, Mr. BRYAN, Mr. INOUYE, and Mr. ROBB):

S. 1117. A bill to repeal AFDC and establish the Work First plan, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Finance. TOWARD THE FIRST WELFARE REFORM PLAN

Mr. DASCHLE. Mr. President, I am pleased to introduce, with my colleagues Senator BREAX, and Senator MIKULSKI, the Work First plan. We are joined today by Senators ROCKEFELLER, Mr. DODD, and JOHN KERRY. We are grateful for the support of the National Council of Elected County Executives, the Democratic Governors’ Association, and the American Council of State Legislators. The President has also endorsed our plan.

Our bill has four fundamental goals.

First, we emphasize work. Our bill is designed to move welfare recipients from welfare to work. To put work first in priority. Second, our bill protects children. We do not punish children to pay for the mistakes or circumstances of their parents. Third, we do all we can to break the cycle of dependency. Fourth, we want to give States maximum flexibility.

The welfare system cannot be fundamentally changed without fundamentally changing the welfare culture.

Under the Work First plan, welfare offices are turned into employment offices. Worker-staff are retrained to focus on employment first. Gone are the micromanaging rules that made it easy to protect children, disabled individuals, or other special cases. Applicants will know from day one that help will be available for a finite period.

Temporary Employment Assistance is flexible. States set their own rules for eligibility. States set their own maximum benefit levels. States set their own resource, asset, and income disregard policies.

All we require is that if a family meets those eligibility criteria set by the State, that family must receive assistance. That is one of the basic differences between our plan and the Republican plans. We all provide flexibility. We all let States set their own benefits. But, we say that families of similar income, or lack of income, ought to receive assistance based on their degree of poverty, not their place in line, or the time of year they applied.

A block grant, like the one approved by the Senate Finance Committee, is a first-come, first-served policy. What matters most is your place in line—not your level of need. We believe that is wrong.

As part of the effort to change the welfare culture and put welfare recipients to work, the Work First plan terminates the current JOBS program. Gone are the micromanaging rules under JOBS. We recognize that some welfare recipients made modest gains under JOBS. But, we believe that States ought to have far more flexibility to put welfare recipients to work.

Therefore, we replace the current JOBS program with a Work First Employment Block Grant. Under Work First, the focus is on job creation and employment in the private sector.

Once an individual receives Temporary Employment Assistance, she would spend up to two months in intensive job search activities to be designed by the States. At that point, we hope not sign, who are unwilling to accept personal responsibility for improving their situation—will not get assistance. The contract is a commitment, and those who do not abide by the contract will have their benefits reduced and ultimately terminated.

All able-bodied recipients are required to work. Even those who are not able-bodied, who might be disabled or caring for a disabled child, must do something in return for assistance. States will decide what they will be required to do. It could be volunteering at their child’s school, or ensuring that their children are properly immunized, or some other task or responsibility the State determines is fair and reasonable.

Again, there must be no more unconditional assistance.

Temporary Employment Assistance is temporary. There is a 5 year lifetime limit for Temporary Employment Assistance, which may be extended to 10 years to protect children, disabled individuals, or other special cases. Applicants will know from day one that help will be available for a finite period.

Temporary Employment Assistance is flexible. States set their own rules for eligibility. States set their own maximum benefit levels. States set their own resource, asset, and income disregard policies.

All we require is that if a family meets those eligibility criteria set by the State, that family must receive assistance. That is one of the basic differences between our plan and the Republican plans. We all provide flexibility. We all let States set their own benefits. But, we say that families of similar income, or lack of income, ought to receive assistance based on their degree of poverty, not their place in line, or the time of year they applied.

A block grant, like the one approved by the Senate Finance Committee, is a first-come, first-served policy. What matters most is your place in line—not your level of need. We believe that is wrong.

As part of the effort to change the welfare culture and put welfare recipients to work, the Work First plan terminates the current JOBS program. Gone are the micromanaging rules under JOBS. We recognize that some welfare recipients made modest gains under JOBS. But, we believe that States ought to have far more flexibility to put welfare recipients to work.

Therefore, we replace the current JOBS program with a Work First Employment Block Grant. Under Work First, the focus is on job creation and employment in the private sector.

Once an individual receives Temporary Employment Assistance, she would spend up to two months in intensive job search activities to be designed by the States. At that point, we hope...
that the most job-ready of welfare recipients will have found a job and begun the transition out of welfare.

For those who have not found a job after 2 months, States can offer a variety of options under the Work First Employment Block Grant: placement services or vouchers; microenterprise or self-employment activities; work supplementation; grant diversion; workfare; community service; something like the GAIN program in Riverside County; and something like the JOBS Plus program in Oregon that provides clients with on-the-job training by cashing out AFDC and Food Stamps in return for wages; something like the Family Investment program in Iowa that moves families off welfare and into self-sufficient employment; or any other work-related option to employ welfare recipients.

For States that exceed the work performance rate under the Work First plan, the bonuses per bonuses paid will be bonuses per person basis to the State. The bonuses are based on job retention. After the first 3 months, a State will receive one-third of the bonus. After 6 months, a State will receive another third. And, after 9 months of work, States will receive the final third.

As I said before, the objective of our plan is work first. That is the name of our bill, and that is our absolute goal. We not only want to move welfare recipients into the workforce. We want to keep them there.

As we consider welfare reform, there will undoubtedly be vigorous debate about requirements and status. But there is no denying one fact. And, that is the overwhelming majority of welfare recipients are women, mothers raising children alone.

That is why it is no surprise that the greatest barrier to moving welfare recipients from welfare to work is the lack of child care, the inability to afford child care, and the anxiety about leaving one’s child in the care of another.

We believe that the linchpin between welfare and work is child care. We believe that if we help mothers afford child care and help communities expand child care opportunities, we will tear down that barrier.

An investment in child care today pays off in two ways tomorrow. First, it enables welfare recipients to go to work. And second, quality child care provides a positive environment for children to be better prepared for school and a life free of welfare.

If we are serious about putting welfare recipients to work, then we need to be equally serious about providing child care assistance.

To us, the focus of welfare reform has been on work. An essential part of that debate ought to be about child care assistance.

To leave her house, to get a job, to keep the job, a woman must be able to find and afford child care. If we are going to retain women, particularly single women, in the workforce, then we need to invest in child care.

Another barrier to employment is the lack of health coverage. For many child care if has not become an insurmountable problem, then health care coverage has.

It is well known that many low wage jobs, to which welfare recipients go, do not come with health care coverage. And we all know of stories of women who left welfare for work only to face a health care crisis and realize that welfare with Medicaid coverage is their only viable option. The inadequate current system are all wrong. We have to make work pay.

That is why under Work First, we provide for 2 years of Medicaid coverage for those transitioning from welfare to work.

I know that, ideally, this problem should be considered within the context of overall healthcare reform. But, until that happens, through transitional Medicaid coverage, we have provided an incentive to keep women in the workforce.

Another critical issue in the welfare debate is teen pregnancy. I have talked to many experts throughout the country and in South Dakota about teen pregnancy. And, it has come up with the perfect solution.

Under the Work First plan, mothers are required to live at home or in an adult-supervised environment. They are required to stay in school. States are free to reduce benefits to those who do not and provide bonuses to those who do.

Because there is no one-size-fits-all answer to reducing teen pregnancy, the Work First plan offers grants to States to work with communities to develop their own innovative approaches to reduce teen pregnancy.

With regard to absent parents and child support enforcement, our message is clear. The Work First plan includes the Bradley-Snowe provisions to improve child support enforcement and bring about uniformity to interstate cases so that they will no longer be impossible to enforce.

The Work First plan also goes one step further. Noncustodial parents with overdue support orders are required to pay up, enter into a repayment plan, or choose between community service and jail.

No longer will deadbeat parents be able to escape their financial responsibility. It is a crime that the default rate on used cars is about 3 percent, while the default rate on child support orders hovers around 50 percent. No longer. Not under the Work First plan.

The Work First plan is really about priorities. It is a priority for us to fundamentally change the welfare system to put welfare recipients to work—not to put them on someone else’s doorstep.

We cut existing welfare and welfare-related programs and invest those savings in efforts to promote work and child care. Beyond the investments we make, we have savings of about $15 billion so that we not only put welfare recipients to work, but we reduce the deficit at the same time.

The time has come for fundamental change. The Work First plan is a pragmatic approach that focuses on work—private sector work.

We are told that the Senate will begin debating welfare reform on Saturday. I look forward to reviewing the revised Republican plan and comparing it to our plan. And, I urge my colleagues, on both sides of the aisle, to review the Work First plan.

Welfare reform should not be a partisan issue. It is time to put politics aside and get down to the business we were sent here to do. If we do that, there is no doubt in my mind that we can develop a welfare reform package that garners a large consensus in the Senate.

Mr. MIKULSKI. Mr. President, I am proud today to join with the Democratic leader in introducing the work first bill. It is the Democratic leadership’s welfare reform bill.

We Democrats believe that welfare should not be a way of life, but a way to a better life. The people on welfare agree that it is a mess. The taxpayers who pay for welfare agree that it is a mess. All agree that the current system does not work, and all agree that it needs to be replaced. It discourages work and economic self-sufficiency.

Therefore, the Democratic work first bill addresses these concerns. That is why we are absolutely firm on work. That is why the Democratic bill that we introduce today not only moves people off of welfare but helps them stay off.

The Republican welfare bill simply pushes people off welfare and pushes them into poverty. The Democrats have a work first plan. It focuses on ending the cycle of poverty and the culture of poverty. How do we do it? Our bill ends AFDC and creates a temporary employment assistance program to reintroduce job readiness assessments of each adult job placement, job search, and on-the-job work activity. We require them to sign a parent empowerment contract that requires them to take the steps they need to go to work and be responsible parents. Then we expect the individuals to go to work.

But while being firm on work, we provide these individuals with the tools they need to get a job and keep a job. We provide a safety net for children. That means quality day care for 2 years as parents go to work, the extension of health care protection, and making sure that a child has health care while their mothers are moving to work and self-sufficiency. This also means we look out for the food and nutrition programs.

The Democratic bill also brings men back into the family. Sure, we are very tough on child support. We strengthen the child support rate. But, we do not look at men only as a child support check. We want men back into the family. We want to remove the barriers to
family, the barriers to marriage, because we believe the way the family is going to move out of poverty is the way people move to the middle class, with two-parent wage earners. That is why we will eliminate the man-in-the-house rule and other barriers to men being able to get jobs.

The Democratic plan also tackles the growing problem of teenage pregnancy. Under our bill, teen mothers must stay in school and stay at home as a condition of receiving benefits. If they stay in a home that is not desirable, where they are a victim of abuse, or where there is alcoholism or drug abuse, we create a network of second-chance homes. The work first plan also gives broad flexibility to States, administrative simplification and helps with those issues that Governors have complained about.

Finally the Democratic welfare bill saves money and lowers the deficit. Through a series of reforms in the current welfare system, the elimination of fraud and waste, our bill will have a net savings of $21 billion over a 7-year period.

This work first bill is an act of tough love. Sure it is tough, but we have a lot of love for this approach to welfare reform, we ask people to take charge of their lives and go to work. In exchange for that, we give them the tools to stay at work, the opportunity for a better life, enable them to marry. And I believe that if we bring about real reform because we do not have requirements, we have results and resources. I hope that this bill will attract bipartisan support and we can truly end welfare as we know it.

Mr. President, I will yield the floor to the Senator from Louisiana.

Mr. BREAUX. Mr. President, I congratulate the Senator from Maryland for the excellent job she has done. As a former professional social worker, when I listen to that approach to welfare reform, she does not speak from having read a book about it; she speaks from having led a life of trying to improve the conditions of lives of people who have had the great misfortune of being on welfare.

Mr. President, I will be very brief. Today is an important day because today the Democratic leadership, with a number of cosponsors, a majority of all Democrats, have introduced our Work First welfare reform bill, a major document. It is a major document because it makes major changes in the current welfare system that we, as Democrats, and I think most Republicans would agree welfare as we know it today simply does not work.

We, for instance, feel that States should not be able to tell children who are innocent victims, who did not ask to be born, that they somehow will lose any benefits that they have to live because of the mistakes of their parents. We think that is hard. We think that is cruel. We think that should not be the policy of this country.

We think, however, parents should be penalized when they make mistakes. We think parents who refuse to work should be penalized for not wanting to work. We think design the program, States of Mississippi, the State of Louisiana, Maryland or California, or whatever State is involved. Let the States design the program.

Our bill does that. It gives great flexibility to the States to devise the proper system that works in their State. We work with the Federal Government should work with the States and give them more flexibility, and the Federal Government should be there as a partner—not as a supervisor, not as a heavy hand, but as a partner—with the States to work on what is best for a particular State.

Our bill does that. It gives great flexibility to the States to devise the proper system that works in their State. We work with the States, to design what is best for the proper system that works in their State, to design what is best for the particular State.

I think that is something that is incredibly important. They start from the ground up, unlike the Republican bill that starts from Washington, not as a partner, not as a partner, but as a partner, to design what is best for the particular State.

We also, I think, protect children. We also say to States that we are not going to give you an unfunded mandate to do things without helping you pay for those programs.

One of my concerns about the bill that came out of the Finance Committee was that it froze the amount of money going to the States at 1994 levels, yet we are telling States they have to do a lot more with a lot less. That is not real reform.

I suggest that plan is like putting all the welfare problems in a box and then mailing that box to the States and saying, “Here, it is yours. We are washing our hands of the problem. You take it. We will give you less money to fix it.”

That is not reform. That is passing the buck. That is not what we should be doing in this Congress.

Our program is real reform. We should not be arguing, I suggest, as to whether the Government should do it or the States should do it. That is what we are doing. The Federal Government should work with the States and give them more flexibility, and the Federal Government should be there as a partner—not as a supervisor, not as a heavy hand, but as a partner— with the States to work on what is best for a particular State.

Our bill does that. It gives great flexibility to the States to devise the proper system that works in their State. We work with the States, to design what is best for the particular State, to design what is best for the particular State.

We also say to States that we are not going to give you an unfunded mandate to do things without helping you pay for those programs.

One of my concerns about the bill that came out of the Finance Committee was that it froze the amount of money going to the States at 1994 levels, yet we are telling States they have to do a lot more with a lot less. That is not real reform.

I suggest that plan is like putting all the welfare problems in a box and then mailing that box to the States and say, “Here, it is yours. We are washing our hands of the problem. You take it. We will give you less money to fix it.”

That is not reform. That is passing the buck. That is not what we should be doing in this Congress.

Our program is real reform. We should not be arguing, I suggest, as to whether the Federal Government should do it or the State should do it. That is what we are doing. The Federal Government should work with the States and give them more flexibility, and the Federal Government should be there as a partner—not as a supervisor, not as a heavy hand, but as a partner— with the States to work on what is best for a particular State.

Our bill does that. It gives great flexibility to the States to devise the proper system that works in their State. We work with the States, to design what is best for the particular State, to design what is best for the particular State.
with a lot of debate, a lot of discussion, where liberals and moderates and conservatives within our party have been able to come together and join hands and introduce this as a work first welfare package, which I think makes a great deal of sense.

We encourage our Republican colleagues, we challenge our Republican colleagues, to introduce your bill, to start the debate—not in an adversarial relationship, because this is something that truly should not be Republican or Democrat. We should be looking for an American solution to a uniquely American problem.

We all agree it does not work today. We all agree it needs to be fixed. We should come together and work together and get the type of program that this President is willing to sign and that we all can be proud of the ultimate results. I yield the floor.

Mr. LIEBERMAN. Mr. President, I am pleased to join my colleagues today to introduce our Work First welfare reform legislation. This Congress has an historic opportunity to address the welfare crisis. The primary welfare program—Aid to Families With Dependent Children (AFDC)—is viewed by those in our society and those paying for it as a failure. It is failing at its most important task—moving people into the work force. Worse yet, it is contributing to the cycle of poverty. By rewarding single parents who don’t work, don’t marry, and have children out of wedlock, the current system deems our most cherished values and deepens society’s most serious problems.

The Work First plan repeals the failed AFDC Program and replaces it with a temporary employment assistance program focused on putting people to work. It gives States the flexibility and incentives they need to successfully move people into private sector jobs and addresses the causes of welfare dependency through tough new child support enforcement laws and provisions to reduce out-of-wedlock births to teenagers.

The Work First Program ends unemployment benefits that foster dependency. Each person receiving assistance will sign an individualized contract for achieving self-sufficiency. If recipients do not comply with the plan, then they will lose some or all of their benefits. While the plan may include some training for those who are not able to work, the emphasis will be squarely on work experience; all recipients will be required to search for a job from day one.

Eligibility for benefits will be limited to 5 years, although children whose parents reach this time limit will still be eligible for assistance. We must continue to meet our responsibility to our Nation’s poorest children.

States must focus their program directly on placing people in private sector jobs. The bill requires States to have at least 50 percent of their caseload working by the year 2001. It moves away from telling States how to succeed and instead rewards results—States that have high private sector job placement rates will receive a financial bonus.

Our work requirements are tough and funded. We understand that child care assistance is the critical link between welfare reform and work. One of the truly innovative aspects of Republican welfare proposals, our bill gives States the child care funding they need to put people in jobs and move them off of welfare. In contrast, the Congressional Budget Office estimates that under the Administration’s plan only 5 States could afford to put 50 percent of people on welfare to work.

The legislation also tackles the critical problem of teen pregnancy. Unmarried teen parents are particularly likely to fall into long-term welfare dependency. More than one-half of welfare spending goes to women who first gave birth as teens. This legislation, among other things, requires teen mothers to live at home and helps communities establish supervised group homes for single teen mothers.

Finally, the bill incorporates strong child support enforcement legislation Senator BRADLEY introduced, and I co-sponsored, earlier this year. The legislation will make it easier for States to locate absent noncustodial parents; establish paternity; establish a court order; and enforce payment of court orders. A tough child support enforcement system will help keep millions of children out of poverty and off of welfare. And tough new laws will send a message of responsibility to would-be dead-beat parents. In an era of skyrocketing out-of-wedlock births and rising teen pregnancy rates, child support enforcement payments must become a well-known and unavoidable fact of life for absent fathers and mothers.

The work first plan is true welfare reform. It demands responsibility from parents while providing continued protection for children. It addresses two of the key causes of welfare dependency—teen pregnancy and unpaid child support. It gives States the incentives and funding they need to put people back to work—and it holds States accountable for results.

By Ms. SNOWE (for herself and Mr. GLENN):

S. 1118. A bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for coverage of bone mass tests for certain individuals under part B of the Medicare Program; to the Committee on Finance.

THE BONE MASS MEASUREMENT STANDARDIZATION ACT OF 1995

- Ms. SNOWE, Mr. President, today I am introducing the Bone Mass Measurement Standardization Act of 1995. A companion bill is being introduced in the U.S. House of Representatives by Representative CONNIE MORELLA.

Millions of women in their post-menopause face a silent killer—a stalker disease we know as osteoporosis. This unforgiving bone disease afflicts 25 million Americans; causes 50,000 deaths each year; 1.5 million bone fractures annually; and the direct medical costs of osteoporosis fracture patients are $10 billion each year, or $27 million every single day. This cost is projected to reach $60 billion by the year 2020 and $240 billion by the year 2050. We as a Nation has not discovered an effective treatment.

The facts also show that one out of every two women have a lifetime risk of bone fractures due to osteoporosis, and that it affects women over the age of 50 and an astounding 90 percent of all women over 75. Perhaps the most tragic consequences of osteoporosis occur with the 250,000 individuals annually who suffer a hip fracture. Twelve to 15 percent of these persons will die within 6 months following a hip fracture, and of those who survive, a 20 percent will never walk again, and 20 percent will require nursing home care—often for the rest of their lives.

We know that osteoporosis cannot be cured, although with a continued commitment to research in this area I remain hopeful that we will find one. We also know that once bone mass is lost, it cannot be replaced. Therefore, early diagnosis is the key because it is through early detection, that we can thwart the progress of the disease and initiate preventative efforts to stop further loss of bone mass.

Bone mass measurement can be used to determine the status of a person’s bone health and to predict the risk of future fractures. These tests are safe, painless, accurate and quick. Our expanding technology is adding new methods to determine bone mass and we need to keep up with this technology. The most commonly used test currently is DXA dual energy x ray absorptiometry.

In order to ensure that we detect bone loss early, we need to ensure that women have coverage for bone mass tests. According to the National Osteoporosis Foundation, only about one half of private insurance policies cover these tests for diagnostic purposes, and the Federal Medicare coverage is inconsistent in its coverage depending on where an individual resides. For example, Medicare currently covers the DXA test in 42 States—including my home State of Maine. But it is not covered in 4 States and the District of Columbia, and it is covered only in 4 States and Pennsylvania, one of which is our most populous, including New York.

This patchwork coverage means that on older women who live in Florida or California, she will be covered, but if she moves to Pennsylvania, she will no longer be covered. And a Medicare beneficiary living in Baltimore will be covered, but if she moves to Rockville, Medicare will not cover the test.

As our Nation’s president, a woman shouldn’t have to change zip codes to obtain coverage for a preventive test, especially when early intervention is the only action we can take right now to slow the disease.
By Mrs. FEINSTEIN (for herself and Mrs. BOXER):

S. 1119. A bill to define the circumstances under which earthquake insurance requirements may be imposed by the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation on a specifically targeted state or area; to the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs.

THE EARTHQUAKE INSURANCE AVAILABILITY ACT OF 1995

I believe it is essential that Congress enact natural disaster legislation as quickly as possible.

That is why I am a co-sponsor of the Natural Disaster Protection and Insurance Act recently introduced by the distinguished Senator from Alaska, Stevens, and the distinguished Senator from Hawaii, Senator Inouye.

In the interim, however, my State of California which has experienced significant earthquakes in recent years—the Loma Prieta earthquake of 1989; and the Northridge earthquake in 1994—has experienced a sharp drop in the availability of earthquake insurance.

Simply stated, since the Northridge earthquake, many major insurers have pulled out of the California market. Many others have increased their premiums to such a point that they are beyond the reach of many homeowners, and even then there are very steep deductibles.

Recently the situation became much worse, for owners of California condominiums, when the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation—commonly known as Freddie Mac—issued a policy requiring earthquake insurance, only for California condominiums, as a condition of purchase of mortgages.

I believe this policy, which targets only one State, is inappropriate for a federally chartered corporation which was created by Congress in 1970 to ensure a stable flow of mortgage funds for the entire Nation.

This policy which, in a way, redlines my State, is designed to minimize Freddie Mac’s loss in the event of a future earthquake in California.

I can understand why the corporation feels the need to protect its shareholders from potentially lower dividends. But Freddie Mac, while a stockholder-owned corporation, enjoys considerable tax benefits by virtue of its Federal charter.

I believe that those benefits are provided by the American taxpaying public—which includes, I might add, many Californians—to assist Freddie Mac in accomplishing its mission of helping more Americans become homeowners.

California still lags the Nation in its recovery, and the economy there is very fragile. In implementing its new policy, Freddie Mac, in effect, is reducing the number of options for California homeowners, and this will have a direct impact on the value of their homes. I believe this sets a dangerous precedent for other parts of the country which are prone to natural disasters.

I am not unsympathetic to Freddie Mac’s position, and I have indicated a willingness to sit down with them and work out a solution. But that solution must take into consideration the underlying problem—which is the lack of earthquake insurance availability.

In addition, the solution must take into consideration not only the protection of Freddie Mac’s investors. It must also include the protection of the homeowners of my State, for it is they whom I was elected to represent.

ADDITIONAL COSPONSORS

S. 304. At the request of Mr. SANTORUM, the names of the Senator from Virginia [Mr. WARNER] and the Senator from Kansas [Mrs. KASSEBAUM] were added as cosponsors of S. 304, a bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to repeal the transportation fuels tax applicable to commercial aviation.

S. 529. At the request of Mr. GRAHAM, the name of the Senator from Indiana [Mr. LUGAR] was added as a cosponsor of S. 529, a bill to provide, temporarily, tariff and quota treatment equivalent to that accorded to members of the North American Free Trade Agreement [NAFTA] to Caribbean Basin beneficiary countries.

S. 673. At the request of Mrs. KASSEBAUM, the name of the Senator from Nebraska [Mr. NEAL] was added as a cosponsor of S. 673, a bill to establish a youth development grant program, and for other purposes.

S. 678. At the request of Mr. AKAKA, the names of the Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. CHAFETZ] and the Senator from Iowa [Mr. HARKIN] were added as cosponsors of S. 678, a bill to provide for the coordination and implementation of a national aquaculture policy for the private sector by the Secretary of Agriculture, to establish an aquaculture development and research program, and for other purposes.

S. 760. At the request of Mr. ROCKETTELLER, the name of the Senator from Montana [Mr. Baucus] was added as a cosponsor of S. 760, a bill to establish the National Commission on the Long-Term Solvency of the Medicare Program.

S. 833. At the request of Mr. HATCH, the name of the Senator from Virginia [Mr. WARNER] was added as a cosponsor of S. 833, a bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to more accurately codify the depreciable life of semiconductor manufacturing equipment.

S. 959. At the request of Mr. HATCH, the name of the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. NICKLES] was added as a cosponsor of S. 959, a bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to encourage capital formation through reductions in taxes on capital gains, and for other purposes.

S. 988. At the request of Mr. McCONNELL, the name of the Senator from Idaho [Mr. CRAIG] was added as a cosponsor of S. 988, a bill to require the Secretary of the Interior to prohibit the import, export, sale, purchase, and possession of bear viscera or products that contain...
or claim to contain bear viscera, and for other purposes.

S. 971

At the request of Mr. Coats, the name of the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. Nickles] was added as a cosponsor of S. 971, a bill to amend the Public Health Service Act to prohibit governmental discrimination in the training and licensing of health professionals on the basis of the refusal to undergo or provide training in the performance of induced abortions, and for other purposes.

S. 986

At the request of Mr. D’Amato, the name of the Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. Kohl] was added as a cosponsor of S. 986, a bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide that the Federal income tax shall not apply to U.S. citizens who are killed in terrorist actions directed at the United States or to parents of children who are killed in those terrorist actions.

S. 1000

At the request of Mr. Burns, the names of the Senator from North Carolina [Mr. Faircloth], the Senator from Idaho [Mr. Craig], and the Senator from Mississippi [Mr. Lott] were added as cosponsors of S. 1000, a bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide that the depreciation rules which apply for regular tax purposes shall also apply for alternative minimum tax purposes, to allow a portion of the tentative minimum tax to be offset by the minimum tax credit, and for other purposes.

S. 1004

At the request of Mr. Stevens, the name of the Senator from Louisiana [Mr. Breaux] was added as a cosponsor of S. 1004, a bill to authorize appropriations for the U.S. Coast Guard, and for other purposes.

S. 1028

At the request of Mrs. Kassebaum, the names of the Senator from Ohio [Mr. Domenici] and the Senator from North Dakota [Mr. Dorgan] were added as cosponsors of S. 1028, a bill to provide increased access to health care benefits, to provide increased portability of health care benefits, to provide increased security of health care benefits, to increase the purchasing power of individuals and small employers, and for other purposes.

S. 1045

At the request of Mr. Abraham, the name of the Senator from Ohio [Mr. DeWine] was added as a cosponsor of S. 1045, a bill to amend the National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965, the Museum Services Act, and the Arts and Artifacts In Rem Act to privatize the National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities and to transfer certain related functions, and for other purposes.

S. 1097

At the request of Mr. Hatfield, the name of the Senator from Idaho [Mr. Craig] was added as a cosponsor of S. 1097, a bill to designate the Federal building located at 1550 Dewey Avenue, Baker City, OR, as the “David J. Wheeler Federal Building,” and for other purposes.

S. 1166

At the request of Mr. Johnston, the names of the Senator from Indiana [Mr. Coats] and the Senator from South Carolina [Mr. Hollings] were added as cosponsors of Senate Resolution 1166, a resolution designating the week beginning November 19, 1995, and the week beginning on November 24, 1996, as “National Family Week,” and for other purposes.

S. 1147

At the request of Mr. Thurmond, the names of the Senator from North Dakota [Mr. Conrad], the Senator from Mississippi [Mr. Lott], and the Senator from Virginia [Mr. Warner] were added as cosponsors of Senate Resolution 1147, a resolution designating the weeks beginning September 24, 1995, and September 22, 1996, as “National Historically Black Colleges and Universities Week,” and for other purposes.

AMENDMENTS SUBMITTED

THE NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1996

DORGAN (AND OTHERS) AMENDMENT NO. 2067

Mr. DORGAN (for himself, Mr. Bradley, Mr. Leahy, Mr. Bingaman, Mr. Feingold, Mr. Bumpers, Mr. Wellstone, Mr. Exon, Mr. Harkin, Mr. Glenn, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Johnston, and Mr. Conrad) proposed an amendment to the bill (S. 1026) to authorize appropriations for fiscal year 1996 as follows:

On page 32, strike out line 14 and insert in lieu thereof the following: “$3,233,148,000, of which—

(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, funds available other provision of this Act, funds available

(2) the deployment of a multiple site ground-based national missile defense system to protect against limited ballistic missile attack can strengthen strategic stability and deterrence;

(3) the policies, programs, and requirements of subtitle C of title II of this Act can be accomplished through processes specified within, or consistent with, the ABM Treaty, which anticipates the need and provides the means for amendment to the ABM Treaty;

(4) the President is urged to initiate negotiations with the Russian Federation to amend the ABM Treaty as necessary to provide for the national missile defense systems specified in section 235 to protect the United States from limited ballistic missile attack; and

(5) if these negotiations fail, the President is urged to consult with the Senate about the option of withdrawing the United States from the ABM Treaty in accordance with the provisions of Article XV of the Treaty.

McCAIN (AND OTHERS) AMENDMENT NO. 2090

Mr. McCain (for himself, Mr. Roth, Mr. Feingold, and Mr. Grams) proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra, as follows:

On page 30, after the matter following line 21, insert the following:

SEC. 125. SSN

B. McCASKEY, the name of the Senator from Virginia [Mr. Allen] was added as a cosponsor of S. 11330, a bill to designate the building located at 1550 Dewey Avenue, Baker City, OR, as the “David J. Wheeler Federal Building,” and for other purposes.

Mr. COHEN proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

At the appropriate place in the bill insert the following:

(a) FINDINGS. — Congress makes the following findings:

(1) The proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and ballistic missiles of all ranges is a global problem that is becoming increasingly threatening to the United States, its territory and citizens abroad.

(2) Articles XIII of the ABM Treaty envision “possible changes in the strategic situation which have a bearing on the provisions of this Treaty”.

(3) Articles XIII and XIV of the ABM Treaty establish means for the Parties to amend the Treaty, and the Parties have employed these means to amend the Treaty.

(4) Article X V of the ABM Treaty establishes means for a party to withdraw from the Treaty, upon 6 months notice, “if it decides that extraordinary events related to the subject matter of this Treaty have jeopardized its supreme interests.”

Sense of Congress that the fundamental responsibility of the Government of the United States to protect the security of the United States, the increasingly serious threat posed to the United States by the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and ballistic missile technology, and the effect this threat could have in constraining the options of the United States in time of crisis, it is the sense of Congress that:

(1) it is in the supreme interest of the United States to defend itself from the threat of limited ballistic missile attack, whatever its source;

(2) the deployment of a multiple site ground-based national missile defense system to protect against limited ballistic missile attack can strengthen strategic stability and deterrence;

(3) the policies, programs, and requirements of subtitle C of title II of this Act can be accomplished through processes specified within, or consistent with, the ABM Treaty, which anticipates the need and provides the means for amendment to the ABM Treaty;

(4) the President is urged to initiate negotiations with the Russian Federation to amend the ABM Treaty as necessary to provide for the national missile defense systems specified in section 235 to protect the United States from limited ballistic missile attack; and

(5) if these negotiations fail, the President is urged to consult with the Senate about the option of withdrawing the United States from the ABM Treaty in accordance with the provisions of Article XV of the Treaty.

DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1996

LEVIN (AND OTHERS) AMENDMENT NO. 2086

Mr. Levin (for himself, Mr. Exon, Mr. Bingaman, Mr. Glenn, Mr. Bradley, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Feingold, Mr. Dorgan, Mr. Durenberger, Mr. Bentsen, Mr. Moyo, Mr. Harkin, Mr. Jeffords, Mr. Kerrey, Mr. Nunn, Mr. Daschle, Mr. Kerry, Mr. Lautenberg, and Mr. Pell) proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

On page 32, strike out lines 20 through 25. On page 62, strike out lines 8 through 11. Beginning on page 63, strike out line 11 and all that follows through page 65, line 24.
(2)(B), funds available for the Department of Defense for any preceding fiscal year may not be obligated or expended for procurement of a third SSN-21 Seawolf class submarine—The funds to advance procurement for such submarines.

(2)(A) Funds available for the Department of Defense for fiscal year 1996 may not be used for paying costs incurred for termination of any contract for procurement of a third SSN-21 Seawolf class submarine, including any contract for advance procurement for such submarine.

(B) Only the funds available for the Department of Defense for fiscal years before fiscal year 1996 for procurement of an SSN-21 Seawolf attack submarine may, to the extent provided in appropriations Acts, be used for paying costs described in subparagraph (A).

McCAIN AMENDMENT NO. 2091
Mr. McCAIN proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

SEC. 125. SEA沃尔F SUBMARINE PROGRAM.

(a) LIMITATION OF COSTS.—Except as provided in subsection (b), the total amount obligated or expended for procurement of the SSN-21, SSN-22, and SSN-23 Seawolf class submarines may not exceed $7,187,800,000.

(b) AUTOMATIC INCREASE OF LIMITATION AMOUNT.—The amount of the limitation set forth in subsection (a) is increased after fiscal year 1995 by the following amounts:

(1) The amounts of outfitting costs and postdelivery costs incurred for the submarines referred to in such subsection.

(2) The amounts of increases in costs attributable to economic inflation after fiscal year 1995.

(3) The amounts of increases in costs attributable to compliance with changes in Federal, State, or local laws enacted after fiscal year 1995.

DOOD AMENDMENT NO. 2092
Mr. DOOD proposed an amendment to amendment No. 2091 proposed by Mr. McCAIN to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

On page 30, after the matter following line 24, insert the following:

BUMPERS (AND OTHERS) AMENDMENT NO. 2094
Mr. BUMPERS (for himself, Mr. FRINGOLD, Mr. SIMON, Mrs. BOXER, Mr. HATFIELD, and Mr. DORGAN) proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

FAIRCLOTH AMENDMENT NO. 2093
Ordered to lie on the table.

BUMPERS (AND OTHERS) AMENDMENT NO. 2094
Mr. BUMPERS (for himself, Mr. FRINGOLD, Mr. SIMON, Mrs. BOXER, Mr. HATFIELD, and Mr. DORGAN) proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

On page 1, line 7, strike out "$7,187,800,000" and insert in lieu thereof "$7,223,659,000".

CHAFEE (AND WARNER) AMENDMENT NO. 2095
Mr. WARNER (for Mr. CHAFFE, for himself and Mr. WARNER) proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

Beginning on page 78, strike line 21 and all that follows through page 87, line 20, and insert the following:

SEC. 322. DISCHARGES FROM VESSELS OF THE ARMED FORCES.

(a) PURPOSES.—The purposes of this section are to—

(1) enhance the operational flexibility of vessels of the Armed Forces domestically and internationally;

(2) stimulate the development of innovative vessel pollution control technology and

(f) advance the development by the United States Navy of environmentally sound ships.

(b) UNIFORM NATIONAL DISCHARGE STANDARDS.

(1) (A) In General.—The Administrator and the Secretary of Defense shall jointly determine the discharges in accordance with the section.

(B) CONSIDERATIONS.—In making a determination under subparagraph (A), the Administrator and the Secretary of Defense shall take into consideration

(i) the nature of the discharge;

(ii) the environmental effects of the discharge;

(iii) the practicability of using the marine pollution control device;

(iv) the effect that installation or use of the marine pollution control device would have on the operation or operational capability of the vessel;

(v) applicable United States law;

(vi) applicable international standards; and

(vii) the economic costs of the installation and use of the marine pollution control device.

(2) PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR MARINE POLLUTION CONTROL DEVICES.

(A) In General.—For each discharge for which a marine pollution control device is determined to be required under paragraph (2), the Administrator and the Secretary of Defense, in consultation with the Secretary of the department in which the Coast Guard is operating, the Secretary of State, the Secretary of Commerce, other interested Federal agencies, and States, shall jointly promulgate Federal standards of performance for each marine pollution control device required with respect to the discharge. Notwithstanding subsection (a)(1) of section 553 of title 5, United States Code, the Administrator and the Secretary of Defense shall promulgate the standards under this paragraph in promulgating standards under this paragraph, the Administrator and the Secretary of Defense shall take into consideration the matters set forth in paragraph (2).

(C) REGULATIONS.—The Secretary of Defense shall promulgate regulations with respect to a marine pollution control device under paragraph (3) not later than 2 years after the date of a determination under paragraph (2). The regulations promulgated by the Secretary of Defense under paragraph (4) shall become effective upon promulgation unless another effective date is specified in the regulations.

(D) PETITION FOR REVIEW.—The Governor of any State may submit a petition requesting that the Secretary of Defense and the Administrator review a determination under paragraph (2) or a standard under paragraph (3), if there is significant new information, not considered previously, that could reasonably result in a change to the particular determination or standard after consideration of the matters set forth in paragraph (2).

The petition shall be accompanied by the petitioning State and technical information on which the petition is based. The Administrator and the Secretary of Defense shall grant or deny the petition not later than 2 years after the date of receipt of the petition.

(E) EFFECT ON OTHER LAWS.—

(A) PROHIBITION ON REGULATION BY STATES OR POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS OF STATES.—Be-
require use of a marine pollution control device regarding a particular discharge incidental to the normal operation of a vessel of the Armed Forces; or

(2) the discharge is prohibited by a determination under paragraph (2) that it is not reasonable or practicable to require use of a marine pollution control device regarding a particular discharge incidental to the normal operation of a vessel of the Armed Forces.

(2) Prohibition by the Administrator.

(A) In general.—After the effective date of this subsection—

(i) a determination under paragraph (2) that it is not reasonable or practicable to require use of a marine pollution control device regarding a particular discharge incidental to the normal operation of a vessel of the Armed Forces; or

(ii) a determination under paragraph (2) that the discharge is prohibited by a determination under paragraph (2) that it is not reasonable or practicable to require use of a marine pollution control device regarding a particular discharge incidental to the normal operation of a vessel of the Armed Forces.

(B) Prohibition relating to vessels of the Armed Forces.

(i) The Administrator makes the determinations described in subclauses (I) and (II) in accordance with the applicable international regulation regarding the discharge of oil, oily waste, or any other noxious substance into the waters.

(ii) A discharge overboard any discharge incidental to the normal operation of a vessel or a discharge incidental to the normal operation of a vessel of the United States or the waters of the contiguous zone, if the vessel is not equipped with any required marine pollution control device meeting standards established under this subsection; or

(iii) a discharge that is not covered by a discharge incidental to the normal operation of a vessel; and

(iv) a discharge that is not covered by a discharge incidental to the normal operation of a vessel.

(3) Enforcement.

This subsection shall be enforceable, as provided in subsections (j) and (k), against any agency of the United States responsible for vessels of the Armed Forces; and against any immunity asserted by the agency.

(b) Conforming Amendments.

(1) Definitions.

Section 312(a) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1322(a)) is amended—

(A) by striking “of this section or” and inserting “of this section or”; and

(B) by striking “, or subsection (n)(8) shall”, and inserting “, or subsection (n)(8) shall”. Subparagraph (A) of the second sentence of section 312(c) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1326(c)) is amended by striking “, and inserting “, excepting a vessel engaged in commerce; and

(c) Cooperation in Standards Development.

The Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency and the Secretary of Defense, by mutual agreement, with or without reimbursement, provide for the use of information, reports, personnel, or other resources of the Environmental Protection Agency or the Department of Defense to assist the Administrator in the development of marine pollution control devices on vessels of the Armed Forces; and

(d) Effect of Installation or Use of Marine Pollution Control Devices.

(A) The effect of installation or use of any required marine pollution control device on vessels of the Armed Forces.

(B) The practicability of using marine pollution control devices on vessels of the Armed Forces.

PRYOR (AND OTHERS) AMENDMENT NO. 2096

Mr. NUNN (for Mr. Pryor for himself, Mrs. Feinstein, and Mr. Robb) proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

Page on 137, after line 24, add the following:

SEC. 389. FUNDING FOR TROOPS TO TEACHERS PROGRAM AND TROOPS TO COPS PROGRAM.

(a) Funding.

(A) General Funding.

The amount authorized to be appropriated under section 331—

(B) The amount authorized to be appropriated under section 331—

(C) Appropriation for Troops-to-Teachers Program.

(D) Appropriation for Troops-to-Cops Program.

(e) Effect of Authorization.

In this section—

(F) Effect of Authorization.

SEC. 389. FUNDING FOR TROOPS TO TEACHERS PROGRAM AND TROOPS TO COPS PROGRAM.

(a) Funding.

Of the amount authorized to be appropriated under section 331—

(1) $2,000,000 shall be available for the Troops-to-Teachers program; and

(2) $10,000,000 shall be available for the Troops-to-Cops program.

(b) Definition.

In this section—

(Troops-to-Cops Program).

The term ‘Troops-to-Cops Program’ means the program of assistance to separated members and former members of the Armed Forces to obtain employment with law enforcement agencies established, or carried out, under section 1152 of title 10, United States Code.

The term ‘Troops-to-Teachers Program’ means the program of assistance to separated members of the Armed Forces to obtain certification and employment as teachers or employment as teachers’ aides established under section 1151 of such title.
DOLE AMENDMENT NO. 2097
Mr. WARNER (for Mr. DOLE) proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

On page 314, between lines 11 and 12, insert the following:

SEC. 203. PRESERVATION OF AMMUNITION INDUSTRIAL BASE.

(a) REVIEW OF AMMUNITION PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS.—(1) Not later than 60 days after the date of enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Defense shall commence a review of the ammunition procurement and management programs of the Department of Defense, including the planning, acquisition, administration, and carrying out of such programs.

(2) The review under paragraph (1) shall include an assessment of the following matters:

(A) The practicability and desirability of using centralized procurement practices to procure all ammunition required by the Armed Forces;

(B) The capability of the ammunition production facilities of the United States to meet the ammunition requirements of the Armed Forces;

(C) The practicability and desirability of privatizing such ammunition production facilities;

(D) The practicability and desirability of using integrated budget planning among the Armed Forces for the procurement of ammunition;

(E) The practicability and desirability of establishing an advocate within the Department of Defense for ammunition industrial base matters who shall be responsible for—

(i) establishing the quantity and price of ammunition procured by the Armed Forces;

(ii) establishing and implementing policy to ensure the continuing viability of the ammunition industrial base in the United States.

THURMOND AMENDMENT NO. 2098
Mr. WARNER (for Mr. THURMOND) proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

On page 328, line 19, strike out “194” and insert in lieu thereof “1995”.

On page 329, line 18, strike out “1993” and insert in lieu thereof “1995”.

AKAKA AMENDMENT NO. 2099
Mr. NUNN (for Mr. AKAKA) proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

Beginning on page 204, strike out line 8 and all that follows through page 206, line 4, and insert in lieu thereof the following:

SEC. 543. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE PERSONNEL PREVENTED BY SECRECY FROM BEING CONSIDERED FOR DECORATIONS AND AWARDS.

(a) WAIVER ON RESTRICTIONS OF AWARDS.—(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the President, the Secretary of Defense, or the Secretary of the military department concerned may award a decoration to any person for an act, achievement, or service performed by that person while serving on active duty.

(b) REVIEW OF AWARD RECOMMENDATIONS.—(1) The Secretary of the Army shall review all recommendations for awards of decorations for acts, achievements, or service described in subsection (a)(1) that have been received by the Secretary during the period of the review.

(2) The Secretary shall begin the review within 30 days after the date of the enactment of this Act and shall complete the review within one year after such date.

(3) The Secretary may use the same process for carrying out the review as the Secretary uses for reviewing other recommendations for awarding decorations to members of the armed force or armed forces under the Secretary’s jurisdiction for acts, achievements, or service.

(4) The Secretary may reject a recommendation if the Secretary determines that there is a justifiable basis for concluding that the recommendation is spurious.

(5) The Secretary shall take reasonable actions to publicize widely the opportunity to recommend awards of decorations under this section.

(b)(A) Upon completing the review, the Secretary shall submit a report on the review to the Senate and the Committee on National Security of the House of Representatives.

(b)(B) The report shall contain the following information on each recommendation for an award reviewed:

(i) A summary of the recommendation.

(ii) The findings resulting from the review.

(iii) The final action taken on the recommendation.

(iv) Administrative or legislative recommendations to improve award procedures with respect to military intelligence personnel.

(c) DEFINITION.—In this section, the term “active duty” has the meaning given such term in section 101(d)(1) of title 10, United States Code.

AKAKA AMENDMENT NO. 2100
Mr. NUNN (for Mr. AKAKA) proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

On page 206, between lines 4 and 5, insert the following:

SEC. 544. REVIEW REGARDING AWARDS OF DISTINGUISHED-SERVICE CROSS TO ASIAN-AMERICANS AND PACIFIC ISLANDERS FOR CERTAIN WORLD WAR II SERVICE.

(a) REVIEW REQUIRED.—The Secretary of the Army shall—

(1) review the records relating to the award of the Distinguished-Service Cross to Asian-Americans and Native American Pacific Islanders for service as members of the Army during World War II in order to determine whether the award should be upgraded to the Medal of Honor; and

(2) submit to the President a recommendation that the President award a Medal of Honor to each such person for whom the Secretary determines an upgrade to be appropriate.

(b) WAIVER OF TIME LIMITATIONS.— The President is authorized to award a Medal of Honor to any person referred to in subsection (a) in accordance with a recommendation of the Secretary of the Army submitted under that subsection. The following restrictions do not apply in the case of any such award:

(1) Sections 3744 and 8744 of title 10, United States Code.

(2) Any regulation or other administrative restriction on—

(A) the time for awarding a Medal of Honor; or

(B) the awarding of a Medal of Honor for service for which a Distinguished-Service Cross has been awarded.

(c) DEFINITION.—In this section:

(1) The term “Native American Pacific Islander” means a Native Hawaiian and any other Native American Pacific Islander within the meaning of the Native American Programs Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 2991 et seq.).

(2) The term “World War II” has the meaning given that term in section 101(b) of title 38, United States Code.

COATS AMENDMENT NO. 2101
Mr. WARNER (for Mr. COATS) proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

Beginning on page 290, strike out line 12 and all that follows through page 291, line 14, and insert in lieu thereof the following:

SEC. 723. APPLICABILITY OF CHAMPUS PAYMENT RULES IN CERTAIN CASES

Section 1074 of title 10, United States Code, is amended by adding at the end the following:

“(1) The Secretary of Defense, after consultation with the other administering Secretaries, may by regulation require a private CHAMPUS provider to apply the CHAMPUS payment rules (subject to any limitations considered appropriate by the Secretary) in imposing charges for health care that the provider provides outside the catchment area of a Uniformed Services Treatment Facility to a member of the uniformed services who is enrolled in a health care plan of the Uniformed Services Treatment Facility.

“(2) The term ‘CHAMPUS payment rules’ means the payment rules referred to in subsection (c).

“(C) The term ‘Uniformed Services Treatment Facility’ means a facility deemed to be a facility of the uniformed services under section 911(a) of the Military Construction Authorization Act, 1982 (42 U.S.C. 248c(a)).”

COATS AMENDMENT NO. 2102
Mr. WARNER (for Mr. COATS) proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

On page 285, line 14, strike out “January 1, 1995” and insert in lieu thereof “October 1, 1995”.

NICKLES AND INHOFE AMENDMENT NO. 2103
Mr. NICKLES (for himself and Mr. INHOFE) proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

On page 76, insert the following after line 4:

“(D) REVIEW BY THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE.—(1) The Secretary shall make available to the Comptroller General of the United States all information used by the Department in developing the policy under subsections (a) through (d) of this section. The Secretary submits to Congress the report required by subsection (a) by the 45th day after the Secretary submits to Congress the report required by subsection (a) and a detailed analysis of the Secretary’s proposed policy as reported under subsection (a).”
Mr. WARNER (for Mr. McCASKEY for himself, Mr. CAMPBELL, Mr. BROWN, and Mr. BINGAMAN) proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

On page 572, line 19, strike out “three months” and insert in lieu thereof “five months”.

On page 573, line 11, strike out “fair market”.

On page 574, beginning on line 9, strike out “in setting that price, the Secretary, in consultation with the Director, may consider and insert in lieu thereof “The Secretary may not set the minimum acceptable price below.”

On page 574, at the end of line 19, insert the following: “Notwithstanding section 743(b)(1) of this title, costs and fees of retaining the investment banker shall be paid out of the proceeds of the sale of the reserve.”.

On page 574, line 22, insert “or contract” after “contract”.

On page 575, line 3, insert “or contracts” after “contract”.

On page 575, line 11, insert “or contracts” after “contract”.

On page 575, line 17, insert “or contracts” after “contract”.

On page 576, line 11, by inserting “or purchased (as the case may be)” after “purchased”.

On page 578, line 17, by inserting “or purchased (as the case may be)” after “purchased”.

On page 579, line 4, strike out “a contract” and insert in lieu thereof “any contract”.

On page 579, line 12, insert after “reserve” the following: “or any subcomponent thereof.”.

On page 579, line 16, insert “or parcel” after “reserve”.

On page 584, strike out line 11, and insert in lieu thereof the following: “the committees.”.

“(m) Oversight.—The Comptroller General shall monitor the actions of the Secretary relating to the sale of the reserve and report to the Committee on Armed Services of the Senate and the Committee on National Security of the House of Representatives any findings on such actions that the Comptroller General considers appropriate to report to those committees.”.

“(n) Acquisition of Services.—The Secretary may enter into contracts for the acquisition of services required under this section under the authority of paragraph (7) of section 703(c) of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 (41 U.S.C. 253(c)), except that the notification required under subparagraph (B) of such paragraph for each contract shall be submitted to Congress not less than 7 days before the award of the contract.”.

“(o) Error or Prejudice of Process of Sale.—(1) If during the course of the sale of the reserve the Secretary of Energy and the Director of the Office of Management and Budget jointly determine that—

“(A) the sale is proceeding in a manner inconsistent with achievement of a sale price that reflects the full value of the reserve, or

“(B) a course of action other than the immediate sale of the reserve is in the best interests of the United States,

the Secretary shall submit a notification of the determination to the Committees on Armed Services of the Senate and the Committees on National Security and on Commerce of the House of Representatives.”.

“(p) Notice of Decision to Extend.—If the Secretary submits a notification under paragraph (1), the Secretary may not complete the sale reserve under this section unless there is enacted a joint resolution—

“(1) that is introduced after the date on which the notification is received by the committees referred to in such paragraph; and

“(2) that does not have a preamble; and

“(3) the matter after the resolving clause of which reads only as follows: ‘That the Secretary of Energy shall proceed with activities to sell Naval Petroleum Reserve Numbered 1 in accordance with section 7421a of title 10, United States Code, notwithstanding the notification required under subparagraph (B) of such section submitted to Congress by the Secretary of Energy on .’ (the blank space being filled in with the appropriate date); and

“(3) the title of which is as follows: ‘Joint resolution approving continuation of activities to sell Naval Petroleum Reserve Numbered 1.”

“(q) Submission to the Comptroller General of Financial Data.—The Secretary of Energy shall submit a notification of the determination to the Committee on Armed Services of the Senate and the Committee on National Security of the House of Representatives and a report to the Comptroller General of financial data relating to the project at Union Springs, Alabama, the following:

- Cali. Los Alamos
- Fuel Facility.

$1,553,000

THURMOND AMENDMENT NO. 2106

Mr. WARNER (for Mr. THURMOND) proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

Beginning on page 275, strike out line 19 and all that follows through page 277, line 18, and insert in lieu thereof the following:

(a) Study Required.—(1) The Secretary of Defense shall conduct a study to determine the quantitative results (described in subsection (b)) of enactment and exercise of authority for the Secretary of the military department concerned to pay an annuity to the qualified surviving spouse of each member of the Armed Forces who—

(A) died before March 21, 1974, and was entitled to retired or retainer pay on the date of death; or

(B) was a member of a reserve component of the Armed Forces during the period beginning on September 21, 1972, and ending on October 1, 1978, and at the time of his death would have been entitled to retired pay under chapter 67 of title 10, United States Code (as in effect before December 1, 1994), but for the fact that he was under 60 years of age.

(2) A qualified surviving spouse for purposes of paragraph (1) is a surviving spouse who has not remarried and who is not eligible for an annuity under authority described in such subsection.

(b) Required Determinations.—By means of the study required under subsection (a), the Secretary shall determine the following matters:

(1) The number of unmarried surviving spouses of deceased members of the Armed Forces referred to in subparagraph (A) of subsection (a)(1) who would be eligible for an annuity under authority described in such subsection.

(2) The number of unmarried surviving spouses of deceased members and deceased former members of the Armed Forces referred to in subparagraph (A) of subsection (a)(1) who would be eligible for an annuity under authority described in such subsection.

(3) The number of persons in each group of unmarried former spouses described in paragraphs (1) and (2) who are receiving a whole life insurance policy or a deceased member’s insurance benefit under title II of the Social Security Act on the basis of employment of a deceased member or deceased former member referred to in subparagraph (B) of subsection (a)(1) who would be eligible for an annuity under authority described in such subsection.

(c) Report.—(1) Not later than March 1, 1996, the Secretary of Defense shall submit to the Committee on Armed Services of the Senate and the Committee on National Security of the House of Representatives a report on the results of the study.

(2) The Secretary shall include in the report a recommendation of the annuity that should be authorized to be paid under any authority described in subsection (3) together with a recommendation on the amount of the annuity that should be adjusted annually to offset increases in the cost of living.
KYL (AND OTHERS) AMENDMENT NO. 2107

Mr. WARNER (for Mr. KYL, for himself, Mr. ROBB, and Mr. BINGAMAN) proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

SEC. 1055. REVIEW OF NATIONAL POLICY ON PROTECTING THE NATIONAL INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE AGAINST STRATEGIC ATTACKS.

Not later than 120 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, the President shall submit to Congress a report setting forth the following:

(1) The national policy and architecture governing the plans for establishing procedures, capabilities, systems, and processes necessary to perform indications, warning, and assessment functions regarding strategic attacks by foreign nations, groups, or individuals, or any other entity against the national information infrastructure.

(2) The future of the National Communications System (NCS), which has performed the central role in ensuring national security and emergency preparedness communications for essential United States Government and private sector users, including, specifically, a discussion of—

(A) whether there is a federal interest in expanding or modernizing the National Communications System in light of the changing strategic national security environment and the revolution in information technologies; and

(B) the best use of the National Communications System and the assets and experience it represents as an integral part of a larger national strategy to protect the United States against a strategic attack on the national information infrastructure.

MCCAIN (AND LIEBERMAN) AMENDMENT NO. 2108

Mr. WARNER (for Mr. MCCAIN, for himself and Mr. LIEBERMAN) proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

At the appropriate place in the bill, insert the following:

SEC. 1055. REVIEW OF NATIONAL POLICY ON PROTECTING THE NATIONAL INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE AGAINST STRATEGIC ATTACKS.

The ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLEMENT ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1995

STEVENS (AND AKAKA) AMENDMENT NO. 2110

Mr. WARNER (for Mr. STEVENS, for himself, and Mr. AKAKA) proposed an amendment to the bill S. 1026, supra; as follows:

SEC. 1096. FURTHER AMENDMENTS TO THE ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLEMENT ACT.

(b) This amendment shall be effective as of the date of enactment of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, Public Law 92-203 (43 U.S.C. 1606(i)), and—

(1) by inserting “(1)” after “(i);” and

(2) by adding the following to the Act:

“(2) For purposes of this subsection, the term ‘revenues’ does not include any benefit received or realized for the use of losses incurred or credits earned by a Regional Corporation.”.


NOTICES OF HEARINGS

SUBCOMMITTEE ON FORESTS AND PUBLIC LAND MANAGEMENT

Mr. CRAIG. Mr. President, I would like to announce for the information of the Senate and the public that an oversight hearing has been scheduled before the Subcommittee on Forests and Public Land Management to review the implementation of Section 401 of the fiscal year 1995 Emergency Appropriations and Funding Rescissions bill. This is the section that deals with the management of Federal forest lands.

The hearing will take place on Thursday, August 10, at 9:30 a.m. in room SD-366 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building in Washington, DC.

Those who wish to submit written statements for the record should write to the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, U.S. Senate, Washington, DC 20510. For further information, please call Mark Rey at (202) 224-2878.

AUTHORITY FOR COMMITTEES TO MEET

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry be allowed to meet during the session of the Senate on Thursday, August 3, at 9 a.m., in SH-332, to consider the nomination of Mr. JILL L. Long to be Undersecretary for Rural Economic and Community Development and to be a member of the Board of Directors for the Commodity Credit Corporation.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the Committee on the Judiciary be authorized to hold a business meeting during the session of the Senate on Thursday, August 3, at 10 a.m. in SD-226.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the Committee on the Judiciary be authorized to meet during the session of the Senate on Thursday, August 3, 1995, at 2 p.m., in SD-226, to hold a hearing on judicial nominees.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the Special Committee on Aging be authorized to meet during the session of the Senate on Thursday, August 3, at 9:30 a.m. to hold a hearing to discuss Federal oversight of Medicare HMO’s.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

SUBCOMMITTEE ON DRINKING WATER, FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the Subcommittee on Drinking Water, Fisheries and Wildlife be granted permission to conduct a hearing Thursday, August 3, at 9:30 a.m. on reauthorization of the Endangered Species Act.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

SUBCOMMITTEE ON NEAR EASTERN AND SOUTH ASIAN AFFAIRS

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs Subcommittee of the Committee on Foreign Relations be authorized to meet during the session of the Senate on Thursday, August 3, at 10:30 a.m.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

SUBCOMMITTEE ON NEAR EASTERN AND SOUTH ASIAN AFFAIRS

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs Subcommittee of the Committee on Foreign Relations be authorized to meet during the session of the Senate on Thursday, August 3, at 10:30 a.m.
of the Committee on Foreign Relations be authorized to meet during the ses-
sion of the Senate on Thursday, August 3, 1995, at 2:00 p.m.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS

RELEASE OF GAO REPORT ON SUPERFUND

Mr. BOND. Mr. President, I rise today to draw my colleagues attention to a report just released by the General Accounting Office that I requested on May 24, 1993. The report is entitled “Superfund: Information on Current Health Risks,” and it examines the actual, current health risks at Superfund sites. I believe the results of this study are very surprising, and may have very important implications for the Superfund budget and possibly for Superfund reauthorization.

At the recent White House Conference on Small Business, Superfund reform was voted the No. 5 issue out of literally hundreds of topics of concern to small businesses. As these small businesses representatives know all too well Superfund liability is literally killing many small businesses. As chairman of the Small Business Committee in addition to being a member of the Environment and Public Works Committee and chairman of the Appropriations Subcommittee for the EPA, I asked GAO to prepare this report because I wanted to get a better understanding of the reduction in health risks and other benefits of the money spent on Superfund.

The GAO report looked at EPA’s own data from 225 recent records of decision signed between 1991 and mid-1993. These are the sites that will soon be moving into the containment phase and will be driving a big portion of the Superfund budget in the next few years.

The report found that less than one third of the sites posed health risks serious enough to warrant cleanup under current land uses. Some of the sites in this category have no current exposure and hence no current risk. However, under current land uses, there could be a risk in the future if, for example, a ground water plume migrated through a construction water source. So this category is over inclusive if anything. In addition, about one-half of the other sites in this category used to pose a health risk but a removal action has already been completed to address any immediate risks.

Over one-half of the 225 sites do not pose any risk warranting a cleanup under existing conditions, although they might pose a risk in the future if current land use patterns change. The remaining 15 percent are currently used drinking water sources. So this category is under inclusive if anything. In addition, about one-half of the other sites in this category used to pose a health risk but a removal action has already been completed to address any immediate risks.

They are already in EPA’s target risk range for completed cleanups. The implications of these findings are profound. Superfund sites clearly do not threaten the health of millions of Americans. As is often stated in fact, if we asked Congress to authorize Superfund remedial actions altogether there are only a few sites that would have any impact on human health today. However, I do not think we can conclude from this report that Superfund should be abolished entirely, this report shows sites do indeed pose a risk to health, and other sites may pose environmental risks sufficient to warrant cleanup, but dramatic reform is clearly needed.

I believe this report can help us to use our increasingly scarce Federal dollars more wisely, without putting anyone’s health at risk. In fact, I think we can use this report to protect people’s health by better prioritizing EPA’s efforts on sites posing current health risks. This does not mean we should ignore environmental risks or future risks, but current health risks should be our first priority.

The decline in overall discretionary spending in forcing us to make significant changes in our budget. As chairman of the VA, HUD, and Independent Agencies Subcommittee, I must make reductions totaling more than $9 billion in budget authority from the fiscal year 1995 VA-HUD bill. This is a reduction of about 12 percent, and will impact virtually all of the agencies under my subcommittee’s jurisdiction, including the Department of Veterans Affairs, HUD, NASA, EPA, and the National Science Foundation, to name a few. This reduction in discretionary spending will mean that increases for any program will be nearly impossible.

Clearly, in coming years, the Agency will simply have to get used to doing more with less. The Superfund Program will not be exempt from these changes. With decreasing resources available to EPA, Superfund can be expected to take its share of cuts. In this tight budgetary climate, it is only prudent to plan for smaller budgets by focusing on prioritizing among Superfund NPL sites.

The taxes funding the Superfund trust fund are set to expire on December 31, 1995. Legislation to reauthorize Superfund is currently moving through Congress that will bring much needed reform to the program. Fiscal year 1996 will likely be a transition year for the Superfund Program. I want to ensure that the transition is an orderly one and the Agency can avoid the problems encountered by the program during the last transition in 1985 and 1986.

In my opinion, the highest priority of the Superfund Program should be to protect current health risks to human health and to ensure that sites on the national priorities list are not currently causing illness. It is inappropriate to expend significant resources on remedial ac-

Footnotes at end of article.
current land uses, as opposed to the risks that may develop if land uses change in the future; the nature of the current risks; and the types of environmental media (e.g., ground water, air) that might pose such risks. The report recommends that EPA (1) try to determine whether EPA’s short-term response actions to mitigate the health risks from Superfund sites have reduced the risks under current land uses. This report specifies that our findings on these issues as they relate to the 225 nonfederal NPL sites contained in EPA’s data base on health risks from Superfund sites are not readily available to determine the extent to which the health risks reported in the data base may already reflect the effects of the cleanup. Table 1 categorizes these 40 sites by the environmental media posing the current health risk.

RESULTS IN BRIEF

About one-third (or 71) of the 225 sites contained in EPA’s data base posed serious health risks under current land uses. About another one-half (or 119) of the 225 sites did not pose serious health risks under current land uses but posed serious risks under EPA’s short-term response actions. A third group of the 225 sites (or 45) did not pose health risks under current land uses and were not still be posed in the future. The purposes of the data for the 71 sites also indicate that 28 percent posed cancer risks, 30 percent posed noncancer risks, and 42 percent posed both cancer and noncancer risks. EPA’s noncancer risk category includes such conditions as birth defects or nerve or liver damage.

REMOVAL ACTIONS HAVE REDUCED IMMEDIATE HEALTH RISKS

According to officials from the Office of Emergency and Remedial Response (OERR), EPA’s removal program has mitigated the health risks from Superfund sites, at least temporarily. EPA’s policy requires a short-term response whenever a Superfund site poses a health risk that immediately endangers a site’s surroundings. EPA’s Responsive Electronic Link and Access Interface (RELAI) database, which was developed to report and inventory cleanup actions at Superfund sites, contains data for the 71 sites also indicate that removal actions have occurred at 31 of the 71 sites. EPA officials caution that while removal actions have mitigated the immediate health risks at these sites, information is not readily available to determine the extent to which removal actions have affected the health risks reported in the data base. According to these officials, the available information does not indicate whether the removal actions removed or treated only enough contaminants to mitigate the risks that immediately endangered the surrounding population. For example, a small pile of highly contaminated soil might have been removed, mitigating the immediate risk to children playing nearby but having little effect on the site’s more extensive soil contamination.

OERR officials also caution that while removal actions have mitigated the immediate health risks at these sites, information is not readily available to determine the extent to which removal actions have affected the health risks reported in the data base. According to these officials, the available information does not indicate whether the removal actions removed or treated only enough contaminants to mitigate the risks that immediately endangered a site’s surrounding population. For example, a small pile of highly contaminated soil might have been removed, mitigating the immediate risk to children playing nearby but having little effect on the site’s more extensive soil contamination.

OERR officials also caution that while removal actions have mitigated the immediate health risks at these sites, information is not readily available to determine the extent to which removal actions have affected the health risks reported in the data base. According to these officials, the available information does not indicate whether the removal actions removed or treated only enough contaminants to mitigate the risks that immediately endangered a site’s surrounding population. For example, a small pile of highly contaminated soil might have been removed, mitigating the immediate risk to children playing nearby but having little effect on the site’s more extensive soil contamination.

OERR officials also caution that while removal actions have mitigated the immediate health risks at these sites, information is not readily available to determine the extent to which removal actions have affected the health risks reported in the data base. According to these officials, the available information does not indicate whether the removal actions removed or treated only enough contaminants to mitigate the risks that immediately endangered a site’s surrounding population. For example, a small pile of highly contaminated soil might have been removed, mitigating the immediate risk to children playing nearby but having little effect on the site’s more extensive soil contamination.

OERR officials also caution that while removal actions have mitigated the immediate health risks at these sites, information is not readily available to determine the extent to which removal actions have affected the health risks reported in the data base. According to these officials, the available information does not indicate whether the removal actions removed or treated only enough contaminants to mitigate the risks that immediately endangered a site’s surrounding population. For example, a small pile of highly contaminated soil might have been removed, mitigating the immediate risk to children playing nearby but having little effect on the site’s more extensive soil contamination.

OERR officials also caution that while removal actions have mitigated the immediate health risks at these sites, information is not readily available to determine the extent to which removal actions have affected the health risks reported in the data base. According to these officials, the available information does not indicate whether the removal actions removed or treated only enough contaminants to mitigate the risks that immediately endangered a site’s surrounding population. For example, a small pile of highly contaminated soil might have been removed, mitigating the immediate risk to children playing nearby but having little effect on the site’s more extensive soil contamination.

OERR officials also caution that while removal actions have mitigated the immediate health risks at these sites, information is not readily available to determine the extent to which removal actions have affected the health risks reported in the data base. According to these officials, the available information does not indicate whether the removal actions removed or treated only enough contaminants to mitigate the risks that immediately endangered a site’s surrounding population. For example, a small pile of highly contaminated soil might have been removed, mitigating the immediate risk to children playing nearby but having little effect on the site’s more extensive soil contamination.
Table 1—Forty sites posing health risks under current land uses that have not warranted removal action

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental medium that posed health risks</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Groundwater</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface water</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple media</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO’s analysis of data from EPA’s RELAI database.

AGENCY COMMENTS

We requested that EPA provide comments on a draft of this report. On June 19, 1995, we met with officials from EPA’s OERR, including the Chief, Response Operations Branch, to obtain the agency’s comments on the draft report. The officials told us that they were generally satisfied that the information presented in the report is accurate. The officials provided additional perspectives on several issues discussed in the report and also suggested technical corrections on a few matters. We revised the draft report to incorporate these comments.

SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY

To provide an assessment of the extent to which Superfund sites may pose serious health risks under current land uses and on the nature of those risks, we analyzed pertinent reports from EPA’s most comprehensive data base on the health risks from Superfund sites. While we did not independently verify the accuracy of EPA’s data, we reviewed the agency’s data collection and verification procedures and internal quality assurance procedures, and determined these internal controls to be adequate. We worked closely with EPA officials to ensure a proper interpretation and analysis of the data. Although the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry—the Public Health Service agency responsible for identifying health problems in the communities around Superfund sites—also assesses sites’ health risks, we did not analyze the agency’s evaluation data on Superfund sites for this report because the data were incomplete.

To provide information on whether EPA’s short-term response actions have reduced the health risks from Superfund sites, we obtained site-specific data on the removal actions that have occurred at the 71 sites where current health risks existed. Although we did not verify this information, we discussed the information and EPA’s removal policy and actions with officials from OERR’s Response Standards and Criteria and Response Operations branches.

We performed our work between April and June 1995 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce or otherwise disclose our report contents earlier, we plan no further distribution until 10 days after the date of this letter. At this time, we will send copies to the Administrators of EPA, the Director, Office of Management and Budget; and other interested parties. We will also make copies available to others on request.

The names of contributors to this report are listed in appendix I. If you or your staff have any questions about this report, please call me at (202) 512-6111.

Sincerely yours,

PETER F. GUERRERO
Director, Environmental Protection Issues.

APPENDIX 1—MAJOR CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS REPORT


Chicago Regional Office: Sharon E. Butler, Senior Evaluator.

FOOTNOTES

1 The Congress created the Superfund program under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), which authorized the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), among other things, to clean up contamination at the nation’s hazardous waste sites. EPA places the sites it considers to be the most severely contaminated on the NPL for cleanup.


3 EPA considers the risk serious enough to warrant cleanup if (a) it has a 1 in 10,000 chance of developing cancer from exposure to the site’s contaminants or (b) if exposure to the site’s contaminants might exceed the levels humans can tolerate without developing other ill health effects, such as birth defects or neural tube or liver damage.

4 According to officials in EPA’s Office of Emergency and Remedial Response, while permanent removal actions are preferred over temporary measures, EPA must consider several factors, including the nature of those risks, in determining the appropriate removal action for a site.

5 At some sites, EPA has taken removal actions before the risk assessment occurs, which could reduce somewhat the risk estimated in the baseline assessment of the site.

6 According to EPA officials, the Superfund program is supposed to address significant health risks under current land uses occurring at 25 to 30 percent of sites in the RELAI data base meet EPA’s criteria for serious health risk under either current or future land uses.

FIRE, READY, AIM

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, the Bosnian policy of the United States is lacking in backbone and commitment. I confess, it discourages me.

I am not the only one who is discouraged.

A column by Tom Friedman appeared in the Sunday July 30, 1995, New York Times that is, unfortunately, on target. And I ask that it be printed in the RECORD.

The article follows:

[From the New York Times, July 30, 1995]

FIRE, READY, AIM

(By Thomas L. Friedman)

Washington: Lost in the commotion about the Senate vote to lift the arms embargo on Bosnia, and President Clinton’s threat to veto such a move, is a small fact of some importance: Both the President’s policy and the Congress’s real issue in Bosnia are formulas for continued war.

What are our real interests in Bosnia? They are four: halt the killing, prevent the conflict from turning into a Christian-Muslim holy war and insure that it does not end in a way that permanently damages America’s ties with its European allies, NATO and Russia.

The only way to achieve it would be to have a Mus- lims lose quickly. With the Congress plan the Mus-

lins lose slowly. With the Congress plan the Mus-

lins lose quickly.

neither the Administration nor the Congress wants to recognize what the Europeans already have—that the ideal multi-ethnic, democratic Bosnia, if it were ever possible, cannot be achieved now. The only way to achieve it would be to have the Muslims and Croats live together under one roof, which they demonstrably do not want to do. None of the parties right now are fighting to live together, but each fighting for ethnic survival or independence.

We can lament the idea of a multiethnic, pluralistic Bosnia but we cannot build it from the raw material at hand. The only way left is to recognize the killing and build the least bad peace around the Bosnia we have, which is one in which Serbs, Croats and Muslims live apart until they can learn to live together.

THE 75TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE 19TH AMENDMENT

• Mr. DOMENICI, Mr. President. It is my pleasure to submit for the RECORD, Executive Order 95-32, issued by the
Governor of New Mexico, Gary E. Johnson, in recognition of the 75th Anniversary of women's suffrage.

Whereas, since the founding of our nation women have played a vital role in the formation of the United States of America; and

Whereas, women have fought battles, built homes, set up governments and donated many hours to help make this nation the greatest that it is today; and

Whereas, despite all of their support and hard work, women were denied the right to vote; and

Whereas, it is proper and fitting to recognize the 75th anniversary of the struggle for women's suffrage;

Therefore, I, Gary E. Johnson, Governor of New Mexico, do hereby order that on August 26, 1995, at twelve noon Mountain Standard Time, bells shall be rung in recognition and celebration of the adoption of the 19th amendment to the United States Constitution.

Through the efforts of a committed group of New Mexican citizens, organized by Elizabeth Iolene McKinney-Brown, an organization was established to pay special tribute to the 75th anniversary of women's suffrage. As the group said about August 26, "This is a special day and we need to recognize it as such so that all can participate in the celebration." As a result of this group's efforts, New Mexico issued its executive order to set aside 12 noon on August 26, 1995 for the ringing of bells in celebration of the adoption of this important amendment. I understand that New Mexico is the first State to set aside a certain time of day as a special tribute to the amendment.

The members of Celebrate Partners United and the Governor of New Mexico are to be commended for their dedicated efforts to recognize this special day. As Lieutenant Governor Bradley stated in the letter of transmittal of the executive order: "The people of this nation are indebted to those who fought bravely in the face of adversity for the right of women to vote. This all important right is the heart of our democracy. As we continuously strive for equality in this great nation, we must never forget the struggles of the past. We can only learn from the historic efforts of women fighting for suffrage and will continue to tell their story and celebrate their victory."

Elizabeth Iolene McKinney-Brown brought the Celebrate Partners United activities to my attention. It is her and the group's belief that all the States' Governors will consider the New Mexico example and issue similar proclamations. She pointed out that the ringing of bells "is reminiscent of the simple act, first done by our forefathers when they rang the Liberty Bell." She suggests that if there are no bells in the little towns and communities, that horns or sirens are just as good because "anyone, anywhere, can make a sound in remembrance of the 75th anniversary of the 19th amendment." I am proud that New Mexico has taken the initiative to honor August 26 in this unique way. I am also equally proud that many men and women of New Mexico, at the grassroots level, have led this statewide effort to make a sound for this very important amendment to our U.S. Constitution. I urge my colleagues to share a similar challenge within their own States— it is a unique way for all Americans to acknowledge the special significance of this date in history.

TRIBUTE TO JOHN M. CURRAN

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I rise today to pay tribute to John M. "Mike" Curran, an outstanding public servant from my State, who will soon retire from Government service after a distinguished 22-year career with the U.S. Forest Service.

Mike began his career with the U.S. Forest Service in 1965 as a landscape architect in the Intermountain Region Office in Ogden, UT, and was later assigned to the Ashley National Forest. In 1968, he moved to the Rocky Mountain Regional Office in Denver, CO. From there he went to the San Juan National Forest in Colorado where he served as forest landscape architect. He held Ranger District Ranger positions from 1975 to 1981 in Wyoming, Buffalo Ranger District, and Colorado, Taylor River Ranger District. In 1981, he was selected as a Loeb Fellow at Harvard University. He then spent 4 years in the Washington Office programs and legislation where, during 1984, I was privileged to have Mike assigned to my staff as a Legislative Fellow to the U.S. Senate. In working with Mike on a daily basis, I developed a great respect and appreciation for his intelligence, his integrity, his judgment, and his sensitivity to the many complexities of environmental issues. Imagine my delight when, in 1986, Mike became the Forest Supervisor of the Ouachita National Forest, headquartered in Hot Springs, AR.

During his tenure in the Ouachitas, Mike has worked hard to forge a unique partnership between research and the forest which fosters the advancement of ecosystem management. His vision, initiative, and tireless efforts have earned the Ouachita National Forest national and international recognition for leadership in the evolving concept of sustainable forest management. Mike's commitment to the involvement of the public in the decisionmaking process a priority, always striving for new and innovative ways to improve this relationship. Significant recognition of his efforts include the Chevron Conservation Award, the Oklahoma and Arkansas Wildlife Federation Forest Conservationist of the Year Awards, the United Nations Environment Program Award, the Chief's Ecosystem Management Award, and the Charles L. Steele Award by the Arkansas Nature Conservancy.

On a personal note, it was a unique set of circumstances which combined to forge the decade-long relationship Mike and I have enjoyed. From a valued staff member to an agency head in my home State, Mike has also become a personal friend. We have argued over issues and worked together to preserve and protect the beautiful land surrounding Lake Ouachita. I am pleased that although my State and our Nation are losing an exemplary public servant, I will be keeping a valued friend and constituent.

TRIBUTE TO JOHN FRAZER

Mr. McCONNELL. Mr. President, I rise today to pay tribute to John Frazier, a resident of Frankfort, KY, who is this Kentucky Gemma Award has contributed more than two decades of his life to the lobbying and leadership of Kentucky's coalition of private colleges.

At 66 years of age, this man retired in July after serving 21 years as the president of what is now referred to as the Association of Independent Kentucky Colleges and Universities. Mr. Frazier served as lobbyist and leader of the coalition which comprises 20 Kentucky schools including Alice Lloyd, Bellarmine, Centre, Thomas More, Transylvania, and Union. Together, these colleges represent about 20,000 students, which is about 12 percent of Kentucky's college students and about 20 percent of its annual graduates.

Mr. President, this man's dedication to the liberal arts education and the institution of the private college is admirable. Mr. Frazier used funds from his lifelong career to provide a private school education to students who were unable to afford otherwise. In addition, he coordinated libraries and created a central information system for the 20 colleges. A futurist at heart, he envisioned a joint insurance program that saves the colleges more than $300,000 each year.

In an age where educational reform has become one of the leading concerns among Kentuckians, Mr. Frazier's dedication to ensuring the tradition of excellence of the liberal arts education and the accessibility of such an education lives on. This lobbyist, leader, and good friend is being recognized today not only for this earnest dedication, but for the admirable way he represented these colleges.

Gary Cox, executive director of the Kentucky Council on Higher Education, recently described Mr. Frazier's character in an order form a recent Louisville Courier-Journal article: "He's a gentleman, a fella above reproach. That has added to his credibility, and to the stature of the schools he represents."

It is my honor to pay tribute today to this representative of Kentucky—this fine example for the future educators of our Nation.
MARTHA PAYNE: A TRUE FRIEND AND PUBLIC SERVANT

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I rise today with a heavy heart to inform the Senate that I am losing one of my most dedicated and trusted staff members—Martha Payne of Columbia, SC. At the same time, I am happy for Martha and Rob because she is going to have a whale of a time in what will be her best years ever.

Since 1960 when she started working with me in the Governor’s office, Martha has been there through thick and thin. Within months, her competence and commitment made her indispensable. At the end of my service as Governor when Senator Olin John- ston gave me a classic lesson in politics, I returned to Charleston to practice law and Martha assumed a position as manager of our State municipal association.

Martha and I never lost contact. I re- lied on her to keep me advised on happenings in State and municipal govern- ment, and as a conduit to old, and more importantly, new friends. In 1965 when I decided to again seek election to the highest office, the first person I asked to join my campaign was Martha Payne.

Martha was the glue that held a frag- ile and inexperienced campaign to- gether. She brilliantly bridged the gap between past Hollings supporters and new friends. In 1980 when I decided to again seek election to the Office of Governor, the first person I asked to join my campaign was Martha Payne.

Since that victorious 1966 Senate campaign, Martha served as my office organizer. She has been an office manager and staff assistant in Columbia. Day after day, she has helped thou- sands of people throughout South Caro- lina. Her energy and dedication to serv- ing our people, our State, and our country has made my job easier and our successes easier to accomplish.

Throughout long and difficult days which saw some seek a safer haven elsewhere, Martha never wavered. She has always been there, has been supportive, and has been a true friend.

Martha and her husband Rob first moved to Columbia from Monroe, NC, in 1950. They are the proud parents of three children—Rob Jr., a psychiatrist in Charleston Michael, a lawyer in Washington, DC; and Nancy, a teacher in Charleston—and grandparents of four. She and Rob will celebrate their 50th anniversary next May.

Mr. President, I often think of Mar- tha as South Carolina’s living Rolodex. She has an impressive knowledge and infor- mation. Perhaps the only thing more impressive than the number of South Carolinians she knows is the informa- tion she knows about them—their par- ents, grandparents, and children. In fact, Martha Payne, more than anyone I can think of, understands the rela- tionships that make South Carolina a big, big family.

Mr. President, we in South Carolina owe Martha Payne a huge debt of grati- tude. It is a debt that I never will be able to repay. But what I can do is offer heartfelt appreciation for a job well done and my sincerest thanks for the 35 years of love, friendship, loyalty, and support. Rob and I wish her and Rob well in their years to come.

FREDDIE MAC’S 25TH ANNIVERSARY

Mr. BOND. Mr. President, I rise to ac- knowledge the 25th anniversary of the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corpora- tion [Freddie Mac] and recognize Freddie Mac for its outstanding con- tribution in making financial credit available for home ownership.

In 1970, Congress created Freddie Mac to help ensure the nationwide avail- ability of low-cost mortgage funds to home buyers everywhere. Freddie Mac has risen to the challenge of dedi- cating its resources and ingenuity to making the American dream of home ownership a reality. Since 1970, Freddie Mac has purchased some $12 trillion in mortgage loans, including $16 billion in Missouri, enabling some 16 million American families to call their own home. By purchasing mortgage loans from lenders, packaging loans into se- curities, and selling the securities to investors, Freddie Mac has been a pri- mary participant in developing a sec- ondary mortgage market that provides a continuous flow of funds to finance home ownership.

I emphasize that Freddie Mac has made a real commitment and con- tinuing contribution to the mortgage finance system. Part of this commit- ment is Freddie Mac’s effort to encour- age fair lending and eliminate barriers to home ownership. Freddie Mac also has made a commitment to revitalizing neighborhoods by emphasizing commu- nity development mortgage lending for owner-occupied housing which is affordable to low-, moderate-, and middle-income families. The shared commitment of Freddie Mac and its nonprofit partners have pro- duced programs that are helping to re- vitalize neighborhoods throughout America.

The contribution of Freddie Mac to home ownership in America cannot be minimized. Congratulations to Freddie Mac on its 25th anniversary.

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM RESTORATION ACT

Mr. BRYAN. Mr. President, on July 28, Senator HARRY REID and I intro- duced the Religious Freedom Restora- tion Act of 1993 Amendment Act of 1995.

In 1993, during consideration of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, Senator REID and I introduced our amendment to establish a different legal standard for judicial review of reli- gious freedom cases brought by prison inmates. This bill proposes again to es- tablish an exception for prisoner-gen- erated free-exercise lawsuits chal- lenging prison regulations.

I supported and voted for the Reli- gious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993. However, I continue to be very con- cerned about the act’s impact on in- creasing prisoner lawsuits.

This bill will retain the current U.S. Supreme Court standard for the eval- uation of prison actions affecting reli- gious activities. That standard focuses on whether or not prison officials, in light of security, discipline, and safety concerns, have acted reasonably in the measures they have taken which may impact religious activities.

In the past, the U.S. Supreme Court has required courts to give great dif- ference to decisions made by prison of- ficials regarding how their prisons are administered. Without such a prison exception provision in the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, it is not clear such deference will continue. Many attorneys general, including Ne- vada’s attorney general, Frankie Sue Del Papa, support this prison excep- tion.

Without this provision, the Religious Freedom Restoration Act has over- turned judicial review standards for prison settings that have existed for approximately 45 years. The result is not only increased numbers of prisoner-generated lawsuits. Courts now also have to second-guess prison ad- ministrators’ decisions regarding by look- ing beyond concerns for security and conditions of confinement in the pris- ons. For example, the Santeria religion case upholding religious ritual animal sacrifices could create immense prob- lems should such sacrifices be upheld in a prison setting.

The Religious Freedom Restoration Act, as enacted, would require prison officials to justify any actions involving prisoners’ exercise of their reli- gious belief by showing there was a compelling governmental interest for the action, and that any action taken was the least restrictive alternative in burdening the prisoner’s exercise of re- ligion.

Nevada’s attorney general, Frankie Sue Del Papa, recently cited her top-10 frivolous prison lawsuits. Among the top 10 are two religious freedom claims. One inmate claimed the prison chaplain wrongly denied a marriage ceremony between the male inmate and his male friend. Another inmate claimed the prison rule prohibiting in- mates from receiving stamps in the mail violated his right as an indigent to engage in the Universal Life Church practice of writing letters to others.

As a former attorney general, I am well aware of the amount of prisoner- generated litigation that engulfs attor- ney general offices across this Nation. The provisions relating to purely frivol- ous claims, these prisoner lawsuits tie up our already stretched State and Federal legal resources.
As a former Governor, I am also well aware of the difficult decisions facing our prison administrators day in and day out as they strive to maintain the security of their facilities, for both staff and inmates.

Also as a member of the Nevada State Senate, during my tenures as Governor and attorney general, I experienced first hand the burdens placed on State governments as a result of Federal court actions. This burden continues to impact State governments’ money and administrative time through increased costs, time, and effort expended to comply with required legal holdings.

The National Governors’ Association during its annual meeting this past weekend addressed the impact the Religious Freedom Restoration Act has had on State prison inmate claims. By voice vote, the NGA accepted a policy position resolution that provides:

The Governors strongly support First Amendment rights that protect an individual’s freedom to worship. Governors also recognize the importance of balancing the interests of prison administrators responsible for running safe and secure facilities with the legitimate claim of prisoners to exercise their right to worship and practice according to their individual religious faiths. Recently enacted federal legislation disrupts this delicate balance and threatens the ability of prison officials to effectively manage state and local correctional institutions.

Under current Federal law, prison regulations governing religious practices are subjected to strict legal scrutiny. This effectively interferes with prison management on a day-to-day basis. For example, correctional institutions can be prohibited from regulating certain types of garments claimed to be religious clothing, which may conceal weapons, narcotics, and other contraband.

In addition to the concerns for safety within our prison facilities, extensive litigation and an explosion of frivolous petitions by prisoners demanding accommodations for specific religious activities has a detrimental and significant impact on operational costs of operating correctional institutions. Additional guards, new physical structures, legal expenses, and other additional costs are being incurred at a time when state and local governments can least afford expenditures of this nature.

The Governors strongly believe that prison officials require necessary flexibility to enact regulations that allow religious worship, but that also preserve institutional order and safety. For these reasons, the Governors believe Congress should enact legislation that would:

- Exclude prison and jail inmates or any person held or incarcerated as a pretrial detainee from provisions of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act.
- Eliminate any liability that may have accrued to State and local governments as a result of the misapplication of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act to individuals who are incarcerated in a State or local correctional detention, or penal facility.

I ask my colleagues to join with the Governors across this country in supporting this bill to ensure our prisons and their administrators are allowed to exercise their responsibility to maintain the security and of their facilities, and to have that judgment given due deference by our court system.

A TRIBUTE TO RED BARTLETT

Mr. McCONNELL. Mr. President, I rise today to pay tribute to Red Bartlett, a resident of Newport, KY, a man who has dedicated 50 years of his life to the people in his community, especially the children. Mr. Bartlett is marking his 50th year of service to knothole baseball in Campbell County. In addition to this commitment, Red has carried the children of Campbell County through many other programs.

It seems strange to refer to him as Mr. Bartlett. For thousands of northern Kentuckians know him—friend and stranger alike—simply as Red.

Red served as knothole supervisor for all of Campbell County beginning in 1949. Currently supervisor of knothole District 22, he will work with his replacement full-time up to the end of next year. Although he will soon retire, his memory will live on in the hearts of the countless number of children to whom he was coach, role model, and friend.

Red grew up in an orphanage and has spent his life enriching his community by providing an affordable and accessible recreational outlet for children. He was honored by the Northern Kentucky Sports Hall of Fame and recently by the Greater Cincinnati Knothole Hall of Fame for his extensive commitment to america’s pastime. Red also worked as the Newport city recreation director and as the Newport Central Catholic High School tennis coach.

Red organized Youth, Inc. Boys Club. That organization ran the junior olympics program in northern Kentucky, a youth basketball league, and was instrumental in establishing the Pee-Wee football league in Campbell County.

Mr. President, a little more than 4 years ago, Red reorganized the all-stars games to recognize knothole players of northern Kentucky. The proceeds benefit the family nurturing center child abuse prevention programs and local food pantries. He organized the games and made sure each young star received an engraved trophy.

Red believed each child should have a chance to build character and confidence on the athletic field. He provided a channel, gave positive recognition, and taught self-esteem.

Mr. President, I would like to close now with a thought expressed in a recent editorial by the Kentucky Post. The Post wrote, “No one hands out hero’s medals to men who serve 50 years in knothole. Maybe they should. Red Bartlett just may have done more for youth sports and for the young people of Campbell County over the last half-century than any other citizen.”

To sum it up, Red gave children a chance to learn some of life’s most lasting lessons through athletics. His commitment to his community made Red the real star.

RELEASE OF NEW OTA REPORT ON COMPUTER SECURITY

- Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, in the new hit movie, The Net, private information is hacked into via the Internet, turning a young woman’s life upside-down. While The Net is a work of fiction, it is based on a factual premise: that information held in computer networks is susceptible to intrusion.

Unknown crackers routinely scan government and private sector databases for military research, confidential personal information and other sensitive data. This jeopardizes our National Security and individual privacy. A report issued today by the Office of Technology Assessment clearly states the problems facing the Federal Government in ensuring the integrity and usefulness of America’s information infrastructure. Its title is Issue Update on Information Security and Privacy in Network Environments.

Securing public and private databases from the mischievous and criminal elements of the computer community is not a simple task. The sheer number of break-in attempts and the success of this crime makes prosecution and, often even detection, almost impossible. It is neither affordable nor effective to prosecute each cracker. Defending the data and computer systems from infiltration has emerged as the most cost-effective and smartest way to deal with this problem.

The most recent issue of Defense News underscores the need for secure databases, as opposed to stronger enforcement. In it, Paul Strassmann, a distinguished visiting professor for Information warfare at the National Defense University is quoted as saying: ‘new laws are not likely to stop online criminals because the professionals are undetectable.” Against this kind of threat, protection of the network structure of securing the data is more effective than prosecution.

Fortunately, we have already laid the groundwork to meet the challenge of securing sensitive Federal data. The Computer Security Act of 1987 established an approach for protecting the Federal Government’s unclassified but sensitive data, and developed guidelines and standards to promote Federal data protection. However, the Computer Security Act needs to be updated and enforced for it to prevent the thousands of computer break-ins currently occurring annually.

The costs of not facing these challenges are enormous. As Chairman of the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee, my primary goal is the structuring of the Federal Government to be smaller, more effective and less expensive. Accomplishing this goal depends on automation, and will require enhanced protection of computer databases and networks. OTA’s report highlights why the Government Affairs Committee must update the Computer Security Act for today’s networked society.
TITLE I—ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLEMENT

SECTION 101. RATIFICATION OF CERTAIN CASWELL AND MONTANA CREEK NATIVE ASSOCIATIONS CONVEYANCES.

The conveyance of approximately 11,520 acres to Montana Creek Inc., and the conveyance of approximately 11,520 acres to Caswell Native Association, Inc., by Cook Inlet Region, Inc. in fulfillment of the agreement of February 3, 1993, and the conveyance at the end of the agreement of March 26, 1982, among the 3 parties are hereby adopted and ratified as a matter of Federal law. The conveyances shall be deemed to be conveyances pursuant to 14(h)(2) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (43 U.S.C. 1613(h)(2)). The group corporations for Montana Creek and Caswell are hereby declared to have received their final and entitlement and shall not be entitled to receive any additional lands under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. The ratification of these conveyances shall not have any effect on section 14(h) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (43 U.S.C. 1613(h)) or upon the duties and obligations of the United States to any Alaska Native Corporation. This ratification shall be conveyed to land or money by the Caswell or Montana Creek group corporations or any other Alaska Native Corporation against the State of Alaska, the United States, or any Federal agency or officer.

SEC. 102. MINING CLAIMS ON LANDS CONVEYED TO ALASKA REGIONAL CORPORATIONS.

Section 22(c) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (43 U.S.C. 1621(c)) is amended by adding at the end following:

“(2) This section shall apply to lands conveyed by interve by conveyance to a regional corporation pursuant to this Act which are made subject to a mining claim or claims located under the laws including lands conveyed prior to enactment of this paragraph. Effective upon the date of enactment of this paragraph, the Secretary, acting through the Bureau of Land Management and in a manner consistent with section 14(g), shall transfer to the regional corporation administration of all mining claims determined to be entirely within lands conveyed to that corporation. Any person holding such mining claim or claims shall meet such requirements of the general mining laws and section 333 of the Federal Land Management and Policy Act of 1976 (43 U.S.C. 1774), except that any filings that would have been made with the Bureau of Land Management if the lands were within the domain shall be timely made with the appropriate regional corporation. The validity of any such mining claim or claims may be contested by the regional corporation, in place of the United States. All contested proceedings and appeals by the mining claimants of adverse decision made by the regional corporation shall be brought in Federal District Court of Alaska. Neither the United States nor any Federal agency or official shall be named or joined as a party in any such proceeding or appeals. All revenues from such mining claim or claims that is not totally within the lands conveyed to the regional corporation, the regional corporation shall be entitled only to that proportion of revenues, other than those reasonably allocated to the portion of the mining claim so conveyed.”.

SEC. 103. SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS ARISING FROM HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE CONTAMINATION ON TRANSFERRED LANDS.

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (43 U.S.C. 1619 et seq.) is amended by adding at the end the following:

“CLAIMS ARISING FROM CONTAMINATION OF TRANSFERRED LANDS

SEC. 40. (a) As used in this section the term ‘contaminant’ means hazardous substance harmful to public health or the environment, including friable asbestos.

“(b) Within 18 months of enactment of this section, and after consultation with the Secretary of Agriculture, State of Alaska, and appropriate Alaska Native corporations and organizations, the Secretary shall submit to the Committee on Resources of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources of the Senate, a report addressing issues presented by the presence of contaminants on lands conveyed or prioritized for conveyance to such persons. Such report shall consist of:

“(1) existing information concerning the nature and types of contaminants present on such parcels to conveyance to Alaska Native corporations;

“(2) existing information identifying to the extent possible what land is potentially responsible for the removal or remediation of the effects of such contaminants;

“(3) identification of existing remedies; and

“(4) recommendations for any additional legislation that the Secretary concludes is necessary to remedy the prevalence of contaminants on the lands;

“(c) In addition to the identification of contaminants, identification of structures known to have asbestos present and recommendations to inform landowners on the containment of asbestos.”.

SEC. 104. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE PURPOSES OF IMPLEMENTING REQUIRED RECONVEYANCES.

Section 14(c) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (43 U.S.C. 1613(c)) is amended by adding at the end the following:

“(5) Following the exercise by Arctic Slope Regional Corporation of the right to acquire the subsurface estate beneath lands within the National Petroleum Reserve—Alaska by Kuukpik Corporation, the Secretary shall submit to the Committee on Resources of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources of the Senate, a report addressing issues presented by the presence of asbestos or other substances harmful to public health or the environment, in particular asbestos, that may be encountered during removal or remediation of such Subsurface Estate. Such report shall consist of:

“(1) existing information concerning the nature and types of contaminants present on such lands subject to a Native allotment application approved under 905 of this Act, and the oil and gas interests therein reserved to the United States, Arctic Slope Regional Corporation, at its further option and subject to the concurrence of Kuukpik Corporation, shall be entitled to receive a conveyance of the reserved oil and gas interests therein reserved to the United States, in such lands. Upon the receipt of a conveyance of such oil and gas interests, the entitlement of Arctic Slope Regional Corporation to in-lieu subsurface lands under section 12(a)(1) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (43 U.S.C. 1611(a)(1)) shall be reduced by the acreage of deter mined by the Secretary to be conveyed to Arctic Slope Regional Corporation pursuant to this paragraph.

SEC. 105. NATIVE ALLOTMENTS.

Section 1431(o) of the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (94 Stat. 2542) is amended by adding at the end the following:

“(5) Following the exercise by Arctic Slope Regional Corporation of the right to acquire the subsurface estate beneath lands within the National Petroleum Reserve—Alaska by Kuukpik Corporation, where such subsurface estate entirely surrounds lands subject to a Native allotment application approved under 905 of this Act, and the oil and gas interests therein reserved to the United States, Arctic Slope Regional Corporation, at its further option and subject to the concurrence of Kuukpik Corporation, shall be entitled to receive a conveyance of the reserved oil and gas interests therein reserved to the United States, in such lands. Upon the receipt of a conveyance of such oil and gas interests, the entitlement of Arctic Slope Regional Corporation to in-lieu subsurface lands under section 12(a)(1) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (43 U.S.C. 1611(a)(1)) shall be reduced by the acreage of determined by the Secretary to be conveyed to Arctic Slope Regional Corporation pursuant to this paragraph.

SEC. 106. REPORT CONCERNING OPEN SEASON FOR CERTAIN NATIVE ALASKA VET ERANS FOR ALLOTMENTS.

“(a) In General.—No later than 9 months after the date of enactment of this Act, the Secretary of the Interior, in consultation with the Secretary of Agriculture, the State of Alaska and
appropriate Native corporations and organizations, shall submit to the Committee on Resources of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources of the Senate, the Secretary shall include, but not be limited to, the following:

(1) The number of Vietnam-era veterans, as defined in section 101 of title 38, United States Code, who, or a family of whom, has been twice denied a loan to purchase an allotment of not to exceed 160 acres under the Act of May 17, 1966 (chapter 2469, 34 Stat. 197), as the Act was in effect before December 18, 1972.

(2) An assessment of the potential impacts of additional allotments on conservation system units as that term is defined in section 102(4) of the Alaska Native Land Conservation Act (94 Stat. 2375).

(3) Recommendations for any additional legislation that the Secretary concludes is necessary.

(b) REQUIREMENT.—The Secretary of Veterans Affairs shall release to the Secretary of the Interior information relevant to the report required under this section.

SEC. 107. TRANSFER OF WRANGELL INSTITUTE.

(a) PROPERTY TRANSFER.—In order to effect a reversion of the ANCSA settlement conveyance to Cook Inlet Region, Incorporated, of the approximately 24,000 acres and structures located on, or "property" known as the Wrangell Institute in Wrangell, Alaska, upon certification to the Secretary by Cook Inlet Region, Incorporated, of the acceptance of the property bidding in an amount of $475,000, together with adjustments from January 1, 1976 made pursuant to the methodology used to establish the Remaining Obligation Entitlement in the Memorandum of Understanding Between the United States Department of the Interior and Cook Inlet Region, Incorporated dated April 11, 1986, shall be restored to the Cook Inlet Region, Incorporated, property account in the Treasury established under section 129(b)(1)(B) of the Act of February 2, 1972 (Public Law 94-294, 43 U.S.C. 1611 note), as amended, referred to in such section as the "Cook Inlet Region, Incorporated, property account". Acceptance by the City of Wrangell, Alaska of the property shall constitute a waiver by the City of Wrangell of any claims for the costs of remediation related to asbestos, whether in the nature of participation or reimbursement, against the United States or Cook Inlet Region, Incorporated. The acceptance of the property bidding credits in an amount of $475,000, together with adjustments from January 1, 1976 made pursuant to the methodology used to establish the Remaining Obligation Entitlement in the Memorandum of Understanding Between the United States Department of the Interior and Cook Inlet Region, Incorporated dated April 11, 1986, shall be restored to the Cook Inlet Region, Incorporated, property account in the Treasury established under section 129(b)(1)(B) of the Act of February 2, 1972 (Public Law 94-294, 43 U.S.C. 1611 note), as amended, referred to in such section as the "Cook Inlet Region, Incorporated, property account".

(b) HOLD HARMLESS.—Upon acceptance of the property bidding credits by Cook Inlet Region, Incorporated, Alaska shall defend and hold harmless Cook Inlet Region, Incorporated and its subsidiaries in any and all claims arising from asbestos or any contamination existing at the property or any property at the time of transfer of ownership of the property from the United States to Cook Inlet Region, Incorporated.

SEC. 108. SHISHmareF AIRPORT AMENDMENT.

The Shakishmare Airport, conveyed to the State of Alaska on January 5, 1967, in Patent No. 1240529, is subject to reversion to the United States, pursuant to the terms of that patent for nonuse as an airport. The Administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration is hereby directed to exercise said reversion in Patent No. 1240529 in favor of the United States within twelve months of enactment of this subsection. Upon reversion of title, notwithstanding any other provision of law, the United States shall immediately thereafter transfer all right, title, and interest of the United States in the subject lands to the Shishmaref Native Corporation. Nothing in this section shall relieve the Secretary and the Chairman of the Alaska Native Land Conservation Act of their responsibility to provide for the cleanup of hazardous or solid wastes on the property, nor shall the United States or Shishmaref Native Corporation become liable for the cleanup of the property solely by virtue of acquiring title from the State of Alaska or from the United States.

SEC. 109. CONFIRMATION OF WOODY ISLAND AS ELIGIBLE NATIVE VILLAGE.

The Native village of Woody Island, located on Woody Island, Alaska, in the Koniag Region, on lands conveyed to the Koniag Native Village, pursuant to Section 11(b)(3) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act ("ANCSA"). It is further confirmed that Leansoi, Inc., is the Village Corporation, as that term is defined in Section 3(0) of ANCSA, for the village of Woody Island.

TITLE II—HAWAIIAN HOME LANDS

SEC. 201. SHORT TITLE.

This title may be cited as the "Hawaiian Home Land Reconciliation Act of 1995."

SEC. 202. DEFINITIONS.

As used in this title:

(1) AGENCY.—The term "agency" includes—

(A) any instrumentality of the United States;

(B) any element of an agency; and

(C) any wholly owned or mixed-owned corporation of the United States Government.

(2) BENEFICIARY.—The term "beneficiary" has the same meaning as the term "native Hawaiian" under section 201(7) of the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act.

(3) CHAIRMAN.—The term "Chairman" means the Chairman of the Hawaiian Homes Commission of the State of Hawaii.

(4) COMMISSION.—The term "Commission" means the Hawaiian Homes Commission established by section 202 of the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act.


(6) HAWAII STATE ADMISSION ACT.—The term "Hawaiian State Admission Act" means the Act entitled "A Constitution and Government for the State of the Hawaiian Islands" which was admitted to the Union on March 18, 1959 (73 Stat. 4, chapter 339; 48 U.S.C. 197), as the Act was in effect before December 31, 1969 (73 Stat. 108 et seq., chapter 42).

(7) LOST USE.—The term "lost use" means the value of the use of the land during the period when beneficiaries or the Hawaiian Homes Commission have been unable to use lands as authorized under section 203 of the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act because of the use of such lands by the Federal Government after August 21, 1959.

(8) SECRETARY.—The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Interior.

SEC. 203. SETTLEMENT OF FEDERAL CLAIMS.

(a) DETERMINATION.—

(1) The Secretary shall determine the value of the following:

(A) Lands under the control of the Federal Government that—

(i) were initially designated as available lands under section 203 of the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act (as in effect on the date of enactment of such Act); and

(ii) were nevertheless transferred to or otherwise acquired by the Federal Government;

(B) The lost use of lands described in subparagraph (A);

(2) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), the determinations of value made under this subsection shall be made not later than 1 year after the date of enactment of this Act. In carrying out this subsection, the Secretary shall use a method of determining value that—

(i) is acceptable to the Chairman; and

(ii) is in the best interest of the beneficiaries.

(B) The Secretary and the Chairman may mutually agree to extend the deadline for making determinations under this subparagraph beyond the date specified in subparagraph (A).

(C) The Secretary and the Chairman may mutually agree, with respect to the determinations of value made in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (1), to provide—

(A) for making any portion of the determinations of value pursuant to subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (1); and

(B) for making the remainder of the determinations with respect to which the Secretary and the Chairman do not exercise the options described in subparagraph (A), pursuant to an appraisal conducted under paragraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (1), or, pursuant to paragraph (3), mutually agree to determine the value of certain lands pursuant to this subparagraph, such values shall be determined by an appraisal. An appraisal conducted under this subparagraph shall be conducted in accordance with appraisal standards that are mutually agreeable to the Secretary and the Chairman.

(D) If an appraisal is conducted pursuant to this subparagraph, during the appraisal process—

(1) the Chairman shall have the opportunity to present evidence of value to the Secretary;

(2) the Secretary shall provide the Chairman a preliminary copy of the appraisal;

(3) the Chairman shall have a reasonable and sufficient opportunity to comment on the preliminary copy of the appraisal; and

(4) the Secretary shall give consideration to the comments and evidence of value submitted by the Chairman under this subparagraph.

(E) The Chairman shall have the right to dispute any determinations of value made by an appraisal conducted under this subparagraph. If the Chairman disputes the appraisal, the Secretary and the Chairman may mutually agree to employ a process of bargaining, mediation, or other means of dispute resolution to make the determinations of values described in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (1).

(b) AUTHORIZATION.—

(1) EXCHANGE.—Subject to paragraphs (2) and (3), the Secretary may convey Federal lands described in paragraph (5) to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands in exchange for the continued retention by the Federal Government of lands described in subsection (a)(1)(A).

(2) VALUE OF LANDS.—(A) The value of any lands conveyed to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands by the Federal Government in accordance with an exchange made under paragraph (1) may not be less than the value of the lands retained by the Federal Government pursuant to such exchange.

(B) For the purposes of this subsection, the value of any lands exchanged pursuant to paragraph (1) shall be determined as of the date the exchange is carried out, or any other date determined by the Secretary, with the concurrence of the Chairman.

(3) LOST USE.—Subject to paragraphs (4) and (5), the Secretary may convey Federal lands described in paragraph (5) to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands as compensation for the lost use of lands determined under subsection (a)(1)(B).

(4) VALUE OF LOST USE.—(A) The value of any lands conveyed to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands by the Federal Government as compensation under paragraph (3) may not be less than the value of the lost use of lands determined under subsection (a)(1)(B).

(B) For the purposes of this subparagraph, the value of any lands conveyed pursuant to paragraph (3) shall be determined as of the date the Secretary makes the determination of value determined by the Secretary, with the concurrence of the Chairman.
(5) Federal Lands for Exchange.—(A) Subject to subparagraphs (B) and (C), Federal lands located in Hawaii that are under the control of an agency (other than lands within the National Park System or the National Wildlife Refuge System) may be conveyed to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands under paragraphs (1) and (3). To assist the Secretary in carrying out his functions under this section, the head of an agency may transfer to the Department of the Interior, without reimbursement, jurisdiction and control over any lands and any structures that the Secretary determines to be suitable for conveyance to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands pursuant to an exchange conducted under this section.

(B) No Federal lands that the Federal Government is required to convey to the State of Hawaii under section 5 of the Hawaii State Admission Act may be conveyed under paragraph (1) or (3).

(C) No Federal lands that generate income (or would be expected to generate income) for the Federal Government may be conveyed pursuant to an exchange made under this paragraph to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands.

(4) AVAILABLE LANDS.—

(A) Subject to paragraphs (2) and (3), the Secretary shall require that lands conveyed to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands under this Act shall have the status of available lands under the Hawaiian Home Commission Act.

(B) Subsequent Exchange of Lands.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, lands conveyed to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands under this paragraph may subsequently be exchanged pursuant to section 204(3) of the Hawaiian Home Commission Act.

(3) Selection.

(A) Federal Lands.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Chairman may, at the time that lands are conveyed to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands as compensation for lands identified under subsection (a)(1)(A) or (a)(2)(A) or any portion of, such real property to be appraised pursuant to subparagraph (B), assign all, or part, of the appraised property to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands.

(B) Assessment by Secretary.—If, at any time after the date of enactment of this Act, lands identified under subsection (a)(1)(A) or (a)(2)(A) or any portion of, such real property to be appraised pursuant to subparagraph (B), the Chairman assigns all, or part, of the appraised property to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, the Chairman shall submit to the Administrator of the General Services Administration a report setting forth the appraised value of any excess lands conveyed pursuant to paragraph 2(b).

(2) Valuation.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Secretary shall determine whether the proposed amendment requires the approval of Congress under section 4 of the Hawaii State Admission Act, the Chairman shall submit to the Secretary:

(a) a draft joint resolution approving the amendment;

(b) the nature of the change proposed to be made by the amendment;

(c) an opinion regarding whether the proposed amendment requires the approval of Congress under section 4 of the Hawaii State Admission Act;

(d) determination by Secretary.—Not later than 60 days after receiving the materials required to be submitted by the Chairman pursuant to subsection (a), the Secretary shall determine whether the proposed amendment requires the approval of Congress under section 4 of the Hawaii State Admission Act, and shall notify the Chairman and Congress of the determination of the Secretary.

(e) Congressional Approval Required.—If, pursuant to subsection (b), the Secretary determines that the proposed amendment requires the approval of Congress, the Secretary shall submit to the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources of the Senate and the Committee on Resources of the House of Representatives a report to the Chairman on the proposed exchange that meets the requirements of a report described in subsection (a).

(f) Approval by Chairman.—Not later than 120 days after receiving a recommendation for an exchange from the Secretary under paragraph (1), the Chairman shall provide written notification to the Secretary of the approval or disapproval of the proposed exchange. If the Chairman approves the proposed exchange, upon receipt of the written notification, the Secretary shall notify the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources of the Senate and the Committee on Resources of the House of Representatives of the approval of the Chairman of the proposed exchange.

(g) Exchange.—Upon providing notification pursuant to paragraph (2) of a proposed exchange that has been approved by the Chairman pursuant to this section, the Secretary may carry out the exchange.

(h) Selection and Exchange.—In general.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Secretary or the Administrator of General Services shall, at the same time as notice is provided to Federal agencies and agencies of the States on the provisions of this paragraph, screen pursuant to applicable Federal laws (including regulations) for possible transfer to such agencies, notify the Chairman of any such screening of real property that is located within the State of Hawaii.

(2) Response to Notification.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, not later than 30 days after the date of receipt by the Secretary of a notice from the Chairman of a proposal to screen real property pursuant to applicable Federal laws, the Secretary shall notify the Chairman of any such screening of real property, the proposal to screen real property, or the date on which the Chairman, or portion of real property, that is the subject of the proposal to screen real property, is the subject of the proposal to screen real property.

(3) Selection.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, with respect to any real property located in the State of Hawaii that, as of the date of enactment of this Act, is being screened pursuant to applicable Federal laws for possible transfer (as described in paragraph (1)) or has been transferred or declared to be surplus real property, the Chairman may select all, or any portion of, such real property to be appraised pursuant to subparagraph (B).

(4) Appraisal.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Secretary of Defense or the Administrator of General Services shall appraise the real property or portions of real property selected by the Chairman using the Uniform Standards for Federal Land Acquisition developed by the Interagency Conference, or such other standard as the Chairman agrees.

(5) Request for conveyance.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, not later than 30 days after the date of completion of such appraisal, the Chairman may request the conveyance to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands:

(A) the appraised property; or

(B) a portion of the appraised property, to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands.

(V) CONVEYANCE.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, upon receipt of a request from the Chairman, the Secretary of Defense or the Administrator of General Services shall convey, without reimbursement, the real property that is the subject of the request to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands.

(X) Limitation.—No Federal lands that generate income (or would be expected to generate income) for the Federal Government may be conveyed pursuant to an exchange made under this paragraph to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands.

(6) Conveyance.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any real property conveyed pursuant to paragraph (5) shall not be subject to recoupment based upon the sale or lease of the land by the Chairman.

(V) Valuation.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Secretary shall include in the report to the Chairman on the proposed exchange an appraisal of the fair market value of any excess lands conveyed pursuant to paragraph (5).

(7) Real Property Not Subject to Recoupment.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any real property conveyed pursuant to paragraph (5) shall not be subject to recoupment based upon the sale or lease of the land by the Chairman.

(8) Limitation.—No Federal lands that generate income (or would be expected to generate income) for the Federal Government may be conveyed pursuant to an exchange made under this paragraph to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands.

(9) Federal Lands for Exchange.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, if the Chairman approves an exchange of Federal lands described in subparagraphs (B) and (C) of such section, if the Chairman initiates a recommendation for such an exchange, the Secretary shall submit a report to the Chairman on the proposed exchange that meets the requirements of a report described in subsection (a).
Section 7(i) of ANCSA requires the 12 Alaska Native regional corporations to distribute 70 percent of the natural resource revenues derived from their lands, after deducting expenses, to the other 11 regions. The provision was designed as a mechanism to share the tax proceeds of regional Native corporations in Alaska naturally blessed with timber, minerals, and oil and gas—after the deduction of expenses—with regions which lacked such resources.

Although revenues from disposition of natural resources must be redistributed, the tax consequences of these natural resource transactions, such as credits or deductions for depletion and losses, remain with the producing region. For more than 20 years, this has been the subject of the Internal Revenue Service on which the Native corporations have relied.

When I offered amendments in 1984 and in 1986 to extend the NOL provision to Native corporations, it was not my intention, nor the intention of Congress, that the revenue generated by the sale of NOL’s be subject to sharing under section 7(i). On average, for every $100 in net operating losses, Native corporations have received $30 in NOL recovery and in no case more than $34. A recovery of $30 by a corporation because it has sold the right to offset its losses against income is not subject to sharing. Revenue recovered from sales of natural resource NOL’s is not revenue from natural resource production.

Congressional intent has been well-understood by most Alaska Native corporations. The provisions in the 1984 and 1986 Tax Reform Acts enabled eleven of the twelve regional corporations subject to ANCSA section 7(i) sharing requirements to partially recoup their losses from natural resource development and kept several Native corporations from having retained the tax advantage of NOL’s. Without exception, the NOL proceeds have been retained by the receiving corporation, as was intended. In fact 10 of the regions signed an agreement to clarify their understanding that NOL proceeds were not subject to sharing under section 7(i). My amendment simply confirms and codifies that understanding. The phrase “losses incurred or credits earned” in the amendment precisely parallels the language in the 1984 and 1986 Tax Reform Acts of the regions signed an agreement to ANCSA section 7(i). It 1986 and is intended to have the same meaning.

Several of these corporations have already distributed NOL proceeds to their shareholders in reliance on the provisions of the tax reform legislation. To change the rules now would be unfair to both the corporations and the shareholders who received dividends.

A lawsuit was filed on the issue, but it was dismissed for lack of standing. However, to avoid future costly litigation, congressional action is required. My amendment simply clarifies that net operating losses are not revenues

SEC. 209. AUTHORIZATION. There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be necessary for compensation to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for the value of lands determined under section 203. Compensation received by the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands from funds made available pursuant to this section may only be determined as provided in section 207(a) of the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act. To the extent that amounts are made available by appropriations pursuant to this section for compensation paid to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands for lost use, the Secretary shall reduce the determination of value established under section 203(a)(1)(B) by such amount.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection to the immediate consideration of the bill?

There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider the bill.

AMENDMENT NO. 210

(Purpose: To amend section 7(i) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act to exclude net operating losses from the definition of “revenues”)

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I send an amendment to the desk on behalf of Senator STEVENS and Senator AKAKA.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report.

The Senator from Virginia [Mr. WARNER]. for Mr. STEVENS, for himself and Mr. AKAKA, proposes an amendment numbered 2110.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the reading of the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:

At the end of Title I of H.R. 462, add the following new section 110:

SEC. 110. DEFINITION OF REVENUES.

(a) Section 7(i) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, Public Law 92-203 (43 U.S.C. 1606 (i)), is amended—

(1) by inserting “(1) after “(i);” and
(2) by adding at the end the following new paragraph:

“(2) For purposes of this subsection, the term “revenues” does not include any benefit received or realized for the use of losses incurred or credits earned by a Regional Corporation.”

(b) This amendment shall be effective as of the date of enactment of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, Public Law 92-203 (43 U.S.C. 1601, et seq.).

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, the amendment that my colleague from Hawaii, Senator AKAKA, and I are offering today makes clear that net operating losses under the 1984 and 1986 Tax Reform Acts are not subject to sharing under section 7(i) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

Section 60(b)(5) of the Tax Reform Act of 1984, as amended by section 1804(e)(4) of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, allowed Alaska corporations—both regional and village corporations—to sell losses generated by the Federal Government’s failure to transfer lands to Native people promised to them 15 years earlier. Other multi-billion dollar corporations had been permitted to sell their tax losses prior to 1984, and my amendment to the 1984 tax bill simply extended the program to Alaska Native corporations who had not been able to participate.

Congressional intent has been well-understood by most Alaska Native corporations. The provisions in the 1984 and 1986 Tax Reform Acts enabled eleven of the twelve regional corporations subject to ANCSA section 7(i) sharing requirements to partially recoup their losses from natural resource development and kept several Native corporations from having retained the tax advantage of NOL’s. Without exception, the NOL proceeds have been retained by the receiving corporation, as was intended. In fact 10 of the regions signed an agreement to clarify their understanding that NOL proceeds were not subject to sharing under section 7(i). My amendment simply confirms and codifies that understanding. The phrase “losses incurred or credits earned” in the amendment precisely parallels the language in the 1984 and 1986 Tax Reform Acts of the regions signed an agreement to ANCSA section 7(i). It 1986 and is intended to have the same meaning.

Several of these corporations have already distributed NOL proceeds to their shareholders in reliance on the provisions of the tax reform legislation. To change the rules now would be unfair to both the corporations and the shareholders who received dividends.

A lawsuit was filed on the issue, but it was dismissed for lack of standing. However, to avoid future costly litigation, congressional action is required. My amendment simply clarifies that net operating losses are not revenues
required to be redistributed under section 7(i) of ANCSA.

Mr. AKAKA. Mr. President, the bill before us today contains amendments to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. However, I want to address my remarks to title II of the bill which contains the text of the Hawaiian Home Lands Recovery Act.

As a member of the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, and as the author of the Hawaiian Home Lands Recovery Act during the 103rd and 104th Congresses, I would like to speak for a few moments about the process and mechanisms that this legislation would institute. My purpose in doing so is to establish legislative history which will better enable Federal agencies to implement the legislation.

First, let me offer some historical background. More than 70 years ago, Prince Jonah Kuhio Kalanianaole issued an urgent plea to the Federal Government expressing concern about the plight of native Hawaiians. During the late 19th century and the early part of this century, the number of native Hawaiians declined dramatically and there was a significant disintegration of Hawaiian culture and society.

The Secretary of the Interior, Franklin Lane, responded to Prince Kuhio by recommending that the Federal Government establish a homesteading program for native Hawaiians. In his testimony before Congress on the Hawaiian Home Lands Act during the territorial period, the Federal Government that were designated as available lands under the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act. It is important to note that section 203(a)(1)/(A)/(i) states that this determination is to be made based upon the HHCA, as enacted. Thus, the valuation shall include lands designated as home lands under the 1920 Act that are not currently part of the home land inventory. Whether this withdrawal occurred as a result of executive action, or through an act of Congress. The Secretary is also required to determine the value of the lost use of lands currently controlled by the Federal Government so that this, too, can be compensated.

The valuation required by the legislation is not intended to be a unilateral action by the Secretary. On the contrary section 203(a)(2)(A) requires the use of a valuation method that is acceptable to the Department of Hawaiian Homes. This section further authorizes the Secretary of the Interior for subsequent conveyance to DHHL under Section 203(f)(6) of the bill. Section 203(a)(4)(B) is not ephemeral. When construed together, these provisions require the Secretary to give great weight to the recommendations of the GAO, and otherwise if the interests of home land beneficiaries would be advanced by doing so.

In addition to all these protections, the Chairman of the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands has the right to dispute the determinations of value for land and lost use. Thus it is unmistakably clear that the Secretary and the Chairman of DHHL must mutually consent to the values to be determined under section 203 of the bill with an appraisal, a specific safeguards have been instituted to ensure that the Department properly discharges its fiduciary responsibility to protect the interests of the Hawaiian home beneficiaries. These include a guarantee that the Chairman of the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands shall have opportunity to present evidence of the value of the home lands that were lost as well as the value of the lost use of these lands, the right to review and comment on a preliminary version of the appraisal, and importantly, the requirement that the Secretary give full consideration of the evidence of value presented by DHHL.

Given the responsibility under section 203(a)(2)(A) that the Secretary represent the best interests of the beneficiaries, the requirement in section 203(a)(4)(B) is not ephemeral. When construed together, these provisions require the Secretary to give great weight to the recommendations of the GAO, and otherwise if the interests of home land beneficiaries would be advanced by doing so.

In addition to all these protections, the Chairman of the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands has the right to dispute the determinations of value for land and lost use. Thus it is unmistakably clear that the Secretary and the Chairman of DHHL must mutually consent to the values to be determined under section 203 of the bill with an appraisal, a specific safeguards have been instituted to ensure that the Department properly discharges its fiduciary responsibility to protect the interests of the Hawaiian home beneficiaries. These include a guarantee that the Chairman of the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands shall have opportunity to present evidence of the value of the home lands that were lost as well as the value of the lost use of these lands, the right to review and comment on a preliminary version of the appraisal, and importantly, the requirement that the Secretary give full consideration of the evidence of value presented by DHHL.

Given the responsibility under section 203(a)(2)(A) that the Secretary represent the best interests of the beneficiaries, the requirement in section 203(a)(4)(B) is not ephemeral. When construed together, these provisions require the Secretary to give great weight to the recommendations of the GAO, and otherwise if the interests of home land beneficiaries would be advanced by doing so.
would be a direct transfer of title, without intervention by the Department of the Interior, whereas the Interior Department would act as a transfer agent for conveyances executed under section 203(b)(5). Let me point out, however, that although jurisdiction and control of land would be transferred to the Interior Department under a section 203(b)(5) conveyance, the Interior Department’s responsibility in completing the transfer is nothing more than a ministerial function. The agency serves as a conduit for consummating the transfer of title to the DHHL.

Section 203(f) of the bill establishes a second means of conveying lands to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands by allowing DHHL to obtain lands that are excess to the needs of individual Federal agencies. Subsection (f) places the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands in the same, or better, status as a Federal agency for the purpose of being identified as excess property and for obtaining the property from the excessing agency. Under no circumstances should the land that has been selected by the Chairman for appraisal under section 203(f)(2), and possible conveyance under section 203(b)(5), be transferred or otherwise disposed of by any Federal agency until the opportunity of the DHHL to obtain the land has expired.

Finally, I will now turn to section 207 of the bill. This section establishes a cost-sharing Bureau for Reclamation projects on Hawaiian home lands that is the same as the cost sharing authorized for projects on Indian lands.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the amendment be agreed to.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the amendment be agreed to, as amended: that the bill be read a third time and passed, as amended; that the motion to reconsider be laid upon the table; and that any statements relating to the bill be placed at the appropriate place in the Record.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. WARNER. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

So the bill (H.R. 402) was deemed read the third time and passed, as follows:

[The bill not available for printing. It will appear in a subsequent issue of the Record.]

ORDERS FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST 4, 1995

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that when the Senate completes its business today, it stand in recess until the hour of 9 a.m. on Friday, August 4, 1995, that following the prayer, the Journal of the proceedings be deemed approved to date, the time for the two leaders be reserved for their use later in the day, and the Senate then immediately resume consideration of S. 1026, the Department of Defense authorization bill, with Senator Thurmond to be recognized to offer an amendment regarding title XXXI, under the provisions of the previous order.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

ORDER OF PROCEDURE

Mr. WARNER. For the information of all Senators, the Senate will resume the DOD authorization bill at 9 a.m. Under the unanimous consent agreement, Senator Thurmond will offer a title XXXI amendment, with three amendments to be offered to the Thurmond amendment.

There are approximately 3 hours and 20 minutes of debate time in order to the amendments. Senators can, therefore, expect 4 consecutive rollcall votes at the expiration or yielding back of that time. Additional rollcall votes will occur during Friday’s session of the Senate.

ORDER FOR 10-MINUTE VOTES

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the first rollcall vote in the sequence tomorrow be 15 minutes in length and the remaining votes in sequence be limited to 10 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

RECESS UNTIL 9 A.M. TOMORROW

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, seeing no Senators desiring to be recognized for the purpose of morning business, and since there is no further business to come before the Senate, I now ask unanimous consent that the Senate stand in recess under the previous order.

There being no objection, the Senate, at 11:28 p.m., recessed until Friday, August 4, 1995, at 9 a.m.

NOMINATIONS

Executive nominations received by the Senate August 3, 1995:

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

JOHN DAVID CARLISLE, of Kansas, to be an Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, Vice Frederick G. Klisch.

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON DISABILITY

MARCA BRISTO, of Illinois, to be a Member of the National Council on Disability for a Term Expiring September 17, 1998. (Reappointment)

KATHY FOWLER, of Michigan, to be a Member of the National Council on Disability for a Term Expiring September 17, 1998. (Reappointment)

IN THE MARINE CORPS

The following-named officer for appointment to the Grade of Warrant Officer Second in the Marine Corps while assigned to a position of importance and responsibility under Title 10, U.S.C., Section 601:


IN THE ARMY

The following-named officer for promotion in the Reserve of the Army, under the provisions of Title 10, U.S.C., Sections 12203(A) and 3383:

GERARD BRAUN, 000-00000.

PAUL M. SHINTAKU, 000-00000.

To be colonel

RUDOLF T. AKECHIJO, 000-00000.

DAVID J. DAWLEY, 000-00000.

THOMAS D. HARDY, 000-00000.

FRANK L. FRANCIS, Jr., 000-00000.

LEE M. RAYASHI, 000-00000.

RAYMOND NAPAP, 000-00000.

ROBERT M. SENDZIK, 000-00000.

To be lieutenant colonel

ANDREW T. ALEXANDER, 000-00000.

PAUL A. ASHENDEN, 000-00000.

ROBERT C. BESLER, 000-00000.

EDWARD A. CASE, 000-00000.

EDWARD C. CARR, 000-00000.

DAVID J. CHISHOLM, 000-00000.

CHARLES C. CONEY, 000-00000.

DAVID E. DAVIES, 000-00000.

JEFFERSON T. BENNETT, 000-00000.

JEFFREY M. BROWN, 000-00000.

RAYMOND A. COOPER, 000-00000.

ROGER F. HALL, JR., 000-00000.

TERENCE G. SAMMITT, 000-00000.

CHARLES T. HARDLEY, 000-00000.

DAVID R. HAYES, 000-00000.

DANIEL J. HICKS, 000-00000.

THOMAS E. JOHNSON, 000-00000.

MICHAEL E. JOSE, 000-00000.

DONNIS R. KINER, 000-00000.

TIM G. KRESZTER, 000-00000.

DAVID C. MACKETT, 000-00000.

TERRY S. MCDOWELL, 000-00000.

STUART C. FIEE, 000-00000.

MARGARET J. SKRITON, 000-00000.

ROGER L. SERDALL, 000-00000.

JOHN F. PEARCE, 000-00000.

ARMY NURSE CORPS

To be lieutenant colonel

MONA J. RANLIN, 000-00000.

CHAPLAIN CORPS

To be lieutenant colonel

TIMOTHY W. THOMPSON, 000-00000.

THE JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL’S CORPS

To be lieutenant colonel

JAMES M. ROBINSON, 000-00000.

MEDICAL CORPS

To be lieutenant colonel

ROBERT G. MONTGOMERY, 000-00000.

MEDICAL SERVICE CORPS

To be lieutenant colonel

CHANCY W. VREATH III, 000-00000.

THE FOLLOWING-NAMED OFFICERS FOR PROMOTION IN THE RESERVE OF THE ARMY, UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF TITLE 10, U.S.C., SECTIONS 12203(A) AND 3383:

To be colonel

ROBERT BELLHOUSE, 000-00000.

JAMES G. CUNNAM, 000-00000.

RONALD W. DITTERLING, 000-00000.

CHARLES T. BIDDLE, 000-00000.

JOSEPH F. COOPER, 000-00000.

DAVID R. KAUTZ, 000-00000.

ANTONIO M. LOPEZ, Jr., 000-00000.

CARLOS LONDON, 000-00000.

STANLEY P. MESSINGER, 000-00000.

PATRICK MURPHY, 000-00000.

WILLIAM R. KROHHL, 000-00000.

JONATHAN D. STOLO, 000-00000.

VANCE TIEDE, 000-00000.

HOWARD M. WHITTINGTON, 000-00000.

CHAPLAIN CORPS

To be colonel

JAMES T. SPIVEY, Jr., 000-00000.

MEDICAL SERVICE CORPS

To be colonel

DAVID P. MADDOW, 000-00000.

To be lieutenant colonel

JONATHAN A. ASWEGAN, 000-00000.

JOHN B. CLOVER, 000-00000.

TIMOTHY J. BRIEGER, 000-00000.

ERIN C. SMITH, 000-00000.

WILLIAM R. TISTRO, 000-00000.
The following-named Lieutenant Commanders of the Reserve of the U.S. Navy for Permanent Provisions of Title 10 are requested to report to the grade of Commander in the line in the competitive category as indicated, pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, United States Code, section 512.

### Unrestricted Line Officers

To be commander

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANDREW W. ACRUZDO</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMES M. ADAMS</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN C. AGOSS</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMES M. AHERLMANN</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEVIN L. ALLEN</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEVIN W. ALLISON</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMOTHY M. ANDERSSON</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERT R. ANDERSON</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOSEPH ARANGO II</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRISTOPHER ASHTON</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERT W. BARKER</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARLES R. BROWN</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICHARD E. BRATTON</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRISTOPHER J. BRYHAY</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICHAEL C. BRENDMANN</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOROLO L. BROOKS</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVID C. BROWN</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEORGE S. BROWN</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERT R. BRENNER</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN R. BRENNER</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN J. BROWN</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN S. BRUCHEL</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMAS R. BRUSSEL</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RENEE K. BURRUS</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERT R. BUSCH</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN A. BUTLER</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLISON K. CADDELL</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBASSADOR A. CAMPANA</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMES G. CARLSON</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLISON FCANTRELL</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATTHEW A. CAREY</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMAS R. CARPENTER</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN S. CATHLY</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARIOUS</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN S. CHESBROUGH</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DONALD J. CHESBROUGH</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERT R. CICH</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERT C. CICERO</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRANCISCO M. CLARK</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRANK R. CLEAVELAND</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERT R. CLEMONS</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RONALD L. CLENSKUL</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMAS A. CLOTHES</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICHAEL H. COCHRAN</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINDA M. COTTLE</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARK L. COLE</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td>00-00-0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS

AN APPEAL TO PRESERVE THE U.S. BUREAU OF MINES

SPEECH OF

HON. JAMES L. OBERSTAR
OF MINNESOTA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, August 2, 1995

Mr. OBERSTAR. Mr. Speaker, minerals are the building blocks of modern industrial society. Americans consume 75 percent of the world’s entire minerals production: four billion tons a year—that’s 20 tons per capita, the highest per capita mineral consumption of any country in the world.

Yet, our domestic self-sufficiency in minerals has deteriorated over the last decade and a half, as the mining industry has, increasingly, turned to ore deposits that are leaner, deeper and more costly than those of the past.

Minerals exploration has declined in America; new mine development has dropped; and, smelting and refining of American ores have regressed. Yet, mineral demand has increased and will continue to grow. Last year, our output of raw, nonfuel minerals was estimated at $34 billion—a value growth of about 6 percent over 1993.

In 1974, the year I was elected to Congress, the value of both raw and processed minerals imported into the United States was $9 billion. Three years later, when former Congressman Jim Santini and I organized the Congressional Minerals Caucus, we pointed out, in a White House meeting with then-President Carter, that mineral imports had jumped to $21 billion.

Today we import $44 billion in nonfuel minerals and we have a $17 billion deficit in minerals trade.

More alarming than the trade deficit figures, is the fact that of the 44 strategically important minerals, the United States imports 25 of them to the extent of more than 50 percent of domestic needs: 100 percent of our manganese, 79 percent of our cobalt, and 66 percent of our nickel—all of which, incidentally, are vitally important to steelmaking.

Moreover, for a wide range of strategic and critical applications, we are dependent upon countries with a history of social and political instability, making the United States vulnerable to events over which we have little influence or control.

These are sobering facts for this $360 billion industry, which employs almost 2 million workers and provides a more than $4.5 billion payroll.

We, in Minnesota, know how crucial minerals are to the economic strength of the Nation and to our national security—we have supplied the iron ore for the domestic steel industry to earn America through two World Wars, Korea, Vietnam, and other military actions of this century—nearly 4 billion tons of iron ore.

Our mining industry must have the most efficient extraction, processing, and refining technologies possible to lower the minerals trade deficit, and without the Bureau of Mines and a coherent national minerals policy our economy will be hurt, and we will be limited in our ability to compete in the global marketplace.

We northern Minnesotans also know that research has been the key to keeping our iron ore mining industry competitive. For us, that has meant the University of Minnesota School of Mines and brilliant researchers, lie Dr. E.W. Davis, the father of taconite, and the Twin Cities Research Center of the U.S. Bureau of Mines. The Taconite Enhancement Committee that I founded 3 years ago has worked hard to combine the School of Mines, the U.S. Bureau of Mines, the Natural Resources Research Institute, and private sector engineering and research capabilities into a coherent, cohesive effort to keep the mining and processing of Minnesota ores ahead of the state-of-the-art and to keep our region economically competitive.

The House Appropriations Committee’s action to abolish the U.S. Bureau of Mines will be a very serious blow to our future competitiveness. Should this nefarious proposal succeed, it will eliminate a program that has created more jobs and generated more tax revenue every year than any other governmental initiative on behalf of the mining, minerals, and metal industry.

The Bureau has a long tradition of innovation that has advanced the state of the art of mining and minerals processing, creating new industries, revitalizing old ones, and in some cases saving industries that have threatened with extinction due to economic or regulatory constraints.

I am going to mention just a few of the Bureau’s contributions, beginning with the Tilden Mine operation in the Upper Peninsula, Michigan. The Bureau developed a process called selective flotation to treat the low-grade ores now being mined at Tilden during a 10-year research project whose investment totaled $2.5 million—from 1961–1971. During the subsequent 21 years that the Tilden has been operating, over 98 million gross tons of high-grade iron ore pellets have been produced with a value of over $3 billion. Total production taxes generated during that time period were approximately $35 million. In 1994, production at the Tilden Mine was 6.1 million gross tons which represents approximately 11 percent of America’s 56.7 million gross tons of iron oxide pellets and well over 800 employees are currently employed. That is an impressive return on investment—a very modest investment, at that.

GOLD AND SILVER MINING TECHNOLOGY

Gold and silver mining in this country was in rapid decline until the Bureau developed advanced technologies which reversed that trend. The Bureau’s contribution in these technologies over the last 10 years is approximately $9 million. In 1993 there were 68 active heap-leaching operations in Nevada alone, using Bureau technology. The gold mining in Nevada contributes $2.7 billion to the economy. Only South Africa and Russia produce more gold than the State of Nevada. Considering the nature of the Nevada gold deposits, without Bureau technology, the industry would likely be only 20 percent of the current output.

REACTIVE METALS INDUSTRY

The Bureau’s $10 million investment developed the Kroll Process and the consumable-electrode, arc melting process which are used to extract titanium and zirconium. Titanium is used in making jet engines and zirconium is an essential component in nuclear reactors. Without the developments of these processes, we would lose over $140 million in annual production, and our aviation industry would be dependent on foreign mineral resources and our nuclear power plants would be much less safe.

MANGANESE

Here, in Minnesota, the Bureau has been vigorously involved over the past 8 years in a research project now reaching fruition to extract the more than 2 billion pounds of manganese reserves on the Cuyuna Range and to produce an economically competitive product, the mining and processing of which can restore jobs and renew economic vitality on the Cuyuna Range.

The Bureau of Mines has already taken its fair share of funding reductions and they are already going through a reorganization and downsizing which can be felt throughout the mining industry—facilities in Denver, Reno, Anchorage, and Spokane will be closed, the Mineral Institutes program, which supports minerals research at 32 universities, will be eliminated, and administrative and informational offices across the country will be streamlined.

The Bureau of Mines continues to succeed in its mission to help ensure that the Nation has an adequate and dependable supply of minerals and materials for national security and economic growth at acceptable economic, human, and environmental costs.

We need national research centers for the development of minerals technologies and we need a national minerals policy, and I am afraid that without a coordinating agency, like the Bureau, to work in cooperation with industry, communities which depend economically on mining will drastically suffer.

I deplore the action to terminate the Bureau of Mines, in an appropriation bill—without debate or opportunity to amend that provision. I urge the Senate to restore viable funding for the Bureau, and I further urge the House conference to recede to the Senate on this point, and preserve this small, highly productive agency.
DEPARTMENTS OF LABOR, HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, AND EDUCATION, AND RELATED AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS ACT, 1996

SPEECH OF HON. JOSE E. SERRANO OF NEW YORK IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, August 2, 1995

The House in Committee of the Whole on the State of the Union had under consideration the bill (H.R. 2127) making appropriations for the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and related agencies, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1996, and for other purposes.

Mr. SERRANO. Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong opposition to H.R. 2127, making appropriations for the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, as well as several Related Agencies.

Mr. Chairman, traditionally, the Labor-HHS-Education bill has been one of the most important bills before Congress each year. It funds programs that are key to the Nation's well-being: health, education, social and employment services that touch every person in the United States and provide the means for all of us to live healthier and more productive lives.

That is why this bill, this year, is such a tragic mistake. Its initial problem was the misguided priorities the Appropriations Committee used in allocating spending authority among the subcommittees. A grater problem is the equally misguided priorities used in writing the bill.

No amount of tinkering will make H.R. 2127 livable, Mr. Chairman; the Appropriations Committee should simply tear it down and rebuild it from the ground up.

In many ways, H.R. 2127 is a 180-degree turn from the priorities in last year's bill, in which, even within tight budgetary limits, we were able to strengthen the Nation's investment in our youngest children by increasing funding for Head Start and Healthy Start.

We were able to increase funding for title I, our country's primary mechanism for assisting disadvantaged children, and continue to fund Pell grants and Federal student loans, strengthening our commitment to access to higher education regardless of one's ability to pay.

We were able to strengthen our ability to save lives and improve health with increases for critical public health, health research, and health care programs.

We were able to increase funds for key employment and training programs.

H.R. 2127 is in sharp contrast to those priorities.

It cuts Head Start—cuts Head Start, Mr. Chairman—and whacks 50 percent out of Healthy Start.

It guts spending for title I and for bilingual and migrant education, and totally eliminates funding for Safe and Drug-Free Schools, Dropout Prevention, vital literacy programs, and Goals 2000, President Clinton's ambitious plan to prepare our children for the 21st century.

Minor increases in certain health spending come at the expense of an important family planning program and both the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Health and the Office of the Surgeon General, all of which are eliminated under this bill.

It slashes key employment and training programs and kills the summer youth program.

Just as hundreds of unfortunate people have died in the nationwide heat wave, it kills the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program.

And so far, Mr. Chairman, I have referred only to the funding priorities in this bill.

The limitations and legislative provisions in H.R. 2127 are far-reaching meddling in issues under the jurisdiction of authorizing committees.

Among other things, they threaten the health and safety of women, the safety and rights of working people, and the ability of Federal grantees to share their expertise with or represent the needs of their members and clients before policymakers.

Mr. Chairman, this cruel bill makes victims of the most vulnerable people in our Nation, including our youngest children, minority children, economically disadvantaged children, and our increasingly beleaguered working people.

There is just no reason to support such a mean-spirited bill. I urge my colleagues simply to vote it down and let the Appropriations Committee try again to produce a new bill that will deserve the support of the House.

DEPARTMENTS OF LABOR, HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, AND EDUCATION, AND RELATED AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS ACT, 1996

SPEECH OF HON. BRUCE F. VENTO OF MINNESOTA IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, August 2, 1995

The House in Committee of the Whole on the State of the Union had under consideration the bill (H.R. 2127) making appropriations for the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and related agencies, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1996, and for other purposes:

Mr. VENTO. Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to H.R. 2127, the Labor-HHS-Education appropriation for fiscal year 1996. More than any other legislation, this bill represents an all-out attack against working families. This bill is, in fact, an assault on American working families. Under the Republican leadership this bill targets the very programs that help working families to get ahead and to make a better life for their families.

This legislation seeks to return to the sad days of the 1930's, yesterday's work environment, when the working man and woman was nothing more than a tool for corporate interests—discarded when broken on the job. This anti-worker bill eliminates the concept of a fair day's pay for a fair day's work.

This legislation attempts to silence the voice of American workers by undermining their right to seek fair representation in the workplace through law. This legislation attacks the children of working families by putting them at risk in the workplace and by denying them the essential education assistance that they need to get ahead.

Mr. Speaker, denying our children the opportunity to attain requisite skills is perhaps the most wrongheaded and heartless feature of this measure. The families and working people that I represent work hard to provide for their families. Some are more fortunate and can plan ahead for their children's education. Others have to struggle to meet the day-to-day expenses. To cut vocational education, student loan programs, and Healthy Start, is to close the door to opportunity in the face of youth from working families and destroys their dreams of a good life.

Mr. Speaker, I most strenuously object to the treatment of basic worker rights and protections in this spending legislation. Today on the House floor, the term "workers' right to know" has taken on a different meaning. In the past that phrase referred to the right of workers to know when they worked with materials hazardous to their health. Today, workers' right to know, should be a warning that congressional actions are hazardous to workers' health and rights.

As the House considers this Labor-HHS appropriations, C-SPAN should include a workers' right to know disclaimer that this bill is hazardous to workers. This workers' hazard warning should point out the impact of the bill on:

Workers health—a 33-percent cut in OSHA which means that thousands more American workers are going to be injured or die on the job. Workers' lives, health, and safety are at risk on the job. Over 1.7 million workers are seriously injured on the job each year. The cuts in OSHA will only exacerbate the situation.

Workers pay—workers are getting short-changed by this legislation. The 12-percent cut in the employment standards administration means that businesses can ignore minimum wage and overtime requirements with impunity.

Workers' rights to representation—this legislation denies workers a fair chance to unite to fight for themselves and their families. The 30-percent cut in the Labor Relations Board will do more than tilt the management-labor playing field in favor of the companies. This cut will lock out the unions and frustrate workers' ability to be represented and achieve positive results.

This bill will also have a disastrous impact on education in this country. This measure denies opportunity for our youth, cutting programs designed to equip them for the world of work.

And the litany of cuts to education programs goes on with cuts to Head Start, title 1, safe and drug-free schools and summer jobs programs which in essence strike at our most vulnerable children and most apparent needs evident in today's America. Eliminating programs to help communities train teachers and improve student performance are a slap in the face to a nation that places education as a No. 1 priority. Limiting access to higher education and job training programs pulls the ladder to a better future away from the young men and women who will be charged to lead our Nation into the next century.

For my State of Minnesota alone this means that, in 1996, 2,081 children would be denied Head Start. 14,000 students would go without the training and education they need. And Minnesota youths would miss their first summer job opportunity, 658 young people would be denied the chance to serve in Americorps,
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154,000 college students would pay significantly more for college, and job training opportunities for 3,408 dislocated workers would be refused.

Education is a core value shared by all Americans; they realize that an investment in education is an investment in our future. Our Nation benefits greatly from developing the skills and abilities of future generations. Support for education helps citizens build a better future for themselves, their families, and America by contributing to a successful and stronger overall economy.

Indeed, an educated population—along with the roads, airports, computers, and fiber optic cables linking it up—today determines a nation’s standard of living and a country’s ability to compete. Nothing is more critical to the future economic success of America than making sure that all Americans possess the education and skills they need to compete and succeed in the global economy. Education is the key to a nation’s success. When Congress cuts education programs, we all lose. That is why the distorted priorities of this spending measure are so ironic.

Education funding is less than 2 percent of the total Federal budget, yet it plays a critical role in enhancing the self-reliance, economic productivity, and well-being of our Nation’s populace. Cutting education is a short-term solution that will reap dearly in the long run. Some may boast of fiscal discipline and deficit reduction, but if we add so much to the human deficit, the education and job deficit, what have we accomplished?

This legislation also contains provisions that would seriously harm family planning activities in this country, which could have disastrous effects on the health and security of American families. The legislation we are considering today zeros out funding for title X of the Public Health Services Act, a cornerstone of the Federal family planning program since its inception in 1970. Title X provides family planning and health services to low income and uninsured women across the country who would, without title X, have no other means of obtaining these or other primary health care services. Title X also pays for family planning services. Title X provides valuable medical services such as cancer screening and mammograms and prenatal care.

Government expenditures on family planning services such as those funded through title X have been linked to lower rates of abortion, fewer cases of low birthweight babies, increased utilization of prenatal care, and fewer infant deaths. In 1989, Government-funded family planning activities prevented an estimated 1.2 million unintended pregnancies, eliminating the need for 516,000 abortions. Allowing women access to these family planning services also saves money in the long run in medical expenses, welfare payments, and other services associated with unintended pregnancy and childbirth.

Another provision of this legislation which deeply concerns me is the proposal to zero out the funding for the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program, known as LIHEAP. As a member from one of the coldest States in the Nation, I am alarmed by the potential impact of this economically-driven action. In 1994, approximately 6.1 million households received aid to help cover heating costs. Nearly half of these households contain elderly or handicapped persons, and about 80 percent of them earned less than $10,000 a year. Where are these people to turn when they can no longer afford to heat their homes? Where are my constituents in St. Paul to turn when the temperature drops to 30-degrees below zero and they do not have the money to pay for heating fuels?

The majority’s answer to us is that the States and the utility companies will pick up the tab—apparently some in WDC believe that the local government and utilities are ready and waiting to excuse utility bills. Well the reality of the situation is that by zeroing out LIHEAP, the American people are leaving many poor families out in the cold.

There is a better way; not all of the cuts need to be made from people programs. The Pentagon, space programs, and corporate welfare grants, are just some of the other Federal programs that should also be subject to fiscal discipline. Surely the process of digging the deficit hole deeper with new tax breaks for corporations and investors by hundreds of billions of dollars would not be even considered, not if good policy is the issue. But, of course, the issue isn’t good policy, the issue is politics. The issue is ideology of dismantling the Federal Government and impairing the ability of the Federal Government to empower people, hence the attack is directly on this legislation involving working men and women programs and their families who need these programs. Mr. Speaker—the Labor—HHS appropriations is an assault on American working families. I urge my colleagues to stand up for the backbone of our Nation and to vote “No” on this anti-worker bill.
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SPEECH OF HON. GLENN POSHARD OF ILLINOIS IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES Wednesday, August 2, 1995

The House in Committee of the Whole

The House in Committee of the Whole on the State of the Union had under consideration the 1996 budget (H.R. 2727) making appropriations for the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and related agencies, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1996, and for other purposes:

Mr. POSHARD. Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong opposition to this bill. I am vehemently opposed to the wide range of attacks this bill launches on the American people. This is the year that we have been through the appropriations cycle in the House. I regret to say this may be the most disappointing appropriations bill I’ve ever voted against.

Let me say that I know my good friend and colleague, Chairman JOHN PORTER, has had to make a lot of tough choices. I don’t want my criticism of this bill to be construed as any criticism of him. But I am compelled to say that this bill is not right for the American people.

I represent central and southern Illinois, America’s heartland, an area of corn fields, oil wells, coal mines, and some of the world’s leading manufacturers. I represent good, hard-working people.

As I travel the district, I hear the growing fears of workers who see their jobs put at risk by unwise trade agreements such as NAFTA. I hear from miners and factory workers who fear the loss of life and limb in their dangerous lines of work if we gut labor protection laws. And I hear from families who are trying to do more with less, who worry that their families are leaving the job remaining high while their wages don’t keep up with inflation.

More specifically, in the 19th District of Illinois, we have two tremendously difficult situations which face our communities. On the north side of the district, Decatur is home to three contentious labor-management disputes which have affected thousands of workers, their families and the entire community. I have encouraged labor and management to meet each other at the bargaining table to resolve their differences. One key element in the collective bargaining process is the existence of the National Labor Relations Board, which this bill will cut by nearly 30 percent.

The bill also eliminates the Presidential order barring permanent replacement of workers who are striking against companies with Federal contracts. Let me again emphasize, I support the collective bargaining process which has served this country well. But part of that process must include the right of men and women to strike without being permanently replaced. This bill takes sides against workers who are exercising their bargaining rights and should be changed.

In the southern part of the 19th District, men and women have for years fueled the economy of this Nation by mining the coal found hundreds of feet into the belly of the earth. Things are much better than they used to be, but those are still dangerous jobs. This bill cuts funding for the Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s enforcement budget and limits its ability to act in certain instances. Surely this country is rich enough to make sure that people can go to work with out best efforts to make sure they have a safe place in which to work.

We also have men and women who’ve worked in the coal mines for decades and have lost their jobs because the Clean Air Act has closed down markets for the coal at their mines. These people need new jobs—quite often they need training to help them come back into the work force—but this bill provides $166 million less than current spending and $255 million less than the administration request for adult job training. The same is true for the dislocated workers program—$378.5 million less than current spending and $546 million less than the administration request.

Those are tough numbers at a time when the American economy is in transition and people are discovering that the jobs they used to have are gone, or the ones they have could be pulled out from under them at a moment’s notice. We don’t guarantee anyone a job for life, but we ought to recognize that changes in the world economy impact real people, who want to buy a car, send their kids to college, and support their communities. They need help doing that, so that if their job disappears, they don’t have to spend months on unemployment and we can help them get back into the work force.

And what investment are we making in our children? We’re reducing funding for title I programs which help school districts which have...
SELECTED CUTS IN THE LABOR-HHS-ED BILL BELOW THE FISCAL YEAR 1995 RESCISION LEVELS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Nationwide cut</th>
<th>Illinois cut</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summer Jobs</td>
<td>$867,070,000</td>
<td>$34,955,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dislocated Worker Training</td>
<td>$378,550,000</td>
<td>$13,104,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Training</td>
<td>$164,811,000</td>
<td>$6,785,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other American Employment</td>
<td>$46,060,000</td>
<td>$1,774,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title I, Comp. Education</td>
<td>$2,145,956,000</td>
<td>$6,244,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goals 2000</td>
<td>$361,870,000</td>
<td>$5,993,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe and Drug-Free Schools</td>
<td>$240,981,000</td>
<td>$10,167,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher Training Grants</td>
<td>$251,207,000</td>
<td>$10,904,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational Education</td>
<td>$272,750,000</td>
<td>$10,577,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Incentive Grants</td>
<td>$63,175,000</td>
<td>$3,623,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Nutrition</td>
<td>$22,810,000</td>
<td>$1,015,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head Start</td>
<td>$113,747,000</td>
<td>$4,857,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Income Energy Assistance</td>
<td>$965,940,000</td>
<td>$56,308,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mr. Chairman, I know we need to cut the budget and get our financial House in order. I've made plenty of tough votes to cut spending, eliminate programs and do without things which could not be identified as priority items. This bill might not be as objectionable were it not for the fact that so many of these cuts are being used to finance an ill-advised tax cut which will accrue almost entirely to the highest wage earners in the country. I've voted for a budget proposal by moderate Democrats which gets us to balance in 7 years. Believe me, that plan has some tough cuts in it—any credible plan does. But we ignore the sirens' call for tax cuts and put our spending cuts on deficit reduction. I know tax cuts sound good and are popular on their face. But the best tax cut we could possibly give our families and our country is a cut in deficit reduction.

That is why I so strongly oppose this bill. The priorities are out of order, the cuts are out of balance, and the attack on the American people is out of bounds. I strongly oppose this bill and urge its defeat.
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SPEECH OF HON. NORMAN Y. MINETA OF CALIFORNIA IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES Wednesday, August 2, 1995

The House in the Committee of the Whole House on the State of the Union had under consideration the bill (H.R. 2127) making appropriations for the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and related agencies, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1996, and for other purposes:

Mr. MINETA. Mr. Chairman, I rise today in strong and unequivocal opposition to this grotesque piece of legislation. If ever we needed an example of the skewed priorities of the new majority in this House, this bill is it. In the area of health and human services, vitally important programs have been completely terminated.

Black lung clinics, the Native Hawaiian Health Care Program, AIDS education and training, substance abuse prevention and training, the National Vaccine Program, rural health grants, developmental disabilities projects, the elder abuse prevention program, aging research, preventive health grants, and funding for the Federal Council on Aging—all would disappear from this bill.

The bill eliminates the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health and the Office of the Surgeon General—the two offices which are on the front lines of coordinating American public health policy.

The bill cuts almost $400 million from Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Programs, and $15 million from homeless and runaway youth programs, a $288,000 cut for child abuse prevention, and a reduction of $2 million from the fund for abandoned infants assistance.

The bill cuts the Office of Civil Rights at the Department of Health and Human Services by $8 million—a reduction of almost 40 percent.

The bill contains four provisions that roll back women's reproductive health care and seriously undermine women's rights to make fundamental choices about their bodies and their lives.

It eliminates title X funds for family planning—which 83 percent of women receiving Federal family planning services rely on. This makes no sense, socially or fiscally. Every government health care dollar spent saves an average $4.40 in expenditures on medical services, welfare, and nutritional services associated with unintended pregnancies and childbirth.

Title X funds are not used for abortions—they are used to decrease unplanned and birth control. This bill would deny millions of women access to all major methods of family planning—cutting them off from the help they need to make informed personal decisions about their own health and well-being.

The bill would also deny Medicaid funding for abortions for rape and incest survivors. Up to 1 in 3 women will be victims of rape or attempted rape in their lifetime. A woman living in poverty who has already been brutally victimized would be victimized yet again by being forced to bear her rapist's will. I also rise in opposition to the provision in this bill to undermine the Accreditation Council on Graduate Medical Education [ACGME] requirement for medical instruction in abortion. Any reduction in the number of doctors who are properly trained to perform abortions will place women at greater risk of losing access to safe and legal abortions. The right of women in this country to exercise control over their own bodies, and choose whether or not to have a child must not be eroded.

The bill is an assault on the most vulnerable members of our communities: Children and senior citizens.

It would cut 50,000 eligible children from Head Start and cut the Healthy Start infant mortality initiative by half. These programs prepare our children for school and provide support for their parents to help them leave welfare and become independent.

In another short-sighted move, the bill would eliminate the Summer Youth jobs program, leaving 600,000 youth without work next summer. 2,500 young people will lose summer jobs in my hometown of San Jose alone.

The bill would cut total job-related spending on disadvantaged youth by more than half, denying them the work experience and education assistance they need to become productive members of society rather than turning to crime or welfare for survival.

Education is the most important investment our country can make for meeting the challenges of the 21st century, but the plans in this bill to eliminate or cut a host of education programs will leave us unprepared to compete in a changing world economy.

First, the bill would completely eliminate the Goals 2000 program for statewide school reforms. Over 1,800 schools in 226 districts in California had planned to participate in local level reform emphasizing early literacy and mathematics, demonstrating the importance of this program. The elimination of the Eisenhower Professional Development program would also remove California's elementary school programs which have limited English proficiency, and the proposed 74% cut in bilingual education will decimate our programs that serve these students.

The bill completely undermines the information-based, global marketplace of the 21st century, our students need practical job skills. Yet the bill would cut vocational and adult education and the School-To-Work program that would allow them to contribute to our economy.

The proposed $162 million cut in Special Education Programs under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act would virtually eliminate nationwide efforts to help provide 5.6 million children with disabilities with the education they need to live independent, self-sufficient lives.

Mr. Chairman, though these cuts might save money in the short term, they deny children already facing tremendous challenges the education and skills they need to become productive members of society.

The investments we made before now in our children are essential for the future of this country. Our children deserve better than this.

Our seniors will also be hard hit by the Republican Appropriations bill.

Many seniors rely on senior nutrition programs as their only or primary source of daily food—but the bill would eliminate 12 million meals through cuts in Congregate Nutrition Services and the Meals on Wheels programs.

The elimination of the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program is an appalling move in the face of the hundreds of seniors who have died in the last month from lack of air conditioning. Next winter, thousands more seniors will be freezing in the dark.

Finally, the bill would eliminate the long-term care ombudsman program which protects the most vulnerable group of senior citizens—those in nursing homes—from abuse, neglect, and fraud.

These provisions will only hurt those who have least ability to cope with the attack. I do not believe that our budget should be balanced on the backs of our senior citizens and children—and especially not on the backs of the most vulnerable.
The anti-worker provisions in this bill constitute nothing less than a full-scale attack on basic rights of working Americans. Six thousand American workers are injured on the job each day, costing businesses $112 billion each year. In California alone in 1993, 750,000 workers suffered from occupational injuries and 1615 workers lost their lives while doing their jobs.

In my district, workers face dangers from working with solvents, acids, metals, and toxic gases that can cause birth defects, cardiopulmonary problems, and damage to vital organs such as the brain and lungs.

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has succeeded in reducing on-the-job injuries by 57 percent since its inception. OSHA does have problems that need to be addressed. It needs to be made more efficient and to provide meaningful incentives to employers to provide safe and healthy workplaces. But OSHA should be fixed, not dismantled.

This bill would force OSHA to close half its offices and shed half its inspectors, resulting in as many as 50,000 more injuries and deaths to hard-working Americans.

Limiting the resources provided under this bill, OSHA inspectors would need 95 years to inspect each workplace in my State just once.

Furthermore, in yet another example of backroom legislating on an appropriations bill, the Republicans are restricting OSHA’s development of ergonomic standards. Musculoskeletal injuries from repetitive motions account for 30 percent of lost workdays due to injuries and illnesses and more than $2.7 million annually in workers compensation claims. Ergonomics, the science of physically fitting a job to a person, can reduce serious injury and illness and improve worker productivity and quality.

Yet the bill would prohibit OSHA from even conducting research to develop ergonomic standards that could help save millions of dollars and prevent hundreds of thousands of injuries. The cost to our society goes beyond the value of these claims. Workers who are disabled at unsafe workplaces end up on our unemployment and welfare rolls.

Those workers who lose their jobs will face a tougher time finding work under this bill. It would deny retraining and benefits to 273,000 dislocated workers and 84,000 low-income adults. The employment and training budget has been cut $2.5 billion below 1995 levels. A $357 million cut in California’s education and training programs will force my State to drop 200,000 participants.

Finally, the right of working people to bargain collectively would be weakened through drastic cuts in funding and authority of the National Labor Relations Board [NLRB] and the prohibition on enforcement of the President’s Executive order on striker replacements.

Hardworking Americans have basic rights to a safe and healthy workplace and to organize for these and other rights. The Republicans would take our worker protections back by decades.

This has been a fractious budget cycle so far, and I expect that it’s going to get worse. Those who say that balancing the budget requires that priorities be identified are absolutely correct: and the priorities of the Republican leadership are coming through loud and clear during this Appropriations cycle.

If you’re a corporate polluter who wants the government to just leave you alone—you’re in luck.

If you’re a defense contractor who wants to sell a few more of those planes—even if the Pentagon doesn’t want them—you’re in luck.

If you’re an employer with an unsafe workplace and workers at OSHA would leave you alone—you’re in luck.

If you’re cheating your employees by paying them less than the minimum wage, and you think it would be great if those guys at the Wage and Hour Division of the Department of Labor didn’t have time to deal with you—you’re in luck.

But if you’re a senior citizen who’s wondering whether to buy medicine or food this month, or a poor mother hoping for a better education and a better life for your children, then this bill has a message for you: You’re on you own.

That’s a message which I can never vote to send to the people of this country, and I urge my colleagues to vote down this bill.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

DEPARTMENTS OF LABOR, HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, AND EDUCATION, AND RELATED AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS ACT, 1996

SPEECH OF HON. C.W. BILL YOUNG OF FLORIDA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, August 2, 1995

The House in Committee of the Whole on the House of the State of the Union had under consideration the bill (H.R. 2227) making appropriations for the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and related agencies, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1996, and for other purposes:

Mr. YOUNG of Florida, Mr. Chairman, I rise to commend the chair of our subcommittee for his leadership on this bill under the most difficult of circumstances. Discretionary spending in the bill we consider today is $9.2 billion below the 1995 bill, a reduction of 13 percent. This is the reduction required by the allocation given our subcommittee under the direction of the House Budget Committee.

Needless to say, our subcommittee was required to make some very difficult decisions and to establish spending priorities for fiscal year 1996. The criteria we used emphasized programs that work well, provide the maximum return on our investment in them, and save lives. We also sought to make better use of Federal funds by eliminating or consolidating duplicative or ineffective programs to provide maximum program dollars and minimum bureaucratic overhead. In all, 170 programs were terminated in the bill.

High priority was given to continued funding for the National Institutes of Health, which received $642 million or 5.7 percent over the 1995 level. NIH remains the preeminent biomedical research program of its kind anywhere in the world. Our investment in unlocking the mysteries of many diseases and determining effective and lifesaving treatments is repaid many times over in lower health care costs, a higher quality of life, and a cure for many diseases for which there was no successful treatment just a few years ago.

We have made great strides in the war on cancer, heart disease, stroke, diabetes, mental illness, and other diseases that rob the young and old of valuable years of life and leave them disabled and suffering. As with any battle, we are starting to worry that the reason we are not achieving a victory on many fronts, now is not the time to retreat from our commitment to remain the world leader in this field.

One area of special interest where a small but continuing investment by your committee over the past few years has paid off is the National Marrow Donor Program. Through advances in research sponsored by NIH, doctors and researchers determined that unrelated bone marrow transplants were just as effective as related bone marrow transplants in curing patients diagnosed with leukemia or any one of 60 other fatal blood disorders. The problem, however, was the lack of access to a large pool of prospective unrelated individuals who might have matching bone marrow for patients in need of transplants. With the great diversity in the genetic makeup of people, the chances of finding a matched bone marrow donor range from 1 in 20,000 to 1 in a million.

Having brought the need for a national registry of potential bone marrow donors to the attention of our committee in 1986, I am proud to say that my colleagues have provided support to me in this effort every step of the way. The result of this effort is a program that is a true medical miracle which is saving lives every day throughout our Nation and around the world.

The National Marrow Donor Program now maintains a registry of 1.7 million prospective donors and is growing at a rate of 36,000 donors per month. My colleagues may recall that early in my search for a home for the national registry, some Federal officials told me we would never recruit more than 50,000 volunteers who were willing to donate their bone marrow to a complete stranger.

We proved them wrong and in doing so have given a second chance at life to thousands of men, women, and children and the number of growing and the number continues to grow so do the number of transplants. More importantly, we have given hope to thousands of families who otherwise would have faced the prospect of certain death for a loved one.

Our committee has included in the bill $15,360,000 for the continued operations of the national registry under the oversight of the Health Resources and Services Administration. Responsibility for the registry was transferred last year from NIH to HRSA. The U.S. Navy also continues to play a leading role in providing operational support and direction to the program with additional funding made available by our Appropriations Subcommittee on National Security.

Other small, but significant programs supported by our subcommittee likewise save lives. The Emergency Medical Services Program for Children celebrates its 10th anniversary this year and we have included $10 million to continue its operations. These funds increase public awareness and train health care professionals for the unique emergency medical care needs of critically injured children. Forty States have now established training programs to improve the quality of care available for children. The leading cause.
of death for them continues to be accident and injury. Children in the United States also continue to be at risk from illness due to the lack of timely immunizations, which can prevent diseases such as measles, mumps, and whooping cough. Unbelievably, our Nation continues to rank far below many lesser developed nations in the immunization rate for children. Our committee remains concerned about this problem and has consistently provided additional resources for childhood immunization programs. Again this year, we fulfill this commitment with increased funding to procure and distribute vaccines through public health centers and clinics.

We have made a significant investment in this bill in other areas of preventive health care. Funding is increased for the Centers for Disease Control to continue its breast and cervical cancer screening program, its surveillance for chronic and environmental diseases, screening for lead poisoning, tuberculosis and infectious diseases, and for education and research activities to prevent injuries. In another area of the bill, our committee maintained its commitment to the Social Security Program. For the first time, our committee has provided funding to a newly, independent Social Security Administration. Our bill includes $5.9 billion for the administrative costs of the program, a $300 million increase over the 1995 level, this despite the severe constraints faced by our committee.

This increase will enable the Social Security Administration to continue to make the investments necessary to automate agency operations based on a strategic plan that will improve the efficiency and effectiveness of services. It will also allow for improvement in the processing of disability cases and in providing face-to-face phone service.

This reaffirmation of our support for Social Security sends a message that we strongly support the program, its almost 50 million current beneficiaries, and the countless millions of current contributors to the program who are future beneficiaries. We recognize the need to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of Social Security service delivery.

Mr. Chairman, we have had to make many difficult decisions in the preparation of this legislation, but we have clearly defined some high priority areas in which the Federal Government must maintain its leadership responsibilities. This was not an easy task and it is one that will continue as this legislation moves through the House, Senate, and into conference.

DEPARTMENTS OF LABOR, HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, AND EDUCATION, AND RELATED AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS ACT, 1996

SPEECH OF
HON. VIC FAZIO
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OR REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, August 2, 1995

The House in Committee of the Whole House on the State of the Union had under consideration the bill (H.R. 2127) making appropriations for the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and related agencies, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1996, and for other purposes:

Mr. FAZIO. Mr. Chairman, this bill is an outrage, and it deserves to be rejected and repudiated by every Member of this body. This bill is unfair to the people who depend most on our continued support—our elderly, children, and the elderly. This bill is shortsighted. It does not provide for investment in students and workers—the very people who will grow our economy.

This bill cuts $6.3 billion from programs that average working families depend on. Why? The unvarnished truth is that my Republican colleagues want to finance a tax break for wealthy Americans.

Every Democrat in this House is prepared and committed to bring our budget into balance, and provide a solvent, secure future for our children.

Yet, one-half of the cuts in this bill are stolen directly from the single best investment we can make in our future: education.

Overall spending on education has been slashed by nearly $4 billion. Few children have been spared. Some of the most significant and effective programs for kids—including title I, school-to-work, and safe and drug-free schools—are subject to potentially crippling cuts.

It’s an exhaustive list, and frankly, to reduce this bill to a series of programmatic cuts, masks the underlying meanness of this bill. In its breadth and scope, this bill is simply a monster of inequity.

If you are the principal wage earner in a hard-working family, or you have found yourself among the growing ranks of the working poor, and you desire to provide a brighter future for your children, this bill is a declaration of war.

This bill declares war on opportunity. This bill puts politics ahead of principle. This bill values pay-offs ahead of people.

This much is certain. The Republicans do not discriminate. If you are not on the receiving end of the Republican tax bailout—that is, if you are elderly, poor, young, unemployed, or just struggling to get by—you suffer in equal measure.

Seniors fare no better than our children. This bill sends a strong message to our senior citizens that their past efforts are no longer acknowledged, and that their current contributions are no longer appreciated.

This bill guts the Older Americans Act, including Green Thumb funds other programs which provide preventive health support, pension and Medicare counseling, and home meals to a growing senior population.

This bill undercuts the health and safety of American workers. It undermines the enforcement of hour and wage laws. It makes it more difficult for people who have lost their jobs to find new jobs by slashing job training.

Some of the most vulnerable members of our society are subject to the most extreme—the most harmful—and the most spiritless provisions in this bill. If this bill is passed, victims of rape and incest will no longer be guaranteed the right to an abortion. It does not.

I urge my colleagues to stand up for working families and reject this bill. Don’t allow the Gingrich Republican to sell us down the river so they can reward their wealthy friends.

DEPARTMENTS OF LABOR, HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, AND EDUCATION, AND RELATED AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS ACT, 1996

SPEECH OF
HON. ERNEST J. ISTOOK, JR.
OF OKLAHOMA
IN THE HOUSE OR REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, August 2, 1995

The House in Committee of the Whole House on the State of the Union had under consideration the bill (H.R. 2127) making appropriations for the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and related agencies, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1996, and for other purposes:

Mr. ISTOOK. Mr. Chairman, I have consulted with Mr. STUMP, chairman of the Veterans’ Affairs Committee, regarding concerns raised by some veterans service organizations about the definition of grants in the provision of H.R. 2127 prohibiting use of Federal grants for political advocacy. They have long furnished space and office facilities, if available, by the Department of Veterans Affairs for the free assistance and representation of veterans by veterans service organizations in making claims for their veterans benefits. The furnished space and facilities are specifically authorized by section 5902 of title 38. The VA is authorized under section 5902 to recognize the veterans representatives as well.

Chairman STUMP has informed me that the furnishing of space and office facilities for this purpose has never been considered a grant to veterans service organizations. The free assistance given to veterans by the service organizations is in fact of considerable benefit and value to the Government because the Government itself is legally obligated to assist veterans in making their claims.

Furthermore, Chairman STUMP has emphasized to me that the assistance and representation given to veterans by the veterans service organizations has not involved political advocacy in any way, shape, or form. The assistance has been solely for the purpose of helping individual veterans to make their claims for VA benefits. This free representation for veterans by veterans service organizations is unique. I know of nothing else like it and I want to see it continued.

Therefore, I want to make it crystal clear that there is no intent for this measure to apply to section 5902. It does not.

I have assured the veterans service organization that I will make every effort to make the legislation more specific about this point during conference.

DEPARTMENTS OF LABOR, HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, AND EDUCATION, AND RELATED AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS ACT, 1996

SPEECH OF
HON. JOSE E. SERRANO
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OR REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, August 2, 1995

The House in Committee of the Whole House on the State of the Union had under
consideration the bill (H.R. 2127) making appropriations for the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and related agencies, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1996, and for other purposes.

Mr. SERRANO. Mr. Chairman, the outrageous cuts to the Department of Labor and related agencies proposed by the Republican majority are a vicious attack on hardworking Americans.

The proposed cuts to OSHA enforcement, to the Wage and Hour Division, and to NLRB would result in a dangerous shift in the policies which protect working Americans. The prohibition on enforcement of President Clinton’s 1994 order banning striker replacement is but one example of the egregious and inappropriate legislating occurring on this year’s appropriations bills.

From Youth Fair Chance, School-to-Work, and Summer Youth Employment, to the Job Training Partnership Act and Community Service Employment for Older Americans, opportunities for job training and employment are being severely reduced, and in some cases, completely eliminated. The funding cuts to the National Labor Relations Board and the Wage and Hour division would mute two strong advocates for working people.

These programs are an essential part of providing opportunities for millions of Americans to achieve a decent standard of living. The cuts in this bill would move us farther and farther away from this goal. We cannot, with any conscience, allow these cuts to happen. This bill has devastating consequences for all Americans. I strongly urge defeat of this bill.

RECOGNIZING 13 RETIRED MEMBERS OF THE FREMONT FIRE DEPARTMENT FOR THEIR 370 YEARS OF SERVICE

HON. FORTNEY PETE STARK
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, August 3, 1995

Mr. STARK. Mr. Speaker, today, I would like to pay tribute to 13 firefighters for their years of service to the city of Fremont. These firefighters have collectively provided 370 years of protection to the citizens of Fremont. In addition to their dedicated years of public service, these individuals also served their country in branches of the armed services. I would like to share with you and my colleagues some of their accomplishments.

Robert Andrade, over 29 years of distinguished service. Hired September 1, 1964, promoted to captain on April 16, 1972 and retired May 31, 1994. Captain Andrade made many significant contributions to the department, particularly in the training division and in fire hose and nozzle research and development. He served 3 years in the U.S. Navy and was assigned to Cuban missile and CYO basketball for several years. He was also a volunteer assistant football coach at Ohlone College in Fremont.

Edward Bauchou, over 30 years of distinguished service. Hired March 15, 1963, promoted to engineer December 1, 1982 and retired July 1, 1993. Mr. Bauchou served in the fire suppression division his entire career. He also served 3 years in the U.S. Navy and was on active duty during the Korean conflict. Mr. Bauchou coached CYO Basketball and in the city of Fremont youth baseball. Mr. Bauchou was a volunteer catechism and first aid instructor at Saint Leonard School in Fremont.

Richard L. Cabral, over 29 years of distinguished service. Hired September 1, 1964, promoted to captain July 1, 1979 and retired December 3, 1993. The majority of Captain Cabral’s career was spent in fire suppression with years of exemplary service in the fire prevention division. He ended his assignment as the assistant fire marshal. Captain Cabral coached 8 years in CYO Basketball, little league baseball and youth football. He was also a volunteer football coach at St. Mary’s High School in Berkeley, CA.

John R. Ford, over 25 years of distinguished service. Hired December 3, 1968 and retired December 15, 1993. Mr. Ford worked in the fire prevention division, was a member of the hazardous materials response team, and was one of the first tillermen on the department. He served 4 years in the U.S. Navy and also volunteered as a first aid and CPR instructor at the Church of the Latter Day Saints. He is currently active as a director at his local homeowners association.

Campbell G. Gillies, over 29 years of distinguished service. Hired on September 1, 1964 and retired March 1, 1994. Mr. Gillies was one of the first tillermen trained to work on Fremont’s tillered ladder trucks. Mr. Gillies’ entire career was in fire suppression. He coached 2 years of little league baseball and was also active in the Boy Scouts for about 5 years. Mr. Gillies served for several years as the president of his local homeowners association in the Mission San José area of Fremont.

Robert A. Guardanapo, over 29 years of distinguished service. Hired on June 1, 1964, promoted to captain on April 16, 1972 and retired December 3, 1993. Captain Guardanapo’s years of service were mostly in the fire suppression division, with 8 months in fire prevention. He coached for several years in CYO Basketball and has been an active member of the Elks Club for many years. Captain Guardanapo helped to organize the Desert Storm Veterans appreciation event in the city of Fremont.

Frank A. Horat, over 33 years of distinguished service. Hired on August 1, 1960, promoted to captain on April 16, 1972 and retired October 30, 1993. Captain Horat’s years of service were all in the fire suppression division. He also served 8 years in the National Guard. He also coached 4 years with the Centerville Little League and 3 years with CYO basketball.

William J. Kaska, over 26 years of distinguished service. Hired on October 16, 1968 and retired on January 26, 1995. Mr. Kaska’s years of service were all in the fire suppression division. He also served 3 years in the U.S. Naval Reserve. He was active in the Boy Scouts of America as an assistant scoutmaster and a den leader. Mr. Kaska was also an active member of the Fremont Fire Department, winning their lifetime achievement award.

Edward L. Kaska, Jr., over 26 years of distinguished service. Hired January 3, 1967, promoted to captain on April 16, 1972 and retired June 9, 1993. Captain Kaska served in the fire suppression division for the majority of his career, with 1 year in the fire prevention division. He coached CYO basketball for several years. He was also a volunteer assistant football coach at Ohlone College in Fremont.

Donald H. Promes, 31 years of distinguished service. Hired March 15, 1963, promoted to captain on April 16, 1972 and retired June 30, 1994. In addition to Captain Promes’ years as a suppression officer, he worked as a fire inspector investigator in the Fire Prevention Division for 7 years. He also served 6 years as a training officer in the Fremont Fire Department. Mr. Promes coached Fremont youth baseball for 7 years and 8 years in CYO youth basketball.

John L. Schacherer, nearly 30 years of distinguished service. Hired on September 1, 1964 and retired August 1, 1993. Mr. Schacherer spent his entire career in fire suppression and was one of the first tiller-qualified firefighters. He also served in the U.S. Navy for 4 years.

Richard M. Schreiber, over 25 years of distinguished service. Hired on March 1, 1968, promoted to engineer on December 1, 1982 and retired on October 30, 1993. Mr. Schreiber spent his entire career in fire suppression and is especially remembered for his fabrication skills in apparatus outfitting. Mr. Schreiber also served 5 years in the Marine Reserves. His community service includes coaching little league baseball, CYO basketball and also youth track. Mr. Schreiber is currently volunteering as the Bucks Lake Homeowners Association director and is also on the board of directors for Gallippi Ranch. Mr. Schreiber was also an active PTA member for many years.

Philip L. Soria, over 29 years of distinguished service. Hired on September 1, 1964, promoted to captain on July 1, 1974 and retired August 1, 1993. Captain Soria served as the training officer of the Fremont Fire Department. As well as working several years in the fire prevention division, he was an acting battalion chief in his final year. Prior to joining the department, he served 3 years in the U.S. Army where he attained the rank of corporal. Captain Soria has coached many years in little league baseball, youth soccer, adult soccer and was also active as an adult soccer referee. Captain Soria was very involved in Fremont’s Sister City Program. He delivered a donated fire engine to Fremont’s Mexican sister city. Captain Soria was a volunteer adult literacy teacher and active as a PTO parent for his children’s elementary school.

Mr. Speaker, I come before you today to recognize these men for all their years of public service and commitment to our community. On Friday, September 8, 1995, these individuals will be honored by local officials, their colleagues, friends and families at a dinner in Fremont, CA. I hope you and my colleagues will join me in congratulating these role models and wishing them well in their future endeavors.

DEPARTMENTS OF LABOR, HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, AND EDUCATION, AND RELATED AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS ACT, 1996

SPEECH OF
HON. NICK J. RAHALL II
OF WEST VIRGINIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, August 2, 1995

The House in Committee of the Whole House on the State of the Union had under
consideration the bill (H.R. 2127) making appropriations for the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and related agencies, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1996, and for other purposes.

Mr. RAHALL. Mr. Chairman, it isn’t often that a Member of this body would be tempted to rise in opposition to a bill, especially a funding bill, and to say unequivocally that there is so much at stake and so much at risk that it is impossible to vote for that which is contained in it. Such is the case today, as I rise in strongest opposition to H.R. 2127 the Labor-HHS-Education appropriations bill for fiscal year 1996.

Mr. Chairman, using appropriations bills, such as this one and like many others we have debated recently on the floor of the House, to establish policy and make decisions best left to authorizing committees, is just reckless and irresponsible behavior. Some of the appropriations process cannot be the decision of this or many other subcommittees, or even full committee chairmen. It is obviously being directed by those at higher levels in cooperation with outside interests.

The only thing of any real value in the Labor-HHS-Education appropriations bill are those provisions that protect the unborn. I strongly support every one of them. I commend the Members of this House who fought to get this antiabortion language in the bill, and I will do all that I can to keep it in the bill. But I cannot support the final product—even if all the pro-life language is preserved. I can’t, in good conscience, do so. Let me tell you why.

Mr. Chairman, this bill decimates not only longstanding, vitally important, life-giving Federal programs for children, it also decimates longstanding workplace health and safety standards and the enforcement of such laws; it takes families earning at or below poverty wages and places them at greater risk of becoming homeless, by decimating labor laws and prevailing wages that keep them aloft. It takes those without jobs and tosses them aside like garbage—refusing to fund job search or job training programs so individuals can reenter the job market and care for themselves and their families and be contributing members of society. It attacks senior citizen programs to the point where I wonder: what is happening to us as a compassionate nation?

The bill cuts funding for programs that train and protect working Americans by 24 percent below last year’s level. Training alone is cut by more than $1 billion; worker protection programs embodied within OSHA, the Employment Standards Administration, and the National Labor Relations Board are cut by $180 million. Legislative riders eliminate or restrict the ability to enforce collectively bargained agreements, a safe work environment, and child labor protections.

The bill nullifies the President’s Executive order keeping Federal contractors from hiring permanent replacements for striking workers. Worse, the Labor-HHS-Education appropriations bill terminates black lung clinics that serve as the only caring, human, face-to-face contact for coal miners dying from black lung disease who are struggling to obtain appropriate life-giving health care, and who are struggling to qualify for benefits to enable them and their families to live in peace and dignity as they die of an incurable, progressive lung disease.

With respect to child labor laws, I could not believe it, until I read it, but this bill actually terminates a child labor law that protects 14-year-olds against being maimed or killed by balers—baling machines—that are almost too dangerous for adults to operate. Those who placed this language in the bill actually call it a job creating provision for youth even though it could be a job that kills.

These same members, in writing this same bill, Mr. Chairman, have terminated the summer youth job program for 14-year-olds and older youths—jobs that nourish rather than kill them.

The bill declares war on the Nation’s senior citizens. Low income Energy Assistance (LIHEAP) is terminated—so all the elderly folks who have had to choose between heating or eating every winter—are forced to choose to eat fewer meals in order to pay utility bills. Six million households receive LIHEAP assistance—two-thirds are seniors, and the rest are disabled.

To make matters worse for seniors, the minimum wage jobs that employ 14,000 seniors with incomes below poverty are terminated—gone. Foster Grandparents and counseling programs to prevent MediGap ripoffs are cut.

Senior nutrition programs are cut by nearly $23.5 million—meaning that 114,637 fewer seniors will be able to get a hot meal at their senior center, and 43,867 frail elderly persons will be cut off from Meals on Wheels.

Millions of workers will be more vulnerable to employers who avoid paying even minimum wage, and who also avoid a 40-hour week, fair labor practices, and standards for safe workplaces.

Education overall is cut 18 percent below last year’s level. Employment and training by 35 percent; other cuts include $2.5 billion in assistance to local schools, $266 million from drug-free schools and communities, and $66 million from the school-to-work program.

Student aid for college is cut by $701 million including a $219 million cut that terminates Federal contributions to Perkins loans and the SSIG scholarship program. Goals 2000 and the summer youth jobs program are eliminated.

Head Start is cut by $535 million below the President’s request; President Bush’s Healthy Start Program to lower infant mortality is cut in half.

Perhaps more than any other appropriations bill, the Labor-HHS-Education bill is the people’s bill. When you make drastic cuts in this bill’s funding, you are stabbing at the heart of this Nation—its people. For example: Labor.—Translates into jobs and job training, safe workplaces, decent wages, and dignity of life that comes with the dignity of a paycheck.

Education.—Translates into quality of life for an educated citizenry, better jobs for better futures, for stable families. Most importantly, education translates directly into our national economic security, if not our national defense. Health and Human Services.—Translates into quality of life for those in need of life-giving care, from cradle to grave, regardless of station in life or income.

How can we propose to make these funding cuts, and create programmatic changes, and to disregard the educational needs, the health, well-being, and safety of every one of our constituents who rely upon us—while at the same time proposing to increase defense spending by $58 billion over the next 7 years? How can Members of this House decimate labor, health, and education programs in order to fund higher defense spending than any President has asked for in over 14 years, and this in spite of the fact that the cold war is over, the Soviet Union is no more, and with communism on its knees?

This bill is, in all truth, beyond my understanding.

Hubert Humphrey said: The moral test of government is how it treats those who are in the dawn of life—the children; how it treats those in the twilight of life—the elderly; and how it treats those who are in the shadows of life—the sick, the disabled, the needy, and the unemployed.

We have failed the moral test by bringing this bill to the floor of the House, and I am appalled. Have we, finally, no shame?

DEPARTMENTS OF LABOR, HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, AND EDUCATION, AND RELATED AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS ACT, 1996

HON. CONSTANCE A. MORELLA
OF MARYLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Wednesday, August 2, 1995

The House in Committee of the Whole
The House in Committee of the Whole on the House of the State of the Union had under consideration the bill (H.R. 2127) making appropriations for the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and related agencies, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1996, and for other purposes:

Mrs. MORELLA. Mr. Chairman, H.R. 2127, the Labor-Health and Human Services-Education appropriations bill, is loaded with legislative riders that have no place in an appropriations bill, and it cuts too deeply into critical programs. I will be voting against the bill unless major changes are made today.

First, I want to acknowledge Chairman Potter for his efforts. He was given an allocation that was significantly lower than the fiscal year 1995 allocation, and he did his best to craft an acceptable bill. He also opposed the many riders attached in the full committee. I am strongly supportive of the 6 percent increase in funding for the National Institutes of Health, the increased funding for breast cancer research, and breast and cervical cancer screening, increased funding for the Ryan White CARE Act, the funding for the Violence Against Women Act programs and the AIDS, and the preservation of the DOD AIDS research program.

Unfortunately, I cannot support the bill for many reasons. I am strongly opposed to the changes made in the full committee. The most egregious amendment eliminates funding for the Title X family planning program, transferring the funding to block grants. To eliminate this program when we are trying to end welfare dependency and reduce the number of abortions and unwanted pregnancies is an outrage.

Not only does the transfer to block grant programs fail to ensure that the $193 million for Title X will go to fund family planning programs, but the very nature of the block grants
selected ensures that this funding will be drastically reduced. The maternal and child health block grant includes many sets aside, resulting in the diversion of $84 million of the $116 million transferred from Title X. Thus, 70 percent of the money transferred to this block grant could not go to family planning services even if States wanted to earmark the funds for that purpose.

Later today, Representatives GREENWOOD and LOWEY will be offering an amendment to restore the funding for title X. Congressman SMITH will then offer an amendment that restates in the bill the elimination of funding for title X. The Greenwood-Lowey amendment includes specific language clarifying what is already the case for title X—no funding can be used for abortion, nor can funding be used for political advocacy. Title X prevents abortion—these clinics are prohibited from providing abortions or directive counseling.

I will also be offering an amendment later today with Congresswoman LOWEY and Congressman KOLBE to strike the Istock language in the bill allowing States to decide whether to fund abortions in the cases of rape and incest. This is not an issue about States' rights. States can choose to participate in the Medicaid Program; however, once that choice is made, they are required to comply with all Federal statutory and regulatory requirements, including funding abortions in the cases of rape and incest. Every Federal court that has considered this issue has held that State Medicaid plans must cover all abortions for which Federal funds are provided by the Hyde amendment.

Abortion as a result of rape and incest are rare—and they are tragic. The vast majority of Americans support Medicaid funding for abortions that are the result of those violent, brutal crimes against women. I urge my colleagues to support the Lowey-Morella amendment.

Another amendment added in committee makes an unprecedented intrusion into the development of curriculum requirements and the accreditation process for medical schools. An amendment will be offered by Congressman GANSKE and Congresswoman JOHNSON to strike that language in the bill, and I will be speaking in favor of their effort as well.

There is also troubling language in the bill that restricts the enforcement of title IX in college athletics. Congresswoman MINK will be offering an amendment to strike this language, and I urge support for this amendment.

Several additional amendments attempt to legislate on this bill, and I am opposed to these efforts as well. The entire appropriations process has been circumvented in the last several bills, and I am outraged at the efforts to bypass appropriate, deliberative legislative process in this House. I am particularly troubled by the efforts of several colleagues to severely restrict the advocacy activities nonprofit organizations. If my colleagues believe that current law regarding such activities is insufficiently restrictive, then they should seek to change it through the appropriate legislative channels, not through the appropriations process.

In regard to funding cuts in the bill, I am very concerned with the scope of the cuts in education programs. I am very dismayed by the elimination or severe reductions under Goals 2000 Program, the Women's Educational Equity Act, the Safe and Drug Free Schools Act, the Office of Civil Rights in the Department of Education, Head Start, the IDEA Program, title I, Vocational Educational, and the School to Work Program.

I am also concerned with the bill's disproportionate cuts in drug and alcohol treatment and prevention programs. The bill would cut 68 percent of the demonstration programs to underwrite HHS treatment and prevention funding. Some of the current programs that will be hardest hit are those serving women and children. I am particularly concerned with reductions for residential substance abuse treatment programs serving pregnant women. Congressman DURBIN and I have worked over the past several years to expand the availability of these critical services that save lives and tremendous health and social costs. The cost of not treating drug and alcohol problems far exceeds the savings in this bill.

I am further concerned with the elimination of the consolidated AIDS research budget appropriation, and, for the first time since 1983, the lack of a specific funding level for AIDS research at NIH. While report language added by Congressman ROSENTHAL and Improved to this bill, I remain concerned that the current centralized AIDS research effort through the OAR will be diminished. A strong OAR vested with budget authority is the most effective way to coordinate and guide the 24 AIDS efforts within the institutes at NIH. I will be working with the Senate to restore the current structure of the OAR consolidated budget of the NIH.

I will also be working to restore funding for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, the Older Americans Act, and the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program [LIHEAP]. While it is impossible to provide level funding for every program in this bill with such a reduced allocation, I believe that many of these programs have suffered cuts that are too deep to sustain their important functions.

I urge my colleagues to vote for amendments to address many of the problems in the legislation, and if they fail, to oppose the bill.
The Summer Youth Employment Program is an investment in America’s youth that yields positive returns for America’s present and future.

Among the most outrageous are the massive cuts in worker training programs. Cuts in adult job training, a 22-percent reduction in funds for dislocated workers, a 43-percent reduction in funds for adult job training, a 22-percent reduction in funds for dislocated workers, a 43-percent reduction in funds for advanced education, and a 22-percent reduction in funds for related agencies, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1996, and for other purposes:

Ms. JACKSON-LEE. Mr. Chairman, I rise today in strong opposition to the proposed cuts in various Labor Department programs that are affected in title I of this bill.

Among the most outrageous are the massive cuts in worker training programs. Cuts in adult job training, a 22-percent reduction in appropriations for the School-to-Work Program, and a reduction in funds for dislocated worker programs send a clear message to the American worker: Congress is not willing to invest in your human capital. Also through the gag rule in this bill Congress does not want to listen to your rightful grievances.

What is worse is the lack of concern this bill displays over the needs of our working youth. This appropriations bill zeros out funding for the Summer Youth Employment Program—effectively making this summer, the summer of 1995, the last year of operation for this program. Termination of this program will send a serious threat to a longstanding commitment with an enhanced sense of self-worth. It would be a tragedy for me to have to return to my district in Houston this August regardless of whether I am re-elected. It would be a tragedy for me to have to return to my district in Houston this August regardless of whether I am re-elected.

I find the labor provisions of this bill to be an enhanced sense of self-worth. I find the labor provisions of this bill to be an enhanced sense of self-worth.

I find the labor provisions of this bill to be an enhanced sense of self-worth.
I was about six weeks pregnant. At first Joe was excited. He wanted to be a father. But the more we talked about it, the more I knew it was a bad idea to have a baby. I was in my junior year at the University of Maryland. I knew I didn't want to move on from college because I wanted to give the child life. But I needed someone's support. Joe was not supportive at the time. He was so confused. His parents had died when he was a teenager, so he couldn't go to them for advice.

My parents were divorced, and I had a difficult time figuring out how to tell them because they were very strict. Besides, they believed in getting married before you have kids. I ended up telling my mother I was pregnant a few weeks after visiting the counselor. She said, "It's your responsibility. You got pregnant; you have to deal with it." She also told me to get married. I was afraid to tell my father. We hadn't had a good relationship up to that point so I didn't tell him until the eighth month.

It was late December. I was having trouble with one of my roommates at school. Joe's attitude at that point was, "It's your baby, and you're the one who has to deal with it." I was depressed and crying. I didn't think I could do it. I was working a job. I didn't have any support—and I wanted to scream.

It was 11:45 at night. I called Sylvia and woke her up. I didn't think I could deal with anything anymore. I asked her, "What should I do about the pregnancy?"

Sylvia was great. I didn't think she realizes how important she was to me. "You're going to be okay, just take one day at a time. Don't worry about anything right now," she said. "You can't jeopardize your health. You need to calm down and think rationally." Sylvia encouraged me, "Talk to me as long as you want to." I talked for about an hour. She got me through the night. Sylvia isn't the only counselor I talked to. I called a couple of times and spoke to some others. Especially when I needed things I didn't have money for—like maternity clothes. The counselors gave them to me. It was wonderful to be able to use the resources of the center.

In January, I called Sylvia again for emergency counseling. I had just moved from one dorm to another. Here I was moving in January and I was about five months pregnant. My roommates knew the situation and I was close to them. I had no transportation. Money was tight. Everything I had was going towards transportation and food. This was hard for me. It was difficult. No one was giving me money. I needed to talk to someone, so I called Sylvia.

I didn't have any money, and I don't know what to do." I told her. "I need to go to a doctor, but I don't have any money to get there. I want to take care of this baby. I can't make my rent payments. And no one can give me a ride there. I really need to talk to you."

She said okay. She met me after work. She reassured me. She even though it was difficult, I had to understand that I might be the only one who could take care of this baby. She reminded me that I couldn't always depend on others to do it. "You can't blame someone else or feel sorry for yourself because other people can't help you. You can't dwell on that," Sylvia said. "You have to think positively. Think about what you can do." She was always concerned about how I was doing financially.

Sylvia was very good about talking to Joe too. She helped him understand that he was going through a difficult situation as well. And she really let him know that she was there for him. There were a couple of sessions where she helped Joe and me communicate. Before that, we fought all the time. Sylvia helped us cope with our feelings.

In late January, we went to visit Joe's relatives. When he took me to visit them, he was very confident. I felt secure because he was in control of the situation. And Sylvia had helped us with groceries. And after I had had the baby—when I couldn't walk—he was a great help.

Joe and I married on May 18, two days before the baby's due date. Six days later, I delivered a beautiful baby boy—Benjamin Cleveland. Everyone was at the hospital—Sylvia, Joe, my Mom and my Dad. I told Sylvia she was only there to watch the delivery because I couldn't have done it without her. She was really my constant, main support because I couldn't have done it without her. Sylvia, Joe, my Mom and my Dad. I told Sylvia she was always there for me. She was really my constant, main support during my pregnancy.

Clearly, many of my emotions were hard. But, in Vena's case, the strengths of the modern-day crisis pregnancy movement are in full evidence. So, the next time you hear someone say these centers are deceptive or that they don't care—remember Sylvia and the thousands of other counselors who are out there helping the Venas of this world make it through another night.

**SUPPORT OF THE DAVIS-MORAN AMENDMENT**

**HON. DAVID FUNDERBURK**

**OF NORTH CAROLINA**

**IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES**

**Thursday, August 3, 1995**

Mr. FUNDERBURK. Mr. Speaker, last week I supported the Davis-Moran amendment to the VA/HUD appropriations bill. In my district in North Carolina the EPA has increased its permanent bureaucracy by hiring employees away from the public. This amounts to a confiscation of the primary asset—the human capital—of these small private, for-profit, taxpaying companies.

EPA's contractor conversion program in the Office of Research and Development was created not because of the private contractor's performance but because of EPA's own poor contract management. Rather than fixing their problem, EPA saw an opportunity to divert our attention, expand its bureaucracy, and raid the resources of its private competitors.

EPA promised the Congress that savings would accrue to the Government if the contractor conversion program was approved. In fact, they projected over $6 million in savings in fiscal year 1996 for ORD alone. But like many bureaucrats' promises it was all smoke and mirrors. Instead of a surplus, they've come running back to Congress asking for more money.

Mr. Speaker, it is high time to end this unfair practice. I believe that private contractors constitute a flexible and efficient mechanism for the delivery of necessary research services. Private companies should not have to worry that their human capital will be raided by a bloated, out-of-control government bureaucracy.

**FAREWELL TO THERESA VOILS**

**HON. G.V. (SONNY) MONTGOMERY**

**OF MISSISSIPPI**

**IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES**

**Thursday, August 3, 1995**

Mr. Montgomery. Mr. Speaker, I want to take a minute to thank one of the public servants who takes care of us, the public servants—the people who stand at the door of this great Chamber and bring messages, tell us that constituents are waiting and generally are of great service to the running of our governmental system. I am talking about the doorkeepers—the Chamber security as they are now known.

As of Friday, we are losing a smiling face and a helpful assistant. Theresa Voils who has served us for 5 years, is going back to her home State of Indiana. She is going to finish her degree in political science at Indiana University and no doubt—standing at the door of this House Chamber she will have some great stories to tell.

Mr. Speaker, I want to salute Ms. Voils for her service and thank her for the invaluable assistance she has provided to me and the hundreds of other Representatives in this body. She hopes to return to this Chamber someday. I, for one, will welcome her back and wish her well in Indiana.

**VILLAGE OF TANNERSVILLE CELEBRATES CENTENNIAL**

**HON. GEORGE B.H. SOLOMON**

**OF NEW YORK**

**IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES**

**Thursday, August 3, 1995**

Mr. SOLOMON. Mr. Speaker, I have always been proud of the heritage and physical beauty of the 22d Congressional District of New York, which I have the privilege of representing. It is for the history and the picturesque sites and towns that I return home every weekend.

We often forget, Mr. Speaker, that the real America is not Washington, but the small
towns and villages where real people live and work. I would like to talk about one such village today.

The village of Tannersville, NY, is nestled in the majestic peaks of the Catskill Mountains in Greene County. Early on, the tanning industry was thriving and was the focal point of the region. However, in 1882, the arrival of the Ulster and Delaware Railroad contributed to the rapid expansion of Tannersville’s public services not to mention the village’s cultural heritage. The influx of part-time neighbors such as Mark Twain and Maude Adams made musicals, stage performances, and dancing all a part of life in Tannersville.

Mr. Speaker, massive fires coupled with the devastation of the Great Depression in the 1930’s couldn’t keep this village down. Following World War II the tourist industry again surfaced and with the arrival of nearby Hunter Mountain ski slope and other winter recreation spots, there was a new focus on tourism. Now, the various village shops, inns, and restaurants offer both hometown hospitality and down home charm to the thousands of tourists who flock to this picturesque mountain-top community throughout all seasons.

Mr. Speaker, I take great pride in representing the people like those who make their home in Tannersville. They truly reflect those traditional American qualities of pride and community that our Nation’s great. Just ask anyone who visits the area from near or far and they’ll tell you the citizens of Tannersville exemplify the terms courtesy and hospitality while offering a sincere sense of camaraderie. These characteristics are most definitely a product of their history and way of life making Tannersville an ideal place to work and raise a family or vacation year round.

Mr. Speaker, I ask that you and all Members rise with me today and salute the village of Tannersville on their 100th anniversary and wish the people there many more years of prosperity and comfort.

THE BUDGET CRISIS

HON. ERNEST J. ISTOOK, JR., OF OKLAHOMA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, August 3, 1995

Mr. ISTOOK. Mr. Speaker, my fellow Oklahoman, Paul Harvey, recently gave this commentary on the budget and the chronic budget deficit. This reemphasizes the importance of our work on balancing the budget within the next 7 years and reversing the trend of Federal budgets of the past. It is important for Congress to continue working to restore fiscal integrity to the Federal Government.

[Paul Harvey commentary follows:]

TOO MANY ALARMS

There are too many alarms going off: Americans are refusing to heed any of them. Seismologists predict quakes which may or may not happen and about which we can’t do anything anyway.

Even the sky is falling, as ten thousand hunks of space junk wait their turn for reentry. Daily headlines threaten us with invasions of killer ants, killer bees and killer diseases for which we have no cure.

And so it is that it is that a time bomb more certain than any of these is mostly ignored. We are about to be buried alive under a national debt of 4.8 trillion dollars and it’s growing 10 thousand dollars a second! But are not both the President and the Congress promising to defuse the bomb? They are.

President Clinton says he can balance the budget in ten years; Congress talks of doing it in seven. But nobody is doing it! And history justifies anxiety. The President who promised to balance the budget in ten years told Larry King in June 1992 that he’d accomplish that objective in five years. However, instead of presenting a balanced budget in 1993—the year he took office—he increased our debt by $253 billion.

Then, instead of presenting a balanced budget in 1994, he increased our debt another $203 billion. Then, instead of presenting a balanced budget for 1995, he proposed a budget that would increase our debt another $320 billion. Then, instead of promoting Congress’ plan to balance the budget in seven years, he’s threatening to veto it claiming that that’s going too fast.

Now, a full three years after Mr. Clinton promised to present a five-year plan to balance the budget, he is promising—oh, so promising—to balance the budget in ten. If the situation were less dire . . . if the time bomb were not so big and so unstable . . . if we could wait and see and hope and pray that this time—this time—something will be done. We must not wait. Even Newt Gingrich says it may take ten years. We may not have ten years.

Every child born today will pay a lifetime tax rate of over 82%. Every child born tomorrow will pay $187,000 in taxes for the interest on what we owe. That’s just the interest . . . $187,000 in interest on our debt.

Every American man, woman and child will owe $24,000 by the year 2000, and that, by the way, is just one presidential election year.

DEPARTMENTS OF LABOR, HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, AND EDUCATION, AND RELATED AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS ACT, 1996

SPEECH OF

HON. NICK J. RAHALL II

OF WEST VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, August 2, 1995

The House in Committee of the Whole House on the State of the Union had under consideration the bill (H.R. 2127) making appropriations for the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and related agencies, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1996, and for other purposes:

Mr. RAHALL. Mr. Chairman, I rise in strong opposition to the cuts proposed in the Labor-HHS-Education appropriations bill, and particularly for title I compensatory education. This House is proposing to cut the lifeline of education for disadvantaged children in this country—known as title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

Remember all the horror stories you’ve heard about little Johnny who can’t read? Remember the report about the huge number of 17-year-olds in this country who had been given high school degrees but who couldn’t read or write? Title I is the remedial program that is putting a stop to illiteracy among young children that carries over to adulthood.

Title I services are paid for with Federal dollars which local folks can’t afford to pay for themselves—or at least, not without raising taxes.

Mr. Chairman, I represent 16 counties in West Virginia. My 16-county, title I children stand to lose more than $5 million in fiscal year 1996 title I funds.

I am here to tell you, Mr. Chairman, there is no way that my 16 counties can afford to raise taxes to replace $5 million in lost title I dollars next year.

Is there anyone here on this floor whose district can afford to raise taxes in order to replace Federal title I dollars?

Mr. Chairman, education cuts don’t heal. They bleed and stay sore, but they never heal. Children who are already way from bumping up against the wall of poverty, without title I remedial education, will never heal from these cuts.
The article is reprinted here.

Mr. Huffman developed the automatic parachute opener and a bag to protect downed flyers in freezing weather.

Mr. Evans is a portly, kindly-looking man with a short white beard and thinning snow-white hair. He has diabetes and a pacemaker.

He has never before spoken of William Deane Evans and his contributions to World War II.

Mr. Evans has known all these years that his device played a big part in the bombings. Yet, he has seldom talked about it, even to his family, his wife says. He has never before been interviewed about it for a publication.

When asked if he is proud of his accomplished invention, Mr. Evans says, "I initiated this, so that he would get some credit," she said. "All his life, he has been so modest. He is such a fine man and such a hard worker. But he never has gotten due credit. He helped change the face of history. In his own way he helped end a war."

"The intrepid guy who got behind-the-scenes work. We developed. Then our products were tested by the government, eventually used, quite successfully at least in this case, and then the higher-ups would take the credit."

"And, quite candidly, I am . . . glad that I was not being sarcastic about it," he said, smiling. "It was just done that way."

Mr. Evans is a member of the Murfreesboro Water and Sewer Board. Don's love for his community can be seen in his commitment to the Rutherford 20/20 Task Force, which is hard at work planning for the future of Rutherford County.

"Most in our community will tell you if you want something done and done right, call on Don and his wife, Jean; they are the busiest people in town. They complement each other well and make an unstoppable team.

The banking community is sure to feel his absence after 38 years as an active leader and friend. He is retiring as regional president of Third National Bank in Murfreesboro.

"I am behind the war. American men . . . that their blood would be shed. Harry Truman did what he did. He knew that America would take the lead."

"To do this, we made the cross of light and a reticle, which was projected onto a tele-scope mirror. If the bombadier could see the target, he could swing the sight to fix the cross on the target in the short time the non-clouds permitted."

Mr. Evans smiled, reached over and lovingly tapped his wife's arm.

"After a few moments he said, "I guess I feel it's fun to be fooled in this world. But it's . . . more fun to know.""

Mr. Evans has known all these years that his device played a big part in the bombings. Yet, he has seldom talked about it, even to his family, his wife says. He has never before been interviewed about it for a publication.

As the countdown is now under way to the 50th anniversary of V-J Day, Helen Evans said she thought it was time the world knew about his husband's contribution.

"I initiated this, so that he would get some credit," she said. "All his life, he has been so modest. He is such a fine man and such a hard worker. But he never has gotten due credit. He helped change the face of history. In his own way he helped end a war."

"The intrepid guy who got behind-the-scenes work. We developed. Then our products were tested by the government, eventually used, quite successfully at least in this case, and then the higher-ups would take the credit."

"I am behind the war. American men . . . that their blood would be shed. Harry Truman did what he did. He knew that America would take the lead."

"To do this, we made the cross of light and a reticle, which was projected onto a tele-scope mirror. If the bombadier could see the target, he could swing the sight to fix the cross on the target in the short time the non-clouds permitted."

Mr. Evans smiled, reached over and lovingly tapped his wife's arm.

"After a few moments he said, "I guess I feel it's fun to be fooled in this world. But it's . . . more fun to know.""

Mr. GORDON. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to pay tribute to a dear friend, Don Moser, who has contributed much to my hometown of Murfreesboro, TN. He has been a wonderful source of advice and support over the years, and I wish him well upon his retirement.
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him the happiness he has given so many others through the years.

**A TRIBUTE TO ALBERT BARNES JR.**

**HON. JERRY LEWIS**

**OF CALIFORNIA**

**IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES**

**Thursday, August 3, 1995**

Mr. LEWIS of California. Mr. Speaker, I would like to bring to your attention the fine work and outstanding public service of Mr. Albert Barnes, Jr. Al, a dedicated professional and longtime community activist, is retiring as the southeast California district manager for the United Parcel Service (UPS). A tribute will be held in his honor on August 24 to recognize his years of service to California’s Inland Empire.

Al began his career with UPS as a delivery driver in Dayton, OH in 1967. Two years later, he became a supervisor and in 1972, was named center manager. Al served as a feeder manager, package division manager, and hub division manager before joining the Arizona District as a division manager in 1975. In addition, he has served on a number of special assignments and worked as a member of the UPS Foundation Support Committee. In 1989, Al was named southeast California district manager for UPS, which has become one of the most respected corporate citizens in the region. Al was in charge of the planning, construction, and opening of the largest UPS west coast air hub in Ontario, CA in 1992. To say the least, Al has played an extraordinary and active role in our community. In addition to his outstanding business contributions, Al has been a longtime supporter of and deeply involved with the Boys and Girls Club of the Inland Empire as a member of the board of directors.

Mr. Speaker, I ask that you join me, our colleagues, and Al’s family and many friends in recognizing his many fine achievements and selfless contributions. I’d also like to wish Al, his wife Margaret, their daughter, Rebecca, and sons John, Mike, and Ed the very best in their future endeavors.

**TRIBUTE TO CONGRESSMAN THOMAS MORGAN**

**HON. FRANK MASCARA**

**OF PENNSYLVANIA**

**IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES**

**Thursday, August 3, 1995**

Mr. MASCARA. Mr. Speaker, I rise with pride today to pay tribute to a man who served the people of Pennsylvania and this Nation for 32 years.

Dr. Thomas Morgan passed away on July 31, 1995. He retired from Congress in 1977, but the memory of “Doc” Morgan will be engrained in American politics, having guided our Nation through significant world events.

We can join with pride to a man who rose to the chairmanship of the prestigious House Foreign Affairs Committee, advising Presidents and Secretaries of State, while never compromising the integrity of the institution in which he served.

I was pleased to know “Doc” Morgan and honored to now represent the district he once served. After he retired, we regularly kept in touch. He was always a man of his word, with a depth and breadth of knowledge that he maintained throughout his life.

It is an honor and a privilege to be standing before you today, where he once stood, representing the next generation of southwestern Pennsylvanians.

I hope that I can do credit to his legacy while serving in the U.S. Congress. I extend every sympathy to those who are now grieving his loss. He will not be forgotten.

**THREATENED PRESIDENTIAL VETO OF LEGISLATIVE BRANCH APPROPRIATIONS BILL**

**HON. RON PACKARD**

**OF CALIFORNIA**

**IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES**

**Thursday, August 3, 1995**

Mr. PACKARD. Mr. Speaker, President Clinton has declared his intention to veto the 1996 legislative branch appropriations bill. It should no longer surprise me that the President has once again chosen to put petty politics above the interests of effective and efficient Government, but it does. This is not because the President rarely threatens veto, far from it, in fact, it is beginning to appear that this is the norm. Rather, the President surprises me because there is absolutely no justification, however flimsy, for such a threat.

President Clinton alleges that we are taking care of our own business before we take care of the people’s. This is simply not the case. There is nothing unusual about sending the legislative branch bill first. Traditionally, the legislative branch has been done first because it has tended to be the least controversial. Furthermore, all 13 appropriations bills have never been sent to the President at the same time.

The fiscal year 1996 legislative branch appropriations bill is a good piece of work, crafted with the assistance of Democrats and receiving bipartisan support all along the way. The bill sets out to downsize and streamline the structure of the city of Philadelphia’s government, reorganizing and revitalize the management of limited resources. Members heard testimony from several experts and oversight traveled to Cleveland, OH. Members heard testimony from several of the most respected corporate citizens in the region. Al was in charge of the planning, construction, and opening of the largest UPS west coast air hub in Ontario, CA in 1992. To say the least, Al has played an extraordinary and active role in our community. In addition to his outstanding business contributions, Al has been a longtime supporter of and deeply involved with the Boys and Girls Club of the Inland Empire as a member of the board of directors.

Mr. Speaker, I ask that you join me, our colleagues, and Al’s family and many friends in recognizing his many fine achievements and selfless contributions. I’d also like to wish Al, his wife Margaret, their daughter, Rebecca, and sons John, Mike, and Ed the very best in their future endeavors.

**CREATING A 21ST GOVERNMENT**

**HON. STEVEN SCHIFF**

**OF NEW MEXICO**

**IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES**

**Thursday, August 3, 1995**

Mr. SCHIFF. Mr. Speaker, in our recent series of field hearings on creating a 21st government, the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight traveled to Cleveland, OH. Members heard testimony from several experts in the field of government restructuring.

One of our panelists was the Mayor of Philadelphia, Edward Rendell, who described the structure of the city of Philadelphia’s government when he took office in January 1992. He concluded that:

The city was operating with management systems that were designed for a different era. The city’s budget process, personnel system, contracting process, management hierarchy, and information system were layered with unwieldy, bureaucratic practices that did not encourage innovative and effective management of limited resources.

As a public servant myself, I have watched our Federal Government structure grow out of control for decades. Perhaps we can learn from these cities and apply some of their successful reorganization methods to the Federal Government. Republican members of the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight remain dedicated to creating a Government structure through innovation, revitalizing management practices, and distinguishing the
functions that are needed to produce the results that the American public demands.

HONORING THOSE WHO SERVED THE CAUSE OF FREEDOM IN WORLD WAR II

HON. JACK FIELDS

TEXAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, August 3, 1995

Mr. FIELDS of Texas. Mr. Speaker, for America, World War II began on a day that will live in infamy, and it ended at the dawn of the nuclear age. In between those two events, America and the world as a whole changed forever, as did the lives of each and every American alive at that time.

Americans have begun observing the 50th anniversary of the end of World War II—a horrible war that inflicted more pain, death and destruction on the world than any conflict before it or since. It was a war that claimed the lives of more than 1 million young Americans struggling to defend liberty here at home and around the world. It was a war that injured and maimed hundreds of thousands of military personnel and civilians alike. It was a war in which young men demonstrated superhuman courage and determination in places like Pointe du Hoc and Iwo Jima. And it was a war in which others demonstrated almost inhuman depravity in places like Auschwitz and Dachau.

It was in which my father, Jack Fields, Sr., fought as a bombardier aboard a B-24 Liberator in Europe.

But why did he and millions of other peace-loving Americans, eagerly answer the call to take up arms during World War II? Like millions of other young men in towns and cities across this great country, my father joined the war effort because he knew that there are things worth fighting, and dying, for: ideals like freedom and democracy, and places like America in which those ideals had been brought to life. Like millions of other veterans, he did his part in a worldwide effort to free those who had been conquered and enslaved by the forces of darkness. Countless young Americans traveled far from their homes, risked their lives and endured terrible hardships to defeat the forces that had, temporarily, defeated democracy in western Europe and throughout much of Asia. They did so as well because they knew that the cause in which they were engaged was just. They knew that God would watch over them, as He had always watched over America. And they knew that with His help, they would prevent the flame of freedom from flickering out on this planet.

Many brave young men gave their lives in that successful struggle to ensure that freedom lived on. Many more suffered wounds and injuries that changed their lives forever. Most, thank God, just returned home, found jobs and raised their families. But they, too, were changed by the war. They knew first-hand its horrors, but they knew that it had been necessary to preserve the American way of life that too many of our citizens take for granted.

The men who fought and won World War II were, for the most part, ordinary Americans from ordinary towns across our country. But they had accomplished an extraordinary feat: they had preserved freedom in America and England; they had restored freedom to France; and they had helped bring about a rebirth of freedom in post-war Germany, Italy, and Japan. The world, then, not only America, owes each and every one of them a huge debt of thanks. But America owes them even more. It owes them this solemn promise: that each of us will do everything we can to keep America militarily strong—so strong that never again will young Americans be called upon to fight and die in a world war to defend democracy and freedom, because no one will ever again dare threaten democracy and freedom anywhere around the world.

PROTECT EQUAL JUSTICE FOR ALL—DON'T CUT THE LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION

HON. BERNARD SANDERS

OF VERMONT
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, August 3, 1995

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of the Legal Services Corporation, and in opposition to the destructive 30 per cent cut of that program in the Commerce-State-Justice appropriations bill.

Mr. Speaker, a bedrock principle of this Nation is equal justice for all. But we all know that access to justice for ordinary Americans usually means access to legal counsel.

Often, the most vulnerable among us—those most in need of legal help and representation—cannot afford an attorney. That is why the Supreme Court ruled everyone has a right to a lawyer in a criminal case, and it is why President Nixon founded the Legal Services Corporation to offer low-income Americans representation in civil court.

Mr. Speaker, when this House voted to slash funding for the Legal Service Corporation, in my view it voted to restrict access to justice for the over 15 percent of Americans who live in poverty. Mr. Chairman, that is un-conscionable.

Legal services attorneys were there for family farmers who couldn’t afford high-priced, downtown lawyers, when they helped prevent over 250,000 illegal farm foreclosures. In Vermont and across this country, they are there for battered women seeking orders of protection, child support enforcement, and divorces from abusive spouses. These attorneys were there to safeguard coal miners’ rights in Kentucky, and to protect Oregon farmworkers from beatings, kidnappings and illegally low wages. These public servants are funded by a model of efficiency and federalism. Only 3 percent of Legal Service Corporation expenditures go to administrative costs, meaning 97 percent goes directly to provide legal services for poor Americans. There is no large bureaucracy: the approximately 100 employees of the Corporation spend their time distributing Federal funds to 323 independent, local legal services programs and ensuring they receive the support needed to deliver top-notch legal help. Each individual program is a private, nonprofit concern, financed by a locally appointed board of directors. Mr. Chairman, the Legal Service Corporation simply extends equal rights and justice to all Americans; it does exactly what Government should be doing. If we are serious about deficit reduction, we should cut the hundreds of billions of dollars in corporate welfare in the Federal budget. We should eliminate tax giveaways to the rich before we eliminate these protections for the most vulnerable members of our society.

For the benefit of my colleagues, I ask unanimous consent to insert into the Record a resolution from the New England Bar Association, which succinctly makes the case for the Legal Service Corporation.

NEW ENGLAND BAR ASSOCIATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS RESOLUTION

Whereas, equal justice is fundamental to the American system of government under law; and

Whereas, the inability to afford legal counsel effectively denies access to justice for individuals with legal needs; and

Whereas, the New England Bar Association is strongly committed to support adequate legal services for the poor; and

Whereas, the federal Legal Services Corporation is the organization charged by Congress with funding legal services programs throughout the country to deliver civil legal services to the poor; and

Whereas, local legal services programs funded by the Legal Services Corporation represent the federal government’s effort to fulfill the promise that all Americans have an equal opportunity to utilize the justice system; and

Whereas, local legal services programs funded by the federal Legal Services Corporation are a frugal and effective expenditure of federal tax dollars, inexpensively and efficiently serving a broad range of persons with typical legal problems through more than 900 local offices and effectively leveraging local, state and private funds as well as pro bono services from the private bar; and

Whereas, the future of the Legal Services Corporation is at a critical juncture, facing Congressional threats to materially reduce, or severely cut funding of the Legal Services Corporation; and

Whereas, it is imperative that bar associations and others concerned with equal access to justice and legal services for the poor continue to express support for the civil legal services delivery system which has served the legal needs of the country’s poorest citizens; and

Now, therefore, be it resolved that the New England Bar Association strongly opposes any amendments to the Legal Services Corporation Act to restrict legal services and pro bono programs in their use of LITLA and other government and private monies; create obstacles to low income people obtaining justice in the courts and legal system; impinge upon the confidentiality between attorneys and their clients; or dismantle local control and destroy the effectiveness of the current legal services delivery system.
Tom has been a resident of the South Bay for over 43 years. After graduating from San José State University with an engineering degree in December 1954, he began his career as a planning aide in the city of Mountain View, where he worked as an engineering aide throughout the 1950s. In 1955 he moved to the city of Sunnyvale to work as a design and traffic engineer. He held this position until November 1960 when he came to Fremont.

Tom belongs to a number of professional organizations including the American Public Works Association [APWA] of which he is a life member. In 1991, he was the recipient of the APWA’s Samuel A. Greely Award. He is also a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers [ASCE] where he has served as an executive board member for 10 years in the urban planning and development division. In 1985, he received the ASCE’s Harland Bartholomew Award, a national award for urban and regional planning. He is also a member of the League of California Cities. In 1991, he was president of the California Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers [ASCE] where he has served as an executive board member for 10 years in the urban planning and development division. In 1985, he received the ASCE’s Harland Bartholomew Award, a national award for urban and regional planning. He is also a member of the League of California Cities. In 1991, he was president of the California Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers [ASCE].

Tom has also served on the boards of many of our community organizations including the Chadbourne School Parent Faculty Association, from 1962 to 1965, and the Mission Chadbourne School Family and Faculty Association, where he was chair from 1976 to 1978. He also participated as a Mission San José Little League umpire from 1970 to 1974 and has been an active member of St. Anne’s Episcopal Church, serving both as bishop’s committee member and a senior warden. He was a member of the Children’s Home Society of California for 14 years and represented that organization at the Both local and the state level.

Although Tom’s expertise will be sorely missed by those in the city of Fremont, he was elected last November to the Bay Area Rapid Transit [BART] Board for region 6. Therefore, citizens in this area will continue to benefit from his knowledge of and involvement with engineering and transportation issues.

Mr. Speaker, I’d like to recognize Mr. Thomas K. Blalock for his commitment to our community. I hope you and all of my colleagues will join me and all of Tom’s friends and neighbors in congratulating him on his retirement and wishing him well in all of his future endeavors.

TRIBUTE TO THE LATE LEW ENGMAN

HON. HENRY A. WAXMAN
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, August 3, 1995

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to pay tribute to Lew Engman. Lew died on July 12 of this year at the age of 59. His sudden and premature death saddened all of his friends and associates who knew and worked with Lew over the years.

Lew was an honorable and honest man who was a pleasure to deal with. Whether or not you had a difference of views, you could depend on him to be straightforward, fair-minded, and true to his word. And a difference in view never translated into personal enmity or unpleasantness.

At the time of his death, Lew was president of the Generic Pharmaceutical Industry Association. Previously, when I first got to know him in the early 1980’s, he was president of the sometimes rival Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association, representing the industry’s interest in the patent term restoration legislation. The April 1984 Waxman-Hatch Act was a testament to Lew Engman’s conviction that the best form of legislation can achieve the aims of private interests while serving the public interest as well.

Lew of course had achieved a lot long before I knew him. An antitrust lawyer and economist by training, he had served in the Nixon and Ford administrations, as general counsel to the President’s special assistant for consumer affairs, on the White House Domestic Council staff, then as Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission from 1973 to 1976. In the latter position, Lew was one of the first Government officials to note that some Federal agencies had become servants of the industries they regulated, and to call for some deregulation where appropriate.

I won’t try to list all of Lew’s achievements. Suffice it to note that two decades ago, Time magazine picked him among the country’s most influential people, and Lew proved the pick a good one. It saddens me that we will watch him no more; at just 59 and full of energy, he was far too young to die.
SISTER GRACE IMELDA BLANCHARD

HON. BENJAMIN A. GILMAN
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, August 3, 1995

Mr. GILMAN. Mr. Speaker, it is with deep regret that I inform our colleagues of the passing of a truly outstanding and caring individual who dedicated her life to the education of our young people.

Sister Grace Imelda Blanchard was in many ways the epitome of those with whom so many Americans are familiar—the women of the religious community who truly believed that expanding the minds of young men and women is the prime responsibility. We all admired the professional manner in which she knew how to obtain funding for the college in writing Title III grants, but impossible to measure her more important accomplishings were that of the college. Her work on the literacy program for adults at the local high school, at the soup kitchen at St. Patrick's Church in Newburgh, and as a catechetical school, at the soup kitchen at St. Patrick's Church in Newburgh, and as a catechetical teacher in Montgomery, NY, made her known and loved in all of those communities. In 1986, Sister Grace was presented with the Mount Saint Mary Faculty Award. The text of that award states:

We are in her debt, not only for her stewardship over grants and goals, but also because she makes us better individuals. It is possible to calculate the dollars she has obtained for the college in writing Title III Grants, but impossible to measure her more priceless nature.

Sister Grace Imelda was traveling to the founding chapter of the Dominican Sisters of Hope in Massachusetts when she was taken ill. We lost her while the chapter was in session and she was buried with a rite of commitment on July 24. However, on next Monday, August 7, will mark a memorial mass in her honor at the college chapel, where her many friends and admirers will gather to bid farewell to a remarkable woman.

I happened to speak to Sister Grace just a few days prior to her passing. As was her practice, she had called to remind me that education must remain one of Congress' top priorities, and to underscore the need for continued quality in higher education. As always, Sister Grace was seeking future funding to assist in the laudable goals of her college. Mr. Speaker, I extend my condolences to her sister-in-law, to her niece, to her four nephews, and to her many grandnieces and grandnephews. Their grief may be tempered with the knowledge that it is shared by many, and by the realization that Sister Grace Imelda Blanchard was a rare individual who will long be remembered.

BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA SELF-DEFENSE ACT OF 1995

SPEECH OF
HON. CHRISTOPHER H. SMITH
OF NEW JERSEY
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, August 1, 1995

The House in Committee of the Whole House on the State of the Union had under consideration the bill (S. 22) to terminate the United States arms embargo applicable to the Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, this week the Congress spoke its mind on the situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and we did so clearly and forcefully, just as the Senate did last week. By an overwhelming majority, we supported the right of the people of Bosnia and Herzegovina to defend themselves.

The Congress, however, is not the only voice expressing outrage over the toleration of aggression and genocide. On Monday, 27 nongovernmental organizations released a joint statement on Bosnia. It is a powerful statement which I request be inserted into the RECORD, and which I commend to my colleagues. Let me quote from it:

It is not a farfetched notion of no concern to our “national interest.” At stake is the global commitment to fundamental human values—the right not to be killed because of ones religion or ethnic heritage, and the right of civilians not to be targeted by combatants. The time has come for multilateral military action to end the massacre of innocents. American military forces are prepared to work with our NATO allies to underwrite costs, if the United States will commit itself to an effective role.

The House in Committee of the Whole House on the State of the Union has under consideration the bill (S. 22) to terminate the United States arms embargo applicable to the Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
this Congress and this country, Mr. Speaker. We must take a stand. It's a matter of principle, and of lives.

**Joint Policy Statement on Bosnia**

The international community's half-measures and evasions have not ended three years of ethnic cleansing and displacement, and even the leadership of action. Bosnia is not a faraway land of no concern to our "national interest." At stake is the global commitment to fundamental human values—the right not to be killed because of one's religious or ethnic heritage, and the right of civilians not to be targeted by combatants.

The Co-Chairs, on behalf of the U.N. Commission on Human Rights, the World Conference on Human Rights, and the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, declare unequivocally that my goal would not be written reports but helping the people themselves. The creation of "safe havens" was from the very beginning a central "humanitarian" and represents the recent decisions of the London conference which accepted the fall of Srebrenica and Zepa and itself to the fate of Zepa are unacceptable to international law.

In accepting the mandate which was given to me for the first time in August 1992, I declared unequivocally that my goal would not simply be writing reports but helping the people themselves. The creation of "safe havens" was from the very beginning a central "humanitarian" and represents the recent decisions of the London conference which accepted the fall of Srebrenica and Zepa and itself to the fate of Zepa are unacceptable to international law.

The character of my mandate only allows me to describe the violations of human rights. But the present critical moment forces us to realize the true character of those crimes and the responsibility of European countries, for the survival and multi-ethnic character, and with the end of the conflict and courage displayed by the international community to achieve a just and lasting settlement of the human rights situation today is illustrated by the tragedy of the people of Srebrenica and Zepa.

**Human rights violations continue.** There are constant blockades of the delivery of humanitarian aid. The civilian population is shielded remorselessly and the "humanitarian" in mind represents. The present crisis represents the critical moment when one is confronted with the lack of consistency and courage displayed by the international community to achieve a just and lasting settlement of the human rights situation today is illustrated by the tragedy of the people of Srebrenica and Zepa.

Mr. Chairman, events constitute a turning point in the development of the situation in Bosnia. At one and the same time, we are dealing with the struggle of a state, a member of the international community, to achieve a just and lasting settlement of the human rights situation today is illustrated by the tragedy of the people of Srebrenica and Zepa.
TRIBUTE TO DR. ALICE WALKER-DUFF
HON. JULIAN C. DIXON
OF CALIFORNIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, August 3, 1995

Mr. DIXON. Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to have this opportunity to salute the outstanding contributions made by Dr. Alice Walker-Duff to the children of Los Angeles. As executive director of Crystal Stairs, Alice presides over one of the largest nonprofit and most enduring child care resource and referral providers in California. She has earned a well deserved reputation as an indefatigable advocate for comprehensive, quality early child development services as an essential ingredient to helping children mature into successful, productive adults.

Alice’s career with Crystal Stairs began nearly two decades ago. It was not, however, the career she had envisioned but one that she created out of a desire to help her good friend and Crystal Stairs’ founder, Karen Hill-Scott. In the early 1970’s, in a venture that would serve as the precursor to Crystal Stairs, Alice and Karen had teamed together to found the Childcare Resource and Referral Service. The program was the first African-American alternative program in California. It offered working parents, most often single mothers, with quality child care development services, affording many the opportunity to return to school or to the employment roles.

Alice agreed to help Karen by managing a classroom project in one of her urban planning classes at UCLA where she taught. Karen discovered there was a paucity of information available at the city and county level regarding available day care providers located in the urban areas of Los Angeles. Armed with this information, she applied for and received funding from the State of California to establish an agency that would address this shortage. Thus was born Crystal Stairs, a nonprofit agency incorporated in 1980 that supervises and certifies affordable, safe, and reliable child care development providers in the African-American community of Southern California.

Alice settled in as the agency’s executive director. During her nearly 20 years of dedicated service and commitment to Crystal Stairs and the children of Los Angeles, Alice has been instrumental in expanding the agency’s outreach network to include a comprehensive array of services, including child-care research, a food program in Los Angeles, Orange, and Riverside Counties; parenting classes, and employment training programs.

Last year Crystal Stairs added one more jewel to its crown with the opening of SAGE, a child-care center in the Nickerson Gardens public housing development. The center offers a range of afterschool classes, including instruction in computer skills and math and art classes. SAGE is providing a tangible resource to the children of Nickerson Gardens by helping to enhance their development and offering a beacon of hope for a future that is too often viewed as hopeless.

Mr. Speaker, I am proud and honored to salute the outstanding accomplishments of Dr. Alice Walker-Duff to the Los Angeles community. Her career has been marked by a level of excellence that is worthy of the accolades she receives this day. She has labored nobly and steadfastly in her quest to ensure that children receive the appropriate day care and essential nurturing to which all children are entitled. Please join me in commending her for her contributions to the children of Los Angeles, and in extending to her, her husband attorney Joe Duff, and their two daughters Gingi and Laurel, our appreciation and best wishes for continued success in the future.

HONORING VETERANS OF THE KOREAN WAR
HON. BARBARA B. KENNELLY
OF CONNECTICUT
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, August 3, 1995

Mrs. KENNELLY. Mr. Speaker, as we remember the 42nd anniversary of the armistice of the Korean War, and as we dedicate the new Korean War Veterans Memorial on the Mall, I want to commemorate the patriotism of the 1.5 million Americans who served, the courage of those who were wounded or taken prisoner-of-war, and the sacrifice of the more than 54,000 who did not come home. These soldiers, including many from my congressional district and the State of Connecticut, have made our contribution and dedication to our nation and to the world by exemplifying America’s uncompromising devotion to freedom.

The soldiers who fought in Korea were the first American servicemen and women to directly contest a Communist army. Their bravery in combat against North Korea and China proved that the United States would not appease Communist aggression. Their defense of freedom in one corner of the world gave hope to millions of people under Communist rule in other corners that the democratic nations had not forgotten their plight. Korea was the first volley in the battle that was won when the Berlin Wall came down and the Soviet Union crumbled. Our Korean war soldiers also demonstrated to the world that we were ready and willing to help even our smallest and most distant allies fend off foe. When no one questioned America’s strategic interest in defending Europe during the world wars, our commitment to our friends in Asia was not as certain. But in the summer of 1950, the United States spoke loud and clear: we would stand up for freedom anywhere it was threatened by tyranny. That message still resonates today.

But our soldiers did not merely engage in battle against international aggression; it was a contest between democracy and totalitarianism. In Korea, our soldiers proved that Americans did not just talk about the importance of democracy but were ready to defend their principles for it. The march of American soldiers up the Korean peninsula from Pusan to the 38th Parallel was a remarkably brave demonstration of our commitment to lead by example. Today, as nations on every continent strive towards democracy, they rightfully look to us for moral guidance.

By fighting side-by-side with soldiers from around the world, American soldiers also demonstrated that multi-national coalitions can bring about peaceful ends. When we contemplate the awesome success of Desert Storm 4 years ago, we can look back to Korea as the prototype.

Through these accomplishments, the soldiers of the Korean war, left an indelible mark on the modern world. Sadly, Korea is at times called the forgotten war. But the freedom and security it brought the world will long be remembered.

Were it not for the courage of our soldiers, South Korea would not be a free and prosperous nation, one of our most trusted and valuable allies in the Pacific rim.

And were it not for the fortitude of our neighbors, relatives and friends in uniform who joined the battle against North Korea, the fall of Communism in Eastern Europe and in Central America would have been far less assured.

Most importantly, were it not for the selflessness of American servicemen and women who triumphed over dictatorship in a country many had never even heard of, the guiding light of democracy we extend to other nations would not be nearly as bright.

We still live in a dangerous, unpredictable world. But the heroic, selfless efforts of Americans in places like Inchon, Chosin, and Pusan have ensured that future generations of Americans will live in a world where freedom is cherished and tyranny is repelled. For that, we owe the veterans of the Korean war our eternal gratitude.

I commend the Korean war veterans from the First District of Connecticut and from around the United States on the occasion of the 42nd anniversary of the end of the Korean War.

CLEANING UP BROWNFIELDS
HON. JOHN D. DINGELL
OF MICHIGAN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Thursday, August 3, 1995

Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Speaker, I rise with my colleagues from Ohio, Mr. Brown, and my colleague from Missouri, the distinguished minority leader, Mr. GEPHARDT, to introduce legislation which, if enacted, will promote the cleanup of lands containing abandoned or under used industrial facilities where legal, environmental, and financial barriers prevent development.

Contaminated, often vacant industrial sites, known as brownfields, pose significant economic and environmental challenges for communities throughout southeastern Michigan. These challenges are formidable, but not insurmountable. I will explore the issues which determine how to succeed in converting our brownfields in Downriver and Detroit back to engines of economic progress.

Industrial properties, contaminated from years of use, and very difficult to redevelop. Even ongoing operations may be difficult to sustain. Cleanup costs are high and liabilities for past contamination scare potential purchasers, developers, and lenders. However,
not cleaning and reusing these sites means that sites with the potential to contribute to local economic development and job creation sit dormant, and pollution remains unchecked. The lack of usable properties in long-term manufacturing centers like those in metropolitan Detroit and other cities encourages builders and investors to look for more distant locations for development.

The bill which I am sponsoring with my colleagues will address these concerns by providing more than $100 million over 3 years so that local and regional governments can choose and develop the sites which have the best chance of success if they are cleaned up. The grants will be used to assess the environmental conditions and economic potential of a site. Loans will allow cities and other development authorities to finish the job. Perhaps most important, current Federal laws would be amended to reduce fears of liability for purchasers and lenders. Together with the enhanced private funding, it is hoped that these steps will leverage additional private investment in brownfields.

I am pleased to say that local governments in my congressional district are not waiting for this legislation to get started on these efforts. However, organizations like the Southeast Michigan Council of Governments [SEMCOG] and the Port of Monroe assure me that this legislation should help guarantee success.

Mr. Speaker, I look forward to working with my colleagues on the Commerce Committee to see how this legislation fits with efforts to reauthorize the Superfund.

BROWNFIELD BILL—SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

SECTION I. FINDINGS

SECTION II. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Purpose
Provide financial incentives that encourage redevelopment efforts of brownfield sites.

Help create a more level playing field relative to the more desirable “greenfields”.

Aid with the expenses involved with clean-up activities at brownfield sites.

Summary
Provides grants to local governments for site investigations to assess the level of contamination; authorizes $15 million each fiscal year from the Superfund trust fund.

Provides interest-free loans to local governments for cleanup activities. Such loans are to be repaid within 10 years to be deposited back into the Superfund trust. Authorizes $30 million each fiscal year from the Superfund trust fund for such purposes.

Extends a 3 year sunset for authorization of funds.

Permits local governments to submit to EPA an application for a grant or loan for specific redevelopment project(s).

Specifies criteria by which applications are ranked; includes: Stimulation of economic development (e.g. job creation, increased revenue); extent local community participates and supports remediation and development; financial involvement of State and local governments (in lieu of matching requirement); extent the local community supports the redevelopment project(s); and extent health and environmental risks (or threat of) are reduced.

SECTION III. LENDER LIABILITY

Purpose
Encourage lenders to help finance brownfield redevelopment efforts by reducing liability fears induced by unfavorable court interpretations. The US v. Fleet Corp. court ruling inflicted uncertainty among lending institutions regarding liability.

Clarify activities that lenders can perform without being held liable under Superfund.

Summary
Upholds EPA’s 1992 Lender Liability rule which was invalidated by a court ruling:

Species lender’s activities that give rise to potential liability. These include undertaking responsibility for hazardous substance practices and day-to-day decision making with respect to environmental compliance and operational functions.

Specifies activities that do not give rise to liability. Includes: Mere capacity to influence or unexcused right to control facility operations; actions to require environmental inspection and/or cleanups; work out’ activities (e.g. preventing foreclosure by restructuring terms).

To remain exempt from liability after foreclosure, a lender must sell, re-lease, or otherwise divest itself of the property in a reasonably expeditious manner.

SECTION IV. PURCHASER LIABILITY

Purpose
Protect new purchasers and redevelopers from liabilities for past problems.

Under N.Y. v. Shore Realty, the court held the current owner responsible for site cleanup costs; it reasoned that CERCLA unequivocally imposes strict liability on the current owner of a facility from which there is a release without regard to causation.

Summary
Exempts prospective purchasers from liability when acquires ownership of a facility and establishes each of the following:

All active disposal of hazardous substances at the facility occurred before that person acquired the facility.

Person made appropriate inquiry into the previous ownership and uses of the facility and poverty.

The person provided all legally required notices with respect to the discovery or release of any hazardous substances at the facility.

The person exercised appropriate care with respect to hazardous substances found by stopping on-going releases and preventing future releases of hazardous substances.

SECTION V. FIDUCIARY LIABILITY

Purpose
Reduce banks’ fears of liability in their capacity as a fiduciary. Fiduciaries are wary of accepting real estate into their trust portfolios due to unfavorable court decisions.

Summary
Limits the liability of fiduciaries (trustees) to the value of the assets of the trust or estate unless: Person undertakes fiduciary status to avoid preexisting personal liability; fiduciary is personally, causing or contributing to release of hazardous substance; fiduciary participates in planning and implementing a scheme to evade CERCLA; and fiduciary fails to comply with requirements set by EPA.

Fiduciaries undertaking or directing others to undertake a response/cleanup action under CERCLA are precluded from liability.

IN SUPPORT OF SUPERFUND REFORMS TO PROMOTE THE REDEVELOPMENT OF “BROWNFIELDS”

HON. RICHARD A. GEPPARDT OF MISSOURI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, August 3, 1995

Mr. GEPPARDT. Mr. Speaker, I join today with Mr. BROWN of Ohio, Mr. DINGELL, Mr. STOKES, Mr. BORSKI, Mr. RUSH, Mr. KLINK, Mr. MANTON, Mr. TOWNS, and Ms. FURSE in introducing legislation to redevelop abandoned or underutilized industrial sites. As many as 500,000 sites that once sustained industrial or commercial activities now lie vacant or idle across the country in our rural and urban areas. Returning these sites to productive use must be an important national goal.

This legislation is intended to promote the cleanup and redevelopment of such abandoned properties, commonly referred to as “brownfields.” Too often the private sector is deterred from redeveloping brownfields because of their high cleanup costs and the potentially open-ended liability associated with undiscovered contamination. Likewise, cities have lacked the resources to assess contamination levels at abandoned sites or to help finance cleanups.

Like many cities across the country, St. Louis has hundreds—perhaps thousands—of abandoned sites that sit idle and need to be reused. In many cases, private owners have simply given up on their properties, allowing them to revert to the public domain; the municipality of St. Louis owns more than 40,000,000 square feet of abandoned property and buildings. But many other underused sites remain in private hands as well.

St. Louis has seen some neighborhoods deteriorate as investment jobs have gone elsewhere. Many times it has been more attractive for businesses to invest in untouched property that does not carry with it potential environmental liability and expensive cleanup costs. Thus, many sites—the old Carondelet Coke plant in south St. Louis along the Mississippi riverfront, and the former National Lead site in St. Louis County—remain unused.

Our goal is to encourage the cleanup and reuse of brownfields for productive uses, thus bringing new job opportunities to blighted areas. This bill contains provisions to encourage private sector investment in redevelopment and provide cities with the resources to coordinate site characterization and promote cleanups. There are three major objectives.

First, this legislation provides cities new resources necessary to promote the cleanup of sites. Developers or purchasers often find capital out of reach when potentially costly environmental liabilities are present. In addition, cities often have difficulty in obtaining the necessary resources to assess the extent of toxicity of individual sites, the first step in brownfield redevelopment.

To help provide funding that the private sector cannot always provide, the bill authorizes the EPA to provide funds from the Superfund trust fund for cleanups. Government entities, such as the St. Louis community development agency, would be able to apply and compete for interest-free loans or grants to perform site assessments and cleanup activities. The grants and loans would be competitively awarded based on their capacity to create new jobs, as well as the amount of local participation and financial support.

The cities have emphasized that site characterizations and assessments are extremely useful in marketing contaminated sites to prospective buyers or developers. After determining the level of contamination, parties are more inclined to invest in brownfield properties since the projected cleanup costs are better known. This bill authorizes the EPA to provide
up to $15 million annually from the Superfund to local governments to perform such assessments. Furthermore, to facilitate cleanups, the bill authorizes the use of up to $30 million annually in loans to finance remediation activities.

Second, this legislation clarifies the lender liability issue in order to encourage private sector investment. The Fleet Factors case obscured the intent of Superfund’s secured-lenders exemption. This confusion has made many lenders reluctant to become involved in potentially contaminated properties. Bankers now often fear that their interest may make them subject to cleanup liability for newly discovered or released contamination. The bill makes it clear that lenders who are merely performing a lending function and not managing a site’s daily operations or contributing to the contamination can lend for redevelopment purposes without fear of incurring large environmental liabilities. The bill also provides protections to lenders who act in their capacity as fiduciaries.

This legislation does not solve all aspects of the brownfields redevelopment problem. The solutions require a comprehensive reform of the Superfund bill, of the sort that nearly passed the House last year. There are also other aspects of the problem—such as those involving the treatment of leaking underground storage tanks—that must be addressed as well.

Generally, this legislation begins us on the way toward confronting the most important factors that have blocked the redevelopment of communities throughout urban and rural America. I thank all of my colleagues, particularly Mr. Brown and Mr. Dingell, for their hard work in developing this bill.

A BROWNFIELD CLEANUP PROGRAM

HON. ROBERT A. BORSKI
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, August 3, 1995

Mr. BORSKI. Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to join today with the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. Brown], the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. Dingell], the ranking Democratic member of the Commerce Committee, and the Democratic leader, Mr. GEPHARDT, to introduce legislation to help cities attract jobs by cleaning up brownfields sites.

This initiative will bring jobs to Philadelphia and every other city that has been facing inflexible environmental laws.

This bill is necessary because Superfund has become an obstacle to the economic redevelopment of our cities. Superfund has become a job-killer in our Nation’s cities and that has to be changed.

Mayor Ed Rendell of Philadelphia, America’s mayor, made revision of the Superfund brownfields program a prominent part of his new agenda for urban America.

The current Superfund Program has required America’s cities to fight the battle for jobs with one hand tied behind their backs. Cities must be able to attract jobs—new jobs—if they are going to be able to expand their tax bases and provide funds for all the other services that are essential in urban areas—schools, housing, transit and many others. Cities cannot survive without new jobs.

In Philadelphia, the city is attempting to clear the lots for development away the more than 30,000 abandoned buildings that dominate far too much of the city. They want to clear the lots for development but they have run into a stone wall because no developers want to touch land that poses the threat of Superfund involvement.

Our Commissioner of Licenses and Inspections, who is in charge of this effort, testified before the Subcommittee on Water Resources and the Environment about an atmosphere of fear among prospective developers.

It is clear that we must take the steps that are necessary to dispel the atmosphere of fear that pervades our cities.

This bill that we are introducing today will help Philadelphia and all the other cities with the same problem a small measure of help by setting aside Superfund money to be used just for these sites.

During the next 3 years, $45 million would be available for grants to cities for preliminary site characterization work and $90 million would be provided for loans to cities for cleanup.

The bill also includes protection for prospective purchasers—people who want to buy property but may be scared away by the potential liability.

Under this bill, prospective purchasers who have no connection with the waste disposal will be shielded from liability.

The brownfields problem has a major impact on communities across the country. Experts have estimated as many as 500,000 contaminated sites that could be available for productive industrial development if the liability issue was settled.

EPA Administrator Carol M. Browner has done a good job moving this program in the right direction with her brownfields action agenda, especially removing 25,000 sites from the CERCLIS list.

That removal eliminates the taint of a Superfund listing from sites that don’t belong on a Superfund list.

More must be done legislatively to focus attention on the brownfields problem.

As the ranking Democratic member on the Water Resources and Environment Subcommittee, I am prepared to offer this bill during the Superfund debate in the Transportation and Infrastructure Committee.
Thursday, August 3, 1995

Daily Digest

HIGHLIGHT
House passed Labor-HHS-Education Appropriations bill.

Senate

Chamber Action
Routine Proceedings, pages S11227-S11351

Measures Introduced: Six bills were introduced, as follows: S. 1115-1120.

Measures Passed:

Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act: Senate passed H.R. 402, to amend the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, after agreeing to a committee amendment, and the following amendment proposed thereto:

Warner (for Stevens) Amendment No. 2110, to amend section 7(i) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act to exclude net operating losses from the definition of "revenues".

Pages S11342-47

Department of Defense Authorizations, 1996:
Senate continued consideration of S. 1026, to authorize appropriations for fiscal year 1996 for military activities of the Department of Defense, for military construction, for defense activities of the Department of Energy, and to prescribe personnel strengths for such fiscal year for the Armed Forces, taking action on amendments proposed thereto, as follows:

(1) McCain Amendment No. 2091, to limit the total amount that may be obligated or expended for procurement of the SSN-21, SSN-22, and SSN-23 Seawolf class submarines.

Pages S11297-98

(2) Dodd Amendment No. 2092 (to Amendment No. 2091), to propose an alternative limitation on the amount that may be obligated for procurement of the Seawolf class submarines.

Pages S11297-98

(3) By 69 yea to 26 nays (Vote No. 358), Cohen Amendment No. 2089, to express the sense of Congress on the missile defense of the United States.

Pages S11282-83, S11304-07

(4) Warner (for Chafee) Amendment No. 2095, to improve the section establishing uniform national discharge standards for the control of water pollution from vessels of the Armed Forces.

Pages S11307-08

(5) Nunn (for Pryor/Feinstein) Amendment No. 2096, to make funds available for the Troops to Teachers program and the Troops to Cops program.

Pages S11308-10

(6) Warner (for Dole) Amendment No. 2097, to ensure the preservation of the ammunition industrial base of the United States.

Page S11310

(7) Warner (for Thurmond) Amendment No. 2098, to modify the authority to transfer funds regarding foreign currency fluctuations so that the authority does not apply to appropriations for fiscal years before fiscal year 1996.

Pages S11310-11

(8) Nunn (for Akaka) Amendment No. 2099, to provide a substitute for section 543, relating to military intelligence personnel prevented from being considered for decorations and award.

Pages S11311-13

(9) Nunn (for Akaka) Amendment No. 2100, to require the Secretary of the Army to review the records relating to the award of the Distinguished-Service Cross to Asian-Americans and Native American Pacific Islanders for service in the Army during World War II to determine whether the award should be upgraded to the Medal of Honor.

Page S11313

(10) Warner (for Coats) Amendment No. 2101, to revise section 723, relating to the applicability of CHAMPUS payment rules to health care provided by CHAMPUS providers to members of the uniformed services enrolled in a health care plan of a Uniformed Services Treatment Facility.

Page S11314

(11) Warner (for Coats) Amendment No. 2102, to change an enrollment date from January 1, 1995 to October 1, 1995 relating to TRICARE Uniform Health Benefits by Uniformed Services Treatment Facilities.

Page S11314


Pages S11314-15
(13) Warner (for McCain) Amendment No. 2104, to make various amendments to the provisions relating to the Naval Petroleum Reserves.

Pages S11315–18

(14) Nunn (for Feinstein) Amendment No. 2105, to extend the fiscal year 1993 project authorization for the JP-8 fuel facility at the Los Alamitos Reserve Center, California.

Page S11318

(15) Warner (for Thurmond) Amendment No. 2106, to make the authority under section 648 (Annuities for Certain Military Surviving Spouses) subject to the availability of appropriations.

Pages S11318–19

(16) Warner (for Kyl) Amendment No. 2107, to require a review and report on United States policy on the security of the national information infrastructure.

Pages S11319–20

(17) Warner (for McCain) Amendment No. 2108, to provide for Iran and Iraq arms non-proliferation measures.

Page S11320

(18) Warner (for Thurmond) Amendment No. 2109, to provide funding for the activities of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission for the remainder of 1995.

Pages S11320–21

Rejected:

(1) Dorgan Amendment No. 2087, to reduce the amount authorized to be appropriated under Title II for national missile defense. (By 51 yeas to 48 nays (Vote No. 354), Senate tabled the amendment.)

Pages S11227–39

(2) Levin Amendment No. 2088, to strike language that: (1) makes it U.S. policy to deploy a multiple-site national missile defense, (2) expresses the sense of the Congress that the President should not try to change the ABM treaty until after a Congressional review, and (3) sets standards for assessing compliance with the ABM treaty. (By 51 yeas to 49 nays (Vote No. 355), Senate tabled the amendment.)

Pages S11246–82

(3) By 30 yeas to 70 nays (Vote No. 356), McCain Amendment No. 2090, to delete funding for procurement of a third Seawolf submarine, and to prohibit expenditures of fiscal year 1996 funds and prior fiscal year funds for procurement of such submarine.

Pages S11283–96

(4) By 41 yeas to 58 nays (Vote No. 357), Bumpers Amendment No. 2094, to strike provisions concerning Defense Export Loan Guarantees.

Pages S11298–S11303

A unanimous-consent time agreement was reached providing for further consideration of the bill and amendments to be proposed thereto on Friday, August 4, 1995.

Page S11304

Removal of Injunction of Secrecy: The injunction of secrecy was removed from the following treaty:


The treaty was transmitted to the Senate today, considered as having been read for the first time, and referred, with accompanying papers, to the Committee on Foreign Relations and ordered to be printed.

Page S11342

Messages From the President: Senate received the following messages from the President of the United States:

Transmitting the report entitled “Empowerment: A New Covenant With America’s Communities”; referred to the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs. (PM–72).

Page S11322

Nominations Received: Senate received the following nominations:

John David Carlin, of Kansas, to be an Assistant Secretary of Agriculture.

Marca Bristo, of Illinois, to be a Member of the National Council on Disability for a term expiring September 17, 1998.

Bonnie O’Day, of Maryland, to be a Member of the National Council on Disability for a term expiring September 17, 1998.

Kate Pew Wolters, of Michigan, to be a Member of the National Council on Disability for a term expiring September 17, 1998.

1 Marine Corps nomination in the rank of general.
Routine lists in the Army.
Routine list in the Navy.

Pages S11347–51

Messages From the President:
Messages From the House:
Petitions:
Statements on Introduced Bills:
Additional Cosponsors:
Amendments Submitted:
Notifications of Hearings:
Authority for Committees:
Additional Statements:
Record Votes: Five record votes were taken today. (Total=358)


Pages S11239, S11282, S11296, S11302–03, S11307

Recess: Senate convened at 9 a.m., and recessed at 11:28 p.m., until 9 a.m., on Friday, August 4, 1995. (For Senate’s program, see the remarks of the Acting Majority Leader in today’s Record on page S11347.)
Committee Meetings

(Committees not listed did not meet)

NOMINATION
Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry: Committee concluded hearings on the nomination of Jill L. Long, of Indiana, to be Under Secretary of Agriculture for Rural Economic and Community Development, and to be a Member of the Board of Directors of the Commodity Credit Corporation, after the nominee, who was introduced by Senator Coats and Representatives Roberts and de la Garza, testified and answered questions in her own behalf.

AUTHORIZATION—ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT
Committee on Environment and Public Works: Subcommittee on Drinking Water, Fisheries, and Wildlife resumed hearings on proposed legislation authorizing funds for programs of the Endangered Species Act, receiving testimony from Carl B. Loop, Jr., Florida Farm Bureau Federation, Jacksonville, on behalf of the American Farm Bureau Federation; R.J. Smith, Competitive Enterprise Institute, James M. Sweeney, Champion International Corporation, Michael J. Bean, Environmental Defense Fund, and Steven P. Quarles, on behalf of the Endangered Species Coordinating Council and the American Forest and Paper Association, all of Washington, D.C.; Michael White, Hecla Mining Company, Coeur d’Alene, Idaho; Sheri L. Chapman, Idaho Water Users Association, Inc., Boise; George E. Meyer, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, Madison; Murray Lloyd, Black Bear Conservation Committee, Shreveport, Louisiana; Brian Loew, Riverside County Habitat Conservation Agency, Riverside, California; Charles E. Gilliland, Texas A&M University, College Station; Randy Scott, San Bernardino County Planning Department, San Bernardino, California; Elliot Parks, San Diego Association of Governments, San Diego, California; and Lindell L. Marsh, Siemon, Larsen & Marsh, Irvine, California.

Hearings were recessed subject to call.

IRAQ SANCTIONS
Committee on Foreign Relations: Subcommittee on Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs concluded hearings to examine the effects of United Nations sanctions imposed on the Iraq economy, after receiving testimony from Madeleine Albright, Permanent Representative to the United Nations; Omar A. Duwaik, Reema International Corp., Denver, Colorado; and Rend Rahim Francke, Iraq Foundation, and Phebe Marr and Patrick Clawson, both of the Institute for National Strategic Studies/National Defense University, all of Washington, D.C.

IRAQ ATROCITIES AGAINST THE KURDS

BUSINESS MEETING
Committee on the Judiciary: Committee ordered favorably reported the following business items:

S. 627, to require the general application of the antitrust laws to major league baseball; and

The nominations of Joseph H. McKinley Jr., to be United States District Judge for the Western District of Kentucky, and Evan Jonathan Wallach, of Nevada, to be a Judge for the United States Court of International Trade.

NOMINATIONS
Committee on the Judiciary: Committee concluded hearings on the nominations of Terence T. Evans, of Wisconsin, to be United States Circuit Judge for the Seventh Circuit, Michael R. Murphy, of Utah, to be United States Circuit Judge for the Tenth Circuit, James M. Moody, to be United States Circuit Judge for the Eastern District of Arkansas, William K. Sessions III, to be United States District Judge for the District of Vermont, Ortrie D. Smith, to be United States District Judge for the Western District of Missouri, and Donald C. Pogue, of Connecticut, to be a Judge of the United States Court of International Trade, after the nominees testified and answered questions in their own behalf. Mr. Evans was introduced by Senators Kohl and Feingold, and Representative Thomas Barrett, Mr. Murphy was introduced by Senators Hatch and Bennett, and Representative Orton, Mr. Moody was introduced by Senators Bumpers and Pryor, and Representative Dickey, Mr. Sessions was introduced by Senators Leahy and Jeffords, and Mr. Smith was introduced by Senators Ashcroft and Bond and Representative Skelton.
MEDIcare HMO's
Special Committee on Aging: Committee concluded hearings to examine the adequacy of Federal oversight of Medicare health maintenance organizations and how to assure quality of care for Medicare beneficiaries who enroll in HMO's, after receiving testimony from Sarah F. Jaggar, Director, Health Financing and Public Health Issues, Health, Education, and Human Services Division, General Accounting Office; June Gibbs Brown, Inspector General, and Bruce C. Vladeck, Administrator, Health Care Financing Administration, both of the Department of Health and Human Services; Geraldine Dallek, Center for Health Care Rights, Los Angeles, California; Jesse Jampol, Health Insurance Plan of Greater New York, New York, New York, on behalf of the Group Health Association of America; Helen Imbernino, National Committee for Quality Assurance, Washington, D.C.; and Suzanne C. Mercure, Southern California Edison, Rosemead.

WITeRwATeR
Special Committee to Investigate the Whitewater Development Corporation and Related Matters: Committee resumed hearings to examine issues relative to the President's involvement with the Whitewater Development Corporation, focusing on certain events following the death of Deputy White House Counsel Vincent Foster, receiving testimony from Thomas E. Castleton, Special Assistant to the Assistant Attorney General, Department of Justice, former Special Assistant to the Counsel to the President; Carolyn C. Huber, Special Assistant to the President and Director of Personal Correspondence; Stephen R. Neuwirth, Associate Counsel to the President; and Clifford M. Sloan, Wiley, Rein & Fielding, Bethesda, Maryland, former Associate Counsel to the President. Hearings will continue on Monday, August 7.

House of Representatives

Chamber Action
Bills Introduced: 15 public bills, H.R. 2177-2190, 2192; 1 private bill, H.R. 2191; and 2 resolutions, H. Con. Res. 92, and H. Res. 210 were introduced.

Report Filed: One report was filed as follows: H.R. 1350, to amend the Merchant Marine Act, 1936 to revitalize the United States-flag merchant marine, amended (H. Doc. 104-229).

Speaker Pro Tempore: Read a letter from the Speaker wherein he designates Representative Waldholtz to act as Speaker pro tempore for today.

Committees To Sit: The following committees and their subcommittees received permission to sit today during the proceedings of the House under the 5-minute rule: Committees on Commerce, Government Reform and Oversight, International Relations, National Security, Resources, and Small Business.

Labor-HHS-Education Appropriations: By a yea-and-nay vote of 219 yeas to 208 nays, Roll No. 626, the House passed H.R. 2127, making appropriations for the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and related agencies, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1996.

Agreed to the committee amendment in the nature of a substitute. (See next issue.)

Rejected the Obey motion to recommit the bill to the Committee on Appropriations with instructions to report it back forthwith containing amendments that sought to strike language relating to striker replacements; strike language that prohibits OSHA from promulgating or issuing any guidelines regarding ergonomic protection or reporting related occupational injuries and illnesses; and strike language relating to the National Labor Relations Board salaries and expenses (rejected by a yea-and-nay vote of 188 yeas to 238 nays, Roll No. 625). (See next issue.)

Agreed To:
- The Moran amendment that provides that $7.5 million of the funds made available to the Office of the Director of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) be made available for the Office of Alternative Medicine;
- The Goodling amendment that increases by $4.9 million in funding for vocational and adult education, earmark that amount for the National Institute for Literacy and offset that by reducing the funding for the Department's education, research, statistics, and improvement account;
- The Hastert amendment that changes language concerning the criteria institutions of higher education must follow in demonstrating a history and continuing practice of program expansion for members of the underrepresented sex with respect to
The Skaggs amendment that sought to delete language in the bill that prohibits the use of Federal funds for political advocacy (rejected by a recorded vote 187 ayes to 232 noes, Roll No. 622)

The Solomon amendment that sought to prohibit use of funds by any institution of higher education if compulsory student fees at that institution are used to support any group or organization for public policy influence or political campaigns (rejected by a recorded vote of 161 ayes to 263 noes, Roll No. 623)

The Sanders amendment that sought to prohibit use of funds by the NIH to convey exclusive license or patent rights for a drug; release on an exclusive basis drug testing information derived from NIH animal tests or human clinical trials; or enter into a cooperative research and development agreement under the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 and provide that these restrictions could be waived when it is determined that a reasonable pricing clause is not in the public interest (rejected by a recorded vote of 141 ayes to 284 noes, Roll No. 624)

The following amendments were offered but subsequently withdrawn:

The Johnson of Texas amendment that increase funding for School Improvement Programs and Vocational and Adult Education by $50 million and $100 million respectively

The Kleczka amendment that prohibits use of funds used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics to implement a change in the consumer price index except when the House of Representatives and the Senate have authorized a change based upon a comprehensive revision of the market

The Ewing amendment that prohibits use of funds to conduct audits of banks participating in the student loan program that have loaned $5 million or less in student loans

The Hoekstra amendment that eliminates funding for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting in fiscal year 1998

The Kolbe amendment that sought to strike language that allows States sole discretion in deciding on abortion funding (rejected by a recorded vote of 206 ayes to 215 noes, Roll No. 619)

The Ganske amendment that sought to delete language that prohibits Federal financial assistance to support to graduate medical education programs that accreditation programs that require abortion training to be accredited (rejected by a recorded vote 190 ayes to 235 noes, Roll No. 620)

The Blute amendment that sought to provide $1.2 billion in funding to the LIHEA program and offset that increase by reducing by 2 percent discretionary spending in each account on a pro rata basis (rejected by a recorded vote of 53 ayes to 367 noes, with 3 voting “present” Roll No. 621)

The Cunningham amendment that strikes language computing basic support payments and construction payments for impact aid programs

The Gordon amendment that prohibits use of funds for Pell Grants to students at a institution of higher education ineligible to participate in a loan program as a result of a high default rate determination

The Lazio of New York that increases by $13.793 million funding for the National Senior Volunteer Corps

The Emerson amendment that prohibit use of funds for the Electronic Benefits Transfer Task Force

The Hoekstra amendment that eliminates funding for the National Senior Volunteer Corps

The Johnson of Texas amendment that increase funding for School Improvement Programs and Vocational and Adult Education by $100 million and $200 million respectively

The Hoekstra amendment that eliminates funding for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting in fiscal year 1998

The Kolbe amendment that sought to strike language that allows States sole discretion in deciding on abortion funding (rejected by a recorded vote of 206 ayes to 215 noes, Roll No. 619)

The Ganske amendment that sought to delete language that prohibits Federal financial assistance to support to graduate medical education programs that accreditation programs that require abortion training to be accredited (rejected by a recorded vote 190 ayes to 235 noes, Roll No. 620)

The Blute amendment that sought to provide $1.2 billion in funding to the LIHEA program and offset that increase by reducing by 2 percent discretionary spending in each account on a pro rata basis (rejected by a recorded vote of 53 ayes to 367 noes, with 3 voting “present” Roll No. 621)

The Skaggs amendment that sought to delete language in the bill that prohibits the use of Federal funds for political advocacy (rejected by a recorded vote 187 ayes to 232 noes, Roll No. 622)

The Solomon amendment that sought to prohibit use of funds by any institution of higher education if compulsory student fees at that institution are used to support any group or organization for public policy influence or political campaigns (rejected by a recorded vote of 161 ayes to 263 noes, Roll No. 623); and

The Sanders amendment that sought to prohibit use of funds by the NIH to convey exclusive license or patent rights for a drug; release on an exclusive basis drug testing information derived from NIH animal tests or human clinical trials; or enter into a cooperative research and development agreement under the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 and provide that these restrictions could be waived when it is determined that a reasonable pricing clause is not in the public interest (rejected by a recorded vote of 141 ayes to 284 noes, Roll No. 624).

The following amendments were offered but subsequently withdrawn:

The Johnson of Texas amendment that increase funding for School Improvement Programs and Vocational and Adult Education by $50 million and $100 million respectively

The Kleczka amendment that prohibits use of funds used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics to implement a change in the consumer price index except when the House of Representatives and the Senate have authorized a change based upon a comprehensive revision of the market

The Ewing amendment that prohibits use of funds to conduct audits of banks participating in the student loan program that have loaned $5 million or less in student loans

The Hoekstra amendment that eliminates funding for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting in fiscal year 1998

The Kolbe amendment that sought to strike language that allows States sole discretion in deciding on abortion funding (rejected by a recorded vote of 206 ayes to 215 noes, Roll No. 619); (See next issue.)

The Ganske amendment that sought to delete language that prohibits Federal financial assistance to support to graduate medical education programs that accreditation programs that require abortion training to be accredited (rejected by a recorded vote 190 ayes to 235 noes, Roll No. 620); (See next issue.)

The Blute amendment that sought to provide $1.2 billion in funding to the LIHEA program and offset that increase by reducing by 2 percent discretionary spending in each account on a pro rata basis (rejected by a recorded vote of 53 ayes to 367 noes, with 3 voting “present” Roll No. 621); (See next issue.)

Meeting Hour: House agreed to meet at 8 a.m. on Friday, August 5.


Legislative Program: It was made in order that when the House convene on Friday, August 4 that further consideration of H.R. 1555, Communications Act of 1995 in the Committee of the Whole, pursuant to H. Res. 207, shall be governed by the following order: (1) immediately after the Pledge of Allegiance, the House shall resolve into the Committee of the Whole for the further consideration of H.R. 1555 pursuant to House Resolution 207 without intervening motion; (2) consideration in the Committee of the Whole shall proceed without intervening motion except the amendments printed in the House Report 104-223, except one motion to rise, if offered by Representative Bliley; (3) that any amendment adopted in the Committee of the Whole shall be deemed as having been adopted in the House; and (4) that Representative Conyers shall have permission to modify amendment numbered 22.

(See next issue.)

Presidential Message—National Urban Policy: Read a message from the President wherein he transmits the Administration’s National Urban Policy Report—referred to the Committee on Banking and Financial Services. (See next issue.)

District Work Period: House agreed to H. Con. Res. 92, providing for the adjournment of the two Houses. (See next issue.)

Committees To Sit: The following committees and their subcommittees received permission to sit Friday, August 5 during the proceedings of the House under the 5-minute rule: Committees on Agriculture, Appropriations, Banking and Financial Services, Budget, Commerce, Economic and Educational Opportunities, Government Reform and Oversight, House Oversight, International Relations, the Judiciary, National Security, Rules, Science, Small Business, Standards of Official Conduct, Transportation and Infrastructure, Veterans’ Affairs and Ways and Means. (See next issue.)

Senate Messages: Messages received from the Senate today appear on page H 8311.

Amendments Ordered Printed: Amendments ordered printed pursuant to the rule appear on pages H 8361–62.

Quorum Calls—Votes: One yea-and-nay vote and six recorded votes developed during the proceedings of the House today and appear on pages (see next issue). There were no quorum calls.

Adjournment: Met at 10 a.m. and adjourned on Friday, August 4, at 1:25 a.m.

Committee Meetings

ADMINISTRATION’S REVISED BUDGET
Committee on the Budget: Held a hearing on the Administration’s Revised Budget. Testimony was heard from June E. O’Neill, Director, CBO; and Alice M. Rivlin, Director, OMB.

FUTURE OF THE MEDICARE PROGRAM
Committee on Commerce: Subcommittee on Health and the Environment concluded hearings on the Future of the Medicare Program. Testimony was heard from public witnesses.

LOCAL EMPOWERMENT AND FLEXIBILITY ACT
Committee on Government Reform and Oversight: Subcommittee on Human Resources and Intergovernmental Relations held a hearing on H.R. 2086, Local Empowerment and Flexibility Act of 1995. Testimony was heard from Senator Hatfield; Judy A. England-Joseph, Director, Housing and Community Development Issues, GAO; Charles Griffiths, Director, Intergovernmental Liaison, Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations; and a public witness.

COMMITTEE BUSINESS
Committee on House Oversight: Met and approved pending Committee business.

ANDERSON V. ROSE
Committee on House Oversight: Task Force on Contested Election assigned to the Seventh Congressional District of North Carolina approved Representative Rose’s motion to dismiss the Anderson v. Rose case.

The Task Force also approved a motion to refer the report of the Task Force on this case to the Department of Justice for further investigation.

REPUBLIC OF CHINA (TAIWAN’S) PARTICIPATION IN THE UNITED NATIONS
Committee on International Relations: Held a hearing on H. Con. Res. 63, relating to the Republic of China (Taiwan’s) participation in the United Nations. Testimony was heard from Representative Solomon; Kent Wiedemann, Deputy Assistant Secretary, East Asian and Pacific Affairs, Department of State; and public witnesses.
FRIENDLY FIRE SHOOTDOWN OF ARMY HELICOPTER OVER NORTHERN IRAQ


TECHNOLOGY FOR SAFETY AND SURVIVABILITY

Committee on National Security: Subcommittee on Military Research and Development held a hearing on technology for safety and survivability. Testimony was heard from the following officials of the Department of Defense: Anita K. Jones, Director, Defense Research and Engineering; Jim Hicks, Director, Information Systems Technology, U.S. Army Safety Center; Richard F. Healing, Director, Safety and Survivability, Office of the Secretary of the Navy; and Brig. Gen. Richard R. Paul, USAF, Director, Science and Technology, Headquarters, U.S. Air Force Materiel Command.

ARCTIC COASTAL PLAIN

Committee on Resources: Held a hearing regarding leasing of the 1002 study area of the Arctic Coastal Plain to oil exploration and development. Testimony was heard from Senator Stevens; John D. Leshy, Solicitor, Department of the Interior; John Shively, Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources, State of Alaska; and public witnesses.

MISCELLANEOUS MEASURES

Committee on Resources: Subcommittee on Fisheries, Wildlife and Oceans approved for full committee action the following bills: H.R. 1253, to rename the San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge as the Don Edwards San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge; H.R. 2005, to direct the Secretary of the Interior to make technical corrections in maps relating to the Coastal Barrier Resources Systems; and H.R. 2160, Cooperative Fisheries Management Act of 1995.

MISCELLANEOUS MEASURES

Committee on Resources: Subcommittee on National Parks, Forests and Lands held a hearing on the following bills: H.R. 2107, to amend the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965 to improve the quality of visitor services provided by Federal land management agencies through an incentive-based recreation fee program; and H.R. 2025, Park Renewal Fund Act. Testimony was heard from Gray F. Reynolds, Deputy Chief, Forest Service, USDA; Roger Kennedy, National Park Service, Department of the Interior; and public witnesses;

VIEQUES LANDS TRANSFER ACT;
AMERICAN SAMOA WHITE-COLLAR CRIME ASSESSMENT

Committee on Resources: Subcommittee on Native American and Insular Affairs approved for full Committee action H.R. 2159, Vieques Lands Transfer Act of 1995.

The Subcommittee also held a hearing on the American Samoa White-Collar Crime Assessment. Testimony was heard from Mark M. Richard, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division, Department of Justice; Allen P. Stayman, Deputy Assistant Secretary, Territorial and International Affairs, Department of the Interior; and the following officials of American Samoa: A. P. Lutali, Governor; Malaetasi Togafau, Attorney General; Wendell Harwell, Territorial Auditor; and Savali Talavou Ale, Speaker of the House.

IMPLEMENTATION OF FEDERAL ACQUISITION STREAMLINING ACT

Committee on Small Business: Concluded hearings regarding the implementation of PL 103-355, Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994, with emphasis on H.R. 1670, Federal Acquisition Reform Act of 1995. Testimony was heard from Ronald W. Berger, Associate General Counsel, GAO; Steven Kelman, Administrator, Federal Procurement Policy; OMB; Jere W. Glover, Chief Counsel for Advocacy, SBA; Derek J. Vander Schaaf, Deputy Inspector General, Department of Defense; and public witnesses.

COMMITTEE BUSINESS

Committee on Standards of Official Conduct: Met in executive session to consider pending business.
EXAMINE MALFUNCTIONS IN THE DISABILITY PROGRAM

Committee on Ways and Means: Subcommittee on Social Security continued hearings to examine malfunctions in the disability program. Testimony was heard from Jane Ross, Director, Income Security Issues, Health, Education, and Human Services Division, GAO; and public witnesses.

COMMITTEE MEETINGS FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST 4, 1995

(Committee meetings are open unless otherwise indicated)

Senate

No committee meetings are scheduled.

House


Committee on Government Reform and Oversight, Subcommittee on the District of Columbia, hearing on H.R. 1855, to amend title 11, District of Columbia Code, to restrict the authority of the Superior Court of the District of Columbia over certain pending cases involving child custody and visitation rights, 9:30 a.m., 2318 Rayburn.

Committee on International Relations, hearing on the Future of the Department of Commerce, 10:30 a.m., 2172 Rayburn.

Committee on Resources, Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources, to mark up H.R. 699, to amend the Mineral Leasing Act to provide for a royalty payment for heavy crude oil produced from the public lands which is based on the degree of API gravity, 10 a.m., 1324 Rayburn.

Subcommittee on National Parks, Forests and Lands, to mark up the following bills: H.R. 1713, Livestock Grazing Act; and H.R. 1280, Technical Assistance Act of 1995, 10:30 a.m., 1334 Longworth.

Committee on Small Business, to mark up H.R. 2150, Small Business Credit Efficiency Act of 1995, 9:30 a.m., 2359 Rayburn.

Committee on Standards of Official Conduct, executive, to consider pending business, 10 a.m., HT-2M Capitol.
Next Meeting of the SENATE
9 a.m., Friday, August 4

Senate Chamber
Program for Friday: Senate will continue consideration of S. 1026, Department of Defense Authorizations.

Next Meeting of the HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
8 a.m., Friday, August 4

House Chamber
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